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INTRODUCTION

Zuwachs an Kentnis ist Zuwachs an Unruhe.

Goethe, Aus meinem Leben, 8. Buch

Our doubts are traitors

And make us lose the good we oft might win

By fearing to attempt.

Shakespeare, Measure for Measure

The division of physics into experimental and theoretical physics is

generally accepted. The meaning of this subdivision is well expressed

in the British name for theoretical physics: Natural Philosophy. It

means that philosophical features are abstracted from the descriptive

and experimental facts and formulated in a general vv^ay. In physics

the obvious method of doing so is with the help of advanced mathe-

matical treatment.

There is no reason why biological disciplines should not proceed

in the same way. But actually theoretical biology has, in most in-

stances, tried to consider biological facts in terms of abstract philoso-

phy, if not metaphysics, while the general elaboration of laws and

rules has been intricately interwoven with the diverse types of factual

study. Abstract concepts such as mechanism, vitalism, teleology,

holism, creative evolution, and psycholamarckism are the topics of

discussion in theoretical biology; but the theoretical aspects, say, of

evolution or development are usually discussed with the factual presen-

tations as an integral part of the special knowledge. Many biologists

are suspicious of generalizations which are not part and parcel, actu-

ally a small part, of descriptive or experimental studies. There is even

a school of biologists which frowns upon any general ideas beyond

the limited topic of the special study. These workers would consider

the non-existence of a theoretical biology, comparable to theoretical

physics, a very laudable condition. This proves that biology has not

yet progressed to the same level as physics, besides not being intrinsi-

cally able to generalize in terms of mathematical functions, except in

1



2 Introduction

limited, special fields. It may be appropriate to insert a telling quota-

tion from a theoretical physicist (Whittaker, 1952).

"At this point it may be observed that there is a notable difference

between theoretical Physics on the one hand and Pure Mathematics

and Experimental Physics on the other, in respect of the enduring

validity of the advances that are made. A theorem of Pure Mathe-

matics, once discovered, is true forever; all the pure mathematics that

Archimedes knew more than 2000 years ago is taught without essential

change to our students today. And the results of Experimental Physics,

so far as they are simply the expression in mathematical language of

the unchangeable brute facts of experience, have the same character

of permanence. The situation is different with an intellectual adven-

ture such as Theoretical Physics: it is built round conceptions and the

progress of the subject consists very largely in replacing these con-

ceptions by other conceptions, which transcend, or even contradict,

them. At the beginning of the century the two theories which seemed

most firmly established were that which represented gravitation in

terms of action at a distance, and that which represented light as a

motion of waves: and we have seen the one in a certain sense sup-

planted by General Relativity and the other trying to make the best

of an uneasy conjunction with Quantum-mechanics. The fame of a

theoretical physicist rests on the part that his ideas have played in the

history of the science; it does not necessarily detract from his impor-

tance if none of them survive into the physics of his remote suc-

cessors."

Genetics, younger than other biological fields, has not reached the

level at which theoretical genetics can be established as a recognized

discipline. Generalizing and theorizing in genetics is still a part, and

a minor one, of the factual attack upon individual problems, though

it seems that the tendency is increasingly to extend specific generaliza-

tions to a wider field, which would amount to the emergence of a

theoretical genetics. Thus my endeavor to sketch an outline of a future

theoretical genetics is not outside the trends of the time. Speaking for

myself, it is actually a further development of a personal inclination

which has been at the back of about forty-five years of genetical work.

Though I had the good fortune to contribute a large and diversified

mass of factual data in many separate fields of our science, I always

made the effort to draw general conclusions and to extend these to as

many groups of facts as I could muster. To satisfy my own need for

unified thought, I tried to work generalized, all-embracing ideas into

a unified and coordinated system which might be called genetical
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theory or theoretical genetics. In my first book of this kind (1920a),

which is probably unknown to present-day geneticists, I started with

the facts derived from the discovery of intersexuality and its genetical

and developmental analysis, which led me to present definite ideas

about the gene and its action, and to bring together genetics, develop-

ment, and evolution on the basis of a simple generalization. Ever since,

I have felt constrained to review the accumulating facts, my own as

well as those of other investigators, with the intention of building up
a general theory of heredity which would unify and explain the welter

of facts. Thus, while my experimental, factual work remained always

in the foreground I indulged from time to time in the dangerous

pleasure of looking over the whole and trying to explore the possi-

bilities for broad general conceptions. The major steps in this develop-

ment were my books of 1920a, 1927, 1938a, and 1940, and such general

discussions as those of 1934^7, 1938d, 1944, 1946^?, 1948c, 1951a, 1952a,

and 1954.

Sewall Wright's work approached the same goal during the same

time, and many points of contact as well as divergence exist.

I consider the time ripe for a review of the basic features of

genetics so far as they contribute to the emergence of a theoretical

genetics. It is not my intention to present a complete review and dis-

cussion of the facts and all the ideas which have been oflFered to ex-

plain them. I propose, rather, to select the salient facts and ideas, and

to present them as I see them in their meaning for the general theory

of genetics. Hence this study will not be a text or a review, but rather

an intimate and personal report, a dialogue with others of a similar

or a different mental attitude, a dialogue in which (as is true of all

good dialogues) I endeavor to convince my interlocutors of the cor-

rectness of my own point of view. But I realize that it is rather unim-

portant whether I succeed in this or not, so long as I and perhaps a

few others may derive satisfaction from a well-rounded synthesis.

Theoretical genetics comprises all the problems connected with

the following questions: (1) What is the nature of the genetic mate-

rial? (2) How does the genetic material act in controlling specific

development? (3) How do the nature and action of the genetic ma-
terial account for evolution? These three major problems of genetics

are closely interconnected, for the answer to one affects the answer

to the others. Since these problems cover the entire body of genetical

facts, their analysis will have to touch upon numerous individual

phases of genetics, including the disciplines upon which genetics

rests, such as cytology and experimental embryology, but also many
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other border fields. Since the present work is neither a textbook nor

a review, it is assumed that the reader has advanced knowledge of

genetics as well as of general biology.^

It is obvious that some more or less arbitrary decisions have had

to be made in regard to the inclusion of topics. To include every topic

on which theoretical discussions are possible or have been made would

be a hopeless undertaking. I tried to make it a rule not to enter in

detail into problems which, though interesting in themselves, do not

contribute much to the general theory of genetics. Hence, for example,

the theory of crossing over is mentioned only briefly because it is con-

sidered to be a special problem. For general genetic theory it is very

important that crossing over occurs. But whether Janssens' or Belling's

or Darlington's or any other theory is correct does not affect the theory

of the gene and its action. The aspects of this problem that bear upon

general theory will be mentioned, but the specific theories will not

be taken up. This does not mean, however, that one day a new solu-

tion of the problem may change this situation completely and make

it focal for genetic theory. This type of limitation will occur with

many individual topics, and I suggest that a reader who misses a topic

in which he is interested ask himself whether I did not omit it for the

reason indicated above. In a number of cases he will find that I dis-

cussed the topic in my other writings, but decided that it does not

belong here. Of course, another author would probably have different

ideas and make different selections.



PART I THE NATURE OF

THE GENETIC MATERIAL



1

THE CHROMOSOME

AND ITS DIVISION

An inquiry into the nature of the genetic material must start with the

following basic facts. (1) The chromosomes are the structural ele-

ments which from bacteria to man are in control of the major features

of heredity. (2) All chromosomes are similar in structure and be-

havior. (3) On the morphological as well as the genetical level,

chromosomes are largely constant within a given species. This in-

cludes their "individuality," meaning their actual continuity through

all phases of cell life. (4) Chromosomes are able to duplicate and

the two duplicates are normally identical, morphologically and ge-

netically. (5) Chromosomes in diploid organisms, or diploid stages

of organisms, consist of two sets of identical partners. (6) These

homologues are endowed with the ability to synapse, undergo meiosis,

and exchange segments at definite stages of the cellular cycle. (7)

Chromosomes have in addition to their visible structure a genetical

structure, which is strictly polarized: this linear diJBFerentiation is

completely orderly from point to point in a definite and constant

pattern, which duplicates exactly in division. On the morphological

level this is often visible as a constant arrangement of different

segments or chromomeres and also as the typical point by point

synapsis in meiosis. On the genetical level it is expressed in the well-

known arrangement of genetic loci or genes on the chromosome map.

(8) Chemically, chromosomes are always a combination of proteins,

only a few of which are known, and desoxyribonucleic acid (DNA),
both together being the chromatin of the cytologist. A varying amount

of ribonucleic acid (RNA) is also present. (9) There is a chemical

interaction between chromosomes and cytoplasm involving the nucleic

acids, especially RNA. (10) The chromosomes are capable of ab-

normal behavior: breakage, abnormal distribution, and so on. The
genetic consequences are always those expected on the basis of the

known genetic, polarized structure. All the facts of classic genetics

may thus be described as a result of the distribution of the chromo-

somes and their parts, which is an expression of the statistical con-

sequences of chromosomal behavior in meiosis and fertilization. (11)

The cytoplasm must play a role in heredity, since no nucleus without

6



The Chromosome and Its Division 7

cytoplasm exists. Whether cytoplasmic heredity is independent of

the chromosomes and, if so, how it compares with chromosomal

heredity are special questions. (12) The genie material within the

chromosomes is self-duplicating and capable of mutating into a new
and again self-duplicating condition, and if genetic material exists

in the cytoplasm it must have the same characteristics.

It is not difficult to derive a theory of the genetic material which

accounts for most of the basic facts in a formal way. In the classic

theory of the gene, a chromosome is a string of discrete bodies, the

genes, arranged in linear order within the framework of the chromo-

some. These genes are endowed with the power of self-dupHcation

as well as of specific attraction to their likes and repulsion to un-

likes, and they interact in some way with the cytoplasm as deter-

miners of reactions. It is the first problem of theoretical genetics to

scrutinize the details of chromosomal behavior which underlie these

basic facts, and to see whether the theory of the gene in its classic

formulation is a satisfactory description and a logical explanation of

the facts, or whether it will have to be replaced by a more compre-

hensive idea which accounts for more of the special facts. Thus we
must scrutinize the details of the cytological and genetical facts

pertinent to the formulation of a general theory to see whether they

point to a general principle which might or might not be the classic

theory of the gene. In doing so we shall have to touch upon many
facts without trying to catalogue them, but with the intention of not

missing any really relevant information.

The first question is whether the known structure, chemistry, and

behavior of the chromosome shed any light upon its genetic organiza-

tion. Clearly, the basic fact of genetics is the ability of the chro-

mosome to reduplicate. If there were no genetic material to be

duplicated, the old description of the chromosome sphtting into

longitudinal halves would suflBce. The more recent additional details,

namely, the dividing of the centromere and the appearance of the

two coiled chromonemata, would not change the simple picture of a

more or less amorphic material growing to double size and just being

divided up. But this simple picture is no longer accurate when we
think of the genetic material in the chromosome. Whatever its chemi-

cal composition, an exact replica is required by the facts of genetic

constancy.

Biochemists seem to be generally of the opinion that a large

molecule of the type probably constituting the genie material is not

synthesized independently in innumerable synthetic steps by the
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respective enzymes, but is molded by a template process involving

the surface of the molecule to be reduplicated. For the details of

this concept on a molecular basis see Pauling and Delbnick (1940)

and Friedrich-Freksa (1940); for its application to the genetic ma-
terial see also S. Emerson (1945). The idea requires the interimistic

production of a negative. Recently Watson and Crick
(
lQ5Sa,b;

Crick, 1954) have proposed for the first time a molecular structure

which makes possible an understanding of how the template idea

works. We shall present the details later in our discussion. A variant of

the template ideas proposed by Haldane (1954) will be mentioned

below when discussing crossing over.

Assuming the genetic material in the chromosome to consist of

a series of individual gene molecules, it would not be difficult to

visualize such a scheme of duplication if the old idea were true that

the chromosome disintegrates in the resting nucleus and is reas-

sembled at the time of division. The gene molecule floating in the

nuclear sap could proceed with re-creating its likeness as indicated.

The non-genic part of the chromosome could divide by real fission

and afterward adsorb the genes in their proper place, say by means
of specific haptenes comparable to those assumed to act in immunity

reactions. (If I am not mistaken, 1 first used such a scheme when I

tried a since disproved and discarded alternative explanation for

crossing over; Goldschmidt, 1917Z?.

)

All the more recent developments of cytology point, however,

in the direction of a chromosome which remains more or less, if not

completely, intact in the interphase nucleus. Chromosomes have been

isolated by grinding up resting nuclei, even of cells like erythrocytes,

which do not divide further; as far as can be judged, the structure

and biochemistry of these chromosomes are normal (Claude and Pot-

ter, 1943; Mirsky and Ris, 1947a,b, 1951). (But doubts still exist in

regard to the chromosomal nature of the isolates; see Alfert's review,

1954.) Moreover, a number of cell types are known, like gland cells

of waterbugs (Geitler, 1940a, 1954) and tissue cells of Diptera, in

which the chromosomes in resting nuclei are visible, with their normal

structural details, because of polyteny and (or) giant size. Though

the visibility of the structural details seems to be an unusual feature

of these giant chromosomes, the presence of intact chromosomes may
be safely assumed for all interphase nuclei. It has been observed

many times that telophase chromosomes may double before restora-

tion of the daughter nucleus. Thus it may be considered certain that

whatever the genie material is, it divides or reduplicates with and
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within the chromosome. The biochemist interested in these problems

easily forgets that the genetical problems are on the chromosomal

level and that facts relating to molecules, even large ones, must be

integrated into the structure of the chromosome.

These facts raise great difficulties for the assumption of individual

gene molecules which duplicate by re-creation of their like. Whatever

tiie genie material, it is an integral part of the entire chromosome.

This means it is a part of a rather compHcated structure which is

capable of exact reduphcation. Though chromosomes, especially those

of different size, may vary in structural details, we may safely assume

that all chromosomes have in common these elements : ( 1 ) ^ chro-

monema which is able to change its length by visible coiling and

uncoiling, and also able in special cases to undergo molecular un-

coiling; (2) a nucleoprotein or chromatin which is part of the

chromonema but tends to accumulate at about equal distances along

the chromonema as chromomeres of different and typical size which

are visible when the chromonema is much uncoiled, as in prepa-

chytene chromosomes, or extremely stretched, as in giant chromo-

somes; (3) some kind of ground substance between the coils of the

chromonema, sometimes called kalymma, which may form an actual

membrane that seems to appear and disappear easily; (4) a centro-

mere, which is certainly a differentiation of or within the chromonema

that may or may not be comparable to other parts of the chromonema

(to. call it a gene, as some geneticists do, is rather confusing); (5)

nucleolus-forming regions, which again are part of the chromonema

structurally, though in some way different from both centromeres and

chromomeres.

This complex structure has the mechanical and optical properties

of a visible fiber and therefore must be built of micellae of parallel

chain molecules ( Schmidt, 1937, 1941 ) . UnHke an ordinary fiber these

micellae cannot be simple polymerized chains of one kind, and they

must be integrated somehow into the complicated structure of the

whole. A chromosome, therefore, is an organism rather than a fiber,

though it has a fibrous structure and is doubly refringent at certain

stages. Hence its division can hardly be the fission of bundles of

identical micellae or the re-creation of individual molecules at the

surface of old ones. The genie material, whatever it is, cannot indi-

vidually duplicate by re-creation, but its duplication must be an

integral part of the duplication of the entire chromosome. The alluring

picture of the template theory meets, therefore, with tremendous

difficulties when we try to apply it to the real chromosome and not to
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an ideal gene molecule, except when we assume that the chromosome
is a single immensely long and thoroughly coiled molecule.

There is no doubt that the centromere with the spindle-fiber

) attachment plays a decisive role in the division of the chromosome,
for fragments without a centromere are doomed. This may be a

mechanical feature, meaning that the centromere alone is capable of

sprouting a spindle fiber or of making the connection with one, what-

ever theory of spindle formation turns out to be true, under the

assumption that only the centromere-spindle mechanism can separate

the two split halves. There is some reason to assume that centromeres

and centrioles are identical elements, since Pollister's ( 1943 ) work has

(shown that in the atypical sperm of Paludina the centromeres of dis-

carded chromosomes behave subsequently like centrioles. If this is

true, the centromere is completely different from the other constituents

of the chromosome, though it remains a body endowed primarily with

the ability of self-duplication just like the centriole. This would mean
also that its location within the series of chromomeres could hardly be
used as evidence that it is a special kind of chromomere (e.g., a piece

of heterochromatin ) . It is more comparable to the cytoplasmic cen-

trioles and 'Tcineties." The position of the centromere as an apparent

member of the chromomeric series would be indicative of a mechanical

cause: the function of the centromere in division requires its being

anchored in the chromonema, in analogy but not in homology with

the chromomeres.

The centromere, Hke the centriole, seems to have two main

properties : the ability to divide; and, after Pollister's ( 1943 ) work and

Carothers' (1936) observations on grasshopper spermatocytes, the

ability to sprout an axial fiber. Whether the latter is due to molecular

unfolding, as some work on flagella indicates, or to polymerization is

not known. Thus the centromere becomes a non-genic, non-chromatic

differentiation of the chromonema, which nevertheless has the property

of self-duplication. There is a strong suspicion that two centromeres

may unite, two sister centromeres in preleptotene and two homologous

centromeres in diakinesis. Though an origin of a centromere de novo

has never been proved, and though the acquisition of a centromere by

a separating chromosome arm may be due to translocation or ab-

normal duplication of the centromeric region, an origin de novo

cannot be called impossible; in parthenogenetic sea urchin eggs cen-

trioles may be formed de novo (if Wilson's old observations still

stand), which, in view of the interchangeability of the two organelles,

may likewise be a capacity of the centromere. There remains the
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rather enigmatic diflFuse centromere which Schrader (1953) finds in

coccids and scorpions. Since this would mean a stretching of the

centromere the entire length of the chromosome, it would exclude any

relation to the series of chromomeres in the chromonema and demand
a self-duplication which occurs completely in harmony with the

processes for the entire chromosome. However, the possibility cannot

be excluded that the diffuse centromere is a repeating member of the

chromomeric series, pushed together in the metaphase chromosome by

the extreme coiling.

This leads us to Lwoff's and Chatton's brilliant studies and

generalizations based upon the division of the infusorian body (see

Lwoff, 1950^). The equivalent of a centriole in a dividing cell or in a

flagellate or sperm and, therefore, of a centromere is, in Infusoria,

a kinetosome. This body can produce different structures according to

its position in the cell or the time within the life cycle. It can divide

into two kinetosomes; it can sprout a fiber or a cilium; it can grow into

a trichocyst, a tubular structure which can be protruded; also a

trichite, a stiff hair. The decisive feature is that the kinetosome cannot

be formed de novo, but is a self-duplicating elementary structure.

This means that a new kinetosome cannot be produced without the

participation of the old one, serving as a template or autocatalytic

agent. In this respect the kinetosome would be comparable to the

genie material, but it should be emphasized, in view of Watson and

Crick's work on the template structure of the DNA molecule, that no

nucleic acid is present in these structures, just as there is none in

centrioles and centromeres. The comparison could also be extended to

the kinetosome's ability to produce the forementioned products de-

pendent upon its chemical surroundings and to change its func-

tions by "mutation." One important point must be added, or, rather,

specified. When a kinetosome divides and one of the products develops

irreversibly into a trichocyst, this may be called an unequal division.

However, it may also happen that one of the products of unequal

division does not transform directly into a trichocyst, but first divides

repeatedly before each descendant becomes a trichocyst.

As aheady stated, there is every reason to assume that the cen-

tromere in the chromosome is equivalent to the centriole and also to

the kinetosome. Thus it may be concluded, on the basis of Lwoff's

analysis, that the centromere is basically a self-duplicating body just

as any genie material within the chromosome or any self-duplicating

material within the cytoplasm. Compared with the kinetosome, how-
ever, the potencies of the centromere are limited to the formation ( or
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participation in the formation) of the spindle fiber and, in special

cases, as in the Paludina sperm, an axial fiber. Therefore the cen-

tromere would not be different from the genie material if self-

duplication alone were considered to be the characteristic of genie

material. But it would be very different in regard to functional

potencies. It is important to keep this in mind when discussing self-

duphcation as the main characteristic of genetic material. There is a

whole school wilUng to call any self-duplicating material a gene. This

attitude forces the facts into a scheme which does violence to clear

notions.

Returning to the phenomenon of chromosome division, another

point from Lwoff's work must be mentioned. At a given time of the

ciliate cycle, all kinetosomes may divide simultaneously. This means,

to Lwoff, the interaction of the kinetosome with a specific substance.

Applying this fact and interpretation to the chromosome, it could be

concluded that the appearance of such a hypothetical substance

within the chromosome ( all chromosomes ) would start the division of

all self-duplicating parts of the chromosome, centromere as well as

genie material. If this is so, the chromosome becomes a still more

complicated organism. In certain divisions (meiosis of the lepidopteran

egg) large amounts of RNA are sloughed off the chromosome, which

must have been present somewhere outside the chromonema itseff.

This underscores the danger of drawing conclusions about processes

on the chromosonial level from molecular models.

Do these facts and interpretations shed light upon the division of

the chromosome as a whole? We see two possibilities. The first is that

no further problem is involved. Just as a kinetosome duplicates as a

whole, with an organization far above the molecular level, the much

more complicated chromosome may duplicate in all its parts and the

resulting daughter parts separate. This means that the old naive

description of the chromosome being spht in two is literally true, with

the addition that some essential parts are self-duplicating after the

manner required by the template theory. This leaves us where we

were, unable to understand such a procedure in a micellar, fibrous

body only part of which, the genie material (and perhaps also the

centromere), is supposed to be self-duplicating on the molecular level.

The second possibility is that we do not compare the chromosome

to the kinetosome or to a string of kinetosomes but to the entire

protozoan organism, of course only by analogy, not by homology.

We consider the chromosome as a unit containing systems of self-

duplicating subunits, arranged according to a pattern under the in-
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fluence of forces within the whole, which may be called "field forces."

These subunits, further, are controlled in their duplication by a

"substance" or field action working over the whole; they are subject

also to a polarized force or gradient originating in the centromere or

its surroundings. This would mean that the division of the chromo-

some is not simply the sum of the divisions of the self-duplicating

genie units, but is a feature of the entire chromosomal unit, involving

fields and gradients in addition to the self-duplicating parts. This

again means that a ground substance, a kalymma or whatever it may
be called, must be present which, in analogy to the cytoplasm of the

ciliate, is the seat of the coordinating substances, fields, and gradients.

This non-genic part of the chromosome contains only one self-dupH-

cating part, the centromere. The rest may be considered as growing

by accretion and dividing by fission.

It is obvious that this discussion has a considerable bearing upon

the problem of what the genie material is in the chromosome and

what its organization is. It clearly points to an over-all organization

of the chromosome in which the self-duplicating genie parts are not

independent of the whole, as opposed to the genie string of the classic

theory. The only alternative would be that the chromosome is a single

immensely folded and coiled molecule, a simplification which could

hardly meet the facts of cytology. Again we must warn against making

the leap from a DNA molecule to the whole chromosome too light-

heartedly. We shall return to this point below, when studying Watson

and Crick's model of the structure of nucleic acid, revealing a new
type of template-like self-duplication and its relation to genie material

and chromosomes.

The argument will become still more cogent if we add a few more
relevant facts in regard to Lwoff's findings on the self-duplicating

kinetosomes and the organelles derived from them. There are a few

more important facts to be added which relate to the field action

already mentioned. First (Lwoff), the realization of the potencies of

the kinetosomes of the ciliates depends upon their localization within

the proper cytoplasm, that is, their respective chemical surroundings.

Second, the behavior of the differentiations of the ciliate body during

division involves: (1) the formation of two morphogenetic fields

within the cytoplasmic body which control subsequent processes; (2)

the destruction of all differentiations based upon the products of the

kinetosomes; (3) the division of one or a few kinetosomes and the

distribution of the daughter granules (or fibers) in the two fields; (4)
the formation of "anarchic fields" of kinetosomes, and finally their
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orderly reorganization in tlie proper pattern and differentiation under

the influence of the specific cytoplasmic environment. This demon-

strates that the compUcated pattern of the kinetosomes and their

products (e.g., the oral, stomatal spirals) does not divide simply, but

is built up anew from individual self-duplicating bodies under the

influence of field forces, gradients, and specific differences of the

environment.*

Another interesting fact brings us back from the analogy to the

actual chromosomes. Lima-de-Faria (1952) described a remarkable

structural rule in the chromosomes of rye. The chromomeres in

pachytene show a strange size gradient in all chromosomes (see fig.

1). On both sides of the centromere a particularly large chromomere

is located. From here on the size of the chromomere decreases with

complete regularity toward the ends of the chromosome in a typical

gradient. Near the end is a knob formation with very large chromo-

meres; if there are any beyond, they are the smallest. It seems that

knob formation and length of the chromosomal arm control the rate

of this size gradient, which shows that the size of the chromomere is

controlled by its position within the chromosome. This is a further

proof that the dividing chromosome is not a gene string held together

for purposes of the mechanics of division, but is rather a functional

and structural unit in which the parts are in some respects controlled

by the configuration of the whole.

This conclusion is based upon the assumption that it is possible to

compare the division of the chromosome, not to the separation of a

string of independent genie units after individual self-dupHcation, but

rather to the division of a differentiated organism. If we try to derive

a general picture of chromosomal division from the foregoing dis-

cussions the following hypothetical picture emerges:

1. The centromere is self-duplicating in a general sense. This

means that its substance must be divided as the first step of chromo-

some division. It does not necessarily mean that the division consists

in a re-creation of a twin molecule according to the template model.

Since the only potencies of the centromere are division and outgrowth

of a fiber, the exact molecular duplication necessary for genie material

is not needed. A micellar bundle of self-duplicating units may be split

approximately under the influence of two arising fields, leaving aside

the moot question of how the body grows between two divisions.

** In principle this was anticipated a long time ago by Schuberg as opposed

to R. Hertwig. Both were partially wrong, but Schuberg came nearer to the

truth.
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Since kinetosomes of ciliates may grow into fibers which break up into

subunits, and since the centromere also is endowed with the faculty

of growing into a fiber, the simple breakage into two of a growing

centromere is quite possible, though Lwoff's work is more in favor of

assuming that strict self-duplication is a basic property of the centro-

mere and all its equivalents.

2. The important point is the relation of the exactly self-dupli-

cating genie material to the rest of the chromosome, which is diffi-

cult to visualize in the complicated micellar organization of the

chromosome, as opposed to a simple string of chain molecules, an

ideal abstraction not actually representing the chromosome. It is,

however, asserted that at one stage the oocyte chromosome is a single

molecular chain. ( See below a discussion of lampbrush chromosomes,

but these are not directly comparable to mitotic chromosomes. ) If we

compare the chromosome, by analogy, to an organism containing self-

duplicating and simply growing parts, we can conceive a process of

division very much like that of a ciliate (without the nucleus). This

would mean that the cytologically visible division would be actually

a simple fission after growth of the chromosome as a cylindrical, fiber-

like body. The self-duplicating genie material, however, would behave

Hke the kinetosomes in Infusoria: all micellae except a single molecular

string would degenerate, and these molecules would duplicate ac-

cording to the template model. We could imagine that in the so-called

resting nucleus these things take place and the chromosome is stripped

down to a single molecular chain of a nucleoprotein. If this were so,

chromosome doubling in telophase should not be possible except

where telophasic karyomeres have already produced the resting

nucleus condition for each individual chromosome. I do not know

whether any unassailable cases of chromosome splitting in late ana-

phase without karyomeres have been established.

In mitotic chromosomal division, a field-forming gradient starting

from the divided centromere would produce two fields into which the

duphcated molecules are drawn and arranged in their proper way by

the same type of polarized field forces which produce the regular

pattern of the cihate kinetosomes after the "anarchic pattern" follow-

ing division. The reproduction of the chromosome, then, requires the

following: real division of the amorphic centromere; disintegration of

the genie structural elements into units of molecular size; duplication

of these units all within the intact amorphic, non-genic material of the

chromosome; formation of two fields along the chromosome, and

distribution of the duplicates to the fields with proper polarization;
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and separation of the contents of the two fields by simple fission of

the amorphic part of the chromosome. In such a scheme the chromo-

some would split and not split, it would keep its morphological indi-

viduality and nevertheless disintegrate, it would re-create (self-dupli-

cation) but also divide (growth and fission), and it would lose and

reconstruct its intimate structure while remaining a unit. Up to this

point it does not make any difference what ideas we have about the

actual structure of the genie material. The theory of gene molecules

and the more modern ideas dispensing with corpuscular genes fit

equally well into the picture at the level of our present discussion. On
the contrary, it is possible that the genie material never has a micellar

structure but remains always an immense single-chain molecule, con-

nected somehow with the rest of the chromosomal material of which

it strips itself when dividing and afterward reassembling the whole.

Biochemically, this is the simpler assumption but otherwise the less

probable one. It is of course the old idea of the gene string, the

genonema of Koltzoff (see 1928, 1939).

GENIC AND NON-GENIC PARTS

OF THE CHROMOSOME

Thus far we have dealt only in a general way with genie and non-

genic parts of the chromosome in relation to chromosome division.

The next basic problem is to find out whether these two elements can

be distinguished morphologically, chemically, or by genetical experi-

ment.

A. CONCLUSIONS FROM MORPHOLOGY

It seems at once obvious that in this connection the centromere,

the nucleolus, the ground substance, or kalymma, and, where found,
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the chromosomal membrane may be ruled out. The centromere may

be morphologically equivalent to parts for which the problem "genetic

or not genetic" exists. Normally it has morphological continuity, which

may be termed genetic. We must assume, in explanation of the cyto-

logical and cytogenetic facts discussed above, that the centromere

may multiply apart from chromosomal division or even be formed de

novo; also, that two centromeres may unite. The centromere is clearly

not concerned with what we understand as genie functions, that is,

wdth control of hereditary characters. In the same way the nucleolus

is not genie, although it is formed from a constant and self-perpetu-

ating part of a chromosome, and may play an important role in the

action of the genie material. A chromosomal membrane said to exist in

some ordinary chromosomes (Hirschler, 1942) and certainly present

in salivary gland chromosomes ( Kodani, 1942 ) cannot be called genie.

The ground substance, or kalymma, filling the spaces between the

chromosomal spirals—not generally accepted as existing—is ruled out.

There remain the chromonema proper with its visible differentiations,

the non-chromatic or little chromatic thread, and the chromatic knots,

knobs, and accretions generally called chromomeres and separated

into euchromatic and heterochromatic sections.

There is no morphological differentiation between the chromo-

meres that could supply a clue to the genie or non-genic function of

the chromonema. Physically it is fibrous and more or less spiralized

according to the condition of the chromosome. Whether the chromo-

nema ever appears completely stretched is unknown. Even in a very

much stretched condition, as in the salivary chromosomes and in the

lampbrush chromosomes, it can still be stretched further experi-

mentally (Duryee, 1937), which might reach into the level of molecu-

lar unfolding. Only in the lampbrush chromosomes of the vertebrate

germinal vesicle, the longest chromosomes known (Gall, 1954), does

the chromonema seem maximally stretched; the single strand of the

synapsed homologues has the diameter of a large chain molecule. Butj

the electron microscope (Guyenot and Danon, 1953; Guyenot et al.A

1950) reveals the presence of two strands! As far as we know, thej

chromonema between the chromomeres is chemically not different

from the chromomeral section, at least qualitatively; in the lampbrush

chromosomes it contains diffuse DNA. Caspersson (1940) once main-

tained that different proteins are contained in the two sections, but we
have not heard much about this recently. Microscopically, it may
appear achromatic, but both nucleic acids are found microchemically,

which may signffy only a quantitative difference from the chromo-
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meres; and even none, if the chromomeres are not an accumulation of

DNA but chromonema whorls, which is not probable. Only one im-

portant diflFerence is visible: wherever spontaneous or experimental

breaks of the chromosomes can be seen microscopically (in salivary

chromosomes and some pachytene chromosomes) they are located

between the chromomeres. This shows that the processes leading to a

break and to reunion of broken ends are confined (or at least more
easily accomplished ) between the chromomeres, or perhaps are visible

only between the chromomeres. (Actually we have reason to believe

that breaks within single salivary bands may occur, though the micro-

scope does not reveal them.) The visible occurrence of breaks

between the chromomeres does not necessarily mean that the chro-

monema has here a different function. It might be a purely mechanical

cause which keeps chromonema incrusted with much DNA or coiled

into a tight whorl (in the chromomeres) from being easily broken.

We have very little information on the visible relation of chromo-

nema and chromomere. Salivary gland chromosomes after treatment

with alkali change their structure so as to reveal within the chromo-

mere what looks like a coil of the chromonema to which droplets of

chromatin are attached (Kodani, 1942; Goldschmidt and Kodani,

1942). However, it is very difficult to say what is normal and what is

an artifact in this remarkable aspect. Bauer's (1952^) statement that it

is simply an artifact is categorical but difficult to prove. He forgets

that an experiment consists in production of a controlled artifact from

which to draw conclusions about the normal condition. In the present

case the "artifact" is a typical, orderly structure, always produced

identically with the same treatment. This must somehow be based

upon a definite structural condition, which has to be analyzed.

It is possible to interpret the characteristic structure of the lamp-

brush chromosomes in the vertebrate oocyte similarly. Attached to the

chromomeres is a ring or rosette of fine loops of the thin chromonema

(which accounts for the name "lampbrush" chromosomes; Riickert,

1892). If they were attached to a fine chromonemal coil (which can-

not be seen) and incrusted with DNA (which in this stage is not the

case), the same structure as in treated salivary chromosomes would

be present. (See Duryee, 1941 ff.; Dodson, 1948; Guyenot et al., 1950;

Callan, 1952; Gall, 1954; Alfert, 1954.) Ris (1945) maintains that the

chromomeres are loops of the chromonema. Thus it is rather probable

that the chromonema, containing only small amounts of nucleic acid,

is structurally and chemically continuous, but makes periodically tight
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coils to which large amounts of DNA are attached in quantities and

configurations typical for the individual chromomere. Since these ac-

cumulations of DNA ( fig. 1 ) may be controlled by a gradient centered

in the centromere, the typical differences of these chromomeres are

not a function of their individual chemical or physical constitution but

a function of their position in the chromosome. Is the naked chro-

monema non-genic and the chromonema coil (if existing) plus nucleic

acid or the nucleic acid alone genie? The facts reported on structure

hardly permit us to draw a conclusion. Actually, they show that the

whole question is wrongly put, a question which is derived from the

a priori idea of the gene string. Later discussions will revert to this

point and suggest a solution of the difiBculties. At the present stage of

our discussion it might suflBce to point out that it is, in my opinion,

impossible to assert that definite parts of the chromonema play the

role of the string in a string of beads, while the beads themselves are

alone the important factors, that is, the genie material or individual

genes. However, it remains a fact that whatever complication of

morphological shucture is found in the chromosomes has to do with

the chromomeres. Therefore, in our search for the genie material, we
must scrutinize more carefully these structural elements.

The term "chromomeres" was first applied to the structure of

leptotene and pachytene chromosomes, which were assumed to be

fully stretched chromosomes. However, when speaking of chromo-

meres in a comparative way, we must always specify which chro-

momeres are meant. Actually, chromomeres are found at different

levels of spiralization of the chromosome and are therefore not strictly

comparable. At one end of the series are the large chromomeres seen

in diakinesis of large chromosomes and found to be constant in a

given chromosome. Their number is small, say in the neighborhood

of ten. These are clearly not the same chromomeres that are typical in

the leptotene and pachytene stages of animals and plants. These are

again individually constant and synapse point by point, thus showing

their specificity. Their number is about a hundred. Therefore the

diakinetic chromomeres are compounds of the pachytene ones in the

order of magnitude of ten per package. This must be the result of

denser spiralization, which, however, is so exactly alike in the two

homologues that the chromomere-by-chromomere synapsis still holds.

The salivary gland chromosomes (with transitions in chromosomes of

other dipteran tissues ) are on a different level. There is no doubt that

the bands or discs of these chromosomes are chromomeres (more
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correctly, sets of chromomeres), just as typically different and specific

as the others, and that each one synapses with its homologue. The
number is roughly a thousand for a large chromosome arm. Clearly,

still more despiralizing must be involved. There is do reason to assume

that the series has reached its end here. Kodani ( 1947 ) has shown that

under certain conditions a number of small bands may contract into a

single thicker band. Hence the opposite might be expected, namely,

the despiralization of individual bands into still smaller units—in the

present discussion, chromomeres of fourth grade. The limits of micro-

scopic visibility are reached here, but there is no reason why this sub-

division could not continue to the submicroscopic and finally the

molecular level.

At this point some genetic facts must be taken into account. The
technique of the salivary gland chromosomes sometimes allows a

localization of a definite mutant locus within a single visible band.

For example, the absence, deficiency, of a single band produces

the mutant effect or the typical effect of a deficiency for the locus in

question. Some optimistic geneticists do not hesitate to identify the

bands with the genes of classic genetics. We shall later see why this is

not possible. Here I shall mention only two facts: first, the mutant
effect can be produced also by a rearrangement break between two
chromomeres

( position effect ) ; second, it can be produced, too, by the

complete absence of a band, as in homozygous yellow deficiency. The
fact remains that the chromomeres must be of some importance in

the genie function of the chromosome, even if they are not the genes

themselves. A newer and more helpful theory of the genie material as

related to the morphology of the chromosome will be presented later.

The chromomeres contain the major part of DNA. In the lamp-

brush chromosomes of the vertebrate oocyte, which may have a

diameter of only about 150-200 A (reports vary from 150 to 1,000)

and may thus be single molecular chains, Feulgen positive chro-

momeres are present in definite intervals, and the loops are attached

to them. Nevertheless, between the chromomeres the chromonema
probably also contains DNA, but so scattered that the Feulgen re-

action does not always show it. These chromosomes certainly look

very different from those of cleavage cells or tissue cells, but the

constancy of the DNA content holds for these nuclei as for all others.

It is very difficult to imagine this, if the variable visible structure

indicates a really different charge or incrustation with DNA locally.

It is expected, instead, that DNA is present along the entire chro-
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monema in equal amounts and that the chromomere is therefore a

kind of knot in the chromonema (loop, according to Ris, 1945), which

appears more "chromatic" because of the many layers of DNA in a

whorl-like structure. I still believe that the very regular artifacts

produced by Kodani (1947) in salivary chromosomes are indicative

of a real structure. A decision is diflBcult in view of the fact that one

author finds only four strands in the Drosophila salivary chromosomes,

another sixteen, and still another one thousand! AU these data and

claims must be brought into line if we are to derive insight into the

genie properties of the visible structures from morphological work.

The synaptic attraction chromomere by chromomere is one of the

major riddles of cytology. Many geneticists and biophysicists ( Muller,

1947; Friedrich-Freksa, 1940; Jehle, 1952; Delbriick, 1941) have pro-

posed explanations for the attractive forces, which seem to be beyond

a physical explanation. For our present discussion we ask only whether

a solution of the physical problem helps our understanding of which

part of the chromosome is endowed with genie properties. Certainly

synapsis is one of the basic features of genetics, without which Men-

dehan inheritance and crossing over would not be possible. There is

no indication thus far whether the genetic material has anything to do

with the phenomenon, whether it occurs on the all-chromosomal level

or whether only the centromeres or other parts of the chromosome are

decisive. Though the microscope reveals a synapsis chromomere by

chromomere, the ignorance of what a chromomere is makes it im-

possible to decide whether the attraction is only between two ex-

tremely folded stretches of a macromolecule or anything else, and,

further, why it is present or absent in the difiFerent stages of the

chromosomal cycle but partly present in somatic cells of Diptera. No
primary problem of cytogenetics is more obscure than the processes at

synapsis and crossing over. The brilliant theory of Darlington ( 1937

)

amounts, at close sight, to a restatement of the observed facts in terms

of unknown forces. Even the purely morphological processes at the

time of crossing over (including the time itself) are unknown and the

subject of dissension. Thus a more detailed discussion would hardly

help our present understanding of the genie material in the chromo-

some. But some remarkable trends may be pointed out.

Practically all geneticists are convinced that crossing over involves

breakage of chromatids and reunion. There are powerful facts in

favor of this, apart from the cytological details, which still, after all

the work of devoted specialists, permit such difiEerent explanations as
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those of Matsuura, Belling, and Darlington. But according to the well-

known experiments of Stern and McClintock and Creighton, de-

scribed in all textbooks, a segmental exchange, involving two breaks,

seems to be a necessity for crossing over, whatever the details, causes,

and forces may be. The same conclusion follows from unequal cross-

ing over of the Bar segment, also of Beadex (Green, 1953fo). The two

attempts at explaining crossing over without exchange of segments

are generally regarded as antiquated. This is true of my own theory

( 19nb ) that individual genes are assembled to the chromosome after

the manner of antigen-antibody fixation, with a variable force pro-

viding for the numerical rules. Another large-scale attempt at explain-

ing crossing over without chiasmatype was made by Winkler (1930)

in his conversion theory (hardly noticed until recently) of direct

change of individual alleles into each other.

It is rather remarkable that elements from these older theories

have been revived in a recent biochemical theory of Haldane ( 1954 )

,

which, however, is not worked out in detail to include the numerical

aspect of crossing over. He assumes that a chromosome is copied into

a different structure, related like antigen and antibody. This is a

template, or negative, which is recopied into two positives. It is further

assumed that original and negative are nucleic acid and protein,

respectively. "It is intelligible, that each [of the copies] should be a

mixed copy of maternal and paternal material. If this is correct,

crossing over, in the sense of chromosome breakage and subsequent

reunion, never occurs." Thinking in chemical terms, Haldane compares

the non-mechanical exchange with transpeptidization, and proposes

to consider the process of crossing over, as far as proteins are con-

cerned, as a series of simultaneous transpeptidizations. I quote these

views as a sign that the theory of crossing over is, after almost fifty

years, still or again in the stage of uneasy discussion, even of its

elementary aspects. But I may add, with due caution, that there are

indications that duplication of genetic material occurs—at least in

meiosis—independently of chromosome duplication. Thus it may be

possible to discern genie and non-genic parts on this level: genie parts

duplicated by a template mechanism, non-genic parts dividing simply

so as to assemble the new genie parts into a new chromatid. Belling's

old theory of crossing over led to such a view, which again may find

support in recent tests for Belling's theory. This hints at the possibility

that a real understanding of crossing over may also reflect upon our

views on chromosomal constitution and division, and thus on the

nature of the genie material (see Schwartz, 1954).
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B. CONCLUSIONS FROM BIOCHEMISTRY

a. Chemistry of the chromosome

At this point we turn to biochemistry for more information. It is

rather disconcerting that in the chromosomes, which should have a

very comphcated and diversified chemical structure, only a few

components have thus far been isolated that are the same in chro-

mosomes of the most diversified forms of animals and plants. This is

in contrast to our knowledge of other active stuffs, which, though

differing in different groups, seem to be within the groups always

derivatives of a single chemical type: many hormones are sterols;

many vitamins are amino acids; all the dubitable sex stuffs of Kuhn
and Moewus were said to be derived from crocin; all enzymes are

probably proteins. But the few types of proteins which have been

found in chromosomes do not give us much information. The claim

that different parts of the chromosome contain varying fractions of

these proteins does not seem to be generally accepted. Thus the state-

ment that the chromosomes contain chain molecules of proteins does

not convey much genetical insight and does not set apart the chro-

mosomes from other cell structures.

A different situation exists with the nucleic acids. Though only

the two, DNA and RNA, have been isolated, we have at least one

important fact: DNA is a typical constituent of the chromosomes

which is hardly found outside the chromosomes, though it occurs

sometimes in mitochondria and sometimes in the cytoplasm. RNA,
however, is predominantly at home in the nucleolus, the nucleus out-

side the chromosomes, and in the cytoplasm. Thus DNA has estab-

lished a predominant claim either to be the genetic material or to be

necessary for the function of the genetic material, while RNA cannot

be genetic material sensu strictu. This does not mean that RNA is

unrelated to the function of the chromosome and, eventually, to its

genie functions in some indirect way. RNA might be used in synthesis

of DNA, or DNA might be the source of formation of RNA; neither

theory thus far can be checked. But one thing is certain: DNA is con-

stant in the chromosomes, while RNA is produced and again removed.

The most convincing case (apart from the behavior of the nucleolus

and the removal of RNA through the nuclear membrane) is that of the

so-called elimination chromatin in Lepidoptera. Seiler (1914) found

that in the lepidopteran egg during meiosis a considerable amount of

"chromatin" is sloughed off all chromosomes and remains visible for a
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long time in the egg without an apparent function. It was thought at

first that this might somehow parallel chromatin diminution in Ascaris.

But it turned out that the elimination material was Feulgen negative,

and recent work ( Ris and Kleinfeld, 1952 )
proved it to be RNA. Thus

RNA can accumulate on the chromosomes during oogenesis for an

unknown purpose and be thrown off when not needed any more. Ris

assumes that the same process might occur in other objects, but with-

out visible removal in a body. This shows that there must be room

within the structure of the chromosome for large amounts of non-

genic material which can be stored and removed. The chromosome

thus cannot be a single immense DNA polymer.

The present knowledge of the chemistry of the chromosome does

not help much in understanding the genie material. There is always

the objection that we have knowledge only—or almost only—of the

chemistry of previously destroyed structures and that conclusions

upon the living condition are dangerous. This does not apply, how-

ever, to the optical analysis of the chromosome by Caspersson

(1939ff.), and it does not apply (or not completely) to results of

digestion with different enzymes and direct staining reactions, though

such methods are rather crude from the point of view of pure chem-

istry.

We shall consider briefly the meaning of biochemical information

for the understanding of chromosomal duplication and for the problem

of the genie material in the chromosomes. With the arginine reaction

the presence of large amounts of basic protein can be proved after

complete removal of DNA by nuclease. This is present in the

chromonema within as well as between the chromomeres. The re-

action for basic protein increases with the increase of DNA in the

contracting chromosome, and it is weakest when the chromosome is

devoid of DNA. This conclusion from a staining reaction is, how-

ever, not safe; the result may be caused optically by the coiling of

the chromonema, as in the lampbrush chromosomes. Serra (1950)

states that in the salivary chromosomes the arginine content is high

in the bands and low between them, which is in favor of a coupling

of DNA and basic protein. In addition to protamine, histones and

chromosomin have been found in the chromosomes, and a differential

distribution of histones has sometimes been claimed. It would be

surprising if other proteins were not present, but it seems that

present techniques do not permit going beyond such crude facts as

these; moreover, the chemical analysis of extracts has not gone farther.

It is possible to digest DNA and the basic protein as well as RNA
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and the residual protein ( chromosomin ) without destroying the

structure of the chromosome (see Mazia, 1952). However, Serra claims

that the decomposition of salivary chromosomes in alkali proves that

a continuous core of non-basic proteins is present in the chromonema

and thus also in the chromomeres. It is the basic protein which is

supposed to be linked by salt Hnks with the DNA in the chromo-

meres. Serra calls this the "peripheric nucleoprotein" and considers it

as identical with the kalymma of the morphologists; he concludes

that only the chromonema (with its mostly non-basic protein) is

responsible for genie activities, while the peripheric nucleoprotein

is important in cell physiology. Thus, on the basis of a chemical

investigation of the chromosome, he arrives at conclusions which are

rather different from those of most cytologists and geneticists. This

is partially compensated because he thinks that, at the time of

redupHcation of the genes, the nucleic acid surrounds the genie

chromonema and produces a passing nucleoproteinic structure of

the genie material. This interpretation can be easily brought into

Hne with the results of our former discussion, based upon chromo-

somal morphology. The same is true of Serra's (1947) statement

that it is expected, in view of the diversity of genie actions, that

the pure chromonemata consist of many proteins and polypeptides.

The extraction of only one protein, say chromosomin, means that this

is no more than an oversimplification owing to the absence of more

refined technique. (Further, not very helpful details can be found

in the reviews by Mazia, 1952, and Alfert, 1954.)

From such chemical and positional facts, Serra derives further

ideas on the physicochemistry of the chromonema, though the direct

attack has not provided much information. The chromonema can

be stretched immensely in the already stretched salivary and lamp-

brush chromosomes (Duryee, 1937; Buck, 1942), up to three to five

times its length, which must involve molecular unfolding. The

chromosome as a whole is a special kind of fiber in which the pro-

teins are disposed as if they were semiglobular and semifibrous units,

in a sequence similar to that of the genes. The proteins are folded

in a visible helix ( spiralization ) , and more or less similar foldings

exist also at submicroscopic levels, down to the molecular looping

which must be similar to the folding of globular proteins rather than

to the more or less straight disposition of the polypeptide chains in

fibrous proteins (Serra, 1947). A chromonema, however, is not a

single protein chain but a bundle composed of from 10^ to 10^ indi-

vidual chains, according to Serra's calculation.
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The recent work on lampbrush chromosomes (see I 2 A) makes

it probable that in the growing oocyte the chromonema may be re-

duced to a single-chain molecule, probably of nucleoprotein, and

there is cause to assume that the same is true of the preleptotene

chromosome. The reason is that it was found (Callan and others)

that the lampbrush chromonema, which (as part of a tetrad) should

consist of two chromatids, is single, showing that two chromonemata

may unite secondarily into one. If the one is actually a single-chain

molecule, remarkable conditions must prevail here at the molecular

level. Now it has been maintained by Kuwada (1940)—and there

are many facts in his favor—that a preleptotene chromosome can be

double (two chromatids and chromonemata) but afterward become

single again by union of the two chromonemata. Such facts will

have to be correlated (apart from their meaning for meiotic phe-

nomena) with the possible micellar structure of the chromosome at

other stages of its cycle. According to Guyenot and Danon (1953),

the electron microscope reveals that the single strand of the lamp-

brush chromosome contains two parallel threads; these are clearly

seen in the photos. Are these threads the molecular backbones of the

two united chromatids? Or could they possibly be related to the

two parallel chains of the Watson-Crick model of DNA? A diameter

of 100-150 A is given for one such "chromonema." The situation is

not made clearer by what Guyenot sees in the chromomeres and loops.

In the electron microscope the loops seem to consist of folding chains

of rods. It is assumed that they are surrounded by fibrous protein.

Only in the chromomeres—one per loop, called a "chromiole"—is

DNA attached on the outside. The fact (see Duryee, 1941; and Serra,

1947) that all DNA and RNA can be removed from these chromo-

somes by nucleases without disturbing their coherence shows that

the strands seen in the electron microscope cannot consist of nucleic

acid alone. Guyenot, if I understand him correctly, considers the

loops as products of the activity of the genes which take part in the

metabolic processes of the oocyte. Gall (1954) is of this opinion also.

Dodson ( 1948 ) showed that the loops start as Feulgen positive hairs

and later become DNA free loops. Since they can be dissolved with-

out damage to the chromosome (Gall), they are clearly different from

the chromonema and not loops of the chromonema as Bis assumed.

The lampbrush chromosomes still present many riddles (see Alfert's

review, 1954) and all our conclusions must be considered tentative.

But we may say at least that the facts thus far do not support the

idea of DNA as exclusive genie material.
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Only one more discussion of the same problem from the biochemi-

cal point of view will be mentioned here, though we shall return

to it below. Mazia (1952) states correctly that every constituent of

the nucleus merits examination as the potential carrier of genetic

specificity. He refers to the work of Marshak (1950) on nucleic acids

showing that the RNA in the nucleus is chemically different from

that in the cytoplasm, and further to the lack of knowledge of

whether the RNA of the nucleoli is different from that of the

chromosomes (analytical work by Mirsky, Kauffman, and others).

Mazia emphasizes that protamine is probably specific for fish sperm

with little room left for other proteins; the residual protein (chromo-

somin of the Stedmans, 1943, 1947) is found in variable amount, as

is the case for the basic histones and a few others. In regard to

the quantities of all these, he remarks that it is not very relevant

to our problem, since the requirements of genetics are satisfied by
quantities below the limit of present analysis. "The chromosomes

consist of two major blocks of material; the DNA-basic protein

fraction and the residual' fraction containing the insoluble residual

proteins and RNA." (I refer here to the later discussions—in the

chapter on genie action—of the old ideas, now reappearing, on idio-

and trophochromatin. ) Mazia continues, "The former may, in some

types of nuclei, be extracted by means of salt solutions, leaving a

structurally identifiable residual chromosome [Mirsky and Ris, 1947].

The latter may be digested by pepsin, leaving behind the DNA and

at least some of the basic protein, again as a continuous structure

retaining the structural characteristics of the chromosome" (Mazia,

1941, 1952). The association of DNA with one fraction and of RNA
with the other is readily demonstrated by staining and by analytic

methods. The relative quantity of the two fractions varies from tissue

to tissue within one species. The intermolecular associations of the

two fractions as well as of nucleic acid with protein are not clear, since

the famous association by salt links does not correspond to the

natural condition. Though some chemical suggestions can be made,

no real knowledge exists about the natural associations both of DNA
and protein and the two main fractions. This is not very encouraging

to the geneticist, looking for genetic material with the help of the

biochemist.

Another problem is the seat of the enzymes within the nucleus.

Mirsky (1947) found that the phosphatase activity remains with the

residual fraction when the DNA-histone fraction is removed, which

might mean that the nucleoprotein considered to be genie is full
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of this enzyme. But later work did not lead to such simple results

(see discussion by Chevrcmont and Firket, 1953). Also, a DNAase
was located in the nucleus (but also in the cytoplasm), which again

is not very helpful.

Mazia's conclusions about the problem which is foremost in the

mind of the geneticist, the nature of the genetical material in a

biochemical sense, are as follows: "The 'physical basis of heredity'

is something in the chromosome which may or may not be DNA,
but which follows DNA for all the practical purposes of cytogenetics.

We cannot be sure that the question 'what is the genetic constituent

of the chromosome?' is a meaningful one. The structure of the

chromosome as a whole is so astonishingly reproducible that the

skillful cytologist can always recognize a given one . . . The regu-

larities of chromosome structure may reflect regularities of inter-

molecular relationships so decisive that it may prove to be misleading

to think in ternis of molecules at all. . . . The fractions that we
isolate may be extremely artificial entities, telling us a little about

the weak points in the fabric but nothing about the associations as

they actually function."

Mazia discusses the possibility that an unknown fraction (other

than the known basic protein) may be combined with DNA for

genie function and finds that the quantities needed would easily

escape analysis. However, it remains a fact (according to studies

with tagged P and N) that DNA is very stable and incorporates

these atoms only during mitosis. After reviewing the biochemical

evidence, Mazia concludes: "It would then seem that DNA meets

a number of our specifications for genetic material. However, it

must be remembered that the specifications themselves were neces-

sarily extremely crude, simply because we are not yet able to formu-

late in chemical language the more sophisticated questions that the

science of genetics asks of the gene. If we recall how poorly charac-

terized are the chemical constituents of the nucleus and their as-

sociations, we will admit that we are scarcely in a position to formu-

late the alternatives, much less to propose that one of the known

fractions is the genetic fraction."

It is not probable that these conclusions will have to be changed

after Mazia's new work (1954). He succeeded in breaking up the

sperm-head chromosomes into tiny segments of nucleoprotein, each

about 4,000 A in size. This was done without splitting peptide bonds,

rather by treatment with agents (versene or citric acid and distilled

water) which do not break ordinary bonds but separate units held
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together by electric forces, by binding calcium or magnesium ions.

It is concluded that the chromosome consists of macromolecular

complexes of nucleoprotein, linked by bridges of divalent ions (Ca,

Mg, or both) as well as by the interactions making for insolubility

at moderate ionic strengths. We do not think that these findings

change anything in our discussion of the genie material.

The insight gained into the nature of the genie material in the

chromosome from direct biochemical study is virtually nil thus far,

and we must rely on indirect information from morphology, genetics,

and general cytology. Most of such work deals with the theory that

DNA is the genuine genie material (as opposed to the proteinic

chromonema or genonema). Thus we must consider critically the

data in favor of DNA.

b. DNA as genie material

The first and main support of the claim that DNA is the ex-

clusive genie material is the constancy of the quantity of DNA in

the nuclei of cells of a given species and its absolute dependence

upon the number of chromosomes within the species. The develop-

ment of more (Caspersson, 1939 ff.; see 1950) or less (Pollister and

Ris, 1947) complicated methods of measuring this quantity by light

absorption has led to remarkable information (work initiated by

Boivin, 1947, and Mirsky and Ris, 1947, followed by Pollister, Schra-

der, Leuchtenberger, Alfert, and Swift; see review by Swift, 1953).

aa. Quantitative constancy of DNA
The work started from experiments with bacterial transformation

in which a specific DNA supplied in the medium seems to become

incorporated into the genetic system. On the theory that a genie

constituent should show the same quantitative relationship per nu-

cleus as does the chromosome number, Boivin ( 1947 ) determined the

amount of DNA in tissue nuclei. The amount was found to be con-

stant, and the amount in haploid sperm cells approximately half of

it. Boivin as well as Mirsky and Ris worked this out in great detail

for a variety of cells with the same result, but there were some

discrepancies which could not be accounted for, because these

measurements were made by chemical analysis of millions of cells.

The introduction of optical methods permitting measurement of single

nuclei showed the cause of the discrepancies.

Such measurements by these and other authors revealed that the

quantity of DNA in many nuclei approximated a 1:2:4 ratio. Jacob]
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(1925) had already shown that tissue nuclei are found in sizes of

1:2:4, and had concluded that nuclei grow by endogenous polyploidy

(polyteny), that is, chromosomal division without cell division from
the diploid to the tetraploid and octoploid condition. Mirsky and Ris

and Boivin corroborated this conclusion and simultaneously demon-
strated the constancy of the amount of DNA per chromosome set.

Table 1 illustrates the fact well.

TABLE 1

Average Amount of DNA in Somatic Tissues of Mice, in Optical
Measurements from Feulgen Slides Expressed in Arbitrary Units

(From H. Swift, 1953)

Cell type
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telophase and early prophase this quantity doubles, as it would be

expected to do if the synthesis for the following division takes place

at this stage and not during mitosis. This is also confirmed by the

fact that radioactive phosphorus is taken into the nucleus on a

large scale only at this time. For other material it is maintained that

the doubling of DNA by synthesis occurs at another time. Since the

visible doubling of the chromosomes seems to occur at different

stages in different cells, sometimes as early as telophase, such varia-
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normal cells, but more work is needed to clarify this point. Histones

are altered or lost during sperm formation in some animals, and

residual protein varies from tissue to tissue in the same organism.

Other protein fractions have not been studied in more than a few

tissues. It is quite possible that one of these may also show a quanti-

tative constancy." Swift's words "carrier of genetic specificity" are

not identical with "genie material," though I think that he meant

to say "are the genie material." We shall see that it is quite possible

(even probable) that DNA has much to do with the specificity of

the genie material without being it.

bb. Information derived from the structure

of the nucleic acid molecule

While the importance of nucleic acid, both in quality and quan-

tity, for the function of the chromosome cannot be denied, the

geneticist cannot help feeling that this does not necessarily mean that

DNA is the genetic material. It might mean that it is a necessary

chemical cog in the structural stability of the chromosome or in the

self-duplication of the genie material and the entire chromosome,

and (or) as an energy producer for the actions in the chromosome.

Actually, all these views have been derived from the chemistry of

DNA, though the most recent developments favor or seem to favor

the genie nature of DNA. In the main the following formula or a

similar one had been accepted until recently. The molecule is a

straight chain formed by the polymerization of nucleotides each of

which consists of a purine or pyrimidine base and the phosphate of

the desoxyribose sugar. There are four different bases in definite

proportions, adenine, thymine, guanine, and cytosine, which seem

to be attached platelike at a right angle. We shall consider first some

consequences of these older molecular formulae.

Much has been made of the fact that Astbury's (1939) X-ray

analysis revealed that these flat rings of the bases are piled on each

other at a distance of 3.4 A from one to the next, because this is

also about the distance between the amino acid residues in a pro-

tein chain molecule (protamine), to which the nucleic acid is pre-

sumably joined in the chromosome, either always, or only, before

reproduction, as discussed in the chapter on biochemistry of the

chromosome. An important property of the molecule is the unusual

viscosity in solutions. This is explained by the assumption that the

molecule is a stiff rod and that in solutions these rods stick together

in a network, perhaps via hydrogen bonds. It is assumed that under
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certain conditions and after breakage of the hydrogen bonds the

molecule can fold up into a more compact form. Of course nobody

knows whether these properties apply also to the molecule within

the chromosome alone.

From these basic and many additional facts, conclusions have

been drawn in regard to the role of the DNA molecule in the

chromosome, apart from simply identifying it with the gene. It has

been suggested that it acts as a template on which the peptide

o^ o'

S ^ N >— NH,
'^^' y\ V^/^ Adenine^

HO O
CM. ^O.

py\ NH

V N

\.x>-^

Thymine

OH
Guanine

Fig. 4. Constitution of a short section of DNA chain with pentose sugars, phos-

phates, and attached bases. (From Butler, 1952.)

chains composing the protein molecules (assumed to be the real

genie part) are laid down at the time of self-duplication of the

protein chain. Quoting from Butler (1952), it was suggested by

Caldwell and Hinshelwood that if two of the entities present in the

nucleic acid are involved in the formation of each amino acid residue,

the permutations and combinations of four bases and one sugar taken

two at a time provide the necessary number of possibilities. The
general idea is that the DNA is not the self-duplicating unit of

heredity but only a support for the proteins, which are the actual self-

duplicating units, though the DNA scaflFolding seems indispensable
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for it. The stiffness of the DNA molecule and the presence of energy-

rich P-bonds may be additional properties in this relation to the

protein. The "stiffness" may serve to hold the peptide chains in an

extended form while they are being copied (meaning while a second

chain is laid down by a process akin to crystallization). A nice

detail, according to Butler, is that in the zigzag arrangement of the

phosphate groups there are two parallel rows. If a peptide chain

were held to one row, it may be supposed that a copy could be

laid down on the second: the function of the phosphate groups

would be to anchor the peptide, while the amino and hydroxyl groups

of the bases would keep the nucleic acids in a particular configuration

and so control the configuration of the protein. I shall refer later to

this general idea as the idea of the "scaffolding" function of the DNA
molecule, though in a certain sense it might also be joined to the

template concept. In view of the constancy of DNA, it should be

realized that this "scaffolding" process requires a constant quantity

of DNA to work with a definite amount and arrangement of proteins,

which have the actual genie functions, though the nucleoprotein com-

bination is an unavoidable prerequisite of genie duplication.

Two new structural formulae have recently been proposed for

the nucleic acid molecule, both of which have a considerable bear-

ing on our subject. The first is that by Pauling and Corey (1953).

Basically the model is similar to the one used above, but the axis

of the molecule consists of three helices of closely packed phosphoric

acid tetrahedras held together by chains of ribose and the attached

pyrimidine and purine rings. This results in a very closely packed,

cylindrical, highly polymeric molecule of over a million molecular

weight. The geneticist, though awed, has diflBculty in seeing how this

could be the structure of the self-duplicating genie material, and is

inclined (while confessing his standing as a biochemical layman)

to conclude that he does not receive much help for his quest for

the genie material, either pro or contra DNA.
Recently, however, a very ingenious and, as it seems, experimen-

tally well founded new structure for the DNA molecule has been

proposed by Watson and Crick ( 1953; see also Crick, 1954 ) which at

first sight seems to shift the scales very much in favor of DNA as the

genetic material. As the facts are rather exciting, they should be

clearly stated before trying to evaluate their genetic meaning. Wat-
son and Crick prepared fibers of a salt of DNA, which they consider

to be no artifacts because similar ones were obtained from sperm

heads and bacteriophage by Wilkins and Call. X-ray analysis showed
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the presence of long chains, the backbone of which consists of alter-

nate phosphate and sugar groups (fig. 4). To each sugar is attached

a nitrogenous base which can be the purines adenine and guanine
and the pyrimidines thymine and cytosine. The sequence of these

bases along the chain is irregular. The individual monomere (the

nucleotide) consists of phosphate, sugar, and base. The important

new point is that the molecule consists of two such helical chains,

Fig. 5. Watson and Cricks model
of DNA molecule with two chains

arranged in hehces consisting of sugars

(pentagons) and phosphates in be-

tween (not marked especially), con-

nected by a stack of bases, one purine,

one pyrimidine on each level, with
hydrogen bonds between the pair of

bases. (From Crick, 1954; redrawn
from photo of wire model in Scientific

American, by permission of the author

and the publisher.)

coiled around a common axis (fig. 5). They are held together by

H-bonds between the bases; thus the bases are joined in pairs. Only

certain pairs of bases will fit into this structure. One must be a

purine; the other, a pyrimidine: adenine must join with thymine and

guanine with cytosine, independently of their position in one or the

other chain (fig. 5). The backbone of the molecule is regular, but

any sequence of the pairs of bases fits into the structure. This means
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that in a long molecule many permutations are possible, and (quot-

ing) "it therefore seems likely that the precise sequence of the

bases is the code which carries the genetical information."

In a semipopular paper (1954) Crick explains it thus: "Such

an arrangement can carry an enormous amount of information. If

we imagine that the pairs of bases correspond to the dots and dashes

of the Morse code, there is enough DNA in a single cell of the human
body to encode about a thousand large textbooks. What we want to

know, however, is just how this is done in terms of atoms and

molecules. In particular, what precisely is it a code for? As we
have seen the three components of living matter—protein, RNA and

DNA—are probably all based on the same general plan. Their back-

bones are regular and the variety comes from the sequence of the

side groups. It is therefore very natural to suggest that the sequence

of the bases of the DNA is in some way a code for the sequence of

the amino acids in the polypeptide chains of the proteins which the

cell must produce."

It follows that if the order of bases in one chain is given, that on

the other chain is obligatory, and complementary. This makes it

possible that each single chain if separated from its partner can

act as a template (two complementary templates), thus supplying

for the first time a model of a template in terms of atoms and residues.

In detail, the hydrogen bonds are broken, the two chains uncoil and

separate, each chain serves as a template to the companion chain,

producing two identical new molecules (without the need of a

negative and positive, as in the old template concept). It is sup-

posed that after the H-bond breakage, the single chain takes up a

heHcal configuration. If free nucleotides are available in quantity

from time to time, the base of a free nucleotide will join one of the

bases already formed on the chain. A polymerization of the mono-

meres to form a new chain is possible only if the resulting chain can

accomplish the correct structure. A special enzyme may mediate the

polymerization, or the single chain may act as an enzyme. This is

clearly a molecular structure capable of self-duplication, and, if self-

duplication is the main characteristic of the genie material, we may
conclude that the DNA molecule is the genie material. Watson and

Crick clearly think so and adduce further facts and deliberations.

It can be calculated that the two molecular chains twist in

34 A distances and accomplish about 150 turns per million molecular

weights. The visible coiling of the chromonema may reflect similar

processes on a molecular level. "Although it is difiicult at the moment
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to see how these processes occur without evenihing getting tangled,

we do not feel that this objection will be insuperable." (I suggest

that the weakest hnk in the reasoning is the transition from molecule

to chromosome. We shall return to this important point.)

According to Watson and Crick, the new structure of the DNA
molecule is an open one. Between the coupled chains, room is left

for pohpeptide chains to wind around the same hehcal axis. The
distance of 7.1 A between adjacent P-atoms is close to the repeat of

a fully extended pol\-peptide chain (Astbur\', 1939). "The function of

the protein might well be to control the coiling and uncoiling, to

assist in holding a single nucleotide chain in a helical configuration

or some other non-specific function." Thus the new theon.' clearly

attributes to the DNA the specific, that is, the genetic, function and

to the protein moiety a secondary, non-genetic one, that is, the op-

posite of what many geneticists assume. The protein now becomes the

first product of the genie DNA. This is the conclusion which must be

weighed against all the c\'tological and genetic evidence.

So much work is in progress on this subject that almost ever\-

month new facts and ideas come to light. Gamow (1954) has begun

to develop a mathematical theory- of how amino acids are assembled

at the surface of the bases in a definite order. Dekker and Schach-

mann ( 1954 )
propose that the tsvo hehcal strands are composed of

fairly large molecules with alternate interruptions which permit the

formation of a long chain. Much interest is concentrated also upon

the derivation of RNA from DNA; the importance of this problem

\%ill become apparent in a subsequent chapter.

These are certainly far-reaching and exciting facts, and it will be

important to see whether further biochemical work wHl confirm the

correctness of the basic assumptions. The geneticist, who is anxiously

waiting for the biochemist to explain some of his diflBculties, will

grasp these new ideas, though he is rarely prepared to weigh the

biochemical evidence. However, he will not be content to accept a

fine explanation of self-dupHcation as proof that the substance in

question, DNA, is the genie material. Such a proof requires agree-

ment with the entire body of biochemical, genetical, and cvtological

facts discussed in this chapter, and the exclusion of alternative inter-

pretations.

It is at once clear that there should be no difficult^' in re\ersing

the theon.- and concluding that the DNA molecule is the scaffold

which keeps the proteinic genie material in place for its reduphcation,

which might be coincident or not with the DNA duphcation as de-
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scribed. Such a function of the stiff DNA fiber was frequently

assumed for former models of this material. It includes as a corollar\"

the idea that self-duplication is a property" of the nucleoprotein com-

bination. An explanation of how it occurs for the nucleic acid moiet>'

can therefore be made to include self-duphcation of the proteinic

molecule working together with its DXA scaffolding. Thus we are

still left without a proof that DXA is the genie material, alluring as

the new model is.

Now we come to the decisive point, which Watson and Crick

more or less wave aside, namely, how to bridge the gap between the

DXA molecule and the self-duplicating chromosome with all its

constituent parts, \isible and biochemical. If DXA is the genie ma-
terial because the structure of the molecule permits self-dupHcation,

we see only t\vo possibilities: (1) either the entire chromosome is a

single giant DXA molecule to which proteins are attached and

passively di\"ided with the DXA chain or temporarily removed and

attached again in some way, which is not relevant for the actual

genie material; or (2) the DXA molecule is the gene in a chromomere
which dupHcates in the proposed way, lea\-ing us to explain how
the entire chromosome duplicates (perhaps in a haphazard way by
accretion and fission?). Either way, there is no possibiht)' of genie

function of the DX'A molecule unless it serves as a template for the

primary gene products, which may be RXA in part but certainly also

enz\-mes (i.e., proteins). Thus nothing is gained by the assumption

of genie properties of DXA, compared with its acting as a scaffold

for the duphcation of protein molecules, N^-ith which DXA is always

associated. It is certain that the self-duphcating double structure goes

far toward satisfying our requirements for the nature of the genie

material. But the beaut>' of the concept should not obscure the fact

that, when seeking to determine the relative role of DXA within

the whole of the chromosome, we are confronted again with the

DNA-protein combination and the probabiht)- that the self-duph-

cating DXA is only the prop for the real, proteinic genie material,

though the integral prop. Further, it should be emphasized that there

are many self-duplicating structures which are certainly free of DXA:
centrioles, kinetics, and all the specific protein molecules in the cell.

It is unkno\%-n whether, at the moment of their dupHcation. RXA is

present. Brachet's work intimates that RXA may actually be needed
for all c>toplasmic s\Titheses. Such ideas are some of the reasons

why all the self-duphcating elements in the cell are frequently called

genes (e.g., plasmagenes ) . These are problems for later discussion,
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but, since all our ideas are closely interwoven, the points that can

be used, as far as I can see, either for or against the DNA monopoly

as genie material should be mentioned here. In my opinion the whole

body of facts concerning RNA in the cytoplasm is in favor of a

scaffolding function of both nucleic acids for self-duplication of

proteins and (or) as templates of protein synthesis.

In my view of the genie material, there is no corpuscular gene but

only a definite pattern in the chromonema the changes of which are

the mutations. I have repeatedly pointed out (1946i>, 1952a) that we
are waiting for details concerning the supermolecules, the polymerized

combinations of different individual molecules, the pattern of which

alone accounts for genie activities and changes. In those discussions

I might have used Watson and Crick's statement, if it had been

available then, that the arrangement of the bases in the DNA mole-

cule is "the code in which the genetic specificity is spelled." I have

sometimes used as examples combinations of the same four or five

letters that contain a different sense: fowl, flow, wolf; tame, team,

meat. Though this is somewhat different from Watson's code, the

underlying idea of specific patterns formed by the same elements is

similar. My simile is more nearly comparable to the idea of stereoiso-

meres (though of course not literally), while Watson's code means,

if I understand correctly, an unending series of different DNA's based

upon sequence and permutation of the bases: a pattern of four non-

obligatory units within the monomere and thus a still more compli-

cated pattern in the polymer. Thus it would not be difficult to work

out my thesis of the hierarchy of genie material ( see I 3 C c ff. ) with

Watson and Crick's formula of the DNA molecule and without re-

course to genes. Again we face the same situation: if DNA is the

scaffolding for the genie proteins, it is possible to work the same

scheme for the pattern of duplicating amino acid residues, peptides,

and polypeptides. The answer to the question, "What is the genie

material?" might still be, "the chromosome." All the facts relating to

the chromosome and its structure, behavior, chemistry, and physics

must be integrated when we are looking for the genie material and

not merely for the chemistry of one part.

The arrangement and behavior of the chromomeres are important

features of the chromosome, which has a complicated micellar struc-

ture. A spatial configuration that would permit the duplication of

the genie part of the chromosome according to schemes based upon

molecular structure alone would be very difiBcult to conceive. We
would therefore have to turn to the idea developed previously that
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at the time of reduplication the genie material is reduced to the

single molecule (of each kind) level to be reassembled consecutively

in the chromosome. Even then the arrangement of the DNA in the

chromomeres of the non-dividing chromosome remains a riddle. A
large chromomere must contain a huge number of molecules of DNA.
If they were attached to the protein, according to Astbury, an ex-

tremely complicated globular arrangement would result, an equal

division (re-creation) of which is difficult to imagine, though we have

already mentioned one possibility, a whorl structure of the chromo-

mere which could be unfolded at the time of duplication. It is very

diflBcult to fit this into the cytological facts. In the lampbrush

chromosomes we have just the opposite situation. They are possibly

of the nature of a single immense molecule, but this has nothing

to do with chromosomal division. Quite the contrary, the two chroma-

tids have united! (Callan and others). We might conclude that the

chromomeric configuration has quite a different meaning, as also

the strange size law reported above indicated. This can only have

to do with the function of the genie material within the chromosome.

Even if we assume the correctness of the classic theory of the gene

which practically identifies chromomeres and genes, the difficulties

are not solved. Actually they are increased as we now have the

problem of self-duplication of the DNA-rich chromomeres and the

DNA-poor interspaces.

In the lampbrush chromosomes of the vertebrate oocytes the

chromomeres sprout the petal-like arrangement of long loops attached

to the chromonema. There is no generally accepted interpretation

of the meaning of this configuration (I 2 A; see Gall, 1954; and Al-

fert, 1954). Ris considers the loops to be coils of the chromonema;

Duryee, Dodson, Guyenot, and Gall assume that they are products

of the chromomeres, functional elements which have nothing to do

with chromosomal structure, but with chromosomal function in the

growing oocyte. Their development and independent solubility are

in favor of such a view. However this may be, the actual chromonema
is about thirty times as long as the mitotic chromosome and, possibly,

of the diameter of a large chain molecule (Gall, Callan, Guyenot).

This may represent an almost maximally stretched molecular chain

of nucleoprotein. In some materials the Feulgen method reveals only

a few irregular concretions (Dodson); in other materials, chromo-

meres are arranged in a typical way and have been described as

appearing in the center of the whorl of loops and even with one

chromiole (Guyenot) for each loop. It seems that the DNA, here
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at least, is partly diffusely attached to the chromonema, which means
in a single parallel molecular layer, according to Astbury's scheme,

and therefore too diluted to be optically visible. We know now, first,

that genie reduplication is not involved at this stage (actually the

opposite); second, that extrusion of RNA into the cytoplasm prob-

ably takes place on a large scale for participation in the cytoplasmic

growth; and third, that genie functions are performed in connection

with the differentiation of the cytoplasm into zones of different pro-

spective fate (predetermination). The immense stretching of the

chromonema must have something to do with these functions (see

also Guyenot). Since the stretching produces a maximum of active

surface which should favor the elaboration of the products of genie

action, whatever these are, it sounds reasonable to conclude that

these characteristic features are an indication of the genie function

of the chromonema. The chromomeres with their accumulation of

DNA would then be either a structural feature based upon the

conglomeration of the folding chromonema into a whorl, held together

by the DNA, or involved somehow in the mechanics of the chromo-

some, not in its genie function. Much remains to be learned about

these processes, but already they make very improbable the idea

that the chromomeres either are the "genes" or contain them (which

goes back to Belling) and with this also the idea that DNA alone is

the genie material. It must be realized, however, that the law of DNA
constancy holds also for the amphibian oocyte. The compHcated con-

figurations of the lampbrush chromosome and the visible status of

the Feulgen positive material do not change anything quantitatively.

It is very difficult at present to put all these facts together in a

convincing way without succumbing to one or the other dogmatism.

There is still the possibility that the real situation is just the

reverse, namely, a proteinic skeleton of the chromosome forming its

mechanical backbone to which the real genetic material, the DNA,
is attached. This opinion is obviously favored by students of the

DNA constancy and by the recent biochemical work. There are more

relevant facts which thus far have not been mentioned. Schultz

(1941) maintains that with Caspersson's optical method a difference

in quantity of DNA can be observed in the salivary band supposed

to contain the white locus when the normal form is compared with

the white mutant. Most geneticists have been very cautious in

accepting this claim, I being one of them, though it must be added

that none of the critics worked with Caspersson's method. Recently

Schultz (Rudkin, Temin, and Schultz, 1953) returned to the subject
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and stated, "The cytological diflFerence between the white mutant

and wild type, confirmed in this material, is thus not accompanied by

a quantitative difference in ultra-violet absorbing material," which

is DNA. This does not help us very much in our discussion.

A completely different attack upon the same problem has been

made by analyzing the action of chemical mutagens. Clark (1953)

comes to the conclusion that pyronine produces its mutagenic effect

by combining directly with nucleic acid. He thinks there is a possi-

bility that the mutagenic action might result from combination with

depolymerized DNA during its synthesis. But he considers also the

possibility of primary action on RNA in the cytoplasm which is later

incorporated into the nucleus. Whatever these processes may be, they

could both be interpreted in favor of DNA as genie material or as a

template. In the first possibility, the combination with the dye would

produce alterations in the spatial arrangement of nucleotides charac-

teristic for a given locus. In the second, the chemical would prevent

the DNA from maintaining the protein in the expanded state (the

scaffolding function). This type of attack on our problem ends again

in a non liquet.

The geneticist, taking cognizance of this group of facts, can

hardly doubt that DNA must play an important role in the makeup

of the genie material. This, however, does not necessarily mean that

it is the genie material. The chemical extraction of a few proteins

from the chromosome does not convey much information on the

actual chemical composition of the continuous chromonema to which

the DNA seems to be attached by salt links in identically spaced

groups (Astbury, 1939). If we are looking for individual genes, the

molecules of DNA may be the answer, though it raises all the prob-

lems just discussed. However, if we abandon the idea of the corpuscu-

lar gene, it appears more probable that the genie action resides in the

combination of the proteinic chromonema with the attached DNA,
and many facts to be discussed still favor such a view. But it will

be good to realize how much semantics is involved in this discussion.

If the DNA is the necessary scaffolding for the duplication of protein

molecules and therefore must be kept constant in quantity, spacing,

and so on in order to act specifically, we might call it the primary

genetic material, even if it were not the active one, or we might call

it the auxiliary to the genuine one; or we might stress the inter-

dependence of the two, as I prefer to do.

At the end of this discussion a fact should be mentioned briefly

to which we shall return below when discussing the theory of the
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gene. This is the fact that mutagenic ultraviolet rays act maximally

at the wave length of absorption for DNA. This is an undisputed

proof that DNA is involved in the genie functions. But it does not

prove that DNA is the genie material, for the fact would also agree

with other interpretations (e.g., that DNA is the necessary scaffold-

ing). Here again the facts present the same level of information as

all the others, with different and equally good possibilities of inter-

pretation, an equilibrium which can be shifted only if all groups of

relevant facts are taken together and weighed coolly.

Returning to the Watson-Crick model of DNA structure, I cannot

help proposing what looks like a rather wild idea, based upon the

assumption that the structure is as claimed. It is independent of the

alternative interpretation of DNA function as genie material per se

or as a scaffolding for the proteinic genie material because both DNA
and protein will remain together somehow during chromosomal

maneuvers. If the two chains of the molecule can become independ-

ent and re-create their respective partners, it might be assumed that

under special conditions they may remain separate or unite again.

As only hydrogen bonds are assumed to be involved, this should be

a fair assumption. The "wild idea" is that such a separation happens

in the preleptotene or postleptotene chromosome, with all other

ingredients of the chromosome following the stiff DNA scaffolding.

The two chromatids of the synapsing chromosomes would then differ

from two ordinary mitotic split halves in containing only the single

chains of DNA. Not much imagination is needed to realize that such

a fact would at once solve all the major riddles of synapsis including

crossing over. It would also explain such atypical features as pre-

leptotene doubleness followed by fusion (Kuwada, 1940) and ab-

sence of double chromatids in the tetrad lampbrush chromosome.

As anybody can draw the detailed consequences of such a "wild

idea," this short statement may suffice.

One indirect contribution to our problem presents some rather

remarkable facts. S. Hughes-Schrader (1953) found in mantids two

species which are phenotypically indistinguishable but have a com-

pletely different karyotype: males have 2n = 21 and 2n = 17, respec-

tively. But in the first species the amount of DNA per nucleus is

one and a half times that of the other species. Another species with

23 chromosomes has one and a haff times as much DNA as a similar

one with 33 chromosomes. The conclusion is drawn that DNA cannot

be simply the genetic material.
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cc. Conclusions from bacterial transformation

and transduction

The most potent claim for the genie nature of DNA is derived

from the amazing phenomenon of bacterial transformation (GriflBth,

1928; Avery, MacLeod, and McCarty, 1944; and many others since),

to which recently the phenomenon of transduction has been added

by Lederberg (see Lederberg, 1952; Lederberg and Tatum, 1953;

Zinder and Lederberg, 1952; Zinder, 1953). Unencapsulated pneumo-

cocci could be made to transform into an encapsulated type as an

inherited change under the influence of a substance derived from a

capsulated strain, which turned out to be DNA. Boivin et al. ( 1945

)

found similar results for Escherischia coli, but not with the same

regularity. Alexander and Leidy (1953) found the same in a very

different bacterium, Hemophilus influenzae, another parasitic bac-

terium, where the transforming agent comes from streptomycin-

resistant strains. Since the first discovery, it has been shown in

pneumococcus that several different kinds of transformation can be

performed, each through the action of a particular nucleic acid from a

particular mutant strain.

One character involved is the capsule (a shell of polysaccharides

secreted around the bacterium), which may appear rough or smooth.

It is known that one is derived from the other by mutation, but

transformation can produce either type according to the origin of

the transforming agent. Intermediate types are produced by quanti-

tative mutation, depending on the amount of the secreted polysac-

charides. The nucleic acid extracts of these intermediate types trans-

form rough strains into exactly the same phenotype of intermediaries.

The intermediate mutants are thus based upon a mutation ( = produc-

tion of an allele) of the normal capsular agent. No mutation of one

intermediate type into another has been found and no two such

specific types simultaneously. (The geneticist drawing parallels with

higher forms might say—assuming bacteria to be haploid—that this

is a set of multiple alleles which have been produced directly from

the original rough form.)

Another cell character has been described as extreme rough

(Taylor, 1950; see also Ephrussi-Taylor, 1951), arisen by mutation

from rough. This can be transformed to rough by nucleic acid ex-

tracts from both rough and smooth strains. In reverse the extracts

from extreme rough can transform rough into extreme rough. Thus, by
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mutation, an extreme rough agent has arisen, which can be ex-

tracted for prockiction of transformation. As a compHcation, some

strains of extreme rough have been found (Taylor) which cannot

be transformed into encapsulated (smooth), while others permit this

transformation.

Other pneumococcus transformations have been reported by

Hotchkiss (1951). He found the same type of action as described for

the capsule in antigenic specificities and in resistance to streptomycin,

penicillin, and sulfa drugs. Again the specific DNA from donor cells

is required, and a number of experimental conditions. In addition,

only a small percentage of the treated cells transform. The resistant

donor cells are, in the case of streptomycin resistance (as well as in

the cases mentioned above), simple mutants. The penicillin-resistant

strain was, however, obtained by long selection and would therefore

be considered in Mendelian terms as polygenic. It is remarkable that

here the transformation does not succeed at once but occurs in three

distinct steps after three exposures, each producing only a certain

level of resistance. Table 2 summarizes these facts.

TABLE 2

Probable Distribution of Various Transforming Agents Among Different
Kinds of Strains of Pneumococci Used in Transformation Studies

(From H. Ephrussi-Taylor, 1951)
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Since, in all these cases, specific extracted DNA is the trans-

forming agent, the supreme importance for the problem of the genie

nature of DNA is obvious. Ephrussi-Taylor rather understates it as

follows: "We have here the beginnings of a very unique system of

genetical analysis. It is a system in which, as yet, no bridge can be

seen leading over into classical genetics, but which is promising

enough to be an end in itself." The simple and consistent facts re-

ported thus far are not the only ones known. Ephrussi-Taylor has

worked with cases in which the transformation produces a third type,

diflFerent from both the treated and the treating types. An explanation

of the entire phenomenon must take such facts into account.

Lederberg (1952; Cavalli and Lederberg, 1953; Lederberg and

Tatum, 1953) has introduced the term "transduction" to include

bacterial transformation of the pneumococcus type as well as a

remarkable new type. Zinder and Lederberg (1952) described how
the transfer of antigenic properties in the bacterium Salmonella

typhimurium from bacterium to bacterium can be eflFected by a non-

killing bacteriophage. The phage must pull out some genetic particle

from its host and deposit it in another host as a genie property.

Lederberg thinks that the process—also the one in pneumococcus

—

amounts to a hybridization which involves not whole cells (i.e., their

germ plasm) but only parts of the genie system (therefore only a

single character can be transduced in one experiment).

These amazing facts raise the question whether bacterial genetics

is not based upon an at least partly different principle. If a virus-like

body is used to transfer bodily what might be called, a single locus,

we could speak of a kind of fertilization-ersatz with features com-

pletely different from those in the standard type of zygote formation.

If this is true, bacterial transformation might be a part of this

completely different genetic system or, in the terminology of Leder-

berg, transformation and transduction would be essentially the same

thing. This conclusion, at which we hinted above, has been empha-

sized by Zinder (1953). The greatest similarity is in the effect: namely,

a stable new character brought about by the incorporation of its

causative agent into the genome by a process involving the replace-

ment of the homologous material. But the agents which bring this

about are dissimilar: specific DNA-tes in transformation, and a virus

or phage of unknown properties in the transduction. It seems that

in both cases any bacterial character can be transferred, though usu-

ally only singly; and it seems certain also that they replace already
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present materials and are not just added to the existing material (i.e.,

they are incorporated into a chromosome). There are also instances,

in both transformation and transduction, in which linked properties

are transferred together. In transformation, then, the genetic material

is isolated by the extraction process and enters directly the bacterium

which it transforms. In transduction the transferable material is iso-

lated by partial lysis due to phage, is then incorporated into or

attached to the phage, and is transduced with it. Since closely hnked

properties, involving related reactions, are transferred in both cases,

Zinder is ready to compare this situation to pseudoallelic conditions

in Drosophila.

The facts and interpretations amount to the claim that genes

or genie material are transduced; it might then be asserted that

the DNA in the pneumococcus transformation is a piece of genie

material, assuming that the method of its extraction excludes the

presence of attached protein. The reported facts may be described

as the replacement of the nucleic acid component of a genetic struc-

ture in the cell (because of its mutability) by an introduced, external,

and different though closely related nucleic acid, extracted from a

different organism for which it is characteristic. It is reported as

certain, so far as experimentation goes, that the transforming agent

is a pure polymerized DNA, although different kinds of molecules of

DNA are present in the extracts, and it is rather tempting to con-

sider them to be genes. Hotchldss and Marmur (1954) found recently

that in bacterial transformation one DNA extract could transfer two

different genetic properties simultaneously. This is compared directly

with linked genes. If these conclusions were unavoidable, the nucleic

acid nature of the genetic material would be proved.

But it is far from certain that the interpretation is so simple,

apart from the variations of the results reported above. All modern

information tends to show that bacteria have regular chromosomes

( Robinow, De Lamater; see De Lamater, 1951 ) and that crossing over

occurs according to the classical scheme (Lederberg and Tatum, and

others). If this is true also for the organisms in which transformation

has been found (actually E. coli is one of them), and if the transform-

ing agent is genie, transformation should be described thus: the

DNA extracts used for transforming contain molecules of different

specific DNA's, and are of the nature of genes. These are taken into

the treated bacterium, where they push out of the chromosomes the

homologous gene present and assume its place for good; or, what

amounts to the same, they force the homologous gene to change its
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molecular stiucture into that of the intruder. Since genie material

is self-reproducing, the last assumption is not very commendable;

and the first one appears at present beyond the limit of what we can

safely believe. The geneticist who approaches these facts with an

open mind will be loath to accept such an explanation as final and

to consider transformation a proof of the nucleic acid nature of the

genie material. He will expect that further work may lead to a more

plausible explanation.

If the idea promoted by some chemists is true—that the nucleic

acids are not themselves self-reproducing units but act as templates

or scaffolds which keep the self-duplicating protein molecules in

place and shape during this process—one corollary would be that

the nucleic acids are synthesized and augmented outside the chromo-

somes and become attached to the protein chain secondarily by for-

mation of salt links. The action of the transforming DNA extract

could then mean that the rich source of DNA offered in the extract

is not used via breakage and resynthesis of the molecule but enters

as such into the bacterial nucleus, where at the time of chromosomal

growth and division it replaces similar molecules simply by being

available in larger quantities. Transformation, then, would introduce

somewhat different templates; this means that DNA is not the genie

material but one indispensable for the reproduction of genie material.

Though not too satisfactory in detail, such a type of interpretation

may open the way for a different experimental attack.

The new model of the DNA molecule proposed by Watson and

Crick (see I 2 B b bb) may support such an interpretation or a

similar one. The self-duplication of the two haff-molecules proposed

by these authors takes place by the addition of nucleotide monomeres
which are assumed to be plentiful in the surroundings. In the adapta-

tion experiment there might be available within the organism many
times more of the introduced and depolymerized DNA than the

amount of the available genuine DNA monomeres synthesized in the

bacterial cell. Just as tagged atoms are built into the molecules of

different kinds in organisms, these introduced monomeres could be

built into the duplicates of the half-molecules. Since this would
happen in subsequent duplications in a compound-interest sequence,

the new DNA would soon replace the old one completely. Whether
this applies to the entire polymere or only to definite macromeres

needed for the mutant character cannot be decided, though the

result would be the same in either case. (The fact that in vitro

depolymerized DNA does not produce transformations may or may
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not reflect upon what happens within the cell.) If some such scheme
is accepted—and I think this worthy of serious consideration—we
find ourselves at the same non liquet situation reached at the end of

the last section: the facts may be interpreted in terms of DNA either

as the genie material or as the scaffolding for the assemblage of the

proper protein molecules. Such an interpretation of the transformation

could suggest more decisive experiments, to be made with forms

which at present do not give 100 per cent clear results, experiments

which might also settle the biochemical details of the assumed sub-

stitutions. Consult at this point the facts relating to the transfer and

use of DNA from one nucleus to another one in growing egg cells,

mentioned in the next section.

Further information comes from the behavior of bacteriophage

inside the bacterium, which somewhat parallels the basic features of

bacterial transformation. It is known (see review by Doermann, 1953)

that the phage entering the bacterium is stripped of its protein and

enters a vegetative phase, in which the phenomena of recombination

occur in one or another way. Hershey (see 1953) showed that during

this period of vegetative (non-infectious) multiplication of the virus

particle the genie apparatus of the bacterium is obliterated, though in

the beginning the bacterial DNA is in excess 100 times over that of

the initial content of the phage. The increase of phage DNA then

follows exactly the rules of phage particles increase until their

maturation. Thus DNA is again at the center of the whole process.

But Hershey, who has done so much work in this entire field, does

not conclude that this proves DNA to be the genetic material. He says,

"My ownn guess is that DNA will not prove to be the unique deter-

miner of genetic specificity, but that contributions to the question

will be made in the near future only by persons willing to entertain

the contrary view."

Another possibility should not be disregarded, though it is

rather vague. The work on phenocopies in many organisms has shown

that the phenotype of any mutant may be produced as a non-

hereditary effect by treatment at the normal developmental stages

with various agents. For the present discussion the important fact

is Rapoport's discovery (confirmed by a number of workers) that

certain chemicals produce specifically phenocopies of one definite

mutant. It is obvious that here something is introduced which acts

in development in the same way as the mutant action does, directly

or indirectly. If, for example, a metal ion inhibits or slows a definite

enzymatic reaction, it may be assumed that both the mutant action
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and the phenocopic action of the ion succeed in changing the pheno-

type by inhibiting the same enzyme function. Let us assume that

the transformer acts as a phenocopic agent upon the bacterian cell,

which implies that the genie material is not involved. (One might

speak of Dauermodifikation; see discussion below.) The first pre-

requisite of such a process would be that the effect be visible only

within a clone (which corresponds to a multicellular organism) and

end with a sexual phase. It may be said that no sexual phase is

known in pneumococci; in E. coli, where the assumption of a sexual

phase is unavoidable, the transformation experiments gave "irregular"

results (Boivin, 1945), facts which might provide some clue. The
important point is that the DNA extract produces the phenotype of

its own origin, while the action of a metal ion in phenocopy experi-

ments has no relation to the origin of the agent. If in the bacterium

the mutant effect consisted in an effect upon a certain enzyme action

(as in Drosophila), and ff this effect were produced by some deriva-

tive of a certain DNA, the introduction of the same DNA into a cell

could lead to a specific phenocopic action. The fact that depolymeri-

zation of DNA in vitro prevents the transformation action may or may
not militate against this possibility. I think that this type of argu-

ment which can be put to experimental test should not be over-

looked, whatever the difiiculties at the present moment and however

vague it appears thus far.

In view of the caution we adopted in the interpretation of the

important facts we may now quote some more optimistic views.

Haldane ( 1954 ) , after a calculation of the molecular species supposed

to be present in a bacteriophage and available for chemical isolation,

declares: "On the other hand, the purification of a transforming princi-

ple may be simpler. But it is perhaps in these simple organisms that

the material basis of inheritance will first be specifiable in chemical

terms." But on the next page we read: "There is no reason to expect

a priori that the general principles of genetics should hold for bac-

teria. If some of them do so, that is very satisfying, but it seems

equally unwise to argue, except in the most tentative way, from

bacterial mutations to mutations in other organisms, or from non-

Mendelian behavior in bacteria against Mendelian behavior in other

organisms."

dd. Some additional relevant facts

It is known that RNA is somehow produced by the DNA in

the chromosomes, deposited in the nucleolus (see, however, Ham-
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nicrling), and transferred into the cytoplasm of cells in which protein

synthesis is taking place. RNA, therefore, is considered to be im-

portant mainly for protein synthesis. It occurs in the chromosomes

also, which might mean that it is itself synthesized there. Its quantity

is not constant. (See, above, the "elimination chromatin.") However,

there are many indications that DNA is derived only from former

DNA. There is a huge body of facts in the older literature showing

that growing oocytes will assimilate other nuclei. That this means
mainly DNA is demonstrated by such cases as that discovered in

some Bryozoa by Bonnevie (1907). Here the growing oocyte is in-

seminated by many spermatozoa which are dissolved in the cytoplasm

obviously serving as source of DNA. In archiannelids (Dinophilus;

see Shen, 1936) and some oligochaetes (Oschmann, 1914, and

others), nurse cells are phagocyted by the growing oocyte, and a

series of nuclei (i.e., their DNA) enter the cytoplasm of the oocyte.

In obligatory polyspermy ( Lepidoptera, Selachia), there is at least

a suspicion that the introduced extra nucleic acid is used up in some

way, which might mean as source material for DNA in the nuclei.

Though biochemical work has not yet been done on all these cases,

the facts are highly suggestive.

Nurse cells which are not incorporated into the ovum but become

loaded with DNA by endomitosis have been described for the insect

ovary by Painter and Reindorp (1939) and for tapetum cells of

anthers by Brown (1949). In these examples, as well as some in

which no polyteny is known, it has been observed that DNA is

liberated from the nurse cell nuclei and enters the cytoplasm of the

egg cell with the nutrient stream (Schrader, 1951, for insects;

Konopacki, 1936, for the ascidian egg). Still more important is the

observation by Cooper (1952) that DNA granules leave the tapetum

cells of the anthers and enter bodily the nuclei of the microsporocytes

during the synaptic stages with polar orientation of the chromosomes,

and spread over the chromosomes from their ends. In the light of

these results some of the old material, in which nucleo-cytoplasmic

exchanges during the bouquet stage have been claimed or doubted

(Blatta spermatocyte, axolotl oocyte), should be checked again after

more than forty years.

In this connection, also, the changing views on cytoplasmic DNA
should be recorded. It used to be a dogma that DNA does not occur

in the cytoplasm. Hoff-j0rgensen and Zeuthen (1952) and Elson and

Chargaff (1952), among others, found enough DNA in the cytoplasm

of sea urchin eggs to take care of the needs of the embryonic nuclei.
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This may mean that actually DNA could be used from nucleus to

nucleus. It is difficult to reconcile such facts with the genie nature of

DNA as well as the genie nature of bacterial transformations. We
shall return to this problem repeatedly. (See the previous discussion

on bacterial transduction via phage, which is on a similar level.)

Another group of relevant facts relates to the basic proteins in

the chromosome. A distinction has been made between structural

proteins which keep the chromosome together and are not easily dis-

solved, and the simpler protamines which can be removed without

changing the chromosomal structure (Mirsky). These proteins are

not found in constant quantity from cell to cell. It is maintained that

sperm heads, consisting of closely packed chromosomes, are formed

mostly of DNA, with only a small portion of protamine added, which

would seem to favor DNA as genie material. But in all these deliber-

ations it should be kept in mind that we are not dealing with the

original substances in situ, which might be very different from the

extracts in vitro; and, further, that the quantity of protein needed is

probably below that accessible analytically. However, work in these

fields progresses so fast that it is unwise to draw more than pre-

liminary conclusions.

A last group of facts favoring DNA as the genie material comes

from virus studies. Some viruses consist mainly or totally of nucleic

acids, even crystallizable, without losing their infective power. A
more special fact is that when a particle of the bacteriophage T2
attaches itself to a bacterium, most of the DNA of the phage enters

the cell, and most of the sulfur-containing protein remains outside

(Hershey, 1953; Hershey and Chase, 1951). It is, however, not

known whether sulfur-free protein enters the cell and whether this is

incorporated in the phage progeny, and further whether the DNA ( or

its constituents ) is directly or indirectly taken into the phage progeny.

Thus the authors conclude that a separation of the phage into genetic

and non-genetic parts is possible, but they are not willing to say which

is the genetic part. We have mentioned that another powerful argu-

ment against the genie nature of DNA is to be derived from polytenic

chromosomes which multiply their DNA immensely while assuming

extreme non-genic functions. The discussion of this will be taken up in

a later chapter, where the facts will be interpreted as excluding the

genie nature of DNA.
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c. General conclusions

In summarizing what is known about the location and nature of

the genie material in the chromosomes, we must keep in mind that the

nucleus not only has genetic functions but also controls the physi-

ological activity of the cell in an exchange of materials. If we find,

therefore, chemical differences in protein content between nuclei of

differently functioning cells, we cannot draw conclusions in regard to

the genie material.

The biochemists at present are in favor of the idea that DNA is

the genie material in the chromosomes. In favor of this view are ( 1

)

the constancy of the amount of DNA in all cells of a species, whereas

the protein contents of the chromosomes vary; (2) the location of

concentrations of DNA at points of the chromosome which the experi-

ment reveals to be genie (the bands in the salivary gland chromo-

somes); (3) the facts of bacterial transformation via specific DNA
and transduction via phage; (4) the role of the nucleic acids in

viruses; (5) the structure of the DNA molecule which permits

visualizing self-duplication.

But it must be reahzed that many of the detailed features of

chromosomal behavior and structure fit better into the opinion of some

chemists and many geneticists that the nucleic acids are needed as

templates of protein synthesis, or as scaffolding to keep the duplicat-

ing protein molecules in position ( Haurowitz, 1950 ) . It is, furthermore,

so much more probable that the genie functions are based upon an

enzymatic nature of the genie material, and enzymes are proteins. A
powerful argument against the genie nature of DNA can be derived

from the group of facts which show that DNA prepared and some-

times mass-fabricated in certain nuclei (nurse cells, tapetum cells,

and nurse cells and sperm phagocyted by oocytes) can be transferred

to the cytoplasm of an egg cell where it may be used directly in

building up the DNA of the embryonic nuclei, and, in addition, may
probably be used in cytoplasmic protein synthesis as well. The
negative fact that no quantitative constancy has been found for any

nuclear constituent but DNA should be used with caution, because

the optical methods based upon the Feulgen reaction allow such

measurements for DNA; while a comparative direct method for the

intact protein in the chromosome does not exist. If DNA is the scaf-

folding for protein synthesis, its constancy is to be expected.

We conclude that a final decision has not been reached and that

it cannot be stated as a dogma or as a proved fact that DNA is the
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genie material. My conclusion from the facts available today is that

the protein of the chromonema is the genie material proper, but that

it requires the linked DNA molecules for self-duplication. Thus the

combination of both is the basis for genie action. We shall have to

return many times to this basic and intriguing problem.

C. HETEROCHROMATIN

In the search for the genie material of the chromosome we have

neglected thus far two other constituents of the chromosome. One is

the nucleolus, a structure for which nobody would claim genie prop-

erties. It is cyclically destroyed and rebuilt and is quantitatively more

variable than could be assumed for genie material. Thus there are

chromosomes without a nucleolus, which is formed only in one or two

pairs of a genome. There are also chromosomes (amphibian oocyte)

in which numerous nucleoli are imbedded. The major part of the

nucleoli consists of ribonucleic acid, and it is generally assumed that

this has to do with protein synthesis in the cytoplasm. Thus nucleoH

are chromosomal structures concerned with the non-genic functions

of the chromosomes. They will be taken up again in the discussion of

the relation between nucleus and cytoplasm.

That part of the chromosome which is called heterochromatin

shows a number of very remarkable properties. There is a large

literature on the subject, both in cytological and genetic work (good

reviews: Pontecorvo, 1944; Hannah, 1951; Barigozzi, 1950fl; cytological

details: White, 1945; Smith, 1952; genetical study: Goldschmidt,

Hannah, and Piternick, 1951). Not all the numerous facts known fit

together, and contradictions are frequent. It is hardly possible yet to

develop a completely satisfactory theory of heterochromatin. How-
ever, one thing may be said with certainty: heterochromatin must play

a considerable role in the history of the chromosomes and in their

function, and an important but unorthodox genetic role is expected. In

order to reach more specific conclusions we shall group the genetic

and cytological facts so that their individual meaning comes out

before we attempt a synthesis of all the facts. In doing so we shall not

emphasize difficulties and discrepancies, but rather shall try to elabo-

rate the positive, constructive parts of our knowledge.

a. The cytological aspect

The original meaning of the term "heterochromatin" was purely

cytological (Heitz, 1929). It meant the existence of chromosomal

regions differing from the others by their staining, according to the'n'i pV>\
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amount or concentration of DNA in the chromomeres. (Darlington

speaks of the charge with DNA; see Darlington and La Cour, 1940.)

These differences are specific at different times of the mitotic cycle.

In inteiphase, when the chromosomes (i.e., their euchromatic regions)

become invisible through disintegration (scattering or swelling by
hydration, not chemical disintegration) of the chromomeric material,

heterochromatin is highly stainable and is condensed into a block,

called a chromocenter if it is a single mass, or chromocentric blocks if

there are many. This phenomenon is called heteropyknosis (Gutherz,

1907). At other stages of the mitotic cycle when the euchromatin is

very dense, the heterochromatin stains differently. This phase dif-

ference ( also called positive and negative heteropyknosis ) , based upon

the minute arrangement of the chromomeres, is called allocycly ( Dar-

lington and La Cour, 1940). It involves dense coiling and chromomeres

of rather large size. These are the two most distinctive properties of

heterochromatin on the cytological level, but there are innumerable

additional details and variants: the structural differences in the salivary

gland chromosomes of Diptera, the specific features of the sex chro-

mosomes, and of course all the facts relating to genetics.

Let us first view the purely cytological features and, without

going into all the variations, mention the salient facts which we con-

sider of importance for the theoretical analysis in special cases. Hetero-

chromatin is essentially a cytological concept based upon hetero-

pyknosis and allocycly. If these criteria alone are used, it is hardly

possible to give a description which fits all cells. White (1951)

actually speaks of a continuous spectrum between the extremes, eu-

chromatin and heterochromatin. (For details see the reviews by

Resende, 1945, and Barigozzi, 1950fl; also Darlington and La Cour,

1947. ) Resting nuclei may show chromocentral accumulations or none

at all, even within the same organism. In the same way, mitotic

chromosomes may have allocyclic segments or not. The observable

quantity of heterochromatin may be very different in nearly related

species (White, 1945) or even within the same chromosome after

treatment at different temperatures. White (1945) speaks of micro-

heterochromatic species with allocycly of only the sex chromosomes,

and megaheterochromatic species with much allocyclic material in the

autosomes. Virkki ( 1951 ) has tabulated these conditions for a large

number of scarabaeids (Coleoptera) and discussed other cases; Smith

(1952) has done the same for tenebrionid beetles. This is a good

illustration of the cytological variability of the phenomenon, which.
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though incomprehensible, nevertheless indicates a unified importance

of heterochromatin.

Specific features of heterochromatin are observed also in path-

ological cells (cancer cells), but without any definite rule. The
structure of chromocenters is highly variable. Some appear to be

structureless deep-staining matter; others, lighter staining groups of

granules. Certainly, none are dense spiralizations, as one theory

requires. Within the chromosomes, heterochromatic sections may
appear only as larger or clumped chromomeres with normal spiral-

ization of the chromonema; or spiralization may seem to be absent

and the heterochromatic portions show an irregular structure. Some
authors insist on a definition based upon spiralization, others, upon
DNA metabolism. Some consider all transitions between eu- and

heterochromatin possible, and even inteipret the size differences of

the chromomeres as a transition to heterochromatization (Pontecorvo,

1944; White, 1945; Virkki, 1951). Another opinion is that hetero-

chromatin is phylogenetically degenerated euchromatin. These great

variations both in resting nuclei and in mitotic chromosomes make it

very difficult to give a general description or definition of hetero-

chromatin. It cannot even be said that it is ubiquitous, because, in

view of its great changeability, it might be present even when not

seen; furthermore, structures may be called heterochromatic without

any certainty that they are homologous to others that have been

similarly labeled. This confusion is made worse by the concept of

heterochromatization, meaning the change of euchromatic into hetero-

chromatic sections. This is frequently claimed in cytogenetic work in

Drosophila (Hannah, 1951; and especially the papers of Belgovsky,

1938, 1944, 1946; Prokofyeva-Belgovskaya, 1947). Sometimes it is

based upon alleged changes in the stainability of sections of salivary

chromosomes; sometimes it is inferred from aberrant genetic behavior;

and, I dare say, it is always a vague, slippery subject which cannot be

accepted as proved or disproved. Unified theoretical considerations

are possible only on the basis of indisputable material. Aberrant and

queer data may one day become of the greatest significance. However,

if it is not possible today to absorb them into the major body of estab-

lished facts, the pragmatic attitude is to note their existence but leave

them aside for the time being. (We shall return to the idea of hetero-

chromatization when discussing the mottling position effect in the

presence of heterochromatic breaks and again when discussing the

theories of position effect.)
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Unfortunately, there is no chemical definition. Some hetero-

chromatin is clearly very rich in DNA; in other cases it is reported to

be composed mainly of RNA. The facts are so contradictory that it is

not worth while to quote them. Actually, it seems probable that

heterochromatin is the seat of chemical processes which change its

composition constantly, processes which most cytologists assume to be

connected with protein synthesis, apart from genie protein. In favor

of this is the fact that the nucleolus is frequently in a heterochromatic

section. Heterochromatin is so elusive a structure that it would be

better not to attempt a theoretical discussion, were it not that we
know a number of interesting features which in the cells where they

are found are perfectly clear and straightforward. Therefore it seems

advisable—we have already called it the pragmatic attitude—not to

dwell upon what we do not know of heterochromatin but to pass in

review the available positive and invariable facts. There are purely

cytological facts as well as cytogenetic features around which a fruit-

ful discussion can be built; these show that heterochromatin, whether

we can define it or not, must have important functions in the cell.

The most conspicuous group of facts is the one relating to entire

heterochromatic chromosomes and their fate. These facts stand some-

what apart from those generally found, in which heterochromatic

sections of the chromosomes show the different types of allocycly.

The completely heterochromatic chromosome may be considered the

extreme end of a series of conditions which are more widely spread

but do not give such clear information. In detail we refer to three

somewhat different types : ( 1 ) one in which heterochromatic chro-

mosomes are preserved only in the cells of the germ track; ( 2 ) one in

which heterochromatin is not organized into chromosomes and re-

served for a special type of cells; and (3) a type involving the

existence of heterochromatic chromosomes which are not complete

chromosomes, the so-called supernumeraries, but, nevertheless, show
some preferential distribution upon specialized cells.

b. Chromatin diminution and related phenomena

The first group contains the different cases of so-called chromatin

diminution. The classic case is that of Ascaris (Boveri), now called

Parascaris equorum. It is a little complicated by the fact that the

chromosomes in the sex cells are collective chromosomes joined to

each other end by end and having many centromeres and spindle

fibers. This condition is not easily explained, but it has been found that

frequently chromosomes tend to such more or less irregular associ-
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ations immediately before the meiotic prophase (Lepidoptera: Seiler,

1914; Goldschmidt, 1923Z?; some plants: Thomas, and Revell, 1946).

One interpretation is that this is a heterochromatic association, mean-

ing that heterochromatic sections of chromosomes tend to unite under

some conditions in the nucleus. This would, then, involve the same

type of unspecific attraction between heterochromatic sections which

sometimes produces chromocenters. Whether this interpretation ap-

plies to Ascaris or not is diflBcult to decide. Actually, the non-hetero-

chromatic individual chromosomes assembled into the collective

chromosome contain hardly any chromatin (Lin, 1954). The fact

remains that these collective chromosomes keep together only in the

germ cells but break apart in the somatic cells. Assuming that the

collective chromosome is based upon heterochromatic association,

the breaking up might be caused by removal of the last interchromo-

somal vestiges of heterochromatin, which, however, are not visible.

These long collective chromosomes have heavy, deeply staining

distal ends which were proved (Goldschmidt and Lin, 1947; details

in Lin, 1954) to be heterochromatic (fig. 6). In the nuclei of the

meiotic prophase they unite into an unusually large chromocenter,

and in diplotene this breaks up so that the chromosome ends appear

as separate chromocentric blocks (Lin, 1954). Boveri showed that

these chromosome ends, which we must consider now as the hetero-

chromatic partners of the individual chromosomes within the collec-

tive chromosome, are broken off in the mitosis of prospective somatic

cells and are dissolved in the cytoplasm, while the collective chro-

mosome breaks up into its constituents. We may say now that these

heterochromatic ends do not have a centromere of their own, as is also

visible in the division configuration of the collective chromosome, and

therefore are removed from mitotic distribution once the collective

chromosome breaks up into the many somatic chromosomes. Before

that time and in all germ-track cells in which no diminution takes

place, the heterochromatic ends show the heteropyknosis and allocycly

(and staining reactions) of heterochromatin. The lack of a centro-

mere puts these individual partners of the somatic chromosomes

within the collective chromosomes in the same category as super-

numeraries, but with much more regularized, orderly behavior be-

cause of their inclusion in the collective chromosome. The final effect

of this heterochromatic behavior in Ascaris is the conservation of all

heterochromatin in the germ-track cells and its removal from all

somatic cells.

Conditions, in the end identical with these though in detail very
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Fig. 6. Cycle of heterochromatin
in Ascaris megalocepJiala (Parascaris

equorum). A, Oogonium; B, hetero-

pyknosis in oocytes; C and D, pachy-

tene configuration; E-G, early pro-

phase of meiosis; H-J, formation of

tetrad; K, embryonic cells with and

without diminution. All cells from the

race univalens 2n = 2. (Feulgen stain,

redrawn from Lin, 1954.)
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different, are found in a few Diptera. The most extreme and com-
plicated type is that of the manure fly Sciara. Without entering into

all details of the chromosomal cycle (see fig. 7), the following facts

have been described (Metz, Dubois, and others; see Metz, 1938). All

germ-track cells have three pairs of autosomes, one (male) or two
(female) X-chromosomes and two very large "sex-limited" chromo-
somes, actually two completely heterochromatic chromosomes, com-
parable to the chromosomal ends in Ascaris, but provided with

centromeres and thus dividing normally in the germ-track cells. All

somatic cells are devoid of these two heterochromatic elements. The
heterochromatic element (not present in all species) shows also

heteropyknosis. There are some strange complications in chromosome
numbers which are rectified during development (shown in the

diagram, but not of interest in our present discussion). The main
point is that in development these large heterochromatic chromosomes
are removed from the nuclei of the somatic cells in a manner strictly

parallel to the situation in Ascaris. One suspects that something is

WTong with the centromere of these chromosomes.

Another variant is found in the gallflies (Kahle and many suc-

cessors; see White's book, 1945, and White, 1950). Here again the

germ-track cells have diflFerent chromosome complements from the

somatic cells. In the same way as before, a diminution takes place in

early development, when germ cells and somatic cells are segregated,

but here a clear cytological distinction between heterochromatic and

other chromosomes has not been possible. The microscopic picture

shows many (64 in one case) chromosomes in the fertilized egg and

in the cells of the germ track. When diminution takes place in the

cleavage cells of the embryo, the majority of these chromosomes (in

one case, all but 10) are removed in one or two divisions by re-

maining in the equator of the spindle and being excluded from the

daughter nuclei. Again something must have happened in the centro-

meric apparatus under the influence of the segregated cytoplasm of

the potential somatic cells, something which does not happen in the

cytoplasm of the germ-track cells (known to be cytoplasmically dif-

ferent; this is true also of Ascaris, as Boveri has already emphasized )

.

The facts are similar to those discussed for Infusoria: a cytoplasmic

gradient or field controls happenings in the self-duplicating organelles

of division, the kinetosomes there, the centromeres here. So far, no

proof of the heterochromatic nature of the diminished chromosomes

has been found ( heteropyknosis ) , but I cannot see how we can escape

the conclusion that we are dealing with the same thing. Actually
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Bauer and Beermann (1952) have described a similar case in the

chironomid group Orthocladiinae, though the details are somewhat

different. Thus the gallflies do not stand alone.

In the same category, though the details are not so concise and

regular as in the typical chromatin diminution, are the facts concern-

ing the supernumerary chromosomes in plant cells. (For details see

Darlington and Upcott, 1941; Darlington and Thomas, 1941; Resende,

1945.) These small, centromereless chromosomes are frequently found

in pollen cells in different, not constant, sometimes large numbers.

Fig. 8. Giardina ring ( heterochromatin ) in ovogenesis of Dyticus and its

retention in ovocyte in divisions separating egg and follicle cells. Note its mass

compared with that of small chromosomes. (Combined from Giardina, Giinthert,

and Korschelt.

)

Theoretically, they should disappear after many mitoses, as they are

passively distributed in the cytoplasm during division. Actually they

remain, as a whole, rather constant and even accumulate in the cells

of the germinal layer, which may be compared to a germ track. It is

generally recognized that these supernumerary chromosomes are

heterochromatic. Obviously they take some active part in divisions in

spite of the absence of the centromere, as otherwise they could not

keep their own in the germ cells. This must amount to some control

of their movements by a differentiated cytoplasm. I think that the

most remarkable fact found thus far is Darlington and Thomas' (1941)
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statement that pollen grains with an accumulation of supernumeraries

may undergo some extra divisions.

An apparently completely different set of facts seems to me to

continue the line of variations thus far mentioned, though the dif-

ference between germ cells and somatic cells is not involved in the

same way. This is the remarkable unequal division discovered by
Giardina (1901) in the ovary of water beetles (Dyticus) (fig. 8). Here
the young egg cell undergoes four unequal divisions in which fifteen

nurse cells are separated from the oocyte. In the prophase of these

divisions the heterochromatin is assembled into a huge chromocenter

which occupies the major part of the nucleus. In metaphase this mass,

which does not assume the form of chromosomes, surrounds the

spindle in the form of a ring. This ring remains in the prospective

oocyte and is again incorporated into the nucleus. For a long time

these facts remained unique. Recently Bauer and students (see Bauer,

1952) found a very similar though not completely identical case in

Tipula (Diptera). He calls what I consider to be a chromocenter "a

chromosomal product," which is not very helpful. I suspect that many
other examples of this type will turn up in time. I described (Gold-

schmidt, 1950a) strange structures in the oocytes of a deep sea fish

which most probably belong to the same category, with some special

features pointing to origin from chromosome ends.

c. Interpretations derived from the cytologicai facts

The question now arises whether this first set of facts permits

any conclusions in regard to the function of the heterochromatin.

Some geneticists believe that heterochromatin is inert material and

that it is possible that heterochromatic chromosomes are functionless

and frequently lost in phylogeny, but the facts concerning diminution

of heterochromatin certainly do not agree with such a point of view.

The individual processes are so precise and constant where they are

found that they must have a definite meaning. Even the simple

cytologicai aspect militates against such a view. In figure 6 of Ascaris

oocytes, the heterochromatic chromocenter contains most of the

formed material of the nucleus; in Sciora the heterochromatic chro-

mosomes are unusually large; and in the cecidomyids they are five-

sixths of the chromosomal material. However, there is also a dia-

metrically opposed interpretation: White (1950) thinks that the

somatic chromosomes of the gall midges are the heterochromatic ones!

Now in all the other animal material, heterochromatin in the form of

chromosomes or chromosome parts is kept intact in the germ cells
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and removed from the nucleus in prospective somatic cells. With

Boveri we can safely assume (as is experimentally proved in Ascaris

and clear from the morphological facts of the early separation of

germ-line material in the egg) that the kind of cytoplasm in which

the nuclei lie controls that nuclear process. It may be safely assumed

also that the absence or weakening of the centromere in the hetero-

chromatic chromosomes plays the decisive role in the mechanics of

diminution. In the comparable plant case (Darlington and Upcott,

1941; Darlington and Thomas, 1941) it can be stated that there is at

least a great similarity to diminution in animals, as far as the difference

between germinal and somatic cells is involved. Hence the function of

the heterochromatin must be involved in the differences between

somatic and germinal cells. We can visualize at present three major pos-

sibilities :

1. Heterochromatin is a substance which is needed in the syn-

thetic p'jocesses of development and therefore reserved for the sex

cells. This view encounters serious difficulties. Both in Ascar'is and in

insects the few sex cells (two primary ones in Kscaris) are separated

early in development and start forming gonads only much later, while

all the features of development are concentrated in the somatic cells.

The idea under discussion could apply only to the processes taking

place in the egg in the next generation, that is, the growth and

organization of the oocyte, a time at which great visible changes do

occur in the nucleus and in its relations with the cytoplasm. We
could object that this would not apply to the sperm cells, but since

we know that one and the same primordial sex cell can develop into

an egg or a sperm and this actually happens in insects (Lymantria),

we should not expect differences between female and male cells in

this respect. If this idea were correct we should expect to find dimi-

nution in all animals with large organized eggs (predetermined eggs,

in the language of the experimental embryologist). Ascaris could

only partly belong to this group, but all insects and amphibia would.

It would be hard to understand why it is found only in Sciara (not

even in all species!), the cecidomyids, and the chironomid family,

though here White claims heterochromasy for the somatic cells. The
Dyticus case could be interpreted in this way without difficulty, and

it is always possible to account for the rarity of such events by saying

that the process actually occurs in all eggs or large eggs but is not

visible because the heterochromatin is finely divided. This does not

appear to be a very happy solution, and it does not fit the super-

numeraries of plants at all.
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2. Another interpretation is derived from Ascaris, in \\hich an

important and remarkable difference between germinal and somatic

cells does indeed exist. Nematodes are cell-constant animals (Gold-

schmidt. 1903-1908; see Martini, 1924). This means that gro\\th and

differentiation take place largely without cell di\ision. Thus only

about eight di%isions of one cell are needed to produce all central

ganghon cells (162) of the animal ( Goldschmidt 190S). (The details

are a little more comphcated and variable than this brief statement

indicates, but it is essentially correct. See the most recent contribution

to the subject by Wessing. 195-3, who also found 162 ganghon cells in a

completely different nematode. ) The sex cells, however, divide indef-

initely. Thus we could conclude that heterochromatin is needed for

continuous cell di\"ision. Actually this conclusion already had been

reached from other dehberations (Darhngton), and it was even

pointed out that accumulation of heterochromatin beyond the normal

may be the cause of mahgnancy. Let us assume that this explanation

of diminution
^^
Goldschmidt and Lin, 1947) is correct for Ascaris.

\Miy, then, does diminution take place in Sciara and the cecidomyids?

Neither is cell-constant in the sense of the nematodes, though some

organs hke sahvar>- glands, epidermis, and oenocNtes seem to be cell-

constant in Diptera. -\nd, of course, the problem comes up again, why
only the few species show the phenomenon. It should be added that

Darlington and Thomas' (1941) obser\ation of extra di\'isions in the

pollen in the presence of extraheterochromatin is generally in harmony
with what Ascaris seems to teach.

3. There is a third possibiHt\% almost the opposite of the second.

One of the differences bet^veen sexual and somatic cells in the animals

under consideration is this (again pointing to White's aberrant claim

for the gall midges ) : the germinal cells are early separated and then

do not di\-ide for a long time. The formation of a gonad \Wth in-

tensively di\iding sex cells occurs only late in development after all

the rest of the body is well differentiated. From this we could con-

clude that heterochromatin in bulk is a hindrance to quick division

and is therefore removed from the quickly dividing cells. We could

bring this into agreement with, the facts of cell constancy. Both

nematodes and insects have a great tendency to endomitosis, meaning

a duphcation of the chromosomes within the nucleus up to a high

pohploidy. In cell-constant animals and organs of other\Wse not cell-

constant animals this endomitosis seems to play a considerable role

in differentiation. Thus we might conclude that heterochromatin is

also a hindrance to endomitosis. This third h>'pothesis recognizes, like
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the second, a role of heterochromatin in cell division, but runs in the

opposite direction from the second h>-pothesis. It would permit the

inclusion of the Dyticus case, because the egg cell is one which for a

long time grows without division. It would also permit an explanation

why insects and especially cecidomjids are so conspicuous: their

development is an extraordinarily fast one, meaning ver\' quick

division of the somatic cells ( see, however, \Miite, 1950 •
. But here as

before remains the question why only the few examples are known.

It is hardly imaginable that such a comphcated and conspicuous

cytological feature is meaningless. It is also impossible that an im-

portant process takes place, say, in one species of Sciara and not in

another. We are almost forced to assume that comparable processes

are ubiquitous but only rarely organized on the level of microscopic

visibiht)-. At present I prefer this explanation (no. 3) to oui former

one (no. 2). Both have their good points and their difficulties.

4. A variant of the interpretation just discussed was proposed

earHer by Painter (1945). He starts from the fact that RNA plays a

role in the functions of the c>toplasm as a source of protein s>"nthesis

and of s>Tithesis of DXA for the nuclei. Therefore, quickly di\iding

cells, the somatic cells in development, have a greater need for RXA
which is being satisfied by the eliminated heterochromatin; the latter,

as genetically inert is not needed in the nuclei. This point of \"iew

does not emphasize presence or absence of heterochromatin after

diminution, but the diminished material itself as a source of RNA for

use in cell propagation. The presence of supernumeraries in plant root

cells is considered to have the same meaning. In favor of such an

idea is a strange phenomenon (discussed I 2 B a), the sloughing oflF

of chromosomal material in the meiotic di\isions of lepidopteran eggs,

discovered by Seiler ( 1914 ). It is known now that this material is

RXA. But there are difficulties for a comparison with real chromatin

diminution. There is no heterochromatin involved; the time of the

happening is too late for a role in egg organization and too early for

a role in development; further, the crosslike mass of sloughed-o£F RXA
can be seen unchanged for a considerable time and does not seem

to contribute an^liiing to development which is also true of the

sloughed-off heterochromatin in Ascaris.

5. There is still another interpretation of heterochromatin which

does not consider all the remarkable facts discussed above but deals

only with the general aspects of heterochromatin distribution in the

chromosomes and its relation to chromosome structure. We have dis-

cussed (in I 2 B a) Serra's \iews of the intimate structure of the chro-
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mosome. He also tried to fit heterochromatin into his scheme. He
concludes that heterochromatic regions (and chromosomes) differ

from euchromatic ones in retaining the peripheric nucleoproteins while

those in euchromatic regions are disintegrating, and this appHes

especially to the part closely bound to the chromonemata. The reason

is the non-functioning of these regions from a genetic point of view.

Heterochromasy may be permanent or transitory- and does not play a

great role. An excess of heterochromatin represents a charge for the

cell, because heterochromatic regions are slower in di\iding and

pairing, and many heterochromatic chromosomes have a tendency to

be lost. "Heterochromatic regions are maintained by a balance

between their usefulness in mechanisms of sex determination, in

rendering inert certain duphcated or unbalanced fractions of the geno-

type, and in making stable certain special zones of the chromosomes

like terminal regions and those adjacent to the centromere in many
species, on one side—and on the other, their detrimental properties

upon the mechanisms of di\-ision and pairing. Natural selection acts

upon the net result of this balance and maintains or rejects hetero-

chromatic chromosomes."

This interpretation fails completely to explain the facts discussed

thus far and also those to be discussed below. It practically denies a

functional role on the basis of morphological obser\ations in plant

cells and makes use of the equivocal concept of inert material. Thus it

represents a rather negative point of \-iew, which, I think, the facts do

not require.

It seems that an explanation cannot be given which fits all the

remarkable and conspicuous facts. However, in a general way we may
accept the \iew that heterochromatin is involved in rapid cell division,

either prev'enting it from taking place if retained in the chromosomes

or encouraging it if removed into the c\1:oplasm. A further role in the

production of cell constancy and endomitosis is probable. It is not

known why the distribution of and happenings to the heterochromatin

are so conspicuous in some organisms, while in others nothing of the

kind is seen but must be supposed to occur on a submicroscopic level,

as must also be assumed for the sloughing off of RXA. \-isible only in

Lepidoptera.

d. Cytology and genetics of heterochromatin in Drosophila

A remarkable body of knowledge on heterochromatin is derived

from the study of Drosophila, in which CNiiolog)' and genetic experi-

mentation can collaborate. Though much is still obscure even in this
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favorable material, a rather large number of important facts are avail-

able for theoretical analysis. I shall arrange these facts according to

the way I interpret their interrelations. I consider as the first decisive

fact, both for cytological description and genetic interpretation, the

distinction between chromocentral and intercalar}' heterochromatin.

In a general way this means heterochromatin all of which enters into

the framework of the chromosomes during mitosis, but which during

interphase as well as meiotic prophase, and also in nuclei that have

ceased to divide, shows its two different t\pes. The first t>"pe, chro-

mocentral heterochromatin, is removed from its place in the chromo-

somes and combined in a single chromatic mass, the chromocenter. It

is contained in the mitotic chromosomes in large blocks and may even

constitute an entire chromosome, as in the Y-chromosome in D.

melanogaster (and also the cases mentioned in the preceding chapter).

The other t\"pe of heterochromatin is found in smaller sections over

the length of the individual chromosomes. This intercalar\' hetero-

chromatin is structurally and quantitatively different from the chro-

mocentral t>"pe and, in addition, shows different cNtological affinities

and genetic significance. We would be completely justified in restrict-

ing the name 'lieterochromatin" to the chromocentral t\pe and in

using a special term for the intercalar>'.

In the discussions of the preceding chapter this distinction was

hot made. In Ascaris we dealt with chromocentral heterochromatin,

in some of the discussions (e.g., Serra's theory- ) mostly N^ith inter-

calary-. The following analysis will shed hght also on the former

material.

aa. Chromocentric and Y-chromosomal heterochromatin

The chromocentric heterochromatin of D. m-elanogarter consists

of three parts (see fig. 9): (1) rather large blocks surrounding the

centromere in the second and third chromosomes, probably also in

the fourth; (2) one large block at the spindle fiber end of the

X-chromosome, containing the nucleolus-organizing region; (3) the

entire Y-chromosome, also \\-ith a nucleolar organizer. -\11 these parts

were distinguished by Heitz ( 193.3 ) in the mitotic metaphase by

distinctive staining. They show their nature in many interphase nuclei

by combining in a chromocenter (fig. 10). This is best known from

the salivary gland nuclei, in which all these sections, including the

entire Y, are united in a chromocenter to which the chromosomal loops

are attached. The saHvar\- gland chromosomes are indicated in figure

9; the lines showing identical points in mitotic and salivar>- chromo-
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somes indicate the absence of the heterochromatic regions. It is

irrelevant for the present discussion that the big block in the

X-chromosome is represented in the salivaries by a single band, which

might mean that a tiny euchromatic section is present in the block

Fig. 10. Different prophases of neurocytes of Drosophila virilis larvae, showing

large amount of heterochromatin in heteropyknosis in form of chromocenters or

individual blocks. (From Makino.

)

(Muller's description of this band as a gene which organizes the

heterochromatic block does not appeal to me; it actually seems

dangerous, because it suggests an explanation while being only a way
of terminology). It has been claimed (Prokofyeva, 1935) that within

the chromocenter the Y-chromosome can stiU be recognized as a few
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weak bands. But the Y-chromosome contains a small pairing section

(in the bobbed region) which, if visible, does not affect our ideas

about the chromocenter. The chromocenter usually appears as an

unorganized, granular, or even degenerating mass, which is easily

broken in preparation, sometimes even absent. Now it must be kept in

mind that a salivary gland cell is highly specialized and may not need

the heterochromatic parts which form a chromocenter in interphase

nuclei of actively dividing cells where it is very conspicuous and

deeply stained. As block heterochromatin is certainly involved some-

how in cell division, it might even be expected that salivary nuclei do

not show much of it. It may have been destroyed during the growth

phase of these cells. The condition in the salivary gland cells might

better be described in a negative way, as the absence of block hetero-

chromatin from the chromosomes. This would also agree with the

fact that in Chironomus species salivary nuclei without chromocenters

are found. Nevertheless, in certain species a large part of the hetero-

chromatin exists as block or chromocentral heterochromatin which

may be removed from the chromosomes in interphase and assembled

into huge Feulgen positive masses filling a major part of the nucleus

in such an extreme case as Ascaris (fig. 6),

The next problem is to inquire into possible functions of this

material. A considerable number of facts are known from which con-

clusions may be drawn. In D. melanogaster the Y has only a very

small pairing segment, which may be considered as euchromatic. All

the rest is heterochromatic and clearly does not contain sex-deter-

mining units (the general meaning of which will be discussed in a

chapter on sex). Males without or with only a part of the Y are normal

(though sterile) and so are females with one or more extra Y. The

sterility of males without Y has been attributed to the presence of

fertility genes in the Y, which have even been "counted" by some

authors (Neuhaus, 1939). Actually, the sterility action is confined to

a certain part of the Y (Stern, 1929Zj), but we know very little what

this sterility means. Shen (1932) found completely normal spermio-

genesis in males without a Y; but when the spermatozoa reach a

certain part of the vas deferens they are immobilized (see also Stern

and Hadorn, 1938). Now we know, at least for Lepidoptera, that the

motility of the spermatozoa is dependent upon secretions in the

female bursa copulatrix (Klatt, 1919). Thus, we may suppose that

the immotility of the sperm in the absence of the Y-chromosome may
be caused by some small chemical change in the secretion of the vas

deferens. From this we may conclude that the absence of certain parts
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of Y heterochromatin changes some feature of chemical physiology,

preventing definite cells from producing their proper secretion. This

would mean some, though very slight, participation of heterochro-

matin in rather restricted chemical actions of some cells. If this

conclusion is correct, it involves a genetic diversity of different sections

of the Y heterochromatin, which, however, is probably very di£Ferent

from what are usually called genes. The meaning of this will be dis-

cussed below. (Though we are dealing here only with Drosophila, it

might be pointed out that in the Y of plants different sections of

action have been claimed by Knapp, Warmke, Westergaard. However,

here the Y contains parts affecting sex determination, as will be

discussed in detail; the relations to heterochromatin are not yet clear.

)

Much better information comes from experiments in which the

amount of Y heterochromatin was not decreased but increased.

Mather (1941) was the first to find that the addition of an extra

Y-chromosome enhanced the expression of a trait assumed to be

under polygenic control. He concluded from this that the so-called

polygenes were also heterochromatic in character, a problem to which

we shall return. The best examples known were found for the so-

called podoptera mutants ( Goldschmidt, Hannah, and Piternick,

1951 ) . The extremest case is that of pod K, in which only males show
the mutant character. However, if an extra Y is introduced into the

female, the same phenotype is realized. In other mutants rather

variable effects of extra Y's were found. In some XXY combinations

penetrance was decreased; in the XYY male it was increased. These

facts are comparable to those found by Mather, who stated that

Y-chromosomes of different origin exert a specific, though rather

small, influence upon the number of chetae, some in the minus,

some in the plus direction. The effect is even smaller than that of

some environmental influences. From this Mather concluded that

the Y heterochromatin also contains polygenes. (We shall discuss

the concept of polygenes later.) A comparable fact has been found

by Barigozzi ( 1949, 1950& ) : the amount of Y heterochromatin affects

the size of wing cells and eye facets, which means an influence upon

cell division. Differences of effect in regard to the origin of the Y
were found also. This agrees well with facts and interpretations to

be studied below. Barigozzi is inclined to explain the results in

terms of polygenes, maintaining that heterochromatin is made up
of genes all acting on cell size and similar characters of the cell (see

Barigozzi and Pasquale, 1953).

It is certain that the amount of extra heterochromatin influences
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certain developmental features which control the expression of some

mutants of Drosophila. In the two cases mentioned it was suspected

that the mutants themselves were of heterochromatic nature some-

how controlled by properties of intercalary heterochromatic blocks,

though the detailed interpretations of Mather and Goldschmidt are

rather different. Actually, it seems that some rule is hidden behind

these facts. Thus it is known that the expression of Minute mutants,

much suspected to be of heterochromatic nature, is strongly influenced

by the absence of a Y-chromosome. Another case is that of the mu-

tant "sparkling" in the fourth chromosome (L. V. Morgan, 1947),

which produces irregularities in eye structure that may be called a

variegation. No position eff^ect is involved, but there is a suspicion

that the locus is heterochromatic. The phenotype is strongly influ-

enced by the quantity of heterochromatin. More heterochromatin

produces a decrease of the eJBFect; less heterochromatin, an increase

of mutant action, according to detailed studies. In this case both

Y-chromosomal and X-chromosomal heterochromatin were tested.

This group of facts suggests a specific influence of the quantity

of chromocentral heterochromatin upon development of mutant char-

acters suspected of being based upon heterochromatic loci or euchro-

matic ones imbedded in heterochromatic sections.

In a general way non-Y-chromosomal block heterochromatin acts

hke Y heterochromatin (see L. V. Morgan, 1947). Besides the

Y-chromosome, the major heterochromatic, chromocentral block is the

big block near the proximal end of the X-chromosome. It was sup-

posed that its absence or duplication was without genetic effect

(inert region of Muller and Painter). But it has been shown since

that duplications of the heterochromatic block in the X-chromosome

act Hke an extra Y (Noujdin, 1936); further, that deficiencies of the

same region (Khwostova, 1939) enhance the variegation position

effect. Heterochromatic regions in other chromosomes, especially the

second, have been tested, and it was found that their deficiency has

the same action as the absence of Y ( see Morgan, Schultz, and Curry,

1940, 1941 ) . The facts of rather different type agree well in a general

way, though, thus far, it is not clear what type of action is involved.

Nevertheless, it is possible to derive some notion from the variegated

position effect. Here extra Y's in normal flies make the eye color

mottled. In chromosome rearrangements witli variegated effect, ad-

dition or subtraction of the Y or its parts affects the degree of

variegation. In general (see Schultz, 1947) we may say that the

more heterochromatin the less variegation and vice versa. Further
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examples of the action of chromocentral heterochromatin upon de-

velopmental features can be found in the reviews and papers quoted.

bb. Genetic functions? Chromosomal breaks

and heterochromatin

In order to derive general conclusions from this array of mixed

facts we return to the podoptera case. Here a few more facts are

known which can further an interpretation. The most important are

the following (Goldschmidt et at, 1951, 1952Z?). The mutant Beaded

(Bd) in the third chromosome enhances the action of the pod factors.

One allele at the Bd locus was found which enhances the penetrance

of tetraltera (belonging to the podoptera group) almost thirtyfold.

In pod K only males show the phenotype, and females only when
they have an extra Y ( L. Kellen Piternick in Goldschmidt et al, 1951,

1952Z?), but Beaded is able to replace completely the extra Y in

pod K females! The situation here can only be that the pod action

is very narrowly timed in regard to the developmental processes.

(This can be expressed also in terms of a very narrow threshold zone

for determinative action.) In the male developmental system the

proper threshold is surpassed. In the very different female develop-

mental system (actually different in timing and speed of many de-

velopmental processes ) the threshold is not reached. Beaded, an other-

wise known enhancer of podoptera penetrance, acts upon this system

in the female by pushing the decisive determinative processes above

the threshold of action:. Y heterochromatin has the same effect, which,

however, may vary quantitatively and even in direction with different

Y's and different genotypes of podoptera, which includes, then, en-

hancement or inhibition. In a general way, these effects must act as

steering specific mutually attuned or balanced growth processes,

which result in reaching, not reaching, reaching only partly, or more
than sufficiently reaching, the threshold level. Differential growth

processes are ordinarily linked to the speed of cell division. Thus the

genetic facts known about chromocentral chromatin lead to the same
result as the cytological study of heterochromatin in chromatin dimi-

nution: they show an influence upon cell division and cell growth.

(Other generalized chemical effects were mentioned above when
studying the sterility factors in the Y-chromosome.

)

These conclusions emphasize a genetic function of the hetero-

chromatin which is different from that of the euchromatin with its

specific mutant loci. We might call it a generalized function, not

affecting a definite, local determination process but a general feature
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of development like speed of cell division. This conclusion replaces

the old, no longer tenable idea of Muller and Painter (1932) that

block heterochromatin, especially the Y, is genetically inert. Of

course, if this were so, it would be hard to understand why the inert

material would be conserved in phylogeny. In a general way our

conclusions agree with those of Caspersson (1947) and Darlington

(1942), who make the more specific biochemical claim (which is very

difficult to prove by the facts thus far known) that the heterochro-

matin controls cell metabolism and especially the nucleic acid syn-

thesis.

The idea of inert heterochromatin in my opinion is much abused,

especially in speculations of a phylogenetic type. Evolution of difi^er-

ent chromosome numbers in nearly related species (e.g., Crepis:

Babcock, 1947 a,b; Tobgy, 1943 ) is explained by one or more chromo-

somes becoming, in some way, heterochromatic, and, since this is

assumed to mean genetically inert, such an element is supposed to

become useless and be removed by selection. The same idea has

been used to explain differences of evolutionary significance in chro-

mosome arms or sections (see Smith, 1952). It seems to me that

we should be very cautious about such speculations. They are all

based upon Muller's proof that deletion of the large block of chromo-

central heterochromatin in the X-chromosome of Drosophila does not

influence the phenotype. Since that time so many cases—mentioned

or to be recorded—have been found in which addition or subtraction

of heterochromatin (including the X-chromosome block) influenced

the phenotype that the idea of "inertness" must be regarded as dis-

proved.

Most of these speculations deal with loss of chromosomes via

inertness. But they have also been extended to the gain of chromo-

somes in genera in which the oldest species is supposed to have the

lowest number of the group. As an example of what in my opinion

is a perverted way of looking at the problems of heterochromatin, I

mention the work of Kushnir ( 1952 ) on the chromosomes of Gryllo-

talpa species. She speaks of heterochromatic polysomy which led

from a form with 15 chromosomes to a form with 19 and 23. The idea

is that "the heterochromatic content of these chromosomes which,

on one hand, was responsible for their multiplication through irregu-

lar segregation enabled them, on the other hand, to survive in larger

numbers without upsetting the genie balance of their bearers. While

such an addition of heterochromatin must have entailed immediate

effects on the metabolism of the animals, it also prepared the ground
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for a multitude of mutations, which gradually established themselves

in the new chromosomes. Through the accumulation of such muta-

tions changing polygenes into major genes, some of the heterochro-

matin may have become transformed into euchromatin. It is also

possible that from tlie crowd of identical polysomes distinct pairs

may have become differentiated." I do not think that this type of

phylogenetic speculation is very difiFerent from that of Haeckel's day.

One more group of facts should be interpreted similarly, namely,

the mottling position eflFect of heterochromatic breaks. Position eflFect

will be discussed later. Here it suffices to say that a rearrangement

break near a known locus produces the phenotype of a mutant of

that locus, the position eflFect. If the rearrangement contains a break

within chromocentric heterochromatin which thus becomes adjacent

to a euchromatic section, the position eflFect does not reproduce the

complete phenotype of a nearby mutant but only a part of it spatially

so that a mottled condition appears. If it is a position eflFect for the

locus of the normal allele of white, the eye is not white but white

and wild color (also other colors) mottled. The detailed facts have

been reviewed by Hannah (1951) and Lewis (1950); the original

discovery was made by Muller (1930). If such a heterochromatic

rearrangement is found near a number of closely located loci, all of

them may show the mottling ( variegation, mosaic ) . The grade of this

variegation is influenced by addition or subtraction of block hetero-

chromatin, and it is aflFected also by neighboring intercalary hetero-

chromatin. Another agent aflFecting the grade of mottling is a

rearrangement with heterochromatic breaks which are independent

of the locus of position eflFect (Schultz, 1941). However, these and

other comparable features are more or less expected, as it is generally

known (Goldschmidt and Gardner, 1942; Gardner, 1942) that re-

arrangements can afiFect the phenotype of independent mutants. Also,

temperature aflFects the variegation in a rather irregular way (E. Sut-

ton Gersh, 1949), which again is expected. (Many other details will

be mentioned below.)

The question arising from these facts is: Why does the presence

of block heterochromatin adjacent to a position eflFect break produce

mottling? A number of authors since Demerec and Slizynska ( 1937

)

have assumed that here the meaning of position eflFect is revealed,

namely, the production of mutation near the break. Other purely

genetic interpretations have been tried. Cytological interpretations

also have been suggested, based upon the "heterochromatization" of

euchromatic parts ( Prokofyeva-Belgovskaya, 1947; also accepted by
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Serra, 1949). Prokofyeva-Belgovskaya maintains that in a series of

mottled position effects it can be seen that the dichromatic bands

adjacent to the heteiochromatin become heterochromatinized. This

means that instead of clear salivary bands one finds a diffuse chro-

matic "network" of the kind seen in tlie chromocenter. The idea is

that the function of the euchromatic loci is impeded by this hetero-

chromatization, all of which sounds to me rather crude. Other investi-

gators, however, could find no such cytological changes, which can-

not be accepted as established. Serra is more cautious: he does not

think of euchromatic bands changing into heterochromatin, but of

heterochromatin enveloping the euchromatin and hindering its func-

tion. This whole heterochromatization, even if it were a fact, does

not help us to understand why the result is mottling rather than

normalcy, or why euchromatic rearrangements do not result in mot-

tling.

I have never doubted ( see Goldschmidt, 1946fc ) that the mottling

is a developmental and not a genetic or cytological phenomenon.

If an ordinary (euchromatic) position effect means that a locus near

a rearrangement break acts as if it had mutated, the mottled effect

could only mean that in the presence of heterochromatin the changed

action is not perfect. This means that the action is not completely

penetrant in all cells. If the white eye mutant is involved, some of

the ommatidial cells show the effect above its threshold of action and

are free of pigment (white). In others the threshold is not surpassed

and they are pigmented. Still others may react near the threshold

and form variable small quantities of pigment, depending upon the

breadth of the thi-eshold zone. My conclusion was that the neighbor-

ing heterochromatin simply weakens the effect of breakage, which,

because of the developmental features of pigmentation, results in a

mosaic action, a type which is otherwise well known in mutants

with varying penetrance. Recent work by E. Sutton Gersh (1952) on

the development of mottled eyes completely confirms this point of

view. Apart from the problem of position effect, this shows again a

generalized, quantitative action of heterochromatin upon cellular

processes, well in conformity with our former conclusions on the

function of block heterochromatin.

These deliberations seem to be so important that a few more

detailed facts should be discussed. I have already mentioned that

loci adjacent to the euchromatic break may show more or less varie-

gation. It seems (literature in Lewis, 1950, and Hannah, 1951) that

there is a correlation between the distance of a locus from the break
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and its variegation, so that the effect decreases with the distance

from the break. This apphes as much to variegation as such (i.e.,

penetrance) as it does to the degree of variegation (i.e., expressivity,

meaning, e.g., for the white locus more white facets if the break is

nearer to white). This can only mean that something emanates from

the block heterochromatin with a diminishing gradient which affects

the threshold of the position-effect action in development. We see

two things at work: first, the position effect of the break, making

a locus nearby act as if it were mutated; and second, an action

of heterochromatin influencing the penetrance and expressivity of

the action of the break during development with narrow threshold

conditions, which by the inherent variability of action above and

below the threshold produce the mosaic effect. We also find the

breakage effect acting with a gradient, decreasing with distance.

Not all loci clearly show this distance relation and, further, differ-

ences in the effect have been observed, when the heterochromatin ad-

jacent to the break was derived from different blocks of chromocentral

heterochromatin, which might be caused by qualitative or only quan-

titative differences.

In maize, conditions are known which affect the variegation

( McClintock's Ac and Rhoades' Dt). The latter is described as a

dominant locus within a heterochromatic block. We do not know

what this means, but the action parallels that of extra heterochromatin

in Drosophila. It is quite possible that in plants heterochromatic

conditions exist—symbolized as Dt—which, morphologically, are dif-

ferent from those in Drosophila and do not necessarily have to be

additions or subtractions of substance. (More details on maize varie-

gation in a later chapter.)

The facts discussed thus far relate to euchromatic loci as influ-

enced by adjacent heterochromatin. The last example refers to

euchromatic loci within heterochromatic blocks. The experiment with

variegation should give information. On the side of the break in the

euchromatin, euchromatic loci are located. If there are euchromatic

loci within the heterochromatic block, they would be put into the

neighborhood of euchromatin via the heterochromatic break (each

rearrangement requiring two breaks ) . A heterochromatic locus should

also show variegation, provided that variegation, generally, is the

result of abnormal union of eu- and heterochromatin on both sides

of a break. Actually, many such cases have been described (Sutton,

1941) for loci in different chromosomes, like bobbed, light, pink,

radius incompletus, all of which have been localized in heterochro-
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matic regions genetically as well as in the salivary chromosomes, as

far as possible. Now all these mutants behave like any other mutant;

hence the conclusion could be drawn that heterochromatin differs

from euchromatin genetically only in containing very few mutant

loci (genes). This is not very satisfactory in view of all the special

features recorded for chromocentric heterochromatin.

One may be inclined to assume that all these loci are small

sections of euchromatin intercalated into the heterochromatin. In

favor of this assumption is the fact that the heterochromatic block of

the X-chromosome is represented by one regular band in the salivary

X (see, above, Muller; I 2 C d aa) and, further, that the Y may be

represented by a few bands attached to the chromocenter, which

must contain a bobbed allele, bobbed being such a "heterochromatic

locus." It is maintained (see the reviews, work mostly by Schultz)

that such heterochromatic loci react differently to extra heterochro-

matin (an additional Y) as follows: while variegation of euchromatic

loci is reduced by an extra Y, this is not true for some heterochromatic

loci. It is claimed that this is what is expected, though I am not

convinced of the logic of the argument.

Actually, we know that in podoptera an extra Y may act as an

enhancer or as a reducer of penetrance in different genotypes,

including the two sexes, and the influence of an extra Y on mottling

is clearly the same thing as its influence upon penetrance in podoptera,

requiring the same explanation. As so-called heterochromatic mutants

also are known for which an intermediate action of extra hetero-

chromatin is claimed, it seems to me that there are no heterochromatic

loci in the strict sense of the term, but only euchromatic loci sur-

rounded by heterochromatin, which, like other such loci, may react

in different directions upon extra heterochromatin, as well as upon

breaks in the heterochromatin. This agrees also with the general

interpretation of heterochromatic function given above. If hetero-

chromatin exercises a general, quantitative action upon developmen-

tal and cellular processes, there is no reason why this must always

go in one direction. It is more probable that it may be positive,

negative, or anything in between according to the specific genetic

milieu in which it acts.

Recent work by Baker (1953) seems to agree very well with

these conclusions. He studied a variegated position effect for the

peach locus in Drosophila virilis, which is located within chromo-

central heterochromatin near the centromere of the fifth chromosome.

Variegation is produced (in a large material) by placing foreign
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heterochromatin distal to the peach locus, or proximal to this locus;

or by placing euchromatin either distal or proximal to the locus. This

shows clearly that the cause of the variegated position effect is

simply the disruption of heterochromatin by a break. This means that

it is a break, a change of pattern, which produces the position effect:

Lewis' ( 1950 ) artificial distinction in principle between variegated

and other position effect is not necessary, and is actually mistaken.

The variegation in the presence of the heterochromatic break is, I

think, to be explained here in the same way as above: the hetero-

chromatin affects the penetrance and expressivity of the mutant-Hke

action of the break (i.e., position effect) during development by

lifting the developmental processes above a threshold or not (this

includes chemical syntheses in the case of eye colors). Baker him-

self gives an interpretation in the currently popular terms of inter-

action between necessary substrates of gene and heterochromatin,

but he adds that he is aware that such a model is only one of many
possible schemes. I prefer the one presented in this chapter. (We
shall not go into further details at this point, since only hetero-

chromatic function is under discussion, not the theory of position

effect, which will be discussed below.)

As far as our present discussion of the function of heterochro-

matin is concerned, all the different facts show in the end that

chromocentral heterochromatin has a generalized function connected

with rates of cell division and quantitative features of intracellular

metabolism.

cc. Intercalary heterochromatin

The other type of heterochromatin, the intercalary one, was also

discovered by Heitz, who found that mitotic chromosomes of Dro-

sophila had at certain stages a beaded appearance, showing a number
of more darkly staining blocks. Kodani (1942) proved later for the

X-chromosome that Heitz's heterochromatic segments correspond

closely to those he could delineate by specific reaction to urea-

alkali. Similar observations were made in other animals and plants.

Darlington and La Cour (1938) showed the alternation of eu- and

heterochromatic segments in the chromosomes of Fritillaria. Later

they found that cold treatment reduced the stainability of these

chromosomes in segments, which closely corresponded to those seen in

pachytene chromosomes and therefore are heterochromatic (their

so-called chromatin starvation). In other chromosomes (see fig. 10)

intercalary heterochromatin appears in the form of larger and con-
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densed chromomeres, a kind of heteropyknosis. White (1945) actually

defines (all) heterochromatin as those chromosomal regions which
become heteropyknotic at some time during the chromosomal cycle.

The best information on intercalary heterochromatin again comes
from the salivary gland chromosomes in Drosophila. On a purely

morphological basis, it is difficult to define the intercalary heterochro-

matic segments. In a general way they show less stainability and
differentiation of dark bands, features which, however, are not equally

clear in all regions, but are just the opposite of the behavior in

metaphase and prophase chromosomes where heterochromatin is

highly chromatic. However, there are a group of criteria which
permit a fair delineation of these segments. The first is the tendency

of heterochromatic segments to get attached to other heterochromatin

in th6 same or other chromosomes. By checking carefully the bands

which show this unspecific attraction (so-called ectopic pairing),

as opposed to the specific band-by-band attraction of euchromatin,

Prokofyeva (1939) could map the distribution of intercalary hetero-

chromatin. A less exact method was found by Kodani (1942), who
showed that heterochromatic segments are more quickly dissolved in

alkali-urea and can thus be delineated approximately if inversions

are used as markers. As far as this goes the results agree with

Prokofyeva's and similar studies by Kaufmann (1946, 1948a). A
third method is based upon the property of the heterochromatic seg-

ments of being more easily broken by X rays or spontaneously. By
mapping easily broken sections, Prokofyeva (1939), Slizynski (1945),

and Kaufmann (1946) again localized the heterochromatic sectors.

The results of these studies are well summarized in Hannah's (1951)

scheme (fig. 10) for the first, second, and third chromosome. It does

not include Kodani's data, but includes for the X-chromosome so-

called repeats, assumed to be heterochromatic, and the location of

the Minutes, which are suspected to be heterochromatic. The salivary

chromosome is represented with the numbered sections as laid down
in Bridges' maps, and the crossover maps are added for comparison.

The rather good fit of the different checks is apparent.

A word should be added about repeats and Minutes, which are

represented in figure 9. Bridges described many places in the

salivary chromosomes which look as if the same band or bands had
been repeated by some process of doubling. Much theoretical inter-

est is attached to these. At this point we are concerned only with

the idea that repeats are heterochromatic. It cannot be said that this

is actually proved, though the locahzation points to it. One idea
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deserves to be mentioned (Pontecorvo, 1944), that heterochromatin

generally is the result of duplications of chromomeres resulting in

an aggregation of chromomeres of similar function (an idea which

could also be paralleled by Mather's blocks of polygenes). Thus far

such notions can only be registered. The Minutes, however, are very

special occurrences. Many dozens of Minutes are known (see Schultz,

1929), distributed over all chromosomes with a predilection for

chromocentric regions. All of them are dominant, homozygous lethal

mutants with similar pleiotropic effects upon bristles, body size,

wing structure, and genitaha. Many of them are known to be de-

ficiencies and are also known to react to extra quantities of Y-chromo-

some. In addition, they interact specifically with the Beaded locus

( Goldschmidt, 1949a), making Bd 100 per cent dominant instead of

plus or minus 5 per cent. It is known (Goldschmidt, Hannah, Piter-

nick, 1951) that Bd is able to replace the action of Y-chromosome

material. From such facts we derive the suspicion that Minutes are

changes, actually quantity changes within the intercalary hetero-

chromatin, all of which have a similar effect because of the general-

ized action of heterochromatin. It is very difficult to prove such an

interpretation, which thus remains a hypothesis.

dd. Genetic function of intercalary heterochromatin

The decisive question is now, Does intercalary heterochromatin

have a genetic effect? This would be demonstrated if it is found

capable of changes that can be compared to euchromatic mutation,

though less typical. The first question would be whether hetero-

chromatic mutation is altogether an erroneous assumption based on

overlooking the fact that heterochromatic sections contain standard

mutants of the same type as those in euchromatic sections. While

discussing the chromocentric heterochromatin, we have emphasized

the possibility of standard mutants within block heterochromatin.

We came to the conclusion that such loci as were proved to be

present in heterochromatic sections are to be regarded as small inter-

calated euchromatic sections. Naturally the same thing might also

occur vdthin intercalary heterochromatin, though it would be diffi-

cult to prove on account of the difficulty of exact dehneation of the

intercalary sections. If the Minutes are heterochromatic mutants, they

demonstrate that such mutants are rather different from euchromatic

ones, since all Minutes have approximately the same effects, which

in a general way may be described as interference with growth

processes.
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It does not seem that the existence of standard mutants within

intercalary heterochromatin has been demonstrated ( or can be demon-

strated). There are indications (Griffen and Stone, 1940) that in-

tercalary heterochromatin breaks producing position effects lead to

variegation just as do breaks involving block heterochromatin. If

this is confiimed, the intercalary would have one important feature

in common with the chromocentric heterochromatin. We have already

mentioned the greater breakability of this heterochromatin which

must result in more deficiencies and also more position effects in the

neighborhood of heterochromatic blocks. This would make eventual

heterochromatic mutants suspect. At present it is safe to say that

intercalary heterochromatin is genetically different from euchromatin

and also from block heterochromatin, with which it has, however,

some features in common.

The first to ascribe a special genetic function to the intercalary

heterochromatin was Mather (1941), who <ierived his conclusions

from selection experiments with the number of abdominal bristles

in Drosophila. From the way the successful selection was running,

especially the sudden jumps after periods of constancy, he concluded

that the multiple factors controlling the character are present not

only in a balanced condition which permits plus and minus shifts,

but that they are packed tightly in blocks, which he called polygenic

blocks, within which crossing over can occur, leading to a sudden

change in balance. These polygenic blocks are spread over all chromo-

somes and are important as an always available source of adaptive

selection.

Looking for an explanation of these assumed polygenic blocks,

Mather reasoned in the following way: supernumerary chromosomes

in plants are not entirely dispensable, as they remain in the cells,

though theoretically they should be sorted out during cycles of di-

vision. They must, therefore, betray a kind of balanced condition

favored by selection. This means, he thinks, that they take part in

a balance of polygenic action. They do not contain major genes and

are considered to be heterochromatic. Because they are, nevertheless,

partly dispensable, genes with similar action must be contained in

the ordinary chromosomes. These latter contain, as derived above,

groups or blocks of polygenes, balanced to insure both genetical

stability and flexibility, the balanced polygenic blocks. By analogy

with the supernumeraries, also subject to polymeric balance, it may
be assumed that these polygenic blocks are located in the heterochro-

matic sections. Therefore the phenotype (abdominal chaetae) sup-
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posed to be controlled by these blocks was checked in the presence

or absence of Y and extra Y material. As I mentioned previously, Y-

chromosomes of different origin exert a specific, rather small influence

upon the number of chaetae, some in the minus, some in the plus di-

rection. This effect is continuous and rather small in comparison with

that of environmental factors. The action "must" depend upon a num-
ber of genes, according to Mather. Since it is assumed that the poly-

genic blocks in different chromosomes have a similar effect, it is

assumed also that the heterochromatic Y-chromosome has all the prop-

erties of a polygenic setup: quantitative action depending upon a

number of genes with similar small quantitative effects, balance of its

polygenic blocks, and possibility of new combinations via crossing

over. Reasoning backward, therefore, the polygenic blocks are hetero-

chromatic, or all heterochromatin contains polygenes.

It can be understood that this analysis has not met with general

approval. This applies to the conclusion of the existence of polygenic

blocks as well as to their connection with heterochromatin. Here we
are interested only in the second part, which was the first attempt to

assign a definite genetic function to heterochromatin. It has been
argued, since, that duplication of genes could be a method of pro-

ducing such polygenic blocks. The facts are insufficient for a con-

vincing proof of the existence of the polygenic blocks and of their

heterochromatic nature, though some of the conclusions concerning

the action of heterochromatin, apart from the polygene concept, agree

with those we derive from different facts.

Rather different conclusions about the genetic function of inter-

calary heterochromatin have been derived by Goldschmidt (1949c)

and Goldschmidt, Hannah, and Piternick (1951) from their study of

the podoptera mutants of D. melanogaster. The very large and com-

pHcated body of facts may be summarized thus: podoptera (and

the similar tetraltera) is a group of homoeotic mutants in which the

wing is changed in a characteristic way into a leglike (sometimes

haltere-like ) structure; furthermore, other wing parts (i.e., their

embryonic material) are transformed into thorax. A considerable

number of such known podoptera types are genetically and pheno-

typically somewhat different. They are no simple mutants, but the

phenotype is based upon a number of mutant loci with different

quantitative effect, collaborating in a definite way. We speak, there-

fore, of the podoptera effect, not of simple pod mutants. Genetically,

pod factors are known in all chromosomes. If isolated, some have very

little effect; others, large effects; and together they produce a pene-
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trance of the effect that varies from less than 1 per cent to 100 per

cent. Selection experiments (see 1951; and Goldschmidt, 1953Z?) show
a considerable similarity to the ones reported by Mather, though they

deal with penetrance (and partly correlated expressivity) of a single

though variable phenotype, not with a numerical variation of a char-

acter. Selection, as a rule, does not lead very far, though it shows

the not unusual availability of minor modifiers. However, selection

from less than 1 per cent to 100 per cent penetrance can be accom-

plished in a few major jumps. Some of these sudden jumps were

shown to be due to the introduction of major enhancers; others must

have been based upon the liberation of recessive enhancers by cross-

ing over from a balanced condition. But there is no reason whatever

to assume special balanced blocks of polygenes. Individual enhancers,

balanced by association with lethals, suffice.

A number of special features distinguish the podoptera effect

from ordinary mutant effects. In their totality, these special features

suggest that we are dealing not with the ordinary type of mutants,

but possibly with mutated conditions, whatever that may mean, of

the intercalary heterochromatin. There is no reason to compare such

conditions of the heterochromatin with standard point mutants. I am
inclined to think of a difference in quantity, without any proof for

such an interpretation other than the comparison with the effect

of quantities of block heterochromatin. These distinctive features of

the pod effect are as follows. (1) Genetic factors for the pod effect are

ubiquitous, and can be found in any Drosophila line which has been

properly tested. (2) The effect varies down to such a low penetrance

and expressivity that there is practically no limit between a low effect

and normality. (3) Pod factors are known in all chromosomes and

have different effectiveness. Their exact localization is difficult except

for one or two major ones in the first and second chromosome. (4)

These factors control definite and different phenotypes within the

general pod effect in different selected lines. (5) Within each line

these multiple factors collaborate in an additive or multiplicative

total effect, the details being rather complicated. (6) The pod factors

of different lines do not replace each other, are not allelic. (7) Never-

theless, there is some interaction between these non-allelic factors,

as their simultaneous, heterozygous presence gives a little pod effect.

We may therefore speak of a weak false allelism (a "false" allelism

because the term "pseudoallelism" already has a different meaning),

which is not confined to factors in the same chromosome. (8) The

degree of dominance of some dominants is influenced by the presence
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of pod factors. (9) We have mentioned the remarkable effects of

the Y-chromosome upon the pod effect: in one Hne, pod K, the females

do not show the effect except when they have an extra Y. In all

lines the addition of an extra Y or part of one changes penetrance

and expressivity, usually in different directions in the two sexes. (10)

There are remarkable relations to dominant Beaded: ordinary Bd
does not enhance pod, but one allele, Bd^, enhances one pod type

greatly. Also, the presence of pod increases the penetrance of Bd
itself; the strangest interaction of all is that in which Bd replaces the

action of an extra Y in pod K (point 9). (11) Another strange feature

is that in a pod line, pod H, the main pod factor simultaneously

causes a high incidence of chromosome elimination. The same factor

has also a maternal effect; that is, it acts upon the egg cytoplasm

before fertilization. (12) An unusually high incidence of pod factors

was found in the Minutes, themselves suspected of being hetero-

chromatic.

All these facts lead us to the conclusion that we are dealing

with heterochromatic heredity. It seems rather remarkable that one

of the features, the false allelism of the pod factors in different

chromosomes, parallels the cytological behavior of intercalary hetero-

chromatin, namely, its unspecific attraction. The essential sameness

of mutant effects, their false allelism, their ubiquity, their interrela-

tions with Y heterochromatin, and their affecting early embryonic

differentiation suggest their being a part of an indispensable, inte-

grated, somehow generalized part of the genetical material, all of

which points to the intercalary heterochromatin. Needless to say,

this conclusion is based upon circumstantial evidence. A direct proof

or a decisive test is not yet available.

There is some remarkable, though not completely clear, work
by Mampell (1945, 1946) with D. persimilis which shows some
interesting parallels to our podoptera work. He describes a recessive

"mutator," a locus in the second chromosome, which produces somatic

mosaics mostly of the Minute type. Sometimes the germ cells are

affected, and hereditary Minutes over all the chromosomes result

which are mostly deficiencies; also chromosome elimination is ob-

served, both very much hke the pod action in pod H, and similar in

percentage. Females do not show the effect, but addition of an extra

Y makes it appear, again, a close parallel to pod K. Mampell, there-

fore, thinks of a heterochromatic action, though he overlooks the

intercalary heterochromatin. It cannot be doubted that all the facts

reported thus far together make a strong argument, though there is
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much still left to be cleared before our hypothesis may be considered

as proved.

ee. Heterochromatin and the genetics of sex

One more group of facts is strongly suggestive and has been

used (Goldschmidt, 1949c) in presenting the hypothesis that hetero-

chromatic heredity is involved. Some discussion by Pontecorvo ( 1943

)

could be considered as foreshadowing this idea. One type of heredity,

the heredity of sex, is completely different from all others. A single

hereditary difference, working, as a first approximation, like a Men-
delian backcross, determines maximally a difference affecting the

entire organism, actually every single cell. This is the most general-

ized genetic action known; in many instances it produces phenotypic

differences of the entire body or of one or many individual parts,

which, purely quantitatively, are of the order of specific, generic,

and still higher differences. If, for example, we were to consider the

highly different genital armatures as two individual organisms, these

would appear as different as if they belonged to different taxonomic

classes. Furthermore, the genetic differences between the sexes in

higher diploid organisms like insects exhibit a type otherwise un-

known in genetics. It is well known what this is: (1) the differentia-

tion of a special pair of chromosomes, the X-chromosomes, which

play the decisive role by a kind of backcross mechanism which takes

care that half of the fertilized eggs normally receive two, and the

other haff one X-chromosome; (2) the establishment of genetic fac-

tors for the control of one of the sexes (e.g., the male in Lymantria,

the female in Drosophila) located within the X-chromosomes; (3)

the provision of genetic factors for the control of the other sex out-

side the X-chromosomes (in some the Y-chromosome or autosomes or

both); (4) the control of the sexual alternative, that is, of the entire

female or male phenotype with all its differences by a simple quanti-

tative ratio or balance: one dose X-chromosomal determiners in-

ferior, two doses superior, to the identical (homozygous) action

of the determiners outside the X-chromosomes. This genetic mecha-

nism, which works at least in all diploid, genuinely dioecious organ-

isms, is an old specific feature different from the usual interplay of

Mendelizing standard loci. It is at once suggestive that the seat of

these genetic factors (I purposely use this general terminology) are

the two chromosomes which are known to be the richest in hetero-

chromatin and to exhibit most prominently all the characteristic

features of heteropyknosis and allocycly, so well known to cytology.
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We might summarize (details will be analyzed in a later chap-

ter) the genetic facts which seem to fall in line with the special

cytology of the sex chromosomes. In Drosophila a very thorough

search for the genetic sex factors in the X-chromosomes could be

made since Dobzhansky and Schultz (1934) introduced the method

of adding or subtracting broken fragments of the X to the normal 2X
of triploid intersexes and measuring the feminizing or masculinizing

effect by the grade of intersexuality. The most detailed work was

done by S. Bedichek Pipkin (1940, 1942, 1947). The first unequivocal

result is that no single female sex gene could be located. In a general

way the feminizing eflcect of extra sections is proportional to the

size of the fragment. From this the conclusion was drawn that multi-

ple female sex "genes" are spread over the X-chromosome. But there

are some significant details. The most important one is (Pipkin) that

the part of the X-chromosome to the left of section 17 has more

feminizing influence than that to the right. Actually, almost all

intercalary heterochromatin is found in that left section with rather

equal distribution. Though no exact localization is possible in these

experiments, there are no facts which would be opposed to the loca-

tion of the female determining action in the series of intercalary

heterochromatic blocks. With this, however, we do not mean multiple

"genes" like other Mendelizing loci. We mean general actions of

heterochromatin blocks, without any need for special genes located

therein, actions upon generalized processes of early development

that decide the growth properties of the cells, which after all make

up the morphological sex differences. The genetics of sex determina-

tion, the balance and detailed genetic setup, are not under discussion

here, but solely the facts pointing to heterochromatin.

A number of detailed facts agree with such a conclusion, which

would of course have to be applied also to the niale determining

sections outside the X-chromosome (in Drosophila). In Lymantria,

where the female determiners are located outside the X-chromosomes,

they were found in the Y-chromosome and thus inherited from mother

to daughter. Cytologically the Y could not be distinguished, and

therefore its heterochromaticity is not known. Also in Bombyx mori

the Y-chromosome contains the female factors (Tazima, 1943), in

this case very powerful ones which are not suppressed by a multiplic-

ity of male X factors. In addition to the main female determiners in

the Y-chromosome, autosomal modifiers are known, but again no

information about heterochromatin in the autosomes is available

except the fact of prophasic association mentioned above (Gold-
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Schmidt, 1923?;), which indicates at least the presence of heterochro-

matin. In DrosopJiila it was originally assumed that all autosomes

carry male determiners (Bridges, 1922). But the fourth chromosome

is ruled out because haplo- or triplo-IV does not affect sex. A care-

ful check of the second chromosome made by S. Bedichek Pipkin

(1947) with the translocation and triploid method failed to find any

major sex determiners, which, then, must be located in the third

chromosome. Some geneticists consider all mutant loci which can

produce a shift in sex (different types of intersexuality, abnormal

genitalia, sterility) as sex determiners, and such loci are found also

in the second chromosome. But a comparison with the facts in

Lymantria as well as Pipkin's results show that we must distinguish

between sex determiners responsible for the F/M balance and modi-

fiers affecting special developmental processes (to be discussed in

a later chapter). Thus far, no facts are available which would permit

localizing the male factors with certainty in intercalary heterochro-

matin of the third chromosome. But it is at least significant that the

transformer locus (tra, 3.43^5.5), which in homozygous condition

transforms genetic females into almost males (extreme female inter-

sexes) is located in a region with an accumulation of Minutes, and

in or near heterochromatic sections (fig. 9). Lebedeff's (1939)

powerful intersexuality factor in D. virilis has a similar localization.

Moreover, there are a number of indirect signs indicating the

heterochromatic nature of the autosomal male determiners. We re-

member that there is a strong suspicion that the Minutes are hetero-

chromatic mutants (deficiencies). One of the characteristics of these

mutants is a tendency to change the male genital armature, which

has to be interpreted as beginning intersexuality, that is, weakening

of the male determiners (details in Goldschmidt, 1949fl, 1951Zj). We
remember further that the mutant Beaded shows heterochromatic

features, being able to replace the action of Y heterochromatin in

pod K. Bd and the Minutes interact strongly so far as all Minutes

enhance the penetrance (and expressivity) of Bd from a small per-

centage in Bd/-|- to 100 per cent. The combination of Bd with some

Minutes produces a peculiar low-grade and characteristic type of

intersexuality in males (Goldschmidt, 1949a). All this taken together

suggests strongly the heterochromatic nature of the male determiners.

In the same experiments was found (Goldschmidt, 1951fo) an-

other feature that adds to the indirect evidence. It could be shown

that the genetic control of intersexuality by the Bd-M combination,

the weakening of the action of the male determiners, takes place
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in the egg before maturation (so-called maternal effect). Now we
know that in Lymantria the Y-chromosomal sex determiners act in

the same way; we know further that some of the podoptera factors

act in the same way, and that some of the podoptera factors assumed

to be heterochromatic (in pod H) also show the maternal effect. In

addition, it is known (Sturtevant, 1946) that intersexuality produced

in species (geographic "species" or subspecies) crosses of members
of the Drosophila repleta group is based upon an autosomal dominant

acting upon the egg cytoplasm before fertilization, a maternal effect.

Finally, such a maternal effect in sex determination has been found

also in plants (Streptocarpus: Oehlkers, 1938, 1940, 1941) in which

a close parallel to the analysis of intersexuality in Lymantria was

established (further details, and differences, to be discussed in a

later chapter). Hence no doubt can exist that we are dealing here

with a phenomenon of basic importance. All this adds up to a

rather strong argument in favor of our conclusion that sex determina-

tion is actually a function of intercalary heterochromatin, a general-

ized function, not capable of being dissolved into sets of multiple

genes with special actions.

One more very powerful argument is worth consideration. (See

discussion in Goldschmidt, 1950^7.) We remember the mottled po-

sition effect which is produced by heterochromatic breaks in the

general vicinity of a known locus. Now position effect alone means

that a non-mutated locus acts like a mutant when the chromosomal

pattern near it is shuffled. The additional mottling in the special

cases means that the mutation imitating position effect is not pushed

above the threshold of action in a number of cells (which remain

wild type). The number of such cells as well as their distribution

can be influenced by additional heterochromatin. Altogether, the

lesion of a segment of intercalary heterochromatin affects a quantita-

tive feature of development so as to reach or not to reach a threshold

value. (Similar facts are contained in McClintock's work, as analyzed

in my paper, 1950fo. ) The facts known in regard to sex determination

may be considered as being of the same general type. Intersexuality

in Lymantria and other organisms with a comparable genetic method

of sex determination (e.g., Drosophila) means that, as a result of

disturbed balance of the female and male sex determiners, develop-

ment starts with the chromosomal sex but continues after a definite

time, the turning point, with the opposite sex. In many cases this

is a simple all-or-none affair, and all development after the turning

point is of the opposite sex. But in certain cases, as in Lymantria
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males and in females of special genetic constitution, a mosaic eflFect

is observed (see Goldschmidt and Poppelbaum, 1914, and Poppel-

baum, 1914). In the extreme this occurs in the triploid intersexes of

Solenobia (Seiler; see his final discussion, 1949) in which all (?)

the intersexual development is of the mosaic type. This means that

each cell has only the alternative female or male (as also in the non-

mosaic type) but that the decision of this alternative at the time of

the turning point requires a threshold condition, which in the mosaic

type is not reached in all cells. The consequence is that a more or

less large number of cells remain as they were, while the others

change their sexual development, closely parallel to the mottled eyes

of Drosophila. The fact is best seen in wings of intersexual Lymantria

males (or females of special genetic composition) in which some

groups of scales remain male while others turn female; or in the geni-

tal ducts of intersexual Solenobia (Seiler) in which a mosaic of patches

of the very difiPerent female and male type epithelium appears. In both

cases the amount of mosaic spots with the changed sex character

increases with intersexuality (i.e., earlier turning point). The parallel

effect in Drosophila is increase of white spots when the quantity of

heterochromatin changes. It is very tempting to parallel the two

sets of facts by saying that the different potencies of sex determiners

in diploid intersexuality {Lymantria) which control the amount of

mottling and the different quantities (via numbers of chromosomes)

in triploid intersexuality
(
Solenobia ) are in fact differences in hetero-

chromatin. This means that the sex determiners involved are blocks

of heterochromatin. I consider these facts and their analysis to be a

very important asset to the view presented here.



CHROMOSOMES

AND GENES

The morphology and the biochemistry of the chromosome have taught

us a number of important facts. But they have failed thus far to give

a clear answer to the question: What is the genie material in the

chromosome? Perhaps the question itself was based upon a wrong,

preconceived idea. Saturated as we are with the clear, unassailable

facts of Mendelian inheritance, we are conditioned to thinking in

terms of discrete units which can be shifted and recombined like

dice in a throw, never losing their identity in a kind of splendid

isolation. Therefore, it is a kind of natural instinct to look in a

chromosome for these discrete units, the genes, and this desire

prompted our question about the genie part of the chromosome.

Optimistic observers more than once have claimed to have seen

the genes. About twenty years ago Belling, a brilliant observer and

a keen thinker, took me with solemn ceremony to his microscope to

show me the gene. He had succeeded in staining distinctly within

some big chromomeres a tiny but clearly visible central dot which

he considered to be the gene finally made visible. The number of

geneticists is not small who talk of the bands in the salivary chromo-

somes as genes and obviously are convinced that these are the real,

visible genes of classic Mendelism, though numerous facts already

mentioned or still to be mentioned are opposed to such oversimplifica-

tion. Recently much smaller structures have been seen in the bands

with the electron microscope and have been hailed as the real genes.

If we try to forget this instinctive quest for the visible hereditary

unit and face the facts described in the search for the genie material

in the chromosomes in an unprejudiced way, we cannot help feeling

that the facts point in another direction. They seem to indicate that

the chromosome is not an assembly of independent units but a kind

of microorganism in which all parts are needed and interacting in

some way, so that the entire chromosome, not definite parts, has to

be called the genie material. Just as the theory of the separate units,

the genes, was not derived from cytological facts but from genetic

95
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analysis, the ideas of a different type are based upon genetic facts,

though it seems to me that the morphology and the biochemistry of

the chromosomes are pointing in the same direction.

A. THE THEORY OF THE GENE

The theory of the gene goes back to the desire, visible in all

pre-Mendelian speculations of the epigenetic type, to explain heredity

by proper hereditary corpuscles in the cells which could be moved
around in the proper way to meet the needs of the respective theory.

With the discovery of mitosis these corpuscles were put in linear

order into the chromosomes (Roux, 1883), and Mendelian genetics

revived them as genes (Johannsen's term). The experimental under-

pinning of these speculations begins with Boveri-Sutton's proof that

Mendelian segregation and recombination is the consequence of the

location of Mendelizing factors within a pair of homologous chromo-

somes. It reaches its climax with the crossing-over studies of the

Morgan group, which proved the exact order, linear arrangement,

and localization of Mendelizing alleles in the chromosomes; and it

ends with the proof (Painter) that the visible arrangement of struc-

tures of the salivary gland chromosomes agrees exactly with the

results of genetic localization. In the minds of geneticists and non-

geneticists alike, this established the gene as the unit of heredity,

even the unit of life, being corpuscular, individual, independent, self-

duplicating, but capable of mutational change, beadlike, as in a

string of beads and imbedded in the chromosome.

Though this was and is clearly the idea of a gene, its definition,

as derived from experiments by the Morgan group, was less concrete.

By definition the gene was the smallest section of a chromosome

within which no crossover break can occur. But this definition does

not make much sense, for it is based upon a criterion which cannot

be stated in absolute terms. The distance between two genes is

measured by the percentage incidence of a crossover break between

them. The smaller the distance the more improbable a break and

the larger the number of individuals needed to discover a break.

It is well known that a number of apparently unitary loci have been

separated by breaks when sufficiently large numbers were used and

the tendency for crossover breaks increased by proper experimenta-

tion. Where is the limit for this? Since this question cannot be

answered, the crossover definition of the gene is not possible. It is

important to realize this fact, because this very definition has fre-
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quently been used to avoid the consequences of modem discoveries

for the classic theory of the gene.

The difference between the classic definition and recent views

has been put very well in a discussion between Whiting and Lewis

(see Lewis, 1951) in which Lewis defends the classic point of view

and Whiting breaks a lance in my behalf. I quote:

"Whiting: The speaker has defined the gene as the unit within

which there is no crossing over. Three years ago I questioned the

existence of genes [P. W. Whiting, Biol. Bull, 95:257] as units of

hereditary transmission, pointing out that ideologically the gene is

the lineal descendant of the subcellular units of past philosophies

—

micellae, pangenes, etc.—and that we have no evidence that crossing

over does not occur in the homozygote within that portion of the

chromosome acting as a unit in the heterozygote. The 13 sex alleles

found by Goldschmidt in the Z-chromosome of Lymantria and the

8 in the W-chromosome act as units in the hybrids, but there may
well be intragenic crossing over in the pure races. Similarly in

Drosophila, the sex gene is diffuse, scattered throughout the active

portion of the X. This acts as a unit segregating from the Y or the lack

of X in the sex-heterozygote, the male, but it is not a unit in the

sex-homozygote, the female, as shown by the locaHzed sex-linked

genes for which the female may be heterozygous. The germ plasm is

genie material but it does not consist of genes. It produces genes by

such structural reorganizations as may subsequently Mendelize with

the original condition."

'%ewis: The speaker's remark about the definition of the term,

gene, was given as a very brief aside to the main paper. Since there

are conflicting viewpoints on the matter of this definition, we will

amplify here our reasons for employing the crossing over process as

an essential part of a working definition of the gene. The definition

of any particulate unit must be in terms of its indestructibility by

some breakage or splitting process. The crossing over process and any

which leads to chromosomal arrangements are the only yet known
processes of this kind which can be used in defining the unit of

heredity. The point we wish to emphasize is that the discovery of

what we have called position pseudoallelism relegates the rearrange-

ment process to second place. Thus, if a chromosomal rearrangement

separates units which must lie close together in order to function

normally, then the effect of that rearrangement will be to cause an

apparent destruction of one or more of the units which are acting
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physiologically as one. In practice, we would conclude nothing in

such a case until we knew the behavior of the physiological unit

following an exact reversal of the rearrangement to the original con-

dition, or following a recovery of that unit in its original arrangement

as the result of crossing over. Actually it has never been possible to

effect either of these reversals (except in the case of position effects

involving the heterochromatic regions, where the issue has been one

of deciding whether the gene has changed by virtue of its being next

to heterochromatin as opposed to euchromatin ) . Crossing over, on the

other hand, is the unique process which results in recombinations of

chromosomal parts without altering the physical distance between

genes. It is therefore capable of leading and has led in the examples

cited in this paper, to the recognition of smaller units within a por-

tion of the chromosome acting as a physiological unit. These smaller

units we still call genes."

We shall discuss below in detail the factual material underlying

this discussion and its possible explanations. Here I point out only

that Lewis' discussion starts with "the definition of any particulate

unit," which to me means that the classic dogma of the particulate

gene is accepted a priori in its totality. Hence all further conclusions

are only a reflection of this basic dogma, which I shall try to criticize

and to destroy.

Actually, the idea of the particulate gene makes sense only in

what I may call its naive formulation. There is no way of talking

about a gene if no mutant is known which can be distinguished (see

Whiting's happy formulation that the mutation creates the gene). If

this mutant locus formed with the non-mutated locus a pair of

Mendelizing alleles, the conclusion was drawn that at the original

locus of the chromosome a gene was located which had changed by

mutation into its allele. It is surprising how many geneticists speak

about genes, finding new genes, and so on, without realizing that

they mean a mutant locus, from the existence of which they extra-

polate upon the normal gene without knowing anything of its reality.

It is remarkable how many geneticists are unable to concur in

this simple conclusion, stating, for example, that if something mutates,

the original something is the normal gene, though we know only

that a change has occurred at a point of the chromosome which

altered its function. The change at a point does not mean that this

point contains a separate corpuscle of unitary action. However this

may be, we cannot define a gene, even assuming the correctness of

the classic idea of the particulate gene, by the breakability of the
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chromosome (crossover). The definition must contain the character-

ization of the gene itself, and that is its ability to mutate into one

or more alleles.

We must ask which facts can be said to prove the existence of

the corpuscular, individual gene within the chromosome, the existence

of which was extrapolated from the mutant locus. If we carefully

survey the facts of genetics, we notice with surprise how few facts

demand the existence of the gene. Let me make the meaning of this

clear. The corpuscular gene as used in standard genetics must be one

or more molecules of a definite substance, different from that of the

next gene and the others which are held together in a definite order

by some structure or Hnks comparable to the string in a string of beads,

or by chemical links, or by electric ones. But it is conceivable that the

chromosome is a genetic whole with a complicated structure which

changes from point to point as the prosthetic groups do in a protein

molecule. In such a structure, that is, a chain molecule, as well as

a supermolecule built of individual linked molecules, there are no

independent or separate bodies but innumerable points, loci, in which

something can change in a chemical or physical sense (i.e., structure

or pattern) though leaving the changed group or radical or side

chain or part molecule still a part of the whole. The model of this

on the unimolecular level would be the stereoisomere. It would

certainly be farfetched to call such a sterically displaced group of

atoms an independent body, a kind of gene.

Mazia's (1954) experiments (mentioned in I 2 B a) resulted in

breaking up the naked chromosomes of the sperm head into particles

of macromolecular size, which are supposed to be held together by

metal ions. There is no reason to assume that the particles represent

genes. The facts as far as they go may be considered to be a demon-

stration of the supermolecular nature of the chromosome. If the inter-

pretation is correct, it would mean that supermolecules are built from

macromolecules not by utilizing the same bonds which keep the macro-

molecule together but by different links. This may result in larger

functional units, just as well as if other chemical bonds or links were

used. Thus Mazia's results do not affect the theory of the genie

material one way or the other. We still have to decide whether

genetic facts are available which exclude our view of the loci and

mutant loci in the chromosome as patterns in a whole and demand
the corpuscular, separate, imbedded gene.

I can find only a single group of facts which might supply

decisive information. The effect of a deficiency for a definite locus
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is canceled by the presence of a chromosomal segment containing the

normal locus. Further, a mutant locus contained in a chromosome

fragment acts, as far as known, in the same way as if it were included

in a normal chromosome. Finally, in the majority of cases in which

a homozygous recessive contains an additional fragment with the

normal locus, the normal phenotype appears, though in a number of

cases the recessive action remains. We can express both situations by

saying that usually one dominant dominates two recessives, but

sometimes the two recessives are dominant (or part dominant) over

one dominant. This group of facts certainly demonstrates that a locus

plus its next neighborhood (the smallest extra fragments are still

relatively large) can have the specific action of one allele or a pair

of alleles independently of the rest of the chromosome, and thus

may be considered as a separate entity, the gene. However, no system-

atic quantitative study of this problem has yet been made. The

question to be solved is whether this group of facts means that all

genetic actions are based upon particulate genes.

B. THE THEORY OF THE GENE MOLECULE

a. Treffer theory

It was emphasized repeatedly that "the gene" is known only

through a change, the mutant condition; or, more correctly, is an

extrapolation from the mutant locus. From this it follows that we
should know what a gene is, if it can be realized what the mutational

change means. An experimental attack upon this problem became
possible after Muller (1928) discovered the production of mutation

by ionizing radiations; and the dosage law of this effect was added

by Oliver (1932), Hanson and Heys (1928), Stadler (1928), and

others. The first theoretical analysis of the meaning of the facts for

the theory of the gene was made by Delbriick in Timofeeff-Ressovsky,

Zimmer, and Delbriick (1935). The argument consists of two parts.

The first is the so-called Treffer (target) theory, introduced by

Crowther and Dessauer (see in Dessauer, 1954) as a general theory

of the action of ionizing radiation upon biological systems. The idea

is that a single hit produces a pair of ions which is responsible for

all effects. Applied to radiation-produced mutation, the law of pro-

portionality of mutations can be expressed in a general empirical

equation. This is compared with the general equation covering all

cases of effect by a definite dose upon x out of n possible areas.
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These two equations are found to be identical if the number of hits

is one.

These deliberations led to the construction of a model. It is

supposed that the gene is a very stable molecule, a combination of

atoms with definite positions and electronic conditions. Such a system

might be changed in diflFerent ways, the most important of which

is the dissipation of energy of excitation. This leads to an ionization

in the neighborhood, a rearrangement of the atomic complex by a

single elementary process. A comparison of the energy requirements

with certain facts of mutation shows a qualitative agreement.

The latter comparison is based upon the facts of spontaneous

mutation. Changes within a molecule may be produced not only by

external energy, like radiations, but also by the statistical variation

of the temperature oscillations between the atoms. The speed of

such changes is known to be dependent upon temperature and

energy of activation for the start of the reaction. The temperature

relations are expressed in the rule of Arrhenius-vant'Hoff, which

establishes a relation between energy of activation, stability of the

molecule, and the temperature coefficient. The last is in many chemi-

cal reactions near 2-3 for a 10° difference in temperature. From this

it follows that mutability, if based upon such a process, must have

a temperature coefficient. This is the case, as Muller first noticed

(1928). The coefficient was found to be in the neighborhood of 5;

in a more recent report by Timofeeff and Zimmer (1947) it was

6.5. From the actual data, the energy of activation (needed to over-

come the stabilizing forces in the molecule) can be calculated for

the normal mutation rate as well as for the rate increased according

to the temperature coefficient. The two values were found to be

the same (under the assumption of 500 genes with 20 alleles in the

X-chromosome ) , approximately 1.4 ev. Delbriick now calculated the

expected temperature coefficient of the mutation rate as a measure of

the rate of such molecular changes, to be accomplished when the

amount of energy of activation was eventually reached. A tempera-

ture coefficient of 5 was expected, approximately the value that was
actually found.

From these facts the conclusion was drawn that mutation consists

in a change of equilibrium between the atoms, produced by temper-

ature oscillations or an outside energy source. The primary process of

absorption of a quantum might lead to very different secondary

processes, such as simple steric rearrangements or dissociation of
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definite bonds setting free a reactive radical. A new residue may be

attached from the surroundings and thus the whole molecule may be

changed. From this it follows that the gene itself must be represented

by such an invisible atomic combination or molecule.

Do these facts and deliberations by Delbriick now prove that

there is a definite, corpuscular gene (and the chromosome a gene

string) and that this gene is a single molecule? There are many
reasons why such a conclusion cannot be considered as established.

Delbriick realized that the same reasoning could also apply to any

other compound which, if stable, consists in the end also of atomic

assemblies to which, on whatever level of complication, the same

reasoning applies. Delbriick's analysis would also fit a concept of the

nature of the genie material of the type we are going to develop.

Timofeeff and Zimmer ( 1947 ) , realizing this, are more cautious in

their latest discussion, though basically they seem still in agreement

with the former conclusions. They state that the gene or at least its

important part must represent a physicochemical unit, a large mole-

cule, a micelle, an autonomous part of a micelle, or a unified, delimited

crystalline structure. But they add that it cannot yet be decided

whether the gene is an essentially autonomous, large molecule, for

example, a link in a chain of such strung-together molecules; or a

delimited and largely autonomous part of a micelle; or even a more or

less complicated micelle as a part of a compound structure made up

of many concentrated micelles (which would be identical with a

whole chromosome). The decisive point for our present discussion is

that the most recently reported group of facts and analyses do not

prove or even make probable that the gene is a solitary, single mole-

cule, even in the opinion of those who developed the concept.

It should be added that the facts upon which the foregoing

analysis was based are in no way uncontested. The Treffer theory,

which plays such a great role here and which is accepted also by Lea

(1947) and Lea and Catcheside (1945), has been under fire for a

long time. Numerous reasons have been given why the biological

action of radiations cannot be so simple, and it looks as if the ingenious

theory were being abandoned by the specialists. This applies to the

Treffer theory as such, as originally conceived by Dessauer (see 1954),

as well as to its application to genetic change. A considerable part of

the criticism is based upon the facts of chemical mutagenesis, which

are difficult to understand in terms of this theory. A major criticism is

derived from the discoveries of Stone and his school (see 1947, 1948,
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and Wagner et ah, 1950), indicating that the Hberation of oxygen

plays a major role in mutagenic action by affecting a peroxide. The

decisive experiment is that an irradiated medium also produces muta-

tion in bacteria. Whatever the role of the peroxide intermediary turns

out to be, it is hardly possible to reconcile the facts with the Treffer

theory.

Another major group of facts has to do with agents or conditions

which change the radiation effect upon mutation rate. The most

important of these is the role of oxygen concentration in altering the

radiation effect (see Hollaender, Baker, and Anderson, 1951; and

Hollaender et al., 1951). Such a result may mean that the agent,

actually oxygen concentration, affects the "gene" itself so as to change

its X-ray sensitivity. In this case the Treffer theory would not be

affected. Or there are mutagenic substances produced by X-raying in

the chromosomal neighborhood. If so, the results would go in the

same direction as those of Stone, against the Treffer theory. Experi-

mental evidence (by Giles, Riley, and others; see Giles, 1952) indicates

that chromosome breaks are produced in larger quantity when ir-

radiation is done under oxygen tension, but not if oxygen treatment

precedes or follows the irradiation. This is in favor of the mutagen

explanation as opposed to the Treffer theory. The conclusion is greatly

supported by the fact that the same curve for frequency of effect after

irradiation with different oxygen concentrations is obtained for dif-

ferent effects as mutation, chromosomal breakage, and mitotic delay.

This would be expected only when the production of a mutagenic sub-

stance is decisive, since a direct change of the "gene" could hardly be

identical in all these circumstances (Hollaender et al., 1951). Ob-

viously, the mutagenic effect of the intermediary substance must occur

near the chromosomes, for irradiation of sperm (closely packed chro-

mosomes) produces the effect, while irradiation of egg cytoplasm

before fertilization is ineffective. Extensive work on bacterial mutation

leads to the same conclusions, using different media which affect the

sensitivity to radiation. Again there is at least a strong suspicion (see

Stone et al.) that a peroxide is involved which acts in statu nascendi.

There is much more work available in this same line of antimutagenic

agents and agents influencing the mutagenic actions. (See the large

amount of work of the Hollaender group and the Soc. Exp. Biol, sym-

posium on chromosome breakage, 1953.)

However, criticism of the theory of peroxides as intermediates

and of the conclusions of Giles is not lacking. The details are not im-
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portant for our present discussion, which is not concerned witli

mutagenicit)- as such but only with the Treffer theory as proof of the

particulate gene.

Another group of facts and interpretations belongs to this discus-

sion. Auerbach (1949, 1951) found that mustard gas induces mosaicism

in Drosophila, which must mean tliat the mutagenic effect has been

delayed for some time and several cell generations. She assumes,

within the theory of the gene, that the treatment can produce labile

genie states which may persist in "a shallow trough of energy" for a

variable time until they either return to the old condition or turn to

the new one, the mutant. This mosaicism was found to have a temper-

ature coefficient which suggests that a stabilization of some inter-

mediate product is involved. (We might call it a temperature-

dependent threshold condition for the ultimate jump to tlie mutated or

non-mutated condition.) Here belong McElroy and Swanson's (see

1951) experiments on effects of pressure upon chemical mutagenic

action, which also require the presence of an intermediate of meta-

stable nature. McELroy and Swanson propose a theory of mutation

which embodies tliese facts and explanations and is based upon a

theory of absolute reaction rates by Eyring. For a discussion of

mutation in terms of this theory (which does not concern us here as

such) it is assumed that alleles differ from one another in molecular

configuration, and that the change of this through mutation takes

place by means of an activated complex, with which the molecule

passes over the peak of the energy barrier. In the formation of this

intermediate complex some free energy of activation is required to

surmount the barrier and therefore the passage of one gene state to

tlie other is governed by the height of the barrier.

At this point McElroy and Swanson emphasize that it makes little

difference for their theory whether we consider each gene to be a

molecular indi\idual or whether we consider that particulate genes

do not exist as such. In either event some molecular change is in-

volved; whatever the change, it v%'ill conform to the laws of chemical

kinetics. (The authors are not yet prepared to include rearrangements,

but our subsequent discussion will show that these are in no way
different, except that a chemistr)' of supermolecular patterns is in-

volved.) The decisive point dor our discussion) is the establishment

of an intermediate condition of different length of time which can be

influenced by temperature or pressure, a condition which precedes the

actual mutation effect. Whatever the theoretical explanation, the facts
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do not agree with the Treffer theory and cannot be used as a proof

for the corpuscular gene or, specifically, the one-molecule gene.

It will be well to heed the warning of MuUer {I950a,b), given in

a discussion of all these and many more facts, pointing in the same

direction. He says that the diversity of possibilities would show what

a high degree of caution is necessary when the attempt is made to

interpret biological events on the basis of simple physical principles,

without regard to the chemical complexities that might be involved.

Haldane ( 1954 ) also states his conviction that the action of radiations

is fundamentally biochemical. (The Treffer theory will be further

discussed in a subsequent chapter on the number and size of genes.)

b. Return mutation

Another point suggests caution. In the calculations of the schools

interested in the Treffer theory, a considerable role is assigned to the

quantity of return mutation and its temperature coefficient. Actually,

the occurrence of return mutation, for example, white eyes to normal

or white to the intermediate allele eosin in Drosophila, is of the

greatest importance for many problems of genetics. We might expect

this phenomenon to be safely established, but it is not. The cases

always quoted, Timofeeff's for the white locus (see Timofeeff and

Zimmer, 1947) and those of Johnston and Winchester (1934), have

turned out not to be reproducible in recent experiments made by L.

Kellen Piternick (1949) in our laboratory, and also by others (e.g.,

Hinton and Dipple, 1947), though rather high rates of return mutants

had been claimed. More recently Timofeeff (for details see Timofeeff

and Zimmer, 1947) claimed more return mutations than mutations for

the forked or purple loci, and Johnston and Winchester (1934) found

return mutants for eight sex-linked loci and a great many for forked.

Since the old experiments were performed, it has been found that

return mutation can be imitated easily by the appearance of specific

suppressors, and the forked and purple effects are specially hable to

genetic suppression, as are color effects like vermiHon and sable. In

addition, we know that a break near a mutant locus may produce the

wild type as position effect. The studies of return mutation in

Drosophila and other organisms were made with X-radiation, which

produces predominantly chromosomal breaks, but return mutation can

be proved only if suppressors and position effects are excluded. When-
ever this was checked in Drosophila (e.g., Oliver, 1937, 1938), the case

turned out to be doubtful and is probably attributable to a breakage

with position effect.
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All tlie older claims for reverse mutation, even those which seemed

to be best established, must be looked on with suspicion, because

position effect was not known then, and no detailed cytological check

was made. An ordinary genetic or cytological check would usually

overlook small rearrangements which are not apparent genetically. I

might mention the following case: for a long time we carried a mutant

of yellow as a stock, in which later the mutant white appeared, and a

yw stock was carried and used as any ordinary marker stock. When,
for some reason, a cytological check was made (see Goldschmidt,

1945a), it turned out that both mutants were position eflFects of small,

homozygous viable inversions. If a similar situation had appeared with

a reversion to true breeding wild type, probably nobody would have

checked the possibility of small rearrangements involving a few bands.

Though reverse mutations in Drosophila have become very doubt-

ful, they play a considerable role in the genetics of Neurospora and

in bacteria, where reverse mutation for biochemical requirements

seems to be almost as frequent and is even inducible at will. Giles

(1951; Giles and Partridge, 1953) has made a special study of such

reversals of biochemical (nutritional) mutants, both spontaneous ones

and those induced by irradiation with ultraviolet or treatment with

nitrogen mustard. In some he could establish, by genetic tests, that

the apparent reversal was due to a suppressor locus, which could be

transferred to other strains with the same effect. In a number of

others ( inositol-dependent strains returning to inositol independence),

Giles thinks that he has proved genuine reversal, because the reversals

behave in every respect like the it-strain, segregate normally in crosses,

do not show ascospore abortion or segregate the mutant after crossing.

Furthermore, no changes in crossover values were found. These results

seem to exclude gross rearrangements as an explanation.

However, there are other facts which to Giles favor the explana-

tion by reverse mutation but make me still more skeptical. In a group

of eight inositol-less mutants, marked differences were found in regard

to the frequency of return mutation, varying betw.een the extremes of

frequent spontaneous reversal and complete stability. These frequency

differences segregate in the asci and are therefore inherited; they

seem to be bound to the locus or its neighborhood, as experiments

with closely linked markers show. It is furthermore important that

X rays are more effective in producing reverse mutants. Giles thinks

that he has demonstrated a series of multiple alleles of inositol-less

distinguished only by their ability for reverse mutation ( see, however,

McChntock's "reverse mutation" in maize). He also claims different
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susceptibility to reverse mutations for different loci and for inductions

by diflFerent chemicals ( Kolmark and Giles, 1954 ) . Thus diepoxybutane

immensely increases reversal at the adenine locus as compared with

the inositol locus. It is obvious that a test for small rearrangements

(see the powerful action of X rays) cannot be made in Neurospora.

However, in view of the fact that temperature-dependent biochemical

mutants are frequent in Neurospora (see Horowitz and Leupold,

1951 ) and that in the flour moth a biochemical mutant may still have

the necessary enzyme for normal action ( Caspari, 1946 ) , we might ask

whether the biochemical reversals wiU not find a completely different

explanation. I should certainly hesitate to use them for conclusions

upon the nature of the gene.

Thus it looks today as though return mutation were at best very

rare and probably non-existent. This would mean that mutation is an

irreversible (or almost irreversible) event, a result which must be

taken into account when theories about mutation and the nature of

the gene are developed. We did not mention in this connection,

except in a short parenthesis above, the so-called mutable loci, which

are frequently referred to as return mutations. We shall see later that

this phenomenon has found a completely different explanation. It is

actually based upon a typical position effect, and thus constitutes a

strong endorsement for our skepticism.

c. Counting the genes

In discussions of my views on the non-existence of the corpuscular

gene (to be presented below), the following argument is frequently

heard. Many people have counted the number of genes and measured

their size with nearly identical results. How can something not

existing be counted and measured? The answer is that we can get any

answer to questions if the proper elements are fed into the question.

We can calculate the number of people on Mars if we assume that the

canals are dug by people and that they accomplish as many man
hours as we do in digging, that slave labor prevails on Mars, and so

on. Does the result of such a calculation prove that men are living

on Mars? Indeed, this simile applies literally to the counting and
measuring of the genes.

We do not intend to review these calculations, which are still

being made (e.g., Herskowitz, 1950), and are based upon the Treffer

theory. If actually one hit producing ionization suffices to produce a

mutation, it follows that the mutation of a gene is based upon the

absorption of the energy of one ionization within a small volume ( the
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gene), which has been called the target area (see Timof^eff, Zimmer,

and Delbriick). If the number of atoms within a cubic centimeter of

organic substance is known, and also the number of ionizations pro-

duced by one r dose of X rays in organic material, and, further, the

probability of producing mutation by one dosage unit in the radiation

experiments, then the radius of a target area can be calculated in which

one ionization must take place to produce a mutation with the proba-

bility of 1. The result calculated from experiments with many radia-

tions was a radius of 1.39 X 10""^ in one set and 1.77 X 10~' in an-

other set ( see TimofeefiF and Zimmer, 1947 ) . These are supposed to be

minimum numbers and, in addition, it is assumed that the gene itself

is larger than the target area. The conclusion is that the target area

and also the gene has the size of known large organic molecules.

Another calculation by Lea (1947), using the same principles, comes

to the conclusion that the molecular weight of the gene is 10,000

—

100,000, with a diameter, if spherical, of 2-6 m/x. A similar value was

obtained by a calculation for lethal mutations.

These are the data from which the number of genes (capable of

lethal mutation, which is assumed to mean all genes) can be calcu-

lated. Following Lea (1947), the gene diameter applied is 4 mfx; the

dose of X rays required for an average of one mutation per gene is

2.9 X 10~'^r. The dose required for an average of one lethal mutation

per X-chromosome is 3.46 X lO^r. Therefore the number of genes in

one X is 2.9 X 1073.46 X 10* = 838 and, within the possible different

values of target area size found, varies from 280 to 1,000. This result

can be compared with calculations made from the structure of the

salivary gland chromosomes. The number of bands in an X-chromo-

some is near 650, and one-band deficiencies are known to act as if a

single locus were involved. If 1,000 genes are assumed to be present

in a salivary X-chromosome of 200 ix length, about 200 mp, would

be available for one gene, or according to Muller's measurements,

for two genes. Taking the estimated thickness of the chromosome into

accovmt, the upper limit for the size of a gene would be 100 X 20 m/i

with a molecular weight of about 25 million, which compares well

with some virus weights of 11-42 million (see Lea), which are known
to be nucleoproteins. The conclusion from these deliberations is that

genes are autonomous nucleoprotein molecules "regimented in chro-

mosomes to facilitate synchronization in division" (quoted from Lea).

To return now to the counting and measuring of genes, it is clear

that the entire argument is based upon the correctness of the target

theory, with the premise that the gene is a definable unit. Without this
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premise, conclusions on the basis of the target theory would be worth-

less. In other words, the proof of the existence of the gene molecule

by calculating its size is based upon the premise that there is a gene

molecule the size of which can be calculated and that the target size

is its size. Here is a good example of this type of reasoning. Kurnick

and Herskowitz ( 1952 ) measured the DNA content of salivary nuclei

in Drosophila and came to the conclusion, by comparison with other

somatic cells, that the salivary chromosomes have about 1,000 polytene

strands. (The proportionality of the nuclear volume to the number of

chromonemata also agrees with this; see fig. Sb.) They argue that the

molecular weight of DNA polymerized is about a million, and thus

the mass of a single molecule is 1.6 X 10 ~^^ mg. In the 1,000-tene

nucleus, 710 X 10~^" mg. were found. A haploid chromosome set

would contain 0.71 X 10" ^^ mg. of DNA, that is, 44,000 such mole-

cules. The largest estimate of gene number in Drosophila—arrived

at by the Treffer theory by Timofeeff—is 10,000. Therefore, either the

gene must consist of a number of molecules, or the DNA in the gene

has a much greater weight. A number of 44,000 genes would be im-

probable, because a mean distance from one to the other of 17 m/x

would result. "It is difiicult to conceive of how resolvable bands could

be derived from the unhanded state with units so closely spaced." I

may be excused if I say that this and many former calculations are

exactly of the type of the somewhat facetious example of counting the

inhabitants of Mars.

The Treffer theory is the major unproved premise of all these

calculations. Muller (1950a) has assembled powerful arguments

against the theory based upon genetic facts as well as upon better

knowledge of ionization effects. (See our discussion of the Treffer

theory in I 3 B a. ) He insists that there are abundant data which dem-

onstrate the importance of intermediate chemical reactions in muta-

genesis. It is difficult to estimate, in terms of atomic distances, the

spatial range of the reactions from which mutations result. We do not

even know whether they originate within or outside the chromosome,

especially the genetic material, and it is by no means certain that the

mutagenic effect resides within the particle that is hit. Some other

arguments of Muller, shared by many workers in the field, are as

follows:

In radiation experiments, made under different conditions, results

are obtained which, if calculated, lead to different volumes of the

target. Stadler has found eight times more mutations in sprouting

seedHngs than in dry ones with the same dose, in spite of strict
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proportionality eflFect to dose in either case. A similar group of facts

shows that the number of mutations differs widely according to

whether spermatozoa or ordinary sex cells are irradiated. Another

group of facts shows that the number of mutations varies according to

different physical, chemical, or thermal conditions to which cells are

subjected before irradiation. This shows that an activation or ioni-

zation within a sensitive volume may or may not produce a mutation,

and that facts are not so simple as the Treffer theory assumes. Another

group of facts relates to production of mutants by a hit outside the

genetic material as evidenced by two break deficiencies produced by
a single hit. Muller, who certainly knows more than anybody else

about all aspects of the problem and has himself ventured calculations

of the size and number of genes, is very cautious in regard to such

calculations as those reported and actually discounts them. Thus the

argument as to a molecular gene derived from calculations based upon
uncertain premises, even upon reasoning a posteriori, may be con-

sidered highly biased and improbable, and it does not seem worth

while to enter further into this topic. It is true that we read frequently

in texts, general books, and even in genetic or evolutionary papers that

the number of genes in Drosophila is around 3,000 (or any other

number) and in man from 20,000 to 30,000. In my opinion such state-

ments are gratuitous and should be regarded with the greatest caution.

All the subsequent discussions will bear out this statement.

C. THE THEORY OF CHROMOSOMAL HIERARCHY

We have come to the conclusion that the classic concept of the

chromosome as a gene string, after the model of the string of pearls,

and its development into the theory of the gene molecule cannot be

considered as incontrovertible facts, as some geneticists would like to

make us beHeve by strongly worded dicta, or by emphasizing the

(unknown) size of the majority who remain faithful to the classical

gene, or by acknowledging that the ideas of the gene are undergoing

a change which, however, must not be a real change. The foregoing

discussion of this situation was meant as a starting point for the

analysis of other possibilities which have presented themselves during

the past decades ( Goldschmidt, 1938a, 1938^^, 1944, 1946Z?, 1952a; see

also Mather, 1946, 1948; Whiting, in Lewis, 1951). It might be of

interest to report, as a kind of historical introduction, some of the

groping attempts to get away from the inflexible and unsatisfactory

classic theory of the gene.
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o. Precursor ideas

Perhaps the first step in this direction away from the classic gene

was made by the author ( Goldschmidt, 1920a, 1927), still within the

theory of the corpuscular gene, when he tried to make this theory

more flexible and amenable to physiological interpretation by the as-

sumption that the gene consists of a definite number of molecules and

that mutation changes this number. Thus a series of multiple alleles

became a quantitative series of gene molecules. The idea was derived

from facts which showed a relation between mutants and multiple

alleles, on the one hand, and rates of developmental processes, on the

other hand, which could be reduced to simple terms of chemical

kinetics by the assumption of a simple relation between genie mass

and genie action. The hypothesis allowed the elaboration of a detailed

physiological theory of heredity which accounted for many facts of

genetics and physiological genetics. If it could be proved that the

classic corpuscular gene exists, this theory still accounts for more

genetic facts than any other theory of mutation. In addition, it gives a

chance of interpreting many genie actions for which other theories of

the gene have no explanation. (We shall return to the subject when
we study genie action, dosage efiFects, exaggeration phenomenon.)

Within the Treffer theory it might also be assumed that the gene

is a group of molecules and that one hit knocks out one of them (say

by denaturalization). Adherents of the target theory have discussed

this possibility and have come to the conclusion that this interpretation

is impossible because of the alleged facts of return mutation. Actually,

I had anticipated this argument when I still believed in the theory of

the gene quantity, and had concluded that return mutation must be

non-existent or extremely rare. It seems that later developments

(reported above) agree with this conclusion.

I consider these deliberations to be of only historical interest;

they are relevant only when the classic theory of the autonomous gene

is valid, which I now deny. But the part of the theory which has to do

with genie actions of a dosage type will have to be discussed later in

its meaning for newer ideas on the nature of the genie material.

Some other theories that attempted to go beyond the simple gene

molecule deserve to be mentioned as precursors of present-day

ideas. The first of these, proposed by Eyster and Anderson ( 1924 S.;

see Goldschmidt, 1938), tried to account for variegation produced by
what formerly were called unstable genes. The general idea was that
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a gene consists of subgenes
( genomeres ) which might be separated in

mitosis, thus leading to different genomere arrangements, which look

like somatic mutation visible as variegation. Clearly this is the same

conception as my old one, but applied to the specific case of "unstable

genes." The reason for mentioning this is that the authors realized the

existence of a group of facts which raise difficulties for the classic

concept of the gene, the same group that has recently induced

McClintock (1951) to come to conclusions very much akin to my own
regarding the non-e.xistence of the corpuscular gene.

The most elaborate of such theories involving subgenes in a

specific case was the theory of step-allelomorphism by Serebrovsky,

Dubinin, et al. (1929ff.; see Serebrovsky, 1930), again based upon a

group of. facts which seemed to defy the classic concept of the gene.

The main point is that different alleles of scute (1st chromosome of

Drosaphila) could be arranged in a definite series according to the

pattern of bristles which were removed by each allele, that is, the

scute effect. In any compound of two alleles only those bristles were

removed which were affected in common by each allele. Let ABCD
be four different bristles and abed their suppression. The allele sc°

may produce the pattern AbcD and the allele sc" the pattern abCD.
The compound scVsc^ is AbcD/abCD and, therefore, only the bristle

b is missing. If we write only the changed bristles in the compound

we have —
a

b Q— The affected areas are steplike, and only the
b

common part (b) is affected. Therefore, it is assumed that such a

steplike pattern is present in the gene itseff, and a consistent pattern

for many alleles was elaborated. The gene, then, would be a body of

definite length, made up of a series of smaller elements arranged like

a bundle of sticks the ends of which do not coincide stepladder

fashion. It is obvious that the authors had vaguely in mind a condition

which we shall later discuss as pseudoallelism, though with the ad-

dition of the stepladder system. The general point was that behind

special genetic phenomena a pattern problem of the genie material is

hidden, which clearly goes in the direction of present-day ideas.

This theory lost its usefulness when it turned out that many of

these scute alleles are chromosome rearrangements, and also that the

phenotypic facts are not exactly as described (see Raffel and Muller,

1940). Nevertheless, the fact remains that the authors of the brilliant

idea realized that they were dealing with a body of facts which did

not fit into the classic theory of the gene. Actually, the data on scute

alleles will be used below to support the newer theories.
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The theories mentioned looked for subunits within the gene,

which still remained intact as a unit, though composite. But theories

of the opposite type also cropped up which, though still accepting the

corpuscular gene, did not consider it autonomous but tried to integrate

it into a larger functional whole. It was repeatedly assumed in a

rather vague way that the chromosome itself is one large molecule;

and the genes, side chains of it (e.g.. Castle, Renner, Correns). The

most detailed elaboration is that of KoltzofiF ( 1928, 1939 ) . He considers

the genie part of the chromosome to be a long protein molecule or a

bundle of such (the genonema). To these are attached radicals in a

definite position, and these are the genes, in which atomic change

represents a mutation. Complicated molecules like agglutinins are also

supposed to represent such genie radicals and these radicals reproduce

their like directly for use in the cell. Somewhat comparable ideas

were proposed by the chemist Wrinch (1936). She calls the chro-

mosome a molecular aggregate composed of chain molecules placed

end to end and held together by the links with nucleic acid mole-

cules. The gene then becomes a group of molecules between the

natural breakage points, that is, the bonds between the diflFerent mole-

cules in the chain. These and similar ideas (including some of my
own, 1930, 1932a) have this in common: they try to consider the gene

(which is still acknowledged as a unit) as a non-autonomous integral

part of a whole, thus leaving room for genie actions on a higher level

of integration.

These precursor ideas indicated a desire to break with the classic

concept of the corpuscular and autonomous gene. Further progress

was, however, not possible until the analysis of the salivary gland

chromosomes in Drosophila brought to our attention the importance

of chromosomal rearrangements after breaks, together with the

phenomenon of position effect. Though an increasing number of

prominent geneticists face this situation in one way or another, and

have expressed themselves in concurrence with my conclusions more

or less cautiously, there are many who still cannot decide whether to

discard the classic theory of the autonomous gene. They prefer to look

for interpretations of the critical and unfavorable facts in terms of a

somewhat liberalized theory of the classic gene, which is acknowledged

to be in a critical condition, but with some vague hope of ultimate

salvage.

We hear the argument that the classic theory has done so much
for genetics and explained so many facts that there is no reason to

abandon it. I have repeatedly answered this argument with the use
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of a comparison. Just as most of the facts of genetics and especially

the elementary ones can be described in terms of the autonomous

gene, also the general facts of molecular constitution can be described

in terms of a dash for valencies. Just as the average geneticist dealing

with statistical consequences of Mendelism can do excellent work
without ever thinking of the nature of the gene, simply using the

primitive gene concept, it might never occur to the average chemist

to inquire into the nature of valency bonds. But if he really wants to

know what are the valencies with which he works all the time, he

must turn to the work on valency electrons and quantum mechanics,

which tell him that a valency is not a dash ( to put it crudely ) . In the

same way, the geneticist who meets with position effects and other

advanced subjects will be constrained to look into the old notion of

the gene and to find out whether its usefulness does not end at this

level, though he will not hesitate to teach elementary genetics in the

convenient terms of the classic gene, which are so useful for the

beginner, and, in addition, are all he needs for statistical genetics,

which, even to some geneticists, is the only genetics.

b. Chromosome breakage

We have discussed the basic fact of radiation-induced mutation,

the law of proportionality of mutation to dosage, without inquiring

into the nature of these mutants, though it was realized that sex-linked

lethals which Muller's technique made the basis of all such quanti-

tative work may frequently be deficiencies. Only after the introduction

of the salivary chromosome technique and cytological techniques for

discovery of chromosomal rearrangements in plant cells was it realized

that the ionizing radiations and X rays actually preponderantly

produce chromosome rearrangements, based upon breaks and their

abnormal union. Since that time, much work has been done to check,

separately, upon recognizable rearrangements in radiation experiments

(Muller, 1947, 1950fl; Kaufmann, 1941, 1948a; Sax, 1938, 1941; Catsch,

1948; Lea and Catcheside, 1942; Bauer, 1939, 1942; see also symposium

on chromosome breakage, 1953).

It was found that rearrangements involving two breaks did not

follow the simple proportionality rule but approximately a quadratic

proportion, nearer to the exponent 1.5-1.7. The exponent 2 was of

course expected if two different hits were required. (The small devia-

tion was explained in different ways. ) As a check, single breaks after

radiation could be tested in some plant cells where they are visible,

and in ring chromosomes of Drosophila (Sax, Bauer). These gave a

I
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simple proportionality curve. On the other hand, it could be shown

that small rearrangements might be caused by single hits. There has

been much discussion, some of it highly mathematical ( see Lea, 1947;

Muller, 1947, 1950a, 1952 ) , as to why radiation experiments with high

doses should nevertheless exhibit the proportionality rule, though more

gross rearrangements with two breaks are expected. Lea maintains

that this is expected, on the basis of the TrefiFer theory; while Muller

shows that it is the consequence of diflFerent processes working in

opposite directions. For our present purposes it suflBces to say that the

facts are so controversial that they cannot be used as yet to prove or

disprove any theory.

For our inquiry into the nature of the genie material the next

important point is whether, in view of the proportionality rule, the

breakage of a chromosome and the production of a mutation are based

upon the same physical event. Needless to say, the adherents of the

classic theory of the gene would welcome the establishment of a

difiPerence between the two effects, and so do the adherents of the

TrefiFer theory. A detailed review would include a huge body of facts

of radiation biology. We shall discuss here only what seems directly

relevant to the question.

The most important fact is that powerful mutagenic agents like

X rays and mustards produce with equal frequency so-called gene

mutations and chromosome rearrangements based upon two breaks

( or one break for minute ones ) . Both types follow the proportionality

rule with its variant for two breaks. A gene mutation or point mutant

in such experiments means, of course, a mutant which with the best

available methods does not show a cytological rearrangement. But

not all mutants can be checked cytologically. In the salivary chro-

mosomes some regions are more favorable than others. In favorable

regions a deficiency, down to a single band, can be checked easily;

in others it is more difficult. Small inversions are even more difficult.

Inversions of a few bands may or may not be detected without a

very detailed stuc^, which usually cannot be made in connection with

large-scale quantitative work. If an inversion of a single band should

occur, which Goldschmidt and Hannah ( 1944 ) claim to have demon-

strated, it will hardly ever be noticed. The so-called gene mutations

will include many small rearrangements in the best material, Dro-

sophila, and many more in other material where radiation efiFects are

studied quantitatively. In the next best material, maize, the best prep-

aration of pachytene chromosomes, where the most reliable check is

made, does not permit more than one-tenth the chance of discovering
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small rearrangements than the salivary chromosomes allow. Thus any

conclusion on mutation drawn from the number of gene mutations

versus rearrangements rests upon a very slender base and is, in the

best of cases, weighed in favor of point mutants. Even in the salivary

chromosomes the cytological evidence may be deceiving. Kodani

(1947) has shown that chromosome tips may contract and a single

thicker band be formed out of a series of distinctive bands. This shows

that some bands may be compound, and a break within them almost

impossible to detect. If we look dispassionately at the cytological

facts, we realize that rearrangements might be of any size from almost

the whole length of a chromosome to a single band, and even smaller

than this in the salivary chromosome containing up to 1,000 bands.

Hence the separation of gene mutation from rearrangement by
cytological criteria is completely gratuitous and is only an indication

of the Hmitations of our methods. The problem of whether there is a

difference between a radiation-induced mutant and a chromosome
break cannot be solved by the direct cytological method. It has to be

solved indirectly, from evidence derived from radiation effects.

The most important group of facts tending to show, in my
opinion, that there is no difference between point mutants and chro-

mosomal breaks concerns the action of oxygen upon both phenomena.

Stone et al. ( 1947, 1948 ) have shown in their important experiments

that mutants are produced after the irradiation of the medium in

which bacteria grow, and it was considered most probable that the

production of peroxides by irradiation, especially the H2O2, is re-

sponsible (see also Wagner et al, 1950). Since that time, Thoday and

Read ( 1947 ) found that the amount of breakage also is increased with

irradiation in the presence of oxygen. It may be added that there is at

least a strong suspicion that chemical mutagenesis also acts via the

production of a peroxide (Auerbach, 1951). Such facts lead to the

question whether the dualism inherent in the Treffer theory in inter-

preting point mutants and chromosome breaks is still tenable. Ac-

cording to Timofeeff et al. (1947), Lea and Catcheside (1945), and

Lea (see Lea, 1947), a point mutation is the result of a single hit, as

discussed in Delbriick's theory, producing within the target, that is,

the gene molecule, a pair of ions. A break, however, is induced by

the production of a series of ion pairs during the passage through the

chromosome of primary or secondary charged particles. Chemical

changes resulting from this cluster of ionizations within the molecules

of the chromosome result in the chromosome breaks. Different radi-
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ations may effect a different distribution of ionization along the tracks

and thus affect breakage in different ways.

The work on oxygen with identical results in root tip chromo-

somes of beans (Thoday and Read, 1947), barley seeds (Hayden and

Smith, 1949), and Tradescantia cells (Giles and Riley, 1949) leaves

no doubt that peroxides are again the intermediary between radiation

effect and breaks. We do not intend to discuss the special question of

how this result reflects upon the Treffer theory. Giles, as well as

Thoday, thinks that there is no contradiction here. To quote Giles:

"The essential requirement is that the action of ionizing particles,

whether direct or indirect, be relatively localized. If the effect is

principally indirect, it appears that a substance such as H2O2 must be

produced along the track of an ionizing particle and must have a

relatively limited effective diffusibihty (or short half-life). In fact it

seems necessary that its effective distribution within the nucleus must

correspond in pattern rather closely to that of ionization distribution

along particle tracks."

For our discussion of the nature of the gene the decisive result

is that there is still less reason to assume that there is a difference

between gene mutation and chromosome rearrangement as a result of

irradiation experiments. To this conclusion we may add that an

increasing number of facts have come to light which show that

different physical and chemical conditions influencing radiation effects

act aHke for general radiation damage, point mutation, and chromo-

some breakage.

Muller, while realizing the conclusions just drawn and empha-

sizing that the two effects (gene mutation and rearrangement) must

have much in common, still warns against assuming their identity. In

his opinion, some facts do not support the identity. To quote Muller

(1950a); "One of these [facts] is the very great difference in the

mode of response to X- and gamma rays of the higher plant [cereal]

material studied by Stadler and of the Drosophila material. In the

plants the gene mutations are induced with a frequency so low

(supposing them to be induced at all) relative to the frequency of

breaks and rearrangements, as to have been practically impossible to

demonstrate; while in the Drosophila material the two phenomena

occur with comparable frequency." I cannot see why these facts must

bear upon the mode of production of the two effects by, for example,

different types of ionization. I should prefer to conclude that the

difference relates to chromosomal structure. In the cereal there may
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be a clustering of potential breaking points away from loci which are

easily caused to mutate. Such an assumption or one involving similar

chromosomal conditions appears to be a more plausible explanation.

To continue with Muller's quotation: "If now, instead of com-

paring the two different kinds of material, we compare the two

diflFerent agents, ultraviolet and X- or gamma rays, we find an

analogous situation. For, with both materials, ultraviolet produces far

more gene-mutations, in comparison with gross rearrangements, then

do X- or gamma radiation. In the plant material [Stadler, 1933, 1941]

it is also clear that ultraviolet produces far more gene mutations in

comparison with minute rearrangements (small deficiencies) and in

comparison with single breaks, than do X- or gamma radiation." Again

the argument does not seem convincing to me. Ultraviolet specifically

acts, as proved by Stadler as well as Knapp, by absorption at 2537 A
in the purine and pyramidine groups (see fig. 4) of the DNA mole-

cule. How this absorption produces a mutation we do not know. If

these rings are not themselves the genie material, which is most

improbable, the action must be indirect. This means the same type of

action through formation of a peroxide, which we know is hable to

produce breaks. Why these breaks tend to be more frequently on the

submicroscopic level, that is, two very nearby breaks as opposed to

more distant breaks which may reunite into visible rearrangements, is

diflBcult to say. It seems to have something to do with the specific

absorption in the DNA moiety, while X rays seem to strike all mole-

cules alike. However this may be, I cannot see a cogent reason for

separating point mutation and breakage.

Another argument was recently proposed by Lefevre, Jr., Ratty,

and Hanks (1953). They found that X rays used to produce Notch

deficiencies in Drosophila never produced point mutations at the

split locus, which is one of the deficient loci in the Notch chromosome.

They think that this shows that X rays can produce breaks only, and

not point mutation, which therefore are two different things. I should

conclude that the X ray is such a powerful agent that there is an over-

whelming probability that the two distant breaks are produced simul-

taneously, which leads to visible rearrangements of all kinds; while

two nearby (submicroscopic) breaks, in the absence of a distant one

with which to form a visible arrangement, are rather rare.

Muller finishes his discussion by saying: "All this clearly shows a

difference in the processes whereby these changes originate. It thereby

becomes legitimate to draw a distinction between gene mutation,

on the one hand, and structural changes, even of minute size, on the
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other hand." To me it seems that the facts favor the assumption that

there is no difference in principle between the processes resulting in

so-called gene mutations and those resulting in rearrangements; the

differences observed are only in the size of the effect, that is, invisible

versus visible rearrangement.

This conclusion must not be confounded with the ideas of Lea

(1947) and Herskowitz (1946) that gene mutations are accompanied

by a chromosome breakage nearby. If this is repaired, or healed, we
find only the gene mutation; if it unites with another break we have,

in their opinion, a rearrangement with the simulation of a position

effect, which actually does not exist. We shall see that the facts of

position effect completely rule out this hypothesis, which of course is

the opposite of the thesis we shall develop: both are position effects

of visible and invisible rearrangements.

c. Position effect

We come now to the second major group of facts which is

decisive for the understanding of the genie material within the chro-

mosomes. It is rather unfortunate that the historically justified term

"position effect" cannot be changed. It connotes a description of the

phenomenon exclusively in terms of a definite interpretation based

upon the classic gene. The term implies that the action of a gene

differs according to its position. The actual facts lend themselves to a

different and much more justified interpretation. The unprejudiced

description of the effect is the following. Chromosome breaks, result-

ing not only in rearrangements like translocations and inversions, but

also in deficiencies and duplications, very frequently have a pheno-

typic effect, which commonly is identical with that of the mutant

phenotype of a nearby locus. Cases in which no nearby locus is

known, the mutant effect of which is imitated by the rearrangement

break, suggest that such a locus is not known, because by chance

it never mutated, though it cannot be denied that an independent,

autonomous breakage effect may exist. The facts show only re-

arrangement breaks and phenotypic effects similar or identical with

a mutant allele at a nearby locus, though this locus was not affected

directly. An unprejudiced description of the actually observed facts

does not require a consideration of genes and their position. I think

it is important that the logic of this situation should be recognized

and that the problem be attacked without the theoretical prejudice

contained in the word "position."
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aa. The Bar case

The name "position effect" was originally given by Sturtevant

(1925) in his classic paper on unequal crossing over of the Bar

"gene," a dominant mutant reducing the eye facets of Drosophila.

By unequal crossing over this could double in one chromosome and

thus quadruple in the homozygous condition (BB/BB) the pheno-

typically extreme, double, or ultra Bar. Another allele, infra Bar,

could do the same. The effect of these combinations followed in a

general way the dosage of 1, 2, 3, 4 Bar genes. (The details will be

discussed in a later chapter on genie dosage.) Moreover, it made a

considerable difference whether, in the case of two doses, these

were heterozygous double Bar (BB/+) or homozygous Bar (B/B),

since the former has more of an inhibitory effect on the formation of

facets, which is the Bar effect. Sturtevant expressed this not as we
did just now, but by saying that two Bar genes in one chromosome

have a greater action than the same two located in two chromo-

somes. Thus the position of the Bar genes made a difference which

might mean in a general way the location in the chromosomes (one

or two) or, more specifically, a different neighborhood, namely, a

"foreign" gene on both sides of B in the case of B/B, but on

only one side of each B in the case of BB/+. This was the original

meaning of the term "position effect," location of a gene in different

neighborhoods.

It is important to see clearly that this interpretation, which was

justified in its time, does not cover our present knowledge of so-

called position effect. This is necessary at the outset because the

old interpretation has come up again in important recent work

which we shall have to analyze below. We now know many cases

of "position effect" in which the phenotype of a locus at some distance

from a break appears. Here the locus has remained in its normal

chromosomal neighborhood, but is nevertheless changed in its action

by a break at some distance. This shows clearly that it is not the

direct position of a locus that is involved but its relation to a dis-

turbed order within the chromosome nearby. We shall soon see

that the classic Bar case also is included in this statement. We
should forget, in analyzing the phenomenon, the position of an

assumed gene, and think only in terms of chromosomal breaks and

changes of order within the chromosome. Only thus will a unified

understanding of the entire group of facts be possible.
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The subsequent history of the Bar case bears out this statement,

and so does the welter of other facts concerning position effect. In

1932 Dobzhansky found a translocation with one break near the

genetic locus of Bar. This rearrangement had a phenotypic effect

resembling Bar, and acted like an allele of the latter. Muller and

Altenburg (1930) had aheady noticed that most translocations in

Drosophila had some phenot)'pic effect like lethality, sterility, or

changed phenotype. But Dobzhansky's baroid translocation was the

first discovery of what we now consider a genuine "position effect,"

which should be called "rearrangement effect" if a change of termi-

nology were still possible. This was clearly different from Sturtevant's

position of two Bar genes in one or two chromosomes, since no mu-

tant "Bar genes" were involved. The solution of the discrepancy in

the causation of the two phenomena, both of which were called po-

sition effects, became possible when Bridges (1936) and Muller

(1936) found that the "mutant" Bar is the phenotypic effect of a

duplication of a number of bands (visible in the salivary gland

chi-omosomes ) in the region where the Bar effect is locaHzed geneti-

cally ( illustrations can be found in all textbooks ) . Bar had these bands

twice in tandem, and double Bar had them three times. At first sight

this could mean that the duplicated section contained a Bar gene

which in one dose (or two homozygous) had no effect; but in two

doses, namely, four homozygous, had the Bar effect; and in six doses,

the double Bar effect. Expressed in Mendelian formulation this would
mean, symbolizing the old Bar gene by B and the group of bands

which are present in triplicate, B^:

OLD FORMULATION CYTOLOGICAL FORMULATION

1. B/B = Bar homozygous 1. B*^ I
B'' = normal

2.
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An alternative would be to assume that no Bar gene is involved,

but only a disturbance of the genie balance by the duplications and

triplications which throws the eye facet development out of gear.

However, both of these explanations were ruled out by the work

of Dobzhansky quoted previously, and much subsequent work in

which the salivary chromosome technique could be used. Elaborate

work by Offerman (1935) and Dubinin and Volotov (1936) proved

that, in the presence of a very large number of rearrangement breaks

in the neighborhood of the Bar locus, in each case the Bar effect

was produced without any change at the Bar locus or region itself.

The conclusion is inevitable that the Bar effect itself is a position

effect of the duplication break. As no individual Bar locus is known,

that is, no simple dominant or recessive point mutant (without

visible rearrangement) in the Bar region, it must be assumed that

such a locus exists, nevertheless, and shows all these "baroid" po-

sition effects. (According to Sutton, 1943a, the position effects are

due mainly to breaks next to two of the six bands which make up

the duplication.) Another possibility would be that a breakage effect

of a definite type, in this case Bar eyes, could be produced inde-

pendently of an assumed mutable locus, in the same region; this was

mentioned above as a general possibility. (We shall return to this

problem.) Thus we cannot avoid the conclusion that the Bar effect

is in itself not due to a double dose of a Bar locus but to a position

effect caused by the duplication break, the same cause as all other

baroid position effects of the Bar phenotype. There are a few com-

plications to this simple picture. According to Griffen (1941), the

Stone translocation, a baroid, acts at one end of the section which

is duplicated in Bar, but other breaks involving the left end of the

section also have baroid effects. This must mean that there is either

no (unknown) mutant locus producing a Bar effect, or that the

baroid position effect works over the entire section and not only for

certain breaks. This, of course, has nothing to do with the Sturtevant

position effect.

Now the question arises as to what Sturtevant's position effect

is. It is clearly not the same thing as the Bar effect, which turned out

to be a position effect of a duplication break. This is of course an

unending cause of error, owing to the use of the same terminology

for two completely different things. The Bar effect is, as we showed,

a position effect of a duplication break (in the general meaning of

the term, breakage effect) and otherwise has nothing to do with
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the duplication as such. The same breakage effect is produced by

inversions and translocations in the absence of any duplication. But

the Sturtevant effect is superimposed upon the Bar effect and is due

to the duplication and triplication. This effect is found when the

following arrangements are compared, assuming only three bands

abc instead of six, duplication breaks being marked by crosslines,

each containing four Bar sections in different arrangement:

(1) heterozygous double Bar

(BB/+) or BbBbBVBb
(2) homozygous Bar

(B/B)"or BbBb/B^Bb

(See scheme, p. 121.)

The difference is between a homozygous rearrangement with two

breaks in each chromosome (2) and a heterozygous rearrangement

with three breaks in one chromosome and none in the other (1). In

one rearrangement (2) we have only two breakage effects (though

homozygous); in the other (1), three different breakage effects

(though heterozygous) which seem to be additive. (The difference

is retained under special conditions also: the presence of an enhancer

for Bar described by Bonnier et at, 1947, leaves the Sturtevant

effect as it was.) This means that we compare the effect of a

heterozygous three-break, triple position effect (breakage effect)

with a homozygous double one. Now there is no way of predicting,

even for ordinary Mendelizing pairs of alleles, the quantity of a

heterozygous effect as compared to the homozygous dominant one.

If DD has an effect measured as 100, Dd may show the phenotype

of 100 (complete dominance) or any other value (incomplete domi-

nance). An exact dosage effect for dominant heterozygotes, that is,

50 per cent action, is possible but not necessary. If we think for a

moment of Bar in the old terms of a dominant gene, the knowledge

of the action (in terms of facet inhibition) of B/B and B/+ does

not permit us to draw conclusions concerning the action of BB/+,
except when we know that the dominance of B is strictly proportional
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to dosage. Now breakage or position effect acts like a mutant in

the region, and therefore the same argument is good for the baroid

position effects and for the duphcation effect Bar. This means that

we cannot predict from the knowledge of the quantity of the effect

of two homozygous breaks (Bar) versus two heterozygous breaks

(heterozygous Bar) and three homozygous breaks (double Bar)

whether the quantity of action of two homozygous breaks will be

the same or different in the three heterozygous breaks, the double

Bar heterozygote. It is possible that the four breaks in two chromatids

have a greater action than three breaks in one chromatid, or it may
be the other way around. In both we would have Sturtevant's position

effect (in favor of one or the other combination). This, the original

position effect, has nothing to do with position but is a phenomenon
of dominance, proportional or not proportional to the number of

breaks.

Actually, if we calculate as a measure of dominance the per-

centage of facet number decrease from normal (i.e., as loss of

inhibiting action upon facet formation) in the heterozygote (i.e.,

in this case the improvement toward normalcy), the value for B/+ =

Bb B^ I

„j, is 20 per cent; but for BB/+ = B^| it is 50 per cent. Therefore
I

B^l

it is impossible to predict that the latter value should be the

same as that of BB = ^b Db ^^^ ^^ attribute the actually found dis-

crepancy to the different positions. The Sturtevant position effect

has ceased to exist, meaning, of course, the explanation in terms of

location of two "genes" in one or two chromosomes. The Bar effect

itself remains a standard position effect in the sense of breakage

effect (i.e., change of pattern) and as such acts like any mutant.

This includes also dosage effects, visible in the Bar-double Bar re-

lation and demonstrated further by Rapoport (1939, 1941), who
inserted a number of Bar duplications into a chromosome with

increasing effect. (The problem of dosage effect will be discussed

later with genie action.) It is interesting to see how defenders of

the old concept of position effect in terms of gene neighborhood

account for this situation, which as such cannot be denied. Lewis in

his review (1950) concludes a discussion of the facts with the

sentence: "These results then point to the conclusion that there are

at least two separate components of the Bar phenotype to be con-
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sidered (a)* a stable change in the action of a gene or genes

lying next to the point of rearrangement, possibly within the 16A1-2

doublet at that point, and (b) an influence somehow exerted by the

close juxtaposition of two sets of identical loci." After mentioning

the Bar reversals without cytological change described by Dubinin

and Volotov (1940) and Sutton (1943), and probably due to a sup-

pressor mutant, Lewis continues: "In all of the above studies in

which reversals of the dominant Bar phenotypes appeared, it was

found as expected on the basis of a known Bar deficiency that loss

of the 16A region does not give a Bar effect nor does it enhance or

suppress Bar, that is B/Df-B resembled B/+ [Bridges, 1917]. Again

the problem as to the nature of a gene change which can produce

such results arises ... if the bands 16A1-2 are considered as repre-

senting two closely linked genes with similar effects . . . the problem

becomes a very complex one, indeed, in the Bar case." I add to

this: how simple and logical it becomes when our viewpoint, dis-

carding genes and their position, is adopted.

We finally return to a problem mentioned above, that no mutant

locus is known in the Bar region which accounts for the position

effects of Bar and the baroid rearrangements. We mentioned the

possibility that a position effect, especially a dominant one, might

sometimes have nothing to do with a locus near the break acting as

if it had mutated, but might be a direct effect of the breakage, a

change in chromosomal pattern. As opposed to Bar, a number of

duplications with dominant position effect are known, usually small

ones, in which a recessive mutant locus near or within the duplication

is known (e.g., eyeless dominant and brown dominant). Others behave

like Bar (e.g.. Hairy-wing). Thus far only one recessive position

effect of a duplication has been described in the known presence of

a similar dominant mutant locus within the duplication, namely.

Green's Beadex-recessive ( 1953Z? ) , The behavior of the Bar deficiency

previously described seems to indicate for Bar the absence of an

unknown locus for Bar mutation, that is, the alternative of a breakage

effect pe/ se.

It is strange that among the relatively rare dominant mutants

in Drosophila many are described as "inseparable from translocation

or inversion . . ."; that is, are position effects for which no mutant

locus of similar action is known in the section involved. Bar, Dichaete,

Curly, Upturned, Abrupt, Blond, Glazed, Xasta belong to this group.

It is possible that in some the missing mutant locus may be found.

* From here on italicized in the original.
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Thus I could show (1945fl) that Blond may be a position efiFect for

the nearby silver locus, as is also the dominant pointed (svr^'). Un-

fortunately, it is hardly possible to produce a direct proof that this

type of position effect per se exists.

bb. Frequency and types

In order to derive conclusions about the nature of the genie

material from the phenomenon of position effect, we must first con-

vince ourselves that position effect is a general and typical feature

and that in principle it is not different from the phenomenon of

point mutation, which we wish to consider as an ultramicroscopic

position effect. Fifteen or so years ago it was still possible for some

geneticists to declare that position effect was such a rare and special

phenomenon that it would be faulty to generalize from its occur-

rence, and I was severely reprimanded for doing so (by Babcock,

Jenkins, and Stebbins, and by Plough). Today nobody can doubt

that the effect is a general and widespread phenomenon, and has just

the significance for the theory of the gene which I have attributed to

it for two decades.

Most of our knowledge is still derived from Drosophila work.

This will probably remain so, because the salivary chromosome tech-

nique permits exact location of rearrangement breaks within ap-

proximately one one-thousandth of the chromosome length and

because the genetical localization of hundreds of loci makes a huge

material available. However, McClintock's work (1951) has opened

maize genetics to a large-scale study of position effect, which clearly

is as frequent in maize as in Drosophila if the proper setup permits

recognition of it. We still hear that, especially in plants, innumerable

gross rearrangements are known without a position effect being

noticed. According to an early observation by Muller and Altenburg

(quoted above), some effect upon viability, fertility, and phenotype

is found in all gross rearrangements of Drosophila. It is expected,

but rarely checked ( see, however, Jones' work, 1944 ) , that physiologi-

cal effects exist also in plant materials, including all the translocations

studied by Anderson (1935-1941) in maize and supposed to have

no position effect, a plant which is now a prototype of position

effect. A scrutiny of the literature will bring to light many more

such cases. Lamprecht (1949) described a "mutant" in Visum, al-

ways "accompanied" by a translocation, which, of course, means

a position effect. Hagberg and Tjio (1950) found that the mutant

erectoides of barley is based upon a homozygous translocation. Now
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that position effect has come into its own, other examples will be

found.

The two prerequisites for position effect and its discovery are

as follows: (1) a rearrangement can be diagnosed genetically and

(or) cytologically; (2) in the neighborhood of a break a locus is

found which, if mutated, produces a recognizable phenotypic effect.

(The cases discussed above stand excepted; namely, those in which

a dominant position effect is possibly produced by the arrangement

itseff, without a nearby locus which acts similarly when mutated.

A proof for the existence of this type is hardly possible.) The rec-

ognizable effect may be a distinct phenotype or it may be a physio-

logical condition recognized only as different vitality, lethality,

sterility, and so on. The first prerequisite makes it almost impossible

to prove position effect directly in such materials as mammals and

many plants. The second prerequisite makes negative statements on

position effect of doubtful value. In addition, it must be recognized

that it is possible that chromosomal structure can be such that breaks

and mutable loci are never or rarely adjacent or neighboring. If,

for example, easily breakable sections of chromosomes (known to

exist) are relatively free of mutable loci which may be crowded in

a poorly breakable section, position effects (i.e., visible ones) will

be rare or absent. In Stadler's X-ray experiments with cereals, many
rearrangements and hardly any "point mutations" were produced. A
chromosomal structure as just postulated would account not only for

such facts (under my interpretation of point mutants as position

effects of ultramicroscopic arrangements) but also for an absence of

position effect. If it is found that numerous gross rearrangements in

plants do not show any visible position effect (forgetting for the

moment the physiological effects that have not been checked), the

reason may be a chromosome structure as described. McClintock's

work shows that if the experimental production of breaks adjacent

to known loci succeeds, position effect is always found. Thus the

positive results alone have decisive value and we may say with

certainty that rearrangement breaks always produce position effects,

though they cannot always be seen. Therefore, position effect can

be called a ubiquitous standard phenomenon of genetics with which

any theory of the genie material must reckon, or, as I believe, from

which it must be derived primarily.

The other important statement is that position effect shows all

the characteristics of point mutation. It is well known that many
mutants which were thought of as point mutants turned out on
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closer inquiry to be actually position effects of inversions, transloca-

tions, duplications, deficiencies; and new examples are found all

the time (see my example in I 3 B fc). This correction, linked with

the available improvement of technique or its absence, shows that

there can be no important difference between point mutation and

rearrangement except the means of recognition. In a former paper

(1944) I showed that approximately half of the mutants described

for D. melanogaster (which included multiple alleles) were already

known to be position effects. Thus we shall have to show first that

any type of mutant action known can be duplicated by proved

position effects.

Before presenting this material we must return briefly to some

facts that have been mentioned repeatedly before. We defined the

position effect as the action of an intact locus in the more or less

distant neighborhood of a rearrangement break, as if it had mutated

to one or another of its known (or not yet known) alleles. A break

near the white locus produces a white phenotype, though it can be

proved that the white locus has not changed (is still the wild-type

allele of classic genetics). This position effect may be of two types.

It produces the likeness of a standard mutant if on the yonder side

of the break euchromatin is adjacent. (The reports on intercalary

heterochromatin are not yet decisive.) If, however, chromocentral

heterochromatin is adjacent, the mottled phenotype appears, which

has been already discussed. We mentioned also the different eu-

heterochromatin sequences which can result in mottling (see I 2 C d

hh). In the present example it is a mottled eye of red and white (and

also other colors) in different relative quantities and patterns. Some
geneticists have considered the latter type as something different, and

have tried to interpret it as the production of somatic mutations. We
have explained (see the quotation from E. Sutton Gersh) that the

difference is not one of principle but one of grade of function involv-

ing a narrow but not strict threshold for an all-or-none effect. There

is no reason to separate the complete or incomplete effect except

when discussing heterochromatin.

For these reasons we cannot accept Lewis' (1950) statement (in

his review, which carefully avoids a discussion or even mention of

our point of view, as well as of any of the facts we found; as was

also pointed out implicitly by B. Glass in a critical review) that we
are dealing here with two completely different phenomena and that

the typical position effect (his S effect) is rare, while the motthng

effect (his V effect) is frequent and alone important. The variegation
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effect might be more easily found because heterochromatin breaks

more easily; it has been much studied because the mottling appeared

more intriguing than the simple effect. Furthermore, simple position

effects will, as a rule, be overlooked and discarded as ordinary mutants,

if for some reason a cytological check is not made. (See my yellow-

white case, I 3 B Z?). There can be no doubt, on the basis of our

former discussion (l 2 C d bb), that the difference is purely quanti-

tative. In the simple position effect, Lewis' S effect, the action of the

rearrangement (i.e., pattern change) is so strong that it is com-

pletely above the threshold for the process in question. In the white-

eye case, this means that in all ommatidial pigment-forming cells,

the synthesis of pigment precursors is inhibited (not going into the

well-known chemical details) just as in the white mutant. In the

presence of the heterochromatic break the same inhibition occurs,

but it acts so near the threshold that random variation among the

different pigment cells pushes it in some cells below the threshold and

pigment is formed; that is, mottled eyes appear. This statistical condi-

tion can be pushed in either direction by appropriate modifier action

(e.g., extra heterochromatin), even to the point of disappearance of

mottling (I 2 C d bb). This shows clearly that the two types are

one and the same thing with varying degrees of action around a

threshold condition. I realize, of course, how difficult it is for Lewis

to accept this solution, as he adheres strictly to the one gene—one

action concept, which, if applied also to position effect, requires a

unitary result. But we shall see later that the concept does not work

for ordinary mutants either.

There are, of course, loci like white, yellow, scute, for which

both types of position effect are known, as expected. Different facts

and deliberations have led E. Sutton Gersh (1952) and Baker (1953)

to deny a basic difference between mottled and non-mottled position

effect. Though Lewis' S and V position effects are clearly variants

of the same phenomenon, there is a possibility that a type of position

exists which does not fit the definition of a break acting as if a

nearby intact locus had mutated. I refer to the repeatedly mentioned

possibility that a dominant "inseparable from a rearrangement" is

actually a position effect per se; this would constitute a direct effect

of breakage and change of pattern without relation to a special

locus. In the present section I have already emphasized the fact

that the existence of this type of position effect is very difficult, if

not impossible, to prove.

Still another point must be mentioned: the relation of return
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mutation to position effect. We saw that apparent return mutations

are suspected of being the result of a rearrangement with dominant

position effect and that there is a general suspicion regarding the

occurrence of genuine return mutation (I 3 B a). In position effect

the equivalent of a return mutation would be the complete restoration

of a rearrangement to normal. There is clearly very little chance

that the same two or four breaks would reoccur unless easily break-

able points are involved. It is not surprising that only two such

events have been described, by Griineberg (1937) and Hinton (1950).

However, there is also the chance that an apparent reversal of a

position effect is due to the occurrence of a new break near the one

causing the first position effect and acting in the opposite direction.

Actually, a number of counteracting position effects have been

described, meaning that one position effect disappears if another is

superimposed. Such cases have been found for Curly, Glazed, Bar

(all of them belonging to the dominant effects just discussed) by
Griffen (1941), Griffen and Stone (1938), and others. It should be

realized that this is just the opposite of the action that simulates

return mutation of a recessive point mutant. There the rearrange-

ment causes a normal dominant effect which covers the recessive

mutant effect. In the present case, a dominant mutant effect is re-

turned to normal by a superimposed position effect. This shows

that reversal of the effect is a problem which offers the same diffi-

culties and pitfalls for position effect that it does for so-called point

mutants.

Furthermore, if a break near a given locus produces the position

effect, we should expect to find frequently two position effects, one

for each euchromatic break. Such cases seem to be very rare. One
reason might be the small probability that two breaks are each

located near loci with discernible phenotypic effect. Another reason

is that, in view of the greater breakability of heterochromatin, there

is a smaller chance of two euchromatic breaks. Sometimes an indirect

demonstration may be possible. Thus I could show the following

relation ( Goldschmidt, 1945a ) : the recessive mutant bran at or near

the arc locus in Drosophila produces broad wings. The mutant

pointed ( svr^"' ) near the tip of the first chromosome makes for pointed

wings. The combination bran/bran svr^"* has short, soft, and blistered

wings. A small inversion in the first chromosome In( l)y''''^'' has one

break near the yellow locus and therefore a yellow phenotype by

position effect. The other break is in the silver region, but no second

position effect is visible, perhaps because yellow and the paleness of
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silver, if both present, cannot be seen. However, in the homozygous

combination of the yellow inversion with bran the wings are soft blis-

tered, which means that one of the effects of the silver locus now
becomes visible in the combination as a position effect of the second

break.

We can now proceed to show that position effects closely parallel

the actions of point mutants and, therefore, are indistinguishable

from them if no special effort is made. Actually, the fact that about

half of the mutants described for Drosophila (including multiple

alleles) have turned out to be position effects illustrates the point.

In the present discussion we mean, by mutants, bona fide point

mutants, that is, in Drosophila, mutants with normal salivary chromo-

somes in the proper section. For other organisms, only gross re-

arrangements may be distinguished with certainty from point mutants,

since small ones, in terms of salivary chromosome size, cannot be

checked. The following are some of the parallel actions between

mutants and position effects that have been registered:

1. Mutants may act as dominants or recessives or anything in

between. At the same locus in a series of multiple alleles, dominants

and recessives may occur, although such dominants are rather sus-

pected of being position effects of visible rearrangements (as also

actually proved in some, e.g., eyeless dominant). Dominant mutants

are frequently homozygous lethal. Some of these, like Beaded and

Stemopleural in Drosophila, have normal salivary chromosomes as

far as is known, but we must be cautious in assessing this fact. A
great many homozygous lethal dominants in Drosophila have turned

out to be position effects of visible rearrangements. Many of the

Minutes have been shown to be deficiencies, while others have normal

salivaries. Since, as we shall see, genetically proved deficiencies with

normal salivaries exist, we must be cautious. However, one fact is

certain: just as dorninant and recessive mutants exist, both types of

position effect are known, and wherever a phenotype is known, both

as mutant and as position effect, the two may be (but are not al-

ways) phenotypically identical ("may be" meaning that the position

effect may also act like a multiple allele of the locus).

2. Mutants frequently show combination effects. Drosophila eyes,

in the presence of the mutants brown and vermilion simultaneously,

are white, a fact for which the biochemical work has given the

explanation. Kikkawa (1938) found that the combination of the

position effect Plum ( next to the brown locus and a variegated effect

)

together with vermilion also produced white. This fact has the
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additional meaning that the biochemical action of the position effect

is identical with that of the mutant it imitates, and further that

variegation or lack of it is not an essential difference for position effect.

If we accept here for argument's sake the one gene—one biochemical

action hypothesis (to be discussed below), it shows that the po-

sition effect works the same way though the "gene" has not changed,

or (if the word "gene" is used, as it frequently is, to mean a mutant

locus ) though no "gene" or mutant locus is present.

3. Mutants which affect general features like growth, fertility,

sterility, and viability frequently cannot be isolated and localized

like the standard mutants of elementary Mendelism. Many rearrange-

ments produce such generalized effects ( Muller and Altenburg, 1930

)

in Drosophila. The same has been shown by Roberts (1942) for a

large number of maize translocations, which in a statistical study

were found to produce deviations in growth, considered as position

effects. Jones (1944) found chromosome rearrangements in maize con-

nected with growth defects.

4. Mutants appear in all well-studied loci as more or less large

series of multiple alleles. Position effects may be found also as series

of multiple alleles, sometimes large numbers of them, as in the scute

and brown loci of Drosophila. In this case mutants and position effects

form together, indiscriminately, the series of multiple alleles; that is,

a compound may consist of a pair of mutants, or a pair of position

effects (where homozygous rearrangements are viable, as in the above-

mentioned yellow and white inversion), or one mutant and one

position effect.

5. Many mutants—rarely localized but sometimes so, as in the

so-called vestigial dominigenes of Goldschmidt (1937)—are known
to have no visible effects of their own, but to act as enhancers or

suppressors of other mutant actions, which in a general way must

mean a quantitative effect in shifting developmental conditions upon

which the expression of a mutant depends. The same is true for

some modifier effects. We (Goldschmidt, Gardner, and Kodani, 1939;

Goldschmidt and Gardner, 1942; Gardner, 1942; Goldschmidt, 1952a)

found specific actions of inversions, (themselves without known, i.e.,

visible effect) upon dominance and expressivity of other loci (Beaded,

Beadex, and plexus ) , that is, a specific modifier action. We noticed also

that this position effect modifying dominance or penetrance of a

heterozygous (Bd) or homozygous (Bx) dominant can be used for dis-

covering unexpected rearrangements, as was shown for an inversion

in a wild-type stock. Recently this effect was rediscovered by Lewis
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(1954), who described it as a "new transvection-efiFect" acting upon

dominant Bithorax in a specific pseudoallelic setup (the latter is the

only difference from our old findings); it was used on a larger scale

for discovering rearrangements. It should be stated also that Green

and Oliver (1940) found similar effects of translocations and in-

versions upon the vestigial phenotype. We might mention, in this

connection, the crossover-enhancing effect of inversions in a different

chromosome, assuming that mutants affecting crossover exist, though

it is by no means certain that in this case an interpretation in terms

of position effect is admissible.

6. Many mutants act as dominant or recessive lethals. Fre-

quently these turn out to be deficiencies, but many cases are knowTi

in which lethals are not associated with visible rearrangements and

therefore may be called point mutants (see, however, the Notch

case). Visible rearrangements apart from deficiencies are frequently

lethal, a fact which has been much discussed for other reasons and

has already been touched upon in our discussion of the proportionaHty

of rearrangement breaks to the dosage of irradiation. Lea had calcu-

lated that the data on lethals near rearrangement breaks allow only

a small percentage of position effects, and that the majority must be

considered as real lethals or lethal deficiencies. Muller's opposition

to these conclusions, based upon a critical attitude toward the target

theory upon which Lea's calculations are based, has already been

registered. For the present discussion it does not matter how many
of these lethals are position effects so long as we acknowledge that

a position effect may also act as a lethal.

7. Mutants have more or less pleiotropic effects, meaning that

frequently other phenotypic effects beside the most conspicuous one

can be seen. This is true also of position effects: Dichaete, for ex-

ample, acts upon wing posture and bristles. The white position effect

acts upon eyes and Malpighian tubules just as the mutant does.

Altogether we may say that so far no difference in principle

between mutation and position effect has been found, a fact which

will be borne out in other observations to be mentioned. The most

obvious conclusion from this, as well as from the foregoing dis-

cussioris, is that so-called point mutations are really position effects

of rearrangement breaks below the level of visibility with present

techniques (to be discussed in detail later). But the cytological basis

for such a conclusion is not completely missing: Palay and Claude

( 1949 ) found with the electron microscope a substructure of parallel

bandings within salivary chromosome bands.
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cc. Some special features

In the discussion of position effect some additional facts are

relevant which go beyond the scope of those already mentioned. A
rather strange fact relates to the covering effect of a duplication

containing the normal locus over the otherwise present two recessives.

A female Drosophila carrying two X-chromosomes with the mutants

yellow and, in addition, a fragment of the tip of the chromosome in

which the yellow locus is contained will be normal. But Sivertzev-

Dobzhansky and Dobzhansky (1933) found that if the duplicated

fragment has its break near the locus (yellow in the example), the

recessive character appears (more or less). This means that the

"covering" segment acts now, by a position effect, as if it were

mutated (to yellow in the example). Of course this is expected,

according to the foregoing discussion, but it is rather disconcerting if

considered independently.

Another rather difficult problem has to do with deficiencies. A
frequently found fact is that a deficiency for a normal locus in the

presence of the normal locus in the homologous chromosome results

in a phenotype which is more or less identical with that of a known
mutant located in the affected region. A number of deficiencies,

including the vestigial locus and heterozygous with a normal chromo-

some, have the phenotype of a vestigial allele. Different interpreta-

tions are possible; for example, the normal locus is not strong enough

to keep the wing normal if present only in one dose. If the deficiency

is rather large with breakage points far away, this explanation or

one of a similar type suffices. If, however, the deficiency is small

and one or both breaks are located near the vestigial locus, one

could ask whether a break could produce a position effect (in this

case a dominant one) even in the absence of the nearby locus. This

would imply the question whether position effect is produced by the

normal locus in the presence of a break nearby, or whether it is

produced, more generally, by the change in the order of the constitu-

ents of the chromosome in a definite region (a problem which will

be taken up later). Thus, then, the problem arises whether a de-

ficiency might produce a mutant phenotype by a position effect of

the break (i.e., a pattern change) even in the absence of the known
locus. A recessive position effect, that is, a/Df(a), does not enter

this picture, because a recessive mutant opposite the deficiency gives

a haploid effect. The question must appear preposterous to anybody

who considers position effect in terms of the position of a gene, and
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it is therefore not unexpected that an unbending adherent of the

strictest classical theory of the gene has expressed his abhorrence of

such an idea. How can there be a position eflFect in the absence of

a gene? As we shall see below, the gene and its position are not

involved at all in the problem. Here only the decisive fact must be

stated: yellow deficiency can be obtained homozygous in a semilethal

condition, in which the color can still be checked. It is yellow

(Ephrussi, 1934; Stern, 1935). This is in no way a unique example.

Here are a few others: scute (Sturtevant and Beadle, 1936), white

(Panshin, 1941), roughest (Emmens, 1937), probably facet (Oliver,

1937), and a large number of loci in maize (McClintock, 1944).

( In a discussion of this point I heard the objection that the + yellow

(+y) locus may not produce wild type but may prevent the appear-

ance of yellow, which appears in its absence. If this were so, the

mutant yellow should not be yellow but either normal or something

between yellow and normal. But the whole argument, if applied to

all the other cases, appears to be rather facetious.)

An interesting variant of these facts has been explored by Sutton

(1940). She found a small terminal deficiency at the tip of the

X-chromosome, not containing the yellow locus. If the other chromo-

some contained yellow, that is, not opposite the deficiency, the effect

was yellow. This means that the deficiency break left of yellow acted

like another rearrangement break, producing a recessive yellow po-

sition effect. Though this belongs to the general group of position

effects, it is reported here because a terminal deficiency is involved,

meaning that no other "gene" has been brought in contact with

the yellow locus. Thus it must be the change in pattern itself which

accounts for the effect.

It is worth while to consider thoroughly this group of facts when
discussing the nature of the genetic material. Taking the yellow locus

as an example, the phenotype yellow is produced by the following:

1- y/y = homozygous point mutant
2. y/ — = yellow deficiency opposite yellow

3. —/— = homozygous deficiency for yellow

A + + y o X, ,

4. — = button 8 case

R + K
5. = yellow opposite a rearrangement near the locus
+ y

^ R-f- ,

6. ——- = homozygous recessive position effect of rearrangement
K -f-
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This group of facts shows us that the definition of position efiFect

with which we worked does not cover all cases. We spoke of position

effect as a term which actually means that a rearrangement break

near a known locus makes this locus behave as if it had mutated.

Later we saw that many dominant position effects were known in

which a neighboring locus was not available. This might have meant

that by chance such a locus had not yet been found. It might also

have meant that a specific locus is not essential, that the rearrange-

ment alone acts, the type of action depending upon the type of

rearrangement or the general region of the breaks. Now we see

position effects in the total absence of the locus which is supposed

to act, only the general region in which the break occurs being of

importance. These facts and their interpretation outside the theory

of the gene will play a decisive role when we try to draw conclusions

about the nature of the genie material.

A special, much discussed example of position effect is the so-

called Dubinin effect (Dubinin and Sidorov, 1934; Dubinin, 1936).

The basic facts are not different from the usual position effect,

though the way of describing them may make the effect appear

different. (Note here, as in so many instances of scientific interpre-

tation, the power of semantics.) The usual description is that trans-

locations involving a break near the cubitus interruptus locus in the

fourth chromosome (ci) reduce the dominance of this normal locus

over the ci mutant in the homologous chromosome. If we express the

same facts by saying that the rearrangement break near the ci locus

produces a position effect making the normal locus act as if it were

mutated, we have, thus far, the same type of position effect as

studied before. Nevertheless, one big difference makes the Dubinin

effect rather distinctive. While R( + )/ci [where R( + ) means the

rearrangement break near the normal +ci locus] acts as if R( + )

were ci, homozygous R( + )/R( + ) and hemizygous R( + )/— are nor-

mal. In the cases studied above (e.g., yellow inversion), these com-

binations showed the mutant effect.

Before we continue with the specific facts we should remember
certain details. Theoretically, a position effect might be indistinguish-

able from the parallel point mutant effect and often it is. However,

it might also be a little different after the manner of a multiple allele,

and this seems to be the more frequent situation. If position effect

results in one or another allelic action, and if many "point mutants"

and breaks affecting the same locus are known, the effects look like

those of a series of multiple alleles. We can expect for a group of
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position efiFects any type of di£Ferent actions known for sets of multi-

ple alleles. One of the known causes of a recognizable difference

between mutant and position effect phenotype is the location of the

second break. Raffel and Muller (1940) showed this, and found also

that the position effects of different rearrangements were more alike

if the second breaks had occurred all in the same region of a chromo-

some. A special type of allehc effect (already discussed) is the

variegation in the presence of a break in the chromocentric hetero-

chromatin as cause of position effect. This, in our former analysis,

proved to be a less intensive action of the break varying around a

narrow threshold. We saw that this effect could be modified; for

example, in the position effect for light (Schultz, 1947) the eye

would be more normal—more red spots—in the absence of a

Y-chromosome, more mutant—many light spots—in the presence of an

extra Y.

Another group of facts to be remembered in the present discussion

deals with so-called isoalleles ( Stern ) : alleles which produce a change

which cannot be detected phenotypically, because it is within the

zone above the threshold for full normal action, a notion which

had been widely used in my analysis of genie actions ( 1920 ff
.
) . If

a normal allele controls, for example, a full-length bristle, many

isoalleles may be present acting above the threshold for full length,

and therefore not changing the actual length, which for embryologi-

cal reasons cannot go beyond "full length." The apparent absence of

a position effect may in fact be due to an action of the isoallelic

type, which could be proved only in favorable cases, as by comparing

different heterozygotes. A probable example is a case found re-

peatedly: only the locus c shows a position effect, where the order

break a-b-c-d occurs, the intervening loci a and b showing no pheno-

typic change. An isoallelic position effect would be the most plausible

explanation. Altogether, a position effect may produce a series of

different phenotypes: at one end of the spectrum, an effect beyond

the extremest known effect of a point mutation at a locus; at the

other end, no apparent phenotypic action due to isoallelic action.

Moreover, all these effects are modifiable by extraneous action upon

developmental processes, as the plus-minus shifting of extra hetero-

chromatin clearly demonstrates. With all this in mind we return to

the Dubinin effect.

The mutant ci causes a gap in the fourth wing vein, the length

of which can be used for a quantitative measurement of the effect.

Though the ci position effect is in general identical with other
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position effects, there is one difference that could be responsible for

its specific features. Tlie ordinary position effect involves a break

near a given locus, and so does the Dubinin effect. The variegated

variant of the ordinary position effect depends upon a break in

heterochromatin near v^'hich a euchromatic locus comes to life. In

the ci case the ci locus is adjacent to chromocentral heterochromatin.

The break occurs in the heterochromatin between the locus and the

spindle fiber so that after translocation to another chromosome the

order is now: some euchromatic section—segment of fourth chromo-

some heterochromatin—ci locus (the latter two in their normal or-

der). In contrast to the other position effects, the locus of ci remains

flanked by its normal chromosomal structure on both sides, but on

the spindle attachment side the heterochromatin is broken and at-

tached to euchromatin of another chromosome. Expressing the situ-

ation in terms of action of the break (solely for clarity's sake and

using terminology which we consider to be wrong), we should state

that in the ordinary position effect the break acts directly upon the

locus, in the variegated effect also, but with heterochromatin at

its back, and in the Dubinin effect through a layer of heterochromatin.

Therefore, we might expect phenotypic results of a peculiar type

for the ci effect.

This is indeed the case, which follows from the elaborate work

of Stern and collaborators (Stern, 1943, 1948; Stern et al, 1943-1946).

In this work the primary interest is in genie action, a problem which

is attacked by dosage experiments (1, 2, 3 doses of ci, +, and R(ci)

[rearrangement near ci] in different combinations). We are not con-

cerned here with the theory explaining the different dosage results,

but orily with the comparison of the actions of the mutant locus

versus position effect by rearrangement. Before comparing these,

some other points must be reaUzed first. The ci mutant is very

easily affected by temperature. At low temperatures it is slightly

dominant, so that only actions at stated temperatures can be com-

pared. This fact indicates to the physiological geneticist special thresh-

old conditions for the ci action. In agreement with this a number of

isoalleles were found, multiple alleles which act at normal tempera-

tures above the threshold in heterozygous condition, but show their

different actions—some always above the threshold, some nearer to

the threshold value—in temperature experiments and different com-

pounds. One more fact should be mentioned (to be discussed and

explained in the chapter on dosage). A mutant opposite a deficiency

usually has a more extreme phenotype than the homozygous mutant.
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the so-called exaggeration phenomenon discovered by Mohr (1923a).

With these facts in mind we may study the following enumera-

tion of the phenotypes of diflFerent compounds, in which — stands

for deficiency, R( + ) for a rearrangement near the normal ci locus,

and R(ci) for a rearrangement near the mutant ci locus. Only hap-

loid and diploid combinations are registered, and our interest is

centered upon the position effect (Dubinin effect), not the problem

of genie action as such.

normal at 25°

slightly ci at 18°

at 14° more abnormal than +"'/"

slightly ci

normal at 25°, slightly ci at 14°

ci effect

more extreme ci effect

normal (at 25°)

normal

normal, but R(2)+/R(2)-|- is like ci/ci

ci effect, sometimes intermediate between ci/ci and -}-,

sometimes more extreme than ci/ci in different rearrange-

ments

little ci effect, varies for different R, but more deficient

sometimes than ci/4-

more extreme ci than ci/ci and R(ci)/— and ci/ —
normal or almost normal

extreme type from 9/ — , less effect than ci/ci

with least ci effect in no. 10/R(-|-), extreme ci type

some similar to ci/ci, some more normal

A comparison of no. 1 with no. 6, and no. 4 with no. 9 shows

what we. may call the typical position effect, not different from other

position effects. No. 10 or nos. 1 and 2 show that the variabihty of

the ci effect around a threshold, both in different temperatures and

with different alleles, applies also to the position effect. However,

there is a great difference when a deficiency is involved. No. 5 shows

the typical exaggeration, whereas the corresponding no. 7 is normal,

meaning that here the position effect has failed to act. But when
the position effect is put with homozygous ci (no. 11), it adds its

action and a more extreme action results. The normality of the

homozygous rearrangement no. 8 is the greatest difference from a

standard position effect. The combination no. 13 is working in the

same direction and does not show the exaggeration effect; actually it

A. Without R
1. ci/-|-"
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is more normal, in agreement with nos. 7 and 8. Nevertheless, in no.

14 the increase of the ci eflFect goes again in the opposite direction.

Our question is whether in view of these (at first sight) rather

strange facts (which Stern explains by general ideas concerning the

action of the gene, to which we shall return), the Dubinin effect is

a special kind of position effect. We saw that this assumption is

partly caused by semantics: instead of saying that a break near the

normal ci locus makes it act like the recessive mutant, it is described

as the break making the opposite ci act as a dominant. On the other

hand, there is a real diflFerence from ordinary position effects, which

is clearly visible in the details of action just tabulated.

The confusing results are, however, understandable if we realize

the special feature of the case and forget about misleading termi-

nology like "the position effect stretches to the gene." The decisive

fact, as already emphasized above, is that in the Dubinin effect we
have the following arrangement in the translocation of the right arm

of the fourth chromosome, say to the X-chromosome: X euchrom.

—

break—4 heterochrom.—ci locus.

We discussed the fact previously that a position effect based

upon a break in chromocentric heterochromatin is weaker and there-

fore, under proper threshold conditions, results in the mottling effect,

which is rather sensitive to temperature, extra heterochromatin, and

so on. We therefore expect a weak position effect for the break R ( +

)

in the rearrangement above. In the present case, the absence of a

piece of vein, variegation or lack of it cannot be distinguished.

Hence we expect for R( + )/+ a plus-minus normal condition and,

with sufficient weakening of the effect, the same for R(4-)/R( + ).

This is actually found (nos. 6 and 8) in the foregoing enumeration.

However, one rearrangement, R(2)+ acts, when homozygous, like

a standard position effect (deficient venation), showing an expected

range of seriation for the weakening of the position effect from a

complete one to almost nil. The next test is the break opposite a

deficiency, R( + )/— . According to no. 6 and the fact of the exaggera-

tion effect in ci/— , we expect a little less normality. No. 7 does not

show this. Obviously, the shfft is still below the threshold for the

ci phenotype. But no. 13 shows it in action, when a little weaker

allele is involved. Now we come to the most interesting combinations:

ci/-|- is normal, but with some isoalleles and in low temperature may
be slightly abnormal. What is expected for R(ci)/+? If we use the

definition of the position effect that a locus near the break is made
to act as if mutated, the already mutated locus should not be in-
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fluenced much by the break of weak action, and therefore ci/+

and R(ci)/+ should be essentially alike, though a little higher effect

of the latter might be observable. Nos, 1, 2, and 10 show this to be

true. Therefore, R( + )/— and R(ci)/— should also be alike, which is

true, as nos. 7 and 12 show. In R(ci)/ci the small shifting effect of

the break might have a better chance of becoming visible, and a

phenotype more extreme than ci/ci could result, which actually

occurs (no. 11). R(ci)/R( + ) should be ci; if R(+) acts as much
below ci as R(ci) does above, the effect should resemble ci/ci, and

ff R( + ) is above that level the effect should be beyond that of ci/ci.

The latter is the case (no. 14). Only one combination remains, which

at first sight does not fit at all, no. 12, R(ci)/— . If the break near the

mutated ci adds to the ci action (like producing a more extreme

allele) R(ci)/— should be still more extreme than ci/— with the

exaggeration effect, but it is almost normal. It would be almost hope-

less to explain this result by the same theory as the others were it

not for the fact that Stern (1948) found that R(ci) may have a

break to the right of the ci locus; that is, the piece of heterochromatin

with the break is not involved. Here it is not the Dubinin effect that

is expected but a standard position effect. This may lead to a still

more extreme ci effect, or may not influence the already present ci

effect of one mutant locus, or may exercise a dominant position

effect, that is, ci with R acting like +. The situation would be similar

to that studied by Oliver and Green (see 1 S C c bb). This appar-

ently aberrant result would have to be separated clearly from the

real Dubinin effect, which involves the heterochromatic section left

of ci. This is the weakest point in our entire analysis, (We shall re-

turn to these problems in the chapter on dosage.)

dd. Position effect and point mutation

As the foregoing chapters on position effect have indicated,

there is no difference between position effect and point mutation

except that in point mutation no chromosomal rearrangement can be

made visible with the means available at present. The obvious con-

clusion is that point mutations are rearrangements at the submicro-

scopic level. What this means for the theory of the gene will be

discussed later. In this chapter a number of specific facts will be

assembled which point in the same direction.

aaa. Deficiencies and Minutes.—For a long time geneticists (e,g.,

Muller, Stadler) were impressed by the fact that in radiation-induced

mutation no clear line of demarcation could be drawn between point
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mutants and rearrangements. With Muller's method of measuring

mutation rate by sex-Unked lethals (in Drosophila), these lethals

were treated as one class, just mutations, though it was clear that

they included gross rearrangements, more or less small deficiencies,

and point mutation. This suggested that point mutations may, after

all, be invisible rearrangements and deficiencies. The deficiencies

were considered as actual absences of a gene (Stadler), while other

rearrangements must have been position effects (Muller, Gold-

schmidt). Meanwhile it turned out, as we saw, that deficiency breaks

also may produce position effects so that all rearrangements can be

treated alike. The conclusions from such facts differed: either they

were considered within the theory of the gene (e.g., Stadler's de-

ficiencies in maize); or they gave rise to speculation on whether the

gene is not a more complex structure with subunits (Muller); or

whether the concept of the gene should not be replaced by that of

a definite order of parts, the change of which produces the mutation

and position effect (Goldschmidt).

The facts underlying such conclusions are very diversified and

are derived from different types of experimentation. As a first type,

comparable to the analysis of sex-linked lethals, we may mention

the Minutes (see I 2 C d dd), that group of possibly heterochromatic

dominant mutants scattered over all chromosomes and having similar

effects (see Brehme, 1939, 1941). Many of these have been found

cytologically to be deficiencies of different size, but many show

normal salivary structure. It is hard to believe that this could be

a genuine difference. Either we must assume that the deficiencies

have nothing to do with the M effect and accompany it only by

chance, which is very improbable, or we must assume that the

Minutes with normal chromosomes actually are based upon deficien-

cies below the level of a salivary band. The latter assumption seems

to be the logical conclusion.

In the same category belongs another remarkable fact. The
dominant Notch is considered a deficiency for the facet and split

loci in the X-chromosome, and frequently a number of nearby loci

are included in the deficiency. For many of the numerous N alleles,

deficiencies of different length have been demonstrated in the salivary

chromosomes. Gottschewski (1937) first found a Notch genetically

deficient for a number of loci but with a completely normal chromo-

some cytologically. Demerec (1941o) and Barigozzi (1942) have

since added a number of similar cases. All these authors agree that

in these cases the normal genes had not been deleted but inactivated.
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This is hardly an explanation but rather a circumscription of the

facts arising from the embarrassing realization that the theory of

the gene does not seem to work here.

Another explanation, which is used by Lefevre, Jr., Ratty, and

Hanks (1953) in a very important study of the N phenomenon, is

the assumption of invisible submicroscopic deletions. If the deficiency

effect, in spite of normal salivaries, were found for only one locus,

we could agree. But if a number of loci over a considerable stretch

of the chromosome show the haploid effect, a whole string of simul-

taneous submicroscopic deletions would be required, which is rather

improbable. We know only the following situations in which a reces-

sive mutant locus produces its effect in a single dose: (1) when it is

hemizygous, that is, opposite a deficiency or in the X-chromosome of

the hemizygous sex (a/—); (2) when powerful dominance enhancers

have been selected or introduced by crossing (A/a + D.E.); (3) when
the mutant locus is opposite a rearrangement with position effect

(a/R(-f-)). The first two are excluded in the present case. The only

explanation based upon known facts is that the Notch chromosome

contains a rearrangement with a position effect of varying power,

affecting one or more loci near the break: since no rearrangement is

visible (though N position effects via visible rearrangements are

known), we must conclude that here the Notch effect is produced by

an invisible rearrangement of a type which affects a considerable

stretch of the chromosome.

bbb. Stickiness and mutators.—A very different group of facts

is also very suggestive. Beadle (1932) found mutants in maize which

affect details of synapsis and chromosome behavior. One of them

makes the chromosome sticky and results in special configurations

in meiosis. In such a sticky line a great increase in both rearrange-

ments and point mutations was found. It is easy to understand the

increase in rearrangements, as stickiness should produce breaks dur-

ing the synaptic movements and otherwise. However, the increase

in point mutations makes sense only when these are unrecognizable

rearrangements, since it could hardly be assumed that stickiness pulls

out some side chain from a gene molecule. I have stressed this point

repeatedly in former discussions of the subject. It seems that Resende

(1945) has independently come to a similar conclusion. He calls

it chromosomic agglutination, which he studied in many materials

(see Pinto-Lopes and Resende, 1949). His opinion is that rearrange-

ments occur only when two chromosomes happen to be near each

other and when the kalymma is depolymerized, thus removing the
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protection from the chromonema. I cannot find any explanation of

how this would lead to point mutation, or a statement that point

mutations are submicroscopic rearrangements,

I consider as an example of the same or similar type a finding

of Sturtevant (1939), who, after crossing two Drosophila species,

found a large increase of both rearrangements and point mutations.

These species have rather different intimate structures of the salivary

chromosomes, and in the hybrid synapsis is correspondingly upset.

It is not diflBcult to visualize that these tensions produce chromosome
breaks and rearrangements mechanically, just as stickiness does. If

the rate of point mutation also increases simultaneously, the same
conclusion is in order: they are invisible rearrangements.

I am inclined to look in the same way at another group of

facts, the so-called mutator effects, which are very difficult to explain

otherwise. It is known that different strains of Drosophila have

different tendencies to mutate. Sometimes an unusually high muta-

tion rate is found, based upon a genetic condition in a chromosome
which has been described as a mutator gene (Demerec, 1937; Neel,

1942&; Ives, 1949). We may distinguish three types. The first is the

typical mutator effect. The second is a rather rare occurrence which

thus far cannot be further analyzed and is, therefore, simply dis-

counted by many geneticists, but there is no doubt of its authenticity.

In all the observed cases ( Goldschmidt, 1929fo, 1939; Plough and

Holthausen, 1937; for details see Goldschmidt, 1939) a kind of mass

mutation occurred, producing suddenly in an otherwise normal line

large numbers of highly diversified mutants. If such an event could

once be analyzed properly, after early recognition, important results

might be expected. The third type is also of the mass mutation type,

with the addition that it seems that a mutator locus can be located

(Mampell, 1945, 1946). Furthermore, in one of these latter events

most of the mutants were Minutes, known to be, as a rule, deficiencies

(see 12 C d dd).

I think that these three groups of facts are all based upon the

same thing. The mutator is a "sticky" section in a chromosome, which

adheres variously to other chromosomes with the result that pieces

are pulled out or breaks produced which result in any known type

of mutation. Mampell's specific mutator action producing Minutes

strongly points in this direction. It is to be hoped that an analyzable

case may crop up or a method be found to produce it experimentally.

I once beheved (Goldschmidt, 1929fo) that temperature shocks were

such a method, but this turned out to be unproved (Goldschmidt,
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1939). I still think it possible that it was not a real error but a rare

eflFect working only when some previous condition was present in

some chromosome.

At this point attention should be drawn to a little explored field.

A number of records at hand, none of them studied very thoroughly,

indicate that a causal relation between simultaneous or consecutive

different steps of mutation may exist. Skovstedt (1943) has described

such a situation in Nadsonia, and I have found vesy suggestive

evidence in Drosophila ( Goldschmidt, 1947). In both it appeared that

the occurring of one mutation increased the probability of another

occurring. In Drosophila cases have been described in which two

mutations in di£Ferent chromosomes appeared repeatedly together.

Though a completely convincing analysis is lacking, the observations

should be kept in mind as possible examples of the mutator type,

better proof of which may be found one day.

However, there is available in maize very good cytological in-

formation (McClintock, 1941-1951; see 1951), which shows how a

chromosome breakage without rearrangement of the usual type can

produce other chromosomal changes; we might call this a mutator

action. McClintock found what she calls the breakage-fusion-bridge

cycle. There are two types of it. One is called the chromatid type of

the cycle. It is found when a chromosome with a newly broken end

enters the telophase of meiosis. Fusion occurs between two sister

chromatids at the position of previous anaphase breakage, resulting

in bridge formation in the next anaphase. This may continue over

many mitotic cycles. If, however, a chromosome with a newly broken

end is introduced into the zygote by each gametic nucleus, the broken

ends of the two chromosomes—not chromatids—may fuse. This estab-

lishes a dicentric chromosome and a diflFerent type of breakage-fusion-

bridge cycle is initiated. In the telophase nuclei the fusions now occur

between the broken ends of chromosomes. The important point for

the present discussion is that this cycle may initiate breakage events

in other chromosomes and also the origin of mutable loci. In the

terminology used before, this breakage cycle acts as a mutator. (We
shall discuss these facts in more detail in the next section.)

ccc. Mutable loci in maize.—The most complete and interesting

contribution to the present discussion comes from McClintock's work

on mutable loci in maize (see 1951). It shows that maize, the most

favorable genetic material in plants, second only to Drosophila,

supplies the same type of information on position effect; hence we
can no longer doubt that it is a general phenomenon. Simultaneously,
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it concurs with the material presented up to now in proving the

identity of position effect and point mutation, the topic of the

present discussion.

Mutable or unstable genes have been known for a long time, and

there is an extensive literature on the subject for plants (Emerson,

Stadler, Rhoades, Ernst, Demerec, Imai), but rarely have cases been

reported in animals. The one example in Drosophila, studied by

Demerec (1941^), cannot be interpreted with certainty, I have shown

( Goldschmidt, 1943 ) that facts very closely paralleling those described

by Demerec may be based upon special genetic situations combined

with special morphological conditions. For the time being, the exist-

ence of the phenomenon in animals cannot be regarded as demon-

strated beyond a doubt, and it will be very difficult to prove it finally.

The prototype of the phenomenon is found in pericarp color in maize,

which frequently shows variegation. Emerson showed (1914ff.) that

this variegation is based upon "mutation" from a colorless allele to a

dominant colored one, taking place in somatic cells at definite places

and times of development, and leading to colored spots. Their number

and size give information about frequency, place, and time of these

"mutations." If a colored spot engulfs sex cells (or their precursors) it

can be proved that mutation is involved, or seems to be involved.

(The latter fact puts Drosophila at a disadvantage. The assertion

cannot be made that a mosaic spot on a wing engulfs the sex cells,

for they are completely removed from the soma from the beginning of

development. This is one reason why Demerec's interpretation had to

be regarded with caution. ) It is strange that "color mutations" always

occur in the direction from recessive to dominant, also with inter-

mediate alleles. Very few occurrences in the opposite direction have

been described. This unexpected behavior, that is, not expected on the

basis of our knowledge of mutation in maize, indicates some special

feature.

Older authors like Correns assumed that these ever-sporting or

mutable loci were "sick genes" and could not throw light upon

genuine mutation, a notion which I accepted for some time but which

can no longer be held, since a much better solution is available now.

The link with our present discussion was forged by Rhoades' (1938)

discovery that in a special line of Mexican maize a dominant locus

Dt in the ninth chromosome exists in the presence of which the color

locus aa in the third chromosome—no anthocyanin pigment

—

"mutates" after the fashion of unstable loci to its higher alleles; and

only this one locus does it. Again it could be shown that the effect is
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inherited. Dt then acts exactly like a mutator, confined to a single

locus. No rearrangements could be detected, but the Dt locus is near

or within the end knob, which possibly is heterochromatic. Of course,

rearrangements in maize must be, as we emphasized earlier, minimally

of ten times the order of magnitude as in Drosophila salivary chro-

mosomes in order to be detectable. In this and all other comparable

cases the facts did not lead beyond these statements, based upon

Rhoades' work.

It stands to reason that, in spite of the special features mentioned,

these somatic mutations are genetically not different from standard

mutations. Demerec expressed this by saying that we have all ranges

of mutation frequency, rare mutations, frequent ones, very frequent

ones in the cases of mutators studied above, and finally these extreme

frequencies. His statement is certainly formally correct, but only when

we give it a completely different meaning from the one intended. For

Demerec the statement meant that only ordinary gene mutations are

involved, but at different rates. To us it means that mutations are

position effects, since the proof has been provided by McClintock

that "mutable genes" are a special type of position effect caused by

frequent rearrangements.

At this point, therefore, McChntock's work (see 1951) on similar

phenomena is applicable to the present problem. It is very difficult to

understand in its original terminology, which was chosen before the

real meaning came to light. We shall present it so that the relation

to the work on position effect in Drosophila is made clear by the use

of the Drosophila terminology also for McClintock's work. We re-

member that the chromosomal breakage-fusion-bridge cycle in maize

induced the rearrangements in other chromosomes. It also accounts

for the origin of new mutable loci of the type discussed for the earlier

maize work. This means that in plants which were the seff-pollinated

progeny of those which, in early development, had undergone that

breakage cycle, a "burst" of new mutable loci appeared. It may help

us to understand the complicated facts if we say that this breakage

cycle (i.e., basically, the breakage) acts as a primary mutator.

The next fact is that, in the unstable line derived from the parents

with "mutator," a break at a definite point of the chromosome appears

with definite frequencies and at definite times, a break which we may
call a secondary mutator. This break, obviously one of the direct

actions of the primary mutator (as defined above, i.e., a consequence

of the chromosomal abnormalities of the fusion-bridge cycle), is un-

fortunately described as a dominant locus, which then behaves hke
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the power behind a mutable locus. This terminology is rather con-

fusing, and could have been avoided if the facts from Drosophila

genetics had been used for orientation. Ds (dissociation), the so-

called dominant, actually means nothing but the presence of a break

at one definite point during the mitotic cycle, caused originally by the

fusion-bridge cycle. However, it is important that the way in which
the Ds break appeared, permitting its ultimate effects to be described

in terms of a mutable locus, led to the conclusion that all "mutable

loci" (in the usual sense) may be somehow associated with structural

alterations.

The break Ds was shown to be connected with an array of re-

arrangements all of which had the Ds break in common and could be

treated as a series of different alleles. This means that the occurrence

of the Ds break gives rise to translocations, deficiencies, inversions,

ring chromosomes, dicentric and acentric fragments always with one

breakage point at Ds. The primary break (the fusion-bridge cycle,

here called the primary mutator) causes, in the course of the mitotic

cycles of the next generation, the different multiple allelic Ds breaks

at different times and places during development, which we termed

the secondary mutator in order to clarify the description, since it is

the cause of what appears as somatic mutation. So far, these are

purely cytological facts.

In further studies a kernel was occasionally found in which the

Ds break was located not at the standard locus but in a new position

in the short arm of the ninth chromosome, between any of a half-

dozen known loci, as determined both cytologically and genetically.

Sometimes a break in another chromosome was found which also was

called a Ds break. These new locations of the Ds break are clearly

the consequence of further rearrangements. In McChntock's original

terminology, Ds is a dominant mutant which changes place in the

chromosome, jumps around, and causes somatic mutation wherever it

goes. With the knowledge of the details now available, it is better to

forget the older terminology and to express the facts, as done here, in

terms of different rearrangement breaks at the first locus found or any

other locus. Thus it is shown that the primary cause (f-b cycle, primary

mutator) leads to secondary rearrangements with breaks at different

loci; those in the left end of the second chromosome (the secondary

mutator) have been studied most because of the available visible

markers. If a Ds break is present in one chromosome together with

dominant markers and only recessive loci without a break in the

homologue, the break will often result in the loss of an acentric frag-
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ment containing the dominants. Therefore, a spot with the recessive

characters will become visible as a variegation; the size, type, and

extent will depend upon the time of the event and the location of the

break. This explains the otherwise rare, recessive "mutable gene"

effect.

An additional feature necessary for the production of the Ds
breaks is the presence of a dominant Ac, controlling the time of

incidence of the breaks in proportion to the doses of Ac present. Ac
cannot be localized, for it seems to occupy many different points of

different chromosomes. It also shows different alleles and in a general

way acts like Ds; but the Ds break and its variants and effects usually

do not occur in the absence of Ac. This is so far the least clear feature

in the whole situation. (What Ac may mean will be indicated at the

end of the next paragraph and in the following interpretation.)

The next important fact is that of a transposition of the Ds break

next to the locus for color C (one of the "Ds jumps"). This locus

behaves now (in the presence of Ac) as if C were mutated to c, and

this, of course, is the typical position effect of a rearrangement break

near a normal + locus as in Drosophila. The additional proof, possible

in Drosophila only in a few rare instances, namely, in restoration to

normal when the adjacent break is removed, was supplied in this case.

The new fact is that this position effect, that is, no pigment in the

presence of the break, assumes the character of a mutable locus.

(Therefore, we compared the Ds break with a secondary mutator.)

This means that it frequently reverts in some cells to normal or stages

in between, which leads to variegation, the external sign of "mutable

genes." It is at once clear that this phenomenon is similar in pheno-

typic effect to the mottled position effect in Drosophila (see I 2 C d

bb ) . But whereas the latter had to be explained as a variable thresh-

old effect of the position effect, McClintock considers the variegation

in maize to be dependent on a reversal, a removal of the Ds break.

The type of resulting variegation serves to supply further information.

I wonder whether a reversal is really involved, or whether this is only

a hypothesis. If the latter, the alternative would be a threshold effect

as in Drosophila. If this is true, the role of Ac would become clear: it

would control the threshold conditions.

Subsequently, exactly the same features were shown for other

loci, giving position effect of the variegated type if next to the Ds

break in presence of Ac. One is Bronze (Bz), another Sh (normal

versus shrunken endosperm). However, some "mutable loci" arose in

other experiments which did not require Ac for their action (meaning
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unknown). Again a locus began acting as its recessive and afterward

produced variegation toward the normal type with irregular changes

in both directions. This was found for luteus (chlorophyll color) and

the A locus (color of aleurone and anthocyanin pigments), the latter

originating in a line which already contained the former.

In different position effects at the same locus a considerable

variation of the variegation effect was found, for example, in the

Waxy effect. Some needed Ac and others did not; some produced

definite grades of the effect ("alleles") or varying grades. Compared
with Drosophila variegation, this means that the details of variegation

(i.e., the conditioning of the effect by external or genetic conditions

acting upon the thresholds) are, in this case, affected by the different

kinds of rearrangement which produce the position effect (perhaps

the second break; see Raffel and MuUer). This presupposes that our

assumption is true that no reversal of the Ds break occurs but that

threshold conditions underlie the results.

These are some of the most important facts found by McClintock,

omitting innumerable confusing details and describing the facts not

in McClintock's language but in terms that make it possible to com-

pare the results with the Drosophila work on position effect. Certainly

not everything is perfectly clear and understandable. Much is obscured

by the use of the original terminology (which we have tried to avoid

as far as possible), which designates the appearance of variegation as

mutation and its grades as alleles. Our present analysis is concerned

with the question whether any information on the nature of mutation

may be deduced from the study of so-called mutable loci. This

question presupposes that the "mutable loci" actually produce mutants.

McClintock's work, analyzed from the point of view derived from the

work on position effect in Drosophila, seems to me to reveal the

following situation (my interpretation only partly coincides with that

of McClintock). The fusion-breakage-bridge cycle corresponds to a

spontaneous or induced rearrangement within a chromosome (
primary

mutator). The presence of this produces further rearrangements

(secondary mutator). One of them takes place in the heterochromatin

( called the Ac condition ) , but it is not known what kind of rearrange-

ment this is. The other is a visible break (called the Ds condition).

If this break is located near a known locus, the latter acts as if mutated

to its recessive, which is the standard position effect as found in

Drosophila and is clearly typical also for all studied loci in maize. This

part of the work permits us to say that position effect is a typical and
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general phenomenon and that all the conclusions we drew from it

can be generalized.

The next group of facts shows that the different cases involve

different rearrangement breaks (which was expressed by McClintock

by describing Ds as a jumping locus). It further demonstrates that

with the position effect break constant, the other break may be any-

where, which may lead to special phenotypic differences, just as in

the above-quoted work of Raffel and Muller in Drosophila. (These

different rearrangements and their effects are called by McClintock

the different states of Ds, which again is a very confusing termi-

nology.
)

The activator, Ac, usually is needed for the variegated position

effect to take place, but sometimes it is not required; also, it has

different states in different cases. The Ac effect may be localized at

different points. This suggests that Ac is the other break of the re-

arrangements, located in heterochromatin. It would act upon the

threshold of the Ds position effect, sometimes more, sometimes less, or

not at all, in different rearrangements. We could describe this, in terms

of Drosophila, as a position effect of a heterochromatic break (not

adjacent to the primary position effect break Ds), resembHng the

action of extra heterochromatin upon mottling in Drosophila. If a

strict comparison is made with Drosophila, the Ds effect would require

a moving of heterochromatin near the position effect locus, the pri-

mary cause of the variable threshold for expression of the position

effect. On the other hand, it is also possible that this is merely a case

in which variegation occurs without Ac. When Ac is needed, it could

be that the Ds break is purely euchromatic and therefore produces

only the recessive, complete position effect, while the Ac-heterochro-

matic condition shifts the Ds effect near or below the threshold. As far

as I know, such a situation has not been found in Drosophila. It would

mean, for example, that a typical white position effect became mottled

when something happened to the heterochromatin somewhere else.

Perhaps some of the cubitus interruptus effects recorded previously

could be a comparable situation. If maize had salivary chromosomes,

the secret of the Ac action could be unraveled. All this is so important

that we must discuss it in more detail; the present brief discussion was

intended only to make McClintock's work more understandable and

to fit in with the known features of position effect.

ddd. Mottling in maize and Drosophila.—The end of the last

section contains the gist of the present chapter. We must elaborate it
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further because a proper understanding of the similarities and dif-

ferences between the variegation effects in DrosopJiila and maize is

essential for a derivation of general conclusions upon the theory of

the gene. We shall deal with some of the former statements in dif-

ferent language, and enlarge upon them. In Drosojjhila—assume eye

color as a model for all other cases—variegation is the result of a

rearrangement break which brings block heterochromatin near an

unchanged normal locus. The mutant type (e.g., white eyes) is the

product of a position effect, while the mottled type results from a

weakening of the effect in the presence of heterochromatin together

with a threshold condition for the position effect ( white ) , which is not

passed in all primary pigment cells, because of simple statistical vari-

ation of the action among many similar cells.

It is instructive to see how this effect in Drosophila would have

to be described in the terminology of the work on maize. White eye

would then be a simple mutant w, which became mutable toward

normal W in some cells in the presence of a mutator like Ds in maize,

known to be connected with rearrangements. However, this mutator,

the rearrangement, would not act except in the presence of another

dominant condition (the Ac in maize), which in Drosophila is, of

course, the condition that heterochromatin has been transposed near

the position effect locus. It is obvious that the maize variegation with

all its peculiarities should be understandable in terms of the Dro-

sophila effect, as the position effect of a break upon a known locus and

the weakening of it, in a statistical way, around a threshold by some

property of the rearrangement, which does not necessarily have to do

with heterochromatin. To this is added the variation of the effect

under the influence of other conditions, the type of rearrangement,

and all the things described as states in McClintock's terminology. If

this conclusion applies to all so-called mutable loci, we could answer

our former question of whether or not these are "sick genes," or some

such specific conditions of a "gene," by saying (1) there are no

mutable loci; (2) the loci responsible for the variegation effect are

unchanged normal loci; (3) these loci are located in the neighborhood

of a rearrangement break causing a position effect; (4) this effect is

variable because of some weakening effect of the heterochromatin or

other unknown features. The effect in maize is not necessarily the

same as in Drosophila: it does not require the presence of hetero-

chromatin adjacent to the break. This variability includes change in

both directions: more variegation up to normality, or less down to the

ordinary mutant type.
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Thus the great lines of the work on Drosophila and that on maize

are completely parallel, and the theoretical conclusions about the gene

are the same in both, as reahzed also by McClintock. However, there

is still one very important difficulty. In maize the variegation may

affect the cells of the germinal line which produce normal offspring

as if a mutation of the recessive to the dominant (i.e., a reverse

mutation) had occurred, though this is not always so (Stadler). It

always appeared strange ( Emerson, Rhoades, and others ) that reverse

mutation, which is usually so rare, if it exists at all, would be so

frequent a phenomenon in this case and in the numerous parallel

ones in plants, upon which an extensive literature is available. This

indicated to me in the past that a different interpretation of the maize

variegation would be found one day, an opinion frequently expressed

in the course of years. I think that the new interpretation can be

presented now. Take as example an aleuron color. In the kernels

studied by McClintock, all cells containing the normal C or A locus

were made to act as a recessive by the adjacent rearrangement break.

This effect varied from almost colorless to normally colored under the

influence of internal (genetic) and external conditions. How can

these, if found in the germ line, remain true breeding?

We must first state that the "variation" in the mottling effect and

its counterpart in maize variegation, both caused by weakening of the

position effect, may be one of different grades, demonstrated in

Drosophila by different eye colors between white and red (see Stone

and Griffen), and in maize by different color conditions in the spots,

described by McClintock as allelic effects (what a source of error in

this terminology, in itself correct!). In addition, we may have an

all-or-none effect (either white or red), probably, ff not certainly, de-

pending upon the genetically controlled threshold conditions (see I

3 C c bb; and Goldschmidt, 1950!?). In discussing the relations

between heterochromatin and sex determination, we have drawn

attention to the close parallel between the variegated position effect

and the variegated effect in some organs of intersexual moths ( Gold-

schmidt, 1950b; Seiler, 1949). We pointed out that here a phenotypic

effect ( female or male structure, color, etc. ) is based upon a develop-

mental alternative within the intersex with its disturbed genie balance.

The exact parallel is the position effect, an alternative of action at a

locus, producing either the normal condition or, in the presence of a

break, the mutant type. In those intersexes, two possibilities are given:

either an all-or-none effect occurs, that is, the organ (e.g., wing) of an

intersex is all female or all male; or the all-or-none effect is bound to
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a narrow threshold condition which, with httle variation of the effect,

will make for a mosaic of female and male spots, as explained above.

In the same way the position effect in Drosophila and maize may be

all or none throughout (e.g., normal or mutant type throughout), or

it may be weakened and fluctuate around a threshold of action,

resulting in mosaic Drosophila eyes or maize kernels. We cannot

breed from mosaic spots in insects. But we can in maize, where the

all-or-none type of weakening the position effect ( the apparent return

mutation) leaves the unchanged locus to act normally. This requires

that the control of the threshold action in the cell is also of the all-or-

none type. What this means in genetic terms is difficult to state.

It seems that such an all-or-none setup is present in many of the

maize variegations, and especially those in which entrance into the

germ line was described. If we can explain the constancy in the germ

line, this does not necessarily mean that the same explanation applies

to the somatic spots. It is quite possible that these are based solely

upon the variability of the position effect and that only some cells may
have changed so that they would reproduce their kind in the germ

line. A first type of interpretation would not require this difference; a

second type, the more probable one, would have to assume it. The

first possible explanation is this: the genetic conditions which weaken

the position effect to zero—we may call them modifiers, whatever they

are—may be homozygous and thus counter the position effect for

good. The second one is that in some of the completely colored cells

a new rearrangement may have occurred—after the manner experi-

mentally produced in Drosophila (see I 3 C c cc)—which counteracts

the position effect completely by removing the break to another

position. We have already mentioned that this is probably the ex-

planation for so-called return mutations in Drosophila, and now we
must draw the same conclusion for maize. This conclusion requires

that sometimes germ-line cells from a colored sector reproduce this

condition, but sometimes they breed true to the recessive mutant type.

At this point the danger of being trapped by semantics appears,

which in the interest of clear thinking should be emphasized. If we
call the new rearrangement a mutation ( though not a return mutation,

which it simulates), we may call the locus a mutating one (though

the locus remains unchanged) as far as this one event is concerned,

but it is not a mutating locus so far as threshold conditions alone

produce the effect, as in the standard variegation effect. If the inter-

pretation of the entire group of phenomena is correct, it is better to
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forget about semantics and to drop the notion of the mutable loci

after it has been reduced to nothing but a fagon a parler.

We must return to the work of Rhoades on a mutable locus in

maize in which the decisive fact was the presence of a "factor" Dt
located in or near the heterochromatic knob of the ninth chromosome,

in the presence of which the recessive anthocyanin locus in a diflFerent

chromosome "mutated" after the type of a mutable locus to the

dominant color expression. McClintock compares Rhoades' Dt to Ac
in her work, which seems unavoidable, but Rhoades did not find any

rearrangement near the a locus or the Dt locus. For the evaluation of

these facts in the light of the foregoing discussion, the following

details must be considered. Dt acts specifically only upon the ai

mutant, not on other mutants affecting anthocyanin formation like

d.2, c, or r. We must conclude that just ai must have some peculiarity

which allows this interaction. Now ai, according to Rhoades (1938),

originated once in a line studied by Emerson, and all ai lines are

derived from this mutant. Another occurrence was in the same

Mexican stock in which the Dt condition was found by Rhoades, and

the two ai's cannot be distinguished. I can draw only one conclusion

from these facts: ai is a position effect due to an unseen (thus far)

break near the a locus, and this effect is then comparable to a stand-

ard position effect, as it is for McClintock's Ds effects without Ac. Dt
becomes the heterochromatic condition which changes a standard

position effect of the recessive type like y, sc, and so on, in Drosophila,

into a mottled one.

True, this is not the same heterochromatic effect as in Drosophila,

where a break within adjacent heterochromatin is involved; it is

rather comparable to the effect of extra Y heterochromatin. However,

we have seen, in the necessity of Ac or the lack of it for production

of the effect in maize, that there is a slight difference between the two

materials, which, after all, is to be expected. If these deductions are

correct, and in view of McClintock's results this can hardly be denied,

all the facts fall into line, and the Rhoades' effect also ceases to be

mutation of an unstable locus.

In favor of this conclusion may be cited the extensive experiments

of Stadler (reviewed 1951). In appraising them we face again the

semantic difficulty of terminology. Stadler speaks of mutation from A
to a when the standard mutational effect is involved; further, of

mutation from a to A when in the presence of Dt the mosaic spots

appear; and again of mutation if extracted colored individuals from
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the germ-line mosaics produce colorless individuals. In the light of

our former discussions, these are very different events, as Stadler's

experiments also show. He states that A is a very stable locus in which

he could produce no mutation to a in "fairly extensive trials." (See

I 3 C c bb.) (The split locus in Drosophila behaved similarly, though

rearrangements involving it were produced easily.) We have noted

that ai appeared only twice spontaneously. The A alleles produced by

Dt
—

"Dt-induced mutation"—behave difiPerently. To avoid misunder-

standings, I repeat that these are extracted different A types from

variegation affecting the germ line, which, as explained above, are very

diflFerent from ordinary mutation. Now these alleles "are not strikingly

mutable, but they yield mutations to a at rates comparable to the

mutation rates found in the various R stocks studied. These mutations

have been found in 4 different Ai alleles, each tracing to a separate

Dt induced mutation of a."

Stadler proposes some interpretations of the* fact, one in terms of

subunits in the A gene, another assuming that Dt present in the

derived line may cause mutation from A to a. I am convinced that the

correct explanation must be derived from the assumption that a is a

position ejEect, which works phenotypically in the direction of A -> a;

further, that the colored patches which may enter a next generation

are at least in part based upon subsequent rearrangements, working

phenotypically in the opposite direction, as shown above. Therefore,

the offspring of these derived colored plants will show different kinds

of segregation for these additional position effects, some of which

remove the secondary effect, leaving the primary ai position effect.

Thus all the facts fall in line and, as said before, the mutable locus

disappears completely, while position effect establishes its rule over

this interesting group of facts.

ee. Theory of position effect and genie structure of the chromo-

some

aaa. Breakage and mutant effects.—The facts on position effect

recorded thus far cannot leave any doubt that no distinction can be

made between point mutation and position effect except visibility or

non-visibility in the salivary chromosomes of Drosophila. The con-

clusion seems inevitable that so-called point mutants are rearrange-

ments below the level of microscopic visibility. These invisible

rearrangements may be deficiencies, inversions, duplications. We have

mentioned one-band inversions in the salivaries, which may be rec-

ognized only in rare instances. A similar inversion in maize, that is, on
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a scale at least ten times cruder than in a salivary chromosome,

could never be seen. We mentioned also the substructure of salivary

bands as seen in the electron microscope (I 2 A),

It is quite possible, even probable, that the older view of Stadler

(see 1933) that mutants are deficiencies will turn out to be correct

as far as point mutations are concerned, or at least for many point

mutations. As long as we thought in terms of genes, this view en-

countered great difficulties because of the series of multiple alleles at

one locus, dosage eflFects, and so on. These diflBculties have completely

disappeared, since we know that deficiencies can produce a position

ejffect and that known position efl[ects act as multiple alleles to each

other as well as to point mutations. This identity includes dosage

effects. The meaning of multiple allelism has become completely

independent of the assumption of a corpuscular gene. Furthermore,

the dosage effects do not pose any more difficulties since Stern showed

that R( + ) ci ci acts as if it were ci ci ci; that is, a position effect

substitutes for a mutant in dosage experiments. The most powerful

argument is derived from the homozygous deficiencies. It has been

mentioned that in Drosophila a homozygous deficiency for yellow has

the phenotype yellow, and many other examples were registered.

Recently McCHntock (1951) mentioned again the same behavior for

a large series of loci in maize. Hence it is clear that we are dealing

with a fact which is not isolated. Whereas in these cases no locus or

gene is present, we can only conclude that the change of order of

structure within the chromosome from abcdefg to abcefg is respon-

sible, which can be called a position effect if a position effect is not

an action of a locus near a break but rather the action of a change in

order within the chromosome. If we remember, further, aU that was

said on X-ray and ultraviolet-induced deficiencies and point mutants,

it becomes clear that point mutants are not only position effects of

tiny rearrangements but that, specifically, many or possibly most of

them are tiny deficiencies of chromosome material. However, this

cannot be true where the exaggeration phenomenon is found, which

requires a point mutant different from a deficiency.

Liining
(
I952a,b ) , like others before him, has tried to establish a

difference between radiation-induced "gene mutations" and rearrange-

ments (see also Bonnier and Liining, 1951). He showed that ir-

radiation during spermatogenesis in Drosophila results in different

effects according to whether sperm is used 1-6 days after treatment or

7-10 days after. In the latter, many more breaks were produced

leading to hyperploids and gynandromorphs. When a chromosome
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containing a scute inversion was irradiated, yellow mutants were

produced in the same varying proportions. According to Belgovsky

(1938), these mutants are position effects of small rearrangements.

Nevertheless, other supposed point mutants and lethals did not show

the same proportionality, though they were still more frequent in the

second period, but not as frequent as the breaks. From this evidence

it is concluded that the point mutations must be intragenic and not

intergenic. (Similar results of D'Amata and Gustafsson, 1948, and

Kaplan, 1951, for cereals are quoted, but it would be difficult to

distinguish cytologically in cereals small rearrangements from point

.mutants.) I cannot see that the experiments prove the conclusion. The

yellow "rearrangements" v/ere not checked in salivary chromosomes

and neither were the lethals and putative point mutants, many of

which would probably have turned out to be rearrangements. Even

if the facts should be found, after a check, to be what they are sup-

posed to be, they do not prove the point. If it were certain that

invisible changes were less frequent at a definite chromosomal stage

of irradiation than gross breaks, this might have many reasons, for

example, the smaller size of the breakable material within a band than

between the bands. Many other interpretations of such a type could

be thought out, and there is no reason to assume that the difference of

effect in regard to aging, even if it were more reliably established, has

any bearing at all upon the problem of gene mutation versus invisible

pattern change by breaks (e.g., deficiencies).

bbb. The chromosomal sections of action.—This leads us to

inquire in more detail into the relation between point mutants and

allelic position effects. The results are of the greatest importance for

the theory of the genie material. Demerec (1943) and I, with the

collaboration of Kodani ( Goldschmidt, 1944), independently made
such a study with similar results. Since those of Demerec were based

upon a much larger material, we illustrate them with his diagram

(fig. 11). The salient points are these. The position of the assumed

locus or gene within a given band or group of bands is derived mainly

from the location of deficiencies giving the recessive effects. The map
shows that the position effect (e.g., for yellow and scute) can be

produced by rearrangement breaks at very different locations to the

right and left of the assumed locus. For the yellow effect, breaks

within a section of about six bands are responsible; for the scute effect

the section is composed of five bands; about seven for the white

effect; about five for Notch; and four for Cut. But, as figure 11 shows,

these regions were considerably extended when the rearrangement
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brought heterochromatin to the neighborhood of the section of

position effect. Here the position effects were produced by breaks

even more than twenty-five bands distant. (Still more extreme actions

were found for the Notch effect. ) In the euchromatic case, sections of

the chromosome are delineated containing about half a dozen

bands within which the assumed locus of the "gene" is located and

within which any rearrangement break produces the position effect

(though in some cases certain points of breakage seem to be preferred

as agents of position effect). Another very remarkable feature is that

these sections may overlap, as can be seen in yellow-scute, white-

Notch, Notch-diminutive. Hence a break at the same point may
produce either effect. We do not know what this means, but we may
think of an influence of the location of the second break.

What do these facts mean in terms of the theory of the genetic

material? Let us first consider the normal locus, the location of which

is established by the deficiency test. Can this test still be regarded as

valid? I do not believe so. Since we know that many homozygous

deficiencies produce the mutant effect, without any locus existing,

since we know further that deficiencies located at different points

( Sutton ) can give the same deficiency effects, the localizing of a point

mutant by the deficiency test has become obsolete. If, as it has

happened, three distinguished researchers (Demerec, Muller, and

Prokofyeva; see Muller and Prokofyeva, 1935) find the same locus in

completely different bands, using the deficiency method, this is no

longer a cause for quarreling, because we know that both may be

right. This does not mean that there are two loci; it means that the

concept of the locus in its strict form is wrong and with it that of the

gene. What has actually been proved by all these facts is that chro-

mosomal segments exist, probably of different lengths, which may vary

from two to many salivary bands, within which any change of order

of the elements by removal of parts (deficiency) or rearrangement

(duplication, inversion, translocation) produces approximately the

same phenotypical effect; and that all these rearrangement effects

behave as multiple alleles. There is no normal locus within a segment

and no point mutation of such a locus; an invisible rearrangement is

prone to be localized in or next to any band of a segment. This

conclusion, which tallies with all the facts analyzed in former chapters,

is, in my opinion, unavoidable, though I realize how difficult it is for

classic genetics to free itself of ingrained notions which have served

so well. It is easily realized that this new point of view may be for-

gotten when dealing with elementary genetics, which can be described
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in terms of genes and their mutations, as long as we do not inquire

into what a gene is and what a mutation is. The important point is

that there is no individual locus and no gene which mutates, but a

segment of a chromosome which is rather large in molecular terms,

which has an orderly, internal structure of a definite sequence (i.e.,

polarized), and which may even overlap the next one; and that any

happening within such a segment which changes this sequence visibly

or invisibly appears as a mutant, all of which are allelic. If anybody

would now call these segments the genes, in order to save the gene

concept, the device would be pure semantics, for nothing is left of

the classic gene and its mutation.

Sturtevant once said that anybody who holds such views does not

know what a gene is. What he probably meant was that a gene is a

chromosome section between two crossover breaks, and by that

definition he assumes he is in possession of the secret of what a gene

is. Such dicta ex cathedra touch only the semantics of the case and

leave the problems where they were.

The definition of position effect which we had to use thus far in a

descriptive way, in terms of action of a locus near a break, now
becomes obsolete. The position effect is, like mutation, the effect of a

change in the serial order of the structural elements of a section of a

chromosome. The diagram illustrates some of the possibihties.
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efiFects or apparent point mutants were well-defined morphological

structures. This can be true only to a certain extent, namely, as far as

the Hmits of the segments can be made visible. However, there are

two phenomena which require a less morphological definition of the

segments. The first is the overlapping of neighboring segments, as

described above. If a break between bands a and b and between b

and c may produce the phenotypes of the segments to the right of c

as well as to the left of b (see fig. 11 for yellow and scute), it cannot

be the morphological segment which counts, but a field-Hke function

of the segment which under certain conditions—probably the residual

heredity and (or) features of the heterochromatin—reaches from its

center in the segment to different distances. The understanding of the

meaning of this requires the reaHzation that there is no gene or locus

within the segment, but only a definite polarized order on a molecular

level which functions or is disturbed in its function (mutation and

position effect) by a change in the structural sequence. If this function

has the character of a field, it may change in range under proper con-

ditions. A similar interpretation is hardly avoidable in the case of

the position effect of heterochromatic breaks which act upon a

series of sections to a considerable distance. The description of these

facts in terms of genes, namely, an action of adjacent heterochroma-

tin upon genes far away, provides no insight and is devoid of mean-

ing. Obviously, the phenomenon belongs in the same category as

the overlapping effect. Described in the same terms, it would mean

that the change in order, substituting heterochromatin for a more

or less distant euchromatic sector, stretches the fields of many ad-

jacent sections way down to the break. We could call this an extreme

type of overlapping. Such an effect is not so unexpected if we re-

member that heterochromatic changes (e.g., extra Y-chromosomes

)

can have a considerable influence upon many genetic actions (see I 2

C d ee). Distance actions within and between chromosomes are be-

coming better known and will in time contribute to a more definite

theory of all these effects, especially when studied without reference

to the classic gene. We mention only one: the rather mysterious

effect of inversions in one chromosome upon crossing over in an-

other (see Schultz and Redfield, 1951), an effect which is aheady

being used as a standard experimental method ( Lewis, 1952 )

.

The time has not yet come to endow these discussions of the

chromosomal sections and the field-like type of their action with

a more definite biochemical meaning. But it should at least be men-

tioned that ideas have been proposed by others, quite apart from
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the facts and interpretations taken from my former work (reviewed

1951) and just presented, which might be considered as putting out

feelers in the same direction, so far as they replace the concept of

mutation and (or) position effect as a chemical change by one

involving patterns and features of a field. Let me quote from a

general paper by a plant physiologist, who probably never had a

chance to hear of the facts and ideas just presented (Mothes, 1952).

After discussing the proteins as possible hereditary material, he

continues ( in translation )

:

"One may safely say that the often mentioned, to all purposes

infinite number of chemical combinations of about 20 amino acids

possible in the formation of giant protein molecules receives its

importance only from this : namely, the chance that by diverse folding,

packing, spiralizing certain active groups may come to the outside of

the molecule and become active while others remain hidden inside,

as a kind of reserve which tomorrow in a new step of nature may
suddenly become exposed and thus endow the whole with new
properties. What we call a gene mutation does not necessarily con-

sist in a great change of chemical nature. It may just as well be a

change in pattern, which brings into action already present but thus

far hidden parts and thus produces new combinations and neighbor-

hoods of active groups and new electric fields."

A second quotation of a similar character may be inserted here,

a statement by a cell physiologist and biochemist. In discussing the

problem of whether DNA may be considered as the genie material,

Mazia (1952) writes: "The 'physical basis of heredity' is something

in the chromosome which may or may not be DNA, but which follows

DNA for all the practical purposes of cytogenetics. We cannot be

sure that the question 'what is the genetic constituent of the chromo-

some?' is a meaningful one. The structure of the chromosome as a

whole is so astonishingly reproducible that the skillful cytologist can

always recognize a given one and, indeed, likes to give it a name
or number. It is well known that rearrangements even at the micro-

scopic level have hereditary consequences, and some have gone so

far as to contend that the genetic unit should be the whole chromo-

some. The regularities of chromosome structure may reflect regu-

larities of intermolecular relationships so decisive that it may prove

to be misleading in terms of molecules at all. We have seen in a

previous section how little is known of the intermolecular associa-

tions in the nucleus. The fractions that we isolate may be extremely

artificial entities, telling us a little about the weak points in the
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fabric but nothing about the associations as they actually function."

I expressed the latter point in genetical terms by saying that the

mutant locus is a reality, but not the normal gene. It may be added

that the recent experiments of Mazia (I 2 B a), which may lead to

a better understanding of the supermolecular associations in the

chromosome, will hardly change the situation described in the quo-

tation.

Some of the ideas presented, or rather hinted at, by Watson and

Crick in discussing their new model of nucleic acid structure are

relevant at this point in our discussion. We quoted their statement

(I 2 B b bb) that the different possibilities for attachment of the

purine-pyrimidine rings to the molecular axis spell out the code for

different genie action. The idea, ff I understand their hint correctly, is

that the innumerable possibilities of permutation within a polymerized

molecule in regard to the many different monomeres possible, as well

as to the presence of different sets of the flat rings, may have different

genetic effects (assuming DNA to be the genetic material; but it

would not be diflBcult to transfer the same idea to the protein if DNA
is the template or scaffolding). It seems that Watson and Crick took

the step from the molecular to the chromosomal level rather lightly. If

we think in terms of a gene molecule, and assume it to be one

polymerized DNA, we do not gain much. We should expect innumer-

able possible permutations of the single gene, with very different

actions (the spelled-out code). These do not agree with the genetic

facts, which show only a few (20 or 30 are a few in this connection)

different actions with only small quantitative differences, the multi-

ple alleles. If, however, we could regard the genie part of the chromo-

some as a single giant hypermolecule in which the individual sub-

polymeres (perhaps identical with Mazia's particles?), the parts of

the whole, behave as assumed in regard to molecular permutations,

we could parallel such a structure with the ideas on segments,

patterns, fields, and hierarchy which we have developed. We hope

that the biochemists, who, as a rule, hear only of the classic concept

of the gene, will get acquainted with these newer ideas and see

whether they do not agree more closely with their fact findings.

We have not, thus far, assembled all the theories of position

effect which have been proposed, though some of them were
mentioned. (My former discussions of this subject are found in

Goldschmidt, 1938, 1944, and 1946.) A brief enumeration may suffice:

1. A gene near a chromosomal break mutates. Very few geneti-
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cists would accept this today, though the idea crops up again from

time to time.

2. A gene produces primary products at its locus in the chromo-

some, which react with those of other loci. The first reaction will be

with the neighboring products; if these are changed by the rearrange-

ment which brings different genes into the neighborhood, a different

reaction is produced. More specific is the modification of these

theories used by Stern, partly in explanation of the dosage effects

(Last, 1948; see below). He assumes that the gene has two inde-

pendent attributes: combining power for a substrate, and the effi-

ciency with which the substrate is converted into gene product. The

position effect then is the disadvantage of the gene in the new position

in regard to access to the substrate with consequent decrease in

gene product. In the Dubinin effect, the advantage of the allele in

the normal chromosome comes also into play.

Even if we assume that genie action takes place in this way

(we shall return to this point in the next chapter, when discussing

Pontecorvo's and Lewis' ideas), we do not understand why the effect

is never anything but the typical mutant effect of the assumed gene

and not at times something quite different, though in Stern's formu-

lation a plus-minus effect is assumed. I cannot help feeling that this

is nothing but a pseudochemical circumscription of the phrase "po-

sition of the gene," and we shall see later in the chapter on dosage

that Stem himself has moved away from these notions.

3. Our own interpretation is presented in this chapter and is

based upon replacing the gene by a chromosomal pattern.

4. A completely different theory has been proposed by Ephrussi

and Sutton (1944). After showing that a theory involving chemical

interactions at the surface of the chromosome does not work, they

conclude that one must look for a structural hypothesis. This means

that some change in the physical state of the chromosome must be

involved. Muller (1935i>) had already discussed such a possibility

pointing to the forces of attraction between different chromosomes.

If a similar force should act between different loci, a kind of stress

could be produced by abnormal neighborhoods which would result

in distortions and therefore change of chemical action of the gene.

(We might think of such "distortions" as mentioned in the quotation

frqm Mothes, I S C c ee hhh.) Following these ideas of Muller,

Ephrussi and Sutton argue: Recent work on the myosine molecule

has shown that a fibrous protein exercises an enzymatic property
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when stretched. It is now assumed that the synaptic association of

chromosomes in Diptera leads to a stretching of chromosomal molecu-

lar structure. The presence of a rearrangement may lead, through

changes in the pairing condition, to modifications in the state of

stress in the immediate vicinity of breakage points.

I do not think that a more detailed discussion of this hypothesis

is needed. The paired condition does not exist outside the group of

the Diptera, but position eflFect does. The group of facts presented

in the foregoing pages lends no support to the hypothesis and does

not derive any explanation from it. The former discussion shows that

it is not possible to take position effect as a kind of freakish and

specialized feature which has to be explained away rather than under-

stood. It shows that position effect, mutation, chromosomal structure,

and the theory of the gene are closely intertwined aspects of the

nature of genie material and therefore must be explained as a whole.

Thus I do not think that this theory helps us to understand the facts

as they are known now. However, this type of theory, if separated

from the no longer tenable classic theory of the gene, is of the same

general structure required for our discussion here: it stresses what

may be called field actions within the chromosome, in preference to

chemical changes within a supposed gene molecule.

5. A kind of compromise between the genie and non-genic

theories of position effect has been proposed by Serra ( 1949 ) . We
have mentioned previously that he considers "heterochromatization"

of euchromatin a fact, meaning that heterochromatin is matrix nucleo-

protein which may envelop euchromatin and impede its functions,

thus leading to the mottling effect. The general idea has been criticized

before (I 2 C c). It was pointed out that such views do not take

care of the non-mottled position effect. We have noted also that

Lewis ( 1950 ) considers the two types of effects ( his S and V effects

)

as completely different, a point of view which we refuted. Now
Serra introduces a completely different explanation for the standard

(S) position effect: it is due to the genes being composite and

becoming separated into two parts, which can no longer work

together as a + allele. This means that a gene which is a composite

of subunits breaks up and its parts are relocated at different points,

causing inactivation. Rearrangements cause a sequence of genetic

materials capable of forming a new gene. This has no equivalent

+ allele and now can mutate; that is, a position effect results, which

is no more than another name for an incipient new gene.

Following up these ideas to encompass mutation also, it is
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assumed that the gene is a composite of several blocks, the nemo-
meres. The functioning of the gene takes place in definite steps, a

certain number of levels of functioning, the quantum levels Q (a

kind of oflFspring of my former ideas on gene quantity). There are

Q + 1 levels of activity for each gene, Q being in the order of

magnitude of 3-10, and level being total inactivation. Now the

number of nemomeres is equal to Q (again my old theory of gene

quantities—valencies, and their relation to genie action). The nemo-
meres are joined to each other by relatively weak links, and inter-

genic links are hke intragenic ones. The nemomeres can be activated

and reactivated after inhibition by an all-or-none process. Each gene

has a haptogene specificitj'^ to matrix nucleoproteins and so has the

nemogene, and the haptogene (haptene group synthesized by the

gene) takes part in the formation of catalysts as primary gene action.

Special theories are presented describing how the molecules are

parallel and unfolded in the active gene parts (the haptogene sec-

tions) and arranged without order otherwise. Without going into

further details of the theory of the gene developed here, we realize

that the phenomenon of position effect is no better explained than

by the other discarded theories. We shall return to this again.

ccc. Pseudoallelism and position effect.—We return now to one

of the important features of the position eflFect segments: all changes

at any point of the segments, including rearrangement breaks, de-

ficiencies, invisible point "mutations," produce eflFects which are allelic

to each other. (This, by the way, is what has now become of

Serebovsky and Dubinin's intuitive precursor idea of step-allelo-

morphism; see I 3 C a.) Already there is available a considerable

group of facts that touch upon the problem and the explanation,

as derived above, from a different angle—the facts concerning so-

called pseudoallehsm. Some of the finest analytical work of recent

genetics has gone into the study of the facts in the hands of Lewis,

Stadler, Green and Green, Pontecorvo, Roper, Stormont, Laughnan,

Irwin, and others. Simultaneously, interpretations have been proposed

within the classic theory of the gene, which presently we shall

contrast with our own ( Goldschmidt, 1946Z>, 1952a).

In a general way, the decisive facts are as follows. What had
been known as two or more multiple alleles of one locus turned out

to be separable by very rare crossover breaks (Lewis, 1941, 1945,

1952). A number of similar cases have since been discovered by
Laughnan (1949, 1952a,b), Stephens (1948, 1951fl,b), and others.

What had been assumed to be multiple alleles turned out to be
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separate "genes" with similar but clearly distinguishable effects. In

some cases, each has its own series of multiple alleles. The important

and unexpected fact is that these mutants behave, nevertheless, like

alleles; that is, if one chromosome contains one mutant and the

homologous chromosome the other (the same for three mutants),

an effect like a homozygous mutant is produced. Since it is assumed

that two different "genes" in different position are involved, which,

therefore, should not be allelic, the phenomenon has been called

"position pseudoallelism" (Lewis). In terms of genes, these facts

a + a b
could be written —7- = mutant type by pseudoallelic action, =

normal. Thus strictly adhering to the classic notion, we could also

say (Lewis) that the two genes in the one chromosome have no

effect, but, if located in two chromosomes, they act like alleles.

This was likened to Sturtevant's original description of the position

effect of two Bar alleles in such arrangements, a position effect which

since has found a different explanation, as we have seen. Therefore,

the term position alleles was proposed by Lewis.

It is desirable at this point to realize the logic behind these

conclusions. The fact is that there are two different but adjacent

mutants, different because they can be separated by crossover, and,

in some cases, show shghtly different effects and different series

of multiple alleles. Both are recessive and therefore normal if hetero-

zygous; but their distinction as two loci breaks down when they are

present in a compound and act as alleles. Therefore some special

condition must be present which changes the classic relationship of

allelism. This special condition may mean that the classic concept of

allelism does not suffice. This conclusion is not drawn, but in order

to preserve the classic concept it is assumed that it makes a difference,

here, whether the two genes are located in the same or in different

chromosomes, that is, the old Sturtevant effect for Bar which turned

out to be something quite different.

This leads to a further step in the explanation within the classic

theory: the two genes (or more of them) have originated by tandem

duplication of one. After the dupHcation, one of the duplicates has

assumed a new function (mutated to a new allele), but the old

allelism has been retained, thus becoming pseudoallelism. If this

effect should disappear, we would face the origin of a new gene,

though by definition the new gene would act just like a multiple allele

of the old gene, but without allelism. This would require the change

of the gene, released from the fetters of allelism, into one with
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completely new activity. To me both of these happenings after

duplication (first postulated by Bridges) appear to be rather mystic.

But I realize that some other geneticists have asserted that they

have no difficulty in envisaging this.

We may at once oppose to this our OM'n interpretation of the

facts ( Goldschmidt, 1950c). It appears to be a necessary conse-

quence of the idea, which I regard as proved, of the position efiPect

segments, which we discussed at length. If a crossover break could

occur within such a segment—and there is no reason why it should

not—the described facts of pseudoallelism would be expected. Any

two "point mutants," deficiencies, or rearrangement breaks within a

segment are allelic, and if two of them, called mutants (which, we
know, behave like multiple alleles), are separated by crossing over

we get exactly the situation described for pseudoallelism. No position

alleles are involved, no position effect in the old sense of Sturtevant,

and no pseudoallelism, just ordinary allelism within the new concept

of the genie material.

After this general statement of fundamentals, let us consider

some of the detailed facts. A number of cases have been described

by Lewis (see 1951) which fit exactly into the general description

given for two "pseudoalleles." Such are the mutants Star and asteroid,

Stubble and stubbloid, white and apricot. More remarkable still are

those involving three mutants. There is first the work of Green and

Green (1949) on the lozenge locus. Among many lozenge alleles, all

of which affect the quantity of eye pigment, the eye structure, and

the absence of spermathecae in the female, and all of which behave

as a typical series of multiple alleles, three groups could be shown

to exhibit a small amount of crossing over (resulting in one normal

chromosome and one chromosome with more than one lozenge locus )

.

Thus they behave like individual loci in close proximity, but permit

crossover breaks between the pairs of alleles. Nevertheless, they act

as alleles. This is best realized if combinations with at least one

allele in both chromosomes are compared with those in which one,

two, or three alleles are present in only one chromosome. In a

standard case of Mendelian inheritance, individuals should all be

a+c ab+ abc
normal in these constitutions: —-, ,

;— > or -—;—-• Only the last+b+++c +++
is normal, however; the others show the compound lozenge effect:

a, b, and c behave as pseudoalleles. This disagreement with the

elementary rule of genetics is explained by the assumption that

a, b, and c, if located in different chromosomes ("trans," according
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to Pontecorvo), give a position effect, but not if they are in the same
chromosomes ("cis"). That is, they are position alleles, in Lewis'

terminology. We have stated that this unusual behavior is considered

to be the consequence of a, b, and c being repeats of the same
original gene which acquired somewhat different actions of the order

of multiple alleles but retained their function as alleles, though now
separable by crossover breaks. Therefore, according to one definition

of the gene, a, b, and c constitute different genes. The logic behind

describing this as an effect of position is not quite clear, since alleles

should be located in difiFerent chromosomes. It is based, I assume, on

the original explanation of the Bar case as due to unequal crossing

over of a pair of genes, which has since been explained as the

position effect of a duplication break (see above). My own explana-

tion, which does not need any of these unusual assumptions, has

already been presented. The three (or more yet undiscovered)

separable lozenge loci are part of a chromosomal section in which

every visible or non-visible change produces an allelic effect, as

shown in many instances. Recently, Chovnick and Fox (1953) tried

to obtain more information by studying the antigenic properties of

these lozenge alleles. They found differences but not pseudoallelism

of the different properties. Whatever the reason for this, it is clearly

not a problem of genie structure, as the authors seem to believe, but

of the chemistry of action involved, which we know is somewhat
different for antigenic properties in allelic condition (see blood

groups) from those found in other pairs of alleles, for example, inde-

pendent action of both partners. I think, therefore, that it is an

error to draw conclusions upon the underlying theory from such

facts. At this point in our analysis we shall not discuss possible

chemical explanations, but shall do so later.

Another well-analyzed set of three "pseudoalleles" is Lewis'

(1951) work on the "bithorax" group of mutants, which affect the

metathoracic segment of Drosophila, in the extreme case making the

metathorax resemble a mesothorax. Each of the separated loci has its

specific, multiple allelic type effect, and in addition may itself have

a number of multiple alleles. Further, the pseudoallelic effects of the

compounds—the so-called position allelism—parallel those described

for the lozenge alleles. At the first locus (separable by crossing over

at 58.8 of the third chromosome) three recessive alleles are found;

at the second locus (0.02 unit to the right) a dominant Bx is found;

and at the third locus (0.01 unit to the right), another recessive.

A third case with three members has been found by Roper
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(1950) and Pontecorvo (I952a,b; 1953) for biochemical mutants of

Aspergillus, namely, three adjacent loci afiFecting biotin synthesis ( bi )

.

Again the "position allelism" (to use Lewis' term in a purely descrip-

tive way) was ascertained. A comparable case in Neurospora, afiFect-

ing synthesis of nicotinic acid, has been reported by Bonner (1950).

It would be of great interest to know whether cases of pseudo-

allelism involving more than three units exist. With the rigid methods

available in Drosophila, no such cases have yet been found. Only one

group of facts is known the explanation of which I expect to find

through a larger series, meaning, in my way of looking at it, a

larger chromosomal segment of allelic action. These are the facts

described for blood groups in cattle (see Stormont et ah, 1951;

Irwin, 1951; Stormont, 1950). There are more than thirty distinct

antigenic factors, each behaving as a Mendelian factor toward its

absence. They are arranged in subgroups, some of which are known
in diflFerent combinations while others exist only in definite combina-

tions. For example, the antigenic property called K appears only

with B and G as the complex BGK, while B, G, or BG can exist

separately. The details may be described in different ways: as a

group of closely linked genes, as a set of multiple alleles, or as a

set of "subgenes" of a single locus. Finally, a non-genetic explanation

by multiple reactions of the same antigen is possible. There is a

strong suspicion I think—Irwin has not overlooked this—that pseudo-

alleHsm in Lewis' terminology, with a considerable number of separa-

ble effects, is involved. A proof of the type of the Drosophila cases

is hardly possible; the main obstacles are the numbers needed to

demonstrate crossing over, and the peculiarity of loci producing

antigens, which exhibit not compound effects but separate effects for

each allele.

We turn now in more detail to the interpretation of the group

of facts under discussion. The hypothesis that pseudoallelism—if we
use this now generally accepted term as a brief characterization of

the entire group of facts without accepting the implied meaning

—

is the consequence of duplication of a gene without loss of allelic

action, provided the partners are located in different chromosomes,

is considered to be strengthened by cytological facts. Lewis has

pointed out that in three cases of two "position alleles" the salivary

gland chromosomes show doublets, capsules of two bands of typical

configuration. This is true for white-apricot (see also McKendrick

and Pontecorvo, 1952), Stubble-stubbloid, and Star-asteroid, which

seems to agree with Bridges' notion of repeats. Another case is
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vermilion, according to Green (1954), The details (Lewis, 1952),

however, are not as clear as such a general statement may suggest.

In Stubble-stubbloid there are two bands not forming a capsule and

not completely equal. Still less convincing is the bithorax situation

(fig. 12). Here the section in question shows a doublet (89E1-2)

and the bithorax locus is assumed to be "in the immediate vicinity

of, if not within" this doublet. "The locus of bithoraxoid is most

probably in the adjoining 89E3-4 doublet, although the possibility

that it lies one or two bands to the right of this structure is not

58.2- 58.2 5 8.8 58.8* 58.8- 58.9t

sbd Sb S5 bx Bxl bxd Mc

Fig. 12. Section from middle of right arm of third chromosome of D.
melanogaster showing location of pseudoalleUc series of bithorax (bx), bitho-

raxoid (bxd), and Bithorax dominant (Bxl). (From Lewis, 1951; reproduced by
permission of the author.)

excluded. The two doubles of subdivision 89E are possibly partially

homologous to one another, in the sense that they frequently appear

as one coalesced structure" (Lewis, 1951). The theory of repeats,

it seems to me, should lead us to expect a clear-cut triplet here as

the proper location for the "genes." The foregoing description by

Lewis seems to fit much better the idea of a chromosomal segment

in which whatever happens on a microscopic or submicroscopic level

produces an allelic effect. In the present case, Lewis excluded the

presence of visible rearrangements. He produced, however, by X-ray-

ing, a number of rearrangements with a break left of the region
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just described which showed an extreme bx phenotype as position

effect, as expected within our interpretation.

The question arises now whether some further argument for

one or the other genetic interpretation can be derived from a study

of the different phenotypic effects of the "pseudoalleles." This prob-

lem was first put by Pontecorvo (I952a,b); see also Roper (1950;

and in Pontecorvo, 1952, 1953). We have mentioned that they found

cases resembling those of pseudoallelism in Drosophila in the

mold Aspergillus involving synthesis of biotin and para-aminobenzoic

acid. The experiments were performed upon the hypothesis that

"the action of genes is in some way mediated by corresponding

enzymes, either each gene playing a part in the synthesis of each

enzyme, or on the conditions for the enzyme to act, including struc-

tural organization." Should these enzymes, by acting on a series of

reactions of millimicromolar order, be arranged in proximity to one

another, vestiges of this spatial organization might be reflected in

the corresponding genes. Thus the positive result for two cases of

mutants affecting different steps of synthesis of one substance made
Pontecorvo think (with emphasized caution) that "one of the ways

in which genes are clustered along the chromosomes is that of small

assembly lines of those genes which are involved in successive steps

of the metabolism of a scarce, ephemeral or non-movable intermedi-

ate."

Pontecorvo realizes that the facts may be interpreted in two

different ways (which are those of Lewis and myself), and in his

latest review (1953) draws the following conclusions from his ex-

tensive work with the biotin alleles: "Two explanations at present

seem possible. The first, and less likely, is that the results are con-

validating the working hypothesis which prompted the investigation.

The wild type alleles at the three bi loci would then control different

biochemical reactions, the differences not being detected by the tests

used. The wild type alleles would function normally only when they

were all three on one and the same chromosome. This would be the

case if the intermediates in the reactions, controlled by the wild

type alleles were labile, or nondiffusible, or present in very low

concentration. Thus the unexpected phenotypes would be explained."

The essentials of the second and more plausible hypothesis are that

"the gene as a working unit in physiological action is based on a

chromosome segment larger than either the unit of mutation or

recombination. Mutation at different sites in the biotin gene gives

at least three, and possibly many, mutant alleles, any one of which
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inactivates the gene. In some cases recombination between alleles

will be possible. The phenotype of the double heterozygote in re-

pulsion is then as expected, since, in this diploid, both biotin genes

are inactivated by mutations at different sites. Assembly of all the

normal parts of the gene on a single chromosome is necessary for the

normal functioning of the gene." Needless to say, Pontecorvo does

not use the term "gene" in the classic sense, and thus agrees with

my conclusions at many points.

Recently Green (1954) has studied a new case of pseudoallelism

at the vermilion locus. He finds that the two "genes" respond differently

to the action of specific suppressors; this indicates to him that the

pseudoalleles are really two different genes. This conclusion pre-

supposes that multiple alleles cannot show such different relations

to suppressor action. But I have shown in another case (the svr""*

alleles; Goldschmidt, 1945a) that within an allelic series different

alleles may have different qualities as suppressors. If this is possible,

there is no reason why the reaction to suppressors (as opposed to

reaction of suppressors) should not differ among alleles.

It seems that in microorganisms much additional evidence of

the same type is available. Kaplan (1952) has reviewed a consider-

able series. Besides the mutants in Aspergillus and Neurospora al-

ready cited, he emphasizes the streptomycin-resistant mutants of

Escherischia coli (Demerec et ah, 1949&, 1950fl). It seems that there

is a rather large series of closely associated loci for different degrees of

resistance, concentrated in a small region of the chromosome map.

Kaplan accepts for these facts my interpretation in terms of a

chromosomal segment, which he calls "isophenic segments" as op-

posed to "genes," a term which might be adopted.

In the present discussion we have emphasized cases in which a

chromosomal segment was involved in different steps of chemical

synthesis, though formerly we discussed pseudoalleles which showed

definite morphological effects. It may be added at this point that

cases exist in which it must be supposed that the causes for different

but closely related morphological effects are located within such a

segment. (The facts will be discussed also in a later reference to

chromosome sections.) We have called attention to the work of

Dunn, Gluecksohn-Schoenheimer, and others on tail mutations in the

mouse. A series has been discovered in which the members are all

closely linked, though a crossover analysis is rather difficult. A
lucid discussion of the implications has been presented by Glueck-

sohn-Schoenheimer (1949a) and Gluecksohn-Waelsch (1951). Gener-
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ally speaking, these mutants T, t'^, and Ki affect the notochord-meso-

derm material in development, but at different times and in different

ways. Thus one chromosomal section is concerned in the determina-

tion of one basic feature of development. Actually, many more such

loci are known in the same region of the chromosome and no other

kinds of mutants. Obviously, these facts are of the same order as

the others discussed before, and must be explained in the same way.

In this chapter I have refrained from going into the detailed

hypotheses of pseudoallelic action which attempt to explain it in

terms of genie actions and the primary and secondary substances

produced by such actions. The gist of these ideas, which derive more

or less from Stem's explanation of position effect, is that nearby loci,

originated by duplication, may have assumed consecutive functions

in a series of synthetic steps. Since these theories do not have so

much to do with the nature of the gene, under discussion here, as

with the genie action at the chromosomal site, they will be discussed

in a later chapter. But it might be asserted that the mere possibiHty

of construing such theories is in itself a proof for Lewis' phylogenetic

theory of pseudoallelism. The quotation from Pontecorvo demon-

strates that such a conclusion would be unwarranted. I realize that

some workers may think that those action hypotheses, couched in

biochemical terms, are a necessary part of the phenomenon. Chov-

nick and Fox (1953) express this by saying that it is wrong "to use

phenotypic and physiological observations as a basis for conclusions

regarding transmission phenomena. The practice of operationalism

as defined by Bridgman and used by Wright reconciles the apparent

contradictions between the physiological and transmission aspects of

pseudoallelism."

Whatever this may mean (see also Stadler, 1954; and discussion

in I 3 C), I prefer to look at the problem in general terms of the

theory of the gene and position effect, in order to unify the genetic

and cytogenetic facts without being bound to particular ideas on

genie action. Thus I shall discuss genie action apart from the pres-

ent topic. The discussion confirms my opinion that the explana-

tions for the entire group of facts in terms of the classic gene require

special assumptions for every part of the phenomenon—for the

similarity but also the diversity of the individual alleles, for their

different actions whether in the same or different chromosomes. My
interpretation takes care of all aspects of the problem without special

hypotheses ad hoc and, in addition, links this problem closely with

the understanding of position effect, thus integrating the facts in a
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general system of the pattern and function of the genie material

of the chromosomes. In both interpretations, the problem of action of

the genie material enters, (We shall return to this in the proper

chapter.) In my opinion, the interpretation based upon the classic

gene and pseudoallelism requires quite a series of assumptions in

regard to the fate, location, sequence, and interaction of the reaction

products and, in addition, phylogenetic considerations as exemplified

in Lewis' elaborate discussion. In my way of looking at the facts,

any interpretation of genie action also covers the facts of the present

discussion.

A final word about terminology. The term "pseudoallelism" has

had such wide acceptance that it can hardly be replaced, though

it implies a definite interpretation, just as the term "position effect"

does. Other terms proposed are "semi-allelic" (Muller, 1949; Komai,

1950 ) , "twin genes" ( Komai, 1950 ) , and "isophene segment" ( Kaplan,

1952). Laughnan (1952Z?) has proposed "pair-alleles," which he

thinks contains the notions both of close linkage and similar pheno-

typic effects. Of course he is considering the "anomalous" situation

of side-by-side arrangement of genes instead of the usual opposite

orientation. This would mean that a rare, not typical phenomenon is

involved, based upon duplication of a locus. He thinks that this view

does not necessarily require the particulate gene, but would also

work with our segments of mutant action. I have already expressed

my disagreement with such views. We shall see whether the term

"pseudoallelism" can still be replaced or will remain in spite of mis-

taken inferences, just as "position effect" and "cell" have remained.

ff. On allelism

In the present discussion the term "allelism" and its meaning

have played a considerable role. We may consider this phenomenon

basic for genetics and try to endow it with a definite meaning. As

a rule, we take allelism for granted. Genes appear in pairs of alleles.

Mendelian segregation as well as crossing over work with pairs of

alleles. So does the elementary cytological aspect of genetics in

which the synapsing points of the homologous chromosomes are in

some way identified with a pair of alleles. Also, the secondary

phenomena of Mendelism like dominance, dosage relations, defi-

ciencies, multiple alleles, and multiple factors deal invariably with

pairs of alleles, and so does any theory of mutation. Therefore it is

of fundamental importance to know what allelism means; this knowl-

edge, if acquired, would necessarily include the theory of mutation.
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We are not interested here in a definition of allelism, which could

be derived from the elementary facts of cytogenetics, but in the

diflFerence between the partners in a pair of alleles, and the problem

of why the relation between a pair of alleles is so diflPerent from

that between different loci.

In classic genetics—apart from the presence-absence theory or

its later modifications—a pair of alleles is the result of one gene

mutating to its allele, and allelism is thus a matter of descent. Rather

different meanings have been assigned to this relation. First, it was

the absence of the gene which was allelic to its presence (Bateson).

When multiple alleles were discovered, a partial absence was as-

sumed. This is not different from the idea ( Goldschmidt, 1917fl,

1920a) that a gene is a group of molecules and that mutation con-

sists in changing the quantity of the gene, thus making alleles

different quantities of the same substance. We have discussed the

recent revival of this idea by Serra in the form of gene quanta, sub-

sections of the gene with specific structure which individually can

produce haptene groups; mutation, then, denotes this production by

only a part of the substructures. In the course of our discussion we
shall meet, or have already met with, facts which favor the quanti-

tative idea of allelic relationship: the dosage experiments; the behavior

of loci opposite a deficiency; the deficiencies caused by irradiation;

some, though not all, facts relating to multiple alleles; and many
facts of phenogenetics, as discussed in detail in Goldschmidt (1927,

1938a).

Opposed to this quantitative view of allelism is the qualitative

one, which has been expressed in different ways by various authors,

too many to be all recounted. One position is that the chromosome

is a giant protein molecule; the genes, side chains or prosthetic

groups; and mutants, replacement of the prosthetic group by a similar

but different group. Another view is that the gene is a single molecule,

and a mutant either a stereoisomere or the replacement of one

radical by a different one. A variant is that doubling of the gene re-

quires a template and that a mutant is the result of a small failure in

the exact duplication of the molecule by a little mishap in the tem-

plate mechanism. The result might be the absence of a radical or pros-

thetic group or a stereoisomeric pattern change within the molecule.

An interesting variant has been mentioned by Haldane (1954), that

between two copying actions the genie material has changed so that

it cannot be copied exactly with the available materials. Somewhat

related, though different in detail, is the concept based on the idea
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that DNA is the genie substance and the recent views of the con-

stitution of this molecule (Watson and Crick, 1953). According to

such views, a mutation would mean a change in the relative number
and order of purine and pyramidine rings (but the difficulty is that

the same type of process would have to account for mutation of the

gene and for differences between different genes).

We have considered in an earlier section (I 3 B fl) the mutation

theory of McElroy and Swanson (1951), derived from the existence

of intermediate states and delayed mutation subject to a temperature

coefficient, and requiring the application of chemical kinetics to

explain the change of state by activation. This led also to a theory

of allelism which is essentially of the stereoisomeric type. The assump-

tion is that a gene, being a complex protein molecule, can exist in

many states differing in geometrical relationships and stability. Only

some of these can be recognized as different alleles, namely, if the

state is combined with a visible effect. The possibilities of such

stereoisomeric changes, directly or through an intermediate condition,

are almost unlimited. But they may be influenced or governed by

preferred intermediate states, the height of energy barriers, and the

interdependence or independence of different sites in a large molecule.

The hypothesis deals with an intramolecular pattern which is easily

changed without material change, and no difficulty will be found in

applying this hypothesis also to a supermolecular pattern.

All these hypotheses, except possibly the last, require a gene

pair at a definite locus in the chromosome, and allelism is the

consequence not only of this identical location but also of the basic

chemical identity of a pair of alleles (except in the presence-absence

theory and its derivatives). Therefore, it should be a corollary of

this view that different genes cannot be allelic because they are

chemically different. However, if by chance or by origin through

translocation two genes at different loci were alike chemically and

thus could have mutants for which the same is true, they should

be allelic. Moreover, they should act as a series of multiple factors,

actually polygenes in the sense of Mather, and in combination show

additive and dosage effects. Furthermore, such polygenes would fall

by their origin under the definition of position alleles (Lewis) and

would have to exhibit all their features, though located in different

chromosomes. Actually, the so-called position alleles, assumed to be

the result of duplication (triplication, etc.) of one gene, fulfill only

one of these conditions: namely, behaving as alleles with no trace
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of dosage action. Thus none of these theories offer a very promising

explanation of the nature of allehsm.

Our modern theory of the gene considers a mutant to be a

change of order or pattern on a supermolecular level within a section

of the chromosome of different, overlapping, and not strictly delimited

size. Since a position effect is, under this theory, the same as a

mutant and thus also as an allele, allelism means any deviation from

a normal sequence of parts within these overlapping sections; that

is, no chemical or quantitative change on the molecular level, but

rather a change in the arrangement of parts within an otherwise

identical field, the normal condition being that most frequent in the

species.

Thus far we have considered allehsm only from the point of

view of substance and location, not of action. Actually, alleles have

a similar action which differs only quantitatively in the two alleles.

(The only apparent exception is the difference between the alleles

spineless-aristopedia in Drosophila, which requires an explanation

in terms of thresholds in order to fit it into the general scheme.) As

a rule, alleles in the heterozygote of a diploid organism work together.

This means that these alleles in the two different chromosomes must

produce something which reacts with the same substrate in such

a way that the two primary actions are additive or summative (this

includes also one positive plus one negative action) ceteris paribus

(no special modifiers). The result may vary (see below under dosage

and dominance) according to the threshold conditions of the entire

system. The resultant will be either half of the normal action, that

is, a pure dosage effect, or any condition between full effect (domi-

nance) and pure dosage effect. (This may be observed in the presence

of isoalleles; see below.) Within the classic theory we might think

that the action of alleles is a function of the gene and its nature. We
shall see, in the chapter on dosage effects, that a system of classifica-

tion of genes has actually been built upon this assumption. We think

that this is an erroneous conclusion. The genes (or, better, mutant

loci) are not different in regard to their general type of structure and

action. What is different is the developmental system which their

action primarily and secondarily affects, with all its special conditions

of substrate, thresholds, and velocities.

But the possibility remains that the two alleles have a primary

action which is not at once submerged in the additive effect upon
the substrate. Moreover, it might remain independent for some time
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for eacli allele, vvhieh might mean a reaction first near, later away

from, the chromosomal site. In the extreme case of individual allelic

action, a condition would be reached as known for the blood-group

alleles or, possibly, for the sickle-cell anemia loci, where each allele

controls a different globin in the hemoglobin molecule (Pauling et

al, 1949). For the blood-group loci the heterozygote shows the

products (the agglutinogens) of both alleles. (But this is not the

entire story, as the quantity of agglutinogen, e.g., of A, is difiFerent

in A/B from that in A/O.

)

It is probable that a comparable type of eflFect works in such

cases as the Sturtevant effect in Bar, where the presence of three

rearrangement breaks in one chromosome and the absence of breaks

in the other chromosome produce a quantitatively different position

effect from that with two breaks in each chromosome. The critical

problem of allelism is still far from a satisfying solution. But I

believe that the recent ideas on the nature of the gene will help

future work on the problem.

d. Further members of the hierarchy

aa. Larger segments

In the introduction to the present chapter I showed that the

theory of the organization of the genie material within the chromo-

some, independent of corpuscular genes, requires a complete hier-

archical order of active chromosomal fields up to and including the

entire chromosome. This means that the action of genie material in

the chromosome may be based at different moments upon any seg-

ment of a chromosome acting as an individual field, from a sub-

microscopic section below the size of a salivary chromosome band

to the sections just discussed, to larger sections of unified field

action which may be delineated or overlapping, to still larger field

units which finally may embrace the whole chromosome. If the

molecular structure of the chromosome, starting from the centromere,

is marked as 1 —> n, the functional units in the course of genie action

in development may be any possible fields, as indicated by the

braces in the diagram.

Loci 123456789 10 11 12 -^n
Segmenta

Fields 2d order

Fields 3d order

Chromosome
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I realize how diflOlcult it is for the geneticist thinking in terms

of individual genes to visualize this. Mather (1946, 1948), who joined

me in these deliberations, overcame the mental difficulty by calling

the chromosomal sections of genetic action of varying size "fields of

cooperation," and used as an illustration the diagram reproduced

in figure 13, which is essentially the same as the one above. Of

course the word "cooperation," though conveying a rather plastic

view of the idea, involves the danger of being understood as additive

actions of individual genes. This is not what is meant; rather, it is a

(0

(2) Ca B CJ fo E FJ—

Fig. 13. Mather's discussion of chromosomes and genes: "In 1 and 2 the

genes are units of physical structure of the chromosome as well as physiological

units of action. They may be likened to either simple ( 1 ) or composite ( 2

)

beads on a string. In 3 and 4 the genes are not delimited in any special physical

way. The parts of one gene are related physically in the same way as adjacent

parts of neighbouring genes. The gene is then delimited only as a physiological

unit, by the special co-operation or integration of its parts in action, as indicated

by brackets. In 3 the fields of co-operation, and hence the division of the

chromosome into genes, are constant throughout the life cycle. In 4 the fields

of co-operation, and hence the division of the chromosome into genes, vary

during the life cycle."

field action which in an electromagnetic field, for example, may also

be described in terms of cooperation of the innumerable points of

the field. I have occasionally used another simile which may help

the visualization if not taken too literally. If we study the effect

of light waves upon an organism, we may find definite actions of

ultraviolet light of one single wave length which we compare to

the workings of a single genetic locus. We might then find actions

which are essentially the same over a number of wave lengths, say

within the ultraviolet. Other actions may be typical for the entire

ultraviolet or other part of the spectrum; still other Hght effects may
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be based upon still larger spectral sections, for example, the yellow-

green and, finally, some upon white light, that is, the entire spectrum.

In this simile we compare the single wave length to the mutant

locus; a few wave lengths, to our chromosomal sections of allelism;

the other light effects, to still larger sections of the chromosome;

and, finally, white light represents the whole chromosome. The simile

would be still more impressive if it were worked out further for

chemical effects, in this case, photochemical ones. But, together with

the diagrams, it may help to illustrate the concept of a hierarchy of

fields of action along the chromosome. ( See the quotation from Mazia,

I 2 B a.)

If the idea is correct, genetic actions should be found which

imply that, apart from the specific local action involved in the

definition and recognition of a mutant locus, an action of a larger

section of a chromosome must be assumed. The following facts

(which can be duplicated) may be given as an example of what
I mean. We know that a number of so-called homoeotic mutants in

Drosophila are located within a rather small section of the third

chromosome of Drosophila: polycomb ca. 45.0, proboscipedia 47.7,

tetraptera 51.3, aristopedia 48.5, bithorax 58.8, ss-suppressor 63.7,

pointed wing 94.1. Thus a series of point mutants is accumulated in

a section of a chromosome (with other loci between) all of which

affect the determination of segmental appendages (and, in part,

segmental determination itself). This may mean that the segment of

the third chromosome as a whole (a field) is vitally concerned with

the processes of segmental determination. These processes can be

interfered with by changes at different points within the field (the

mutants just mentioned) or outside the field (the 2d chromosome
mutants tetraltera 42.5 and ophthalmopedia 45.0, obviously members
of another field ) . The loci within the section, the field, if not mutated,

do not individually control the development of the respective imaginal

discs so as to prevent them from sidestepping, while the mutant

locus produces the sidestep. Rather, the whole intact section controls

certain parts of the processes of normal development of the discs;

but a disturbance of this action at individual points inside this field

or inside another similar field ( in the 2d chromosome ) leads to upsets

of development of the discs, all of the homoeotic type but individually

different, actually much more different than is the case in the

"pseudoallelic" disturbances within a segment described previously.

We should expect to find more such facts in support of the

general idea of the hierarchy of fields. A considerable number of
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cases have been reported which point in this direction. Some of

them certainly belong to the group of pseudoallelic sections (see

review by Komai, 1950), while others will probably fall under the

head of the present discussion. Unfortunately, decisive tests are diflB-

cult in most organisms, and therefore it is only pointed out that

Dunn and Caspari's (1945) T factors affecting the mousetail (see

also Dunn and Gluecksohn-Waelsch, 1952), and Nabours' (see 1950)

finding that all the many mutants affecting the color pattern of the

grouse locust are located in a definite section of one chromosome,

probably belong to the phenomenon under discussion. (See later

chapter on pleiotropy.)

At this point what looks like a serious objection should be

registered. It is known that a normal or a mutant locus when trans-

posed into a new position in a different sector of the same or a

different chromosome still acts as before. For the normal locus this

has been discussed as the covering effect. Of course we are excluding

here the presence of a position effect break near the locus in

question, which would result in a reversal of its action. If the normal

or mutational functioning of a locus in a different setup of chromo-

somal pattern is a general fact, as it seems, how does this fit into

the scheme of the hierarchy of fields? It must be realized at once that

such transpositions involve a rather large segment of a chromosome

(measured with a salivary chromosome yardstick). The majority of

the mutants studied in such cases are those involved within the

segments of mutant action, segments which are relatively so small

that they remain intact in such transpositions. Thus, as far as the

segment and its pattern, or changed pattern in the mutant, are con-

cerned, nothing has changed. Only the chromosomal actions which

are bound to the larger fields should be different in such transposi-

tions and translocations. It may be safely assumed that the larger

fields act upon more basic (i.e., earlier) developmental processes,

while the smaller segments are concerned with the control of late,

more or less superficial features of development. Hence we would

expect that, in most transpositions, and so on, of larger segments, the

usual effects would not be found, as with small segments, but we
should rather expect abnormalities or lethality. It is true that the

ill effects of heterozygous or homozygous translocations may often be

due to position effects. However, when major damage like lethality

is found, we may attribute it to the causes just stated: change of

pattern of larger sectors, that is, fields of action. It has never been

explained why homozygous translocations are so frequently lethal.
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Here a simple explanation becomes visible. Systematic experiments

with the above-mentioned sections of homoeotic mutation might give

surprising results. This assumes that most of these mutants are

euchromatic, while we had concluded that podoptera is a heterochro-

matic effect. I wonder whether the detailed data of McClintock's work

on variegation in maize, when available, will supply such information.

bb. The chromosome as a whole

The last point of the argument should be, whether the hier-

archical order of the possible sections or fields of genetic action would

lead to its logical conclusion, eventual unified field action of an

entire chromosome. We have mentioned the work of Lima-de-Faria,

who demonstrated a visible chromosome structure involving a gra-

dient-like arrangement of the chromomeres which requires the pres-

ence of some organizing field covering an entire chromosome. It is

very difficult to imagine genetic facts that could prove the existence

of such a chromosomal field. Loss or addition of entire chromosomes

involves a change in genie balance, and observed effects may or may
not be entirely due to this upset. Cases in which actions of entire

chromosomes are suspected, as in sex determination, might be due

to such special features as heterochromatic action (see discussion in

1 2 C d ee) or simply to complete linkage of different loci. The so-

called Drosophila artificialis, with its reshuffling of entire chromosome

arms (Dubinin, 1936), would not be expected to be different, in

view of the well-known independence of arms in this genus. The

same might be true of plants like Datura in which exchanges of

complete, unitary arms seem to occur. The best hope lies with

pericentric inversions in chromosomes in which two arms right and

left of a centromere can be considered as independent chromosomes,

as in the Drosophila species. But it is not certain that a visible effect

of such rebuilt chromosomal arms, if found, must be attributed to

a chromosomal effect rather than to an ordinary position effect, as

already discussed for other translocations. Only if it were found

that all such inversions lead to one and the same type of large effect

(e.g., lethality in the egg stage or gross malformations) could a

decision in favor of chromosomal action be reached.

A group of facts of indirect importance for this problem is found

in the comparative cytology of the species of Drosophila (excellent

review in White, 1945). Sturtevant and Novitski (1941) and their

followers (see details in Patterson and Stone's book, 1952) have

showTi that the configuration of the chromosome sets in Drosophila
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species can be understood largely on the basis of a definite primary

set of rods and dots which can unite in different ways to form Vs.

Certainly in the course of phylogeny the intimate structure of these

chromosomal units must have changed considerably, and it may be

conceived (as it is by classic geneticists) that this intrachromosomal

genie change, perhaps along with dupHcations, deletions, and trans-

positions, suffices as an explanation of the evolution of these species

in spite of the morphological constancy of the chromosomal units.

The different rearrangements of the same basic arms would, then, be

without any genetic meaning. This might mean that the reshuffling

of the arms is due to chance or to some exigencies of the mitotic

mechanism, whatever the special mechanism may be in the individual

instances. It is rather difficult, at least to my way of thinking, to

dispense with such a typical and clear-cut process of cytological

evolution by considering it without meaning, a chance product, or,

at best, a means of keeping a group of genes together because of

some selective advantage. To work out the latter idea in detail

would, I think, lead to a hopeless welter of hypotheses ad hoc. I

realize, of course, that the classic theory of the gene requires either

some such explanation as that just hinted, or an assumption of chance

happenings without meaning. If, however, our way of looking at

the genie structure of the chromosome is accepted, this chromosomal

phylogeny may have a deep meaning in the sense of producing new

patterns of action of the entire chromosomes, involved in basic

processes of development, needed for evolution on the superspecific

level. It should be added that in these changes of the chromosome

sets some pericentric inversions and translocations also have been

involved (see Patterson and Stone, 1952). This does not affect the

general argument.

There are a number of facts already available which one day may

turn out to be connected with chromosomal actions. Why are so many

homozygous translocations lethal which do not change anything in

genie content according to the classical theory of the gene? A position

effect, as an explanation, is difficult. It works well in mutant effects

of translocations (e.g.. Blond, Xasta in Drosophila). The same is true

of vitality changes and small generalized effects, as emphasized in

a previous chapter. But complete lethality as a typical effect seems

to be on a different level. Although the possibility of a homozygous

position effect for a lethal locus cannot be denied, it sounds rather

odd. A systematic quest for physiological differences between organ-

isms with normal chromosome sets and derived ones with translo-
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cations changing the chromosomal unit (e.g., stocks with a part of

the X attached to the 4th chromosome, if homozygous viable or

with pericentral inversions) might lead to unexpected results. The
work thus far done in Drosofjhila (reviewed in Patterson and Stone's

book) did not consider possibilities of the kind presented here and

was concerned only in the effects upon crossing over in pericentric

inversions, and in phylogenetic possibilities in the case of chromosomal

fusions and translocations. The only argument at present available is

that such fusions would hardly have persisted in phylogeny if they

did not produce some new genetic effect.

D. CONCLUSIONS: THE MODERN THEORY OF THE GENE

The foregoing discussion contains all the conclusions which, in

my opinion, should be drawn from recent developments in genetics

regarding the nature of the genetic material. Since the presentation of

numerous details obscures the simple sequence of ideas, the argu-

ment will be worked out once more, together with a few additional

facts and deliberations. The oldest idea concerning the gene and its

mutation is Bateson's presence-absence theory, meaning that a

mutant is the absence of a gene. After much discussion the theory

was abandoned, mainly because of the discovery of the ubiquity of the

existence of multiple alleles (also because of the alleged frequency of

reverse mutations). Whatever these were, the existence of different

grades of absence could not at that time be defended. This is a valid

argument for the classical theory of the gene if one accepts the idea,

for example, that the gene is a single molecule.

But there is also the possibility of making different assumptions

about the nature of the gene which would still allow the working of

the presence-absence theory. If the gene should consist (as I formerly

supposed) of a definite number of molecules, the loss of one or more

could be the mutation process. It might then still be claimed that a

mutant is a deficiency—either a total or a partial one, the latter

assuming a divisible gene or a gene with some substructure—and this

has actually been done by Stadler (see 1933). The facts which have

been discussed above put the old Batesonian idea in a different light.

There is no longer a gene molecule but a definite molecular pattern in

a definite section of a chromosome, and any change of pattern

(position effect in the widest sense) changes the action of the chro-

mosomal part and thus appears as a mutant. Multiple alleles are no

longer different conditions of a single gene but changes in pattern

within small sections of a chromosome which are not necessarily of
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the same extent but may overlap. These changes may be repatterning

by rearrangement breaks within or near the overlapping sections; they

may be repatterning by loss of parts (deficiency) of a section of

diflFerent size; they may be submicroscopic rearrangements like in-

versions and, even more probably, submicroscopic deletions. The latter

might be called absences in the sense of Bateson and also Stadler; but

it is not the absence which counts, but the disturbance of a definite

pattern, a position efiFect in our description of this phenomenon. The

deficiency, microscopic or submicroscopic, does not act by an absence

of something but as one of the different ways in which a definite

pattern, necessary for normal function, can be changed. It is thus not

different in action and causation from any other rearrangement. Any-

body who wishes to see these things clearly should look closely at the

fact, now proved in a number of instances reported before, that

homozygous deficiencies for a locus or "gene" produce the same effect

as the mutant locus, and, also, of any other position effect of a break

nearby. Since the facts cannot be doubted any longer, and since it is

a logical procedure to explain them by a single concept embracing

the entire field of manifestations and structure of the genie material, I

cannot see how we can make progress without adopting ideas based

upon patterns and their changes as underlying the behavior of the

genie material.

I must criticize severely the statements, found in the literature,

which maintain that only a few geneticists follow me (which is be-

coming less true every day), though at the same time it is acknowl-

edged that the theory of the gene is in a state of crisis. If a way out

of the "crisis" has been shown, why not try it instead of glancing

backward longingly at the good old gene? I think that this attitude is

just as bad as the formerly quoted pronunciamento that geneticists

who have different ideas from the classic ones do not know what they

are talking about.

At this point mention should be made of a recent very fine dis-

cussion of the opposing points of view by Stadler (1954), in a post-

humous paper. He believes that the difference can be solved by

introducing Bridgman's idea of operational procedure as opposed to

hypothetical. (See also Chovnick and Fox, 1953.) This means that a

phenomenon cannot be defined in terms of assumed properties beyond

experimental determination, but must be defined in terms of the actual

operations applied. Thus, operationally, a gene cannot be defined

otherwise than as the smallest segment of the "gene string" that is

associated with a typical effect. The difference between what I repre-
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sented as the classic and the modern views would, then, be that the

former deals only with the operational, the latter with the hypothetical,

gene and, in this sense, both can be right. In view of the facts

discussed, I have my doubts whether this philosophical solution of the

differences is possible. It seems to me that both views are of the

operational type, but the classic one is simply more primitive. This is

what I meant when I repeatedly emphasized that all of classic genetics

can be described in terms of the corpuscular gene; but, when it comes

to the question what this gene is materially, the facts force us to give

up this simple notion. Actually, Stadler's own important work is

witness to this. But, after all, the question of definitions may be left

aside and the problem treated pragmatically.

I mentioned that there are still adherents of the idea that a

position effect break makes a nearby gene mutate. It has long since

been shown by Dobzhansky, Panshin, and Catcheside that a locus

showing position effect may be removed from the break and then

ceases to act like a mutant (using the old way of expressing the facts).

It might be answered that this involves a return mutation, but such an

answer could hardly be taken seriously. The whole idea explodes if

the position effect of a deficiency is contemplated, especially the

homozygous deficiencies with typical mutant action. The gene which is

supposed to mutate to and fro is not there at all. It is the same set of

facts, completely ruling out the interpretation of ordinary position

effect, which is most popular with authors who try to save the classic

concept of the corpuscular gene. They assume that the break, or the

new neighborhood in case of translocation or inversion breaks,

inhibits the action of the nearby gene so that it does not produce or

produces less of its typical reaction product. But if there is no "gene"

there? The only way out of this dilemma would be to declare that the

deficiency effects are something completely different. Taking the

yellow locus as an example, we might say that all residual heredity

makes for yellow color but that the gene +^ prevents this. If this

gene is taken away, yellow must appear. We must consider all the

mutant loci known to act like yellow in order to realize that such an

"explanation" amounts to no more than sophistry.

An important role in the detailed discussions was played by the

series of more or less small chromosomal sections within which any

visible or invisible change of pattern produces a mutant effect. All

these effects behave like multiple alleles; but some pattern changes

(breaks) at a distance from the section in question (the overlap

effect) can still produce the allelic effect. We should have more in-
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formation on this overlap effect to be certain that it is not different

from the effect within the segments. However this may be, the

problem remains why pattern changes within the segments are always

allelic to each other and those in different segments are not; though

the facts of overlap show that the latter is not completely true, but

that there is a tapering off of the allelic features beyond the end of

the segment. Some authors are content with the answer that the

segments are the genes and therefore allelic. Those who are not

satisfied with this answer may try to find a solution in terms of genie

action. The chemical constitution of each section may be such that its

direct products control a master set of reactions leading to an end

product which is necessary for a certain developmental step. Pattern

changes within the segment do not affect the master reaction as such

(just as many stereoisomeres of an active substance might not change

its activity). Some other repatterning might impair the master re-

action and therefore be more or less lethal (just as some stereoisomeres

of an active substance prevent the activity; good examples are found

in Ruzicka's work on testosteron isomeres ) . But most repatterning will

produce secondary effects in speed of reaction, quantity of the

products, and the like, which become visible in the slight departures

in the end product, the visible mutant effect. As allelism relates to

this end product, it is the expression of the one untouched master

reaction.

Thus far this interpretation would also fit a new definition of the

gene as a chromosomal segment within which any change at any point

produces an allelic mutant effect and within which, also, crossover

breaks may occur. Such a definition would make the gene a more or

less large, visible element with a visible substructure. The classic

beadlike gene would remain and not only change in size, complication,

and divisibility, but also in lack of definite limits (the overlap effect).

However, the facts have forced us to turn from an independent,

homogeneous corpuscle to an indefinitely limited part of a whole

having a typical serial pattern which alone allows for normal function.

The logical consequence is that the section, acting as a small field, is

itself only a part of a larger field or different fields, also overlapping

ones. In terms of the model of function just presented, this would

mean that the "master reaction" controlled by the small field, the

segment, is related to the still more primary effects of the larger field,

as the pattern change within the segment is related to the whole

segmental action. This means that a pattern change—mutation

—

within any segment would not much disturb the action of the next
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higher member of the hierarchy of fields, but an accumulation of such

pattern changes would impair the higher field functions. If the higher

members of the hierarchy are concerned with more basic, less spe-

cialized developmental processes, the result would be more or less

lethality, which agrees with well-known facts.

One of the corollaries of such deliberations would be that the

pair, normal allele—mutant allele, would not exist unless the small

section in question is considered separately. If the entire chromosome
with all possible genie actions is taken into account, the normal allele,

the gene of general usage, ceases to be an individual unit. The logical

situation can best be grasped by using the one gene—one enzyme
tlieor)' of genie action only as a good model for our discussion. Be-

cause a certain step in the synthesis of a genetically controlled product

is prevented from occurring by a mutant—presumably by the absence

of the specific enzyme for that step—it is concluded that there is a

normal gene that controls the production of this enzyme. We are

concerned here only with the extrapolation from a changed action

upon the normal action, that is, the conclusion that the absence of the

enzyme in the mutant proves that a normal gene produces the enzyme.

Now the existence of position effect precludes this conclusion, since the

mutant effect is produced without any change of the so-called normal

gene. These facts force us to conclude that the presence of the normal

order in the entire small field within the chromosome ensures the

formation of the proper enzyme. This does not necessitate our calling

this field, overlapping with the next one, a normal allele. One or more

mutant patterns in the field prevent the formation of an enzyme or its

proper function. However, the unchanged pattern is not the property

of a delineated body but of a field of action which can shrink or ex-

pand according to circumstances (e.g., heterochromatic association).

In this sense there is no normal gene. The following simile may help to

clarify this position—a simile which, by the way, may contain some

element of truth. We compare, in the simile, the chromosome or its

parts, described as a hierarchical order of fields, to a single molecule.

An ordinary molecule is known to react in a definite way, which we
can call its normal action. If, at one point of the molecule, a different

radical is substituted, say by methylation or amination, or if only the

order of some side chains is changed to a different position, the re-

sulting substituted molecule or stereoisomere may produce completely

different reactions. Can we conclude that the point in the molecule

at which the substitution was made or at which the order was shffted

is in control of the standard reaction of the molecule? In either case,
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does not the whole molecule react and not its loci? (I repeat that this

is meant as a simile. I certainly do not intend to enter upon a chemi-

cal discussion on the relation of visible or active properties of a sub-

stance to its molecular constitution.)

At this point another argument may be added. It is a necessary

corollary of the theory of the gene that there must be an evolution of

genes. (See also the chapter on evolution.) A man should certainly

have more genes than an amoeba, and therefore a chromosomal

phylogeny paralleling an increase in the number of genes should be

apparent. Actually, the pattern, size, and number of chromosomes

have not changed from protozoa to man. The chromosome comple-

ment of some gregarines and relatives, or flagellates, looks exactly like

that of higher animals. The size and length of the chromosomes, their

intimate structure, behavior in synapsis, and so on are exactly the

same as in higher forms. Thus they should contain a similar number
of genes. A popular way out of this dilemma would be to say that

these protozoan chromosomes contain much inert material. We have

already discounted the idea of inert material. Here the only expla-

nation for the preponderance of inert material would be that its

function is to keep room in the chromosome for future evolution of

new genes! Another way out would be to say that it is not the number
of genes which is different but their ability to produce more and more
complicated products. This would not agree with the fact that typical

products of genie action like vitamins, enzymes, and sterols are more
or less alike in all living organisms. I cannot see any way out of this

diflBculty except the assumption that the evolutionary process within

the chromosome means an increase of the diversification within the

hierarchical pattern adding more and more chances for permutation

within the whole. (We shall return to this subject in the short chapter

on evolution.)

It might seem to some diehards that all these discussions are

exercises in semantics without any relation to the facts. This is not so,

however. The discovery of position effect, of genie actions in the

absence of assumed genes (position effect of deficiencies), of visible,

relatively large segments of allelism and their overlapping (i.e.,

variable delineation) force us to re-examine the fundamentals of

classic genetics, and we find that they do not suffice for an explanation

of these discoveries. Therefore, we must try to develop broader ideas

which describe the facts not only in a different terminology but with

a basically different mental attitude. In this new way of looking at

fundamentals, the atomistic view of collaborating independent units is
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replaced by a concept of unified action of a field type which results

in a hierarchical order of not strictly delimited fields. The formulation

of such ideas is necessarily not specific enough to be entirely satisfying.

A completely satisfactory theory can be developed only in the future,

when biochemists have explored the molecular structure and physical

properties of supermolecules, far beyond the size and complication of

structure of the largest known units. If the chromosome is not a

mechanical assembly of many different molecules, kept together for

the sake of equal distribution, but a hypermolecular unit, we must

look for a structure in which entire, chemically different nucleoprotein

molecules are assembled into a supermolecule after the model of

amino acids being assembled into an ordinary protein molecule. The

resulting units may have completely unexpected physical and chemical

properties which might give specific and detailed meaning to what we
can conceive today only in the general terms (e.g., fields) that were

used in the discussion. (See, above, the discussion of Mazia's 1954

findings.

)



PART II THE CYTOPLASM AS SEAT

OF GENETIC PROPERTIES



PROLEGOMENA

The nucleus with its chromosomes and genetic material is an integral

part of the cell which can function only with the rest of the cell, the

cytoplasm and its inclusions and structural parts. The cytoplasm, in

contrast, differentiates in development, performs the physiological

functions of life, is involved in the processes of growth, movements

and shifts, interrelations with neighboring cells, and all the mor-

phological and physiological features which constitute development

and differentiation. The facts of genetics prove that all these features

of the cytoplasm (i.e., of the cell as a whole) are under the control

of the genie material in the nucleus. In such extreme cases as somatic

mosaics involving single cells, in which the chromosomal constitution

has been changed by elimination of whole chromosomes or parts

thereof or by somatic crossing over, the genie control of chemical

(pigment) or morphological (e.g., bristles) traits can be seen within

a single cell. Thus we are confronted with the problem of the inter-

relations between genie material in the chromosomes and the efiFective

parts of the cell, the cytoplasm in the broadest sense.

Among these interrelations, the first place is occupied by the

removal of the primary products of the genie material from the

nucleus into the cytoplasm, the place of their action; and, vice versa,

by the entry of the raw materials for nuclear growth and duplication

from the cytoplasm. The study of these relations is basic in develop-

mental or physiological genetics dealing with the actions of the genie

material in controlling development.

In the present chapter, the cytoplasm enters only as substrate in

a broad sense, which includes the specificity of its matter and struc-

ture, some parts of which may be just the expression of actual

continuity with the ancestral plasms, while other features may be the

product of genie action in the original egg cell. We might call the

cytoplasmic specificity its hereditary constitution, meaning no more

than the fact that the cytoplasm of a fly or lily cell is continuous with

the cytoplasm of the ancestral cells and, in this general way, speak of

cytoplasmic heredity. (We shall see, below, that this phenomenon

exists.) It will then be necessary to separate such ancestral, direct

specificity of the cytoplasm from a specificity which already is estab-

lished in the unfertilized egg under genie control, as can be verified

194
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by proper embryological and genetic experimentation. We may reserve

the term "cytoplasmic specificity" for the genuine specificity by cyto-

plasmic continuity with the ancestors, and designate the specificities

produced in the egg under genie control as "predetermination," a term

in use in experimental embryology, or, as I proposed ( Goldschmidt,

1951fl), as "conditioning of the cytoplasm." The latter phenomenon

must show what Toyama ( 1913 ) called, rather unfortunately, "mater-

nal inheritance," while the former will show real matroclinous heredity.

There is a condition intermediate between these two types of

cytoplasmic specificity, a cytoplasmic condition of specific nature

which is not continuous with the ancestral cytoplasm but is induced

at a definite moment by external means, experimentally. Such a condi-

tion has been called Dauermodifikation (Jollos, 1913, 1921). Theoreti-

cally, it might result in a lasting change into a new specificity; or it

might be diluted in subsequent cell divisions and fade out completely.

Of the three groups of cytoplasmic specificity thus far delineated

—specificity through ancestral continuity, through genie conditioning

in the egg stage, and through experimental change—only the first may
properly be called a type of cytoplasmic heredity. It is characterized

as a generalized biochemical and antigenic condition of the cytoplasm

as a substrate. This would, therefore, become recognized in genetic

experiments, when a shift of genically controlled reactions takes place

according to the type of cytoplasm present (usually in reciprocal

crosses or in nuclear transplantation ) . It cannot be expected that such

a cytoplasmic efFect of a specific substrate could be distinguished in

all or even in many of the developmental effects under nuclear control

(i.e., Mendelizing traits). Whatever that specificity means biochemi-

cally (e.g., serological specificity), it may be assumed that such effects

of different cytoplasmic specificity would be shown only in Men-

delizing traits that are capable of small but recognizable quantitative

variations. The reason for this expectation is that in genetic experi-

mentation only nearly related forms may be successfully crossed and

bred to further generations. Cytoplasmic differences of such an order

that developmental processes would be changed qualitatively ac-

cording to the cytoplasm present would be expected only in crosses

between species and still higher categories. But they might be recog-

nizable in experiments with merogony and nuclear transplantation.

At this level of what in its entirety is called cytoplasmic in-

heritance, another problem enters. As a rule we think only of

inheritance within the cytoplasm of the egg; and, therefore, all tests

for cytoplasmic inheritance are based upon reciprocal crosses. The
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difference in quantity of egg and sperm cytoplasm is obvious, and it is

safe to assume that the sperm usually does not bring any undif-

ferentiated cytoplasm into the egg, or at least not much of it. But this

is not true either for non-filiform sperm or for the plant "sperm." We
shall see that facts in favor of an action of sperm cytoplasm have

actually been found.

Cytoplasmic inheritance could, however, be expected to occur on

a higher level than the one just discussed. This would mean that the

cytoplasm is not simply diversified as a substrate for genie action, but

by itself has a type of hereditary function which is comparable to that

of the genie material. This means that the cytoplasm as a whole, the

"plasmon" as von Wettstein called it, may determine, without any

nuclear interference, specific characters which then exhibit purely

matroclinous inheritance independent of whatever nucleus is present.

It is imaginable that all transitions exist, from a specific and inde-

pendent plasmon through many gradations of collaboration with

nuclear genie effects to the simple substratum action. The technique

for the study of such possibilities is of course the continued backcross

among the descendants of reciprocal crosses, thus replacing step by

step the proper nucleus by a foreign one in the respective opposite

cytoplasm. A large part of the work on so-called cytoplasmic heredity

deals with this problem.

A specific type of plasmon action, meaning control of hereditary

traits independent of the nucleus, would be established if we could

locate visible or invisible self-duplicating structures which are re-

sponsible for definite, specific hereditary features. A number of

geneticists have used the term "plasmagenes" for these visible or in-

visible parts, and some of them speak of plasmagenes as an indis-

putable counterpart of the nuclear genes. I do not think that such an

attitude is justified as yet. I have considerable misgivings in regard to

the terminology. Though this is a minor point, terminology has a

tendency to be suggestive of ideas which may be completely wrong.

I do not want to point out that the idea of the gene itself is becoming

rather shaky, though we might use the classic term simply for the

sake of convenience without going into the details of its meaning. But

the gene, or genie material as I prefer to say, is historically so com-

pletely linked with the chromosome and Mendelian inheritance that it

can only produce confusion if any self-duplicating body or substance

is called a gene. Certainly, self-duplication is a prominent feature of

the genie material in the chromosomes, but it is not the totality of its

properties. If we call all self-duplicating particles genes, we give up
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an important, well-established, and basic insight into the hereditary

process by calling completely diflFerent things, with only one feature

in common, by the same term, the meaning of which is diluted and

made vague. Self-duplicating cell organelles, parasites and symbionts,

intermediates between cell structures and symbionts, as which we
coiild describe plastids and probably mitochondria, all become genes.

Why not simply speak of self-duplicating cytoplasmic elements of

different types, and avoid the danger of advancing unproved theories

of the gene as the basic element of the living world by a suggestive

terminology? (We shall return to this at the end of the chapter.

)

THE CYTOPLASM AS

SPECIFIC SUBSTRATE

A. MATERNAL INHERITANCE AND CONDITIONING

OF THE CYTOPLASM

At first sight Toyama's "maternal inheritance" does not seem to

have anything to do with cytoplasmic heredity, for maternal inherit-

ance is simply Mendelian heredity of a character determined in the

egg before fertilization. As a result, an apparent Fi is actually the P

generation with the maternal character, while F2 in the experiment is

actually Fi for the egg character, and so on. This fact, by the way, is

sometimes much confused by saying that in this case there is a lag

of a whole generation in the action of a gene ( e.g., in Darlington and

Mather's textbook, 1949). A "gene" can of course not act upon a

character of a grown egg cell before this cell is there. To return to

the facts: for a trait like the pigmentation of the serosa of the egg

(in the silkworm) as studied originally by Toyama and Tanaka and

recently by Kikkawa ( see 1953 ) , the foregoing characterization covers

the entire story, though interesting complications may arise which are
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due to the chemistry of the product involved. Such is the case in the

work of Caspari (1933) on a pigment-reducing mutant in Ephestia,

which acts during the whole larval period, though it starts in the

unfertilized egg; the reason is that the mutant affects the production

of kynurenine needed for pigment synthesis. Some such variants which

have to do with transformation of kynurenine into 3-hydroxykynu-

renine in Bombyx have been found by Kikkawa (1953); the mutant,

which shows maternal inheritance, prevents the precursor substance

from diffusing into the egg. But in a number of cases of maternal

inheritance based upon a mutant locus within a chromosome acting

upon the egg before fertilization, the action affects a generalized

plasmatic feature of the egg (e.g., handedness of spindle), expressed

not simply as a Mendelizing trait of the egg but as a general predeter-

mination or conditioning of the cytoplasm, which may show its effects

throughout the development of the organism (e.g., the asymmetry

in a mollusk). Though controlled by a mutant locus primarily, and

thus being in the nature of an ordinary Mendelian trait, the conse-

quent conditioning of the cytoplasm of the egg is of general conse-

quence for development and therefore may be described as a kind of

intermediate condition between nuclear and cytoplasmic heredity, or

more correctly as a model for the way in which the simplest, most

generalized type of cytoplasmic heredity works. In view of this, a few

of the diflFerent types of maternal heredity may be discussed.

The least generalized of these and also the best analyzed, because

both genetics and cytology are known, is the maternal efiFect in the

production of mosaics in the silkworm (Goldschmidt and Katsuki,

1927, I928a,b). A recessive mutant conditions the cytoplasm at the

time of the maturation divisions so that it prevents the normal linear

arrangement of the four resulting nuclei, of which only the proximal

nucleus is fertilized normally. Instead, the second polar nucleus

moves to a position parallel with that of the first, the egg nucleus, so

that now two egg nuclei are in correct position for fertilization and

are both fertilized, giving rise to somatic as well as sex mosaics in the

proper genetic and chromosomal combinations.

Here the plasmatic conditioning is visible only in the movements

of the reduced nuclei. In the well-known cases of sinistrality in snails

(Boycott et at, 1930), previously mentioned, the mutant locus affects

the molecular orientation of the cytoplasm, resulting visibly in counter-

clockwise torsion of the spindles and subsequent sinistral spiral

cleavage. Thus the conditioning of the cytoplasm on a molecular level

controls a major feature of subsequent development. Here we see
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what I meant by calling these, in a sense, models of cytoplasmic

heredity: it might be supposed that in other cases counterclockwise

cytoplasmic orientation was a hereditary cytoplasmic property inde-

pendent of nuclear control. (Actually no such case is known.)

It is rather probable, but not proved, that the determination of

the germ track in animals belongs to this group, but the facts are not

accessible to genetic experimentation. In a number of animals

(Diptera, Copepoda, Sagitta, Ascaris) the part of the egg cytoplasm

which will later supply the cytoplasm of the germ-track cells is already

visibly different in the unfertilized egg (predetermined). It may be

safely assumed, though it cannot be proved, that this differentiation,

which takes place during oogenesis, and all other predeterminations

found by experimental embryology are under genie control, just as in

maternal inheritance. Actually, here the cytoplasmic conditioning be-

comes visible in the production of stainable substances, the "germ-

track determiners" which stay strictly within the future germ-track

cells in subsequent development. From Boveri's classic work on

chromatin diminution in Ascaris we know that the conditioned cyto-

plasm in this organism even affects the behavior of the chromosomes

(controls the occurrence or absence of chromatin diminution; see

I 2 C fo). Thus we have a lasting cytoplasmic function of a deter-

minative nature, once the cytoplasmic difference is established. Again

we see why we may consider this a model of real cytoplasmic in-

heritance of the plasmon type.

The most extreme cases of conditioning of the cytoplasm of the

egg prior to fertilization by genie (nuclear) action are found in the

realm of sex determination. We call these the most extreme cases,

because here the conditioned cytoplasm is important for sex deter-

mination; an all-pervading feature of the organism, it affects prac-

tically all development and every single cell. A typical case is that of

Lymantria dispar, the gypsy moth. The female determiners are located

in the Y-chromosome and, since the female is heterogametic, all eggs

contain a Y-chromosome up to meiosis. The male thus has no

Y-chromosome and no female determiners after fertilization of the egg

from which it develops. Males, however, may become intersexual (in-

cluding complete sex reversal), and it can be shown that the too

strong female determiners responsible are located in the Y-chromo-

some ( Goldschmidt, 1920c ff.; last discussion, 1953fl). In the silkworm

the female determiners in the Y are so strong that the presence of a

Y-chromosome produces a female*even when many male determiners

( X-chromosomes ) are present (Tazima, 1943, 1944). Therefore, the
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actions controlling female determination must have taken place in

tlie unfertilized egg by way of cytoplasmic predetermination or condi-

tioning, which remains active in the once determined way throughout

all the development, since it controls (in balance with the X-chromo-

somal male factors) all the processes of sexual differentiation. We may
safely assume, on the basis of our knowledge of sex hormones in

higher forms, that this control exercised by the conditioned cytoplasm

is a relatively simple chemical control, and we may derive from this a

model for a comparable purely cytoplasmic action. This situation in

Lymantria is, by the way, mutatis mutandis, not unique. In Dro-

saphila repleta crosses, Sturtevant (1946) described a dominant locus

which makes hybrid females intersexual; that is, it has a masculinizing

influence which acts only in the unfertilized egg by conditioning of

the cytoplasm. In a comparable way, a partially feminizing influence

is acting in Drosophila m,elanogaster in the presence of Beaded and

Minute mutants with a considerable effect through protoplasmic con-

ditioning ( Goldschmidt, 1951fo).

Some authors (e.g., Ephrussi, 1953) define predetermination as

an action of a dominant locus before meiosis, a locus which may be

absent after meiosis though the "predetermined" phenotype appears.

Such a narrowed definition does not include the really decisive

characteristic, the genie action upon the cytoplasm before meiosis.

Therefore, any such action is predetermination, as in all the examples

just mentioned, regardless of what happens to the respective locus in

meiosis. Recessive predetermination is actually the case best analyzed

genetically, though a dominant one—for example, the action of the

Y-chromosome in the moth egg producing a male, which does not

possess a Y after fertilization—is more spectacular.

The inferences we wish to draw from such cases of typical

maternal inheritance, with conditioning of the cytoplasm by genie

nuclear factors acting before meiosis, are fortified by the existence of

closely comparable facts involving the cytoplasm alone. Oehlkers

(1938-1952) has described some very interesting phenomena of

intersexuality in Streptocarpus crosses which we shall analyze below

and arrive at a somewhat different explanation in detail. I could show
(Goldschmidt, 1938^?) that they closely parallel the Lymantria situ-

ation so far as the sexual balance and its disturbance in the crosses are

based upon a system involving female determiners in the X-chromo-

somes (male heterogamety ) and a purely maternally inherited condi-

tion, which can be inherited only in the cytoplasm of the egg. The
complications involved because of monoecism do not concern us here.
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It is possible that Correns' work on Cirsium (last 1928) also belongs

here. As the complication of monoecism is again involved, in a rather

confusing way, we may only say that some sexualizing cytoplasmic

function is proved, which will be taken up in more detail later. The
conclusion is that a relatively simple chemical conditioning of the

cytoplasm, which sets the pace for all of sexual differentiation, may
be inherited cytoplasmically ( of course including the interplay of this

condition with genically controlled features); or the chemical condi-

tioning may be induced in the cytoplasm of the egg by genie action

of different kinds in individual cases,

B. DAUERMODIFIKATION

The last examples involve real cytoplasmic, generalized action,

which we could describe simply as the action of a specific cytoplasmic

constitution involving the entire plasma of the cell and producing a

rather generalized effect upon developmental processes, as opposed

to the highly specialized effects of most genie actions. With Wettstein

( 1928?? ) , also followed by Caspari ( 1948 ) , we can call this a plasmon

action or an action of the plasmon type. (It would be incorrect to say

that the cell contains a plasmon as a nucleus contains genie material.

There is unfortunately much loose thinking about this.) Before dis-

cussing the problem further, a brief reference must be made to a

phenomenon called by its discoverer Jollos ( 1921 ) Dauermodifikation.

Quoting Sonneborn (1951a), "Dauermodifikationen are traits which

are induced by environmental conditions and then manifest temporary

cytoplasmic inheritance. After a time, under the original conditions,

the induced trait disappears and the original trait reappears." These

traits involve morphological changes induced in animals by temper-

ature action which disappear within a few generations after apparent

inheritance through the maternal cytoplasm. Specific examples are as

follows: Drosophila, Plough and Ives (1935); morphological changes

in bean leaves, produced by chemical treatment, Hofmann ( 1927; see

also Sirks, 1937); physiological changes in Paramecium in suscepti-

bility or resistance to poisons, especially studied by Jollos (1913ff. );

immunobiological changes in Paramecium, studied by Sonneborn

(1943fe). Caspari (1948) also includes the so-called milk factor in

tumor production.

Though the facts appear rather consistent, their explanation is not

completely clear. One idea (the original interpretation by Jollos) is

that the external agent produces directly or by reaction products a

chemical condition of the cytoplasm, say a substance, which in the
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course of several cell generations is used up and replaced by the

original condition. This may also be expressed as the final victory of

the genically controlled condition over a self-diluting, temporary,

induced cytoplasmic change.

A very different explanation has been proposed by Sonneborn

(1947-1954) on the basis of his (and his students') work on antigenic

reactions in Farameciura, which show relations of apparent cyto-

plasmic properties to genically controlled processes. (We shall hear

more of this when discussing so-called plasmagenes.) In Sonneborn's

own words (1951a): "Dijfferent genes of one and the same nucleus

may be capable of determining two or more alternative, mutually

exclusive traits [i.e., antigenic types] only one of which can come to

full phenotypic expression in any one cell. The decision of which of

these potentiahties will be realized and which suppressed is dictated,

at least in part, by conditions outside the nucleus. Once made, the

decision is binding during subsequent cell multiplication for a shorter

or longer time, and under certain conditions, permanently. Thus two

cells with the same genes and under the same conditions may have

different alternative traits and maintain them during cell reproduction.

In other words, once these traits are developed, they are cyto-

plasmically inherited; but the genes seem to determine which ones

can be developed." These conclusions were derived from experiments

showing the presence of different antigens on the cilia of different

lines of Paramecium. These genetically controlled, antigenic types can

be changed by thermic or nutritional conditions into one another

directly or only after generations of cytoplasmic inheritance. Each

type, once developed, perpetuates itself during vegetative and sexual

reproduction, until external conditions bring about a shift to another

one of the alternative types. This implies, according to Sonneborn,

that "cytoplasmic mechanisms control the persistence of activity of a

certain gene (or genes) and the suppression of the activity of the

other genes at other loci for alternative antigenic traits."

One of the explanations offered for the facts is that the under-

lying conditions are two independent chains of reactions producing

two products, each through an intermediate product. Under normal

conditions the amount of these intermediate products will reach a

stable equilibrium. If, however, these intermediates influence each

other (e.g., one inhibits the other at certain concentrations), transitory

external changes (like temperature in the experiments) will produce

a condition in which only one or the other of the substances is func-

tioning. Both these states will be very stable and therefore will be
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preserved for some time just as if by inheritance. But they remain

reversible in the same way, as the cellular constitution has not

changed. In classic genetic language this would mean, I think, a genie

alternative reaction norm with stability over some cell divisions, that

is, one of the general features of genie action and nothing of cyto-

plasmic nature. (The physical term "steady states," which has been

used to describe this situation, seems to be unnecessary as far as the

genetic facts are considered. The term "alternative norm of reaction"

covers the facts; I have used this concept repeatedly in these discus-

sions.) Thus no genuine cytoplasmic heredity is involved, and the

recourse to "plasmagenes," originally favored by Sonneborn, is ruled

out, Sonneborn (1955) formulates the lesult as follows: "The impor-

tant point is that alternative steady states based on mutual inhibitions

can give cytoplasmic inheritance without resort to self-dupHcating

cytoplasmic particles." I should prefer to say "can be erroneously

taken for cytoplasmic inheritance."

Sonneborn thinks that the facts of antigenic inheritance generally

parallel those of Dauermodifikation. This would mean that the traits

showing Dauermodifikation are also gene-controlled traits (though

there are no facts available to prove this) with an alternative norm

of reaction which remains more or less self-perpetuating until internal

or external conditions switch it over. I wonder whether Jollos' original

data, especially the arsenic experiments, could be explained this way;

I doubt it.

Some apparently unrelated facts may help this discussion. I am
thinking of the remarkable features of vernalization in cereals. The

traits involved, winter or summer wheat, are undoubtedly genically

controlled. But by appropriate treatment (e.g., with cold) at the

proper time the physiological alternative can be induced; for example,

winter wheat can be made to behave like summer wheat. This may be

described as an induced self-perpetuating cytoplasmic change. Self-

perpetuating may mean, as in the former cases, the presence of

changed self-perpetuating bodies like mitochondria, but it may also

mean a strictly alternative chemical property of the cytoplasm (a

"steady state"), which remains until forced again into its original

condition. The details (see Melchers' excellent discussion, 1952) are

as interesting for our present discussion as for plant genetics and

physiology generally, and may be described in the same terms as the

antigenic properties in Paramecium, involving an alternative norm of

reaction of the cytoplasm but not cytoplasmic inheritance.

The materials presented in the last chapter and our analysis of
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the sexual conditioning of the egg cytoplasm before fertilization by

nuclear determiners are relevant to the present discussion also. There

we have, as in the antigens in Paramecium, an alternative norm of

reaction of the entire cell which we can call a cytoplasmic condition

induced by genie control, remaining through the subsequent cell

generations. However, it may be shifted to the alternative by genie as

well as external action, as in genetic or induced intersexuality.

Coordinating such facts and deliberations, it seems to me that

we must be very cautious when lining them up for a discussion of

cytoplasmic heredity. It is clear (assuming the correctness of Sonne-

born's interpretation of Dauermodifikation) that the facts demonstrate

one of the ways in which the genie material can control processes

within the cytoplasm. In a broader sense we are dealing with the

classic conception of genie action as a "norm of reaction" which might

be one-tracked or alternative or still more complicated, depending

upon internal (threshold) conditions or external ones controlling such

thresholds. The cytoplasm enters here primarily as the substrate of

genie action. If the facts demonstrate, as they seem to do, that environ-

mentally induced modifications of the genically controlled products

of reaction may be more or less self-perpetuating, a very important

insight has been gained into the ways in which the genie material

exercises its control of cellular (i.e., cytoplasmic) conditions; and,

further, how the cytoplasm is fitted to perform its genically controlled

duties. As a matter of fact, the possibility that cytoplasmic conditions

induced by the nuclear genome may become self-perpetuating is one

of great importance for the problem of genie action. Waddington

(1953a) has discussed it under the name of "epigenetic momentum,"
and we shall meet with many facts which lend themselves to such an

explanation, when discussing genie action. Actually it is difficult to

understand genetic control of development without such a process.

Nevertheless, calling this a form of cytoplasmic heredity is wholly

mistaken, and I consider it completely misleading (though it is ad-

vocated by some prominent geneticists ) to use the term "plasmagenes"

for self-perpetuating, nucleus-induced cytoplasmic conditions.

There is a large group of facts known in bacteria and yeast

which, if understood completely, would shed light on the problems of

Dauermodifkation. These are the facts of so-called adaptation (re-

views in Catcheside, 1951; Monod and Cohn, 1952). A microorganism,

unable to metabolize an unusual substrate, learns to do so by

producing the necessary adaptive enzyme, if kept for a more or less

long time in the new substrate. The details are variable and somewhat
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conflicting. But some or all of the following possibilities may be

involved: (1) a selection of already present rare mutants controlling

the specific enzyme; (2) a "steady state" condition, as discussed

before, allowing the genie material to produce one or another product

according to the environment; (3) this condition may be self-perpetu-

ating even in the absence of the genie material (after segregation) or

may not; (4) the condition may be reversible by exhaustion of

particles or by inverse environmental action; (5) mutation may play

a role in different ways; (6) induced mutation of plasmagenes may
take place (my own opposition to such a view has been registered).

Dauermodifikation and enzymatic adaptation will probably be found

to have the same background; but, since neither is yet understood

completely, it is impossible to explain one in terms of the other. This

is a frontier which must be watched.

C. PLASMON ACTION OF THE SPECIFIC SUBSTRATE TYPE

If we call (see II 2 D) a specific action of the cytoplasm as a

whole a plasmon-type action, we may distinguish two major categories:

(1) a specific physicochemical structure or biochemical nature of the

cytoplasm affecting genically controlled processes in the nature of a

specific substratum which remains constant within a genetic line; (2)

a specific constitution of the entire cytoplasm which alone controls

specific features of structure or function, and might therefore be con-

sidered a genuine cytoplasmic inheritance.

a. Mendelian segregation in different cytoplasm

The first type of plasmon action would be recognized when an

ordinary Mendehan character changes its phenotype in the presence

of cytoplasm of different origin. Experimentally this would involve

phenotypical difference of reciprocal crosses and constancy of these

differences in the maternal lines of following generations. A large

number of experiments demonstrating this situation was performed

with the gypsy moth Lymantria dispar ( Goldschmidt, 1924). A series

of geographic races exist with, among others, differences in the

markings of the caterpillars. Some races show a bright pattern of light

spots of epidermal origin which remains through all instars. In other

races this pattern is present but less extended, and these quantitatively

different patterns are based upon multiple alleles with additional

control of multiple modifiers. In addition to this basic pattern, a

simple Mendelian factor in some races produces a cuticular dark

pigment which overlays the bright pattern and covers it more or less
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completely, a process which increases during the different molts. Two
extreme genetic types are a Japanese race with a bright pattern and

no overlying cuticular pigment, and a European race with so much
overlying pigment that even the young caterpillars do not show the

bright pattern. The factor for cuticular pigment may be called AA,

and its allele without production of this pigment aa. AA individuals

are grayish black; aa is bright-patterned. The largest bright spot may
be classified according to its size, and the variations produced by the

amount of covering with dark pigment can be expressed in a curve of

variation. If we consider only the crosses with the brightest and

darkest race—those with intermediate degrees gave the same results,

though less clearly demonstrable—Fi AA X aa is much darker than

the reciprocal aa X AA; that is, Fi is matroclinous. In F2 (correspond-

ingly RF2) the segregation AA:2Aa:aa occurs; this, in view of the

fluctuation, results in a curve of pigmentation with one mode in the

dark classes comprising about 25 per cent of the individuals and

another mode covering the 75 per cent in the medium and light

classes, which overlap. In reciprocal F2 crosses, however, these curves

are not identical but they are still matroclinous: with the dark

maternal grandmother the lighter part of the curve is shifted toward

the dark end; but with the light maternal grandmother it is shifted

toward the light end. The accompanying diagram illustrates this

(numerous exact curves and tables in the paper of 1924).

1

p
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bracon, also involving a pigmentation process, and carried it to one

more generation.

The question arises whether a more detailed characterization

of the cytoplasmic effect in these experiments is possible. It is clear

that no effect of a qualitative type takes place. The affected pheno-

genetic process is the quantity of melanin deposited at certain points

of the cuticula, and this again is due to the speed with which melanin

is formed, as a statistical check upon the progress of pigment forma-

tion in all the instars of the larvae demonstrated. "Thus some kind of

generalized substrate action is involved in the cytoplasmic effect. This

does not necessarily mean a biochemical quaHty or a condition of

viscosity or colloidal behavior of the cytoplasm as an entity. Another

possibility might be a difference in formed constituents of the cyto-

plasm of a type which we have already met in the visible germ

track determining substances discussed previously. The most obvious

corpuscular elements are the mitochondria, which sometimes contain

a complete set of respiratory enzymes. These may be involved in

the speed and quantity of melanin formation. A few remarkable re-

sults point in this direction. According to Winge and Laustsen

(1940), a haploid ascospore in yeast may be fertilized and form

a diploid clone; or it may do so by autogamy (called direct diploi-

dization). The latter clones have a low viability, which is inherited.

For this the mitochondria are believed to be responsible. Winge and

Laustsen think that in autogamy the mitochondria have no time to

duplicate and, therefore, are present only in a quantity which suffices

for a haploid but not for a diploid cell.

A very remarkable case, which probably is of the same type

as the Lymantria experiments, has been described by Oehlkers

(1952a), though it is a little more complicated. The hybrid Strepto-

carpus Rexii X Wendlandii is fertile, and the F2 and all backcrosses

can be obtained. The two parental forms have the same kind of sym-

petal flowers, and therefore no segregation for flower form can occur.

The reciprocal hybrid Wendlandii X Rexii has no anthers (see about

intersexuality in these crosses later) but can be crossed as a female

with Rexii X Wendlandii, which, as far as the genome is concerned,

amounts to the same F2 as before. In this F2 (also similar RF2) a

new recessive form of laciniated flower segregates ( choripetaly )

.

Obviously, the recessive mutant for this form of flower is present

in Rexii, but can become visible only in the presence of the

Wendlandii plasma, not in its own. The situation is similar to that
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in Lynuintria, though here a recessive action is not modified but is

completely suppressed in one cytoplasm, strangely enough, its own.

Another set of facts may point in the same direction. It is gener-

ally assumed that the sperm does not carry cytoplasm into the egg.

But both sperm head and middle piece contain mitochondrial prod-

ucts in the form of spiral fibrils and derivatives of the mitochondrial

body. In a little-known paper, Held (1916), a very good histologist,

showed that in Ascaris (where the sperm contains a considerable

amount of cytoplasm) egg and sperm mitochondria may be stained

differentially. He could trace the sperm mitochondria into the egg

and tlieir dispersal among the mitochondria of the egg. (Held was

a follower of Meves, who thought that the mitochondria are the real

genie material, not the chromosomes.) We might conclude that simi-

lar behavior of the mitochondria occurs in fertilization with filiform

sperm. An additional fact is known for Lepidoptera. Here normal

polyspermy occurs and each sperm head transforms into a nucleus

surrounded by a bit of specifically staining cytoplasm (see photos

in Goldschmidt and Katsuki, 1928f?). It is not proved that this

cytoplasm is derived from the sperm. But if it is, the 6-10 sperm heads

in an egg might contribute a rather large amount of paternal mito-

chondria.

If this is true and if the cytoplasmic effect of shifting genically

controlled reactions is actually based upon mitochondria, we should

expect to find paternal cytoplasmic effects also (excluding here such

processes as transfer of chloroplasts by the pollen, to be mentioned

below). Actually such effects were recorded for the same material

as before, the pigment in Lymantria caterpillars. I had noticed early

(but had not dared to report on it for years in view of the general

attitude at that time**) an effect which could be explained only in

terms of an action of the sperm cytoplasm. Only after it was found

repeatedly did I present the data (Goldschmidt, 1924). Double re-

ciprocal F2 crosses, for example (Axa) X (Axa) versus (A X a)

X (a X A), are identical in regard to Mendelizing genes and egg

cytoplasm (always A in the example). But the presumed sperm cyto-

plasm is different (derived from the paternal grandmother), namely,

a in the second cross. Many such double reciprocal crosses in both

directions were checked for the pigmentation character reported

above, and in many instances differences in the curves of pigmenta-

tion were found between the two double reciprocal crosses, which

" I had reported on it in an unpublished talk at Bateson's invitation in the

John Innes Institute.
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went in exactly the direction expected if the sperm plasm influenced

the egg cytoplasm (many curves and tables in 1924). This result

strongly favors the mitochondria as the suspected cytoplasmic agent.

Since mitochondria are the seat of cytochrome oxidases, a racial

difference affecting the kinetics of melanin production sounds reason-

able. We shall see later that in plants, also, comparable though not

identical differences between races were found by the Michaelis

group.

b. Genomes in different cytoplasm

In the cases discussed thus far the substrate action of the cyto-

plasm in influencing quantitative features of genically controlled

developmental processes was clear, because the effect could be

analyzed in simple Mendehan segregations. This applies to the cases

reported just now as well as to the material involving alternative

norm of reaction. However, in many cases analyzed in plants, the

cytoplasmic effect is a generalized one: it cannot be attributed to

interference with individual known genie actions, but rather inter-

feres with the whole genome, or major parts of it, if the genome is

located in the wrong cytoplasm. The diverse cytoplasmic actions may

be characterized, in a general way, as a weakening or inhibition of

general processes of growth, as a consequence of nuclei working in

the wrong cytoplasm. The technique, introduced by Correns (1908),

is as follows. Reciprocal crosses giving matroclinous phenotypes are

the starting point. These are backcrossed over generations to the

paternal form, with the result that the maternal cytoplasm remains

but the chromosomes are finally replaced more or less completely by

those of the paternal form, which are supposed not to fit into the

foreign cytoplasm. In a general way, the results are always the same:

continuation of the maternal effects over all generations without visi-

ble influence of the replaced genome or, as we shall see, with very

httle influence of it.

It is remarkable that practically all the manifold effects found

are simple inhibitions. Many are in the sexual sphere, like suppression

of the male phase in monoecious plants (
gynodioecism ) , as in

Correns' work on Cirsium; or degeneration of male gametes at

different stages (pollen sterility) in Rhoades' work on maize (1933);

or the work of Lehmann and Michaelis and their students on crosses

of species and geographic varieties with backcrosses up to twenty-

five generations, which followed the pioneer work of Renner and

Kupper (1921). (See review by Michaelis, 1954.) It is characteristic
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that the disturbances produced by the genome-plasmon incompati-

bihty are lethaHty, steriHty, abnormahties of stem, leaves, and flowers,

cripples, dwarfs, loss of anthocyanin, and also heterosis. In addition,

degrees of cytoplasmic viscosity and permeability, sensitivity to

poisons and fungi, different enzymatic activity, and different general

physiological reaction? were found. Michaelis reports that nearly

all properties of the plant are altered by cytoplasmic differences.

This variability is not much lower than that which would be pro-

duced by a series of gene mutations. Michaelis concludes that this

is definite proof that the cytoplasm contains autonomous genetic con-

stituents.

I cannot concur in this conclusion. The type of effects studied

suggests rather a completely unspecific cytoplasmic action, which we
described in terms of substrate action. A good model for it is a dif-

ferent constitution in regard to the oxidation-reduction system, lo-

calized within the mitochondria, which works successfully only with

the proper products of the genie material; in the wrong combination,

therefore, it probably upsets basic reactions in development only

in regard to their kinetics, with the result of widespread defects. In

more descriptive than correct language we might say that the wrong

cytoplasm "poisons" developmental reactions.

The problem is so important that we may repeat our conclusion

in other words. It is safe tc say that in this whole group of facts

cytoplasmic heredity in a strict sense is not involved. The cytoplasm

or plasmon does not control the development of definite hereditary

traits. It is rather a substrate for the action of the genie material,

and it functions properly only when it has the proper chemical com-

position needed to react correctly with the products of genie action.

The chemical composition may differ in somewhat different species or

geographic varieties; it may be extreme; or it may be completely

absent. The difference may affect only the quantitative features of

certain gene-controlled processes as in Lymantria. Or it may affect

only the all-or-none reactions involved in the decision of the sexual

alternative. (See above the parallel facts in the chapter on maternal

inheritance.) Or it may "poison" many of the gene-controlled re-

actions involved in the general processes of growth and differentia-

tion. The part of the cytoplasm that has to do with the control of

oxidase action, as in mitochondria, would fulfill most if not all the

requirements on which the cytoplasmic action under discussion is

based.

This conclusion is considerably strengthened by experiments of
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the Michaelis school themselves. They found, when crossing a Jena

race of Epilobium hirsutum with 390 other races of widely different

origin, and introducing (by continued backcrossing ) the nucleus of

22 of these into Jena plasm, that all hybrids, if reciprocally different,

show deviations of the same kind. The activity of peroxidase and

respiratory enzvmes is increased, but to a different degree in different

combinations, with the result that positive or negative heterosis is

found in some, cripples and dwarfs in others, and lethality in still

others. "It is possible to transform the lethals into dwarfs and the

dwarfs into vigorous plants by inactivation of the oxidizing enzymes

at low temperatures or by augmenting the carbohydrates" (Mi-

chaelis). This should show conclusively that the interpretation pro-

posed above in terms of generalized substrates is correct, and perhaps

also in terms of mitochondria.

It is hardly necessary to go into the details of other cases studied

in the plant kingdom, which have been ably reviewed by Caspari

(1948). At one extreme are found the facts relating to male sterility

in flax, studied by the Bateson school (see Gairdner, 1929), where a

Mendelian locus in homozygous condition produces pollen sterility

only if it is transferred to the cytoplasm of another species. In

other examples the results resemble those in Epilobium, so far as

modification of many morphological traits, in the direction of the

type present in the form which supplies the cytoplasm of the hybrid, re-

mains constant over generations; or remains so though being changed

somewhat in the course of generations. In a general way this is the

situation both in Wettstein's (1924, 1928a) moss crosses and in

crosses of Oenothera studied by Schwemmle et al. (1938). Apart

from specific features concerning the plastids (which will be treated

separately), the foregoing discussion covers the essentials. The main

point in each instance is that the action of known Mendelian loci

or of a considerable part of the genome, though not severally refer-

able to single MendeHan units, differs in different cytoplasm. In

some this means an impaired function leading to generahzed ab-

normalities, including certain kinds of sterility and extending to

complete lethality. In others, where growth and similar quantitatively

varying processes are involved, it means a shfft of gene-controlled

reactions and processes toward the type of form which supplied the

cytoplasm, that is, more or less of an influence upon developmental

kinetics.

Renner and Kupper (1921) introduced, for this type of action,

the term "plasmon-sensitive genes," meaning that the action of some
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genes requires a definite cytoplasm in order to succeed fully or at

all. Though the idea behind the term is derived from unequivocal

facts, I think that this theory might lead to confusion if it were

misunderstood to mean that there are different kinds of "genes,"

some dependent or partly dependent and others not dependent upon

the specific features of the cytoplasm.

We shall meet again with the same logical situation and the

danger that genie actions, varying under different conditions, or

in different systems, or as a consequence of a qualitatively different

kind of action, will be mistaken for differences in the nature of the

"gene" which suggest characterizing types of genes. (See chapter

on dosage.) In the interest of clear notions on "cytoplasmic heredity,"

I prefer to look at the facts in terms of genically controlled processes,

all of which take place in the cytoplasm as substratum and are

therefore dependent upon its biophysical and biochemical nature. If

it is a fact that these substrate conditions are different in taxonomi-

cally different forms (in the widest sense of the term), the full and

normal performance of these genically controlled processes (re-

action chains) is possible, within a foreign cytoplasm, only when its

substrate activity lies within the threshold limits of the gene-substrate

interaction in question. Thus the cytoplasmic maternal effect is the

combined result of the threshold conditions of the individual or

combined genically controlled processes, and the amount of bio-

chemical difference of the foreign cytoplasm which shifts those re-

actions within or beyond the thresholds. The biochemical cytoplasmic

difference, being probably in the nature of a basic, quantitative

property like the various levels of the oxidation-reduction system,

affects the actions of the entire genome, and it is only the quantity

(visibility and localization) of the effect that changes with threshold

conditions for individual traits. Oehlkers (1952a), in his review of

cytoplasmic heredity, draws basically similar conclusions when he

says that the alleged plasmon-sensitivity of some genes is relative.

"As a matter of fact there is no special 'sensitivity' of the genes but

only a special reaction among other possibilities of reaction, which

alone is conspicuous because it falls outside the normal ... in prin-

ciple all genes are plasmasensitive because we may connect all with

some specific collaboration with the plasmon."

A few experimental or theoretical attacks have been made on

the problem of what these cytoplasmic conditions are. We considered

them to be of a rather simple generalized type affecting threshold

conditions for genically controlled reactions with a substrate. Schlos-
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ser (1935), who found plasmon actions on growth in crosses of wild

tomatoes, thinks that the decisive features are osmotic conditions.

The genically controlled growth requires an optimum osmotic pres-

sure, while definite osmotic values are controlled in the cytoplasm

and may be inadequate when the wrong cytoplasm is present. This

may be expressed also in terms of thresholds. Von Dellingshausen

(1935, 1936) tried to find the physiological conditions responsible for

plasmon effects in Michaelis' Epilohium crosses. He found differences

in permeability and viscosity, that is, physical differences. Lehmann
and his students (Ross, 1940) found deficiencies in heteroauxins in

the plasmons which inhibited growth, and could overcome the effect

by treatment with auxins. More important still is Ross's (1941) find-

ing that peroxidase activity in the foreign plasmon is higher than

in the proper one. All the different effects of growth inhibition in

the hybrids with foreign plasmon may be traced to this primary

difference. These results tend to point in the same direction as our

foregoing analysis, and to show that in a general way the interpre-

tations adopted above are correct and preferable to the ideas on

genie cytoplasm or cytoplasmic genes.

I prefer a statement of the facts in terms of generalized bio-

chemical features of the cytoplasm, like respiratory enzyme levels,

which either allow genically controlled reactions with the substrate

to occur within the normal threshold limits or prevent them. Explana-

tions in terms of plasmon-sensitive genes certainly account for the

same facts, but, I think, only in a formalistic way. To mention only

one such theory, Caspari has elaborated the idea, based upon Stern's

hypothesis of genie action (to be discussed later), that each allele

has a characteristic combining power with the substrate, the genie

product being the result of this combination with the substrate for

which different genes compete. As the amount of substrate is limited,

the final result will depend upon the outcome of the competition

among different alleles. It is assumed that the substrate produced

in the cytoplasm of different strains is somewhat different; further,

that the foreign gene has a higher combining power but a lower

efficiency toward this particular substrate, and transforms it into a

physiologically inactive product. In the hybrid the foreign allele takes

the substrate away from the rightful one, which thus cannot produce

enough product. This would be the essential feature of a "plasmon-

sensitive gene."

I have the feeling that this and similar ways of looking at the

facts from the point of view of different types of genes are rather
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formalistic, because of the desire to endow genes with definite

specific properties which explain whatever is found. Furthermore,

such theories are completely unnecessary. A physiological point of

view relating genie actions, which in themselves are the same in all

the crosses, to differences in general physiological features present in

different cytoplasm seems more appealing and is definitely simpler. We
shall see below that Stern himself has become skeptical about his

theory of genie action. Thus I conclude that there are no plasmon-

sensitive genes. Any genie material may act differently if the cytoplasm

does not provide the proper substrate tuned to the thresholds, veloci-

ties, and so on, of the reactions involved. It is gratifying to see that

Oehlkers (1952a), in a clear discussion of all these problems, has

come, at least in principle, to very similar conclusions, opposing the

idea of plasmon-sensitive genes, as the quotations above show.

It is rather interesting that in Epilobium (just as in Lymantria)

indications of paternal effects have been found. (The same is true

of the OenotJiera crosses.) Michaelis found that in the course of his

matroclinous backcrosses some paternal effects appeared, shifting

the cytoplasmic action somewhat toward the normal side. We think

at once of cytoplasm introduced by the pollen and adding up in

the course of generations to a kind of dilution of the maternal cyto-

plasm, though Michaelis is not friendly to this idea.

c. Evidence from merogony

Since the classic work of Boveri and Godlevski, experiments on

merogony have played an important role in experimental embryology.

Merogony—the development of an enucleated egg fragment fertilized

by foreign sperm—should yield information on the relative roles

of nuclear and cytoplasmic heredity (recent review by von Ubisch,

1954). In repeating Boveri's experiments, Hoerstadius (1936) found

that reciprocal merogons of sea urchin species show differences in

regard to the skeleton. The details do not indicate any cytoplasmic

inheritance, but can be referred to ooplasmic predetermination and

the well-known fact that the nucleus plays only an inferior role

during the first stages of development, up to gastrulation. This may

be regarded as certain in view of the fact that these haploid merogons

do not develop very far, and die when normal genie action sets in.

Using a clever method of producing merogonic mosaics from am-

phibian eggs, Baltzer (1933) and Hadorn (1936) again found some

cytoplasmic effect, which, however, does not prove cytoplasmic in-

heritance proper, and parallels the sea urchin case in fact and
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interpretation. In this connection also the httle-known work of

Haberlandt (1935) on plant chimeras (Crataegomespilus) should be

mentioned. In periclinal chimeras containing the epidermis of only

one of the species, he found epidermal structures that were inter-

mediate between the species. In this case cytoplasm can hardly be

involved; instead, diffusible cytoplasmic products like auxins would

seem to account for the effect. Though not strictly concerned with

cytoplasmic inheritance, the facts suggest caution.

The most important experiments in merogony, as far as our

present discussion is concerned, are those of Harder (1927) on

basidiomycetes. By a very intricate technique, made possible by

unique features of the apical cells of mycelia, hybrids between two

strains of Pholiota mutabilis could be produced containing a mixture

of the cytoplasms of the two strains with the haploid nucleus of

one. The mycelia obtained from these cells showed intermediate

growth habits similar to those of a real (nuclear) hybrid. Again the

same interpretation should be given as in the other cases: quanti-

tative shifts in genically controlled reactions owing to a foreign sub-

strate, combined with threshold actions.

It is rather surprising that the cytoplasmic substrate differences

studied are in a number of cases typical for the lowest taxonomic

categories. In the pigmentation of Lymantria caterpillars, the cyto-

plasmic differences were found in crosses of all geographic races

which were sufficiently different for detection of the feature. In

Michaelis' Epilobium work this goes still farther. Here the cyto-

plasmic difference goes down even to otherwise indistinguishable local

communities. This means that a cytoplasmic evolutionary divergence

exists, which is even more sensitive than genie differences. If it

should turn out eventually that the well-founded suspicion that the

mitochondria are involved in all this is an actual fact, interesting new

problems of evolutionary divergence would arise. Formerly I doubted

( Goldschmidt, 1940, p. 250) that the cytoplasm is a major factor in

evolution. The facts alluded to suggest caution for the time being.

D. GENUINE PLASMON

In the introduction to the last chapter it was pointed out that a

distinction should be made between a cytoplasmic influence upon

genically controlled processes which shifts the latter in a quantitative

way, and an actual cytoplasmic heredity, a genuine plasmon, which

by itself determines definite hereditary traits in the same sense as

genes are supposed to control characters. Such a distinction is a
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priori necessary and, in addition, useful in view of the fact that

a considerable number of geneticists speak rather loosely of cyto-

plasmic genes when nothing has been established but a cytoplasmic

substrate action in all the cases discussed thus far. If a real plasmon

in the sense just defined could be proved to exist, the term "cyto-

plasmic genie material" could be used by analogy, but "cytoplasmic

genes" would still be an indefensible term, in my opinion. An ob-

jection might be made to the distinction of a genuine plasmon from

a cytoplasmic substrate on the ground that, just as genie material

cannot be imagined without the collaborating cytoplasmic substratum,

in the same way no plasmon could exist without collaborating genes.

Furthermore, it could be said that it is impossible to prove the

existence of a genuine plasmon action because an interaction with

genically controlled actions can never be excluded. Both criticisms

are to the point in themselves. However, just as we deal in classic

genetics with genie control of hereditary traits, evidenced by the

criterion of Mendelian inheritance, forgetting about the cytoplasm,

we might be able to describe cytoplasmic heredity proper as the

result of traits which are inherited purely maternally and do not

exhibit any effects of different genie constitution. If, for example,

the form of a leaf were inherited in this way, the form should be

essentially, if not completely, the same in all descendants in the

maternal line, in Fi, F2, Fn, and in all replacements of chromosomes

by those of another form.

The question then is whether indubitable cases of this type

exist. I once believed I had found an example in the sex determination

of Lymantria, where the female determiners are inherited strictly

maternally, as shown for the degree of intersexuality obtained even

in the most complicated multiple crosses, introducing all kinds of

chromosomes of different genetic constitution. If A, B, C, D are

different races known to have different X-chromosomes in regard to

the relative potency of the sex factors, the crosses (female first)

A X B, (A X C) X B, (A X B) X (C X D) X (E X F) X B,

and so on, all give the same result, depending exclusively upon the

female factorial potency of the maternal, grandmaternal (etc.) race

A and the male ( X-chromosomal one) of the race B. A special experi-

ment seemed to confirm the conclusion ( Goldschmidt, 1934a). But

finally I had to realize (Goldschmidt, 1942??) that my original inter-

pretation, location of the female determiners within the Y-chromo-

some, was the correct one. (I have mentioned the latter fact in
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relation to the predetermining effect of Y in the future male-deter-

mined egg, and shall return to the subject later.)

Oehlkers ( 1938 ff. ) analyzed species crosses of the plant Strepto-

carpus in which pure plasmatic inheritance of sex-determining actions

seems to be established. He crossed six different species of Strepto-

carpus (Gramineae) and found that they fell into two groups. Crosses

within the groups do not show the plasmatic effect, but those be-

tween the groups do. In reciprocal crosses {Rexii = A; Wendlandii

= B ) the hybrids show the following differences. Flowers of A X B

are hermaphroditic like the parents, but B X A have no anthers,

only staminodia. In RF2 (B X A) X A half the offspring are like

B X A; in the other half, all anthers are replaced by female organs

in a series of transitions from staminodia to five complete female

organs. In RF2 (A X B) X A, however, a segregation occurs into nor-

mal hermaphrodites, which, though externally normal, are sterile and

may have rudimentary ovaries. Thus B cytoplasm makes for an

intersexual shift toward femaleness, and A cytoplasm moderately

toward maleness.

Different interpretations have been proposed by Oehlkers ( 1938,

1940, 1941), by Hartmann (1943), and by Goldschmidt (1938^?),

but all require that in the cytoplasm of the pure species a con-

dition exists, a plasmon, which acts in the opposite direction from

the nuclear genome. The distribution of this plasmon among the

species indicates an old evolutionary diversification. (See the remark

on cytoplasm and evolution in II 2 C c. The details of the present

analysis will be taken up later in the chapter on the theory of sex

determination. They will turn out to be more complicated than is

assumed here.)

In Wettstein's early work there was a tendency to assume the

existence of genuine plasmon heredity. However, it seems that only

one trait in his mosses, the length of the midvein of the moss leaf,

remained purely maternal. All other traits influenced by the cyto-

plasm were matroclinous and therefore fell into the category of cyto-

plasm-influenced genie action. Later Wettstein (1946) thought he

had found a case of genuine plasmon action in Linum, in which

plasma-dependent pollen sterility had already been described by

the Bateson school (see II 2 C b). Wettstein made long-continued

backcrosses which resulted in completely homozygous genomes of

the race "tall" in the cytoplasm of "procumbents." After the eighth

generation the homozygosity was made still more certain by using
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a little trick of making the haplont diploid. The pollen sterility in

tliis combination remained constant. Wettstein considers this to be

real proof of an independent plasmon, though, I think, an interpreta-

tion of different genie interaction with different cytoplasmic sub-

strate is not excluded.

In the vast collection of data found in the work of the schools

of Renner, Lehmann, Schwemmle, and Michaelis, innumerable vari-

ations in tlie quantitative behavior of the traits affected by the

cytoplasm were found, but not a single convincing case of genuine

plasmonic, maternal control of a definite hereditary trait. It is very

doubtful whether such a type of heredity exists, at least outside the

sphere of sex determination.

All this is very important for the problem of so-called cytoplasmic

genes, which had become a kind of genetic fashion but are in eclipse

again at present. If the mitochondria play the role we discussed

previously, they cannot be called genes, since their action can be

only a generalized one, with possible differences in regard to their

quantity. There is no reason to suppose that different types of mito-

chondria exist which can be sorted out, each kind controlling a

definite character. In the same way, the assumption of a plasmon,

which could be conceived of as an assembly of cytoplasmic genes,

would require different kinds of cytoplasm, separable and endowed

with definite hereditary actions. No such case has been analyzed

thus far, and it is extremely improbable that one wOl turn up.

Of course, differentiated cytoplasm which controls the fate of nuclei

within it (or of Lwoff's kinetics) is completely different (see I 1).

It is true that Darlington (1944) once tried to interpret some of the

features of Michaelis' Epilobium crosses as indicative of cytoplasmic

segregation and Michaehs ( 1954 ) insists upon it. The zoologist will be

extremely skeptical if he thinks of cytoplasmic differentiation in de-

velopment, which is certainly different from genetic segregation.

Thus I consider it a fact that so far genuine cytoplasmic heredity (i.e.,

not of the substrate-for-genic-action type), or the existence of what

could be called cytoplasmic genes, has not been proved, with the

probable exception of stuffs related to special features of sex determi-

nation in Streptocarpus. This conclusion applies thus far only to the

facts which have just been analyzed; none of them deal with visible or

invisible but analyzable cytoplasmic substances of a particulate type,

though we came near this subject when discussing mitochondria.
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E. CYTOPLASMIC HEREDITY OF THE PARTICULATE

TYPE (PLASMAGENES)

The adherents of the theory of plasmagenes frequently go so far

as to speak of plasmagenes whenever cytoplasmic functions are in-

volved. Thus, as we shall see below, all plasmatic actions and differ-

entiations are made the work of plasmagenes, though there is not a

single fact which requires this assumption. The basis for such general-

izations is the idea that self-reproducing substances have to be

assumed in the cytoplasm. If a large protein molecule can be synthe-

sized only through a template mechanism, as is probable, every pro-

tein molecule might be called a plasmagene. In the interest of clear

notions and in order to avoid the danger of taking a suggestive termi-

nology for an explanation, we should speak of plasmagenes only when
a proved particulate, self-duplicating structure in the cytoplasm can

be shown to produce definite genie actions of the type known for the

genie material in the chromosomes. (Personally I should go still

farther and reserve the term "genie" and "genes" for chromosomal

material which can be analyzed by means of Mendelian behavior.)

But apart from what I consider rather wild and not helpful notions

about plasmagenes being involved in whatever the cytoplasm does,

there is a large body of facts, dealing with more or less certain par-

ticulates, as well as visible ones, in the cytoplasm, that have remark-

able genetic implications. It is this group of facts which is mainly

responsible for the past popularity of the idea of plasmagenes.

a. Genoids

L'Heritier and Teissier (1937, and many further papers; see

L'Heritier, 1951) discovered a remarkable set of facts relating to

C02-susceptibility in Drosophila. The main observations are these

(following L'Heritier, 1951). Ordinary flies can resist the gas for a

long time and recover at once from narcosis. Sensitive ones do not

recover; or, if they do, they are paralyzed. The seat of the latter effect

is the thoracic ganglion. The sensitivity is inherited by what appears

to be a cytoplasmic self-reproducing unit, which was called a 'gen-

oid." A normal fly can be made sensitive by transplantation of organs

taken from sensitives or by injection of an extract of sensitives. This

looks like the action of a virus. But the specific feature is that, once

in the Oiganism, the particle enters the germ track and is transmitted

to the offspring in a definite way. (This is known also for certain

parasites like the microsporidium of pebrine in the silkworm and
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the yeast-like symbionts of many insects, as detailed in Buchner, 1953.

)

For the evaluation of these basic facts a number of details are

important. In many respects the active factor behaves like a virus.

Inactivation and filtration experiments reveal a size on the order of that

of a virus. By continuous dilution of an extract a concentration can be

reached which is no longer infective. In this case the individual par-

ticles behave independently, since the logarithm of the percentage

of resistant flies varies linearly with the inverse of dilution. This per-

mits an exact assay of infection results and work with arbitrary units

of infection. A study of the incubation time revealed a curve which

indicated an exponential multiplication of the particles, until death

occurs. This incubation time is dependent upon external and internal

factors. A further study of the progress of infection in the fly yielded

results closely paralleling those for virus infections.

The next important point is that flies sensitive by birth yield a

constant amount of virus during their whole imaginal life, but this

amount varies according to the parent from whom the sensitivity

comes. If sensitivity comes from the father, the yield is about 100,000

units, which is the same as after a one-unit injection. This shows that

the spermatozoon contains a small number of particles. If the sensi-

tivity comes from the mother, the virus content is much smaller, a few

thousand to 30,000 units. This could be due to waste of some indis-

pensable material in the egg, whatever this means. The facts thus far

reported fit the idea of an infective virus.

We come now to the genetic features of the case. A female made
sensitive by injection always produces some sensitive offspring from

which a pure sensitive line can be derived. A male made sensitive

does not transmit this, but the sons of sensitive females transmit sensi-

tivity to a part of their offspring. This means, then, that in females,

but not in males, acquired sensitivity always enters the germ track.

Further, a fly which has inherited sensitivity from the father alone

(who had a sensitive mother) behaves like an injected one: if it is a

male it is resistant; if a female, some of its offspring are sensitive.

There are indications that mutation of the virus particle can take

place. A line was isolated in which sons of sensitive females hardly

transmitted the sensitivity, and this property remained constant. If a

mixture of both types was administered to a fly, only one or the other

type entered, or was found in, the germ line. Such preferences are,

however, known for genuine viruses. Another rather complex case of

behavior is attributed to mutation of the infective particles, but on
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the whole the facts recorded bear a striking similarity to the behavior

of lysogenic bacteria toward phage.

The problem for our present discussion is whether the un-

doubtedly existing particles responsible for C02-sensitivity are viruses

with a definite behavior or are plasmagenes behaving like viruses. A
number of geneticists deny, a priori, a difference between genes and

viruses: such a problem does not exist for them. It must be realized

that for a long time the possibility has been discussed (see Buchner,

1953) that typical cellular inclusions like mitochondria are really sym-

bionts or were such originally. Such a view has been considerably

strengthened by the amazing facts on intracellular symbionts in in-

sects with specialized nutrition which Buchner and his school (see

1953 ) have revealed in a series of remarkable papers and books, show-

ing that these organisms of a yeast type supply the host organism with

basic biochemical substances which it cannot synthesize. These sym-

bionts are also transmitted in a specific way through the eggs. Of

course nobody would speak here of plasmagenes, but we might make

the point that such symbionts show one step in a process whereby

external organisms may become part of the cellular structure. A bril-

hant discussion of this point in terms of biochemistry and virology has

been presented by Lederberg (1952). We shall mention his con-

clusions later.

At present such phylogenetic speculations are not very fruitful.

We may restrict ourselves therefore to the question whether the facts

which L'Heritier analyzed so beautifully can be interpreted as proving

a particulate cytoplasmic heredity. L'Heritier himself is very cautious,

though his term "genoid" indicates the interpretation he would prefer.

The facts seem to indicate to me the following. Different kinds of

viruses are known: for example, the crystallizable ones and the bac-

teriophages with a complicated organization. Also, different kinds of

substrates for virus reproduction are known: for example, ordinary

bacteria and lysogenic bacteria. The facts discovered by L'Heritier

show that the particles in question have all the important properties of

viruses. Certain puzzling details, like the different behavior of sperm

of different origin and the differences in propagation of the virus in in-

fected and hereditary carriers, seem to indicate specific features of the

cytoplasmic substrates. The apparent mutations may be described also

in terms of virulence and substrate changes. Therefore, it seems that

we are dealing with an infectious virus of special properties and sub-

strate relations, which are extremely interesting, especially because the
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entrance of the virus into the germ cells leads to situations which sim-

ulate heredity in some respects. Still, I am unable to see that cytoplas-

mic heredity in any sense is involved, unless the facts might be

advocated as demonstrating an evolutionary step that leads from an in-

fectious virus to the establishment of a plasmagene. The legitimacy of

the latter speculation may be accepted or doubted.

It was Muller who, after d'Herelle's discovery of the bacterio-

phage, first suggested the idea that viruses are a kind of free living

genes. But only after Stanley's work, proving one virus to be a nucleo-

protein molecule (RNAI) visible and measurable in the electron

microscope, did the comparison between virus and gene become

popular. The reasons for the comparison are, of course, self-duplica-

tion, nucleoproteinic nature, and dependence upon a substrate. There

can be no doubt that a comparison of bacteriophage with genes is

wrong, since we know that the phage is an organism with a genetic

structure which permits linkage and crossing over. Thus only the virus

proper remains as a basis for the speculations maintaining that there

is no difference between a virus and so-called plasmagenes, since all

transitions are supposed to exist. The genoids of L'Heritier and the

kappa particles are supposed to be such particulates, which we might

call viruses or plasmagenes equally well. The main reason for such

assumptions is that these cytoplasmic parasites or symbionts are con-

trolled in their existence, number, and properties by genetic con-

ditions of the host nucleus. It is overlooked, when such a conclusion is

drawn, that all chemical, physical, and antigenic properties of the

cytoplasm are under nuclear control. Since the cytoplasm is the en-

vironment for these parasites, anything that influences the environ-

ment, including normal or mutant loci in the nuclear genie material,

may also affect the behavior of the parasites. The behavior of the

tubercle bacillus is in some ways controlled also by the constitution,

that is, the genetic makeup, of the host.

b. So-called cytoplasmic mutation in yeast

Ephrussi et al. (reviews and literature, 1950, 1951, 1953) have

analyzed a "mutation" in yeast which results in the appearance of

small colonies due to a respiratory deficiency: namely, the inability of

the mutant cells to synthesize cytochrome oxidase (and other respira-

tory enzymes). Yeast may thrive on respiration in the presence of

oxygen or on glycolytic fermentation in its absence. In the small

mutant, cyanide-sensitive respiration is suppressed. The enzymatic

details have been worked out by Slonimski (1952). An important
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point is that the study of fractions of homogenates shows that the

mutant action is confined to a particulate structure of the cell. (See

discussion below.) These "mutants" are vegetative mutants because

they arise at a vegetative division (bud formation). The "mutation

rate" may be small or rather high. In the presence of some acridines,

like euflavine, it increases immensely, up to almost 100 per cent,

meaning that each bud is a "mutant." This was checked for individual

buds of single cells; an explanation by selection is thus excluded.

These changes remain irreversible in the vegetative cycle. The high

spontaneous "mutation rate," the occurrence of the "mutation" in

several yeast species, the occurrence at a cell division, and the fact

that the "mutation" can be induced in haploid and diploid cells lead

to the conclusion that the mutant character is due to the loss or

inactivation of an extranuclear, particulate, and self-reproducing fac-

tor required for the normal synthesis of the respiratory enzymes (see,

above, Slonimski's fractionation). As a result the "mutants" are de-

pendent upon accidental non-inclusion of the hypothetical particles in

a forming bud, and the mutagenic action of the acridines is due to an

elective toxic effect on these particles, which may then be excluded

from the bud. ( Ordinary genie mutations resembling these "vegetative

mutants" also have occurred.)

It is rather interesting that the efiFect of euflavine in producing

the "mutated" buds lasts over a number of generations even if the cells

are returned to normal medium, which is not unexpected for a cyto-

plasmic effect.

The check for possible gene mutation is rather difficult because

the enzyme-defective cells do not undergo meiosis. However, a normal

yeast and a vegetative "mutant" of opposite mating type can be

crossed with simultaneous introduction of markers. A normal 2:2

segregation follows for the markers, but no segregation for the respira-

tory effect, thus proving that the latter is of a cytoplasmic nature.

Ephrussi therefore speaks (with an unfortunate terminology) of a

cytoplasmic mutation based upon a cytoplasmic factor that is self-

reproducing and particulate. If these particles are few in number, the

possibihty exists that a bud does not receive any of them, and is

therefore a "loss mutant." (See the terminology below.) Euflavine

would simply favor such an unequal division.
'

In a series of interesting experiments, Ephrussi further analyzed

the way in which the acridines act in inducing the "mutation,"

whether an unequal distribution of particles is involved, or rather a

poisoning of some of them; finally, whether the experiments could be
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explained by gene mutations (some with similar eflFects had been

found ) of the type of the so-called unstable genes which we discussed

as position effects. These, as we have seen, can lead to variegations

on the basis of threshold conditions (see I 2 C d bb). But the results

of these special experiments agree best with Ephrussi's explanations

given above, and we do not need to present them in detail.

In evaluating these important and beautifully analyzed facts for

the problem of plasmon action of the substrate or particulate type, I

should like to state that the description of the facts in terms of mu-

tation, mutagenic agents, and even loss mutations—though perfectly

justified in a purely descriptive sense, if we define mutation as any

hereditary change—is apt to prejudicate a definite type of interpre-

tation. In his last book (1953), Ephrussi himself mentions (fn., p. 34)

this objection, but prefers to hold to what I consider an objectionable

terminology, namely, in terms of plasmagenes. To make my point

clear, I mention a well-known cytological fact which closely parallels

the features of this case. It shows that a description of such processes

without using misguiding genetic terms may clarify the problem and

simultaneously prevent the suggestive implications based more on

terminology than on the naked facts. It is known that in the sperma-

togenesis of the aphids a maturation division occurs in which one

spermatocyte receives the X-chromosome, and is female-determining;

the other is without X and should be male-determining. But this divi-

sion is an unequal one for the cytoplasm so far as the major part of it

goes into the female-determining daughter cell together with all the

mitochondria. The small cell without mitochondria degenerates, ob-

viously because of the absence of the respiratory enzymes. Theoreti-

cally, it is possible that the small budlike spermatid could survive and

end its cycle as a somewhat pathological cell. If this were so we would

have a complete parallel to the behavior of the yeast. We might call

the unequal division a mutation, and even a loss mutation as far as

the mitochondria are concerned, though this would only obscure the

understanding.

This example is much more than a chance similarity. It is a clear

hint that an unequal division involving the unequal distribution of a

cytoplasmic component, the mitochondria, is a cellular possibility

which may be caused by different external or internal agencies. The

work of Winge and Laustsen (see II 2 C a) clearly suggests the hypoth-

esis that in the present case the mitochondria, the carriers of respira-

tory enzymes, are the unequally distributed cytoplasmic particulates.

However, I want to emphasize that, in continuing the use of the
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term 'loss mutation," and so on, the danger increases that superficial

readers of this beautiful work are swept oflE their feet by the termi-

nology and believe that here "plasmagenes" and their mutation have

been demonstrated. I think that a careful consideration of the aphid

example just discussed will show that the facts are rather simple and

that there is no need to complicate the explanation by introducing the

wobbly concept of plasmagenes, as some have done in referring to

these facts. We should think twice before describing as mutation

special features of cytoplasmic division involving unequal distribu-

tion of cytoplasmic components, and thus intimating that we are

dealing with a process comparable to mutation of genie material.

Actually, the fact of a 100 per cent mutation rate should suggest

caution. This conclusion is independent of the details of the action of

the active material (in this case the euflavine) upon the cytoplasmic

constituents, whether it affects only their quantitative distribution, or

sorts out different kinds of them, or dissolves, poisons, and aggluti-

nates them. (See Ephrussi's detailed discussions.) It should again be

emphasized that here, just as in the former cases, the cytoplasmic ele-

ments under suspicion are the mitochondria, and "cytoplasmic action

on heredity" amounts to a generalized interference with the respira-

tory enzyme system (by removing the enzyme carriers) with conse-

quences for all genetically controlled processes which are sensitive to

such changes of what we may call, in a general way, the substratum.

(See discussion of Michaelis' work, II 2 C b.)

An illustration of the good reasons for my warning against

wrongly suggestive terminology occurs in further work of Ephrussi

(see 1953). He found in a different strain what turned out to be a

Mendelizing mutant for respiratory deficiency. This could be crossed

to a clone, with that deficiency based upon the absence of the cyto-

plasmic carriers of the enzymes. The result was as expected: normal

Fi and 2:2 segregation in F2, since this was an ordinary MendeHan

cross and the zygote had the cytoplasmic particles from the parent

normal in this respect. But Ephrussi calls both strains mutants, and

therefore needs long explanations and many illustrations to explain

the simple fact, which is made complicated by the terminology he

uses. Of course the existence of these genuine recessive mutants shows

that the cytoplasmic particulates (mitochondria?) are not completely

autonomous, since a recessive mutant locus can prevent their function.

In principle this is not different from the fact that a recessive mutant

in Drosophila prevents the formation of kynurenine from tryptophane.

The only difference, I think, is that in the first example the site of an
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enzymatic action can be located as some particulate constituents of

the cytoplasm which can be centrifuged and fractionated; in the latter

example we do not know the place in the cytoplasm where kynurenine

is formed, though in Ephcstia (Kiihn, 1948) we know the sites where

it takes place. In other words, we face a general relation between a

mutant locus and a biochemical function, which is found in all ap-

propriate studies. With due respect for the brilliant analysis, I con-

clude that serious misunderstandings and misuse of the facts as

support of the plasmagene hypothesis would have been avoided if

tlie experiments had been described in the following terminology.

Absence of a group of respiratory enzymes in yeast can be caused by

a recessive mutant locus (I have explained elsewhere why I consider

unjustified the extrapolation upon a dominant locus responsible for the

normal function). The same phenotypic effect as a phenocopy can be

produced by the action of euflavine, which removes the carriers of the

enzymes. So far this is the only case in which we know how a pheno-

copy is produced: by removal of a formed cytoplasmic particle from

the cell via an unequal division in regard to this particle, while in

the mutant the synthesis of the enzyme or a needed coenzyme or any

other irreplaceable stuflF for synthesis or for the function of the enzyme

is probably prevented. In addition, the phenocopy is reproduced by

vegetative propagation because of the special feature of loss of some-

thing. The fact reported by Ephrussi that recessive mutant loci exist

which influence the frequency of these abnormal divisions is inter-

esting, but it does not change the general feature. After all, the oc-

currence of the abnormal divisions, like any other organismic variation,

may be due to chance variation (i.e., environment) or to genetic

change.

c. The killer effect

One of the most brilliant pieces of genetic analysis has been per-

formed by Sonneborn and his school (see 1947, 1951a) for the killer

effect in Paramecium. This work is mainly responsible for the re-

awakening of interest in cytoplasmic heredity in the United States,

while in Europe it has been ever present since the early work of

Correns, Bateson, Goldschmidt, and von Wettstein, quoted previously.

It seemed that here a clear case of particulate cytoplasmic effect had

been established, until Sonneborn himself found decisive facts which

do not favor such an explanation. Sonneborn's own position will be

discussed in the conclusions, at the end of this chapter, on cytoplasmic

heredity.
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The main facts are these. Certain hnes of Paramecium aurelia

were found (rather rarely) which secreted a substance called para-

mecin, later proved to be a nucleoprotein. This substance kills other

paramecia called sensitives. It is formed only in the presence of an

allele K ( homo- or heterozygous ) , but not in the presence of kk. Since,

in normal conjugation, only nuclear material is exchanged, the excon-

jugants are genetically alike but diflFerent in regard to cytoplasm. All

sensitives remained sensitives and killers remained killers, showing

the killing capacity to be a purely cytoplasmic property, though

working only in the presence of K. The cytoplasmic property is called

kappa. If, under proper conditions, cytoplasm is exchanged between

the conjugants, the former sensitive becomes a killer, and so do his

descendants. Sensitives can further be transformed into killers by

exposing them to broken up bodies of killers; and killers can lose this

capacity after treatment with X rays or nitrogen mustard. All this sug-

gests the presence of kappa particles in the killer cytoplasm. The first

proof of this conclusion was found when it was shown that kappa could

be diluted by quick growth of the well-nourished cytoplasm with which

kappa could not keep pace. Or kappa could be accumulated by the

opposite process. Such experiments permitted a very ingenious way of

calculating the number of kappa particles present in the cytoplasm

(Freer). Finally it turned out that these particles are visible, can be

stained, consist of nucleoprotein (DNA), and look and behave like

viruses of the Rickettsia type. Also mutants have been found which

change the killing eflFect in a number of visible details in the victims.

The number of kappa particles in the heterozygote is half of what it is

in the homozygote.

If we look at these general facts, in what I should like to call the

naive way, it is diJBBcult to see why the kappa viruses should be called

cytoplasmic genes, or why cytoplasmic inheritance would be involved

at all. All facts point to viruses, which produce a poisonous product,

deadly for non-carriers of the virus. The viruses are self-propagating

within the cytoplasm, and their propagation can be influenced by

environmental conditions such as temperature and food, and also by

genetically controlled chemical properties of the cytoplasm. They may
mutate, may be transferred artificially, in short, may show any known
property of viruses, including the chemical composition. It seems to

me that this "naive" view is the one we should apply in the interest

of clarity. Such a view, which does not detract in any way from the

importance and brilliancy of the work, is the only safe one. It is some-

thing different if we say, with Ephrussi (53), that, whatever the
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ultimate origin of kappa, it provides us with a model of a cytoplasmic

particle responsible for a specific hereditary trait. But I think it

dangerous to say with Ephrussi (1953) in another place—actually

italicized—that "the killer phenotype offers us another example of a

character, the development of which depends both on the cytoplasm

and on the nucleus." Kappa is no character; it does not depend upon

the cytoplasm in a genetic sense, but lives and propagates in the

cytoplasm if it is not prevented by a definite genetic (i.e., nuclear)

constitution. The non-immune cytoplasm is the natural environment

of the "parasite" and therefore may influence it. This is clearly no

genetic relationship, but one between two organisms. The kappa

particles have been hailed many times as the real plasmagenes. Their

story should make us wary of these imaginary entities. We shall return

to this below in a more general discussion, where Lederberg's inter-

pretation will be taken up.

At this point I might add that, according to Hammerling (1946),

the symbiontic chlorellae of Stentor and Paramecium (real cells with

nucleus in this case) show most of the features of kappa particles.

They can be removed by differential cell division and reinfected; they

have a constant number, and also are genetically specific, meaning

specifically reacting to genetically different cytoplasm. One more

important point in favor of the naive interpretation is that the kappa

particles contain DNA, which is otherwise not present or very rarely

present in the cytoplasm (except in developing eggs) and thus sug-

gests a virus.

It should be emphasized that the kappa particles are completely

different from the assumed genetic particles in yeast (mitochondria)

carrying the respiratory enzymes, though both types have been claimed

in favor of the theory of plasmagenes. The two types of bodies could

be homologized only through phylogenetic speculations on the origin

of mitochondria, which actually have been tried, but should at present

be treated with caution. (See further discussion below.)

d. The plostids

aa. Nature of plastids

Clearly the most difficult topic in the discussion of particulate

cytoplasmic effects is the problem of the plastids in the plant cells.

The relation of these cell organelles to heredity was first studied by

Correns in classic experiments (see his review, 1937), and interest in

the topic never abated ( see Renner, 1922-1936; Rhoades' review, 1946;
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Weier and Stocking, 1952). A discussion from the point of view of

particulate cytoplasmic inheritance must start with an appraisal of

the nature of the plastids. Plastids as the seat of chlorophyll, xantho-

phyll, and so on are the seat of the autotrophic metabolism of plants

synthesizing starch by photosynthesis. The localization of this property

in definite bodies, included in the cytoplasm, is certainly a very specific

feature and not a general protoplasmic one. Thus it is understandable

that some students distinguished the totality of plastids as a plastidome

from genome and plasmon to which nowadays could be added also

the chondriome (Dangeard, Renner). If this distinction is correct, the

genetic behavior of the plastids would be a problem outside that of

cytoplasmic inheritance. This is not a purely academic or semantic

question. It is well known that a number of animal species in Protozoa,

Hydrozoa, Platyhelminthes, and Mollusca have returned to purely or

partial autotrophic metabolism by incorporating in their cells sym-

biontic unicellular algae. This suggests the possibility, greatly enhanced

by the recent work on symbiosis by the Buchner school, that the

plastids may be considered as symbionts of the plant cells, that is,

dependent organisms like parasites and viruses. Many biologists are

favorable to such a view which, however, can neither be proved nor

disproved at present. But the possibility that it may be true makes us

very cautious when it comes to treating plastid behavior as a phenom-

enon of cytoplasmic inheritance or even as an example of plasma-

genes.

There is still no consensus regarding the cycle of the plastids.

There is no doubt that plastids, once seen, multiply by division, as do

centromeres and kinetosomes (see II). We may call this a property

of self-duplication, though it seems rather formalistic to identify it with

the self-duplication of genie material. Unfortunately, there is no final

information in regard to the autonomy of the plastids. Some cytol-

ogists believe that plastids can be formed de novo, but more fre-

quently it is assumed that they are products of transformation of

mitochondria ( Guillermond ) . There is a primary probability that this

is true in view of the fact that both structures have to do with the

respiratory function (in the widest sense) of the cell. Mitochondria,

like plastids, are self-duplicating. Some authors (see DuBuy, Woods,
and Lackey, 1950) are very outspoken in asserting that "the chloro-

plasts of higher plants derive from the mitochondrial elements of the

cell and possess extranuclear hereditary entities." They base this

definite statement on their work, showing that plant mitochondria

like those of animals contain all the enzymes of the oxidation system
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and that also the chloroplasts contain oxidizing enzymes. They claim

further that so-called plastid mutation (cases of variegation) produces

a derangement of the enzyme systems which becomes visible in the

mitochondria as well as in the plastids. Assuming the correctness of

the findings, they might, however, be explained in more than one way.

Another opinion is that developing plastids go back to granules

which look exactly like mitochondria but are different from the begin-

ning. Others maintain that they have demonstrated such a difference

by staining reactions. Further claims are that the primordia of plastids

go down in size to the limits of visibility and beyond that into the

molecular level. If the latter is true, the plastids may be actually

autonomous but changing from a molecular unit to a visible granule

to a large disc of complicated chemical constitution (permitting all

the steps of photosynthesis). If this is so, we might compare the

plastid, for description's sake only, to an organism and its develop-

ment from primordia to the development of an organism from an egg,

the egg in this simile being the equivalent of the invisible molecular

plastid primordium. In favor of this view is the fact that plastids may
be affected by antibiotics and then cease multiplying! (see Ephrussi,

1953 ) . A parallel to the vegetative phase of phage could be established,

especially since it has been maintained that chloroplasts contain DNA
as well as RNA (Metzner, 1952).

This brief survey already shows that the morphological facts do

not permit us to decide upon the nature of the plastids, though it looks

as if they were autonomous, seff-reproducing, organism-like structures

with a kind of life cycle, but certainly not cytoplasmic differentiations.

The electron microscope reveals a disc-shaped structure with different

layers, which at present does not help the understanding, though it

may have a special meaning for the process of photosynthesis. We
mentioned already that it has been maintained that plastids contain

DNA. But the experts on staining reactions are not convinced that

these claims are valid, and it is therefore indicated that no conclusions

should be based upon the statements. Conclusions concerning the

nature of the plastids and their possible relation to cytoplasmic in-

heritance will have to be reached mainly from a study of the genetical

facts, as there is clearly an interrelation between plastid behavior and

genetic constitution.

Correns ( 1937 ) states that the decisive difference between plastids

and symbionts is that the behavior of the plastids is controlled in the

majority of cases by the genie material in the chromosomes. The

simplest case is, of course, given when differences in the quantity of
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chlorophyll per plastid, or differences in shape and chemistry of the

starch formed, show simple Mendelian behavior. For the present

discussion, the most important examples are found in the group of

variegations based upon chlorophyll-bearing plastids. Variegation may
often be the result of ordinary Mendelizing mutation, but the chief

interest is centered upon less simple facts.

For the interpretation it is also of importance to know whether

the pollen transfers plastids ( or leucoplasts ) into the egg at the time of

fertilization. The overwhelming majority of cytological and genetic

evidence is not in favor of this. But we mentioned before some facts

(II 2 C a) which lend themselves to the interpretation that a little

sperm cytoplasm enters the egg. If leucoplasts may vary down to sub-

microscopic dimensions, as is generally accepted, the possibility cannot

be denied that the pollen nucleus carries with a cytoplasmic sheath

some leucoplasts into the egg. We shall report below that genetic facts

exist which require this.

bb. Plastids and surrounding cytoplasm

The first group of facts which led to very different interpretations

in the discussion carried on over almost fifty years since Correns' ( 1903,

1909; see 1937) basic work, relates to what Correns called the "status

albomaculatus." Plants in this condition show a mosaic of more or less

large green and white spots. In the cells of the white sectors the

plastids are colorless and also degenerated. Flowers of pure green

branches produce only green offspring with whatever pollen; those

from pure white branches, only white offspring. The inheritance is

purely maternal. Mixed branches produce white, green, and mixed

offspring.

Baur (1909) had proposed the explanation that the white (or

"sick") plastids were derived from normal ones by mutation, that the

egg cells contained both types, and that during development they

were sorted out by chance. The mixed condition might be the result

of fertihzation involving transmission of plastids by the pollen. Correns

proved experimentally that this does not happen. Thus the egg cells

must already have contained both types. If this is so, Correns argued

correctly, mixed vegetative cells should be frequent, especially at the

borders of white and green sectors. Actually, they are absent or rare,

and may require a different explanation. Correns showed then that an

arithmetical study of the consequences of the chance sorting out of

two types at cell division leads to results which do not agree with the

actual structure of albomaculatus. Correns therefore proposed a dff-
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ferent hypothesis, by which the problem entered the field of cyto-

plasmic inheritance while doing away with plastid mutation and

sorting out. He "assumed that in the cases of status albomaculatus the

cytoplasm is in a labile condition between normal and "sick," the latter

not permitting the plastids to become green. Unknown conditions

(i.e., chance) decide which condition prevails and remains constant

(we might speak of an alternative norm of reaction decided by un-

known causes). From the point of view of cytoplasmic inheritance,

this explanation puts the case in the same category as all the other

previously discussed ones of the type of cytoplasm as substrate, with

additional alternative norm of reaction.

Rhoades ( 1947 ) , who generally agrees with Correns' position, likes

to go a step farther. He bases his views on the work of Anderson

(1923) and Demerec (1927), who found that in maize the maternally

inherited variegation results in green, yellow, and striped seedlings not

distributed at random on the ear. To Rhoades this indicates that

segregation of some discrete cytoplasmic component controlling plastid

development occurs, which might be called a plasmagene. He thinks

that there are two possibilities: either a plasmagene affecting plastid

development exists in a normal or abnormal form; or only one type of

plasmagene exists which is not present in sufficient numbers to be

handed equally to both daughter cells, one of which does not receive

enough. "On the basis of the first alternative, the ratio of abnormal to

normal plasmagenes would determine the type of plastid development.

Those cells with a critical percentage of abnormal plasmagenes would

contain poorly developed plastids, while those cells with higher pro-

portions of normal plasmagenes would have more normally developed

plastids. The occurrence in Anderson's strain of a transition zone—with

graded intermediate plastid colors—between green and yellow stripes

that have different cell lineages, suggests that these plasmagenes are

able to pass through cell membranes. It also argues in favor of the

first alternative . .
."

I do not think that this argument is very convincing, apart from

the objection which Correns already made on the basis of showing

that such a sorting out does not work when considered in detail, and

apart from the rather offensive idea of genes passing through the cell

membrane. The hypothesis tries to explain the facts in terms of dif-

ferent particulate determiners and their shuffling. As long as it is

possible to understand the facts on a physiological basis ( i.e., actions )

,

such an explanation seems to be simpler. If, in green-white variegation,

an all-or-none effect of a specific ("sick") cytoplasm is involved, there
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is no reason why in green-yellow variegation, involving diflFerent

chemical processes of chlorophyll synthesis, transitions between the

green and yellow product should not be possible, dependent upon any

type of environmental effect which may include the position of the

first cells in the whole. Correns possibly thought of such an inter-

pretation when he said that the features in maize are caused by the

structure of grasses and therefore are not of genetic importance. I

realize that the difference between the explanation of some special

features in terms of plasmagenes and that in terms of physiological

processes involves a difference in basic thinking, as I have tried to

show for a number of examples in different fields of genetics (Gold-

schmidt, 1954).

Thus I like to conclude that the facts relating to status albo-

maculatus in plants demonstrate another example of cytoplasmic,

hereditary differences of the substrate type, which, however, are not

collaborating with or modifying genically controlled reactions but are

affecting chemical processes within an autonomous inclusion of the

cytoplasm, the plastids. In an inquiry into the genetic properties of the

plastids, the facts show only that the function of the plastids is de-

pendent on the surrounding cytoplasm, which after all is not surprising,

even if they are autonomous in regard to duplication.

It should be added that Renner (1922ff.), who analyzed cases in

Oenothera with undoubted genetic differences of plastids which can

be sorted out, thinks that Correns' experiments might be explained on

the basis of plastid differences as opposed to cytoplasmic ones. Renner's

analysis will be discussed in the following sections. Here it may be

stated that Correns, Wettstein, Noack, and Rhoades agree that some

facts may be explained best in Correns' way by a labile cytoplasm af-

fecting plastid function. Renner, however, thinks that in all cases ge-

netically different plastids and their sorting out may be involved, and

Wettstein (in Correns, 1937) accepts this, at least for a majority of

cases. But there are also claims by Noack that within the same material

both types occur simultaneously. In the remarkable material of Anders-

son-Kotto (1930) in ferns, the experimental facts are so complicated

that it is hardly possible to explain them in one or the other way. The

present discussion does not intend to analyze the problem of plant

variegation. We are interested only in knowing whether the genetic

behavior of the plastids may be taken as a proof for the existence of

plasmagenes and, generally, what their behavior means for the prob-

lems of cytoplasmic inheritance.
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cc. Primary plastid differences

While in Correns' and his successors' material of hereditary varie-

gation the facts were in favor of the absence of genetic differences

between the plastids, a considerable group of experiments show in

other cases that actually the plastids themselves can be genetically

different. The classic work is that of Renner on Oenothera crosses

( see Renner, 1936 ) in which a most penetrating theoretical discussion

is found. The type of experimentation is made possible by the complex-

heterozygotic composition of Oenothera which easily permits the

combining of entire genomes of one type with different cytoplasms,

just as if only a single Mendelian difference were involved. The

procedure is to produce, by crossing, combinations of the homozygous

and heterozygous genomes with the reciprocal cytoplasms containing

the respective plastids, including also possible transfer of plastids by

the pollen. In some cases, the plastids from one species cannot form

chlorophyll in the presence of a hybrid or foreign genome. If plastids

are transferred with the pollen, a plastid mixture can be obtained

which later segregates and produces variegation. Thus it is shown that

plastids may be physiologically different. We may say that this dif-

ference is a different norm of reaction with their environment (e.g.,

success or failure in chlorophyll synthesis). Not only a substrate type

difference between the two plasmons is demonstrated, but also a

genetic difference between the plastids from different species. Proof of

this may be derived from the fact that plastids which have gone

through many hybrid generations in the wrong cytoplasm act normally

at once when inserted into the proper cytoplasm. Furthermore, in such

crosses, cases are found in which both types of plastids may function

in the cytoplasm of a heterozygote. If such hybrids are crossed to a

third species, the genome of which permits only one of the plastid

types to function, the result is variegation, demonstrating again the

plastid difference. From an immense body of such facts Renner con-

cluded that plastids may be genetically different as autonomous, self-

duplicating bodies and that therefore one might speak of a separate

"plastidome."

Though there can be no doubt that these conclusions are correct

per se, it does not mean that all comparable cases of variegation are

necessarily based upon the same principle. Thus it may be imagined

that both types, plastid difference and segregation and a labile cyto-

plasm influencing plastid function, may occur together, which leads to

complicated results and may account for basic differences in inter-
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pretation such as those of Noack and Renner (see Renner, 1936).

However, such and other imaginable comphcations would not change

the fact that genetically diflPerent and constant plastids exist. Rhoades

(1946) pointed out that in view of the lack of visible differences

between the plastid types and the exclusive presence of differences of

reaction with a definite cytoplasm, we cannot exclude the possibility

that different plasmagenes are present which may be sorted out—

a

dangerous terminology, I think, because it suggests a segregation of

plasmagenes, comparable to segregation of nuclear genes (whether

this is intended or not). Therefore I prefer to speak of genetically

different plasmons which may be mixed and separated; this amounts

to an explanation in terms of Correns' view, though with a different

terminology.

A further step in the analysis of genetic properties of plastids has

been made in Schwemmle's work with crosses of Oenothera Berteriana

and odorata (see Schwemmle, Hanstein, Sturm, and Binder, 1938), in

which plastid behavior and plasmon inherited characters were studied

simultaneously. According to Renner's experiments a hybrid plant may
contain the plastids of the two parental species in the maternal cyto-

plasm (plastids introduced by egg and pollen). This results in a

variegated plant; and, in proper plastid distribution (i.e., sorting out),

pure pale or green branches may be formed, which can be propagated.

Thus from the cross A X B a line can be obtained with A cytoplasm

and B plastids plus different genomes. Accordingly, many Hues of

O. Berteriana X odorata were established in diverse combinations.

This allows distinguishing the maternal effects due to cytoplasm (of

the substrate type) from those which must be due to plastids. It was
found that leaf shape is influenced by the plastids present, which

must interact in some way with the genome in the control of a mor-

phological character, certainly a remarkable fact. This may sound less

astonishing if we realize that a difference in physiological function of

plastids will necessarily result in some biochemical difference of the

surroundng cytoplasm, which then acts as a different substrate for

genie function, just as in the cases studied above. It would be wrong
to consider these plastids as part genetic determinants for leaf shape.

Their role is better compared with a temperature or chemical action

upon cytoplasm, which, as we saw, shifts genie effects in a quantitative

way.

The next consequence of such facts is to look for plastid muta-

tions. This is not an easy task. It is well known that plastid characters

may be controlled by genie changes. In such well-analyzed plants as
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maize, dozens of chromosomal loci are known the mutation of which

affects the color or distribution of the plastids. This can hardly be

said to be a mutation of the plastids, since the genie material ob-

viously controls cytoplasmic conditions, which provide a different

environment for the plastids to grow in. An actual mutation of plastids

alone would result in a cell containing two types of plastids, normal

and mutant ones, with the consequence of hereditary behavior

identical with that found in Renner's and Schwemmle's work. In a

number of cases such a result has been claimed (see review by
Rhoades, 1946), not as a spontaneous occurrence in the plastids but

as a result of genie action. It is of course known that genie mutation

may be caused by the presence of "mutator" loci, as discussed above.

Thus it might be concluded that genie action could as well produce

plastid mutation (though the logic of such a conclusion might be

regarded as doubtful).

The general trend of such experiments, as exemplified by Rhoades'

(1943) work on the iojap locus in maize, is that differently colored

sectors appear in the presence of the mutant locus, which, if isolated,

turn out to be henceforth independent of the genie constitution and

remain constant in breeding. Rhoades found many details in the

behavior of these plastids which would suggest that the ij locus affects

the cytoplasm rather than the plastids, the fate of the plastids being

controlled by the cytoplasmic change, meaning that the plastids had

not mutated, but only failed to develop normally when the cytoplasm

was little modified. They were changed irreversibly with a large

change in the cytoplasm. The latter would then be called mutation

of the plastids, but it cannot be distinguished from an irreversible

change in the cytoplasm alone. Only experiments of the type per-

formed by Schwemmle, hardly possible in maize, could distinguish

this alternative. Thus for the time being a genuine or induced

mutability of plastids may be considered as not yet proved. Recently

Rhoades (1950) reported that the same mutant iojap also induces a

cytoplasmic condition, male sterility, similar to that which we studied

before (see II 2 C b). We considered it there as one of many cases

of plasmon effect of a generalized nature, all being of the type of

inhibitions. In this discussion we showed that the facts do not prove

the presence of autonomous genetic units in the cytoplasm, but rather

indicate an inhibitory effect upon the respiratory enzyme system

located in the mitochondria. Rhoades (1950) tends to localize his

sterility effect in the mitochondria, so that our previous discussions

apply to this case also. Its special feature is, however, that the same
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mutant affects both chloroplast and, if the assumption is correct,

mitochondrial behavior. This might be used as an argument for the

mitochondrial origin of plastids (see Sonneborn, 1955), but it might

just as well mean a direct (mitochondria) and an indirect (plastids)

inhibitory effect upon respiratory activity of the cytoplasm, condi-

tioned by the respective mutants.

We have spoken many times of cytoplasmic features under the

control of the nucleus. Since the genome is supposed to exercise its

controlling function upon the cytoplasm, which is the seat of all

morphogenetic and physiological processes in the cell, it is not sur-

prising to find specific differentiations of the cytoplasm like plastids

and mitochondria (whatever their nature and origin) under genie

control. We have also mentioned that features of the nucleus and its

chromosomes may, vice versa, be influenced by the cytoplasm. This

may look like primary cytoplasmic conditioning (i.e., cytoplasmic

heredity) which controls even the nucleus, but such a conclusion

would be wrong. If we take examples like Ascaris diminution or the

germ-track cells of insects, discussed earlier, there can be no doubt

that the differentiation of the ooplasm, which controls nuclear features,

has been brought about by processes taking place during oogenesis

under the influence of the nucleus. All the facts of predetermination

discussed previously prove this to be true. This does not exclude the

existence of cytoplasmic features which are not autonomous but rather

dependent upon the environment. If, as Schleip (1929) reports, the

polarity of the egg cell is sometimes determined by its primary

location in the ovarial epithelium, we have an example of a non-

autonomous determination, namely, conditioned by the environmental

one; a similar example is the relation of the symmetry plane in the

frog egg to the path of the sperm. These facts clearly have nothing to

do with cytoplasmic heredity via autonomous differentiations.

A good example of this nucleo-cytoplasmic interrelation in both

directions is found in Sonneborn's work on mating types of Para-

mecium ( 1955 ) . He showed in very ingenious experiments that mating

type is controlled by the macronucleus. But under the influence of

specific cytoplasm the mating type can be changed (the active cyto-

plasm is introduced by bridge formation in conjugation). However,

the cytoplasmic action takes place only when newly formed macro-

nuclei are present (by division of the syncaryon). If, under specific

circumstances, a macronucleus in the exconjugant is formed from

rests of the old macronucleus, the cytoplasmic action in changing the

mating type fails. Further experiments by Nanney, Sonneborn, and
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others (see Sonneborn, 1955) now show that, after all, this strange

cytoplasmic property which acts upon the macronuclei is not auton-

omous but is itself under nuclear control, just as in Ascaris and other

cases we have mentioned.

In view of these facts Sonneborn draws general conclusions which

are much more cautious than those usually presented by the believers

in plasmagenes. To quote: "These considerations, like others set forth

in recent years by other investigators, render less sharp and simple

our concepts of mutation, self-duplication, genetic materials, and the

genetic system. The undisputed two-way interaction between nucleus

and cytoplasm does no violence to the simple, monistic concept that

genetic control resides ultimately in the nucleus alone, so long as the

nucleus is the only genetic material in the system. However, if by

genetic material we mean any material which controls the formation

of more of its own kind and which, if changed, controls the forma-

tion of the new kind, then some of the results . . . speak for the inclu-

sion of the cytoplasm as genetic material and as part of the genetic

system." We have made it sufficiently clear where we stand after con-

sidering the entire body of facts.

One more point may be made in regard to cytoplasmic control of

the nucleus. It is well known that in aphids, after many generations

of diploid parthenogenesis producing only females, males appear

—

sometimes from special arrhenotoke mothers—by a strange process of

eliminating one X-chromosome from the egg during the equational

division of the parthenogenetic diploid egg. Since this process is

influenced by the number of preceding parthenogenetic generations,

by temperature, and sometimes by the maternal organism ( the females

producing only males), there can be hardly any doubt that the

causative agent is a cytoplasmic condition. The fact that all imaginable

variants are realized in different forms—for example, no males, males

after few or many generations, males only from certain females, which

produce the elimination of one X in all their eggs, and males and

females from the same mothers—suggests the presence of threshold

conditions in the cytoplasm and the accumulation of some substance

in the course of generations which, when concentrated beyond the

threshold, exercises the effect upon chromosomal behavior. The same

interpretation must apply to the fact that the males as well as the

simultaneous -females suddenly undergo typical meiosis (meaning

reductional divisions ) while, thus far, the females had only equational

ones. Furthermore, Seiler (1920) could control the movements of the

X- and Y-chromosomes in the meiosis of the moth Talaeporia by
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temperature action upon the eggs. Here is a body of facts, hardly

analyzed in respect of our problem, which show definite cytoplasmic

control of nuclear behavior; but this control can hardly be called

cytoplasmic heredity, much less one by plasmagenes.

CONCLUSIONS AND

THEORETICAL

The views on cytoplasmic heredity have been in constant flux since

Correns brought up the subject in early Mendelian days. For a long

time biologists talked about the monopoly of the nucleus, which meant
that the cytoplasm is only the place in which the genie material of

the nucleus acts. When cases became known in which the specific

cytoplasm affected the results of genically controlled actions, the

cytoplasm was endowed with hereditary properties. Correns already

had developed some general ideas on this subject in 1900. He assumed
that the cytoplasm contains a mechanism (an unfortunate term be-

cause a chemical condition was meant) which is necessary for genie

action. During development these mechanisms are sorted out and the

different genes act only upon the proper ones. This mechanism
(chemism) is specific for the species. This is a somewhat awkward
statement of ideas on genie action in development (we shall later

discuss them in detail), which are based upon the facts of experi-

mental embryology.

When cases of specific cytoplasmic action were later found, the

idea of a kind of substrate action of the cytoplasm as a whole gained

ground; it found its expression especially in Wettstein's concept of

the plasmon, and in Strasburger's idea of the idiocytoplasm. At about

the same time, when Goldschmidt ( 1924 ) presented the first case of

cytoplasmic effect upon gene-controlled characters in animals, Winkler
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(1924) spoke of plasmagenes, and Harder (1927) followed him.

Correns countered this idea with the statement that we should speak

of plasmagenes only if many different ones could be found to be

sorted out in the course of cell divisions. If, however, the entire cyto-

plasm is involved, as in all the early work, the logical assumption is

that the cytoplasm is involved in all genie actions; that is, the cyto-

plasm is a specific substrate or plasmon. We saw how the successors of

Wettstein changed this simple idea, to which Correns clung, into that

of the plasmon-sensitive genes, which I criticized as a rather oblique

view of the facts.

The great new upswing of the interest in cytoplasmic heredity

came when viruses entered the field of genetic study and still more
when Sonneborn's work on Paramecium introduced what looked like

corpuscular plasmatic entities of heredity, plasmagenes. Cytoplasmic

heredity via plasmagenes became so popular that in textbooks and

symposia plasmagenes were presented as established facts, and genet-

icists who remained cautious were considered fossils. Some geneticists

and even embryologists ceased speaking of cytoplasm in genetic dis-

cussions, but used the term "plasmagenes" for whatever property of

the cytoplasm they discussed. Tlien Sonneborn in his indefatigable

search for a full knowledge of the killer effect, the cornerstone of the

theory of plasmagenes, found that the plasmagenes were visible virus-

like bodies of the Rickettsia type. This discovery dampened the

enthusiasm for plasmagenes, and we are now again in a phase which

recognizes the plasmon in a certain sense but is skeptical about

plasmagenes. I have always been among the skeptics, and the fore-

going presentation amply illustrates the reasons for it.

Most informative and eloquent discussions of the subject in its

present state have been made by Sonneborn (1949, 1950, I95la,b,

1955). He realizes that in many cases the cytoplasm acts as a sub-

strate, affecting quantitatively gene-controlled reactions. Self-dupli-

cating elements in the cytoplasm exercise their own effects interacting

with those of the genes. He expresses this interaction in terms of

reaction norm. "What is transmitted during reproduction is genetic

material with a particular reaction norm. The reaction norm denotes

different responses under different conditions, without change in the

responding genetic materials. The cytoplasmic genetic materials con-

stitute or control part of the conditions to which the genes respond,

and the nuclear genetic materials constitute or control part of the

conditions to which the cytoplasmic genetic materials respond. The
phenotype is the result of interaction between the two components
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of the genie system under the conditions in which they are operating."

One such interaction is given when alternative genie actions in the

same cell are decided by a specific cytoplasmic condition, as is the

case frequently in sex determination. Regarding the self-duplicating

parts of the cytoplasm, he feels sure that kinetosomes, plastids, and

probably mitochondria are such, though I believe that we can con-

sider these (except mitochondria) as specific features of certain cells

which can hardly be put in the same category as the general hereditary

properties of the cytoplasm. Sonneborn expects the main emphasis

in the future to be on a particular self-perpetuating molecular pattern,

which could include the surface of plastids and mitochondria as well

as the fibrillar protoplasm. Up to this point these views of Sonneborn

are borne out by the material reviewed, and in general are not

diflFerent from the conclusions presented here with the individual facts.

Recently he goes a step farther in regard to mitochondria (1955).

I quote: "Taken altogether, the various lines of evidence discussed

above raise the possibility—to put the matter cautiously—that the

mitochondria will prove to be a physical basis of normal cytoplasmic

inheritance—a view that has a long history . . . The theoretical

importance of this possibility is far greater than the already well-

estabhshed role of chloroplasts in cytoplasmic inheritance, for mito-

chondria, unlike chloroplasts, are common to all organisms, animals

as well as plants." I have enlarged sufficiently upon this subject and

shown that it is not advisable to call mitochondrial (and plastid)

conditions and their change cytoplasmic heredity (see II 2 E b).

Unfortunately, as I look at it, Sonneborn is still in favor of

speaking of plasmagenes, which includes all self-perpetuating and

mutable plasma constituents, such as plastids and mitochondria but

also kinetosomes, centrioles, and even kappa particles. "Meanwhile I

shall employ the term plasmagene for those cytoplasmic structures

known to manifest genie properties, however infelicitous this may

seem when applied to bodies large enough to be microscopically

visible" (Sonneborn, 1950). One might say that a discussion of this

attitude amounts to semantics or is purely academic. Sonneborn him-

self holds this view on the question whether kappa particles and

"genoids" are viruses or proviruses (Darlington), both being border-

line cases. This view would have been correct twenty years ago. Today

the situation is that the plasmagene terminology may induce those

not acquainted with the facts and their interpretations, and also those

whose enthusiasm gets the better of their cool thinking, to talk and

write about plasmagenes as if they were a well-established counter-
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part of nuclear genie material. This is bound to lead to hypotheses in

many fields which, then, will be based not on established facts but

on a suggestive and misleading terminology. Therefore I should like

the term "plasmagene" to disappear from the genetic vocabulary.

Sonneborn himself says, only two pages after the quotation: "... a

priori considerations render improbable the possibility that such

plasmagenes could persist and multiply except in cytoplasm of a

definite constitution, which could scarcely be free from decisive gene

modification. I therefore doubt whether totally gene-independent cyto-

plasmic inheritance exists in any form, based on plasmagenes or

otherwise."

One might discuss the problem of whether viruses, kappa

particles, mitochondria, genoids, and cytoplasmic genetic material are

a series of external aspects of the same basic thing, afid thus lead to a

comparison with the nuclear genetic material resulting in the con-

clusion that all of them are "genes." I am convinced that this is a

speculation not based upon the facts, either those relating to the

so-called gene, or those relating to viruses, or those concerning cyto-

plasmic inheritance including the plastids. For the time being it

appears safer to be noncommittal and to look at the entities involved,

genes in the classic or modern sense, a generalized plasmon, mito-

chondria, plastids, virus-like parasites, or symbionts and genuine virus

as diflFerent organizations with different physiological activities.

Ephrussi (1953) has proposed treating the kappa particles at least as

a kind of model for cytoplasmic particulate inheritance. I do not agree

with this compromise because it can serve only to put another prop

under the tumbling plasmagene. Why not simply let it drop out?

My point of view, of course, does not exclude the formulation of

ideas on the relative values, merits, and even phylogenetic origin of

all these entities. A most penetrating analysis of the whole situation,

drawing mainly upon facts of bacterial and yeast genetics, has been

made by Lederberg ( 1952 ) . He considers as one of the decisive points

involved a clear notion of what genetic autonomy or self-reproduction

is. Therefore he asks what criteria are applicable when deciding

whether small units in the cell are self-reproducing or rather re-

produced by the organism as a whole. "The problem is usually

approached by abstracting the unit in question from the organism.

If it is then no longer produced by the organism, it is concluded to be

self-reproducing. This has unfortunately been taken to mean that the

unit is autosynthetic, but the proof shows only self-dependence, not

self-suflBciency. In this context, self-dependence describes a wide
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range of reactions from simple autocatalytic reactions which may
direct the chemical evolution of intracellular metabohtes, to self-

contained autotrophic organisms. The position of the gene in this

hierarchy is not established." He stresses that an experimental proof

for self-dependence of a visible particle is very diflBcult, requiring (as

with nuclear genie material) a complete paralleHsm in the distribution

of the particle with the effects of the plasmids ( a term he prefers to

plasmagenes ) . Also the capacity for mutation is not necessarily a

criterion; it may be only the expression of structural complexity, re-

arrangements of the pattern being interpreted as mutations of the

complex. (See our discussion of mutation as pattern change given

previously.

)

In making the step from the assumed "plasmids" to viruses and

symbionts, Lederberg cautions that the properties of plasmagenes may
be imputed readily to viruses and vice versa. He thinks attention

should be focused on plasmid functions which may change from adap-

tive to pathological . . . "Present evidence points to the nucleus as

the predominant, if not quite exclusive, seat of hereditary factors in

most organisms . . . However, we learn less, not more, if we exclude

extranuclear agents as hereditary factors because they may also

simulate symbionts or parasites; such behavior is important but

incidental to their genetic functions. The cell or the organism is not

readily delimited in the presence of plasmids whose coordination may
grade from the plasmagenes to frank parasites . . . How then shall

we choose the boundaries of the gene-complex that constitutes an

individual organism? If hierarchical definitions are to serve the scien-

tist, rather than the scientist serve an Aristotelian category, different

uses should dictate different usages. The geneticist may well choose

that entity whose reproduction is unified and, hence, functions as an

individual in evolution by natural selection. The microbiologist will

focus his interest on the smallest units he can separate and cultivate

in controlled experiments, in test tubes, eggs, bacteria or experimental

animals. Genetics, symbiontology and virology have a common meet-

ing place within the cell. There is much to be gained by any com-

munication between them which leads to the diffusion of their

methodologies and the obliteration of semantic barriers." Our former

discussion indicates how far I am able to follow this attitude and

where our ways are parting at present.

I have refrained thus far from more than mentioning the idea

that viruses are directly comparable to genes and that there is a

complete series of transitions from virus to plasmagene to nuclear
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gene. This idea, though always highly speculative, has lost any sense,

I think, since we know that viruses are highly complicated organisms.

There are, of course, very different kinds of viruses. The crystallizable

plant viruses, being RNA in nature, are a special group which at

present it is rather difficult to compare with animal viruses and bac-

teriophages. At the other end are the microscopically visible Rickettsia

(and kappa particles), which possibly have a still higher level of

organization. The best information (I mean for the geneticist) comes

thus far from bacteriophage and animal viruses like the influenza

virus. There is no doubt that these have a complicated structure

permitting mutation, genetic recombination, linkage, and even Hnkage

groups (most recent reviews in Cold Spring Harbor Sympos. 18,

1953 ) . Thus a comparison with a gene is ruled out. But it is true that

in the life cycle of a virus a vegetative, non-infectious phase occurs

in which the particle seems to be free of protein and consists mainly

of DNA. In this provirus condition in which the recombinations occur

the genie level may be represented. The amazing facts and theories

recently discovered at this level will certainly sooner or later lead to

information on the genie material as such, and also on unexpected

variants of its behavior on the organizational level of a virus or phage.

However, they exclude so completely the somewhat naive theory of

the identity of viruses, plasmagenes, and genes that a further discus-

sion is hardly needed. Much of the confusion stems, I think, from the

identification of self-reproducing particle with a gene, as we discussed

earlier. While refusing to accept what I consider to be unwarranted

identifications of viruses and genes and statements to the effect that

genes, plasmagenes, and viruses cannot be kept apart any longer, I am
certain that the special features of bacterial and virus genetics will

eventually help us to formulate exact ideas on the nature of the genie

material. But this is completely different from the more or less

gratuitous comparisons of the unknown gene, the more than dubious

plasmagene, and the collection of organizational levels called viruses.



PART I THE ACTION OF THE

GENETIC MATERIAL



INTRODUCTION

In the preceding discussion of the nature of the genetic material we
had to touch many times upon the action of this material, since many
of the inferences concerning the nature of the genetic material are

derived from an analysis of action. We have mentioned a number of

facts and interpretations which, however, were not discussed in de-

tail, such a discussion being reserved for the present chapter. When
speaking of the action of the genetic material it is at once realized

that in some way practically all of biology falls into this chapter. In

the last analysis, all morphological, physiological, and psychological

features of organisms are genetically controlled, directly or through

a reaction norm. As a consequence, evolution may also be considered

dependent on genetically controlled processes. In view of this, the

impossibility of an exhaustive analysis of all genie action is apparent.

It appears to be the task of genetical theory to unravel the generalized

laws and concepts that cover all possible types of genie actions in such

a way as to make them generally intelligible, whatever the additional

details may be if a specific case is to be analyzed; further, to lay

emphasis on genie actions which might throw light, in turn, upon the

nature of the genetic material. Though all morphology and physiology,

embryology, and especially experimental embryology should con-

tribute to such an analysis, most insight will be expected from a study

of the facts of organization as accomplished by the processes of de-

velopment with different genetic basis. Such a study has been called

"physiological genetics," meaning by the term "physiological" the

functional aspect, that is, genie action or dynamic genetics as opposed

to static or statistical genetics. (This term was brought to the fore, if

not actually introduced, when I surveyed the field analytically in my
Physiological Theory of Heredity, 1927.) When the emphasis is upon

the developmental features of the genetically diflFerent phenotypes, the

term "phenogenetics" (Haecker, 1918) is frequently used. In any case

physiological genetics and phenogenetics have a broad line of con-

tact with experimental embryology, since many of the facts brought to

light by the latter are relevant for genetics.

Experimental embrj'ology, however, keeps aloof (and rightly so)

from such parts of the common field which are predominantly genetic

(e.g., dosage problems). It is rather strange that some embryologists
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consider the physiological geneticist to be a kind of intruder. Spemann
once attacked Haecker rather violently when the latter proposed the

term "phenogenetics" for work on genie action in development, and
insisted that this is embryology and nothing but embryology. Only
recently De Beer (1951) has taken up this cudgel, when he wrote,

"He [the geneticist] need not have worried about the production of

the effects, for that lay in the province of the experimental embryolo-

gist, and not his." In spite of such isolationism or possessiveness, the

geneticist will continue to worry about the problem of genetic action

and take the risk of climbing over the fence erected by some jealous

embryologists, who, while claiming the kingdom for themselves, do
not set out to till its soil.

The special division of physiological genetics which deals with

genically controlled, definite biochemical syntheses has been termed

by Beadle "biochemical genetics." This term might raise false hopes

if it is not realized that it is used for one selected aspect of genetics

only, the genetic interference with the synthesis of nutritional re-

quirements of the organism and definable end products of metabolism

and other deposits, though it is acknowledged that a distant ideal is

the resolution of all genetic actions into their biochemical components.

At this time biochemical genetics would become identical with

genetics.

Altogether, physiological genetics in the wider sense covers: (1)

the biochemical nature of the genie material; (2) its primary action

at the site of its location in the chromosome; ( 3 ) its action within the

nucleus; (4) its action upon the cytoplasm of the individual cell; and

(5) its supracellular action in controlling growth, differentiation, de-

velopment, and biochemical specificity of the organism. It comprises

also the special part of no. 4, which has been termed biochemical

genetics.

Though complicated in detail, in a general way genie action

should follow a relatively simple pattern. I have repeatedly empha-

sized (e.g., 1920a, 1927, 1938a) that one of the marvels of living nature

is the exactness of timing and type of developmental processes. Any-

body who has watched thousands of sea urchin eggs developing

simultaneously one like the other must have been impressed with this

fact. This means to me that the most complicated developmental

processes must, in the end, be controlled, steered, by rather simple

causative agents.

I have tried to work out what I just called a simple pattern

( Goldschmidt, 1920a, 1927), which in its general form seems to have
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stood the test of time. The genie material must catalyze chains of

reaction which in the end produce the active substances that control

morphogenesis. Since the best-known active substances of this kind

were the hormones, I extended the meaning of this term to include

every substance which plays an active role in embryonic determina-

tion. The reason for such terminology is obvious. There is no type of

morphogenetic (also physiogenetic) process known which cannot be

controlled in some cases by genuine hormone action. The phenotypic

difiFerences which can be induced by sex hormones, pituitary and

thyroid hormones, molting hormones, and auxins in plants include all

known types of differentiation, which may be qualitatively as differ-

ent as any known or imaginable genetic difference. This suggests that

the interrelations of these known active substances with the cellular

substrate, as developed under control of the rest of the genotype, are

of the same basic type as all the more simple and specialized actions

of the end products of genically controlled reactions, which thus, in

a wider sense, may also be termed hormones (which, in this case,

includes specific enzymes).

In Germany, later, the term Genwirkstoffe was introduced (by

Kiihn) to characterize chemically identifiable products of genie action

endowed with the capability of controlling chemical or morphological

developmental processes. The term has led to much confusion as well

as to unjustified beliefs in certain desired but not accomplished in-

sights. Genwirkstofe could be interpreted in two ways. First, it might

mean identifiable substances produced by the work (wirken) of genes.

If this were meant, the term would be superfluous, since it would

include all the long known Mendelizing differences of a chemical

nature like plant pigments, chlorophylls, and oxidases. The other

meaning of the term, the one which was given it generally, is that of

active substances which are gene products and control developmental

features. Clearly, hormones produced by genie action, also inductors

and morphogenetic substances, would be included in the term. But

when one of the substances needed for production of eye pigment

and absent in certain mutants was isolated by Kiihn and Caspari and

found to be kynurenine by Butenandt, this was hailed as the chemical

isolation of a Genwirkstoff. In the same way Beadle and Ephrussi,

who independently made the same discoveries, called the substance a

hormone. Long before the chemical nature was known (by Beadle and

Tatum's work) I warned (on the basis of the known facts of genetic

and chemical control of melanin ) that probably these "Genwirkstoff
e"
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and "hormones" would turn out to be amino acid precursors of

melanin, just as it had been known for a long time for tyrosin and

dopa. This is exactly what occurred.

The reason for insisting on this discussion is that, in my opinion,

the wrong terminology is deceptive and dangerous. Thus the great

chemist Butenandt glorifies the discovery of Genwirkstoffe in papers

read by chemists and general readers (e.g., 1952), who are led to

believe (as the author does himself, who as a chemist takes his

biological terminology from the biologist) that definite active sub-

stances have been isolated by which the genes control development.

Actually, only one step (or more) in the consecutive synthesis of a

chemically comphcated, depository product of the organism ( melanin

)

has been elucidated by the analysis of an intermediate product, a

precursor. The brilliant work by the aforementioned pioneers is in no

way minimized by the demand for a terminology which does not raise

the meaning of the facts to a plane where it does not belong.

While the genetic and biochemical analysis of pigment precursors

cannot be used as an example for our theory ( 1917a, 1920a ) of genie

action through production of morphogenetic "hormones," the general

idea seems unavoidable, whether these "hormones" are real hormones

or enzymes or inductors or definable substances hke DNA or RNA.
Within the simple frame of the generalized system of action—to

which the cytoplasmic substrate also belongs—the details of genetic

control of development are to be understood by the interplay of

timing, order, velocities, competitions, and threshold conditions of

these reactions, what I called their attunement, together with the

movements and distribution of the substrates and products and the

threshold conditions present for each individual step, which means
the same dynamically as the term "genie balance" expresses statically.

It should, of course, be called "balance of genie actions." "Genie

balance" involves the same type of error ( discussed above ) as does the

term "plasmon-sensitive genes" ( to be discussed again below ) . Within

such a system a great many details of gene-controlled processes above

the level of direct and simple biochemical synthesis can be described

adequately. In the end, the question of the special biochemical mean-
ing will always appear, and biochemical genetics will take over

wherever there is a chance. Unfortunately, at present such a chance

exists only for stuflFs deposited somewhere in the body, like pigments

in animals and plants or end products of metabolism, and for blocks,

of whatever origin, to synthesis of amino acids and vitamins and
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similar processes. For all the rest of genie action, especially the most

important actions, controlling development and morphogenesis, we
have still only the generalized (i.e., in biochemical terms) vague

ideas mentioned, my physiological theory of heredity of 1920 and
1927.

Here, at the start of our discussion of genie action, one point

should be made clear. It is one of the general tenets of genetics that a

mutant locus or the gene, assumed to be the normal allele, does not

control a character but is only a differential; the visible character de-

pends upon a large number of genes, if not on all of them. This idea

is frequently illustrated by the fact that many loci are known to

influence the same character if mutated. Thus the numerous eye-

color mutants in Drosophila, scattered over all chromosomes, would
indicate that there are at least that many genes for eye color. The
work on biochemical genetics of eye colors as well as nutritional

requirements in Neurospora shows that a number of mutant loci

individually interfere with difiFerent steps of organic synthesis from

the lowest raw material: for example, in eye-color synthesis, from

tryptophane to kynurenine, then to 3-hydroxykynurenine and further

steps not yet well known. A corollary is that for each of these steps a

number of mutant loci are known, which interfere with it specifically.

If we wish to express this factual situation by saying that a pheno-

typic trait is the product of action of many or all genes, we must

realize that this fagon a parler is nothing but a circumscription, in

terms of the atomistic theory of the gene, of the fact of the unity and

integration of the organism. We may assume, for argument's sake, that

one of the mutant loci which prevents normal eye color by interfering

with step A of synthesis affects the pH of the cell group where

events take place, a definite pH being needed for step A. According

to the standard description, this "gene" would be classed as one of

the many eye-color genes, because its influence upon pH, among other

actions, also affects the synthesis of eye pigment. Clearly we face here

not the action of an eye-color gene but the fact that the normal in-

tegration within the organism requires a series of more or less

generalized conditions which thus affect also whatever differential

trait we happen to be studying (here, by the way, is the explanation of

the usual lower vitality of mutants ) . Thus, if we study genie action in

controlling development we must always keep in mind this basic

situation, which, in general dynamic terms, may be expressed also as

the attunement of simultaneous determinative reactions or as the bal-

ance of geiiically controlled actions.



A GENERALIZED

EXAMPLE

Before entering the detailed discussion, the study of an example of the

general problems involved will enable us to visualize the over-all

problems of physiological genetics within the compass of a single cell.

We refer to Hammerling's experiments on Acetahularia (see 1947,

1953), This marine green alga ( Siphonocladiales ) is unicellular,

though superficially it looks like a multicellular plant. It is attached

by a whorl of threads, a rhizome, from which a long stalk rises at the

top of which an umbrella-Hke structure (the cap) is located so that

the whole looks like a toadstool. At the base of the stalk in the rhizome

lies the single nucleus. The experiments analyze the formation of the

umbrella or cap in relation to the nucleus. Figures 14-16 review dia-

grammatically the main results.

The first group of experiments is illustrated in figure 14. When
the cell is separated into a piece of the rhizome containing the

nucleus and the rest, the nucleated part, however small, grows into

a whole. Also, the enucleated parts may live for a long time, up to

seven months; the nucleated ones, for years. The stalk of a nucleated

piece always regenerates an umbrella. An enucleated piece sometimes

succeeds in doing so, but regeneration is more frequently successful

when an upper sector of the stalk has been cut out than when a

lower one has been cut. The details show that the nucleus must have

produced formative substances controlHng the formation of the um-

brella; these substances are produced in quantity and accumulate in

the stalk in a gradient from top to base {d). The ability of an enucle-

ated stalk tc form an umbrella depends upon the amount of these

stuffs in the cut-out section, within which the migration of the sub-

stance toward the top continues to take place.

The next group of experiments (figs. 15, 16) deals with trans-

plants between two species A. mediterranea and A. Wettsteinii, which

have completely differently constructed umbrellae (fig. 16). It is

possible to transplant a W(ettsteinii) umbrella on top of the stalk of

a med{iterranea) nucleated base and vice versa (fig. 15). When
afterward the umbrella is cut off, a new one regenerates; it is not
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of the type belonging to the stalk out of which it grew but of the

type which supplied the nucleus. It must thus be concluded that the

formative substances produced by the nucleus, controlling the charac-

ter of the species in regard to the structure of the umbrella, are the

result of genie action. Here, then, we have in the simplest form, within

one cell, the general type of genie action which we have postulated:

production by the genie material of an active, diffusible substance
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Figs. 14, 15. Diagrams of basic experiments with Acetabularia. (From Ham-
merling, 1953.)

which controls the specificity of a morphogenetic feature. If this

substance could be analyzed chemically, we should have the right to

speak of the isolation of Genwirkstoffe. (See, below, Brachet's work

on the nature of these substances and discussion of his theories; also

new contributions by Hammerling. ) In this case, moreover, it is not

the decision of an independently inherited alternative, as in the model

of the sex hormones, but a direct and specific morphogenetic deter-

mination at a given point of a single though morphologically compli-

cated cell. It will be well to keep this in mind for the subsequent
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discussion of genie aetion within a differentiated cell or cells. It

should be added at this point that, unfortunately, no. individual

Mendelian mutants for umbrella characters are known in this alga;

hence the experiments deal only with the genome as a whole.

These facts are further confirmed by experiments in which nucle-

ated pieces of two different species were combined and regenerated

as a common branch, presumably under the influence of both nuclei.
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The regenerated umbrella was intermediate between the two species

(figs. 14, 15). When the difference between the species was greater,

the compromise regenerate was more or less abnormal, though show-

ing the mixture. Combinations of three pieces of which two had the

nucleus of one species, the third that of another species, point in the

same direction. The regenerated umbrella had more resemblance to

the species that had supplied two nuclei (fig. 15). Thus the quantity

of the determining stuff is related to its action. Finally (fig. 16), the

effects of those umbrella-forming stuffs were tested which had been
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present previously in the stalk and, therefore, should contribute to

the result until exhausted. Afterward, a purely nuclear effect should

prevail. This could be determined by producing uninuclear combina-

tions of stalks from different species. Indeed, early umbrellas were

intermediate; later ones followed the species which supplied the

nucleus. In these experiments it turned out also that the stuffs which

control the specific features of the umbrella are different from those

which are responsible for the formation of any umbrella at all.

Fig. 16. Right, A. Wettsteini; left, mediterranea; center, transplantation of

mediterranea stem on Wettsteini base and formation of Wettsteini cap on re-

generate. Lines of cuts indicated. (From Hammerling, 1953.)

At this point one might be inclined to bring in cytoplasmic

heredity, because the nucleated section always contains some cyto-

plasm. (Experiments with nuclear transplantation have not been

made.) Such cytoplasm may act independently and be self-propagat-

ing. The following fact is not in favor of such an assumption (Ham-
merling, 1953). In the species acicularia no regeneration of a cap

occurs in the absence of the nucleus, and in its presence only 15 per
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cent regenerate. But when the nucleated part of the species med is

combined with the tip of acic a cap is regenerated. The cytoplasm of

the regenerating piece has not been changed, but the med base

supplies the necessary formative substances.

We mentioned, earlier, Boveri's famous proof that a chromosomal
behavior, chromatin diminution, is controlled by cytoplasmic sub-

stances. This can be shown in Acetabularia also. Before reproduction

the single nucleus divides into many, which migrate into the cap to

form the gametes. This happens only when the cap has reached a

definite size. If the cap is cut off in time, the nucleus does not divide,

but first controls the production of a new cap; thus gamete formation

could be held up for two years. Vice versa, if an immature base re-

ceives the transplant of a mature cap, the nucleus begins at once to

divide. The substances involved in this induction can be shown to be
species-specific.

These experiments provide an excellent model within a single

cell, demonstrating, in a general way, how genie material in the

nucleus is connected with specific determination in differentiation.

PHENOCOPY AND NORM

OF REACTION

A. NORM OF REACTION

Another group of facts of a generalized nature should be kept in

mind at the outset of a study of genie action. In the early years of

Mendelism, Woltereck defined the genotype as a "norm of reaction."

What he meant was that the genie action does not control a definite

phenotypic effect but an effect which is the resultant of the genie ac-

tion and that of external and internal environment. A certain mutant

does not control the deposition of black pigment, but has this action.
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provided that all other external and internal conditions are the re-

quired ones. This definition is still good and has been used in some of

our former discussions. It applies also to detailed biochemical actions,

as the more recent development of biochemical genetics has shown.
It includes the border cases in which the steps between genie action

and end products are so few and of such a limited scope that for

practical purposes the norm of reaction is invariable, for example in

the production of the blood group antigens. At the other end of the

line would be the border cases in which the final products of genie

action perform their determinative activities under special threshold

conditions for success or failure, an all-or-none eflFect discussed earlier

in connection with the mottling position effect. The consequence is

that these actions and reactions are so easily affected by features of

the external and internal environment that the result looks as if it

were completely under environmental control. Between these extremes

all intermediate conditions exist (e.g., vernalization; see II 2 B). We
might say that the analysis of cases at one extreme of this spectrum,

with disregard of the definition of genie action as a "reaction norm,"

led to the now abandoned one gene—one enzyme hypothesis,

abandoned when the results of different norms of reaction were

studied. An example of error at the other end of the spectrum, com-

mitted for the same reasons, is Hartmann's mistaken notion of pheno-

typic sex determination, which is actually genie sex determination with

a norm of reaction of the decisive process (the decision of the F/M
balance ) , which makes it highly susceptible to shifts by environmental

factors. (See discussion later.)

B. PHENOCOPY AND MUTATION

Of the greatest interest for the meaning of norm of reaction and

simultaneously one of the basic features, if not the most basic, in

physiological genetics is the phenomenon of phenocopy. Our informa-

tion on genie action is derived almost completely from the study of

aberrant genie action, that is, the changes in heredity caused by muta-

tion. Looking over the manifold mutant actions we find many variants.

We find mutants which produce a definite effect with very little

variation in the presence of the same genetic background (the modi-

fier systems), whatever the external conditions. At the other end are

mutants which do not produce any visible effect except in a definite

environment (e.g., at a certain temperature). In between are the

mutants which always produce a certain type of effect, say wing

scalloping in Drosophila, the expression of which is dependent upon
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temperature, with overlap into normal at the extreme end of the

series. There are mutants of all these types, which, in addition, are

rather insensitive in their action to genetic modification, and there are

others which respond very easily to genetic modifiers. The actions of

some mutants work with a threshold system that permits overlap of the

effect with normal in different degrees. This condition is described as

different degrees of penetrance. At one end are mutants which succeed

only rarely in passing the threshold and thus have such a low pene-

trance that they may be overlooked as genically controlled actions. At

the other end are the isoalleles which produce effects that are always

above the threshold of normalcy, producing the same phenotype as

the normal allele, and therefore can be found out only by roundabout

means. In between are all imaginable penetrance grades. These types

may be more or less subject to shifting by external or genie environ-

ment. All these variants tend to show that the mutant action has not

only a quahtative but also a quantitative element.

From this conclusion it is only one step to the phenomenon of

phenocopy. If the quantitative element of mutation is so sensitive to

external and internal environment, it might follow that all or most

mutational effects take place within a spectrum of possible develop-

mental changes the range of which alone determines the possibility of

appearance of both mutational or environmental effects. The old, long-

forgotten, and erroneous, but nevertheless at that time justified dis-

cussion of so-called parallel induction was the outcome of this situa-

tion, which at that time was not analyzable. This old idea, derived

from certain experiments with butterflies (see discussion in Gold-

schmidt, 1927, 1938a), was that the same agent which has a purely

environmental effect upon the phenotype may sometimes simul-

taneously affect the genotype so as to produce a mutant with the same

phenotypic effect.

Some of the classic experiments of Dorfmeister, Weismann,

Standfuss, Merrifield, and Fischer in changing the pattern of the

butterfly wing by appropriate temperature shocks seemed to require

such an interpretation, the facts themselves being thoroughly estab-

lished. The solution of this problem comes from the discovery of

phenocopy ( Goldschmidt, 1929Z?, 19S5a,b), which was made when
I was trying to check the possibility of parallel induction with a

genetically well-known organism, Drosophila. Even in the first experi-

ments it turned out that the phenotype of a large number of standard

mutants of Drosophila could be exactly copied as a non-hereditary

variation if temperature shocks were applied at a critical stage of
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development. Other investigators later found that many other shocks

like cold, mustards, X rays and other radiations, and many chemicals

could produce the effect. The decisive points were: (1) treatment

with strong agents, powerful beyond the normal range of the en-

vironment; (2) treatment at definite critical periods of development;

(3) the genotype of the material which influences the result. It may
be said that in Drosophila (and therefore everywhere, if adequate

experiments were made) every known type of mutant can thus be

copied as a phenocopy. The only group about which there is uncer-

tainty are the biochemical mutants (pigments, etc.), for which no

unequivocal positive result exists as yet. Some which have been

claimed were probably misinterpreted (e.g., straw as a chemical

phenocopy). But this statement applies only to Drosophila; in micro-

organisms, also, biochemical mutants have been phenocopied. Positive

results for production of phenocopies have been obtained from man
to bacteria; so there can be no doubt of the ubiquity of the phenome-
non. For Drosophila the most detailed data are found in Goldschmidt

(1935), Henke et al. (1941), and Ma (1943). Henke et al think

they can distinguish between genuine and false phenocopies, the latter

being those the critical period of which does not coincide with that

of a similar mutant studied. I do not think that this distinction carries

any weight. Most mutant phenotypes are known for a number of loci.

Innumerable mutants are being discarded all the time; others have by

chance not yet been observed. Thus it is impossible to say that a

mutant (or a few of them) checked against a phenocopy is the right

one. Another unchecked mutant may have the proper critical period.

In view of the fact that practically any kind of shock treatment

produces phenocopies in well-worked material, it is very difficult to

assume that the shock produces differentially a chemical product,

enzyme, substrate, active substance, identical with one produced by

a mutant locus. It is much more probable that the kinetics of a chain

of reaction, elaborating such active substances, is influenced in such a

way that velocities of processes, quantities of products, relative timing

of collaborating reactions, and concentrations amounting to threshold

settings will be the main factors that are being shifted in plus or minus

directions. If this is so, it might mean also that the mutant action

affects essentially such processes, though it cannot be denied that in

individual cases a phenocopy might take a different path from that

leading to the corresponding mutant phenotype. This does not mean
that mutant actions do not exist which directly affect the quality of

a substance needed for development, but it will be very difficult in
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many cases to decide. For example, an eye-color mutant in Dro-

sophila which prevents the synthesis of kynurenine from tryptophane

may be due to the non-synthesis of an enzyme controlling the synthetic

step, that is, a qualitative feature. But it may also mean that the

enzyme or a coenzyme or a pH condition needed is not available

when and where needed because of pure timing changes in the set

of interlocked reactions which have to be in tune in order to work. A
quotation from Bonner (given below) shows that a prominent bio-

chemical geneticist has also come to the conclusion that the kinetic side

of genie action may be more important than the qualitative aspect em-

bodied in the one gene—one enzyme theory.

To make the situation clearer, let us visualize the case of a mutant

and its phenocopy based upon a qualitative chemical difference. Let

us assume that we know chemically the substance needed to produce

a normal leg in Drosophila, its absence being responsible for a dachs

leg. This means that we take it for granted that the morphological

difference is based upon the presence or absence of a single gene-

controlled substance, enzyme or otherwise, and not upon quantitative

changes in the velocities of growth and differentiation (though these

may ultimately be caused by the presence, absence, or quantity of

a "growth hormone"). The same morphological effect as a phenocopy

could be produced by the different means mentioned. Should we
conclude that the substance in question is also missing in the pheno-

copy?

We know now that many unspecific shocks at the proper time can

produce the same phenocopy, but also that one and the same shock

may produce different phenocopies. It is hardly conceivable how such

facts could be understood in terms of a substance, while they strongly

suggest interference with the kinetics of a system of reactions, as I

emphasized above. Moreover, this argumentation shows another very

important point. It is possible that the facts of phenocopy indicate

that also the mutants which are copied are based upon an interference

with the kinetics of determinative processes. However, this does not

mean that the primary causes are the same in both cases. Thus it is

quite conceivable that in the phenocopic experiment the shock inter-

feres with the velocity of some reaction by affecting its kinetics

directly (e.g., through the temperature increment), while in the muta-

tion the same effect upon the velocities is produced by a more remote

change (e.g., an insufficient quantity, or quality, of a growth sub-

stance). In this case both phenocopy and mutant are caused by the

same thing, a change in growth rate, but the phenocopy, by direct
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action upon the rate; the mutant, by an indirect action through the

change of a causative agent for the control of the rates. I think that

this point is important for any discussion of the relation of mutant and

phenocopy, though it has been largely overlooked. (Hadorn, 1948,

emphasized somewhat similar ideas.)

This deduction becomes important when we think, for example,

of Landauer's ( 1945-1953 ) recent work on phenocopies in the chick,

about which we shall hear more below. He finds that he can induce

certain phenocopies by treatment of embryos with insulin. In further

experiments he found that the phenocopic action can be suppressed

by nicotinamide and riboflavin, but that the same treatment does not

inhibit the mutant effect. This makes him skeptical toward the as-

sumption that the mutant produces its effect by the same processes as

the phenocopy. The above-mentioned considerations show where

the error of such conclusions lies: the treatment in the case of the

phenocopy directly affects the process which has been changed by

the insulin treatment, restoring it more or less to normal and thus

preventing its effect upon the growth rate. The treatment of the

mutant with riboflavin may be effective or not effective (the latter

being the case) according to the nature of the primary process, which

may or may not be the same as that after insulin treatment. If it is

not the same, riboflavin remains ineffective, though mutant and

phenocopy act by influencing growth rates, whatever the primary

cause for this change. Thus the conclusion is correct that both mutant

and phenocopy produce the same phenotype because both interfere

with the same kinetic processes of development, though there is no

reason to expect that this interference works by the same means.

Theoretically, it would be possible to find many more types of inter-

ference than those found in the experiments, for example, direct

interference with the kinetics of growth by temperature action. Thus

Landauer's beautiful work does not at all change our concept of the

relation between mutant and phenocopy. It is fair to state that

Landauer ( 1952fl ) realizes this situation when he says, in regard to

the experiments preventing the phenocopic insulin action by riboflavin,

while riboflavin does not prevent the mutant action: "It is also pos-

sible, however, that such experiments cannot succeed, either because

the mutant genes change the events of development too early to be

repaired by supplementation or because they affect metabolic links

different from those involved in the origin of our phenocopies, or be-

cause of still other reasons."

Let us return to the statement made above, that the primary
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process through which the mutant works may or may not be the same

as in the phenocopy. In Landauer's work the primary process in the

phenocopy of rumplessness, and so on, after the treatment of the

embryo with insuhn, pilocarpin, and boric acid, was clearly an inter-

ference with carbohydrate metabolism. It would be wrong, however,

to demand that the mutant works also by interference with this phase

of metabolism, but this does not mean that in a given case both

primary actions might not be the same. This problem would have to

be decided from case to case, though it might be safe to say that

phenocopies produced the same way by radiations, temperature

shocks, and chemicals will not belong to this category, but rather

work by means of the kinetics controlled by the primary action,

whatever this is.

If we keep this in mind, the further exploration of the chemical

situation in such cases as Landauer's will be very interesting. It is

an important fact that substances like insulin, sulfanilamide, eserine,

boric acid, and pilocarpin produce many similarities in their over-all

effects, though there are dissimilarities in details of expression. In all

these cases, nicotinamide serves as a protective supplement, thus

pointing to a common biochemical basis for the activity of these

compounds, though the grade of "protection" is different with differ-

ent compounds. Now it turned out that the skeletal abnormalities

produced by boric acid are very similar to those known for riboflavin

deficiencies. Thus the hypothesis is made that the effects are mediated

by means of riboflavin-containing enzymes. Chemical data (see Lan-

dauer, 1952a ) on the action of boric acid on riboflavin-containing mol-

ecules agree with such conclusions. "It is well known that one of the

fundamental purposes of the riboflavin enzymes is to serve as 'bridges'

over which the hydrogen atoms accumulating on the nicotinic acid

coenzymes can be passed to systems which will carry out the reduc-

tion of oxygen" (quoted from Williams by Landauer). According to

Landauer, these neighboring functions of nicotinamide and riboflavin

enzymes in carbohydrate utilization, and their disruption by insulin

and boric acid, respectively, presumably explain that allied yet

separate teratogenic results are produced in the two instances. With-

out going into further details, it is obvious that this type of analysis of

phenocopies (which many of these teratogenic effects are) can lead

to important insight into the biochemical control of growth processes.

Applied to favorable material, it might one day also permit conclusions

upon the primary effect of mutants, which are phenocopied.

Thus it is highly probable that the view is correct which considers
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phenocopies produced after shock treatment as the result of quanti-

tative interference with rate processes in development and their inter-

locking actions, whatever the primary eflFects, identical or not identical,

for mutants and phenocopies may have been. This idea, first worked

out in explanation of the above-mentioned experiments with butter-

flies before the phenomenon of phenocopy was properly established

(Goldschmidt, 1918, 1920a), and since presented repeatedly (e.g.,

1935a,Zj, 1938fl, 1940), covers the overwhelming majority of facts. An
immense, partly experimental material is available, also, from the

study of teratogenesis. Ancel (1950) has recently assembled a good

deal of it in a book, and, though he has never heard of the extensive

amount of work on phenocopy, is forced to draw conclusions almost

identical with mine.

These discussions and my earlier ones (Goldschmidt, 1938a,

1940) should make it clear why I have considered and still consider

the phenomenon of phenocopy the basic phenomenon for any study

of genie action. Landauer (1952Z?), who recently contributed so much
to our subject, expresses the same attitude by referring for comparison

to the results of radiation work. He quotes Pontecorvo saying that we
would not expect to get a deep insight into the nature of a ship by

studying the efficiency of di£Ferent types of gunfire in sinking it. "The

same skepticism should be applied to the hope that studies on the

developmental effects of major mutant genes will lead to an under-

standing of the role in growth and development of those genes which

make up the normal genotype of fowl or any other higher organisni

. . . Studies on the production of phenocopies, together with the

search for means by which the organism can be protected against

such experimental modification, may offer a technique with which

the holes made by our experimental gunfire may be repaired . .

."

C. CHEMICAL PHENOCOPIES

In the discussion of Landauer's work, we have anticipated one

aspect of the work on chemical phenocopies, because we wanted to

show that, in principle, chemically induced phenocopies will find the

same explanation as all others, though the causation of that part of the

effect which is identical in mutant and phenocopy may involve com-

pletely different primary actions. Even in Landauer's experiments the

different agents employed had a certain specificity of action upon

beak, extremities, and skeleton, though al) of them acted in a similar

way. The most interesting facts on such specificity of action have been

found in Drosophila.
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Rapoport (1947) found that among a large number of chemicals

tested certain ones always produced the phenocopy of one definite

mutant, and this occurred in 100 per cent of the treated cases. The
experiments have been repeated in different places and found to be

correct in a general way. But my own ( unpublished ) work shows that

there are more details with which an interpretation must reckon.

Thus, in some cases, it is clearly a single metal ion which is respon-

sible, since all inorganic and organic compounds tested always pro-

duced the same phenocopy (e.g., arsenic). We might conclude that a

single enzymatic process is inhibited by the arsenic ion, which is one

of its known actions. But such known inhibitions work upon very

basic enzymatic processes which occur all the time in all cells. For

example, arsenate uncouples fermentation and phosphorylation (Mey-

erhof). Luciferin and luciferase in distilled water do not produce

light, but they do when magnesium or manganese salts are added

(Harvey). Numerous other examples are available to the biochemist.

Thus it is not imaginable that arsenic could affect only a single, very

specific synthesis which is the chemical basis for the morphogenetic

effect. We would have to make some extra hypothesis, based upon

the fact that all these phenocopies appear only when the treatment is

almost lethal. We might assume that the change of development

leading to the phenocopy is simultaneously such as to countermand

the lethal effects of arsenic; this means in the end a selection of those

individuals which produce, by starting on a side path of development,

a condition of arsenic tolerance. This tentative explanation is not very

satisfactory, but it shows at least that the chemical agents for the

production of the specific phenocopy do not necessarily act by a direct

biochemical change.

Other ions tested (unpublished work), for example, boron, have

different effects in different compounds; hence a simple inhibition of

an enzymatic process by the ion is improbable. Also, in this case,

definite phenocopies appear, not a single one only, but different ones

according to the intensity of treatment. Again it is very improbable

that a specific enzymatic action is changed by the agent. As we have

already seen, boron interferes with carbohydrate metabolism by

means of a riboflavin-containing enzyme, which can hardly be con-

cerned with a single developmental feature like the development of

the antenna. I think that this situation is rather different from that in

chicken. Here the phenocopy means that a growth process affecting

major parts of the body is interfered with, which could be accounted

for by a generalized biochemical effect (meaning one involved in all
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development). Thus we shall have to look for a different explanation

of the Drosophila work, which probably does not involve the features

of the chemical basis of morphogenetic change. For the time being,

we may say frankly that the specific chemical phenocopies are not

yet understood, though the fact of their existence is very provocative.

But we may safely predict that a future explanation will shed light

on some phase of the problem of mutant action of the genie material.

One fact which has been found in some of my unpublished experi-

ments may be relevant here. It is known that many mutants produce a

very variable phenotype (which might be made constant by selection

of proper modifier systems, or in the presence of "strong" alleles).

This is very conspicuous in mutants producing very large effects like

the homoeotic mutants (see my papers on podoptera). One mutant

may produce a whole gamut of effects from almost normal through

all intermediates up to the complete, extreme type. We shall discuss

these facts below in regard to their meaning for genie action. In one of

our experiments on chemical phenocopies, one mutant was specifically

copied (Scutenick), and always in a variable form involving a series

of effects from hardly visible ones through all intermediates affecting

more and more structural elements to the extreme pleiotropic expres-

sivity. I shall later propose that such variations in expressivity can only

be understood in terms of interplay of rates and thresholds. This

identity of the phenomenon in mutants and phenocopies is in favor of

the conclusions drawn for non-chemical phenocopies.

In future discussions of the interpretation of phenocopies, all the

facts of chemically induced morphogenetic change in animals and

plants, since the classic work of Herbst (1901), will be included,

though it does not directly relate to phenocopy because in most cases

no identical mutant effect is known. However, as we might say safely

that all these effects are of the same general type as mutant effects,

they also become relevant for the problems of specific biochemical

phenocopy and, thus far, all of them seem to indicate general quanti-

tative effects upon rates of growth and differentiation, just as we
expect will be true of all phenocopies.

It might be objected that it is hardly probable that all the diverse

manifestations of morphological mutants and phenocopies may be

reduced in the end to relative rates of individual processes of growth

and differentiation, but there are many examples which point in this

direction. We shall consider later Vogt's work on homoeotic mutants

which led to such conclusions. Here I mention only one example, the

seasonal dimorphism of butterflies, the classic example of which is
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Araschnia (Vanessa) levana-prorsa. The spring form and the fall form

differ as much as if they were separate species. By treatment of pupae

in a sensitive period with temperature shocks, one form can be trans-

formed into the other with all intermediate conditions possible. The
spring generation is the form levana with a yellowish brown and black

pattern. The summer form prorsa is almost entirely black, with a

white band across both wings. Prorsa produces offspring which

develop up to the pupal stage when the diapause sets in for the

hibernating pupa. In the spring the imago hatches and its offspring

develop without diapause into prorsa. By action of cold upon the

pupae of the summer generation, which were to metamorphose into

prorsa, levana resulted; by action of different low temperatures a

series of intermediates can be produced. The summer form could also

be produced by action of heat upon the hibernating pupa.

We know now that diapause in the silkworm is controlled by

hormones. Here it is not the pupa which hibernates, but embryonic

development stops in the so-called univoltine races with diapause,

while it goes on in the multivoltine races without diapause. Fukuda

(see 1953) showed that the subesophageal ganglion secretes a dia-

pause hormone, while the brain is able, in the multivoltine races, to

suppress this action.

To return to prorsa and levana. Stiffert (1924) found that the

results reported are not simply temperature effects, as Weismann had

believed in his pioneer work ( 1875 ) . Actually, two different causative

agents come into play: the alternative of diapause or no diapause, and

the action of temperature. Pupae with diapause always metamorphose

into levana, even if kept in warm temperature. Thus levana is linked

with the presence, and prorsa with the absence, of a diapause. If

diapause is prevented, invariably prorsa hatches. If after the first

diapause, producing levana, a second diapause is induced experi-

mentally, again levana. is the result. The result can be obtained by the

influence of cold upon the caterpillar in a temperature-effective

(critical) period, an effect which we must now ascribe to an effect

upon the hormonic function of the brain. Also, if partial diapause is

induced in this period, intermediates result, their grade being roughly

proportional to the time of diapause. Thus the existence or non-

existence of the resting period controls the wing pattern.

Now there is a second causative chain leading to the same pheno-

typic effects. Another critical period for pattern change occurs in the

early pupa. Cold shocks applied in this period produce levana even

without diapause, and also the graduated series can be obtained by a
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graduated action. In the latter case we know from the mass of

temperature experiments in Lepidoptera that temperature directly

influences developmental processes connected with pattern formation.

Thus the problem arises of explaining the two different sets of facts

which lead to the same phenotypic result by different means.

The explanation must start from the fact that it is possible to

shift the wing pattern of all Lepidoptera by applying extreme temper-

atures at a definite time after pupation, the sensitive period, though

the shift is not as extreme as in levana and prorsa. Since the same

effect can be produced by other means (cold, narcotics), just as in the

production of phenocopies, we concluded that this action involved

changing the velocity of a process concerned with wing pattern,

relative to other developmental processes, different processes having

different temperature coefficients and critical periods (Goldschmidt,

1918, 1920a). This interpretation may be applied directly to that part

of the experiments dealing with the effects after pupation. The un-

usually extreme effect is, of course, a function of a specific genetic

condition in the form of a special norm of reaction or special thresh-

old conditions. The other special feature is that another hereditary

norm of reaction involving the production of specific hormones by the

brain before pupation, thus determining diapause or non-diapause,

simultaneously affects the wing pattern in the same way as post-pupal

shocks. In view of the identity of the two effects we must conclude

that diapause also affects the relative velocity of the patterning

process. As diapause is known to almost completely stop the metaboHc

processes, it is quite possible that it works upon the pattern by in-

hibiting those temperature-sensitive processes which would occur soon

after pupation. There is thus far no possibility of a detailed explana-

tion; but it seems certain that it will be found on the side of quanti-

tative, kinetic actions rather than in terms of qualitative biochemical

features.



PRIMARY

ACTIONS

A. THE CHROMOSOMAL SITE

Since it must be considered as certain that the chromosome

remains intact in the resting nucleus, the first step in genie action

must take place at the site of the genie material, whether we consider

this to be in the form of individual genes or as patterns in a larger

unit. Only two possibilities are apparent. First, the initial product of

genie activity is a duplicate (eventually in reverse) of the genie

material or any part of it. This might mean a duplicate of the genie

nucleoprotein, or only of the nucleinic or proteinic parts thereof. If

this is so, part of the genie material itself is also its first active

product, in the beginning localized at the locus of the genie material,

at a point on the surface of the chromosome. The other possibility is

that the genie material acts as an enzyme which catalyzes the first

reaction product using the surrounding materials as a substrate, dif-

ferent products occurring presumably along the length of the chro-

mosome. Also, these primary products would first accumulate at the

fixed sites of the genie material in the order of its pattern along the

chromosome. Hence, in the end, both possibilities lead to the same

result as far as the site is concerned.

According to the first assumption, the genie material behaves

after the manner of an autocatalyst (first emphasized by Hagedoorn,

1911). It has been repeatedly pointed out (e.g., Pauling, Muller)

that the term autocatalyst does not cover the duplication of the genie

material, which is rather a re-creation at the surface of the chain mole-

cules according to one or the other theories of template action dis-

cussed previously. Though realizing the diflFerence, it might be useful

to speak of autocatalysis and heterocatalysis in the sense of self-

duplication versus catalyzing a different reaction. In this sense it

would be autocatalysis also if duplicates of the genie material were

the first product separated from the chromosome. In detail, these

primary products would look different according to the theory of the

genie material adopted. With the classic theory of the gene, we would

267
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think of replicas of the individual gene molecule. Within the recent

theory as developed above, the duplicates may be those of any chro-

mosomal segment, anything from a part of an individual chain mole-

cule up to a hypermolecular body of any size, pattern, and delineation.

If this is called autocatalysis it means only that the primary product of

the genie material is a more or less large duplicate or replica of it.

This view emphasizes that the genie material is primarily characterized

by its self-duplication, and that its action in producing the primary

genie products cannot be separated from the self-duplication, but is a

part of it. In this sense the genie material would be only autocatalytic,

with the heterocatalytic functions beginning only after the duplicate

parts have been liberated, and may now serve as enzymes as well as

substrates. It sounds reasonable (see discussion of the genie parts of

the chromosome) that these primary duplicates are only the replicas

of the proteinic part of the genie material, or, preferably, that at this

moment DNA and protein are separated and severally duplicated with

different subsequent fate of these substances. Autocatalysis of the

genie material in this sense would then mean: (1) the duplication of

the genie material within the chromosome as a structural unit; ( 2 ) its

duplication in parts, including separation of DNA and protein; and

thus (3) providing the first active genie products.

The other possibility, that the genie material, while in its normal

location in the chromosome, itself directly catalyzes reactions with the

surrounding substrate, has very little a priori probability, in view of

the fact that chromosome dupHcation cannot be of the nature of

genuine autocatalysis in the chemical sense (though we used the term

for the sake of opposing it to heterocatalysis ) ; that is, one of the

products of the catalyzed reactions is the duplicate (this was origi-

nally assumed by Hagedoorn, 1911; Troland, 1917; Goldschmidt, 1916a,

1920fl). If this were so, we could assume that, during the process of

autocatalysis, heterocatalytic actions also would take place, producing

the primary genie products. But it is generally accepted today that the

duplication of the organized genie material cannot be of the type of

genuine autocatalysis. This makes it almost mandatory that the

primary genie product is formed by the same process as the duplicated

genie material, namely, by a process of the template type. Only with

this understanding and by enlarging the meaning of the term auto-

catalysis to include duplication by some template mechanism can we
say that the genie material is both autocatalytic and heterocatalytic.

Thus it is both right and wrong to say that the genie material acts like

a catalyst: it is wrong when the genie material, as organized in the
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chromosome, is meant; it is right when the free duphcates of dif-

ferent size are meant. The rather vague idea that the genie material

itself is also its first product set loose in the cell is an old one, though

worked out in detail only by Koltzoff (1928ff.)- The idea of auto-

heterocatalytic action from Hagedoom to Troland (1917) received a

meaning for genetics only when I was able to link genie action with

reaction velocities ( Goldschmidt, 1916c) and to work this into a

complete theory of genie action (Goldschmidt, 1920a, 1927).

It is obvious that in this discussion we assume the proteinic part

of the nucleoprotein to be the genie material, as was discussed before

in detail. If DNA were considered the genie material, the diflBculty

would arise as to how to bridge the gap from the nucleic acid mole-

cule to enzymatic gene products, which should be proteins. Since it

is hardly possible to base primary gene actions upon nucleic acids,

this seems to be a major difficulty, though I mentioned previously

{I 2 B b bb) that Watson and Crick speak of possible enzymatic

actions of the nucleic acid molecule. Another point of view which is

coming to the fore is that DNA produces RNA, which is decisive in

protein synthesis. The biologist must wait, then, for the biochemist

to solve these problems. Meanwhile, he must use some picture of

what happens at the chromosomal site, realizing that he works with a

picture which may have no resemblance to reality.

Assuming, then, the first genie products to be partial duplicates

of the genie material, from free radicals and side chains up to

polypeptides and proteins, released by the breaking, or the non-

establishment from the beginning, of hydrogen-phosphorus-peptide

bonds, they are present first in molecular or submolecular quantities.

If not at once moved away to the nuclear sap, the natural place of

their next interactions, they would occupy the surface of the chromo-

some according to the fixed pattern of chromosomal architecture.

Chemical interactions of whatever kind would require direct contact,

which, on the surface of the chromosome, could be accomplished by
different kinds of foldings. But it is very difficult to conceive of such a

folding process which would bring together the necessary partners

and in the necessary order. This would be still more difficult to ac-

complish if the classic theory of the gene were accepted and the units

of interaction were entire genes. Thus it is rather improbable that the

first reactions involving the primary gene products take place in situ

in the chromosome. But such an assumption is frequently made, even

taken for granted, by the adherents of the classic gene. Actually it

plays a decisive role in many attempts at an explanation of position
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eflFect in terms of corpuscular genes, as well as of a number of phe-

nomena of genie action. We have considered some of these problems

(see I 3 C c ee ccc), and letum to them now exclusively from the

point of view of primary genie action.

Muller as well as OflFerman (1935) at first suggested (since

abandoned by Muller) that position effect is caused by a gene acting

in a different neighborhood. This would mean that the primary gene

products react directly at the chromosomal surface with those of other

genes and especially with those of adjacent genes. Therefore a

changed gene neighborhood would interfere with these reactions. This

idea does not work, for many reasons. As we discussed in detail before,

the position effect makes a "gene" act as if it had mutated, though we
had to qualify this simple description ( I 3 C c cc ). If this is due to an

abnormal neighborhood, it would mean that an intact gene cannot be

affected except in one direction, namely, its typical mutant action.

Whatever neighboring material has got away from it or whatever

distant material has come near to it, whenever there is an effect it is

always the same (with a little variation within essentially the same

effect). This would mean an obligate all-or-none effect in the function

of the gene, whatever change occurred in the neighborhood. Logically,

this could not be distinguished from a gene mutation. This idea has

not much to recommend it, and has been abandoned by all but the

strictest believers in the classic gene.

A recent revival of the general idea in a more modern form goes

back to some suggestions by Sewall Wright. Stern's explanation of

genie action (see Stern et ah, 1943-1946) was formulated in order to

solve the great difficulties of a consistent explanation of his dosage

experiments. He assumed that the gene has two independent at-

tributes, namely, its combining power with a substrate, and the ef-

ficiency with which the substrate is converted into gene product.

Thus access to the substrate is linked with the proper elaboration of

the gene products. More details will be given in the chapter on dosage

effects. For our present discussion the theory involves a gene at its

locus, a substrate which must be localized at the chromosomal surface

and must be different from point to point, in order to be used for an

explanation of position effect, and gene products which may or may
not be localized.

From another point of view, involving the idea of position effect

in a different sense, the problem of primary genie reactions in situ

(chromosomal) has come up in the work on so-called pseudoallelism

discussed previously (I S C c ee ccc). Pontecorvo (1952a) started
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from the claim (Horowitz; see below) that most genes are involved

in only one metabolic reaction. This might make one expect that

genes with similar actions could be distributed in an orderly fashion

along the chromosome. Pontecorvo proposed a hypothesis which was

prompted by Mcllwain's evaluation of the rate at which certain reac-

tions involving vitamins take place in bacteria: rates of the order of a

few tens of molecules per cell per second. The idea was that chains of

reactions, the rate of which is very low, or chains of reactions involving

labile or non-diflFusible intermediates, must be localized; the reactions

must take place either on surfaces or in microvessels within the cell. (

A

long-forgotten idea of Hofmeister is that the alveolar structure provides

such microvessels; salivary gland, chromosomes may show alveolar

structure; Metz.) "We know that some genes are specifically involved

in individual steps of series of reactions. We assume that the action

of the genes is in some way mediated by corresponding enzymes,

either each gene playing a part in the synthesis of each enzyme, or on

the conditions for the enzyme to act, including structural organization.

The idea was that should the enzymes, acting on a series of reactions

of millimicromolar order, be arranged in proximity to one another, we

might find vestiges of this spatial organization reflected in the cor-

responding genes. The heuristic value of this working hypothesis Hes

in the fact that while the biochemical techniques for discovering

grouping or other kinds of spatial organization of enzymes are still in

their infancy, the genetical techniques for discovering fine details of

grouping of genes are already available" (Pontecorvo, 1952a). This

ingenious hypothesis, then, requires microchemical reactions of either

the genes or the primary gene products in situ on the chromosome,

as discussed above. Haldane (1954) considers this idea to be basic

for all future research on the biochemistry of genie action.

We have already reported that a group of three loci, behaving

like pseudoalleles, all affecting biotin synthesis, were found when

looked for systematically by Roper. A similar case was reported for

nicotinic acid in Neurospora by Bonner (see 1951). Now these three

loci act like pseudoalleles. Pontecorvo expresses this in the following

manner: a normal action is possible only when all three normal alleles

are adjacent but not if they are in different chromosomes (i.e.,

separated). Pontecorvo is very careful to say that we are still very far

from being entitled to say that one of the ways in which genes are

clustered along the chromosomes is that of small assembly lines of

genes which are involved in successive steps of the metabolism of a

scarce, ephemeral, or non-movable intermediate. We discussed before
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our ideas on pseudoallelism, which are based upon pattern effects

within a chromosomal section without recourse to individual genes.

Pontecorvo realizes that his results may also be interpreted in this

sense. We may expect, in this case, he writes, "all genes to show, to a

greater or lesser degree, the behavior of those mentioned here. This

means that there would not be, at the biological level, any further di-

visibility of the action of the gene, and that of the mutant alleles of a

gene, taken two by two, some may recombine giving the normal

allele—i.e., those in which the mutated or damaged elements are not

in common—and some may not—i.e., those having in common part or

all of the mutated elements."

My objections to this general idea stem mainly from the fact that

the millimicromolar action of genie material or its first products re-

maining in situ would be a special feature of some chains of reactions

requiring the assembly line because of the scarcity or immovability

of the components. Since such reactive partners would at best be

relatively rare, we would have an explanation which does not include

all primary genie actions but only one class. All the regularities of

genetics and cytogenetics make us expect that the primary genie

actions are of the same type for all of them. Thus I am not certain

that one should conclude from these experiments that reactions in situ

between adjacent or nearby genie materials or primary products (in

the sense of duplication products) are the typical beginning of genie

action.

The most important genie products should be the specific

enzymes, and a great deal of discussion in biochemical genetics

touches upon this fact. We shall discuss this later from the point of

view of general genie action. Here we are concerned only with primary

genie action at the site of the genie material. The first product, either

remaining and reacting in situ or immediately pushed off into the

nucleus, may be an enzyme or a direct precursor of an enzyme, formed

as a duplicate of a part of the genie material, as discussed in the

introduction to this chapter. This would imply the possibility of a

primary relationship between the genetic material and one of its final

products without intervening steps. Monod (1947) and Spiegelman

(1948) have developed ideas concerning the formation of enzymes

and their specificity. They assume that the same enzyme precursors

may be transformed into different specific enzymes in one unique

biochemical step. If this were so at the primary level, a single primary

genie product in situ might be such a precursor destined to be trans-

formed later into many individual enzymes either from accumulated
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precursors or through autocatalysis. We shall return to this problem

later. In the present context it is very difficult to see how the nature

of a primary product in situ could be analyzed. At this point only

indirect evidence from genetics, of the type just discussed, is available.

Lewis (1951) has used the case, discussed above, of three

"pseudoallelic" loci with bithorax eflFect to draw some conclusions

concerning primary gene products in situ. The situation is mutatis

mutandis similar to Pontecorvo and Roper's case, the main diflFerence

being that a morphogenetic effect is involved and that the primary

chemical events are purely hypothetical, based completely upon a

literal interpretation of Beadle's one gene—one enzyme hypothesis.

The derivations are further based upon an unfaltering belief in the

classic corpuscular gene, and finally upon the premise that the three

pseudoallelic loci are the result of duplication with subsequent change

in function of one original gene (as already discussed in the chapter

on pseudoallelism ) . Thus a powerful preoccupation with the problem

of the origin of new genes by means of duplication is at the basis of

the analysis. Like Pontecorvo, Lewis assumes that the genie product

in situ is produced in such small amounts or is so limited in its ability

to diffuse that the reactions take place independently in one of the

homologous chromosomes. The direct products of the genes are

assumed to be highly complex molecules. The actions of the pseudo-

alleles is then assumed to be a sequential one: if S is the available

substrate, and A and B the products of the two duplicated genes +"

and +^ the reactions would follow in the order S-^A->B. This

seriation is the product of evolution, which Lewis conceives in the

following way. The reaction controlled by the old gene is a reversible

one: K *=? L. The old gene would be expected to share a specificity

for both the substrate K and the product L of the reaction. If a

mutation to a new function occurs, the new gene could use both K
and L as substrates. If the new gene also utilizes K, it is in com-

petition with the old gene for the substrate. But if it uses L, a new
product M may result, and the sequential reaction K —> L —> M is

established. These progressive steps involving complex molecules

may be possible only when the genes in question had a common
origin, since unrelated genes would not be similar enough in structure

to share a specificity for the same complex molecule. The consequences

of this argumentation for the explanation of pseudoallelism are the

same as those developed above, following Pontecorvo.

Recently a new and remarkable example of pseudoallelism was

found both by McKendrick and Pontecorvo (1952) and by Lewi§
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( 1952 ) . It turned out that the well-known multiple alleles apricot and
white are pseudoalleles in Lewis' sense, each with its own series of

other alleles, the order being apr-w. Again, the explanation of the

so-called position eflFect (wild type in coupling, pinkish in repulsion)

is that the mutant gene apr impairs the functioning of w+ or that w
impairs that for apr+. Thus one of the genes controls a step A-> B
and the other a step B -> C in a biochemical reaction chain A —> B
-^ C. The "position effect," then, results from the failure of substance

B to diffuse from one chromosome to the other; the reaction chains

in the two homologues are carried out independently of each other.

For our present discussion these interpretations contribute the as-

sumption of primary gene products acting in situ, further competition

of the products for a substrate, and a sequential order of this reaction,

which is the new addition. The details, it is clear, are worked out so

as to fit the principle of the classic gene and the origin of pseudoalleles

by duplication of genes with subsequent small changes in function.

But the basic postulate is the same as that discussed in Pontecorvo's

case, and so are the objections.

Lewis applies further the idea of the sequential reactions to an

explanation of the phenotypic relations in different bithorax alleles.

For our present discussion the details of the hypothesis are not

relevant, except that they are an expression of the belief that the

primary gene products in situ already take part in reactions which

decide the trends of all subsequent phenotypic development. There

is no reason to assume that the action of genie material in so-called

pseudoallelic series differs basically from that of other genie material;

hence it would follow that all genie actions are initiated by reactions

in situ between the primary genie products. Since the whole idea

works only with millimicromolecular, not diffusible, substances, it is

difficult to beheve that this is typical for all genie actions. The entire

hypothesis is based upon the unproved premises mentioned above.

Thus I cannot believe that it has yet been proved that primary genie

products start their decisive reactions at the chromosomal site. We
shall return to the problem of the primary products and the chro-

mosomal site when discussing polyteny in relation to differentiation.

Altogether, we may say that in spite of a good deal of clever

hypothesizing, we are still completely in the dark about what happens

at the genie sites of the chromosomes when genie action produces the

first reactive genie products. We do not know what the primary

products are, how they are produced by the genie material, how and

with what they react, where the reactions take place, and what the
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secondary products are and what they do. Certainly Pontecorvo is

right, that the genetic methods for attacking these problems are

further advanced than the biochemical methods (a point which I

have made repeatedly in former works), but when the genetic analysis

is being transposed into biochemical terms, which we all enjoy doing

in a layman's way, or occasionally in a professional way, we may say

that we are swimming far out in the ocean with no land visible. I can

understand it when a biochemist, hearing about the present and

similar speculations of the geneticists, once said, "This is certainly not

biochemistry as we know it."

B. THE INTRANUCLEAR SITE

Whatever the origin of the primary genie products, and whether

or not they start reacting with their near neighbors at the very chro-

mosomal site, the primary or secondary products of genie action must

be found sooner or later within the nuclear sap, unless these products

stayed at the chromosomal site until a mitotic division allowed them

to be shed into the cytoplasm.

This problem has been discussed many times (Stern, 1938;

Huskins and Steinitz, 1948; N. G. Anderson, 1953). It has many
aspects: the morphological one, which claims to show that formed

substances are visibly eliminated from the nucleus in interphase; the

genetical one, which tries to prove the point by showing that a genetic

action upon the gametes (or the gametophyte in plants) must have

taken place between two divisions (e.g., characters of starch in pollen

grains); and the biochemical approach, proving experimentally the

exchange of molecules through the nuclear membrane.

In favor of extrusion of genie products at the time of mitosis is

an old observation of Conklin and Lillie that the determinative

processes in the mollusk egg are suddenly changed when the germinal

vesicle breaks down and its contents enter the cytoplasm. It is in

agreement with this observation that the oocyte nucleus contains all

kinds of structures in addition to the chromosomes (see, later, the

discussion of Brachet's work and of lampbrush chromosomes) and

that all these substances are poured into the cytoplasm when the

germinal vesicle disappears before the meiotic divisions. But it must

be kept in mind that the oocyte is a very special cell, in which not

only all the processes of genetically controlled predetermination take

place but also the accumulation of yolk, both of which are certainly

based upon nuclear processes, the latter function at least partially so,

since the cytoplasm also takes up DNA from outside sources. (See
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discussion of nurse cells, I 2 B b dd.) Thus it is quite possible that

the immensely swollen germinal vesicle with its multifarious contents

does dismiss substances into the cytoplasm as well as keep some of

them until the nuclear membrane disappears.

Actually, it is the oocyte nucleus (in addition to that of gland

cells) for which most morphological descriptions of extrusion of

materials have been described. Most of these are based upon the

study of stained material. This is true for the many instances studied

by my own school between 1904 and 1910 and in part for later work,

especially that of Schreiner (1916). But there are also reports of

observations of extrusion of "nucleoli" through the nuclear membrane
in vivo. For the discussion of the genetical problem the decisive point

is, of course, whether genie products, which must be assumed to be of

macromolecular size, can pass through the nuclear membrane and do

so. Today there can be no doubt that this is true. For the nuclear

membrane of the germinal vesicle Callan (see 1952) and Mazia (see

1952) showed with the electron microscope that rather large pores

are visible which permit the passage of particles of the size of

nucleoprotein molecules. N. G. Anderson (1953) assumes a rather

complicated structure, but with the same conclusions. Thus there can

be no doubt that the oocyte membrane is permeable in both directions

to molecules of the size needed for primary genie products. This is in

agreement with direct biochemical work on isolated tissue nuclei

which proves by direct analysis (including work with tagged mole-

cules) that an exchange in both directions through the nuclear

membrane can take place for large molecules (for details see Ander-

son's review, 1953).

If we take it as proved that macromolecular genie products can

pass through the nuclear membrane, our problem still remains. Do the

primary genie products remain and interact with each other at the

chromosomal site until mitosis, when the contracting chromosomes

get rid of them and permit them to enter the cytoplasm? Or are these

products, when formed at the chromosomal surface, immediately

removed into the nuclear sap and do they enter the cytoplasm through

the nuclear membrane, or only at mitosis, or in both ways? Is it

possible that different types exist, that the genuine genie products,

meaning those responsible for hereditary determinations, are released

only at mitosis after interactions at the chromosomal site, while the

materials of secretion, the trophic materials, also formed under chro-

mosomal influence, are pushed immediately through the membrane?
There are some facts available to answer such questions. All the
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facts of predetermination in eggs require the release of genie material

from the intact germinal vesicle, and some cases of maternal in-

heritance, especially those of sexual conditioning, require the same.

Since it is probable (see Anderson, 1953) that the nuclear membrane

can change its permeability and thus act selectively, a complicated

and orderly removal of different genie materials through the membrane

can be visualized (which might also include the retention of some

molecules until mitosis).

Another point is, however, whether the primary genie materials,

responsible for heredity, will behave in the same way as the purely

trophic products of chromosomal action, a question which brings us

back to the former discussion of the genie material in the chromo-

somes. A decisive answer to these problems can hardly be expected

before we know what the genie material is and what its primary

products are. But the facts already known may shed light upon the

nature of the genie material. If we assume (see I 2 B c) that the DNA
is the genie material, not only do we face the greatest difficulties with

the genie products which directly or indirectly must be enzymes (i.e.,

proteins), but, in addition, nothing known about the intranuclear

chemism makes sense any more. For this reason alone, we must

consider the proteinic part of the nucleoprotein the genuine genie

material, that is, the one which by replica formation produces the

different kinds of primary active gene products. The known facts to

which allusion was made relate only to the nucleinic part of the

chromatin, actually only to a small part of it.

Caspersson's (see 1950) work on the locaHzation, movements, and

transformations of the nucleic acids within the nucleus has resulted

in the following picture, major parts of which must be correct. In the

region of the nucleolus organizer (McClintock, Heitz) in one or more

chromosomes, RNA accumulates, produced in some way by the DNA.

Together with proteins rich in diamine acids, this moves into the

nucleolus. From the nucleolus the RNA (or its parts) moves to the

nuclear membrane outside of which concentrated RNA accumulates

and there plays a role in protein synthesis. Thus DNA is needed for

the morphological organization of the genie material (which includes

the mechanism of its dupHcation, and also, I think, of the release of

primary gene products), while RNA takes care of diffuse protein

synthesis. If these views of Caspersson are correct, it follows that the

genie function and the trophic function of the nucleus are separated.

It would hardly be possible to conclude that the RNA, from nucleolus

to cytoplasm, was also genie, responsible for production of the specific
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proteins which comprise a major part of genie action. If this were so,

nothing in the detailed genie organization of the chromosome would

make sense. Obviously, the nucleolar apparatus responsible for the

production and transport of RNA is a generalized metabolic function,

which we called trophic, while the genie function, though dependent

upon DNA structure, is a strictly patterned, specialized process. If we
take together all the facts mentioned here and before, such con-

clusions seem unavoidable.

It is not surprising, then, that masses of RNA may be followed

in the nucleus by Caspersson's subtle methods and, similarly, the

quantity of DNA as a whole by these and more recent methods, as

discussed before. Thus far, however, no way has been found to check

biochemically upon the primary genie products with which genetic

theory deals (though this may be possible one day for non-nucleated

microorganisms). The analyses of nuclear sap made by Callan (see

1952) reveal only different colloidal proteins, no nucleinic acids. In

view of the most recent work on the structure of the DNA molecule,

the question may be posed whether RNA, which in the end must be

derived from DNA, or, expressed more cautiously, may be made from

DNA, is not produced primarily in the chromosome and transferred

to the nucleolus, say for storage. An interesting finding by Stich and

Hammerling (1953) agrees better with Caspersson's view. They
isolated the huge nucleolus of Acetahularia and found that it takes up

avidly P^^ and synthesizes RNA.
It is remarkable that all these recently elaborated facts tend to

return mutatis mutandis to apparently long-discarded views which I

developed half a century ago ( Goldschmidt, 1904 ) . Using R. Hertwig's

term "chromidia" for what was originally described as extranuclear

chromatin in Protozoa, I came to the conclusion that all intensively

active nuclei extrude "chromatin" from the nucleus in the form of

chromidia, which appear in many different forms in the cytoplasm

and are basic for its activities. It was further concluded that within

the nucleus two types of chromatin exist: idiochromatin and tropho-

chromatin; the former is the hereditary chromatin in the chromo-

somes; the latter, the trophic chromatin expelled from the nucleus as

chromidia. The two types were assumed to be a primary, always

present condition of the nucleus. In spite of errors in detail, the theory

is in a general way not much different from present-day ideas, if

idiochromatin is identical with DNA plus protein and trophochromatin

with RNA.
At this point Rrachet's work on the biochemistry of differentiation
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enters the picture. However, as it deals primarily with difiFerentiation,

it will be discussed in a later chapter.

C. SPECIAL THEORIES OF GENIC ACTION

In an introductory discussion to the chapter on genie action I

presented a very generalized concept of genie action, which probably

fits all sides of the problem, including all the more special theories.

We shall now discuss such special theories, which attribute specific

effects to the genie material. In these theories it is of no great im-

portance whether the primary gene products act at the chromosomal

site or within the nucleus or in the cytoplasm as long as their effect

can be described in biochemical terms characterizing one decisive

result of genie action. The most elaborate theory of this type is

Beadle's original one gene—one enzyme theory and its subsequent

formulation as one gene—one function. The general theory was first

conceived (but overlooked by all of us) by Garrod (1909) for the

genetics of human metabolic disturbances, and was also briefly stated

by Haldane (see 1954), but was independently derived later as a

result of different attacks upon problems of biochemical genetics in

more or less concrete form by Kiihn and Caspari and by Beadle and

Ephrussi for the determination of eye pigments, by Lawrence and

Scott-Moncrieff for plant pigments, and by Moewus for sex-determin-

ing stuffs in Chlamydomonas. However, its strict formulation and

experimental underpinning on a large scale are due to Beadle and

Tatum (1941a) and their students and followers in their famous work

on nutritional mutants in Neurospora and bacteria.

a. The one gene—one action theory

The general trend of the facts and conclusions is well known
and has been reviewed many times, especially by Beadle (1945, 1949),

Horowitz (1950), and Catcheside (1951). It will suffice here to

mention the general setting for facts and conclusions. If it is known
that a certain material, vitamin, or amino acid is needed for normal

growth, a deficiency of the stuff or its absence prevents growth.

Mutants are found which have such specific effects; for example,

nicotinic acid cannot be synthetized, and growth occurs only where

this is added to the medium. Of course, such additions provide the

method of finding the specific deficiency. If it is known that nicotinic

acid is normally synthetized in a series of consecutive steps—trypto-

phane, kynurenine, 3 hydroxykynurenine, 3 hydroxyanthralinic acid,

nicotinic acid, or, in short, A-B-C-D-E—it can be tested by the afore-
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mentioned method how far this synthesis has gone or where it has

been interrupted in the deficient mutant. In many cases the actual

seriation was revealed only by these experiments. The general result

in testing many mutants was that each interrupted synthesis at one

point only, between C and D, or between A and B, and so on. Since

all synthetic steps of such kind are controlled (catalyzed) by specific

enzymes, it may be concluded that in the deficient strains the mutant

gene was unable to produce the specific enzyme catalyzing the step

A —> B, and so on. From this the conclusion was drawn that the

normal gene produces this enzyme in a one-one relation, a conclusion

which we have discussed as a not cogent extrapolation.

This one-one relation was interpreted to mean the following. The
genes (following the template idea; see above) are permanent models

in the image of which enzyme proteins are constructed. (This is, in

my opinion, an unavoidable theory of the production of the primary

gene products as duplicates of genie material. Beadle's concept is

more narrow than ours because his idea is linked with the classic

concept of the gene. Our concept permits these primary gene products

to be of many different molecular compositions according to the part

of a pattern which is copied. However, for the general discussion this

is irrelevant so long as we understand that one gene and its replica,

the enzyme, is only one of the possibilities.) As each synthetic step

requires a specific enzyme, and as each synthetic step is supposed to

be controlled by one gene, each specific enzyme has its master pattern

in one gene. In the absence of or deficient function of the gene

(mutation), the specific enzyme cannot be formed.

For our subsequent discussion it might be useful to state here

in advance the specific progress made by this theory as well as its

general trend. We mentioned previously the early authors who had

assumed that the gene acts as an autocatalyst (the school of J. Loeb,

especially A. R. Moore, 1910, 1912; further, Hagedoorn, 1911; Troland,

1917; and Goldschmidt, 1916a, 1920a). Since, at that time, the

chemistry of the enzymes was practically non-existent, a specific idea

linking genes and products could not be proposed. Therefore, the

kinetics rather than the material of the gene-controlled reactions were

moved to the foreground in my theory of genie action through rates

of reaction (Goldschmidt, 1916a, 1916c, 1920a). Beadle's work shifted

the center of interest to the protein specificities, proposed an actual

chemical nature of the primary gene products, thus studied a step

prior to those with which our early work was concerned, and, of

course, introduced specific biochemical notions for our very generalized
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ideas. If we refer to the preceding discussion of the processes at the

chromosomal site, we are not quite sure whether Beadle assumes the

primary enzymatic activity of the direct gene products (the dupli-

cates) to take place in situ of the origin or in the nucleus or after

removal into the cytoplasm, or perhaps in all these places. The

question is not relevant for the one-one theory, but it is so for the

problem whether the primary gene products are actually the final

ones. This is a basic diJBBculty of the theory.

A number of us have not felt happy with this original formulation

of Beadle's theory. The extrapolation from the mutant effect to the

normal one is not convincing, at least to me. If a mutant prevents an

enzyme from action, this does not mean necessarily that the normal

locus produces the enzyme. If the normal locus controls any of the

manifold physical and chemical conditions of an enzymatic synthesis,

a mutant might prevent the latter by many indirect means (e.g., the

control of pH). In time, Beadle's own group as well as others (e.g.,

Caspari, 1949Zj; Wagner, 1949) showed that in such biochemical

mutants the specific enzyme may be present without acting for dif-

ferent reasons, for example, because of a temperature dependence or

because of a block to diflFusion (Garrod, 1909; Jucci, 1949, quoted

from Haldane, 1954). Such cases accumulated so that Beadle changed

the one gene—one enzyme idea into one gene—one function. This

means that the gene is not connected by means of a one-one relation

to an enzyme, which is a kind of repHca of the gene, but to any

function necessary for accomphshing one synthetic step. Thus the one-

one relation remains, though it is no longer a unique biochemical

effect producing one type of substance, an enzyme. It is rather the

production of some direct or indirect or even remote condition which

is necessary for a single synthetic step.

It is clear that this formulation now takes away the great appeal

of the original theory, which made the primary gene product directly

the specific active substance and simultaneously a copy of the gene

structure. Furthermore, it no longer supports the classic theory of the

gene, since the present formulation can be applied to any concept of

the genie material. However, both formulations raise the question

whether a general law of genie action has been found or only a feature

of a hmited type of genie action, relating to the biochemical in-

gredients of metabolism. Specific pigments like the melanins, ommins,

anthocyanins, carotenes, and flavines may be described as metabolic

end products; amino acids are ingredients of protein synthesis; and

vitamins, those of coenzymes. Metabolism and the processes of growth
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as well as of production of specific intracellular and extracellular

products are based upon the stepwise syntheses to which the theory

refers.

Even at this end, difficulties arise when we come to such active

substances as enzymes and hormones in the wider sense discussed

above. Are they also synthesized step by step, each step being in some
way controlled by one gene? Here again we meet the danger of

loose terminology, already discussed in detail (III 1). It is very

unfortunate that the Kiihn school, upon their discovery of the gene-

controlled synthesis of such pigment precursors as kynurenine, called

these precursors Genwirkstoffe, while they are only steps in the

synthesis of a completely inactive product to be deposited. Butenandt,

the great chemist who did the chemical work, still uses this term ( 1952,

1953), thus deceiving himself (and his non-geneticist readers) into

the belief that the pigment precursors are the active substances which

are the organs by which the genes control hereditary traits. Simul-

taneously, Ephrussi and Beadle used (and sometimes still use) the

term "hormones" for the same substances. Though I do not doubt

that they realize the danger of such terminology, I am afraid that

many biochemists and others not suflBciently trained in biology take

the term at its face value and assume that the secret of Genwirksto^e

has been exposed and that here my old theory (1920a) that genes

act by producing the hormones of differentiation has been demon-
strated.

b. Relation to other ideas

Let us return to the generalization. Pigments and plant colors

are good materials for Mendelian studies because they are easily

classified. In molds and bacteria the production of metabolites may be

grouped in the same category, thanks to the creation of ingenious

techniques by Beadle and Tatum (1941). But the hereditary control

of development in all its phases must entail much more complicated

processes. Though it is understood that in the end they will go back

somehow to a biochemical basis, it is diflBcult to believe that all genie

action begins and ends with one step in a biosynthesis and that

therefore all heredity can be compounded from such individual steps.

Although I realize that it is difficult to define exactly what more is

needed to understand genie action, still I am convinced that the one

gene—one function idea ( apart from the criticism of the gene theory

)

applies only to metabolites and their like (from the study of which

Beadle and his precursors, like Garrod, Onslow, Scott-Moncrieff, and
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Haldane, derived the idea). To this should be added such genically

controlled specific substances, not of the metabolite type, which are

found within the organism, for example, the specific antigens and

hemoglobin. Both of these are gene-controlled, or, in more cautious

language, are not produced or are produced with a wrong constitution

(hemoglobin after Pauling et al., since 1949) if a mutant locus is

present.

Before mentioning other possibilities, it is fair to state that the

one gene—one enzyme or one gene—one function hypothesis has been

defined in a somewhat broader sense by Horowitz ( see 1951 ) . He argues

thus: the concept is that of a gene whose sole activity (in addition to

self-duphcation ) is that of functioning in the synthesis of a particular

enzyme or enzyme precursor. Other loci may, however, also be con-

cerned directly with the formation of the enzyme. The hypothesis does

not imply that the final phenotypic expression of a mutation is neces-

sarily restricted to a particular structure or function of the organism.

The ultimate effect of a mutation is the result of an enormous magni-

fication of the initial gene change, brought about through a system of

reactions which, originating at the gene, rapidly branches out in vari-

ous directions and coalesces with similar networks derived from other

loci, to form a reticulum of as yet indeterminate extent and complexity.

It is impossible to decide from the end effects alone whether the gene

has one or many primary functions, since, on either assumption, a

complex pattern of effects is expected in most cases. A mutation which

induces a deficiency of an amino acid must secondarily affect the

synthesis of virtually every protein of the cell, and an exhaustive

enumeration of the end effects might well include every structure and

function of the organism. In such a case, the secondary damage can

be prevented by supplying the deficient amino acid. Therefore, the

sole function of the gene in this case is to play some essential role in

the synthesis of an amino acid. Actually, this role is restricted to a

single step in the synthesis: a single reaction is abolished in the mu-

tant, while all others proceed normally. The assumption follows that

the gene plays a role in the synthesis of the enzyme which catalyzes

the reaction.

It seems to me that this argumentation is essentially the same as

our old physiological theory of heredity ( 1916c, 1920a, 1927 ) with the

addition only that the product catalyzed by the gene is always first an

enzyme for a single synthetic step. In my theory the accent was on

the kinetics of the primary reactions, in order to explain their time

interaction, the "network" of interaction; here the accent is upon the
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quality. We have mentioned previously that many biochemical genet-

icists, including Beadle, have moved away from this specific quali-

tative theory as a general description of all genie actions and speak

more broadly of single functions controlled by the gene. Thus we have

not moved very far away from the old concepts, to which essentially

only one fact (a very important one, though) has been added: that

at one point in the gene-controlled determinative reactions a single

synthetic step for some substance is in some way, of many possible

ones, interfered with by the mutant action in cases which are acces-

sible to the deficiency-restoration type of experiment.

A rather interesting discussion of this subject by Atwood and

Mukai (1953) emphasizes another aspect of the problem. They start

with the idea of indispensable functions, which are the ones knocked

out by the mutants in the deficiency experiments. They assume, how-

ever, that specific complex intermediates are shared by a fair number

of different enzymes or other large molecules. A mutation that affects

a single complex intermediate would affect the synthesis of a number

of different enzymes, leading to the loss of an indispensable function.

The detectable mutations would be confined to genes controlling the

final assembly of the complex fragments into macromolecules; thus

the total synthesis of an enzyme is not due to a single gene. Atwood

and Mukai think that medium-sized polypeptides are these intermedi-

ate gene products. These ideas are still well in line with Beadle's

one gene—one action concept, although, by emphasizing the inter-

mediate products and the interplay of genie actions, a bridge is made
toward the views to be discussed.

It is interesting to compare my general attitude in the present

discussion with that of a biochemical geneticist who thinks that the

one gene—one enzyme theory is "manifestly unimportant, at the present

time" (D. M. Bonner, 1951). He points out that we have no criteria

for a primary genie function, that we cannot distinguish between one

or more gene-controlled primary effects, and that, therefore, the one

gene—one function idea "does not serve a useful purpose at the

present time."

It is true, he further argues, that the biochemical reactions within

a cell are under nuclear control, since biochemical alteration has

inevitably been traced to genie alteration, but this tells us little about

the mechanism of genie control. Since the majority of cellular reac-

tions require participation of a specific enzyme, and since these

enzymes must be formed before the reaction takes place which they

catalyze, it is logical that the genes control the formation of enzymes.
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Enzymes, like other macromolecules, possess specificity; therefore we
must examine the possibiUty that genes function only in specificity-

conferring steps in enzyme formation. While there is no evidence that

mutation results in a change of enzyme specificity, there is evidence to

the contrary. These facts indicate that genie control may be exercised

at some point of enzyme formation other than in specificity-conferring

steps. I quote now from Bonner: "As mentioned earlier, substrate, both

normal and heterologous, has a profound effect upon the rate of enzyme
formation . . . Genetic alterations are known to affect this response

to substrate, and thus to determine rate of formation and concentration

of enzyme. The timing of appearance of enzyme is affected by sub-

strate and is also subject to genetic alteration. Thus one might ad-

vance the view, that in formation of enzyme specificity there is no

direct genetic control. . . . Genetic control may enter, however, in

determining the time and rate of enzyme formation. How genes act

in determining time and rate of enzyme formation is as much an

enigma as how genes act in determining enzyme specificity.

"A concept of gene action involving time and rate factors fits

the data of microbial genetics at the present time far better than does

a concept involving specificity . .
."

These conclusions of a biochemical geneticist, who obviously

overlooked the literature on physiological genetics prior to the time

of so-called biochemical genetics, are the same which I drew ( 1920a,

1927) from purely genetical analysis. Of course at that time we did

not yet deal with enzyme systems as known today, and I had

included specific enzymes in the more general group of active sub-

stances, for which I used the more inclusive term "hormones," per-

haps unwisely, for even at that time the term was criticized by

J. Huxley. But in a general way I may call the quoted sentences a

return to the essence of my old "physiological theory of heredity."

This reminds me of a review of my later more comprehensive book

(1938) by J. B. S. Haldane, who pointed out that all that work on

rate genes and attuned reaction velocities is very interesting, but that

the real thing is (what at that time had not been baptized thus)

biochemical genetics, which relates the genes to actual substances.

A long time has elapsed since, and biochemical genetics has had its

triumphant run, and brilliant discoveries of a biochemical nature have

been made. But when it comes to the understanding of genie action,

an incisive analysis such as that of Bonner leads back to the long-

forgotten theories of the 'twenties. I may be excused for deriving some

satisfaction from this.
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In all the present discussions we have taken it for granted, as

the biochemical geneticists did, that the primary gene products are

certainly duplicates of the whole or of parts of the proteinic moiety of

the genie material. The possibility that the nucleinic acid part is

actually the genie material was not taken into account. I have already

mentioned the idea, actually the fact, that ribonucleic acid is removed

from the nucleus in some way and enters the cytoplasm. As RNA is

derived from DNA in the nucleus, we might think of RNA as the

specific first product of genie action ( assuming that DNA is the genie

material). This would require that as many kinds of RNA are dis-

missed into the cytoplasm as there are genie types. The known facts

are very difficult to reconcile with such a view (see, above, Caspers-

son). If all the RNA were accumulated in the nucleolus, one would

think that all its different specific types were mixed within the nucle-

olus; when it is removed into the cytoplasm, the problem of sorting

out the different RNA's arises, a process needed for orderly action in

genetic determination. All the facts (some to be discussed in the next

chapter) seem to speak against genie quahties of the RNA within and

without the nucleus, and to justify the old designation as trophochroma-

tin ( see III 4 B ) . This conclusion puts the discussion of plasmatic RNA
into the chapter on differentiation. The aforementioned discussion

(I 2 B a) of the work of Seiler and Ris and Kleinfeld showed that

masses of ribonucleic protein, almost as large in size as the remaining

chromosomes, or actually larger, may be sloughed off from the chromo-

somes in meiosis of Lepidoptera with clear indications that they have

no further function.



GENIC CONTROL OF

DEVELOPMENT

Development consists of a series of steps of morphological, physiologi-

cal, and biochemical diversification which are exactly timed, graded,

attimed to each other, and properly placed within the whole. All this

is certainly controlled by the action of the genie material, as follows

from the fact that mutational changes may aflFect every stage of

development, though the minor changes at or near the end of develop-

ment are the favorite materials of genetic research. We hear frequently

that orderly development is the result of an interplay between genie

activity and environment. This, in my opinion, is a completely mislead-

ing statement in spite of its apparent truth. If a silkworm egg,

immersed in sulfuric acid, does develop parthenogenetically, as it

otherwise would not do, this is an environmental efiFect. If an egg

reared in calcium-free water changes its type of cleavage, this is an

environmental effect. An axolotl injected with thyroxin metamorphoses

as a result of the internal environment. But in all these cases and a

thousand others, the new environment is an unnatural condition to

which the normally developing organism is not exposed. It is just like

changing the environment of a motor by pouring acid into the gaso-

line. But if we consider the organism within the environment to which

it is adapted, development is completely controlled by the genie mate-

rial. Millions of sea urchin eggs grown in their proper sea water de-

velop one like the other; millions of Drosophila eggs in their natural

food and temperature do the same; and also millions of rabbits in the

uteri of healthy does. All this means that the experimental zoologists

interested in interfering with genie actions by changing the internal or

external environment may speak of the collaboration of both in con-

trolling development. However, the geneticist as a rule deals with de-

velopment under normal, optimal conditions and therefore only with

genie control. If he finds a mutant which has a different phenotype

at different temperatures (including also temperature-sensitive bio-

chemical synthesis as known in Neurospora), this does not mean to

him a proof for environmental cooperation in control of development

but rather a definite type of genie action which has a norm of reaction

287
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susceptible to environmental interference. Thus we feel entitled to

explain development exclusively in terms of genie action, though using

modifying actions of the environment as tools which can help us to

understand normal genie action. We discussed this when analyzing

phenocopies, and when first using the concept of norm of reaction, but

it should be stated again at the beginning of a discussion of genie

control of development.

In its most general aspect, animal development consists of an or-

derly, seriated group of determinations. This means a continuous nar-

rowing dowTi of prospective potencies. In the beginning, the egg is

omnipotent. After some time ( which might begin with fertilization or,

in predetermined eggs, with oocyte growth), right-left halves are de-

termined; afterward, the location of some primordia for entire groups

of organs; then, of individual organs and their parts. The classic

methods of experimental embryology have firmly established this se-

quence of hierarchical steps of successively narrowing determinations

of embryonic material, sometimes by abrupt diversification, sometimes

(possibly always?) by an intermediate period of labile determination.

Genie action is in control of an efiBciently timed and spaced series

of determinations, followed by specific differentiation. The latter point

is of importance. Determination takes place in undiflFerentiated or

little differentiated cells and groups of cells, both in animals and in

plants. Visible differentiation follows final determination. The latter

fact opens the possibility of different behavior of these phases in

regard to genie control. Still another process of embryonic differentia-

tion may play a role, a process which is not directly provided for by

genie control. This is embryonic regulation and integration, which

means that in an experimental or organically controlled ( by a mutant

)

upset of normal development, the embryo is able to regulate and

integrate itself into a more or less perfect whole by means of processes

which were not provided for in the normal functioning of the genie

material. We shall return to this most important fact.

In order to understand genie action in controlling development,

we must find out what the genie material does to control growth,

diversification of cell material in regard to prospective potency (i.e.,

determination and intracellular specific tissue differentiation), the

proper timing of these events in relation to each other, the proper

spatial arrangement, and the chemodifferentiation. As the actual

processes of development take place within the cytoplasm of the cell,

additional problems arise as to whether the nucleus remains constant

while it controls cytoplasmic diversification or whether the genie
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material within the nucleus itself diversifies. Further, the qualitative

part of nuclear control of cytoplasmic processes, that is, the bio-

chemical meaning of the words "nuclear control," should be estab-

hshed. Finally, independent or at least self-perpetuating cytoplasmic

processes have to be considered.

A. THE QUALITATIVE ASPECT

a. Nuclear versus cytoplasmic diversification

It is well known that Weismann conceived of development, as far

as genetic control is concerned, as a sorting out of genetic material

by erbungleiche Teilung. With the rise of genetics and cytogenetics,

this idea was abandoned. It became clear that the phenomena of

embryonic restitution and of regeneration as well as the presence of

the same chromosomes in all cells did not agree with such an assump-

tion. In the case of the salivary gland chromosomes of Drosophila,

located in cells at the extreme end of development, there is no doubt

that in a purely material ( not functional ) sense the entire genie mate-

rial is present in its normal architecture. Numerous facts point in the

same direction: the most instructive are the existence of cell lethals

(Demerec, 1943) and the local effects of somatic crossing over in

peripheral cells ( Stern, 1936 ) . However, recently some geneticists and

biochemists have taken up again the apparently long-settled problem

and asked themselves whether there is not also a nuclear diversifica-

tion in development after all (e.g., Spiegelman, Schultz).

Let us first consider what the question in itself means. Certainly,

no independent action of the nucleus is imaginable, since the nucleus

always collaborates somehow with the cytoplasm. Even apparently

purely cytoplasmic features are known to be genically controlled, as

I have stated repeatedly before. I mentioned previously the maternally

inherited and simple Mendelian control of the bending of the spindle

and spiral arrangement of cytoplasmic particles in the mollusk egg, and

the diverse cases of cytoplasmic conditioning. The abnormalities in

the formation of sperm tails in Drosophila crosses (Dobzhansky, 1933)

constitute another example. After all, genie control of meiotic be-

havior of the chromosomes ( see Beadle's sticky and asynaptic chromo-

somes) also belongs here. Thus, visible cytoplasmic differences re-

sulting in unequal divisions, in regard to both potency and visible

differentiation, do not necessarily mean that the genie material is not

involved.

But this is not our present problem. What we want to know is
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whether the genie material remains unchanged during all phases of

development, all cells remaining genetically omnipotent. If this is so,

we must explain why the action of the different parts of the genetic

material in controlling definite steps of development takes place only

at definite times and in definite cells. We must explain what has been

called the "activation" of individual genes at definite times and places.

(The word "activation" includes the idea that genes may remain

dormant until they start to function at a certain moment. I use the

word here without such a connotation, simply as describing the fact of

the orderly timing of genically controlled developmental steps.) The
alternative question is whether the genie material itself changes first

so as to restrain its genie qualities, select some and discard others by

actual loss or inactivation, or changes in whatever other way can be

imagined. Though this would not be exactly Weismann's erhungleiche

Teilung, it would amount to the same thing, because very frequently

development uses a single division to produce a specialized from a

generalized cell. In all meristematic growth, typical for plants, but

found also in animals in the teloblasts of worms, in the production of

nurse cells in the ovary, and in other cases, such differential divisions

occur: one cell retains all the genetic potencies and the other one is

determined to a single fate. The possibility of purely cytoplasmic

unequal distribution cannot be denied for this special division. We
have discussed the example of the unequal division of the sperma-

tocyte of aphids, in which the smaller cell lacking mitochondria has

a fate different from that of its larger sister cell. However, this would
not prevent the occurrence of intranuclear change in one product.

Cytoplasmic influence upon chromosomal behavior is well known
since Boveri's work on chromatin diminution. Here the location of

the nucleus in one or another kind of cytoplasm, visibly differentiated

during oogenesis, determines whether or not the chromosomes will

undergo diminution. Probably the same principle is at work when in

the "segmenting" insect egg a nucleus, entering the posterior, visibly

differentiated germ-track cytoplasm, becomes a sex-cell nucleus and

henceforth behaves differently, in regard to rhythm of division, for

example, from the other nuclei. It is the same thing if, according to

Sonneborn (see 1955), the nucleus derived from the last meiotic

(equational) division in Paramecium becomes a fertilization nucleus

only when it becomes located in a definite part of the oral cytoplasm.

(Attention is drawn again to Lwoff's findings—see I 1—that certain

self-reproducing organelles assume a definite pattern, according to

the part of the cytoplasm in which they are located. Though the
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nucleus is not involved here, the underlying causative chain may be

the same as in the former examples.)

Though in all these cases the cytoplasm clearly controls nuclear

behavior, it must be realized, first, that there is no reason to assume

that the genie material in the nucleus has been affected, changed, or

restrained; second, that the differential protoplasm which affects the

behavior of the nuclei has been set aside during oogenesis, most

probably under control of the genie material in the nucleus, the proc-

ess being of the type of predetermination. Thus it would be wrong to

maintain that any of these cases demonstrate nuclear differentiation

during development.

At this point it should be added that some facts show the occa-

sional occurrence of what seems to amount to Weismann's erbunglei-

che Teilung. In the classic case of Dyticus ( Giardina ) the prospective

egg cell retains in four consecutive divisions all the heterochromatin,

while the prospective nurse cells, the other products of these divisions,

have only euchromatic nuclei (see I 2 C b). Thus the nuclei resulting

from these divisions are differently constituted. However, as our

analysis showed, this does not mean an erhungleiche division in the

sense of our present discussion; though it cannot be denied that a

possibility exists that in normal development divisions may occur of

the same type, with the same consequences of enhancing or inhibiting

future divisions by the control of the quantity of heterochromatin. No
such case is known to me, but it would be worth while to check the

teloblasts of worms for such an occurrence.

Another example is the division of the fertilization nucleus (or

one of its division products) in Infusoria into a future macro- and

micronucleus, known since Biitschli (1876). Sonneborn (1955) has

made a remarkable analysis of this phenomenon; the results belong

partly to the present discussion and partly to the chapter on cyto-

plasmic heredity, where the important points have already been dis-

cussed (see II 2 E d hh). It is remarkable that the unequal (in a

functional sense) division of the nucleus leads to the establishment of

macro- and micronuclei which are definitely different in function and

in prospective possibilities, though lying side by side in the same

cytoplasm. Nevertheless, both perpetuate indefinitely their character-

istics, though originally the macronuclear control of mating type was

induced by cytoplasmic specificity (which in turn was under nuclear

control). This functional difference of the macronucleus, already said

to be self-perpetuating, remains so over subsequent generations. There

is, of course, the question whether these interesting features are
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typical, such as could also occur in the development of Metazoa, thus

making erbunglcicJie Tcilung a phenomenon to reckon with in the

study of genetic control of development. Another possibility is that

the processes described are specific for Infusoria, owing to the neces-

sities of the non-cellular organization of the complicated organism.

The erbungleiche division may be analogous here to any process of

segregation of differently determined material in metazoan develop-

ment. This means that what is accomplished in the metazoan embryo

by separating groups of cells differently determined on the basis of

cytoplasmic differentiation, is accomplished in the non-cellular organ-

ism by intranuclear differentiation, because the lack of cellular sub-

division prevents the use of the method chosen in embryonic differ-

entiation. I think that this possibility should be realized when it

comes to drawing general genetic conclusions from the facts found in

Paramecium.

But it must not be forgotten that Nanney ( 1953Z? ) and Sonnebom

(1955) showed that in certain cases the location of the nuclei in

definite cytoplasm decides their fate as a micro- or a macronucleus,

respectively. Even centrifugation can change this fate, obviously by

changing the cytoplasmic surroundings. Thus we cannot speak of

differential division but only of division products made different

secondarily. This would tend to nullify the foregoing argument.

We return now to the problem whether progressive differentiation

in development under control of the genie material can be the result

of changes of this material within the nucleus, accomplished either

by erbungleiche Teilung, as discussed, or by some kind of intranuclear

differentiation affecting differentially the diverse parts of the genie

material, for example, by destroying or inactivating some or by sev-

erally augmenting another part, thus narrowing down step by step

the possible genie actions.

There is, in my opinion, a group of facts which may be inter-

preted, after a fashion, in this sense, though this has never been tried,

if I am not mistaken. These are the facts relating to polyteny and

endomitosis. Since Jacob] (1925) discovered and interpreted the

presence in tissues of nuclei of sizes varying according to a 2° series,

and Geitler (1938) found and explained the process of endomitosis

resulting in polytene chromosomes, this phenomenon has attracted

much attention. (See Geitler's new monograph, 1954.) Apart from

chromatin diminution and other specific features of heterochromatin,

discussed above, it is the only type of visible nuclear differentiation in

Metazoa connected with processes of differential determination. One
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much-quoted example is the differentiation of egg and nurse cells in

Drosophila (Painter and Reindorp, 1939), in which nurse cells, which

will not divide any further, develop polytene nuclei by endomitosis.

The best material for a discussion is, however, found in Henke and

students' (Henke and Pohley, 1952) subtle and painstaking work on

the differentiation of the scales on the wing of the flour moth. Figure

17 presents Henke's diagram of the main points. Two' types of dif-

ferentiation must be distinguished. One is the final development of the

scale itself from a stem cell, which has a definite lineage going back

to a primordial wing cell. This differentiation takes place (top of the

diagram) when a scale-forming stem cell first divides into two, one

of which degenerates. The surviving stem cell divides again into two,

one of which is the final scale-forming cell which grows enormously

to form the scale. The other is the sheath-forming cell, which remains

small and develops into the sheath at the base of the scale. The latter

remains diploid in smaller scales, but becomes tetraploid in larger

ones. However, the actual scale cell becomes polyploid by endomitosis

up to 32 n. This same is true in principle for all types of scales, of

which four are represented in the diagram. But—and this is the

second feature—the amount of polyploidy is different according to

the size of the scale types ( also, large and small sheath cells are tetra-

ploid and diploid, respectively). In the diagram 8- to 32-ploid nuclei

are represented for the different scale types.

Our problem now is whether differentiation is the result of intra-

nuclear differentiation of the genie material, in the present case by

endomitosis. This would mean that the result of endomitosis is a con-

dition of the genie material, different from normal, which causes the

differentiation. If we take as our example only the last steps (on the

right in the diagram), the differential division occurs so that one

daughter cell develops a polyploid nucleus, and this cell grows, giving

rise to a scale; the other cell stays diploid ( or becomes tetraploid ) and

remains small to form the sheath. At its face value, this seems to be a

beautfful case of intranuclear differentiation as a cause of divergent

determination, but this conclusion cannot stand closer scrutiny. Since

the last division always gives one sheath and one scale cell, the differ-

ential determination has already been accomplished before growth

and endomitosis begins. If we go back in the cellular pedigree, we
find the same situation at each differential division. At the time of the

first separation (left in the diagram) of epithelial and scale stem cells,

the future scale type and therefore the amount of endomitosis already

has been determined. Someone might retort that at the time of the
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first difiFerential division a change could have occurred in the genic

material which made it liable to endomitosis in subsequent cell genera-

tions. This does not sound very plausible, but, however that may be,

it cannot be asserted that determination via intranuclear change has

been proved in this case.

We may derive the same conclusions from the work of Wiggles-

worth ( 1953 ) on bugs, though here possible polyteny has been neg-

lected. He showed that the diflFerentiation of epidermis cells into

sensory hairs is controlled by a substance in the epidermis needed for

determination of a bristle-forming center. Each center drains this

substance from the surrounding cells, as is shown by the fact that new
centers arise as far distant as possible from old ones. Some results of

burning experiments indicate that a certain concentration of the sub-

stance suffices for differentiation of gland cells but not of hair. Hair

differentiation (or dedifferentiation) of larval or adult type is under

the control of the juvenile hormone, all of which amounts to control

of cellular differentiation from outside the nucleus.

In plants a comparable situation seems to exist. Geitler and his

school have made many contributions to this subject (see Geitler,

1954; Tschermak-Woess and Hasitschka, 1954). In general we may
say that the development of trichomes follows the model of the lepi-

dopteran scales. Polyploidy up to 256-ploid is found, while the cells

from which such large and specific structures originate remain diploid.

In view of the many examples found by Geitler and his school, it seems

that polyploidization is clearly connected with differentiation of spe-

cial large-celled organs. The meaning of this must be the same as in

the animal case, and the foregoing and following discussion applies to

both.

In view of the importance of the subject, further discussion is

needed. In most of the well-known cases of endomitotic polyploidy

(including those in plants, the tapetum cells) we are dealing with

cells with a single intensive synthetic function. The gland cells, includ-

ing the dipteran saHvaries or the immensely polyploid silk-gland cells

of Lepidoptera, muscle cells, secretory intestinal cells, cells of Mal-

pighian tubules, are included in the list. It is certain that these cells,

polyploid by endomitosis, have stopped dividing but may grow to

very large size, which, in the cases studied (see Kurnick and Hersko-

witz, 1952), is proportional to the amount of polyteny. We may take

it for granted that polytene cells are incapable of regeneration of a

whole body, as, for example, leaf cells of Begonia can do. (The

nematodes with their cell-constant, highly polytenic cells are unable to
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regenerate.) But the polytene cells have acquired the capacity of

synthesizing huge quantities of a single proteinic substance, serin in

the silk-gland cell, myosin in the muscle cell, and just protoplasm for

growth without division in others. What has happened in these nuclei

is just the opposite of intranuclear genetic differentiation. It is ac-

tually the stoppage of the genetic activity of the chromosomes which

is replaced by a purely functional activity, restricted to one synthetic

action. This is also intranuclear differentiation, though of a very spe-

cific type and not comparable to what is meant by intranuclear change

as a means of genie differentiation.

It is remarkable what happens in this case to the chromosomes.

According to new work of Bauer and Beermann ( 1952 ) , Herskowitz

(1950), and Beermann (1952) on salivary chromosomes of Chirono-

mus and Drosophila, the chromonema of each chromatid (which

probably is already a micellar bundle) multiplies this structure im-

mensely by endochromosomal division. The result is in Drosophila

a calculated number of about 1,000 strands, which thus go down to

submicroscopic size (though recent electron microscopic work shows

only 16, i.e., 4 for the chromatid). In Chironomus these innumerable

strands can be seen splitting off in the so-called Balbiani rings and

again split down to ultramicroscopic size and an estimated 16,000n

constitution. Hand in hand with this multiplication goes the increase

in DNA, proportional to the number of strands (in potencies of two),

as well as increase in cell size of growth without division ( see fig. 3Z? )

.

From the point of view of cytology—perhaps also of function

—

it might not seem correct to consider both the endomitotic polyploidy

as found in Gerris, silkworm glands, and so on, and the so-called poly-

teny of dipteran somatic chromosomes to be the same thing. In the

first case entire chromosomes have doubled, quadrupled, and so on,

and the individual chromosome groups may or may not remain sepa-

rate. Frequently, only the chromocenters and nucleoli indicate the

endomitotic groups, the chromosomes themselves being invisible in the

resting nuclei. The so-called polytene chromosomes of Diptera have a

completely different origin. The four synapsed chromatids retain their

individuality, though it is only occasionally visible (see Goldschmidt

and Kodani, 1942). Within these chromatids the micellar bundle of

the chromonema multiplies immensely; nobody knows whether this

happens by division into 2-4-8, and so on, though a 16 group

(=4x4) has been claimed in Drosophila and also a DNA quantity

in potencies of 2, as discussed and illustrated before, so that a bundle

of fibrils results which is an enlarged replica of the original micellar
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bundle. Actually, both the visible behavior in the Balbiani rings of

Chironomus, where the bundles separate into fibrils varying to sub-

microscopic size (Bauer, Beermann), as well as the calculation from

DNA quantity (Kurnick and Herskowitz), which also leads into the

submicroscopic field, show that we cannot call this a bundle of

chromosomes, that is, a polyploid structure as in the cases mentioned

above. Undoubtedly, there are only four chromatids, which may be

separated by specific treatment (Kodani, 1942), but each has a com-

plicated fibrillar structure comparable to the fibrillar structure of a

muscle cell (which certainly could not be described as polytene myo-
sin). I should prefer to apply a term like "supermicellar chromosome,"

and add that recent work by Freire-Maia et al. ( 1953 ) and Breuer and

Pavan (in press) agrees well with my point of view. In the develop-

ment of salivary cells they found cycles of higher and lower polyteny,

which, of course, excludes genuine polyteny. However, it is probable

that in one respect the polyploid and the polytene types are alike: both

produce a large template surface for protein synthesis. In Chironomus

the production of droplets at definite points of the salivary chromo-

somes is visible in vivo.

I think that both types of structure show the nongenic parts of the

chromosomes at work and do not permit conclusions concerning in-

tranuclear differentiation as discussed above, though we may call it

thus in a limited sense. This, at least, is the way I must look at the

facts when taking into account the whole body of information.

But one more remarkable fact should be mentioned which comes

as near to chromosomal diflFerentiation in development as can be

imagined. Beermann (1952) showed that the giant chromosomes of

dipteran cells have essentially the same structure in all different

tissues, for example, salivary, Malpighian, and intestinal cells (as

opposed to Sengiin, 1948; and Sengiin and Kosswig, 1947). But indi-

vidual regions may differ structurally. What is in one cell type a

group of clear bands may be in another a "bulb" with diffuse structure.

Could it be that these are regions which produce the non-genic

specific secretion product, the bulb being a group of bands in the

secretive phase? This would be a very important fact, though still in

agreement with our former conclusions on non-genic function of these

chromosomes. In a sense we might speak here of chromosomal diversi-

fication within different cells. But it is very different from erbungleiche

Teilung, if our interpretation of the background facts is correct.

It might be surmised in this connection that the genie function of

the chromosomes in development is bound somehow to mitotic divi-
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sion, that is, opening of the nucleus, as opposed to the non-genie

function in polyteny without opening of the nucleus. A major diffi-

culty for such speculations would be the protozoan nucleus with intra-

nuclear mitosis. (See also the discussion in III 4 B.)

In order to gain further insight, we may compare the structure

of what we just called supermicellar chromosomes, that is, the salivary

t)'pe of so-called polyteny with the structure of a large chromosome
which is active both genically and metabolically, namely, the lamp-

brush chromosome in the growing oocyte of Amphibia, which we have

discussed repeatedly (see I 2 A). According to Callan (1952), the

stretched lampbrush chromosome is actually of the diameter of a

single chain molecule. Guyenot and Danon (1953) find a diameter of

only 100-150 A°. It seems to me that we must conclude from such a

comparison that the genie action of the chromosome requires (in

agreement with Pauling's theory) a fully exposed surface of the pro-

teinic part of the nucleoprotein combination; while the non-genic

function of the chromosome (the mass production of a single protein)

requires a maximum number of identical templates which must be

sought in the DNA moiety of the chromonema. Such a view, which I

think is unavoidable in face of the facts, simultaneously disposes of

DNA as the genetic material. If Herskowitz (1950) is right that a

salivary chromosome is 1,000-stranded with corresponding increase in

amount of DNA (to 2^°), this alone would suffice to rule out DNA
as genie substance. Why should DNA increase immensely in cells with

a specialized secretory function, or growing without division, that is,

producing more cytoplasm?

I have mentioned the possibility of heterochromatin being in-

volved in an erbungleiche division, though I pointed out that this

would not be exactly the same as development through intranuclear

genie diversification. Schultz (1952) has proposed a rather different

type of theory involving heterochromatin and resulting in an argument

in favor of intranuclear genie differentiation. This author starts his

deductions with the previously mentioned work of Painter and Rein-

dorp on the polyteny of nurse cells in the ovary of Drosophila. Here it

was observed that at a stage when the nurse cell nucleus is 512-ploid,

the heterochromatic Y-chromosome has divided only four times, and

other heterochromatic regions the same. Schultz thinks that "thus in

at least one case there is a differential multiplication of the various

chromosome regions, and the possibility is apparent that concomitant

with endomitosis a genetic differentiation of nuclei does take place."

This conclusion is, however, refuted ( apart from the foregoing analy-
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sis of the situation, which shows that completely different problems

are involved in endomitosis and genie diversification ) by the fact that

the total content of DNA in endomitotic nuclei increases with the num-

ber of divisions in potencies of two. (See above, fig. 2; also Kurnick

and Herskowitz, 1952.)

Schultz now argues that if intranuclear differentiation takes place

with endomitosis, it might also occur otherwise (though he himself

advises caution ) . It appears to him that observed differences of hetero-

chromatic parts of the chromosomes may be a case in question. He
points to the phenomenon of the variegated position effect in hetero-

chromatic breaks. Since the grade of variegation increases in differ-

ent tissues with the time of development of the organ, Schultz thinks

that a progressive change of the functions of the heterochromatic

regions follows. If it is assumed that the heterochromatic regions have

a function in the general metabolism of the chromosome, the change

of activity of the loci, transposed to heterochromatic neighborhood,

could be understood as a transformation in such a way that such loci

are able to carry out only the generalized functions of heterochroma-

tin and no longer their own specific activities. If now these variegated

rearrangements are regarded as indicative of processes going on in

normal development, "the possibility of nuclear differentiation in his-

togenesis appears." In embryogenesis only the specific genes required

for function in a particular type of cell are in an active state. The

others are in the heterochromatic state, and carry only the general

functions of such regions. This heterochromatization might be irre-

versible or reversible. Thus far Schultz argues.

Our former discussions of all the facts concerned tend to show

that these conclusions cannot be accepted. The variegated position

effect probably demands a completely different interpretation, one

based upon developmental rather than genie features. Apart from

this, Schultz' theory tries to explain differentiation by intranuclear

changes, requiring so-called heterochromatization of "genes" with

change of their function from a special to a general one. I wonder

whether the order of events has not been turned around, just as it

was in polyteny. (See the discussion of scale formation, III 5 A a.)

Assuming for argument's sake that it had been shown that during cell

differentiation some chromosomal parts had been heterochromatinized

(though there is hardly a more confused subject in modem cytogenet-

ics than the claims for shifting heterochromatization of euchromatic

chromosomal regions; a perusal of Schultz' review, 1941, of this sub-

ject, as well as our former discussion, will bear out this statement).
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Does it follow that this assumed heterochromatization was the cause

of differentiation? I would conclude, just as before with polyteny, that

the consequence of differentiation, involving the ending of the need
for genie activity, becomes visible in chromosomal changes from the

specialized structure necessary for genie action to a generalized one

adapted for special synthetic action. Schultz' hypothesis demonstrates

that models of intranuclear differentiation could be worked out if

results of experiments should require such a view. Since this is not

the case, we had better not assume that the possibility of stating such

a theory in terms of very doubtful and confusing observations increases

its chance of being correct.

From a very different angle, the same problem was attacked by
the group of researchers interested in the quantity of DNA in the

nucleus, the general results of which were discussed {I 2 B b aa) in

connection with the problem of whether or not DNA is the genetic

material. We saw that the authors (reviewed by Alfert and Swift,

1953) considered the constancy of DNA in all cells and the simple

ratios in polyploidy and polyteny as indication of such a role for DNA.
Lison and Pasteels (1951) found, however, some variation in different

tissues, and thought that this is associated with the control of morpho-

genetic processes, which then may be classed as intranuclear causes

of differentiation. Recently R. C. Moore (1952) made extensive

measurements, comparing the amount of variation of the DNA con-

tent in different tissues of haploid and diploid frog embryos. It was

found that the diploid values are always twice the haploid ones, as

expected. Furthermore, a considerable range of variability of the

DNA quantity was found, first, when comparing the same organ at

different times of differentiation, and second, between different tissues.

In a general way it was found that a wide range of DNA values is

correlated with differentiation. As differentiation proceeds, the range

of DNA values is narrowed, and finally they hardly fluctuate. From
this it is concluded that if DNA is the genie material, yet is variable

in amount in differentiating tissues, an explanation can be derived of

how cells with the same chromosome complement differentiate into

different tissues. "The genes controlling certain morphogenetic proc-

esses may produce different amounts and kinds of DNA at different

times, resulting in differentiation." This idea, then, evades the diffi-

culty of genie alterations by leaving the genes unchanged but their

activity in terms of "producing" DNA changing, and, in addition,

endows DNA with the rather mysterious quality of controlling differ-

entiation by its amount.
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Even assuming that the methods of measuring permit the estab-

Hshing of the facts underlying this theory (which is not generally

conceded), it is very difficult to imagine how such vague concepts

could be made to account for specific features, apart from the fact

that the variability of DNA claimed, but without a clear scheme of

distribution, is not of the nature of an agent controlling orderly

di£Ferentiation. Since the basis of the whole argument is rather doubt-

ful, and since such ideas as genes producing DNA are anything but

clear, and are difficult to reconcile with our knowledge of the role of

DNA, it seems that the material can hardly be advocated as an indi-

cation of intranuclear change as cause of differentiation.

From a very different and rather original angle, P. B. Weisz ( 1951

)

arrived at the postulate of intranuclear differentiation controlling

(partly) processes of developmental differentiation. His work deals

with ciliate protozoa. He starts with Dobell's assumption, now
generally accepted, that a ciliate is not a unicellular but a noncellular

organism, which, therefore, must be compared to an entire metazoan

organism. The macronucleus of ciliates is known to be the product of

a differential division of the fertilized micronucleus, the other division

product being the new micronucleus (see, however, the variants em-

phasized by Sonnebom, 1955). It is further known that the macro-

nucleus contains what is assumed to be all the genie material as

regeneration, and all other life processes can go on in the absence of

the micronucleus, which thus represents only the germ line of Meta-

zoa. (Sonneborn has shown that the macronucleus contains the killer

locus; hence the general result applies also to the individual mutant.)

The macronucleus, however, does not remain simple, but forms by in-

ternal divisions a combination nucleus consisting of many subnuclei, to

which may be applied Hartmann's term, polyenergid nucleus, recently

demonstrated again in Radiolaria ( Hartmann, 1952 ) . This is not to be

mistaken for the polytene nucleus discussed above, which never could

be unscrambled into single nuclei, as may be done for the polyenergid

nucleus. This polyenergid macronucleus contains also, as expected,

the proportional amount of DNA. (However, Kimball, 1953, does not

find this polyenergid condition, a difference of opinion which will

have to be resolved.)

Weisz asked himself whether all these subnuclei (which in cell

division are simply split at random) are and remain genetically

equivalent. In two species of Stentor and Blepharisma it was ascer-

tained that the micronuclei are not needed for regeneration. The
macronucleus is monilfform in both. By microdissection the individual
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beads of the macronucleus may be isolated and the cut half animals

with these partial nuclei may be tested for regeneration or for remain-

ing differentiated. In early stages after fission all macronuclear nodules

are found to be equipotent, each being able to sustain morphogenesis

(regeneration) and morphostasis (continuation of detailed differen-

tiations of the body). As the vegetative cycle progresses, the differ-

entiation potential of posterior nodes gradually declines and the more

so, the more posterior the location. Midway through the vegetative

cycle, the posterior nodules no longer support full regeneration.

Toward the end of the vegetative cycle, posterior nodules do not sup-

port any regeneration, and intact individuals dedifferentiate the entire

oral apparatus. But mid-nodules still support some regeneration, and

the anterior nodules never cease to be fully active. During fission the

macronucleus is reorganized, and the two fission products are again

fully active in their entire length. Relocation experiments (by micro-

dissection methods ) show that whatever subnucleus becomes posterior

by chance will show the progressive deterioration. Once begun, it

cannot be reversed by being put into an anterior position, but it can

be reversed by coalescence with normal nodes and re-formation of

new ones from the mass. Weisz thinks that it is the cytoplasm with

its constant differentiations (the kinetosomes, etc., discussed in I 2 A)
which makes the nodes behave as described. (See Sonneborn's work,

1955, on the cytoplasmic positional control of the fertilization nucleus,

and Nanney's work on the macronuclear differentiation in Tetrahy-

mena, 1953a, where anterior or posterior location determines macro-

and micronuclear differentiation. Compare Lwoff on similar control of

kinetics in our earlier discussions.)

It is very important that Feulgen reactions show the macro-

nucleus to be constant in all stages in regard to DNA. However, with

the new measuring methods of Pollister and Leuchtenberger, it was

found that variations in DNA exist and that near the time of fission a

gradient develops anteroposteriorly. Thus it is assumed that depoly-

merization of DNA takes place in this direction, which is reversed

when the nodules coalesce during fission. "In substance, therefore, the

data imply that in each somatic cycle, initial subnuclear equivalence

gradually gives way to patterned genetic divergence."

Weisz assumes that the autonomous kinetosomes of the adoral

zone influence the behavior of the macronucleus. He goes so far as to

state that the genie activity of the macronucleus depends upon the

function of definite kinetosomes. In the macronuclear gradient just

described, the only visible differences of the anterior body part which
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could produce the gradient are the oral zone and its kinetosomes,

which control its morphogenesis. Actually, in Blepharisnm, anterior

and posterior special kinetosomes exist, and here it is the mid-nodules

which decline. When anterior nuclear nodes were transplanted in

Stentor into a posterior position and in Blepharisma into a mid-posi-

tion, they started to show the typical decline.

The relation between kinetosomes and macronucleus may be

stated in another way by comparing the effect of "declining" nodules.

At a definite level of inactivation, the posterior nodules in Stentor

cannot support the differentiation of the stomatic organs except that of

the ordinary cilia (which do not grow without a macronucleus). In

another experiment, partially inactivated nodes suflBce for the mainte-

nance of some peristomal structures but not for a gullet and the

geometric alignment of the peristome. Thus it is concluded that the

subnuclei exist in as many different morphogenetic states as there are

possible levels of kinetosomic function.

Weisz thinks that such facts may be explained by the assumption

that subnuclei lacking one function of morphogenesis ( or another one

)

lack the genes or the gene products needed. Thus nodal inactivation

may be considered to be the expression of progressive and differential

inactivation of genes comparable to the assumed parallel processes in

the development of Metazoa. An alternative is that the consecutive

states of the subnuclei are an expression of a quantitative phenome-

non, for example, differential activity of the whole genome which

might result in a lowering of quantity or potency of a nuclear product.

(This would, of course, involve different thresholds of action for the

different affected fields. Though 'not stated in this form, this is ob-

viously in Weisz' mind.)

Weisz thinks that the second alternative is the correct solution,

including an interaction between nuclear and kinetosomal products.

This means that origin-specific products of the higher types of more

important kinetosomes keep up the nuclear activity at the necessary

high level. This concept is used to explain the above-described inac-

tivation of the posterior nodules. He assumes that soon after fission

the anterior nodules receive the largest share of the kinetosomal sub-

stance, which gives them an initial advantage in the competition for

the substance. When the substance becomes short in supply, the

posterior nodules first feel the pinch. In detail, then, the relative ac-

tions of the macronucleus and the kinetosomes is based upon the need

of the autonomous kinetosomes for proper endoplasmic substances

as substrates for differentiative syntheses. This might mean that the
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specific substances produced by the nuclei are enzymatic, permitting

proper substrate utilization on (he part of the kinetosomes. Vice

versa, the same would be true for the kinetosomally produced sub-

stances needed for genie synthesis. Inactivation of the subnuclei would

then mean inability to produce characteristic metabolites.

Let us now compare these facts and interpretations with the

genically controlled, consecutive determination in metazoan develop-

ment. The most important points for such a comparison are: (1) in

the Infusoria, regeneration of exact ectoplasmic morphology with its

intricate pattern is equivalent to a restoration of the hierarchy of

differential kinetosomes; (2) this is possible only if part of the original

hierarchy is left; (3) the necessary specific nuclear substances must be

available. An application of these facts to Metazoa must take into

consideration the non-cellular nature of the ciliates, as expressed by

Lwoff (see I 2 B b aa) in the dictum: "A multicellular organism has

differentiated cells, a ciliate has differentiated parts." The comparison

correctly assumes that each somatic metazoan cell nucleus corresponds

to a subnucleus of a ciliate; and the germ-track nuclei, to the micro-

nuclei. Weisz asks now whether it is not possible that the successive

segregation of potencies in development might be paralleled by a

correlated segregation of nuclear potencies through a mechanism of

the type described for ciliates, that is, the interaction of peripheral

with nuclear products. It is assumed that in the metazoan cells a

similar reduction of genie activities may be followed by reactivation.

Finally, also, certain important genes may be completely activated.

We reported this most interesting work in detail because it seems

to be the only experimental attack upon the problem of intranuclear

differentiation. We note that the author could not convince himself

that in the course of morphogenesis the genome is altered by in-

activation of individual "genes." The alteration concerned a com-

plicated interrelation between peripheral and nuclear products, the

observed changes during "development" being in the nature of quanti-

ties in regard to thresholds. Thus we conclude that so far there is no

evidence of intranuclear differentiation in development, meaning

sorting out and differential activation of genie material. The solution

of the problem is clearly one of nucleo-cytoplasmic interaction in-

volving quantities, substrates, and thresholds rather than intranuclear

changes within the genome. This, of course, does not exclude the

complete inactivation of the entire genome as a consequence of

endomitotic polyteny, in itself not a cause but a consequence of dif-
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ferentiation having taken place in the cytoplasm, as derived above

with the model of the lepidopteran scale.

b. Biochemical attack

In a former chapter the biochemical theories of primary genie

actions as well as those of intranuclear behavior of the nuclear con-

stituents were discussed. At that time we pointed out that we would
return to those aspects of the problem which involve the removal of

nuclear products into the cytoplasm. Whether the primary products

of the genie material are formed at the chromosomal site or not, and

whether within the nucleus other than primary genie products appear,

the genie control of development requires that such products enter

the cytoplasm and in some way control the orderly series of deter-

mination processes of which typical development consists, which

includes also the possibility that cytoplasmic conditions initiated by

the genie material in the nucleus become subsequently self-perpetu-

ating. We have already seen that according to Caspersson at least one

derivative of chromosomal material is involved in nucleoplasmic

exchange, ribonucleic acid which was derived from DNA and first

stored in the nucleolus and finally appears at the nuclear surface. We
paralleled these facts with the old ideas of idio- and trophochromatin

and discussed the requirements for a genetic meaning of these sub-

stances. If RNA released into the cytoplasm is the actual genie product

in control of differentiation, there should be as many RNA types as

there are different genie materials, and differentiation would consist

mainly in their being sorted out.

The role of biochemically characterized substances in the cyto-

plasm supposed to be in control of its determinative processes has

been much studied in the last decades by the experimental em-

bryologists and most prominently by J. Brachet and his school

(summaries of Brachet's views in 1949, 1950a,fe). We are not in-

terested here in the processes of growth and development per se, but

only in the question whether or not the chemistry and behavior of

genie products reaching the cytoplasm or primary cytoplasmic sub-

stances explain the riddle of how the genie material controls orderly

differentiation. The geneticist would wish for a solution of such

questions as: Are substances known which enter the cytoplasm as

genie products? Are they as diversified as must be assumed, if they

are in control of all the different processes of embryonic differenti-

ation? In this case does a mechanism for their proper sorting out exist?
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Will they be henceforth self-perpetuating or does the genie material

continue to supply them? Does previous cytoplasmic difiFerentiation

play a role in any of these processes? Is there a cytoplasmic influence

upon the genie material, somehow controlling quantity, quahty, or

release of its products?

It seems very diflBcult to derive definite answers to these and

similar questions from the varied and rather intricate biochemical

facts which have been found. The main reason is that a biochemical

solution for the processes of genetic determination probably requires

an understanding of extreme specificities paralleling the specificities

of the genie material; while the methods of study available allow the

characterization of only a single substance or a few classes of sub-

stances, apart from specificities recognized as serological types. Even
if it can be proved that these have something to do with the specific

differentiations, we are still ignorant of the real action of the genie

material. From the large body of facts, sometimes contradictory facts,

we may select those which, first, contribute at different points to the

material of the preceding discussions by endowing it with specific

biochemical meaning and, second, those most liable to elucidate the

genetic problems.

The main fact, according to Brachet, is the existence of granules,

microsomes, which consist mainly of RNA and are found in a definite

position and relation in the cytoplasm of the egg and the embryonic

cells. During oogenesis RNA seems to be concerned with the synthesis

of "yol'^ proteins," mainly at the nuclear surface and in the cortical

region of the egg, near the blood supply. (All the data relate to the

amphibian egg if not stated otherwise.) In the unfertihzed egg the

RNA microsomes are arranged in a quantitative gradient which

remains when bilateral symmetry is established after fertilization.

During development the gradients remain and parallel the morpho-

genetic activities of the regions; quantitative measurements show

larger quantities of RNA in more active regions. During cleavage

there is no measurable RNA activity. But at the time of gastrulation,

simultaneously with the appearance of nucleoli, synthesis of more

RNA begins. At this time, also, protein synthesis starts from yolk as

evidenced by synthesis of alkahne phosphatase. The microsomes con-

sisting of RNA proteins, which are synthetized at this time, are

assumed to have genetic continuity because of their resemblance to

viruses, and are even assumed to pass from cell to cell. A main argu-

ment for the latter assumption is derived from experiments in which

development is blocked by heat shocks which are supposed to de-
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naturate RNA. Such a treated piece transplanted into a normal host

becomes revitalized. It can be observed that the new synthesis of

RNA in the fragment attached to a normal one begins next to the

normal cells and proceeds from there on. But this might also be due

to a difiFusible substance needed, and does not necessarily prove an

actual intercellular migration of microsomes. The main function of

RNA is supposed to be protein synthesis (refer to Caspersson) and,

therefore, Brachet and followers assume that the microsomes are the

seat of protein synthesis. Experiments with tagged amino acids are in

favor of this assumption.

In the description of the RNA behavior as derived from the work

of Brachet, Dalq, and many others, we omitted reference to nuclear

activity, which of course is the most interesting point for the

geneticist. Brachet considered quantitative changes vdthin the nucleus

by measuring the presence of suLfhydril groups. He found their amount

variable in different tissues in course of development. Krugelis (1946)

found a striking increase in the amount of alkaline phosphatase in

the nuclei (and also the cytoplasm) after gastrulation. Very con-

spicuous intranuclear changes during development were claimed by

Lison and Pasteels (1951). We studied before the facts concerning

the constancy of DNA in all nuclei of a species when measured by

optical methods. The Belgian authors found that this is no longer true

after the 4-blastomere stage in the sea urchin egg, the mesomeric

quartette having more than the other cells. Later, other and more

remarkable differences appear, not following this increase rule; an

increase in DNA was especially noticeable in regions of quick cell

division. The students of the endomitotic DNA quantities maintain

that this result is due to a faulty technique. Whether this is true or

not, we may say that thus far a definite relation between intranuclear

biochemistry and morphogenesis has not been established.

From another point of view, Brachet attacked the problem of the

relations between cytoplasmic RNA and the nucleus during morpho-

genesis. He starts with the fact that development in most anuran

species hybrids stops at the beginning of gastrulation. He concludes

that this is due to an inhibition of RNA and protein synthesis by the

presence of a foreign nucleus. If this were so, the dependence of the

RNA activity upon the nucleus would be proved. When the so-called

organizer of such a hybrid is transplanted to a normal embryo, it starts

proper differentiation, is revitalized. It seems, further, that at the time

of the block, RNA-rich nucleoli are produced and that, simultaneously,

the "chromatin" is unusually rich in RNA. Thus the anomaly seems to
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lie in the alteration of the normal relations between the synthesis of

RNA in the nucleus and that in the cytoplasm. The foreign nucleus

prevents the passage from the nucleus of the substances which control

the synthesis of the cytoplasmic RNA protein granules. Thus it is

concluded that the nucleus controls the synthesis of the microsomes,

which are the true agents of protein synthesis. Other evidence, such

as the quicker uptake of tagged amino acids in the microsomes and
the continuation of protein synthesis in enucleated cells, is in favor

of the conclusion.

The problems regarding intranuclear and cytoplasmic synthesis

of RNA and the question of what passes through the nuclear mem-
brane have found diflFerent answers. Very interesting in this respect

are data from Brachet's school (Brachet and Chantrenne, 1952;

Vanderhaeghe, 1952) on Acetabularia, the object of HammerHng's
work, studied previously. The nucleolus is very rich in RNA and most
of the RNA is found in the rhizoma near the nucleus. In the non-

nucleated stem there is a gradient away from the nucleus. By tagging

proteins it is found (in agreement with Hammerling) that protein

synthesis is kept up in the enucleated fragment for a long time at a

high rate, which shows that the nuclear control of it is a remote one.

Stick and Hammerhng (1953) found that protein synthesis in the

cytoplasm is more or less independent of the nucleus. The reason

might be the presence of chloroplasts. I wonder whether the decisive

point is not the large mass of cytoplasm relative to the nucleus, just as

in large egg cells, with the result that the functions of the nucleus

are delegated to the cytoplasm in early stages of development, by
predetermination. In a single cell with much less cytoplasm, relatively

speaking, Amoeba proteus, Mazia and Prescott ( 1955 ) find that protein

synthesis, studied with tagged atoms, is wholly controlled by the

nucleus. I expect that all intermediate conditions will be found in

different materials.

At this point the relation of the nucleus to the mitochondria also

is considered. The respiratory enzymes are attached to the latter; but

the mitochondria turn out to be less dependent upon the nucleus

than the microsomes. However, work by Mazia and Hirshfield (1951)

and others indicates that the nucleus produces a coenzyme for the

coupling of phosphorylations and oxidations in the mitochondria.

The relation to RNA is established by Marshak (1950), who showed

that RNA from nuclei contains more adenine than cytoplasmic RNA
does. If nuclear RNA is a precursor to cytoplasmic RNA, a liberation

of adenine must take place in the formation of the latter which might
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be used for the synthesis of coenzymes containing adenylic acid. In

all these deliberations, the DNA is more or less omitted.

Thus Brachet considers genetically controlled difiFerentiation to

consist of the synthesis of the specific proteins which give rise to

histological differentiation under the action of the microsomes and

their RNA, which are distributed along well-defined gradients. He
directly calls these particles plasmagenes. "One can imagine that the

fertilized egg contains an enormous population of particles differing

one from another, and that, as a result of competition taking place in

the different regions of the heterogeneous egg, certain types will

become established in a definite territory of the embryo." However,

he also mentions the possibility that the differentiation could be the

result of the attainment of a threshold in the concentration of certain

substances (an idea which plays a considerable role in my physio-

logical theory of heredity; Goldschmidt, 1927). These substances

might be identical with the RNA protein granules. But we are not told

how the differences of the regions of the heterogeneous egg are

produced. They are certainly controlled genically, and this means

before the sorting out of the microsomes takes place. Now which

determines which? We shall consider this problem further, on the

basis of Brachet's brilliant work, leaving out the unfortunate intro-

duction of "plasmagenes," a concept which can only simulate an

understanding, as we emphasized repeatedly before.

In the introduction to the group of facts just reviewed we have

pointed out the difficulties encountered when conclusions relating to

genie actions are to be drawn from biochemical data concerning the

presence and behavior of a few substances. If we take the work on

RNA, it is hard to beheve that the manifold specificities of genie

action could be exercised by a non-orderly synthesis and expulsion

from the nucleus of one substance, RNA. Assuming that there are

thousands of different DNA protein types making up the genie

material, what sense would the orderly structure of the chromosomes

make if their different genie products became haphazardly mixed up?

Of course Brachet considers a secondary sorting out. However, if this

is so, the production of the proper substrates in time and pattern, which

take care of the sorting process, would be the real genie actions. If

this is true, as it probably is, the microsomes and their RNA become
only a chemical apparatus of which the real genically controlled

processes (based upon the proteinic moiety of the chromosomes)

make use. We refer here to our former discussion of the manifold ways

in which DNA can be taken into the growing oocyte from outside,
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obviously to be used in protein synthesis (perhaps via RNA), to

which no specificity can be attached in these cases (see I 2 B b dd).

We refer further to the mass removal of RNA from chromosomes
without any further function (see I 2 B a).

At this point a much-discussed question enters: Does the genie

material produce its action in a single determinative act, that is, by
extrusion of the specific active gene products into the cytoplasm,

followed by autonomous self-duplication which involves all active

substances like enzyme systems? Or is a continuous genie function

necessary for replacement of such substances? The former idea is

more or less that of the plasmagene, produced by interaction of

nuclear genes with specific cytoplasm. If general metabolic processes

are involved, which may also include morphogenesis of a kind, such

experiments as those of Hammerling (see III 2) clearly show that,

after a certain time, the processes cease in enucleated pieces and can

be restored by restoring the nucleus. However, it is not easy to draw
conclusions from such facts concerning embryonic determination

where the difficulty does not lie in the fact of determination but in

its spatial and temporal order. This indicates that the problems are

of a quantitative and kinetic type rather than of a qualitative type,

which in the end is forced to endow the gene products with genie

qualities; thus we come to a solution of the problem which is no

solution. Discussions of these problems from different points of view

are found in Brachet (1947, 1950a), Spiegelman (1948), Darlington

and Mather (1949), Wright (1945), Marshak (1948), and Mazia

( 1952 ) . We believe that here the qualitative biochemical outlook will

turn out to be secondary to the facts and conclusions from physio-

logical genetics.

Thus I should think that the extremely interesting facts just

described, which were brought to light by the most painstaking work,

will help one day in the understanding of the growth and synthesis of

proteins without shedding light upon the genically controlled proc-

esses. The introduction of the very doubtful plasmagene concept (see

II 2 E) can only obscure matters by simulating an explanation. I

conclude that the qualitative, biochemical study of development has

not yet touched the problem of genie action. Sonneborn (1951a)

recently expressed a similar view (though he was speaking of Protozoa

and yeasts as models of genie action) when he said, "It must be

realized that none of the models seems yet to touch the master

problem of the control of the pattern of cellular changes in time and

space during the course of development." Thus at the end of all this
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interesting work we are, as geneticists, still where we were before:

the cytoplasm must become differentiated into regions which in some
way are competent for specific genie actions, based upon primary or

secondary genie products removed from the nuclei. This is, I reaHze,

an unpopular conclusion, since we all long for biochemical solutions

of our problems. But when we have hardly learned how to walk, we
are simply not yet ready for flying.

B. THE CYTOPLASMIC SUBSTRATE OF GENIC ACTION

We discussed the possibility that genie action in development

could acquire its specificity and order in time and space by intra-

nuclear changes which may be described as successive inactivation of

no longer needed genie substances, possibly by an inherent cycle of

stability and instability, or by the entrance of deactivating products of

former genie activity into the nucleus from the cytoplasm. We saw
that there is nothing known to support such assumptions and much to

discredit them. All facts of regeneration and restitution are opposed

to them. The fact that individual cells at the end of development still

react typically to new genetic changes like introduction of lethals or

mutant loci through somatic crossing over (Stern, 1936; Demerec,

1943 ) shows the continued activity of at least those genie loci studied.

Thus it seems that all the genetic material is present in all differenti-

ating cells, with probably only one exception, namely, the stoppage of

all genie activity and potential activity in cells which change to a

unique function of mass synthesis through one of the endomitotic

processes. Thus we must conclude, with the majority of students of

this field, that it is the interaction of the genie material with the

cytoplasm which results in orderly, genetically controlled develop-

ment.

We know from our earlier discussion that genie control of

developmental processes has been established (by the finding of

mutants) for every step of development from characters of the egg

to the very last processes of differentiation. It is true (see the former

discussion, II 2 C c) that the first stages of development are little

influenced by the nucleus, which seems to show no discernible influ-

ence in the diverse experiments on merogony and development of

hybrids up to the time of gastrulation. However, it is also known that

the nucleus controls even prefertilization differences in the egg, and

therefore the lag until gastrulation does not mean more than pre-

servicing of this period of quick cell division, in respect to the deter-

mining actions of the genie material, which, by the way, is another
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fact in favor of the idea that genie action occurs during the resting

stage of the nucleus. Assuming the general facts of experimental

embryology as known, we may formulate the questions posed by that

basic situation thus:

1. Is the series of determining processes which take place in

development, from the first establishment of polarity to the last bit of

histological differentiation, under genie control? Or does the genie

control initiate cytoplasmic diflFerentiation which afterward continues

under its own steam?

2. What does genie control mean?
3. Why does the proper genie material act only at its proper time

and place and others do not act at all, though all of them are always

present simultaneously?

a. Basic deliberations

The answer to the last question contains much of the answers to

the others. The question has been called the problem of the "activation

of the genes," the idea being that all the genes are present all the time

without acting, but that at the proper moment, say when some
epidermis cells of a Drosophila embryo are being determined to form

a wing bud, the "wing genes" alone begin to become active in the

respective cells and only in these. In the discussions of this major

problem there was never a doubt that during development the cyto-

plasm in some way underwent a differentiation of a chemical type,

chemodifferentiation, which made it specifically different in cells or

cell groups located in the individual parts of the embryo. It does not

make any difference whether this distribution of specificity is a

primary one, as in the mosaic type of development, or a secondary

one, by means of evocators and inductors in the inductive type of

development ( with all transitions between the two known ) . However,

this distribution of specificity of the cytoplasm is itself under genie

control, as proved by the transplantation experiments with inductors

between different genera and families of Amphibia (Schotte, Holt-

freter). Adapting an old expression of Boveri, I called the result of

such a chemodifferentiation of embryonic regions a "stratification" in

order to emphasize both the chemical diversification and the tri-

dimensional arrangement of the different layers. The so-called acti-

vation of the genes, then, meant ( Goldschmidt, 1927, 1938) that the

genie material (as I prefer to say, for reasons discussed before),

which is always present and functioning, produces its primary

products (and probably releases them into the cytoplasm) all the
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time; but that they can take up their specific action (as enzymes or

producers of specific enzymes, coenzymes, "hormones," etc. ) only when

the cytoplasm of the cell has reached a certain biochemical and

biophysical condition in regard to substrate, hydration, acidity, co-

enzymes, and so on, to which the specific genie material is attuned.

It is the process of stratification which provides—in an extension of

Waddington's terminology—the "competent" substratum. It seems

hardly possible to form a theory of genically controlled patterning in

development without reasoning in general along this line, though the

details may be worked out in different ways when an attempt is made

to give specific chemical meaning to the whole, as we saw in the last

chapter dealing with one of the possibilities.

When we first developed such ideas, we used as models for the

process of stratification gradients and especially diffusion patterns

like Liesegang rings (today paper chromatography and tube chro-

matography would serve as comparable models). The idea was that

any physicochemical agency like selective diffusion and precipitation

which can separate different chemical entities could be the means of

the stratification process involving chemically different, specific sub-

stances characterizing the locally differentiating substrates ( notice that

Brachet's microsomes also require such a sorting-out mechanism).

Those products of the genie material, always present but probably in

subthreshold quantities, for which one or the other stratified specific

substrate would be competent, would start reacting with this substrate

to produce the specific genically controlled chains of reaction leading

to the synthesis of the active determining substances of different kind

for which we used the general term "hormones," enzyme systems

being only one of the possibilities included. It is these chains of

reactions which offer by their rates and threshold conditions a chance

to understand the proper timing as well as more or less irreversibility

of step-by-step results in regard to determinative processes, a process

which Waddington has since called the canalization of development.

Since the time when such ideas were developed, the progress of

our knowledge of the biochemistry of enzyme systems, proteins, and

nucleic acids, together with such biochemical facts as have already

been reported, as well as the facts underlying the ideas on so-called

plasmagenes, have led to a number of attempts to express more or less

the same type of model in more concrete terms, which are somewhat

different if proposed by embryologists than if presented by geneticists.

The ideas of one embryologist, Brachet, have been discussed because

of their specificity and relation to facts of biochemical cytology. We
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shall review critically some more work of this nature before trying to

formulate a general idea commensurate with today's knowledge, and
shall begin with tlie analysis made by embryologists. The aspect

emphasized in Brachet's work will on this occasion reappear.

b. Specific ideas derived from embryology

An elaborate attempt to understand genically controlled dif-

ferentiation has been made by Paul Weiss (see 1950). He draws on

all aspects of experimental embryology, though the genetic side

remains rather in the background. The basis of his ideas is the concept

of "molecular ecology" within the individual cells. Each cell and cell

part consists of an array of molecular species, whose densities,

distribution, arrangement, and groupings are determined by their own
properties as well as those of their surroundings. Chemical segregation

and localization within the cell result from free molecular interplay,

as only groups of elements compatible with one another and their

environment can form durable unions. Interfaces play a considerable

role as segregative factors of molecular mixtures. The fixation of a

particular molecular species in a surface is partly due to unspecific

factors (like adsorption), but also to selective chemical affinities.

Thus morphogenesis, which is the development of structure in space,

means the proper segregation of the members of the molecular popu-

lation within the cell. I think it is evident that this concept does for

intracellular differentiation, in terms of molecules, what our concept

of "stratification according to the conditions of the system" (i.e.,

physical and chemical nature of the whole) does for the regional

determinations in the developing egg. It is considered safer, however,

not to allow oneself to believe that a description in the language of

molecules has much meaning without biochemical specification of

these molecules and their interrelations. From the genetical point

of view, the intracellular differentiation is, however, the minor

problem.

We have already seen that specific differentiation like that of the

wing-scale cell may be combined with a cessation of the specific genie

functions. However, the determination of the embryonic primordia at

the proper time and place is the real function of the genie material.

Theoretically, this primary differentiation may occur in a differential

division of one primary cell in regard to its cytoplasm, but it may also

be the result of separation of cytoplasmic qualities over an area of

many cells, independent of cell limits. Probably both types occur, the

former in the meristemic type of differentiation (see III 5 A a); the
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latter in most organ determinations. In the former, the different fate

of two division products of a cell could be described in Weiss' terms

of separation of molecular populations. In the latter, a supracellular

area would receive different molecular populations from the adjacent

one. I cannot see how the description in terms of molecular populations

would in either case help us in understanding the genie control of this

process and its action according to the pattern in space and time (i.e.,

the old problem of genie activation). It merely replaces the term

"chemodifferentiation" by the expression "diversification of molecular

populations." Since differentiation (on all levels) implies in the end an

irreversible change (or one reversible only in very unusual circum-

stances), this must be on the molecular level. But how the genie

material affects this differentiation remains the unsolved problem. We
still wish to know whether the change in what may be called com-

petence of a cell group is an automatic sorting out of specific con-

stituents of the cellular substratum by a process of "stratification"

enforced by the physical and chemical conditions of the cellular

system as a result of its past history, that is, initiated at the beginning

of development (which would include also possible hereditary cyto-

plasmic conditions or components); or whether this segregation of

materials or physical conditions or both requires its own genie action

at the moment it occurs. In other words, does the change in com-

petence between two cells or cell groups, which permits the begin-

ning of specific action of the genie material by providing for it the

proper substrate, follow automatically from the conditions reached at

the moment as a consequence of former developmental steps, which

would be consecutive diversification? Or is it necessary that a genically

controlled product starts the "stratification" by producing some initial

reaction? As I see it, the idea of molecular ecology does not help us

to understand this basic situation, but only circumscribes its existence

in different terms. (Lwoff, 1950b, seems to have no such scruples.)

We have already discussed the ideas of Brachet and others which

solve this problem by assuming a mixture of seff-reproducing specific

cytoplasmic elements, sometimes, unfortunately, called plasmagenes,

which are, in a way, both autonomous and dependent upon the genie

material. The change of competence (in the wider sense of the term

as used here) of cells or cell groups would have to mean sorting out

of these elements, which leaves us again where we were, in need of

some kind of stratification. As I stated previously, the underlying facts

( the work on cytoplasmic RNA
)
point more in the direction of growth

as the proper function of these cytoplasmic particles. Weiss also
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discusses this point and comes to conclusions which fit the genetic

facts much better, part of which were anticipated in our discussion of

Brachet's work.

Weiss argues in the following way: while it is conceivable that

differentiation resides in discrete particles, we cannot be sure that the

synthesis of the specific macromolecular compounds which make up

these cytoplasmic particles actually takes place in the location where

they are found (self-duplication). This would imply that growth

occurs in innumerable centers throughout the cytoplasm. On the

contrary, in the growth of the neurone Weiss showed that protein

synthesis takes place near the nucleus, as Caspersson assumed. There-

fore, Weiss believes that the basic protoplasmic units are reproduced

within the nuclear space in a complex primordial form determined

by the whole genie apparatus. (We would say by the non-genic part

of the chromosomes; see, above, our discussion on trophochromatin.)

They would be alike for all cells of a given individual of a given

species. Upon being released into the cytoplasm, they would be

subject to conversions and modifications. To quote Weiss, "Especially,

upon impact with certain specifically shaped template systems, they

would assume conforming shapes and thus perpetuate particular

molecular patterns." According to Weiss, each cell strain develops

during differentiation its ovm specific population of template molecules

(which is his way of describing stratification—chemodifferentiation in

terms of molecules ) and, therefore, the same primary nuclear products

will assume different types according to the particular molecular

populations with which they make contact. "According to this concept,

differentiated protoplasmic units would owe their origin and their

specific shapes to two entirely different processes, occurring in different

places. They would be propagated in the nuclear center and be

remodeled in the cytoplasm" (Weiss). What appears to be seff-

reproducing bodies in the cytoplasm are "model centers of adsorption,

aggregation, alignment, and conversion of compounds which have

originated in a distant location."

I have no doubt that this way of looking at growth and dff-

ferentiation is, in principle, far superior to that of the autonomous

cytoplasmic particles, and also in much better accord with basic

genetic ideas, as has been shown. The geneticist can easily conceive

of growth and differentiation being basically separate processes, and

has done so ( Goldschmidt, 1927, 1938a). As we have seen, many facts

point to growth, as such, being controlled by the non-specific (i.e.,

non-genic) parts of the chromosomes. This does not mean that growth
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is not dependent upon genie control. Growth as multiplication of cell

substance is the unspecific feature, but its speed, time, and place are

under genetic control, as innumerable facts of genetics prove. How-
ever, when we think of the genetics of differentiation, the concept of

Weiss is linked to the previous independent differentiation of his

template molecules in different cell descendencies (i.e., in our

language, to the stratification already having taken place). Thus the

concept of Weiss, so useful for following the stages of cellular dif-

ferentiation, still does not answer the question of primary differences

of determination, the production of the differently competent sub-

strates for genie action.

Weiss himself realizes this, though, as it seems, not for the

primary divergences between two daughter cells but for the latter

configurations of the embryonic patterns in determination fields. (In

our opinion there is no difference between the two processes except

the status in the hierarchic sequences of more and more specific

determinations, i.e., Waddington's canalization of development.) Weiss

emphasizes that we know very little about this. But, he says, "it has

become ever clearer that growth, as such, is a purely scalar process,

producing simply more protoplasmic mass, increments without in-

trinsic direction. Direction is given to the growing mass not by

properties inherent in the chemical mechanism of reproduction itself

but by physical properties of the space into which the material issues

forth. Physical factors of given polarity, such as tensions, pressures,

electric gradients, diffusion currents, fibrous pathways and the like,

appear among the factors that guide . . . the growing materials . .
."

(i.e., what we formerly called the conditions of the system).

The basic problem to the geneticist is finally touched in Weiss'

analysis when he speaks of the most difficult and most neglected of all

basic fields of morphogenesis, that of supercellular integration. The

basic fact is the existence of patterned field activities in the deter-

mination of embryonic events. He states, correctly, that "after all, one

has to explain that a determinative field vector causes not just a

quantitative change in the activity of a responding cell, but selectively

activates in the latter a specific performance from among a whole

series of equally possible ones, perhaps by specific molecular segre-

gations. This, it would seem, makes it imperative to concede to the

field vectors the property of affecting molecular configuration and

constellation, rather than only concentrations and reaction rates . .

."

I may add that this is just the situation throughout the entire hierarchy

of embryonic determinations (which I developed in detail in 1927),
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with the genie material controlUng the diversification in the field (also

within a single cell) by producing stratification as an automatic

consequence of the conditions of the system. The next consequence

of "genie activation" and its working proceeds by means of rate

processes. For the geneticist this remains the primary problem, to

which the modern concepts, whether plasmagenes or "molecular

ecology," have, I fear, made very little contribution.

The type of penetrating analysis of development and growth just

reported leaves the geneticist where he was, specifically where I was
in my book of 1927: development consists of a series of hierarchical

subdi\'isions of the embryonic material in regard to its intimate

chemistry, a subdivision or stratification which is the consequence of

the physical and chemical properties of the whole system and its sub-

systems. The stratification, an automatic outcome of the genically

controlled syntheses of different substances and the direction, order,

and place of the genically produced prompters of stratifications,

provides the competent material for more and more restricted genie

action, otherwise called the activation of the genes, which works

mainly by influencing rate processes. Only then do the secondary

effects under genie control by means of specific enzymes, hormones,

and auxins, and also through contacts, set in. It does not help much
if we express any or all of these steps in terms of plasmagenes,

macromolecules, and templates. In view of our ignorance about what

really happens, the old-fashioned general description is still adequate.

This, however, does not mean that, within that frame, more specific

notions cannot be developed. We are all anxious to see that done.

Another embryologist, working more nearly to and beyond the

borderline of genetics, has repeatedly discussed our present problem.

Waddington (1948, 1950) starts from the fact that development is

essentially a sequence of chemical changes which, secondarily, are

also responsible for the many physical changes like surface tension or

permeability. These occur in the cytoplasm of the cell and certainly

involve different substances. The differences arise gradually and pro-

gressively, not as the simple unfolding of a unified trend but as a

series of successive steps. When two groups of cells become different,

not much is visible in the beginning. Their determination to different

developmental fates must first involve only slight chemical differ-

entials, but once a particular course has been set it is carried along

under its own steam. Each progressively increasing differentiation

follows a definite pattern leading to a different end result. Thus

differentiation is canalized into distinct pathways, and the progressive
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series of changes is more or less irreversible. The substances involved

are mostly active proteins. This general description of development is,

of course, the same that we gave before, using the terminology of

chemodifferentiation in a hierarchy of determinative steps which

distribute specifically different cytoplasmic substrate materials by

means of stratification. The additional idea of canalization is new,

the assumption that, once a course of chemical differentials has been

set, it is carried along under its own steam, though this is only a way
of expressing the fact of more or less final determination.

Waddington assumes that the specific cytoplasmic proteins, by

which different cell types are characterized, are built from essentially

the same building blocks, that is amino acids. This means that before

the diversification starts, the genie material permits either type of

synthesis, and therefore a competition for these building blocks, the

substrate material, exists. (The application to genetics of the idea of

competition for a substrate, at present so popular, goes back to Sewall

Wright, 1941; and has been especially emphasized by Stern et at,

1943-1946.) Slight changes in the available raw materials may shift

the whole system from one path into another. Thus the change in

rate of synthesis of any one protein due to a change in the con-

centration of one or the other raw materials may cause a large change

in the collection of final proteins. The differentiation involving many
substances may depend upon a single or a few raw materials. Con-

sequently, the fact that some raw materials are used up, altering the

concentrations of those remaining, will shift the balance of synthetic

rates and even lead to synthesis of new proteins, the beginning of

progressive differentiation. The following canalization of differentiation

(i.e., irreversible determination) may be due to an autocatalytic ele-

ment in these synthetic processes which, by necessity, increase the

amount of a single product, and, if more syntheses are involved

simultaneously, some compatible ones may increase. Such a system

would be difficult to reverse, since this would require the restoration

of the original concentrations of raw materials. Waddington (1954)

has elaborated the same ideas by putting them into the form of

kinetic equations, which may or may not prove helpful (in view of our

ignorance of the actual reacting substances )

.

The difference of this point of view from the more generahzed

one of stratification of substrates should now be emphasized. Both

theories endeavor to explain how different chemical entities are sorted

out into different cells and cell groups in a definite way, and the role

the genie material is playing in the process. The stratification hy-
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pothesis assumes that a physical process is involved, comparable to the

sorting out of amino acids and also proteins in paper chromatography,

primed by what I called the conditions of the system, that is, all

physical and chemical features of the cell in its proper surroundings.

In principle, this is a mechanistic explanation involving specific move-
ments of materials. Waddington's explanation is a statistical one. It

needs a competition for substrate material with a following process of

selection, based upon the changes in the amount of the different sub-

strate materials. In my hypothesis the separation (stratification) is an

automatic consequence of the type of stuffs (different proteins, etc.)

and the physicochemical conditions prevailing at the proper time and
place in the system as a whole, and therefore an obligatory one.

According to Waddington's hypothesis, we do not know why the

competition for the substrate determines one synthesis in one cell and

a different one in another cell. In a model he assumes that this

happens when another substance is added to the cell. But where does

this come from? Why does it enter only one cell? It seems that here a

deus ex machina is introduced to make the competition-selection idea

work. In view of the amazing clocklike precision of development, I

have, in addition, misgivings about explanations of a statistical type

for large-size material processes of life which can hardly be compared
to the elementary processes of physics and their statistical background

(which is not acknowledged by all physicists). (See Schrodinger's

philosophical discussion, 1944.

)

c. Activation of the genes

The problem of what had been called "activation of the genes"

in their proper substrate now enters the discussion. Actually there are

two phases : ( 1 ) the genie control of the primary chemodifferentiation

and subsequent sorting-out process; (2) the selective action of the

proper part of the genie material with the competent substrate which

was produced by the sorting-out process. The first problem is discussed

by Waddington in a way similar to our previous analysis of Brachet's

work and, still earlier, our discussion of the primary gene products.

The genie material synthesizes a product (more or less similar to

itself) which, after passing into the cytoplasm, directs enzymatically

the syntheses of the materials for differentiation. It is a logical step,

then, to renounce the existence of plasmagenes which would inde-

pendently control such syntheses and which anyhow would at some

time be dependent upon the genie material. The second problem, the

"activation" of only definite genie actions in the presence of all genie
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material, is not considered by Waddington to be different from the

first, and accounted for by the same idea, which, I think, does not

even work for the first problem, as I tried to show. Waddington thinks

that it is easy to imagine how competition between genes for sub-

strates, which are required to a varying extent, could lead to situations

in which a particular complex of substrates facilitated the activity of

some definite constellation of genes. Thus, the generalized statement

that genie material becomes active when imbedded in the competent

substratum, which I developed ( 1927 ) , receives a special chemical

terminology: activation means better ability to compete for the specific

substrate to which the specific genie material is attuned, and the

competent substrate becomes a selected assembly of different quanti-

ties of various raw materials for synthesis. Though this view has the

advantage of being less generalized than mine, it still is more or less

indicative of our lack of factual biochemical knowledge.

We come now to the special problems of genie activation, and

begin with a recent discussion by Caspari ( 1949a ) . He uses Hadorn's

(1945) term, "manifestation pattern," meaning that organs which are

not affected by a certain gene lie outside its manifestation pattern.

Two possibilities are given: the genie material may be active in all

cells at all times, and the manifestation may depend on differential

reactions of different cells on the metabolic changes induced by the

gene; or the gene may be active in some types of cells but not in

others. Though the discussion is not primarily applied to the problem

of embryonic determination, its results may apply to our present

problem. Caspari (1933, 1936) studied pigmentation in the flour moth,

which is inhibited in the mutant aa; the normal pigment is deposited

in the eyes, testes, and brain of the adult and the larval ommatidia

and hypodermis. The last character becomes visible in the embryo;

testis pigment, at the last larval molt; and the eye pigments, in the

pupal stage. The inhibition is based upon lack of kynurenine, an

amino acid precursor of the pigment. Almost all organs of the wild

type can form kynurenine and release it, if transplanted into aa

larvae, but some organs store it and release only a little. From such

facts the conclusion is drawn that all genes are active in all cells of

the body, though their effect—the morphological reaction pattern

—

becomes visible only in some cells. Now Plagge (1936) showed that

aa testes can form pigment only if supplied with kynurenine before

pupation; larval ommatidia lose their ability to react at the last larval

molt; different types of eye cells have distinct, overlapping periods

in which they react to transplanted or injected AA tissue. This is
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compared with the embryological concept of competence to react

upon induction stimuh. (We previously used Waddington's term

"competence" also for the attunement of cytoplasmic substrate to

genie action.) These periods of competence in the present sense seem
to be related to the sensitive periods for genie and phenocopic action,

which themselves are controlled genically in regard to time and

duration ( Goldschmidt, 1935a). In Caspari's case it seems that the

competence for forming pigment has to do with the appearance of

RNA containing precursor granules. Caspari concludes that genie

action is always present in all cells so far as it produces a primary

genie product. An organ will react or not to this substance, if it does

or does not undergo a period of competence for this reaction, periods

which are to be understood as specific biochemical and physiological

states of the cell, themselves genically controlled. It is easy to apply

these conclusions to the primary differentiating genie actions in

development, our processes of stratification and gene activation. Actu-

ally, they are a somewhat modernized restatement of the views which

I have held for a long time (Goldschmidt, 1927, 1938a).

The alternative, differentiation by genie inhibition, or inactivation,

perhaps occurs rarely, though there is no convincing proof for it.

The same problem has been attacked in a somewhat different way
by Sewall Wright (1941, 1945a,b). After dismissing the idea that

differentiation is based upon intranuclear changes, he mentions only

briefly the possibility that certain genes are transmitted in an inacti-

vated condition and that irreversible activation is induced systemati-

cally under special local conditions. It is not clear whether this possi-

bility is meant to include everything we discussed thus far as "gene

activation," gene-controlled stratification, competence of the substra-

tum for genie action. Since these theories are neither mentioned nor

discussed by Wright, it seems that they are included. But some of the

following statements may also be changed into terms of our previous

discussion. In one place Wright states that the usual and most probable

view is that cellular differentiation is cytoplasmic and must therefore

be transmitted to daughter cells by cytoplasmic heredity. An objection

to this, according to Wright, is that the germ-line cells do not show

differences between daughter cells. A solution for this difficulty might

be that evolution has produced a line of cells (the germ track) with

plasmagenes lacking in prosthetic groups and hence in specialized

activity. The same plasmagenes in somatic cells are capable of com-

bining with such groups emanating from the nucleus, to form mole-

cules that multiply thereafter as plasmagenes of a more specialized
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sort. Differences in the local conditions may bring about a differential

accumulation of metabolic products arising from an interaction of

cytoplasm with nuclear products and the environment, and eventually

lead to the accumulation of new plasmagenes in particular regions of

the organism. Each step in the regional differentiation of cytoplasmic

heredity increases the diversity of local environments and so facilitates

further differentiation.

Let us consider the essentials of this theory, as compared with

the main features of the former discussion, forgetting about the use of

the objectionable words "cytoplasmic heredity" and "plasmagenes,"

both assumed to be changing during differentiation! The main points

to be explained are the diversification of the cytoplasmic substrate in

the hierarchical series of determinative steps and the fact that specific

genie actions are started, or raised above an effective threshold, within

these separated regions. The separation (our stratification) is known
to be genically controlled or influenced by the setting of what we
called the conditions of the system. In Wright's theory the cytoplasmic

diversity is not a chemodifferentiation, a sorting out of "molecular

populations," in Weiss' terminology, based upon the physicochemical

system of the cell and cell group, but the presence of seff-perpetuating

plasmagenes and the creation of new plasmagenes in the interaction of

cytoplasmic environment, nucleus, and plasmagenes. Thus the "condi-

tions of the system" are brought in, not as substrate conditions for a

sorting-out, stratifying process but as a help in the formation of new
plasmagenes. There is no activation of genie action by supplying the

proper substrate for it, but the relation of genie substance and cyto-

plasmic processes, unavoidable for any theory, is established by the

prosthetic groups which are supplied to the plasmagenes. Thus, it

seems, the processes to be explained are simply transferred to the

hypothetical plasmagenes. I cannot help thinking that this does not

aid the understanding and simply shifts one unknown to another, and,

in addition, credits plasmagenes with all the accoutrements of a

dens ex machina.

However, it is only fair to say that Wright ( 1945 ) is awdre of

these objections. In a later discussion of the same subject, he states

that persistence (in the sense of embryonic determination) may be

based on interactions among constituents which make the cell in each

of its states of differentiation a self-regulatory system as a whole.

According to this view, the origin of a given differentiated state of the

cell is to be sought in special local conditions that favor certain chains

of gene-controlled reactions which cause the array of cytoplasmic
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constituents to pass the threshold from the previous stable state to the

given one. This statement (presented as an alternative for discussion)

is a somewhat abstruse formulation of what I called the genically

initiated stratification via the conditions of the system. But, Wright

continues, though there is, no doubt, considerable truth in this idea,

the stability of the changed state is easier to understand if there are

self-duplicating materials in the cell which, can be modified chemically

and subsequently multiply by duplicating the new chemical constitu-

tion. The whole idea thus amounts to controlled mutation of plasma-

genes 1 Since the existence of plasmagenes is more than doubtful

(according to our previous discussion), not to mention their muta-

tions, and since the facts can be completely described in terms of

genie actions upon stratifiable substrates, I must repeat that I am not

convinced that an interpretation in terms of plasmagenes helps the

understanding of genetic determination. Rather, this concept slips in

an element of the entelechy type from behind the apparent genetical

and biochemical formulation, a thing which Wright certainly does not

intend to do. For this reason, other theories involving plasmagenes,

which are essentially of the same type as those reported, need not be

discussed in detail. Only one more example need be given of what

I have just termed the entelechy type of qualities conferred upon the

plasmagenes in their interference with genie actions. Spiegelman

( 1948 )
proposed that genie action produces a pool of unspecific pro-

tein precursors in the cytoplasm which by action of the plasmagenes

are transformed into the specific enzymes. Though this idea was

proposed as an explanation of adaptive enzymes, it may also serve as

an illustration of our point.

All in all, "activation of the gene" may still mean either the

segregation of the competent substrate with which only the specific

genie material can react; or a continuous function of all genie mate-

rial on a level which is subthreshold until the proper substratum

appears; or the same with a competition for substrate, which is won
by the genie material that is somehow specific for the substrate; or an

inhibitory action of all substrates, which is locally removed by proc-

esses within certain parts of the cytoplasm. All these assumptions are,

in the end, the same: a description of the facts of development in

terms of genie action and cytoplasmic diversification, whether ex-

pressed in general terms or in more specific ones involving unknown
molecular configurations.

Up to this point, our discussion of the so-called gene activation

has dealt with features of development as exemplified in Drosophila
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and probably in most invertebrates in which the series of embryonic

determinations under genie control takes place in the respective

areas of the egg and embryo directly (the mosaic type of develop-

ment). Though we mentioned some of Brachet's work in Amphibia,

this was done only in a general way. However, our problem of genie

activation appears also in the case of the vertebrate egg (and some

insects) where the inductor type of embryonic determination (Spe-

mann's "organizer") is found.

In order to realize the basic difference, we may point out first the

results of intergeneric (etc.) transplantation of the inductor tissue

(assuming the basic features of this work since Spemann to be

known). If frog gastrula ectoderm is transplanted into a Triton gas-

trula, the Triton "organizer" makes this group of cells differentiate

according to its position, for example, into mouth parts. However,

these are typical frog parts, with a sucker and horn teeth, neither

existing in Triton. Thus the genetic condition of the cells, that is, their

genie material, controls differentiation, though the clearly unspecific

inductor starts the general features of development. These famous

experiments show clearly that the inductor action upon development

is basically different from genie control of development. However,

the generalized action of the inductor (in the foregoing example,

Spemann spoke of the order given to produce mouth parts) must in

the end also be under genie control. Thus we may expect an insight

into the problems under discussion from a further analysis of induc-

tion.

The first important set of facts is the successful induction of

axial structures by transplanted bits of any tissue taken from all

kinds of animals. Then it turned out that the same tissues after being

killed by different procedures also acted as inductors. This was fol-

lowed by the proof that parts of the amphibian gastrula which, if

transplanted, do not act as inductors will become inductors when killed

first. It became obvious that there is no "organizer," but that induction

must be due to the presence, or production, or release of a substance

of rather general distribution.

The search for such substances, mainly by the schools of Needham-

Waddington, Brachet, Spemann-Fischer, Barth, and Holtfreter (see

Brachet, 1950a; Holtfreter, 1951) led to great confusion: Needham and

Waddington believed that they had proved certain sterol compounds to

be the active substance. Fischer could not confirm this, but found

that certain acids, among them DNA, gave positive results if put into

the gastrula. Barth again differed and considered protein extracts
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responsible. Brachet stated that the results are due to traces of nucleo-

proteins, and succeeded in obtaining induction with yeast and virus

nucleoproteins. He further isolated granules, microsomes, from differ-

ent cell types (amphibian or even mammalian) which contained pro-

tein, phosphatases, and RNA, and they acted as inductors, an action

which was stopped by treatment of the material with ribonuclease. It

was found that metliylene blue and cystine also acted as inductors.

When Barth found that the toxic digitamine was an inductor, the

suspicion arose that toxicity is the common factor of all actions, which

would mean that none of these experiments had anything to do with

natural induction.

At this time, Holtfreter (whose dramatic presentation of the

subject in 1951 we are now following) showed that the insertion of a

piece of glass, moving to and fro, suffices for induction; Okada got in-

duction with silica and similar substances. This suggested to Holt-

freter that the real action is based upon the destruction of cells with

the liberation of products which enter the normal cells and act as

inductors. (As far as I am aware, nobody drew attention in this con-

nection to Haberlandt's wound hormones. He showed, 1935, that cells

at the surface of a cut potato do not divide when the surface is care-

fully washed. If it is not cleaned, and especially if it is covered with a

brei of broken cells, mitotic divisions start at once. He spoke of

wound hormones as instigators of mitosis. Clearly we are dealing with

related phenomena.) All the experiments mentioned can thus be

explained.

Further progress was made when Barth found that pieces of

gastrula (without an inductor region) of an axolotl, cultured in

vitro, showed neural differentiation, while similar pieces of other

Amphibia would never do so. This led to a series of brilliant experi-

ments by Holtfreter. He assumed that the difiFerence between axolotl

eggs and those of other Amphibia is due to differences in permeability,

those of the axolotl being damaged by the saline solution used as

medium. Actually, axolotl eggs could be made to behave like Triton

or frog eggs and vice versa by changing the pH of the medium: at

4-5 no induction occurred in the axolotl egg; at 9.2 all eggs possessed

induction. Also the reciprocal experiment succeeded. Triton gastrulae

(the explanted cells of which would produce nothing but epidermis)

were treated with a low pH medium, which resulted in disintegration

of the cells. By neutralization the cells (in explantate) were made to

reunite, and now neural tubes, and so on, were formed; that is, the

Triton cells now behaved like the axolotl. Obviously, some cytolysis
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had been produced and the inductor substance had been hberated.

Holtfreter calls it the X-substance. By grinding up and centrifuging

the cells, Holtfreter showed that the substance must be contained in

the cytoplasmic fraction of the centrifugate (not the lipids, etc.).

From such a fraction Brachet isolated extremely small granules which

also acted as inductors. They contained RNA and their action was

inhibited by ribonuclease, from which it was concluded—in harmony

with the other ideas of Brachet reported above—that RNA is the

inductor substance. Without accepting this as certain, Holtfreter as-

sumes that the active substance X is present in all cells but bound

to another moiety. In all types of inductor experiments, the substance

X is liberated and can act.

The latest contribution to the subject by Niu and Twitty ( 1953

)

agrees generally with all these facts. They showed that an ectodermal

explant (in tissue culture) undergoes induction when mesodermal

tissue has been present for some time in the drop, without any con-

tact between the two. Thus induction at a distance, by a diffusible

substance, occurs; preliminary tests indicate that the substance is a

nucleic acid.

These are the decisive facts. Our problem in the present dis-

cussion is to put the inductor action in the proper place within the

embryonic determination system of genically controlled processes of

cytoplasmic differentiation in time and space by a nucleo-cytoplasmic

interaction which we called genie activation. We must start with the

fact that orderly development in large groups of animals is carried

out without the assistance of an inductor system. Thus the latter is an

addition to the basic system of nucleo-cytoplasmic relations controlling

orderly development which we studied thus far. It is obvious that the

inductor method does not replace the ordinary method, which accom-

plishes differentiation by some action of the genie material upon cyto-

plasm competent for the interaction. This is proved by the following

facts : ( 1 ) development of the inductive type takes place with continu-

ous narrowing down of the competences for inductor action, which

are first available everywhere and subsequently are restricted to

smaller and still smaller areas; (2) induction initiates the general type

of organ differentiation, but does not affect the genetic specificity

residing in the cells, which differentiate under the influence of the

inductor, nevertheless, according to their own genetic origin; (3)

the same inductor produces different differentiations according to the

region into which it is implanted. The induced organs are, with a cer-

tain variation, those belonging to the respective region (e.g., eyes in
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the head, kidneys in the rump, etc.). This may again be described in

terms of competence, established prior to the inductor action. Thus it

is clear that the inductor action does not replace the ordinary type of

genetic determination, but adds to it a specific feature. In a certain

sense we may compare this situation to that of control of sexual differ-

entiation both with and without hormones. In the latter case, an over-

all action by a relatively simple chemical substance is superimposed

upon the primary genie control of formation of the gonad, which pro-

duces the hormones. In the former case, differentiation is under simple

direct genie control
—

"simple" meaning that it occurs in the individual

cells after the manner of all genie actions. In the same way, amphibian

development is genically controlled by the interplay of genie material

and cytoplasmic substrate. But superimposed is the action of probably

a single chemical substance, not contained in a single gland but

present in all cells, which when released "orders" over-all happenings

of differentiation. We might express it by saying that the inductor

(X-substance) stimulates something to happen, but what happens is

decided by the same method as in non-inductive development. The
inductor action, like hormonic action, is a chemical method of integrat-

ing processes in many cells simultaneously, but not of determining

them. We might also express this by saying it is a technical advance

from the condition of the more or less mosaic development, simplffy-

ing and also unifying integration of basic developmental processes.

Thus the inductor type of development (with the many transitional

types found in insects by Seidel, 1936, and his students) does not

affect the views on genie cytoplasmic interaction developed previously.

But our way of looking at the facts is not the interpretation given

by embryologists like Brachet and Holtfreter. Holtfreter (1951) ex-

presses the relations between inductor and the progressively narrow-

ing competence of the embryonic cells thus. The state of competence

of the reactive material determines the direction of differentiation to

the same extent as does the specificity of the inductor. In the early

gastrula the ectoderm is pluripotent. Which one of these potencies

will be realized depends upon the surroundings, especially the adja-

cent inductor. With increasing age, the competence is narrowed, and

finally the ectoderm can no longer react to the stimulus of the induc-

tor. It is strange that the induction works only when it is needed,

though the capacity for induction remains in all tissues, dead or alive.

It is important that the action of the inductor, at its proper time, is

needed only for a short time; afterward, differentiation goes on under

its own steam. But some parts of the embryo—and this is important

—
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never need the stimulus of the inductor but develop just as in mosaic

development (e.g., the intestinal tract). Holtfreter then presents some

examples of what we considered before as predetermination, and con-

cludes (with others) that there must be self-reproducing cytoplasmic

elements, the plasmagenes, originally produced by genie (nuclear)

action and identical with Claude's microsomes and Brachet's baso-

philic granules.

These concepts are applied to the inductor action and the compe-

tence for it. The cells of the germ layers contain cytoplasmic elements

which are responsible for the various differentiations, which he calls

neurogenes, myogenes, and so on. Now the X-substance (the inductor)

is present everywhere, but is inactive. In the experiments it is liberated

by cutting the cells; in normal development, by separation from what

prevents its function; this may be the neurogene N. The X-substance

behaves like an enzyme; it makes more X and N dissociate, and the

process spreads to adjacent cells. N is now supposed to be the pre-

cursor of a plasmagene; by its liberation from X it "mutates" to the

functional neurogene, which is self-propagating, and thus fills all

cells derived from the induced one. Holtfreter then proceeds to

"explain" competence on the basis of this plasmagene concept, namely,

the question why the response of a tissue to the inductor stimulus

changes in time and is genetically controlled, while narrowing down

its developmental potencies. According to Holtfreter, the young cells

contain precursors of many types of plasmagenes, which compete with

each other for a substrate needed for the synthesis of a functional

plasmagene. An external agent or an inductor substance or a nuclear

product selectively induces one of these precursors to begin its syn-

thetic activity, and it begins to multiply, taking more and more sub-

strate away from the other latent plasmagenes. Finally, the cell be-

comes competent only for the one type of plasmagene, which has been

selected.

Thus what we called "genie activation," meaning the specific

action of genie material only in the presence of the proper cytoplasmic

substratum, is replaced by the rather miraculous doings of plasma-

genes. It is done by omitting reference to development without in-

ductors, which has all the features of development in common with

the inductor type, except for the absence of the inductor. I think that

the problem of progressive determination controlled by the genie

material must be solved first as such, and that only afterward can the

specific features of the intercalation of an inductor be added. If this

is done, an explanation of the type presented previously appears
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"At the same tirno an iritr-nsifiod production of cell flijjVj proteins

is indicated by the increased incorporation rate of labelled amino

acids into the soluble protein fraction. It seems reasonable to suggest

that certain microsome populations are induced . , . , by the in-

creased mitochondria activity U) a synthesis of specific proteins . . . ,

needed for the differentiation of the cells.

"Tl'ie existence of a balanced metabolic interrelationship between

populations of microsomes and mitochondria, initiated during the

determination period and distributed along gradients, established

already diaring oogenesis, Is probably of the utmost importance for a

normal development. It is hoped that further experiments will con-

tribute to a better understanding of the nuclear and cytoplasmic con-

ditions, which influence the growing up of such populations and

control their functions."

This quotation, together with the work of the Brachet school,

gives us a good summarization of the work on biochemical embry-

ology. But when it comes to translate these morphological and bio-

chemical descriptions into terms of genetic control of morphogenesis

an embarrassing gap opens. We saw how general embryologists try

to bridge it, in a way which appears very unsatisfactory. This is not

different when the biochemical embryologist looks at the gap. One of

these, Holter (1949), has summarized his conclusions thus: "The indi-

cations are that in the stream of chemical and metabolic events that

constitute the life of the embryo from fertilization to hatching, the true

morphogenetic processes are only like ripples on the surface and their

quantitative share in the chemistry of the whole is very small. It

seems rather doubtful whether we can hope to reveal the mechanisms

which cause those ripples by studying over-all metabolism and general

enzyme distribution. We are obtaining very interesting results as to

the general biochemistry of the egg and embryo, but the crucial prob-

lems of morphogenesis may be beyond the reach of the enzyme

chemist."

This rather pessimistic statement is, indeed, worth considering by

the geneticist, who looks to the biochemist for a definite chemical

meaning of the rather general statements which the geneticist can

make about genie action. We all have been too much influenced by the

wish to understand genie action in terms of enzymatic action; this is

true from Hagedoom, Troland, and Goldschmidt in the older times to

Beadle, Kiihn, Wright, and the biochemists and biochemical embry-

ologists in recent times. The quotation above, which is certainly

basically right as far as present-day knowledge is concerned (but
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possibly too pessimistic for the future), might be used as a stimulating

cold shower for all of us, who talk more ghbly than clearly about

enzyme systems and their connection with genie action. There is

some reason why many biochemists laugh at what geneticists and

embryologists consider to be biochemical explanations. It is rather in-

teresting that the above-quoted biochemical embryologist, after hav-

ing expressed his views, continues in his search for the biochemical

control of embryonic segregation and ends up with a refuge in the

unknown, just as the embryologist did, when he states: "It may even

be that solutions of the true morphogenetic problems are beyond the

reach of enzymes. After all, the enzyme-substrate specificity seems

rather crude compared with the degree of specificity involved in dif-

ferentiation processes. Enzymes can be tools, but scarcely true causa-

tive agents in morphogenesis. And I think it is very significant that the

substances which in recent years have come into the center of bio-

chemical interest, the nucleoproteids, seem to offer especially wide

possibiHties with regard to specificity of action. Their connection with

the mechanism of gene action, and especially the intensely interesting

problem of plasmagenes, offer at present, the most promising approach

to the study of morphogenesis." Thus we face the distressing situation

that the geneticist expects the solution of his problem from the bio-

chemist, while the biochemist takes refuge in more or less vague

concepts of the geneticist.

Hence, the geneticist is left where he was, as all our former

discussions bear out. We take it for granted that the nucleoproteins are

the master substances in genie action whether they act in the chromo-

somal, the intranuclear, or the cytoplasmic locality. We saw that none

of the real problems of morphogenetic segregation are solved by call-

ing those nucleoproteins within the cytoplasm plasmagenes. Actually,

we found that such a terminology is dangerous because it suggests a

solution which is no solution. The difficulty of the problem cannot be

better illustrated than by the fact that the biochemist gives up and

takes refuge in the unknown, the plasmagenes.

It is certainly of interest to see that a geneticist with a consider-

able inclination toward thinking in terms of plasmagenes, Ephrussi,

concludes a brief discussion of the problem (which I have just tried

to analyze in more detail ) with a statement ( 1953 ) that I quote here

without endorsing all of it: "After a century of amazing progress in

the analysis of the cell and its genetic structure, we just return to the

notion of the cell as the ultimate unit of life, lost in the course of our
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advances. This loss was the inevitable logical consequence of the

analytical methods employed.

"The present knowledge of the biochemical constitution of the cell

was achieved largely by the use of destructive methods. Trained in

the tradition of the theory of solutions, many a biochemist tends, even

today, to regard the cell as a 'bag of enzymes.' However, everyone

realizes now that the biochemical processes studied in vitro may
have only a remote resemblance to the events actually occurring in the

living cell.

"It is less obvious that the method of genetics, although it in-

volves no 'bloodshed,' is as analytical in its essence. Indeed the

'resolving power' of this method is amazing. It provides us with a

picture of the cell's nuclear constitution with unequaled 'definition.'

But, so long as the basis of genetics is the study of differences, it can-

not be expected to give us an undistorted picture of the cell as a

whole. The integrated character of the cell, which is its fundamental

property, is bound to escape our notice most of the time.

"These statements are not intended to imply that the current

analytical trends and methods are bound to be fruitless. All I want to

convey to you is that equal emphasis should be placed on the study

of the processes of cell integration.

"Neither should my opinions be taken as a sign of defeatism, for

they are based on the belief that ultimately cell integration will find

its explanation in terms of knowable, if not known, molecular struc-

tures and forces . .
."

C. KINETICS OF GENIC ACTION

The term "kinetics" seems somewhat grandiloquent, if we think

of the exactness of chemical kinetics, though there have been numer-

ous attempts to prove that genie action is of the type of a monomolec-

ular reaction. What we mean here is that genie action involves a

succession of exactly timed events which implies that rates, velocities,

and thresholds enter the picture, whatever the qualitative nature of

the reactions and their final products. If we are dealing with the

genetic control of development, we can think only very rarely of

specific reactions, since we are dealing with the over-all effects of many
interdependent reaction chains which are individually not analyzable.

Physiological genetics, which attacks the problem of genie control of

development, deals mainly with quantitative processes and their over-

all effect in time and space. It tries to find the rules of genie action by
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checking upon phcnotypic effects of difFerent genie conditions and,

where possible, also to take into account observable features of the

timing in develoj)ment. Thus such studies directly continue our former

discussion of the genie control of steps of determination. This former

discussion related to the material system which permits the genie

material to control the orderly sequence in time, and the pattern in

space, of embryonic diversification, a system involving the interplay

between nuclear genie material and cytoplasmic substratiun. Now we
shall attack the same problem by studjing the over-all effects of di-

verse genie setups in regard to their quantitative aspects. This is all

that is meant by kinetics in the present discussion.

We first introduced the kinetic point of view of genie action

when, in our experiments on intersexuality, a relation between the

time of incidence of a developmental feature (the turning point) and

an assumed quantitative feature (quantity or potency of sex deter-

miners) was found ( Goldschmidt, 1917a, 1918), relations which could

be best explained in terms of reaction velocities. Sewall Wright (1916)

presented similar ideas at the same time. But we must keep in mind

that we are trying to explain morphological features and that, there-

fore, the kinetics of genie action will, in the end, result in some

properties of substances and structures. Therefore, I cannot agree with

Hersh's (1941) distinction of substance-minded and relation-minded

thinking, which I prefer to consider as belonging together as two

facets of the same thing. Hersh expresses his views thus: "The sub-

stance-minded type of thinking . . , has all the tenacity of original

sin. In morphology it has given us representative particles, preforma-

tion, the transmission of acquired characters, and such morpho-

chemical hybrids as bristle-producing, facet-fonning substances, and

so on. The morphologist when substance-minded, thinks of the devel-

opmental patterns in terms of the visible structural characteristics from

stage to stage. In short, he thinks in terms of a series of pictures. But

when relation-minded, the morphologist recognizes that the pattern

at any moment is the expression of the events which produce it, and

attempts to gain a knowledge of the durations and rates, and relative

durations and relative rates, of the component processes in the de-

velopmental nexus. Consequently, instead of thinking in terms of a

series of pictures, the relation-minded morphologist tends to think in

terms of the non-picturable. If the problem of the developmental pat-

tern is similar to the problems of the more exact sciences, then no

doubt in time a system of equations will be developed to facilitate our

thinking about it."
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I am completely in agreement with the trend of the ideas of

this "relation-minded morphologist," but we need also the "pictures"

of the substance-minded one, because, after all, the relational or

kinetic processes lead to real substances at a definite place, in a

definite structure. We do not know what, for example, facet-forming

substances are. But if injection of a definite substance into a Dro-

sophila larva may control facet formation, even through a kinetic proc-

ess, the substance-minded morphologist and the relation-minded one

become the same person.

a. Dosage of genie material

The most obvious method for such quantitative studies, destined

to throw light on genie action, is to compare the actions of the same

genie material in different doses. If the normal gene is assumed to be

a lump of an active substance, we might conclude from the mass law

of chemical kinetics that the product of its action is proportional to its

dose (Goldschmidt, 1917fl, 1920a, 1927). If a mutant gene is a different

quantity of the same substance, it should produce more of the end

product if it has a larger quantity, and less if the mutant is a smaller

quantity, than the normal locus. (The consequences will be taken up

below. ) If, however, the mutant is only a position effect and its normal

allele the normal chromosomal structure, it cannot be predicted what

the change of action of the mutant will be in regard to the end prod-

uct. It might be the same quantitative relation as in the theory of

quantitative mutation of a gene in the classic sense; but the effect

might also be a purely qualitative change, which in dosage experi-

ments would hardly lead to results of a simple quantitative type.

aa. Dosage in sex determination

The idea of dosage was to a certain extent contained in the

presence-absence theory of Bateson, which may be formulated in

terms of gene quantities. However, dosage first seriously entered

genetical theory when the mechanism of the sex chromosomes was

discovered: the visual demonstration that two doses of genie mate-

rial, actually two whole chromosomes, determined one sex; and one

dose, one chromosome, determined the other sex. But all the attempts

to connect this dosage relation with genie action led to impossible

consequences until it was found (Goldschmidt, 1912, 1915, 1916c,

1920c) that the dosage was not acting by means of its own direct

effect, but by setting up a quantitative or dosage method for deciding

a developmental alternative. This was the balance theory of sex de-
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termination, meaning that the sex detenniners of one sex are located

in the X-chromosomes, those of the other sex outside, and that the

quantities of two in the X-chromosomes win out over the action of the

ever constant determiners of the other sex, while one quantity does

not succeed in doing so: in Lymantria, F > M < MM; in Drosophila,

MM > F < FF.

In Lymantria it seemed possible to link dosages with genie action

when it was found that F and M, at that time considered to be sex

genes, existed in different states or potencies, called strong and weak.

That is, the combination of a strong F with two weak M's made the

genetic males intersexual in spite of a normal chromosome comple-

ment; and, vice versa, a weak F with one strong M made females inter-

sexual. All grades of these potencies could be found, and their combi-

nations always gave the predictable result: we know that F/MM is

a male, but if Fs is a very strong F and Mw a very weak M, the com-

bination Fg/MwMw results in a sex-reversal female. If M^j-Mwj are

increasing grades of strength of M, Mwj being identical with a strong

M, or Mg, it is possible to replace in the Fs/M^Mw individuals one of

the M's by Mwi or Mwj, and so on to M^s- The result is, with the

exactness of a set of equations, that Fg/MwMwi is a high-grade male

intersex; Fg/MwMwjj a less extreme male intersex; Fg/Mw-Mwj, a

medium one; and so on until Fg/MwMwg is a normal male. (See

Goldschmidt, 1930; and fig. 23, below.) As this series—and all other

comparable experiments which gave completely consistent results

—

merges at both ends of the different M potencies into the normal

dosage relation F/MM = S F/M = 9 (F>M<MM), the conclu-

sion was obvious that the potencies of F and M are also dosages,

different quantities of the sex determiners F and M. As we stated in

another connection (see I 2 C d ee), today it is certain that F in

Lymantria is inherited in the Y-chromosome, and that M in the

X-chromosome probably is represented by a set of heterochromatic

sections. The quantity of M would then be the quantity of this hetero-

chromatin, which agrees with the facts reported previously that quan-

tities of extra-heterochromatin may have corresponding effects in shift-

ing phenotypical features (e.g., variegation). Thus we would still deal

with dosages, though not doses of "genes."

In the old Lymantria work, the facts of intersexuahty permitted

establishing what was considered to be a kinetic relation between

dosage and effect. In intersexes, development proceeds first according

to the chromosomal sex (1X-2X), which probably means, as we
saw before when discussing cytoplasmic conditioning, that primary
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diflFerentiating processes are influenced mainly by cytoplasmic prede-

termination in the egg. After a certain time, the turning point, sexual

differentiation changes into that of the opposite sex. The time of

occurrence of the turning point is responsible for the degree of inter-

sexuality: late turning point, low-grade intersexuality; earlier turning

point, higher degree, extending finally to complete sex reversal. Thus
the timing of a developmental, determinative event is proportional

to the imbalance produced by wrong dosages. In the presence of two
simultaneous and competing chains of reaction, the normal balance

(F/M dosage) controls the process whereby either one or the other

product of reaction first reaches the threshold of action (i.e., decision

of the sex alternative); the wrong balance, or imbalance through non-

normal dosages, changes the relative velocities of the two reaction

chains, with the result that the wrong one (in regard to chromosomal

constitution ) overtakes the right one at the turning point. In the early

days of experimentation, the valencies of M and F were assumed to

be genie quantities, thus enabling a kinetic relation between dosage of

gene and its action. Though we no longer call F and M individual

genes, this dosage effect upon the kinetics of genie action still remains.

It is obvious that this analysis led, at that time, to the deduction that

all genie actions are subject to dosage effects upon the kinetics of that

action; which again meant, within the general idea of the classic gene,

that mutants should be dosage differences. Thus dosage became a

major problem of genie action.

Within the general sphere of sex determination, the role of dosage

could be carried another step farther when actual, not just inferred,

dosages became available beyond the 1X-2X relation. Standfuss

already had found in pre-Mendelian days that species backcrosses in

Lepidoptera produce what I later called intersexes. After Federley

( 1913) discovered the triploidy of such hybrids, and after I had estab-

lished the balance theory of sex determination (1912), at that time

still believing that in Lymantria the F factors are located in the auto-

somes (they are in the Y-chromosome), Standfuss (1914) realized

that his intersexes were triploid ones with a disturbed F/M balance,

because three sets of autosomes (3F) were confronted by two

X-chromosomes (2M) which gives a balance of 3:2 instead of 2:1.

Thus a dosage situation for both F and M factors was established. The

most elegant example of this type was found later in Drosophila by

Bridges ( 1922 ) , when he discovered in this fly triploid intersexes the

explanation of which was similar to that of the lepidopteran inter-

sexes. The Drosophila technique allowed combinations of many dif-
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ferent doses of both M and F, with the results expected from the F/M
balance. As the working of the balance is here demonstrated more

easily, at least for the beginner, than in the di^Dloid intersexuality of

Lymantria, the Drosophila example has become very popular in

textbooks. This led, unfortunately, to the completely erroneous state-

ment that sex is determined by the balance between the number of

autosomes and X-chromosomes. In diploid intersexuality, these num-

bers are always the normal ones, and the balance is upset either by

relative potencies of F and M, whatever this is, or by the presence of

mutant loci affecting this balance, as in the different cases of diploid

intersexuality in Drosophila (see enumeration in Goldschmidt, 1948fl),

or even by environmental action (see later). In Bonibyx (Tazima,

1943) the F factor in the Y-chromosome is so strong that in its pres-

ence a female always is determined, whatever the number of X-chro-

mosomes and autosomes. (A comparable but more complicated situa-

tion in the plant Melandrium will be analyzed later.) Hence the

statement concerning the number of autosomes versus the number of

X-chromosomes has no general value. It applies in Drosophila to trip-

loid intersexes and the normal sexes (but not to diploid intersexes of

the same fly) only, because here the M action is localized in an auto-

some (see \2C d ee), thus making multiplication of autosomal num-

bers identical with M dosage. Altogether, triploid intersexuality is an-

other example of the action of genie material, whatever this means,

according to dosage. In Drosophila the turning-point idea (the so-

called time law of intersexuality) has been established for triploid

intersexes (Dobzhansky, 1930fo) and also for diploid ones (Gold-

schmidt, 1949a.); further, for triploid intersexes in Lepidoptera (see

discussion in Goldschmidt, 1949Z?). The general relation between

dosage of genie material and kinetics of its action is thus established

at least for the genetics of sex. Therefore it becomes important to study

general genie actions in different dosages, apart from the special situ-

ation in sex determination involving a balance.

There is available a completely different set of data on dosage in

relation to sex determination, which is, if the observations and inter-

pretations are correct (which is doubted by many), independent of

the balance situation (see, however, below) because it takes place in

a haploid microorganism. This is true in the much-discussed work of

Moewus (see Hartmann, 1943; Sonneborn, 1951), which has not yet

been repeated in the same organism or another behaving similarly. The

details are rather complicated as far as the problem of sex determina-

tion is concerned, and will be discussed in connection with the genet-
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ics of sex. We shall show that the genetic facts may have been misin-

terpreted. For our present discussion we will extract that part of the

alleged facts which is connected with dosage, without trying to inter-

pret the sex-determining mechanism and its assumed chemistry.

The main points, leaving out confusing details, are as follows.

There are two different, closely linked loci in what may be called an

autosome: gathe"^ and gathe*""**"^. Their function is the control of

enzymes or enzyme systems which perform, respectively, the synthesis

of cis- and trans-dimethylcrocetinester from the substrate cis- or trans-

crocin. These two esters are the -f and — substances which permit

copulation (the mating types). A female cell must produce more cis-

than trans-ester in order to be able to copulate, and a male cell more

trans- than cis-ester. Femaleness and maleness as such are controlled

in Moewus' scheme by two loci, F and M, not allelic and located in

another pair of chromosomes which we might call X and Y. (This

point will be contested later. ) They are closely linked with some other

loci which, in the F-chromosome, produce isorhamnetin; this deter-

mines the cell as female. Similar loci in the M-chromosome produce

paronin, the male-determining substance. Now F and M are not sex

determiners, but they regulate the relative amount of cis- and trans-

ester produced by the gathe loci, the relation of which determines the

chance for copulation, namely, more cis for the female cell and more

trans for the male cell. We assume here that this complicated system

has really been found and correctly interpreted in its strange inter-

play of sex determination and sexual compatibility. (I personally am
very skeptical, but Sonneborn has accepted it.

) Just now the Hartmann

school is repeating these experiments. Thus far they have been unable

to duplicate them, and they find a completely different chemism

(communication by letter; and Forster and Wiese, 1954a).

Now we come to our real topic. F and M are found to have a

series of alleles of different valency, or potency, conferring upon the

cells the intermediate copulation conditions which Hartmann has

called relative sexuality. This, then, is clearly a parallel to the

different valencies or strength in the F and M of Lijmantria, which

also act like a set of alleles. Moewus distinguished four grades for

both F and M with reciprocal action, as the following table shows:

cis:trans cis:trans

Fi 65:35 Ml 35:65

F2 75:25 M2 25:75

F3 85:15 M3 15:85

F4 95: 5 M4 5:95
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It is this table, clearly a brain child of my description of valencies in

Lymantria in terms of numerical values, but said to be the result of

actual measuring, which has made so many people skeptical.

Now Moewus claims to have crossing-over results which show that

two Fi act like one F2 and so forth. If this is true, the conclusion is

unavoidable that the F and M alleles must be regarded as diflferent

quantities of the same "gene," just as we had to conclude for the differ-

ent valencies of F and M in Lymantria. If we accept Moewus' claims,

we find a relation between gene dosage and the quantity of two defi-

nite stuffs (based upon almost the same precursors and only sterically

different). However, these stuffs are not the direct products of the

genie action of the F and M doses, but products of completely

different "genes," the amount of which has been controlled by the

dosages of F and M. Sonneborn (1951fo) proposes the logical explana-

tion that the function of M is to produce a specific inhibitor of the

production of the cis-isomer, in concentration and effectiveness equal

to that of the trans-inhibitor, controlled by Fi. Suppose the F alleles

control production of a substance which at some point inhibits the

synthesis of the dimethylester of trans-crocetin, and that the Fi allele

yields an amount of inhibitor capable of reducing to about one-half

the effective amount of the trans-isomer. If doubling, tripling, or

quadrupling the rate of inhibition reduces the effective amount of

trans-isomer by three-fourths, seven-eighths, and fifteen-sixteenths,

respectively, the calculated results very much resemble those in the

table. Thus, if Moewus' results are accepted, they provide the best

example of genically produced substances in proportion to genie

dosage.

Sonneborn adds the assumption that the F and M alleles of

different and linear valency are actually duplications of the same
chromosome segment or pseudoalleles in Lewis' interpretation. In

effect this is not different from our old interpretation of the valencies

of the "sex genes" in Lymantria as different quantities of genie sub-

stance, except for the timely assumption of origin by gene duplication.

I refer to our former discussion of pseudoallelism and shall not dis-

cuss this phylogenetic assumption, as it does not make any difference

for the dosage problem whether it is correct or not. Altogether, I

should like to see a confirmation of at least the basic features of Moe-
wus' work, that is, location and crossing over of M and F and the

control of the gathe loci.
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bb. Dosage within allelism

Dosage effects may permit us to draw conclusions concerning the

action of the genie material if it can be shown that different actual

numbers of mutant loci exercise a proportional quantitative effect

upon the mutant phenotype. To make possible such a demonstration,

genie action must be of a type which permits quantitative shifts; that

is, it must be of a kinetic type. If we think of the one gene—one

synthetic step hypothesis of Beadle, it is obvious that genie actions of

this type cannot show dosage effects. If the mutant locus inhibits one

synthetic step and thus prevents a definite substance from being

present, with the consequent effect, whatever it is in individual cases,

then the presence of three or four of these mutant loci cannot make

any difference, for the effect is of the all-or-none type. But if the

mutant effect were to change the speed of a reaction or, perhaps, any

other imaginable quantitative feature of development and differentia-

tion, different doses of the mutant should, ceteris paribus, produce

proportional quantities of the effect up to a saturation point (thresh-

old for maximal action). The actual existence of a dosage effect for

many mutant loci is therefore additional evidence against the assump-

tion that the one gene—one synthetic step theory covers more than a

group of special cases.

If we speak of genuine dosage experiments, we exclude dosages

assumed on the basis of our former view that mutants are different

quantities of genie substance, a concept which was later given up;

though we may still hold that a mutant is a change in regard to a

quantitative feature of genie action. This idea also permits our con-

sidering the relation between normal and mutant action, for example,

dominance as a dosage effect, not necessarily dosage of genie material

but also (or always?) dosage of action. We shall return to this later;

now we are dealing with actual doses of genie material at the mutant

loci. In all experiments of this kind an uncertainty factor is involved

because more or less large chromosomal sections are always used for

the production of different quantities of one locus. But it is a fair con-

clusion to attribute clear and orderly dosage effects to the dosages

and not to interference by other chromosomal parts.

Dosage differences may be produced by means which are in no

way completely comparable. In the first type, available without special

experimental conditions, sex-linked mutant loci are present in one dose

in the heterozygous sex and in two doses in the homozygous sex. How-
ever, this is clearly not a simple dosage situation, since the one-dose
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and the two-dose types to be compared, the sexes, differ otherwise

in their developmental systems. Disregard of this fact has led to

what I consider serious errors (to be discussed below). Another type

of dosage difference is available when a mutant locus is located op-

posite a deficiency and thus can be appraised in a one-dose condition.

Here the difficulty is that we know now that a deficiency may have a

position effect, with the result that a deficiency break near the locus

may act like a mutant, thus restoring an effect equal to that of two

doses. With larger deficiencies this is avoided. The third type of

dosage experiment permits studying three and four doses of a locus,

when it is possible to duplicate it by appropriate translocations of

small chromosomal sections. When these are suflBciently small and the

results congruent, we may safely disregard the extra material present.

Less certain are the results when dosages are produced by dupUcation,

triplication, and so on, of one chromosome, which affects the entire

collaboration of developmental reactions, the so-called genie balance.

More rehable are the results in triploids, and so on, though we are

not sure what the effects of the physiological changes attached to

polyploidy are in each case. Even completely balanced triploids, as in

Drosophila, are usually not normal flies.

Before using the results of all such procedures to draw conclu-

sions concerning genie action, we may consider the possibilities. We
have already mentioned the first possibihty: genie action of a qualita-

tive type, with one mutant locus affecting one inhibition of a synthetic

step. With such actions no dosage effect could be expected. A second

type may be described as an inhibition of a normally occurring proc-

ess, not as an all-or-none effect but as a quantitative effect. This may

be the lowering of the rate of reaction of a process needed for normal

development, or the lowering of the speed of growth and cell divisions

needed for the normal result, or any such quantitative inhibition which

is not of the all-or-none type. The result will be that increase of

dosage of the mutant locus increases the degree of abnormality of the

mutant. A third possibility is that the mutant locus interferes quanti-

tatively with the production of a substance that is needed for some

developmental feature in such a way that the mutant locus produces

the necessary stuff, but not in suflBcient quantity. Again various de-

tailed effects may result, as long as they are only quantitative devia-

tions from normal. The effect of this type of action would be that one

dose gives only the extremest mutant effect, which becomes less ex-

treme with increasing doses up to normal when a certain saturation

point is reached.
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Miiller (1933) proposed names for mutant loci which act in the

way just considered, caHing them, in the order of the foregoing dis-

cussion, amorphic, antimorphic (partly neomoi-phic ) , and hypomor-

phic mutants; he derived the terms from the idea that the mutant

loci act in the same way or in an opposite way from the normal gene.

I am opposed to the use of these terms because they are linked to the

classic theory of the gene, and especially because they might foster

the idea that we are dealing with dijfferent kinds of genes or mutant

genes, while actually the differences lie in the type and kind of

developmental reactions which are affected by the mutant loci and

their different doses. Moreover, the terminology does not characterize

the real differences between reactions of the all-or-none effect type

(coincident with Muller's amorphs), and shifts in the kinetics of

reactions either by inhibition of determining processes of definite

speed (Muller's antimorphs) or by affecting the quantity of reaction

products (Muller's hypomorphs).

In the dosage experiments the majority of genie actions were of

the last type. Mohr (1923fl) found that a great many mutants opposite

a deficiency showed an exaggerated phenotype, more extreme than

the homozygous mutation effect. I proposed (1927) the explanation

by dosage: one dose of the mutant locus produces less of the active

substance controlling the phenot\'pe than two doses do, and therefore

makes the mutant phenotype more extreme. A corollary of this was

the expectation that additional doses would make the phenotype more

normal. This turned out to be true of most recessive mutants. The

proof was supplied in Stern's classic work on the bobbed alleles in

Drosophila (1929fl). Bobbed shortens the bristles. By ingenious

experimentation Stern could build up flies with 1, 2, 3, 4 doses of bb,

and the length of the bristles was strictly proportional to dosage, the

wild-type length being the maximum possible (saturation point,

threshold effect). Other examples studied since have shown the same

result. We may safely assume that wherever the deficiency-exag-

geration effect is found, the same type of action of the mutant locus is

present. When the exaggeration effect is absent, it may mean either

that the mutant action is of the all-or-none type (e.g., one synthetic

step) or that the deficiency has a position effect which makes a/—

identical in action with a/a. (See above under position effect.) Thus

it is demonstrated that the majority of recessive loci in Drosophila

affect such processes of the kinetics of development which, in a

general way, may be conceived as controlling quantities of end

products, whatever the direct interference with the kinetics may be.
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We return briefly to the former statement that the failure of the

exaggeration effect may be due to a position effect of the deficiency.

In discussing position effect previously, I pointed out that position

effect can be freely exchanged for genuine mutants in dosage experi-

ments, that the combination of two mutant loci plus one position

effect produced by a rearrangement near the same locus acts like three

doses of the mutant. In the same way a homozygous recessive position

effect is identical with the homozygous mutant effect. This shows at

once that we are not analyzing the effect of different quantities of

genie material, but that of additive action, of whatsoever change at a

mutant locus, upon the various kinds of reactions with which the

mutant locus interferes in one way or another. Thus the old discussion

of gene quantities is out of order here. It is even more so when we
accept the modern view that there is no normal gene and that all

mutants are position effects. Dosage then means, contrary to our old

views (1920a, 1927), not dosage of genie substance but dosage of

action.

This conclusion must be kept in mind when we turn now to the

classic example of dosage, the increase of which enhances the mutant

effect away from normal, the case of Bar eyes in Drosophila. We
have already discussed the basic facts (see 1 S C c aa) and have seen

that the Bar effect is a position effect of a break involving a dupli-

cation; and that double Bar is a triplication in tandem, with two

position effects in one chromosome. Originally, when Bar was con-

sidered to be a dominant mutant locus reducing the eye-facet number,

the dosage series BB, BBB, BBBB could be considered as different

doses of a mutant gene. When Bar proved to be the position effect of

one tandem duplication, and double Bar that of a series of three

repeated chromosomal sections, it could be claimed that here the

dosage effect was actually studied with 1, 2, 3, 4 active sections of the

chromosome, that is, real doses of genie material. Then it turned out

that only position effects were involved, and the apparent real doses

of genie material became (as discussed above) additive effects. Again,

this dosage series does not shed light upon the nature of the genie

material (quantities of genie material as basis of the mutant effect)

but involves only the actions. In this case we have the type of action,

discussed above theoretically, in which increase of dosage (number)

of the causative agent increases the mutant effect, that is, lowers the

numbers of facets proportionally (though not in linear progression).

In the bobbed dosage series, we had to conclude in a rather

general way that the amount of bristle-forming substance formed by
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the mutant locus is smaller than normal, but the Bar dosage series

permits a more direct approach to genie action. It can be established

that the inhibition of facet number by the diflFerent Bar dosages follows

definite laws. Another Bar allele, infrabar, has an ejffect intermediate

between + and B and also has a dosage effect. We are not concerned

here with the problem of what infrabar is in terms of duphcation,

position effect, or point mutation, since we know it does not affect the

dosage problem. Therefore we include infrabar in the dosage series,

though it is known to have a completely different reaction upon

temperature changes (Luce, 1926; complete references in Gold-

schmidt, 1938; Steinberg, 1941; Goldschmidt, 1945Z?; DeMarinis, 1952).

My original approach to the dosage problem (1927) was this. If the

facet-forming reaction (whatever this means) is expressed as a series

of curves for the different dosages, and the actual number of facets

in the different combinations is plotted on a line parallel to the ab-

scissa, representing the threshold at which the result is decided, the

heterozygotes should have curves with an angle intermediate between

those of the homozygotes, if simple proportionality to dosage obtains.

Actually, the curves plotted from Sturtevant's data of facet number at

25° showed that some exponential relation must be involved. This

I assumed to be the number n of cell divisions of the anlagen cells

which produce 2^ primordial cells and subsequent facets. Thus the

exponent n was calculated from the actual data (e.g., 9.6 for normal

eyes). As the number of primary cells decreases with dosage of B,

the potency of action of each combination would be inversely pro-

portional to the number of cell divisions, or, in terms of an inhibiting

effect, would be directly proportional to it. Calculating in terms of

potency of action, we can equate the relative dosage involved to the

number of cell divisions needed to reach the actual facet number, in

relation to a normal point assumed to be ten divisions. Since n = 9.6

for + eyes the calculated dosage (or potency effect) is 10/9.6. Normal

is, of course, homozygous +. Therefore the relative potency (dose) of

one locus is 10/9.6 X 1/2. A table can be compiled for this ideal dose

in all the combinations counted by Sturtevant, adding the individual

doses for each locus, and this calculated dosage of each combination

can be compared with the effect actually found in terms of total

dosage, that is, 10/n. Table 3 shows the results.

With few exceptions (9, 13) the order of the two columns is

identical. The table shows the simple proportionality between dosage

and effect as well as the action of the alleles upon the number of

primary cell divisions in the eye anlage.
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TABLE 3
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start of cell divisions with simultaneous end, the first, of course, pro-

portional to dosage, compared with our deduction of a simultaneous

start, but inhibition sooner or later according to dosage. According to

Steinberg (1941), the decisive first divisions in development are not

known; they occur before the temperature-efiFective period. Facet

formation (which takes place much later) is delayed in B flies as

compared with + flies; later on, the growth curves are identical.

Obviously, the Bar effect controls only the number of primordial cells

(Steinberg's cell capital). Thus we do not know whether the Bar

condition affects the growth substances (hormones) controlling the

primordial cell divisions so that divisions begin later in Bar and later

still in higher combinations. Since the effect is additive, proportional

to dosage, this might mean only an inhibition, for example, of the

speed of production of these "hormones," that is, interference with a

kinetic feature of genie action. The other possibility is that the

production of these hormones always starts normally but is exhausted

at different times according to dosage. This could again be inter-

ference with the kinetics of production; but it might also be conceived

as a direct action upon the control of a threshold condition necessary

for continued cell divisions. One of the possibilities of visualizing this

would be the assumption that the threshold is set by determination of

some of the cells as head epidermis, a process of a completely dif-

ferent kind, interfering with facet formation. In the end, however,

this secondary inhibiting action via redetermination would also work

in some way via kinetics of a process, as it has to spread with dosage.

This would be a third possibility, in general terms, inhibition by an

outside process or product proportional to B dosage. There are some

facts bearing upon the choice among these possibilities. Thus tem-

perature effects upon facet number can still take place after estab-

lishment of the primary differences. This would mean, in a general

way, that the processes of inhibition of cell division are of a kinetic

type, having a temperature coefficient. Another fact (Luce, 1941;

Williams, 1945) is that an experimental increase of developmental

time produces more facets. This fact again can be cited in favor of all

the possibilities mentioned. Thus we see that it is very difficult to

derive one exclusive interpretation of these dosage effects, but, in a

general way, they point to action of the genie material upon some

phase of the kinetic processes in development rather than to a quah-

tative chemical action.

However, there are some other facts which lead a step farther.

It seems that the number of divisions of the primordial cells is only
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one factor in the final determination of the size of the Bar effect. It is

known that at a much later time of development, when the aggregation

of the primordial cells into pro-facets takes place, the number of facets

resulting can be greatly influenced (during the critical period) by

temperature action, X rays, and other agents, mostly in the direction

of fewer facets. Since the primordial division period is already over,

this cannot be an effect upon the kinetics of cell division. The decisive

experiment is due to Chevais (1943). He found in Calliphora larvae

an extractable substance which has to do with ommatidia differ-

entiation. If enough of it is injected into Bar-eye larvae before dif-

ferentiation of the ommatidia, a completely normal eye can be pro-

duced. This shows that the primary determination of the number

of cells as facet primordia is only one aspect, though certainly the

major one. The other side is that the surrounding cells of the imaginal

disc which are destined to be determined as head epithelium still

retain their potency to develop into facets. Since it is an extractable

substance which can enforce this, it might be concluded that the

primordial cells or the already grouped pro-facet cells produce a

substance which prevents other cells of the head epithelium from

developing into facets. This would be another Bar effect, but it can-

not be the one which shows the dosage difference.

This interpretation of the facts is, however, not the one preferred

by Luce (see Luce et ah, 1951). He shifts the emphasis completely to

the processes in the critical period, and thinks that the primary

difference in cell numbers is of no importance and that everything

depends upon the number of disc cells which in the much later

sensitive period are determined for epidermis or facets. Therefore, the

cells of the Bar mutants are deficient in a substance which is a

necessary precursor for the initiation of differentiation into ommatidia.

The dosage effect, then, would be one upon the amount of deficiency

of this substance, according to Luce. I cannot see any advantage in

this interpretation and prefer to consider the processes in the sensitive

period as a secondary effect. It seems to me that the majority of facts

fit this explanation. However, this discussion shows that the details of

the processes between dosage of causative agent and quantity of effect

are anything but simple, though, in a general way, they can be

described as effects upon the kinetics of chains of reactions.

In recent years. Stern and collaborators (1943-1948) have tried

to gain more detailed insight into genie action from dosage phenom-

ena. The large body of facts is anything but simple, and at some

points great difficulties arise for a unified explanation, a difficulty
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which may increase when the still unpublished additional facts be-

come known. We shall try to analyze the facts in close connection

with the previous discussion, thus making many points clearer than

they would be otherwise. In a general way, the work deals with

dosages of the recessive fourth chromosome mutant cubitus interruptus

(ci), which was mentioned in connection with the Dubinin effect

(see I 3 C c cc). The mutant ci removes a segment from the cubital

wing vein. The effect can be classed according to the length of the

removed piece, thus giving a quantitative appraisal of the effect of

the mutant locus or loci. A number of alleles are known of which two,

especially, enter the present discussion. One ci^ is a dominant; another,

called by Stern +^, is in the usual genetic language a very weak ci

"allele" with only a low percentage of penetrance, which is rather

subject to temperature influence. In the usual terminology it should

be called, say, ci^. Stern treats it as a low-grade + allele, which in

essence is the same but complicates somewhat the description of the

results. There are, in addition, two different grades of normal alleles

—

called by Stem isoalleles—meaning that they produce normal veins,

because there is nothing possible above a normal vein, but the grades

are distinguishable by a different potency in the hemizygous condition,

+"/— , that is, over a deficiency. They are called +^ and +^. All these

alleles can be studied in simplex condition, one dose, over a deficiency,

or in haplo-IV; in duplex, or two doses; and in triplex, three doses, in

a triplo-IV fly; and all of them can be combined in the different dosage

experiments. In addition, a number of chromosomal rearrangements,

R, are available which have a position effect identical with the ci

effect, and they also can enter the different combinations.

Of the alleles mentioned, ci behaves in the way we have already

described for the bobbed alleles; that is, the greatest effect upon

venation is produced by one dose (the exaggeration effect), and with

more doses the vein gap becomes smaller and smaller, though three

doses, the maximum available, do not yet suffice to produce a normal

vein. Their action may be described naively as producing a smaller

amount of vein-forming substance than the normal allele. For ci^, the

low allele, this would mean a smaller amount than normal, but not

very much less; and for the lower of the two isoalleles, an amount

almost sufficient to produce a normal vein in the simplex condition.

The dominant ci^, however, behaves like the dominant Bar effect;

with increasing dose the vein is more abnormal, so that the effect must

be described in terms of inhibition of a reaction.

For the sake of analysis, we must distinguish three sets of facts,
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which have to be explained: (1) the elementary dosage relations

involving the ci locus and the more or less normal alleles; (2) the

dominant ci^^' with the opposite type of dosage effect and its compound
with the others; (3) the position effect R( + ) and R(ci), again in

different combinations. The first group of facts seems to be not dif-

ferent from those discussed above for bobbed: relatively simple dosage

relations between the mutant loci and some end product responsible

for vein formation.

The order of these dosage effects is (including the information

obtainable only at low temperature, when the "normal" isoalleles can

be distinguished from each other), beginning with the extremest effect,

as follows:

1. ci/0 extreme absence of veins

2. ci/ci considerable absence of veins

3. ci'/ci considerable effect varying to normal (ci* = +')

4. ci ci ci not completely normal

5. ciVO small effect visible only at low temperature, otherwise +
6. +^/0 still smaller effect at low temperature, otherwise +
7. +'''/0 almost normal at low temperature, otherwise +
8. ciVci' 1

9. +V+'' r normal

10. +"'/+"'
J

Stern's own explanation has been changed somewhat in a more
recent publication (1948), which we shall follow without going into

the details of his former theory. He first assumes that genie action

takes place between the gene and a substrate. As three ci produce

more venation, the substrate must be present in excess of the amount
turned over by one or two ci. The product of the interaction between

genes and the substrate enters a chain of reactions which is positively

correlated with the sequence of developmental processes producing

venation. Stern thinks that these conclusions are independent of any

theory of genie action. Actually, the concept is identical with what we
called an effect produced by the stimulation of the kinetics of a

process, but it is couched in different language. Stern also mentions

the possibility that different alleles use different substrates and thus

produce qualitatively different products, and he finds no difficulty in

incorporating this into quantitatively arranged results. Thus far the

tenets and their interpretation fit into the general scheme which we
discussed before.

However, Stern thinks that something new comes in when com-

binations of different alleles are considered. The intermediate effect

of these suggests a simple dosage relationship, each allele acting
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independently according to its dose, as was assumed thus far in our

discussion also. This relation is, however, supposed not to work in the

hemizygous condition (opposite a deficiency). For example, Stern's

+V+^ is normal; +^/0, almost so; but ci/+^ has abnormal veins (+^

is what we called ci^ because it acts at low temperature like a low ci

allele with a little penetrance, just as, e.g., vg"' in the vestigial series )

.

Stern calls this an interference between ci and +^. The dosage studies

had shown that ci acts in the same direction as + or +^, namely,

toward production of venation. Yet, when ci and one of the two +
alleles are brought together in the same nuclei, their joint effect is

smaller than that of the more eflfective allele alone. This suggests to

Stern some mechanism of competition. If + and ci use the same sub-

strate, present in a limited amount, a competition for it might deprive

+ of its full share in favor of ci. If ci turned over the substrate less

eflBciently than + into the product of action P, the joint action may
be less than the better one alone. Since it is not known what the

reactions are, Stern prefers now the term "interference" to "com-

petition."

We might look at the facts in a somewhat different way, assum-

ing that Stern's -f^ is not a + but a weak ci allele with a little

penetrance, ci^. If ci produces only little vein substance, ci/ci more,

and ci ci ci almost the full quantity, ci^ also would produce almost

the full quantity, much more than ci and ci ci. Therefore, on a simple

dosage basis, ci^/ci should produce an amount between ci^/ci^ and

ci/ci and nearer to the former, which is the case for nos. 1-4 in the

enumeration. What is now the expectation for ciyO? It should be less

normal than ci/ci^ on a pure dosage basis, but it is more normal.

Therefore, some feature additional to dosage should be involved and,

in our way of looking at the facts, it is not an antagonism of ci and

+^ (ci^) which has to be explained in addition to the dosage phe-

nomenon (which is clearly good also for the relation of nos. 5-7 in the

enumeration), but rather the action of the deficiency. Thus far we
assumed with Stern that ci/0 and so on has only a simplex action. But

we know now that deficiencies may have a position eflFect similar to

the mutant effect, as the action of many homozygous deficiencies

proves (see 1 S C c dd aaa). Thus, if in ciVO the deficiency has a

position effect not too far below that of ci, normality or almost

normality is expected. The simple dosage relation holds thus far, in

which the diflFerent potencies of different alleles act in the same

direction as real dosages. Therefore, neither competition for a sub-

strate nor interference is needed for this group of effects. (A check
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upon this conclusion could be made by a measuring of +^/0, first

with being the small deficiency used in the experiments, and then

with based upon haplo-IV, which has no position effect, though it

might do some shifting via genie balance change.)

While the basic data do not require any other explanation than

one resting upon dosage, or a potency of certain alleles acting in the

same sense as dosage, another set of data was presented by Stern in

regard to triplex conditions which looks as if in certain combinations

ci had not the cumulative dosage effect but an antagonistic effect.

The following are the facts ( > meaning more normal, being the

small deficiency, M-4):

1. ci +2 > ci ci +2

2. ci +2 > ci ci +2

3. +2 > ci ci +^

Thus the presence of two ci with one plus reverses, in all comparisons

with the diploid condition, the additive dosage action of ci: this

combination is always more abnormal, while such triplex ones as ci

ci ci and ci ci follow the dosage rule. We might express the result

also by saying that two ci are dominant over +, while the usual

behavior is the opposite. Clearly, some new element has entered the

group of facts. Stern expresses this by saying that ci has a positive

vein-producing capacity as well as a negative one. In the presence of

only ci loci, the positive is greater than the negative; in the presence

of a + allele the opposite is the case. This, of course, is only an

abstract description of the facts. To make it concrete, Stem assumes

(as I mentioned when discussing position effect) that each allele has

two properties: a combining power (with the substrate) and an

efficiency factor. Now +^ and ci have different combining powers,

using different amounts of substrate. Regarding the efficiency factor,

it is assumed that +^ and ci interact with the substrate to form an

identical product P (see above) or two different ones of identical

effectiveness. The efficiencies e +^ and e ci mean, in this case, the

relative amount of P +^ and P ci formed by the allele per unit of

substrate used. If now the efficiency of ci is lower than that of +^,

and if the amount of substrate is limited to an amount below that

which ci and + together can utilize, the competition for the substrate

between the two kinds of alleles of the heterozygote -f^/ci/ci will

result in the +^ genes not obtaining enough substrate to produce its

maximum effect, while the ci genes will use their fraction of substrate

less efficiently than -f^. Hence the limited amount of substrate present
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will be utilized less efficiently by the cooperation of +^ and the two
ci alleles than by the combination of +^ and one ci allele. Thus the

results can be explained formally. I cannot help saying that I do not

feel too happy about this theory, which appears to me as a restate-

ment of the fact of non-consistent effects in terms of different qualities

of the causative agent. If only nos. 1 and 3 of the enumeration on page
352 were available, we could think of a specific action of the Minute
deficiencies, since Minutes are known to interfere strongly with genie

actions (see Brehme, 1939, 1941; Goldschmidt, 1949). But no. 2

without a Minute shows the same discrepancy, and therefore the

combination ci ci + must be responsible. As we have noted. Stern

has recently given up the idea of competition for substrate. Thus, for

the time being, the riddle cannot be solved, and there must be some
feature of genie action which cannot be described simply in terms of

velocities of reaction and quantity of products proportional to dosage.

The second group of experiments by Stern involves the dominant

ci^. It is a strange fact that many multiple allehc series in Drosophila,

and in maize also, contain a dominant mutant. Frequently, but not

always, this is a visible rearrangement hke dominant eyeless^. The
dominant ci^ has the opposite action from ci, namely, Hke Bar, an

additive action toward abnormality in different doses. We question

at once whether or not dominance in these cases is based upon the

same causative condition ( see below ) . Thus ci^ > ci""" ci^ > ci^ ci^

ci^, where > means more normal. The difficulties come in again in

the compounds:

1. ci^/0 = almost normal

2. ci^/-|- = greatly deficient

3. ci/ci^ = greatly deficient, more than ci"/-)-.

The great difference between 1 and 3 cannot be explained by a

position effect of the deficiency, which would make both alike. Stern

concludes that here a mutual interference of the alleles becomes

visible as the heterozygote cV^Z-h is less normal than ci^/0 and +/0.

If we express the action of ci^ in the same terms used for the Bar

series, as an inhibition of the speed of a reaction, while the ci and bb
effects control a smaller amount of reaction product than normal, we
would not expect that these two effects, involved as they are in dff-

ferent processes of genie action, could be additive. The inhibiting

action of ci^ upon a reaction velocity would decide the effect whether

an additional ci is present or not. In other words, we are not justffied

in treating ci and ci^ as if the same action in different directions was

involved and neither should we so consider the action of + in the
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presence of ci^. Thus, nos. 2 and 3 are expected to be as they are,

and no interference is needed. No. 1 presents the real problem. If

dosage alone were involved, it should be abnormal. Thus the Minute

M(4) =0 must be responsible for counterbalancing the inhibiting

effect of ci^^'. Once before we had to come to a similar conclusion,

which I prefer to the idea of mutual interference. I wonder how
ci^/+ would look in the presence of Minutes in other chromosomes.

The third set of facts in Stern's analysis has to do with dosage

effects when one of the alleles is the position effect of a rearrangement

R, either R( + ) or R(ci). We considered this when studying the

Dubinin effect, which is just this position effect, meaning that R( + )

acts as if + had mutated to ci, but only in the combination R( + )/ci,

not as R( + )/R( + ) and R( + )/0. We analyzed the basic facts (see

I 3 C c cc) and tried to explain the distinguishing features of the

Dubinin effect without considering the dosage problem and Stern's

interpretation. We turn now to Stern's analysis. On the basis of the

foregoing data, he states that the peculiarities of the Dubinin effect

are of the same type as the relations between the alleles just studied.

(I may add that this would be expected if mutants are invisible

position effects; but our former explanation of the Dubinin effect was

completely free of dosage ideas and based only upon specific features

of the position effect at the ci locus. ) According to Stern, the specific

results are an expression of interference phenomena, which make
combinations of alleles less effective in terms of venation than single

doses of alleles by themselves. The degree of interference varies with

the different R( + ) used. Among seventeen R( + ) tested, interference

was so strong in four of them that R( + )/ci was more deficient than

ci/ci. In the others, R( + )/ci was equal to ci/ci or less deficient. One
of the R( + ) alleles, R-( + ) produced a normal phenotype if hemi-

zygous, but venation like ci/ci in the homozygous condition. I used

these facts previously for an explanation in terms of influence of

heterochromatin upon the strength of position effect, while Stern sees

here the working of interference between the alleles. I prefer my ex-

planation, because it fits into all the other facts of position effect with-

out requiring the dosage concept. This means that all the blame for un-

expected results is laid upon the Dubinin position effect, whatever

the other allele does.

The next point is the position effect R(ci), the workings of which

are found also in the enumeration above. In accordance with the

explanation of standard position effect, we might expect such a re-
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arrangement either to be without an efiFect different from ci or to

increase the ci effect. The actual results parallel closely those tabulated

for R( + ) combinations, and are therefore regarded by Stern as an-

other illustration of interference. There is a final fact: when different

R(ci) alleles are put in an orderly series according to the vein-

destructive effect in the heterozygote R(ci)/+, and this series is

compared with a similar one for R(ci)/ci, the two series do not show
the same order.

These are the facts, which are anything but simple. Stern asks

now: What distinguishes the position alleles from the ordinary alleles,

and what differentiates the different R ( + ) and R ( ci ) alleles from

each other? It is obvious that the answer involves the theory of

position effect as well as of standard mutation, and I have given my
own answer previously when discussing the Dubinin effect. Originally,

Stern made the assumption that the specific substrate for each gene

is present in a specific concentration in the neighborhood of the gene,

but in a different concentration in the other regions to which the

rearrangement had shifted the gene. Thus the different effects of

different "position alleles" would correspond to these different sub-

strates. (This is one form of theory of position effects in terms of gene

neighborhoods, which I could not accept in my discussion of position

effect. ) The details recorded now, however, have convinced Stern that

this explanation does not work, partly because the results would be

contradictory, partly because they would require close spatial ap-

proximation of the two "interfering" alleles within the nucleus, which

is not true of some rearrangements. Therefore, interference must be

mediated by primary or derived gene products or takes place at a still

later stage of the reaction chains inside or outside the nucleus. Thus,

on the whole, not much remains of the competition for substrate

theory or of the theory of interference, and, in spite of an extraordinary

amount of material and a brilliant analysis, the explanation of dosage

effects does not seem to have progressed much beyond the general

description with which I started the discussion, when presenting my
own views. With reference to the Bar case and the conclusions I drew

from it {I S C c aa), I might say that the general features of the ci

dosage work agree with a rather simple explanation in terms of re-

action kinetics, proportional to dosage, but that also secondary effects

have to be considered, the nature of which is not known. In addition,

the interpretation of position effect is decisive for that part of the facts

which involves the Dubinin effect. All these facts and discussions may
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be taken as an illustration how little biochemical genetics has helped

us so far in the explanation of genie action outside the small group of

production of metabolites.

cc. Dosage in sex linkage

The dosage problem comes up most naturally in the cases of sex

linkage in which the homogametic sex has two doses of a mutant locus,

while the heterogametic sex has only one dose. If simple dosage

relations are at play, as we had to assume when comparing homo- and

hemizygotes (n/n vs. n/0), the phenotype in the two sexes should

show this difference. Actually, the phenotype is frequently alike in the

two sexes in regard to a sex-linked mutant. Stern (1929) first con-

sidered this situation and came to the conclusion that it must be the

result of a selection of modifiers for an identical phenotype of the two

sexes, this being of adaptive value. Muller (1933, 1950b), who often

returned to this problem, speaks of dosage compensation.

There can be no doubt that some mutant loci in the X-chromo-

some (e.g., of Drosophila) act alike in both sexes, but there can be no

doubt either that other loci show sexual differences. What is still more

important, multiple alleles of a locus with sexual differences of ex-

pression may be sometimes more extreme (toward the mutant side of

expression) in the homozygous sex; and, in other cases, more extreme

in the heterozygous sex; and, finally, some may be of equal expression

in both sexes. The best-known example is that of the multiple alleles

at the white locus in Drosophila. As we stated earlier {1 S C c ee ccc),

it has recently been shown that two pseudoallelic loci are involved

here, the white and the apricot locus. In all the alleles of apricot, the

simplex condition ( 5 ) is darker than the duplex ( 9 ); in aU alleles

of white, the males are either lighter than the females or they are

identical. In this connection, another fact should be emphasized. We
showed a long time ago (1921a) that melanism (dark wings) in the

nun moth is caused by a major sex-linked factor and two minor auto-

somal ones, all of which act toward increase of pigment according to

dosage. In this paper a plate is found with photos of such a dosage

series of females and males side by side, and it can easily be seen that

the sex-linked mutant ( and also the additional autosomal ones ) always

acts stronger in the males, all combinations of males being one grade

of darkness deeper than females of comparable constitution. Now in

this case the female is heterogametic, and thus one dose is less strong

than two doses, and the additive action of the homozygous autosomal

pigment factors does not change this situation. Hence no dosage
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compensation appears here. This leads to the question how autosomal

mutant loci behave in the two sexes. If dosage alone counts, the sexes

should be alike. This is frequently so, but frequently, also, the sexes

react differently. In a series of mutants producing a plexation of wing

veins in Drosophila, which I studied in detail ( Goldschmidt, 1945a),

the females were always one grade more extreme than the males of

the same constitution. All these facts show that the phenotype in the

two sexes may or may not be dependent upon dosage, and that all

the different cases should be explained on the same basis (which we
shall present below).

Haldane (1932) had already pointed out a somewhat different

concept: namely, that sex-linked genes may be of such a high potency

of action that even the simplex condition may reach the physio-

logically possible maximum effect. This condition in the wild type may
be the result of selection in the past. The ideas of Stern and Muller

follow the same general trend of thinking, but they attribute dosage

compensation to modifying genes in the X-chromosome, accumulated

by selection. Of course this would also apply to the wild-type condi-

tion, assuming that it has an adaptive advantage. The situation for

mutants would only reveal what the wild-type behavior would be.

There would be a corollary to this: the many sex-linked mutants which

do not show dosage compensation would have to be regarded as some-

how independent of the dosage modifiers, which does not add to the

plausibility of the theory. Muller (1950Z?) has since gone into the

problem with more detailed work. He studied mutant loci showing

dosage compensation in one dose only in the female, or two doses in

the male, obtained through deficiencies and duplications, and found

that one dose in the female makes the expression less extreme even

than in the male, while two doses in the male produce a higher

expression than in the normal female. He even maintains that by

photometric methods the same effects can be demonstrated for the

wild-type eye in Drosophila, which always looks the same to simple

inspection. This would mean that the action according to dosage is

present but is compensated for by a modifier system, which must be

located in the X-chromosome (as first concluded by Stern, 1929, for

the bobbed alleles). Furthermore, whereas many loci in the X-chro-

mosome show such behavior, each must have such a modifier system

or share in one. It is obvious that this statistical interpretation is based

upon the general ideas of Fisher on selection of modifier systems in

the heterozygote.

MuUer does realize that there is a possibility of an alternative
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interpretation. This is that the sex-determining genes themselves act

as dosage modifiers. To disprove this, he mentions the following facts.

There is known a third chromosome recessive mutant, called "trans-

former," which in homozygous condition transforms 2X females into

what look to all purposes like males. If the eye color apricot is present,

the transformed males have the same color as genuine males with

apricot eyes. By introducing a duplication into a genuine male, it can

be made to have two doses of apricot instead of one with the result

of a darker eye color. Therefore, the conclusion runs, the XX males-by-

transformation should have this darker color if the sex determiners

were also the dosage modifiers. Actually, the color is the same as in

normal males, which means that not the sex determiners but the

dosage compensators within the X-chromosomes are responsible. This

argumentation clearly assumes that the normal IX males and the

transformed 2X males are otherwise the same, which means that they

have the same developmental system. If the problem had been looked

at, not from the point of view of modifiers, but from that of develop-

ment, it would have turned out that the males-by-transformation have

a developmental system which is female in a number of basic features.

As a matter of fact, the sex-reversal flies are not males but extreme

female intersexes ( = 2X intersexes ) in which some basic features of

growth and differentiation (actually those of early determination) are

still female. This is true for size and general growth, for time of

development, for many proportions, and for the rhythm of gonad

development. In addition, all sex-linked mutants which are sexually

dimorphic (i.e., without so-called compensation) show the female

phenotype, as Sturtevant ( 1945 ) noticed. Thus the behavior of eye

color is just what is expected in the 2X intersexes, and the dosage

compensation explanation becomes superfluous.

These last facts really show in what direction to look for a better

interpretation, namely, in terms of development and not by invent-

ing hypothetical modifier systems where they seem to be needed. I

may point out that male and female differentiation take place in very

different developmental systems, laid down at the moment of fertiliza-

tion by the different balance of the sex factors. I point further to the

fact that developmental rates in the two sexes are different; that the

relative rates for the individual and consecutive phases of growth are

different; that times of determination as seen in temperature-effective

periods or in times for optimal production of phenocopies are different;

further, that the rhythm of differentiation of individual organs, like

the gonads, differs in the two sexes. Thus we can understand, on the
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basis of different developmental systems, why different dosages may
fail to produce different phenotypes. We may also expect that some

developmental processes might be of such a kind as to produce, in

spite of the different developmental systems, different sexual pheno-

types, which is known to be true of a number of loci. This means that

in the latter case the loci in question act simply according to their

dosage. The explanation which offers itself at once is that in both

cases threshold phenomena are involved which lead to one or the

other type of behavior. The entire problem becomes the same as that

of inheritance of sex-controlled characters, for example, when a defi-

nite phenotype, sometimes controlled by a single mutant locus, shows

up in only one sex (of course, speaking of cases without hormonic

control). The sex-determining mechanism, acting through the control

of the balance of action of female and male sex determiners, is re-

sponsible not only for the course of sexual differentiation but also for

all the concomitant differences in metabolism and rate of differentiat-

ing processes. These differences are known to occur when other

mutant loci produce their special effect. For example: in many moths,

males develop faster than females (details in Goldschmidt, 1933a,

for Lymantria dispar). Sex-linked mutant loci may therefore be ex-

pected to produce the same effect in simplex and duplex condition

when the sex-controlled changes in the developmental system of the

simplex sex run parallel to the dosage change of mutant action. If, for

example, the reaction produced by one portion of a mutant reaches

the threshold of action later than in the case of two doses, the effect

of both will be the same if the developmental system of the simplex

sex is such as to fit in with later action of the respective locus. If not,

the simplex effect will be different from the effect of two doses: lower

if the shift is in one direction; higher if it is in the other direction.

Such a scheme covers all known behaviors of sex-linked mutants in

one or two doses, without recourse to a special explanation (like

dosage compensation) for each variant. Thus the action of sex-linked

mutants in one or two doses does not lead—for our problem of genie

action as revealed in dosage experiments—to conclusions other than

those studied before for the Bar, bobbed, and cubitus interruptus

experiments. Recently, Cock (1953) has studied the same problem in

the barred breeds of fowl, used for autosexing, because the difference

in the barring of plumage m the two sexes, based upon a sex-linked

dominant, is already visible in the young chick. He shows that dosage

compensation (which would exclude autosexing) is not present and

that Muller's explanation does not work in this case. Obviously, the
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barred pattern behaves very similarly to the melanism of the nun moth
mentioned above. In both cases an explanation in terms of physiology

of development is in order.

dd. Multiple factors and dosage

A dosage phenomenon is certainly involved in multiple factor

inheritance. In the first example studied, Nilsson-Ehle's famous work
on color in oats, this is rather obvious, because duplicate and tripli-

cate factors are involved, supposed to be the same mutant loci multi-

plied by polyploidy. The effect appeared strictly proportional to

dosage in from one to six doses (= multiple loci). Hence the explana-

tion is obviously the same as in the bobbed case: each mutant locus

produces a certain quantity of something which is responsible for a

definite fraction of the effect. Thus the information on genie action

gained will be practically the same as in the dosage experiments. We
should assume that genuine multiple factors would act in the same
general way and thus lead to the same conclusion on dosage action.

Multiple factors are independently inherited mutant loci all of which

affect genically controlled phenotypic properties in the same way
(e.g., size). But this might mean very different things from the point

of view of genie action. In one group, dosage is certainly not involved.

For example, over-all growth of a vertebrate might consist of the

additive effect of growth of vertebrae, intervertebral discs, extremities,

and so on. Similar examples can easily be found. Certainly we cannot

speak here of a dosage effect of multiple factors. But when the indi-

vidual loci all affect the same chain of reaction, we might consider

this a dosage effect, though it can never be excluded that each locus

affects different components of such chains, while only the final effect

goes in the same direction. Our former example of melanism in the

nun moth may serve as an example. One sex-linked and two autosomal

dominants control the amount of pigmentation of the wing strictly

parallel to dosage (i.e., number of mutant loci present). Since we
may assume that production of melanin is a single series of synthetic

steps, starting with tyrosine or dopa (see Kikkawa, 1953), and always

the same within the same organism, a series of quantities of pigment

in proportion to the number of causative loci might mean a simple

quantitative influence of each locus upon the kinetics of such syn-

thesis. Actually, it turned out that one of the loci affects the pigment

between the bands of the dark wing pattern and the others the pig-

ment within the bands. The over-all effect is simply additive, because

it is based upon quantity of pigment, but the paths leading to the
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ingredients of the total effect are different. This shows how diflBcult it

is to consider multiple factor effects as dosage effects and to draw

from them conclusions concerning genie action. The same would apply

also to cases in which a definite part effect could be assigned to

individual multiple factors. I studied a number of cases (see Gold-

schmidt et al., 1951; Goldschmidt, 1953a) in which it was possible to

isolate (more or less) the individual multiple loci by chromosome

replacement and to measure their individual share in the total effect.

Some had a major share, others only a small one. All of them must

have affected a definite process of growth and differentiation (homoe-

otic transformation of wing anlage in Drosophila in one case, number

of extra bristles in the other) in the same general direction, although

not alike quantitatively. However, there is no way of deciding

whether they acted upon the same set of reactions directly or only in

some indirect way via necessary but different conditions for these

reactions. Thus it is hardly possible to use such material as indicative

of dosage actions of genie material.

This would be different, however, ff Mather's blocks of polygenes

were a reality, whether they were represented by clusters of multi-

plied identical loci or simply by different quantities of intercalary

heterochromatin, as I prefer to assume. In both cases we should be

dealing with actual quantities of the same genie material and there-

fore with dosage experiments. Parallelism of the effects to dosages

would give us the same type of information on genie action as gained

in the discussion of the genuine dosage experiments. Unfortunately,

these polygenic blocks are still hypothetical.

The discussions and interpretations presented thus far are inde-

pendent, I think, of the general theory of multiple factor inheritance,

which has been under much discussion since Mather's work on "poly-

genes." We have discussed (see I 2 C d dd) only that part of the

theory which deals with so-called blocks of polygenes of supposed

heterochromatic nature. But there is another aspect of Mather's theory

which I have difficulty in combining mentally with the one feature dis-

cussed formerly (see Mather and Harrison, 1949). From his selection

experiments on bristle number, Mather concludes that each quantita-

tive character is determined by many "polygenes," each of small effect

upon a single character and distributed over all chromosomes. These

polygenes are balanced within each chromosome because they act

partly in a plus direction and partly in a minus one. Crossing over then

may produce much genetic variability and selection becomes possible.

This part of the problem, selection, does not concern us here; neither
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do we intend to criticize the entire concept, though the unlimited

accumulation of impossible numbers of loci is certainly a strain upon
the imagination when the concept is applied to all quantitative and
selectable characters of an organism. Among those who made experi-

ments similar to those of Mather, but who reached very different

conclusions, Robertson and Reeve (1952), and Reeve and Robertson

(1953) may be mentioned. They assume that pleiotropy and genie

interaction are decisive factors for variation in quantitative characters.

Thus selection effects may be due to influences upon the genetic

background, which shifts those genie effects. In this case a few major

and some minor genes would suffice for explaining the selection re-

sults. Apart from the problem of selection, the experiments of these

authors lead to the suggestion that the entire range of variability of

the character in the inbreeding and selection experiments may be

explained by only three or four pairs of genes with a major effect. I

have reached a similar conclusion, as did S. Wright (I9'34b, 1935)

in his experiments on selection of Polydactyly; and, in some instances,

I could isolate individual loci the action of which could be measured

( see Goldschmidt, 1953a ) . Thus there will be cases in which quantita-

tive inheritance may act on a simple (but not necessarily primary)

dosage principle. (Further discussion of quantitative inheritance is

not needed for the problems of this chapter, since the major aspects

of the phenomenon are involved in the problems of selection and not

of genie action.)

Griineberg ( 1952a ) has recently discussed the problem of quanti-

tative inheritance from the point of view of physiological genetics,

and has reached conclusions which we might have mentioned in con-

nection with penetrance and threshold effects. He worked with a mu-

tant in mice in which the third molars are absent. The abnormals ap-

pear in certain litters in bunches, which indicates an environmental

influence upon penetrance. In the same group, the number of molars

missing per individual is increased; that is, higher penetrance pro-

duces higher expressivity. Though the anomaly is dominant, it hardly

segregates in outcrosses. The explanation of this is derived from the

fact that in the abnormal lines the existing third molars are smaller

and more variable than in normal lines; this feature shows the same

characteristics in regard to expressivity and bunching as the absence

of the tooth does. The character, reduced molars, has multiple factor

inheritance, and complete absence is only the end of a series of

genetic variation. Thus the "discontinuous" variant, absence, is a part

of "continuous variation." A threshold condition separates the quasi-
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continuous character from the continuous base. Therefore, here pene-

trance and expressivity are correlated; further, they are rather sensitive

to environment, sex, right-left differences, and single strong enhancers.

The conclusion is drawn that multiple factors are genes whose remote

effects only are studied. Direct gene effects are considered to be

highly specific and acting through difi^erent physiological channels (a

conclusion shared by Haldane, 1954, in a qualitative biochemical

sense). Secondary and tertiary genetic effects are not specific; all or

most genes influence ultimately, in progressively indirect ways, many
different processes. Gene effects will tend to be additive, if they

affect the same process in a similar way, that is, if they are unspecific.

Such remote gene effects will tend to be additive also with various

major genes with which they enter into modifier relationships. Thus,

quantitative inheritance here looks very different from Mather's poly-

genic systems, if the problem is looked at from the point of view of

genie action.

b. Dominance, potency, penetrance

Dominance is one of the basic facts of genetics, the complete

understanding of which should shed light upon the problem of genie

action. Therefore an analysis of dominance has been tried repeatedly.

It is generally accepted as a fact that dominance or recessivity is not

a property of a mutant locus, but a result of the action of the mutant

locus in relation to the entire system of reactions constituting develop-

ment. This is clear at the outset because dominance may often be

shifted by external agencies, for example, temperature and the inter-

ference of other loci, acting as dominance modifiers; both agents are

known to shift genie effects by a change in the genically controlled

processes and not by affecting the genie material itself. It has been

held that dominance of the wild type over most mutant loci is con-

trolled by a modifier system which has been selected in order to keep

the heterozygote on the adaptive level of the homozygote. Whether

this is true or not does not affect the present discussion, because domi-

nance modification by modifiers must be understood also in terms of

genie action upon some feature of the reaction chains constituting

development. If we could find out how dominance modifiers inter-

fere with the specific chains of reaction in development, we could

draw conclusions concerning the mode of genie actions, which should

be the same as those reached from a study of dominance without

modifiers.

We may visualize the meaning of the dominant, not dominant, or
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partially dominant efiFect of a mutant locus in relation to all the devel-

opmental reactions involved in the final effect of the genie action,

with the help of a model (see fig. 18), which, I think, can be used

for all aspects of the problem. Let us assume we are dealing with a

pair of alleles controlling a character which can be measured (e.g.,

the number of facets in an insect eye). The dominant locus controls

a reaction of a certain velocity, expressed in the diagram as the eleva-

tion of a curve (for simplicity's sake represented as a straight line).

The recessive allele controls a lower velocity; and the heterozygote,

Fig. 18. Diagram explaining dominance in terms of reaction velocities and
"buflFering." (From Goldschmidt, 1927.)

an intermediate one. The products of reaction attain a determining

effect when they reach a certain concentration, the threshold level

M. In order to have a very simple model, we assume that the heredi-

tary character is the size of some structure attained by the respective

number of cell divisions and that the determining stuff is one that

puts an end to further division. Of course, a similar model could be

constructed with different assumptions. If the progress of cell division

up to the point of stoppage is determined independently, the size

of the organ will be smaller the earlier the curve reaches the level M.

If all cell divisions proceed in equal intervals, the heterozygote will

be intermediate. Let us now consider different systems of cell division
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caused by different external or genetic environment (the modifiers),

which have been represented on the levels M, Mi, M2 (which should

coincide ) ; the numbers indicate the number of cell divisions that have

occurred at the different points. In the system Mi, division ceases

before six divisions are finished; and therefore the small size is almost

completely dominant. (AA is characterized by stoppage after five divi-

sions—line M.) In M2 we have assumed that cell division proceeds

faster at first and later slows up. In this case, dominance of the large

size ( eleven divisions ) results. In this model, the variables responsible

for dominance are reaction velocities controlled by the loci according

to simple dosage relations, thresholds for morphogenetic effects, the

type of effect, and the numerical system of an independently deter-

mined process which is involved. It is obvious that the general

features of such a model, which permits introduction of whatever

variable the facts require, will fit all imaginable cases. From this we
may conclude that dominance teaches us, in a general way, that genie

action is bound up with quality and quantity of reaction products,

with threshold conditions of their action, and with features of the

kinetics of the reactions involved. We could also describe such a system

as the real, dynamic meaning of so-called genie balance (more cor-

rectly called "balance of genie actions") applied to the facts of domi-

nance, but applicable also to all genie actions.

The next question is whether such a genetic system, regulating

dominance, may be endowed with a more specific meaning, preferably

a biochemical one. Wright ( 1934a ) has proposed such a variant of our

model. He assumes, as we also do, that there is a chain of reactions

between the locus and the end product and that any condition that

makes one link of the chain act in the heterozygote as it acts in the

homozygote results in dominance. Next he assumes that the gene acts

as a catalyst controlling the rate of production of some substance by

a chain of irreversible transformations, the intermediary substances

being in a flux equilibrium. These reactions may be monomolecular

and dependent on the concentration of both catalyst and substrate.

In this case the rate varies directly with the concentration of the

catalyst, and the curve expressing this will be a hyperbole. Therefore,

with increasing activity of the gene, its heterozygous effect should ap-

proach dominance. Other similar possibilities are taken into account.

All of which can be described as variants of our model with emphasis

on different phases. I point out here that the idea of different activities

of the gene (which in my former concept were different quantities)

is at the base of the hypothesis. (We shall return to this soon.)
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At this point I should Hke to refer to our earHer discussion of

biochemical genetics, especially the quotation from Bonner (III 4 C
b).To those who are greatly impressed by the apparently simple con-

cept of one gene—one synthetic step, such discussions ( Goldschmidt,

1920fl, 1927) must appear rather vague and crude. However, when
Horowitz found the temperature-dependent nutritional mutants in

Neurospora, it became clear that even in those specific and simple

cases of genie action, the kinetic element entered, as expressed so

strongly in Bonner's words. Thus, biochemical genetics does not lead

to a chemical insight into genie action, as was hoped in the beginning,

but of necessity returns to the avowedly crude models with which

Wright and I approached many problems of genie action.

The best illustration for the derivation of dominance from a

system of different variables in the complex interplay of reaction chains

in development comes from temperature studies. It is known that

different temperatures affect the phenotype of many mutants in the

most varied ways. The action must always take place in a tempera-

ture-sensitive or critical phase in development, which is typical for

individual loci. Without going into the mass of details (see Gold-

schmidt, 1938 ) , the general fact may be understood as an interference

with the kinetics of one process in relation to other simultaneous ones.

This results in affecting one of the imaginable variables, like potency

of the locus, speed of a reaction, threshold for final action, availability

and use of a substrate, or other such possibilities, so long as the all-

or-none type is not involved, as in the prevention of a synthetic step.

The same applies also to changes in dominance which can be produced

abruptly by temperature shocks (Goldschmidt, 1935a,Z?; Plough,

Child, and Blanc, 1936) and by X-radiation; and which can be ob-

tained in an orderly sequence by temperature action in the critical

period.

Only one thoroughly elaborated example studied by the school of

Zeleny, especially Hersh ( 1930 ) , may be mentioned. It deals with the

dominant position effect Bar in Drosophila (see discussion in I 3 C
c aa), the dosage relations of which we have just considered. The

number of facets in wild-type eyes and in the mutant series is, ceteris

paribus, a function of temperature. If the temperature curves for wild

type, mutant, and heterozygote are compared, parallelism would

indicate that growth rather than dominance is involved. If the curve

for the heterozygotes should not parallel that for the homozygotes,

conclusions in regard to dominance might be drawn, since a coefficient

for dominance would change over the temperature range. Zeleny had
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proposed ( 1920 ) calculating such a coefficient by the formula Co =
AA - AAi
-7-7 7—7— X 100. (AA and AiAi are the quantities found for theAA — AjAi

homozygote; AAi, for the heterozygote. ) Hersh had found that the rate

of change in mean facet number at any temperature is proportional to

the mean facet number at that temperature, expressed as an exponen-

tial function of the formula y = ae"^* in which r is the relative rate of

change; t, the temperature; a, a constant; and e, the base of natural

logarithms. The instantaneous change in facet number at a given

dy
temperature is then -7- = yr. This value is calculated for different

temperatures and combinations, and from these the coefficient of

dominance is derived. The results show that the degree of dominance

for the number of facets formed at a given moment changes regularly.

It decreases, for example, in B/+, with increase of temperature; it

increases for dominance of BB over wild type, and so on. Hersh

interprets this result as meaning that the more dominant "gene" has

relatively greater or less effect proportional to the changes of growth

by temperature action, and thus he attributes the results of his meas-

urements to the relative activities or potencies of the alleles. We shall

not go into further details as, for example, the strange discovery by

Luce that Bar and Infrabar act in the opposite direction in tempera-

ture experiments. The main point is that such exact dominance experi-

ments demand the type of explanation exemplified in our model

(fig. 18), while it is of secondary importance whether the shift in the

experiments is attributed to one or the other of the variables. The

decisive conclusion for genie action is then, as before, that a major

role is played by the control of the kinetics of developmental reactions

in their relation to others which are simultaneous and, perhaps, com-

peting. It is to be hoped that one day this may be expressed in terms

of known substances and exact formulations of the kinetics. I have

already emphasized that the action of dominance modifiers, which

have been studied so much, must be understood in the same terms.

A large number of such cases can be found in my book of 1938, and

many new ones do not give additional information.

We have used here repeatedly the term "potency of alleles," in-

troduced in early Mendelian days by Davenport and Castle, given a

definite meaning in my work on intersexuality, and used later by

Wright and Hersh. The term has changed its meaning often. As

far as dominance is concerned, we saw that no necessity exists for as-

suming different potencies of the mutant locus itseff, though there are
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facts in favor of such an assumption. In our work on intersexuality we
made much use of potencies of sex determiners, which at that time

were assumed to be identical with genie quantities. As I stated previ-

ously (I 2 C fi ee), it seems more probable now that the entire chro-

mosomes are involved in Lymantria and that the potencies may be

quantities of heterochromatin. The term "potency" should be used

in a completely descriptive fashion, not implying any particular notion

in regard to different constitutions of genie material, but meaning a

different strength of action because of some variable features of the

genie material, which might sometimes be the quantity of hetero-

chromatic sections, or else some unknown qualitative feature. The
action in question might be a difference in the kinetic processes of

the reaction chains, a difference in the quantity of end products, a

difference in the substrate utilization which leads to threshold differ-

ences, a difference in the time of reaching thresholds of action and,

sometimes, also a qualitative difference in the synthesis of a product

or in the activation of different enzyme systems. If the term "potency"

is used in this sense, it follows that different potencies of mutant loci

might act exactly like different dosages if they affect one and the

same type of action (e.g., quantity of an active substance). However,

ff different potencies of the same genie material act directly or indi-

rectly upon different processes of the types just enumerated, very

irregular consequences should be expected. It is only in the former

case that a conclusion in regard to potencies of genie action will be

justified, as is shown by the examples already mentioned.

In the ci case in Drosophila, the two phenomena act in the same

direction, the dosages and the potencies of some alleles. This is

especially conspicuous in what Stern calls isoalleles. One of the conse-

quences of the type of genie action represented in the model (fig. 18)

is that any number of genie actions above the threshold for normalcy

are possible, a notion which was used frequently in my earlier writings

and which appears also in Stern's bobbed work. This is the real mean-

ing of isoalleles. They can best be detected in the hemizygous condi-

tion (and in temperature experiments) where actions near the thresh-

old of normalcy, fluctuating also below it, are expected. The potencies

thus discovered (see Stern's isoallele +^) turned out to be of the

orderly type, that is, acting like dosage and thus acting in different

combinations in an orderly and parallel way.

Since such potency alleles or isoalleles are clearly a special type

of multiple alleles, namely, those acting near or above the threshold

for normalcy, and since the lowest isoalleles, like Stern's +^, may just
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as well be described as ordinary multiple alleles of lowest action

(which we did above when calling +^ = ci^), it is expected that

examples of "quantified" potencies are frequent among multiple alleles.

This is actually the case, and formerly led me to the assumption that

multiple alleles are diflPerent gene quantities because they act like

dosage differences. If the theory of the corpuscular gene were correct,

this would still be a good hypothesis for cases in which (as in ci)

dosage of multiple alleles parallels actual dosage actions and fits in

with them. In the discussions of the subject a generation ago, it was

emphasized that in the many cases of multiple alleles in which there

is a pleiotropic effect upon different traits, the order of the alleles, if

grouped according to individual pleiotropic effects, frequently does

not coincide with the order of alleles, if classified according to the

main action of the gene locus. We shall discuss the present aspect of

this problem in the chapter on pleiotropy.

In the same category of facts belongs seriation of environmental

effects upon a multiple allelic series, or of modifier effects, when
checked for the different pleiotropic actions. However, such facts in

themselves do not argue against the existence of potencies paralleHng,

in their orderly effect, dosage effects. The development of different

traits may or may not be determined by the same primary effects of

genie action in proportion to potency. In some cases it may safely be

assumed that a single primary effect trails automatically behind it a

series of consequences in different organs, a syndrome of effects.

(See the vast quantity of work in developmental genetics in rodents

by Bonnevie, Gluecksohn-Schonheimer, Griineberg, much of it re-

viewed in my book, 1938, in Gluecksohn-Waelsch, 1953, and in

Griineberg's book, 1952. ) But in other cases, probably more frequently

with mosaic development, as in Drosophila, the pleiotropic effect

may be the result of interference of one reaction chain and (or) its

products with other simultaneous ones, an interference which might

be orderly, that is, parallel for all of them, or completely irregular,

depending upon timing, threshold, and substrate conditions at the

point of interference. Thus, on the basis of the facts discussed so far,

there is no reason to doubt that multiple alleles act in either case

according to their potencies.

But this conclusion is evident only within the classic theory of

the corpuscular gene. If more modern ideas of the type discussed

above are accepted, mutant loci being changes of the normal order of

a pattern, we should have to make special assumptions for orderly po-

tency effects (e.g., that they parallel the degree of scrambling of the
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normal order). The decisive information would then have to come
from multiple allelic action of position effects of visible rearrange-

ments, namely, by discovering some rule for the different actions of

different rearrangements, for example, whether they fit in an orderly

way in a series of multiple alleles of the respective mutant locus or

not. Some of the disconcerting results of Stern's ci experiments in the

presence of rearrangements may supply the clues. Potency of a

mutant locus is a descriptive fact which still has to be endowed with

a definite meaning that fits all cases.

As I have pointed out, potency efi^ects and, implicitly, multiple

allelic effects may be dependent upon qualitatively or quantitatively

different genie action. In my old work (1916-1920) I had assumed that

genie action of multiple alleles is concerned with catalyzing reactions

of different speed resulting in production of active stuffs (hormones,

including all determining stuffs and enzymes ) in corresponding quanti-

ties. Haldane (1954) drew attention to a paper of his, written in

1920, in which he said that genes produce definite quantities of en-

zymes, and that members of a series of multiple alleles produce the

same enzyme in different quantities; this is essentially the same as my
view was at that time. But in view of the facts of present-day bio-

chemical genetics Haldane prefers a different idea now. He thinks

that different alleles make chemically different primary products, for

example, enzymes with the same prosthetic group attached to different

proteins. Their interaction in heterozygotes is a biochemical matter,

different in different organs. The different order of individual pleio-

tropic effects of a series of multiple alleles might, then, be due to

qualitatively different products of each allele, each with a range of

specificity, like esterases or adrenaline-like bases.

I cannot help being very skeptical about this qualitative bio-

chemical approach to our problem. Even in the multiple allelic series

for metabolites (e.g., pigments) the facts point more in the direction

of quantitatively different actions, as Wright's work on pigmentation

in guinea pigs illustrates. Bonner's conclusions for Isleurospora (1951)

may again be cited. When it comes to series of morphological charac-

ters, I have great difficulty in visualizing the results in terms of quali-

tative specificities of the genie products.

Therefore, we may end this discussion by presenting an example

which simultaneously studies dominance, dominance modifiers, and

multiple alleles in the same material in quantitative work, and which

permits showing that only a system of genie action involving the
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kinetics of action, thresholds, quantities of end products, and so on

accounts for the orderHness of the data.

The work deals with the mutant vestigial of Drosophila (Gold-

schmidt, 1937; Goldschmidt and Honer, 1937 ) , of which a large series

of multiple alleles exist. The vestigial effect consists in reducing the

wing substance by more and more scalloping in the different alleles

until finally it is a small stump. In this series the reduced wing is

not miniature but looks as if pieces had been cut out from a normal-

sized wing. This means that the wing edge and wing veins are really

absent where a piece of wing spread is missing. The extreme vestigial

(and a more extreme No wing), therefore, has in its wing stump only

the more or less normal venation of the wing bases of a normal wing

and not a reduced venation of a whole wing apart from some minor

features of regulation. I found that the lower members of the series

had a normal wing at the time of pupation, and only later, when the

wing anlage contracts (in all cases), the scalloping appears. I inter-

preted this as a lysis of already formed wing material in analogy with

well-known cases of such lysis in Lepidoptera (Hterature in Gold-

schmidt, 1940). In the higher alleles (with more scalloping) the wing

is already incomplete at pupation time, a fact which I interpreted as

owing to earlier lysis. In vg itself even the early imaginal disc is

smaller (Chen), which meant to me that lysis had started very early.

Waddington (1940a) gave a different description of the facts. He
thinks that the contraction of the pupal wing is also responsible for the

scalloping in the lower grades. To explain the higher ones, he assumes

a strange migration of tissue around the edge of the wing, a process

which he himself characterizes as rather unbelievable. Actually, this

explanation fails to explain the determination of the venation, which

is the normal venation for what is left of the wing. Thus the actual

happenings must be either as I assumed it or of a comparable type, and

therefore the embryonic action may be described in terms of produc-

tion of a lytic substance or by the absence of a necessary growth sub-

stance—an assumption which easily could be modified, while still

working in the same direction, if further work showed that another

developmental feature is responsible for the effect.

The elementary genetic facts can now be described, following

Mohr ( 1933 ) , by assuming different potencies for the different alleles,

meaning the ability to produce different amounts of growth sub-

stance, to use the simplest model. Let us assume that the threshold

value for wild-type wing is a quantity of 40, and therefore the differ-
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ent degrees of scalloping are caused by lower quantities. The actual

data of Mohr would then give the different allelic combinations and

the quantities responsible for them as follows (vg = vestigial, vg^"

= no wing, vg"" = notched, an intermediate allele, vg"' = nicked a

very low allele, little scalloping):

VgNw
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same time. The different mean wing sizes are roughly estimated (e.g.,

No wing being one-eleventh of the normal size). These values are

found at the right ordinate together with the names of the alleles and

a classification of the scalloping effect: I is just a small nick; XI, the

No-wing type. To the right of this the range of variation for all effects

is indicated, as found in experiments at 25° C. I do not maintain that

this diagram represents what actually happens; the real causative

agent may be something very different from a growth substance. I do
claim, however, that it is a model for the type of what must be hap-

pening in cases of the kind studied, namely, a regular series of genie

potencies leading to a just as regular series of phenotypes. It seems

hardly possible that the facts can be explained simply by any theory

that does not entail seriated and graduated effects upon the kinetics of

genically controlled processes. Thus, this diagram becomes a rather

universal model of genie actions that are not of an all-or-none type

(see III 4 C), that is, simply biochemical.

Practically all degrees of scalloping from vg to + can be obtained

if vg/vg is bred in high temperatures near the temperature shock

zone; this fact was known in the early days and has been much
studied by Harnly (see 1942). This proves, of course, that the anlage

of the vg wing still has all developmental potencies including the

complete pattern of venation. Further, speeding up of some reaction

by temperature treatment more or less prevents the vg reactions

covered in our diagram from taking place, or prevents them from

reaching the threshold levels, or interferes in some way with normal

growth. It is obvious that the facts fit very well into such a scheme

of genie action as that of figure 19, and are very difficult to explain

otherwise. Actually this is the same situation as for the temperature-

dependent mutants of Neurospora (see III 4 C a), except that here the

parallelism to the allelic series makes it almost certain that the ex-

planation involves the kinetics of a process. As I mentioned before, it

was just these temperature-dependent mutants of Neurospora that

led to skepticism toward the one gene—one synthetic step concept in

favor of some action upon the kinetics of chains of reaction.

Only now we come to our experiments, which bear out the cor-

rectness of the entire trend of discussion in the present chapter. It is

a quantitative study of the vg series in the presence of dominance

modifiers. Normal wings are completely dominant over vestigial under

standard conditions (25° C). Three dominance modifiers were isolated,

located in the first, second, and third chromosomes, respectively, in

the presence of which dominance is shifted toward vestigial. If two
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autosomal modifiers are present in vg/+, only about 1 per cent of

the individuals are nicked. The sex-linked modifier alone affects about

0.5 per cent of the individuals. But if all three modifiers are present,

all vg/-f- heterozygotes are scalloped. ( Blanc, 1946, made it probable

that at least two of the modifiers are identical with known mutants,

facet and purple.) The modifiers have also an additive effect

1

vg
Nw
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scalloping I-XI and wild type beyond I. Since there can be a fluctua-

tion into wild type and, in addition, different (genetic) grades of wild

type, the abscissa simultaneously indicates development proceeding

from left to right, with the decisive time of pupation ( decisive, because

we tested the morphology of the anlage at this time) indicated by a

broken ordinate. Between scalloping grade I and wild type lies the

threshold for complete dominance shown by wild type, indicated by

an ordinate. This means, for example, that 100 per cent dominance is

located to the right of this line, but if 1 per cent of the heterozygotes

show scalloping in the presence of modifiers, 1 per cent of the curve of

variation of all individuals of this composition will be found left of

the threshold line. We represent now the range of variation of all

combinations as a horizontal line; full lines indicate ordinary com-

pounds; broken lines, the same plus dominance modifiers. Thus we
chart not only dominance modification in vg/+ or the compound
vg/vg"', and so on, but also eventual shift of phenotype of the homo-

zygotes in the presence of the dominance modifiers. If such a shift

were found, it would be a decisive result, because it weuld show
that both dominance and multiple allelism are based here upon the

same processes of potency of action.

When the lines in the diagram representing the base line of a

curve of variation are located to the right of the theshold, that is,

within normality, the range of fluctuation is, of course, only extrapolated.

The same is true when part of the individuals are scalloped, left of the

threshold line, and part are normal; in this case what is left of the

threshold line is actually observed; but right of the threshold, extra-

polated. It is now known that the scalloping classes I-V can be pro-

duced though the wing is still normal at the time of pupation; while

classes VI-X already show increasingly reduced wings at pupation

time. This is the reason for putting into the diagram the pupation time,

which is our mark of the time of action of different combinations.

The base lines for the range of fluctuation of the resulting phenotypes

show that for all scalloping classes up to class VI, the dominance

modifiers shift all homozygotes, heterozygotes, and compounds in the

same way toward the left, that is, toward dominance of vestigial, and

so on, as the comparison of the full and broken lines for each type

shows, with an ascending order from the lowest, the vg"'/-H hetero-

zygote, shifted just beyond the threshold of normality, to the highest

combination vg°Vvg"", shifted about two classes. In group II, only the

shifting of dominance for the vg and vg^"' heterozygote is represented,

which shows a still more extreme shift in the presence of the modifiers,
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Group III contains the compounds of vg and vg^'* with the low allele

vg"' with and without dominance modifiers. Here the same shift is

found, but it is very small. The last group, IV, contains the compounds

of vg and vg^" with vg"°, all of which show the wing reduction taking

place visibly before pupation. Here the effect is no longer clear.

Thus we see that the dominance-shifting action of the modifiers

works in a consistent, parallel, quantitative way upon homozygotes,

heterozygotes, and compounds of the lower alleles. Therefore, the

shift must be based in all cases upon a simple and in its nature identi-

cal, quantitative effect upon the processes or reactions controlled by

the homozygotes, heterozygotes, and compounds of vg and its alleles.

If we turn again to the representation of the vestigial action in terms

of speed of reactions and quantities of end products, as represented

in figure 19, we realize that dominance is a potency effect, ceteris pari-

bus, like multiple allelic effects and dosage effects. I think that so

consistent a group of facts requires an explanation in terms of genie

action controlling in a quantitative way some phase of the kinetics of

production of active end products, whatever their nature.

One additional point should be mentioned. Blanc has demon-

strated that two of the dominance modifiers are identical with the

mutants purple ( darker eye color ) and facet ( rough eyes ) ; this makes

these modifiers loci with pleiotropic action upon completely different

characters. (Also in rodents, certain pigment mutants affect mor-

phological traits; see Griineberg's book. ) This again raises the question

of qualitative versus quantitative action. The eye color purple is

probably a quantitative deviation of pigment formation. The rough

eyes of facet do not suggest a qualitative basis, though Hinton and

Ellis (1950) could produce the character reversibly by a nutritional

deficiency. But practically all phenocopy experiments, with whatever

agent, produce rough eyes most easily. Thus the facts mentioned can

hardly be cited in favor of qualitative action of alleles.

We are analyzing here the theory of genie action, and therefore

the much discussed problem of the origin of dominance enters our

deliberations only so far as it has to do with the theory of genie action.

Actually, any theory of the origin of dominance can be no more than

purely formalistic if a physiological system of genie action controlling

dominance is not made the basis of discussion. It is well known that

Fisher ( 1928-1932; see 1935 ) developed a phylogenetic and statistical

theory of dominance of wild type over mutations, involving a selec-

tion of modifiers that shift the phenotype of the heterozygote toward

wild type, because the wild type has the selective advantage which
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thus is also conferred upon heterozygotes of the frequently produced

mutants. Clearly, such an explanation of the origin of dominance pre-

supposes a type of genie action of the general kind just reviewed, and

developed in detail in my book of 1927. If such a system underlies

genie action, phylogeny of dominance may be conceived in Fisher's

sense but, also, in other different ways. Muller (1933), Plunkett

(1932), and Wright (1934a) argue, more or less identically, that

dominance modifiers may have been selected, to provide a margin of

stability and security, to insure the organism against weakening

genetic or environmental variability. Quoting Muller: "These modi-

fiers must so affect the reaction set in motion by the primary gene in

question as to cause this gene, when in two doses, to be near an upper

limit of its curve of effectiveness, that is in a nearly horizontal part of

the curve, not so readily subject to variation by influences in general,

including reduction in the primary dosage of the gene." Plunkett and

Wright express the same idea (the physiological part of which is

identical with mine) in somewhat different language.

One of the corollaries of the foregoing discussions is that differ-

ent wild-type alleles ( hyper-wild ones ) must exist above the threshold

for wild type, though they are distinguishable only in special combina-

tions. Mohr, Haldane, and I have used this notion in theoretical

discussions. Muller (1935a) discussed it and tried a conclusive experi-

ment, which in principle is of the same general type as Stern's

subsequent work with ci isoalleles. He compared in triploid condition

white eye mutants of different origin and known to be somehow
genetically different (in regard to mutability). He found that the

American white locus is less dominant than the Russian, and attributes

this to different potency, based upon different levels above a threshold.

Thus a very large and diversified body of facts fits together into a

single picture of genie action of the type developed in this chapter.

It is only a small step from a discussion of dominance as a dosage

phenomenon (or potency phenomenon) to the problem of penetrance,

which sometimes overlaps with dominance. Timofeeff-Ressovsky

(1927) introduced this term for cases in which a mutant did not

produce its phenotype in all individuals, some of the individuals being

normal. Thus we may speak of mutants with penetrance varying

from 1 per cent to 100 per cent, the last being the "good" mutants,

with which the classic geneticist likes to work. The former mutants

with low penetrance, though less "useful" for crossover work, are

actually of greater importance for the theory of genie action. Many
mutants of this type are known. From the point of view of genie ac-
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tion they may be directly compared with some already studied in

which different alleles or compounds (e.g., in ci or vg) overlapped

with normal. If, for example, vg"yvg"' was 100 per cent normal, but

vg^yvg"" had 0.2 per cent nicked individuals, this was the same

phenomenon as penetrance in a homozygous mutant, though we are

entitled just as well to say that here notched is a little dominant. The

overlap of the two concepts is most conspicuous when we are dealing

with a dominant which is a homozygous lethal and exists, therefore,

only as a heterozygote. Let us take Beaded in Drosophila as an

example. The heterozygote Bd/+ has 3-5 per cent beaded-wing indi-

viduals. We can call this an incomplete dominance, but since no

homozygote exists we may also say that Bd is 3-5 per cent penetrant.

We may of course arbitrarily set the rule that we speak of dominance

when a heterozygote is involved and of penetrance only in the homo-

zygote. A compound is a heterozygote and therefore vg°Vvg°° shows

a little dominance. But it could also be justified to treat a compound

as partly a homozygote and therefore use the term "penetrance" for

the partial effect. All these facts tend to show that the two phenomena

have the same basis, namely, dosage (or potency) and threshold

effects, and therefore supply the same kind of information on genie

action and, incidentally, must be studied from the point of view of

physiological genetics as opposed to formal genetics.

Many cases of incomplete penetrance are known and many have

been studied quantitatively since Timofeeff's basic work. (Much of

this work is reviewed in my book of 1938. ) Recently we have studied

the phenomenon extensively ( Goldschmidt, Hannah, and Piternick,

1951; Goldschmidt, 1952^ ) . The details will not be analyzed here, be-

cause they would repeat the earlier discussions on dosage, potency, and

dominance. I shall enumerate simply the main features, taking the

examples from our recent work.

1. Mutant effects of lower penetrance may be based upon single

mutant loci which always produce the same incompletely penetrant

effect in the same external and genetic environment. However, an

incompletely penetrant effect is often based upon a system of multiple

factors. It is this type we studied in the so-called podoptera mutants

of Drosophila, which make a wing bud change into a leglike or haltere-

like organ or, partly, into thorax tissue. There are strains with very

low penetrance of a small percentage but, nevertheless, controlled by

a number of mutant loci in different chromosomes. We discussed

some of these facts (l 2 C d dd) when I presented my opinion that

these are heterochromatic mutants (a point which is not relevant to
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the present discussion ) . In other lines with a much higher penetrance

it is possible to isolate the individual multiple factors within their

chromosomes and to state that each one alone produces a certain share

of the penetrance, which is different for the different loci. The com-
bined effect of these was found to be sometimes additive, sometimes

multiplicative. In special cases it was possible to accumulate a suflB-

ciently large number of such loci (or sufficiently potent ones) to

accomplish a 100 per cent penetrance. When this was done by
selection, it was accomplished by finding a few very potent loci

rather than by accumulation of many loci of low potency, which

never led very far. In principle, then, penetrance may be treated here

like any phenotypic effect which is quantitatively increased by an

accumulation of mutant loci of individually insufficient quantitative

action (i.e., like any effect of multiple factors), and therefore the dis-

cussion of these in regard to genie action (see III 5 C a dd) applies

also to penetrance. The only difference is that in multiple growth or

color factors the explanation is that different quantities of an end

product are the result of the genie actions, that is, more growth sub-

stance or pigment; while in the present case there must be an ad-

ditional feature, namely, a threshold level for normality. The analysis

of the details of the effect shows that this threshold condition is set

by the time in development at which genie action comes into play, as

will be discussed below.

2. Penetrance is affected by genetic modifiers, which themselves

are not in control of the same phenotype (as opposed to multiple

factors). As in all cases of modifier action, either the modifiers have

no other known functions, and may be demonstrated solely by the

positive effect of selection experiments; or they may be loci of known
visible action, frequently dominants, which in this case act as specific

modifiers. This again shows penetrance to be a consequence of the

same general type of genie action as that which accounts for the

explanation of all modifier action. Many examples are found in

the papers on podoptera.

3. Penetrance is more or less influenced by temperature condi-

tions, which may shift penetrance more or less in individual cases.

This applies to penetrance of single mutants, for example, in Timo-

feeff's work, and also to the multiple factor penetrance in podoptera.

The details are not different from the temperature action, say, upon

the number of Bar facets or the ci effect or any other mutant action

which has a temperature dependence, which again means that it must

be based on the same dynamic, kinetic system of genie action.
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4. TimofeefiF-Ressovsky introduced simultaneously with pene-

trance the term "expressivity," meaning the degree of phenotypic

expression of a trait. It is possible that a mutant always (i.e., in all

individuals) produces the maximum possible effect; for example, a

white eye is always a white eye. Other mutants have a more variable

effect, so far as there is a considerable fluctuation in the degree of

the effect under identical conditions (i.e., in expressivity). In addition,

expressivity is frequently affected by modifiers or by temperature

action, sometimes within small limits, sometimes within the entire

range from normal to the extremest possible effect. It seems that

mutants with incomplete penetrance have a special tendency to

variable expressivity. Otherwise great irregularities are observed. We
described (Goldschmidt et al., 1951; Goldschmidt, 1953a) cases in

which no correlation between penetrance and expressivity was found,

and others in which there was no correlation up to high penetrance,

but complete correlation with the highest grades of penetrance. Bezem
and Sobels ( 1953 ) found complete correlation for a different, rather

extreme mutant of Drosophila, Asymmetric. Thus it may be assumed

that the type of genie action which accounts for penetrance also may
control expressivity, directly or indirectly, except for other interfering

reactions. Penetrance, like dosage, dominance, and potency, is probably

a rather direct result of the genie effect upon the kinetics of the chain

of reactions, together with specific threshold conditions for the action

of the reaction products; but expressivity must involve some additional

developmental features interacting with the reactions responsible for

different penetrance. Such a feature could be the time of competence

or labile determination with slowly progressing irreversibility (see III

5 D e). The detailed facts of the entire effect of such genie action

(i.e., a definite penetrance plus a certain expressivity) would thus

suggest a general model of genie action of the types used in figures

18 and 19, with the addition of another variable, the progress in time

of irreversible determination of the anlage.

5. Incomplete penetrance is frequently combined with more or

less asymmetry of the effect, though the same may be found in certain

dominance effects also. Astauroff (1929) has shown that this asym-

metry is based upon independent development of the two halves of

the body (in Drosophila). This means that though right and left are

affected independently in regard to the expressivity of the character,

thus producing more or less, even extreme, asymmetry, neither side is

preferred (or has a bias, as Mather, 1953fl, expresses it in a statistical

study). Our own work bears this out, but we found that symmetry
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and penetrance are positively correlated, which could also be stated

by saying that the expressivity is more stabilized with higher pene-

trance. It seems that this feature of penetrance is not based upon the

genie action assumed to hold for all the other quantitative effects.

This can best be seen by a comparison with similar facts involving

dominance. A good example is the scalloping eflFect upon Drosophila

wings produced by different mutant loci. In some cases (e.g., cut,

Xasta) tlie effect is perfectly symmetrical. In others, like the vestigial

alleles, it is more or less asymmetrical, though never as extreme as in

the homoeotic mutants which we studied, where frequently one side

is completely normal. A good case can be made out for the dominant

Beaded, where the effect is always asymmetrical, but I found a

modifier (or group of modifiers) which makes the efi^ect perfectly

symmetrical (not published). This shows that the asymmetry is not

one of the features of action of the mutant locus but of some inde-

pendently determined condition of the reacting system. Mather

(1953a) speaks of chance disturbances of development. In view of the

kind of correlations between penetrance and expressivity (negative

except at the extreme end) and between penetrance and symmetry

(positive), in our case not chance events but definite characteristics

of determination must be the cause of the asymmetries. The same can

be demonstrated also for incompletely penetrant loci like podoptera,

in which there are lines with varying degrees of asymmetry without

any visible rule; but there are also lines in which, for example, a

majority of individuals show the effect, even the most extreme one,

on one side only (see pod K for details). This indicates that inde-

pendent genetic conditions are involved, which may have to do with

the early distribution of cleavage nuclei in the peculiar development

of insects, with its migration of the cleavage nuclei within a common
cytoplasm. Thus, asymmetric effects must be appraised in regard to

their meaning for genetic action in each individual case. (For more

details, see our podoptera and tetraltera papers.)

We see that the facts of penetrance give us the same information

on genie action as all the other data reported in this section, but they

emphasize more the threshold concept and the possibility of fluctu-

ation of the products of reaction near the threshold. They show us, in

addition, the interplay with other independently determined develop-

mental processes, especially those concerned with time and progress

of final determination of embryonic parts.
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c. Dosage via chromosomes

As I mentioned earlier (III 5 C c), the least reliable dosage

experiments are those which change dosage by means of trisomy,

monosomy, and so on, or by polyploidy. In all these cases, different

doses of a mutant locus are obtained, but not on one and the same

genetical background. This might be irrelevant in some cases, for

example, when the tiny fourth chromosome of Drosophila is involved,

or when the mutant action is so direct that there is little if any inter-

action with different chains of reaction. The latter might be true,

especially when dosage effects upon simple chemical end products

are involved. Clear dosage effects in such experiments would lead to

the same conclusions as those drawn in the last chapter. The best

examples might be expected in polyploids because here the parallel

dosage changes for the entire genome might provide a genetic back-

ground which is not very different; though this is not necessarily so,

as the variable effects of polyploidy upon cell size and physiology of

plants demonstrate. The least reliable results are expected for number

changes of single chromosomes which may change the entire develop-

mental system considerably.

In view of all this it is surprising that simple dosage effects can

sometimes be observed in such cases. Actually, Correns (1900) had

already noticed intensification of mutant action in the endosperm of

maize (the endosperm is triploid). The best example of this kind was

found by Mangelsdorf and Fraps (1931), who studied vitamin A
content in corn, using the triploid endosperm. Yellow has a higher

content than white, and triploid yellow has the highest. The case is

remarkable, because here, simultaneously, dosage by chromosome

number increase, by mutation, and by heterozygosis could be checked

in the same experiment. If Y = yellow and y = white, the number of

Y loci will be in a triploid endosperm 0, 1, 2, 3 in the compositions

yyy, yyY, yYY, YYY. The resulting effect on vitamin A units per gram

was in the same order, 0.05, 2.25. 5.00, 7.50, an astonishingly exact

dosage relation. Obviously, the single genie action here is of the simple

type expressed in the one gene—one synthetic step idea, which would

permit such exact dosage results in a triploid without interference

from other reactions. The same is true when it is found that a homo-

zygote produces twice as much of an enzyme as a heterozygote does.

But there are similar examples in which morphological characters are

involved, some of which are reviewed in my book of 1938. Here, also,

other examples of such dosage relations concerning chemical products
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are found. (One of them, flower color, will be mentioned below.)

A less satisfactory case will be expected in monosomies, trisomies,

and so on, in which a background of disturbed "genie balance" is

involved. We saw in the discussion of Stern's work (and the same
applies to the extensive work with other loci) that mutant loci in

Drosophilas fourth chromosome in the chromosomal dosages of haplo-,

diplo-, triplo-IV give regular effects in relation to dosage, though the

possibility could not be excluded that in some of the irregular results

that feature may be involved. The most extensive data available other-

wise for different extra chromosomes are contained in Blakeslee's

famous work on Datura. However, here no individual loci were

studied, and the general differences found cannot be attributed simply

to dosage differences of loci, and therefore cannot be used for an

analysis of genie action.

D. GENIC ACTION IN FOUR DIMENSIONS

The greatest difficulty in the study of genie actions in controlling

development is met with when we try to visualize how they are inter-

locked in order to produce their effects locally, that is, in the three

dimensions of space and in the fourth dimension of time, at a given

moment. To understand normal development in terms of genie action

we must integrate all the individual sources of information on the

action of mutant loci and infer the action of the normal genie material.

In doing so it should not make any difference what views we hold on

the nature of the genie material—the classic gene concept or the

modern pattern idea. In any case the information we have is derived

almost exclusively from the results of interference of mutant loci with

the normal course of development (and the analysis of the factors of

development by experimental embryology). Therefore, whatever the

constitution of the normal genie material, it must act in the way
revealed by mutant interference with its action. The general picture

of genie control of orderly (i.e., four-dimensional) development, has

been given in the foregoing discussions of individual phases of the

process, and some integration of the diverse actions has been pre-

sented, wherever there was a need of it. But no attempt was made to

offer a complete picture of the interplay of all development-control-

ling reactions, nor were all groups of facts presented which should

enter such an integration. Thus, in trying to visualize the integrated

action of the genie material we shall have to add some more relevant

factual material.

If we are not dogmatic, we might expect most of the interpreta-
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tions proposed for individual phenomena to enter the general picture:

velocities of reaction chains, threshold conditions, stratification of

cytoplasmic differences, self-perpetuating cytoplasmic conditions, sub-

strates, competition for substrates, and everything else mentioned at

different levels of the previous discussion. From all this should emerge

what a rather plastic German word calls a Zusammenschau, a synopsis

in Greek. A very good model for two dimensions has been used by

Goethe, when he poetically compared the fabric of thought with the

production of a fabric by weaving:

Zwar ists mit der Gedankenfabrik

Wie mit einem Weber-Meisterstiick

Wo ein Tritt tausend Faden regt

Die SchifHein heriiber hiniiber schiessen

Die Faden ungesehen fliessen,

Ein Schlag tausend Verbindungen schlagt.

If this dynamic picture could be extended into four dimensions, it

would be a perfect model for genie control of development.

A great many of the individual processes which combine to form

a picture of heredity as a whole have been touched upon. But there

are still a number of facts which relate especially to the interplay, the

fabric of genically controlled processes. The present chapter will deal

with their analysis before attempting a general synthesis.

a. Factorial collaboration

Insight into the interplay of genically controlled processes in

development should be gained from a study of the interactions of

different mutant loci. Such interactions were considered in a general

way when we referred to the genetical background, or residual

heredity; when we discussed the interplay of genically controlled

reactions under the unfortunate term "genie balance"; when we spoke

in a more or less specific way of modifier systems; when we found the

need for independently controlled threshold conditions for the effect

of individual genie actions; when we discussed cytoplasmic substrates

and their ultimate genie control; when we mentioned special pos-

sibilities like competition for substrates; when we discussed specific

interactions like those of dominance modifiers and enhancers of pene-

trance; and also when discussing the influence of extra heterochro-

matin upon certain genie actions. The entire body of classic genetics,

since the early work on color in mice by Cuenot and that of the

Bateson group on different organisms, contains innumerable examples

of individual genie interactions in the form of collaborations, modi-
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fications, inhibitions, enhancements, suppressions. It is safe to say that

all of them will fit one or the other explanation of interaction men-

tioned before and just enumerated. Therefore, no more examples

are needed than those already used incidentally in the discussion of the

various problems of action of tlie genie material.

But there are also a number of special investigations of the

problem which are of two types: one deals with morphological

characters, which means that the interpretation can be only a more or

less indirect one. The other deals with chemical differences, which

permit a rather exact interpretation. Only a few examples of each type

will be mentioned in order to show that they lead, in a general way,

to conclusions concerning genie action of the same types as discussed

before.

An interesting attack upon the problem is that made by Dunn and

Coyne (1935) and Dunn and Mossige (1937), because they use one

genie effect which must be supposed to affect many others, quanti-

tative changes in speed of development. The previously mentioned

Minutes in Drosophila have a retarding effect upon development

(Brehme, 1939, 1941). It is true that Minutes are frequently defi-

ciencies and are suspected of being of heterochromatic nature. But

for our present discussion they may serve as models of one possible

type of genie action. Dunn and Coyne used the delaying effect in

descending order for the Minutes, Mw — Mb — Mz — Mh — MI2. These

were combined with other mutant effects, for example, eye size. In

such combinations the eye size was reduced in the presence of

Minutes and in degree, corresponding to the retarding effect of the

series of Minutes. Whatever the genie action which reduces eye size

(see III 5 C a bb), the interplay with the independently determined

and affected rate of development and its orderliness point to actions

and interactions involving some phase of the kinetics of genie action.

Another example which deals with eye reduction, this time by

Bar, is Hersh's work (1929). It is not a combination effect with a

known genie activity which is studied here, but rather the modifying

effect upon one quantitatively measurable genie action (eye-facet

numbers) by other mutant loci in the same chromosome which, as

such, affect eye structure, eye color, and wing properties. All these,

individually and combined, affect facet number, much or little,

positively or negatively. One of these modifiers is vermilion, the

chemical action of which is the prevention of kynurenine synthesis.

In view of the results of Chevais (see III 5 C a bb), it cannot be

excluded that the absence of kynurenine in the developing eye stalk
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acts upon the facet-producing reaction, whatever it is. But it is just as

possible that the action of the mutant v, which ultimately results in

the prevention of a synthetic step between two amino acids, is

primarily of a completely quantitative type, for example, one action

affecting the rate of some process, which can interfere with the facet-

producing reaction. In the wing mutants affecting facet number (cross-

veinless and cut), the probability of an interaction of two kinetic

conditions is more probable. This example shows the same interactions

at work which we met before, and also the same difficulties of identi-

fying exactly the type of interaction. This applies also to some in-

stances in which it is recorded that a mutant locus in control of a

definite biochemical situation simultaneously affects a morphological

character. Griineberg {1952a,b) recounts a series of mutants for coat

color with simultaneous morphological effects of a pathological type,

for example, skeletal abnormalities caused by disfunction of osteo-

clasts, absence of otoliths, or spina bifida. It is quite possible that an

abnormal biochemical condition of a pigment precursor directly

affects definite embryological processes. But just as well, the indirect

type of interference through kinetics may be at work.

Only one more recent example of the type under discussior^ may
be scrutinized. Waddington (1953Z?) combined homozygotes of mu-

tants, all of which affect growth of one or more imaginal buds:

aristopedia, which turns antennae into tarsi and also affects legs;

vestigial, which affects wings; bithorax, which acts on dorsal and

ventral metathoracic buds; and others, all having strong morphological

effects. Many types of interactions were found. As I have already

pointed out (see paper by my student Csik, 1934, 1936, on such

interactions in the Drosophila wing and bristles; Goldschmidt, 1938a),

in such combinations, different results may be expected. The genie

actions may be concerned with processes so different that they will

not interfere with each other; thus the phenotype will exhibit a com-

bination of the two traits. (Examples are found in Csik's paper.) We
could assume that this is so when qualitatively different processes are

involved (e.g., processes of the one gene—one synthetic step type),

or actions at very different times. It is expected that this is rather rare,

since most simultaneous or consecutive reactions should interfere with

each other. The other extreme would be that different genie actions

concern the same process directly, or, more frequently, indirectly by

means of different approaches or points in common. Here the actions

may be additive or mutually inhibitive; or sometimes, when the effects

are quahtatively different, a compromise between the two effects may
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result. All intermediates between these two extremes are imaginable,

and some were described by Csik. In Waddington's experiments these

types occur, but also some more complicated effects which cannot be

described simply as "compromise." Thus the effects of loci acting in the

same way are, if combined, more than additive. This means that a

development which is already abnormal is easier to alter. I think that

this is the same phenomenon found in multiple factor inheritance

(e.g., in my work on tetraltera, 1953Z?), in which the effect sometimes

is not additive but multiplicative. In terms of genie action this may
have different reasons which might lie entirely in the type of reaction

involved. For exaggerations of the combination effect, Waddington

proposes this explanation. Suppose that the sequence of develop-

mental processes involves two steps P and Q; further, that in P a set

of reactants k, 1, m, n are involved; and in Q, p q r s. One at least

of p q r s must have been determined by reaction P, because we
started with the idea that P and Q are involved in the same set of

reactions. This common step might be p. Then we might distinguish

loci which affect reactants belonging to the same reaction (q and r)

and those which affect reactants belonging to a different reaction

(e.g., k and r). If the reactions P and Q did not involve any tendencies

toward the attainment of equilibrium states, the two types of loci

would not differ significantly: one affecting k would produce a change

in p and, in the presence of the other mutant affecting r, the result

would be the same as that of a single mutant affecting q and r. But

developmental processes tend to some sort of equilibrium. Thus, in a

homozygote for a mutant locus affecting k, the interaction between

the other components of the reaction P proceeds in such a way that

the result is little altered. Such a mutant might therefore produce a

less disturbing effect on the process Q than would be caused by a

similar locus acting directly on that process. Therefore, more exag-

geration is expected in combinations of mutants acting on the same

process at the same time than in a combination of successively acting

mutants. If the same things are considered as processes proceeding in

time like monomolecular reactions, the differential equations obtained

suggest that mutant loci produce changes in the rate constants, while

differentiation depends on the composition of the system. If both

mutants affect the system, each will have its full effect in altering this

composition. Quoting from Waddington: "But if one mutation affects

the system and produces a change in the quantity of as [a substance

produced by an irreversible reaction which is transported out of the

system at a known rate], which passes on to become involved in a
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subsequent similar system, the composition reached by this second

system will, as we have seen, not be affected by this alteration in the

initial concentration of one of its components. Another gene altering

a rate constant in this second system will therefore have no different

effect whether the first mutant gene is present or not. This corresponds

to a case of complete 'buffering,' in the development of actual living

organisms, the differentiation [= composition] is in general not

entirely independent of the conditions outside the system."

We presented this ingenious analysis in order to show how diffi-

cult it is to draw tangible and final conclusions upon the interplay of

genie action from such experiments. At present we do not seem to get

beyond very general statements about interlocking, interference, and

attunement of genically controlled reaction chains, preferably in-

volving features of their kinetics.

Much more concrete are the results when genically controlled

chemical end products of genie interplay are studied. But it must be

realized beforehand that such studies may throw very little or no light

on the control of morphogenesis, though they supply models for some

kind of interplay of determining reactions. (I have quoted Haldane's

more optimistic conclusions. ) A good example is the work of Lawrence

and Scott-Moncrieff (1935) and Scott-Moncrieff (1936) on flower

pigments, especially in Dahlia. Since this pioneer work was per-

formed, both authors have made many new additions and corrections

(see Scott-Moncrieff, 1939; Lawrence and Price, 1940; Haldane's

excellent review of the subject, 1942). We are not interested here in

the special biochemistry of the subject but in the general way in

which genie actions collaborate in the control of biochemical diversi-

ties. Therefore I shall use the original work, antedating present-day

biochemical genetics, as an example, because it brings out the points

I wish to make. Subsequent corrections in the biochemical details

(including controversial points, on which I am not qualified to pass

judgment) do not alter the general picture so far as genie action is

concerned. Some of this is discussed in Haldane ( 1954 )

.

Keeping to the original findings, we may consider the following

extract, emphasizing the features of importance to the geneticist, who
is not so much interested in the individual biochemical facts as in

their general trend. In these plants, color may be determined by a

number of agencies. If a single pigment is involved, this and the pH
of the surroundings are decisive. If more pigments are involved, there

are various possibilities: a combination effect, a background effect, a

copigment effect (meaning that one is changed in the presence of
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another). The sap pigments are anthoxanthins and anthocyanins. The

former are flavones, of ivory or yellow color, and may be glucosides or

not. They may act in all the ways mentioned. As copigments they

have a bluing effect upon anthocyanin. The latter are sap-soluble

glucosides with colors from scarlet to violet, purple, and blue. The

chemical difference between the xanthins and the anthocyanins is

mainly that in the flavones an O-atom is substituted in position 4.

Anthocyanins are mainly pelargonidins, cyanidins, and delphinidins

differing by the possession of 1, 2, or 3 OH groups on the side phenyl

ring. More than one of these pigments may be present in a plant, and

there are numerous chemical variations, such as methylation of one

or more OH groups, changes in the sugar residue, and addition of an

organic acid. All these variations and substitutions are under genie

control. The most important points are the sugar residues at position

3 or 5: glucose, galactose, cellobiose. Pelargonin, petunin, and others

are all 3-5 glycosides of pelargonidin, and so on. Without going into

details, we mention from the Primula work the action of some loci: K
modifies general anthocyanin substrate to the more intense 3-5

oxidized and methylated type; B produces anthoxanthin, copigmenting

and suppressing anthocyanin; R produces localized acid pH in the

petals and in the red corolla tubes of special forms; Dz produces

specific anthocyanin-pelargonidin 3-monoxide; G inhibits anthocyanin

in flower center and together with D inhibits the effect of R in petals.

From such work with many forms the following known types of genie

action are derived:

I. CHEMICAL CHANGES OF ANTHOCYANIN

1. Oxidation of the aglycone at 3 or 3 and 5

2. Oxidation and methylation at the same positions

3. Methylation of the aglycone at the same positions

4. Glycosidic change from 3 to 3-5 type

5. Acylation

II. SAP PIGMENT PRODUCTION

1. Anthoxanthin and anthocyanin

2. Yellow anthoxanthin background and interaction

3. Ivory anthoxanthin copigment interaction and copigment efiFects

4. General anthocyanin background and interaction

5. Specific anthocyanin background and interaction

III. SAP PIGMENT REGULATION

1. General intensification

2. General suppression

3. Local intensification

4. Local suppression
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IV. PLASTED PIGMENT

1. Production of background efPects

2. Inhibition

V. LOCALIZED ACID pH

These take care of most colors studied, and the individual known loci

may be assigned to one or the other chemical action. Only one

specific point should be mentioned: the wild-type color is the most

highly oxidized; mutant loci then prevent complete oxidation. Haldane

(1935) has drawn from such facts the conclusion which later was

called the one gene—one enzyme hypothesis, whereas I pointed out

( 1938a ) that different rates of production of the specific enzyme might

be at work.

On the basis of such a chemical situation, Scott-Moncrieff studied

the interaction of the different loci involved in the coloring of dahlias.

The loci involved are as follows: A, necessary for Hght anthocyanin

color produced by either cyanin or pelargonin; B, needed for heavy

anthocyanin; I, producing ivory flavone; and Y, producing yellow

flavone. A complication, which makes these experiments at the same

time dosage experiments, is that these dahlias are tetraploid. Thus, Y
and B are completely dominant in simplex condition; A is cumulative

from simplex to quadriplex. I is incompletely dominant; when simplex

it produces very little pigment; when duplex to quadriplex, the com-

plete amount. There is also another locus H which acts as inhibitor of

yellow flavone, with an additive effect from simplex to quadriplex

leading to cream and primrose colors.

The interaction of these factors is, generally speaking, such that the

pigments suppress each other, but the flavones suppress the antho-

cyanin more than vice versa, the degree of suppression depending

upon dosages. Thus, anthocyanin intensity, controlled by A, is dimin-

ished in the presence of ivory flavone (I), with less pigment being

formed; the details depend upon dosages. Y acts strongly upon the

effect of I and A, suppressing them completely in some combinations;

Y and I similarly suppress the action of B; I changes the effect of B

to the type of an A effect. To this are added the dosage effects which

are not simple and indicate definite threshold conditions.

The authors tried to explain the facts ( of which only a short survey

was given) in terms of the chemistry of pigment formation and of

genie action. As a balance of the different pigments is involved, it is

concluded that all pigments are produced from some limited common
source for which there is competition. The supply of this source must
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be so limited that the quantity of each pigment can increase only at

the expense of the others (which then is a threshold phenomenon),

depending upon the relati\e dosage of the respective mutants. Antho-

cyanin may be cyanin or pelargonidin. In Dahlia the factors A and B

do not control one or the other; the alternative is rather decided by

the entire quantitative system of the factors involved. Thus, synthesis

of pelargonin, a derivative of pelargonidin, requires the following:

(1) presence of AiBiY; (2) t\vo or more B; (3) one or more B with

three I; (4) one or more B with two or more I and at least one A;

(5) one or more B together with one I and at least three A.

This whole scheme of genie collaboration is visualized by making

the arbitrary assumption that the limit of the source of pigment avail-

able in Dahlia under whatever genie combinations can be stated to be

six units. Now B and Y are capable of using the maximum source in

simplex condition, and thus contribute at least six potential units. A
has a cumulative potential value which in quadriplex condition is less

than or equal to the maximal source. Thus unit values are calculated

for Y = 9, B = 6, I = 1, A = /2, and their combined action would be,

if 8 is the threshold value for pelargonidin, A4I4 = 6 units, or B1A2I1 =

8 units (i.e., only cyanin). AiYi = 9.5 and Bo = 12 units (i.e., only

pela'-gonin ) . Hence it is concluded that each factor competes for the

common source in terms of its potential units, and the total pigment

depends upon the proportion and power of interaction of all factors.

Also, a chemical interpretation is proposed, namely, that the actions

in terms of units are involved in controlling the oxidation of the

phenyl ring.

So much for Lawrence and Scott-Moncrieff. For our present dis-

cussion of the orderly interplay of genie actions it is not important

whether every single point of this analysis is unassailable or has actu-

ally been corrected since. The important point is that in a concrete

case in which much knowledge is available the interplay of genie

reactions points to some of the same physicochemical processes which

are met always: velocities of reaction, quantities of reaction products,

dosage efiFects upon both, threshold conditions caused in diflFerent

ways, nature of the substrate, and competition for the substrate, in

addition to the production of the specific enzymes and the precursor

substrates of different complexity. Though it is very difficult to visu-

alize such an interplay at the proper places in the four dimensions of

embr>'onic determination under genie control, it helps at least toward

forming a vague image, which is the maximum available today, while
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the straightforward quaHtative biochemical approach does not lead

very far.

Other examples of a comparable type could be given. One of the

best elaborated is Wright's analysis of coat colors in guinea pigs,

carried out from 1916 to 1949, involving the interplay of at least seven

mutant loci. Without going into the details (which are given in all

reviews on biochemical genetics), we may say that again different

t\'pes of genie actions are involved which must be properly attuned

to give the final results. There is present a genie control by a rate

process of the quantity of pigment, interfering with the quantity of

two different pigments; another control determines which of the tsvo

pigments is formed, probably from the same precursors, with compe-

tition for a common substrate. This control is assumed to work by con-

ditioning the hair follicles in three different, genically controlled ways;

two other processes control the distribution of pigment over the skin

(spotting) and within a hair (agouti); this means interaction of the

pigment-forming processes with an independent patterning process.

This is another system in which an exact interplay of primary syn-

thesis of biochemical precursors, different enzyme systems for further

synthesis, rate processes controlling quantities, processes involving

competition for substrates, and processes of cellular diversification

according to a pattern are found and can be visualized in the way we
have frequently discussed before. I do not think that more examples

are needed.

b. Pleiotropy

Pleiotropy, the production of manifold effects by one mutant

locus, has been mentioned earlier. Strictly speaking, there are prob-

ably no mutants in existence which do not affect more than one

structure. A close inspection usually re\'eals such effects, either mor-

phological or physiological (e.g., viabilit)'). But if we speak of pleio-

tropy, we usually mean cases in which manifold effects are rather

obvious. We have only to go over Bridges and Brehme's (1944)

catalogue of Drosophila mutants to find numerous examples of all

grades. The same is true for maize mutants. For our present topic, the

different examples of pleiotropy are not of equal value; some give us

more, some less, or no information on the interplay of genie action.

There is one group which actually should not be called pleiotropy

without qualification. Griineberg (1938) called it "spurious pleio-

tropy"; I prefer to call it "syndromic pleiotiopy," because the effect
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of the mutant is a syndrome of pathological features which have to be

considered as a kind of mechanical consequence of a primary, early

embryonic damage. Bonnevie first analyzed a case in the mouse,

where, according to her interpretation, the mutant causes a hyper-

pressure of cerebrospinal fluid in the embryo; this leads to bleb forma-

tion, which later causes all kinds of damage to different tissues and

organs. Numerous cases of similar type have since been analyzed by

Griineberg, Dunn, Gluecksohn-Schoenheimer, Landauer, and others.

(See reviews in Goldschmidt, 1938fl; Griineberg, 1952Z?; Caspari,

1952; Gluecksohn-Waelsch, 1953.) It is obvious that these types do

not teach us much on interplay of genie action, and we shall, there-

fore, not go into further details. I drew this conclusion earlier when

discussing pleiotropic effects of multiple alleles (III 5 C Z?).

A second, more informative type deals partly with the production

of a chemical substance, say a pigment, which affects most conspicu-

ously one process (e.g., production of eye color), but simultaneously

acts upon other pigmentation processes at other places and, some-

times, in a qualitatively different way. A well-known example is the

effect of light eye color (also body color) mutants of Drosophila

upon the hue of pigmentation of gonads and Malpighian tubules (see

Brehme and Demerec, 1942). We might call this type "pattern pleio-

tropy." Caspari (1952) has drawn attention to the fact that even

Mendel knew an example, namely, a mutant in the sweet pea, which

influenced at the same time the pigment in the seed coat, in the flower,

and in the axils of the leaves. Some similar cases have been thoroughly

studied in the work on biochemical genetics of the Kiihn and Beadle

schools. For example, in the flour moth (Caspari, 1933) the wild type

produces a diffusible substance which is needed for the pigmentation

of eyes, testes, and larval hypodermis. In the mutant this substance

is not formed (details elucidated in transplantation experiments).

The substance is kynurenine (also in the parallel Drosophila work of

Beadle and Ephrussi, 1936), a precursor for all these pigments.

To this group of "pattern pleiotropy" belong also a number of

morphological pleiotropies, in which it is impossible at present to

specify a definite genie product. Such, for example, are cases in which

a similar type of effect appears in different organs. The mutant podop-

tera (in Drosafjliila) affects primarily the wing, which grows into a

leglike appendage. Simultaneously, the legs are frequently abnormal

in different ways (details in Goldschmidt, Hannah, and Pitemick,

1951). Both effects are, in a general way, interferences with growth
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processes, and we may safely assume that the same type of changed

genie action accounts for both effects.

All these and comparable cases (which Griineberg considers also

as spurious pleiotropy) contain some information on genie interplay.

In the a+ pigment in Ephestia it is safe to assume that kynurenine is,

or can be, produced in all cells or not be produced in the case of aa

action. However, it will be oxidized further into pigment only in cells

which are competent for it (if we use this term, as before, in this

wider sense). "Competent" means here an independently determined

condition, probably of cytoplasmic differentiation, produced in one of

the ways discussed above, but certainly in the end under genie control.

Thus pattern pleiotropy shows us the interplay between a genically

controlled specific reaction and other, independent ones, controlling a

patterning process by means of cytoplasmic "stratification." This cyto-

plasmic diversification may act by producing different degrees of

polyteny, according to Henke's very interesting work (Henke and

Pohley, 1952) on Lepidoptera scales (see III 5 A a), where both the

type and amount of pigmentation are dependent upon the degree of

polyteny. If this process were combined with the patterning process

of the aa pigment, an interesting series of genie interactions would be

visible. (All of them have been individually discussed in previous

chapters.)

A third type of pleiotropy, which we might call "dichotomic

pleiotropy," is found when some primary reaction of a mutant, usually

an inhibitory one, is of such a generalized type that it affects the

entire organism simultaneously according to the reactivity of its parts.

A deficiency in a growth substance, for example, may affect every

growth process, but differently according to its independently deter-

mined features. The Minutes in Drosophila may serve as an example.

Small size and weakness are simple effects. Abnormal shape of wings

and abnormal venation are interactions of the same primary defect

with the individual steps of independently determined wing develop-

ment. Shortening of bristles and roughness of eyes may be rather

simple interferences with growth processes. (We mentioned earlier, in

III 5Cb, the relation of roughness of eye facets to definite biochemical

deficiencies, which, however, cannot be considered the direct cause.)

Abnormalities in the genital region may involve more intricate proc-

esses within an imaginal disc and their interactions and compromises

through embryonic regulation.

Still another type of pleiotropy might be called "interference
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pleiotiopy." This probably represents the only genuine pleiotropy,

namely, one and the same genie action affecting completely different

processes. Both Griineberg (1952a) and Caspari (1952) doubt whether

such a genuine pleiotropy actually exists, and I agree with this. But

I think that the nearest approximation to it, interference pleiotropy,

is frequent. We mean by this that a genetically controlled process

interferes with other independently determined actions, with the re-

sult that they are shifted in a way they could also be shifted directly

by independent mutation. The mutant aa may have a pleiotropic

action which is based upon a single difference of primary action from

that of AA, of any type of mutant action known. The actions of the

normal loci BB, CC, DD may require a definite condition at a

definite time (model: a definite pH) in order to run properly. If aa

affects this condition in the wrong way, the B, C, D reactions may be

thrown out of gear; that is, they may run off exactly as if B, C, D
had mutated. The result is a change of mutational order in all the end

products of B, C, D which looks like (and indirectly is) a pleiotropic

action of aa. I think that this type of pleiotropy is present whenever

completely unrelated and unrelatable effects are found: for example,

in Drosophila the effects of Dichaete on wing posture and bristles, of

silver on pigmentation, shape of wings, and a pigment-suppressor

action. The correctness of the interpretation is borne out by the fact

that these different pleiotropic effects may be affected individually in

special conditions. I have already mentioned (I 3 C ee ccc) my finding

that in silver the suppressor action could be separated from the others;

for vestigial we found a temperature effect upon the dominance of

the pleiotropic bristle effect alone ( Goldschmidt, 19S5a,b); other

examples could easily be found. To this probably belong the cases of

extreme pleiotropic action described by Timofeeff (1931) and Neel

(1942a).

This leads to another group of facts concerning pleiotropy which

contains information on the interplay of genie actions. In a system of

the type just assumed for what is actually genuine pleiotropy, it is to

be expected that, generally, environmental agents as well as the

internal environment (modifier systems) will affect pleiotropic traits

differently. Many such facts are known, especially from Drosophila

literature, and it is hardly necessary to go into details, some of which

are found in Caspari's review. But we may return to a related subject

(discussed briefly in III 5 C fo), the behavior of pleiotropic traits in

multiple allelic series. (For more details see Stern, 1930; Goldschmidt,

1938a; Caspari, 1952.) In most multiple allelic series it is possible to
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arrange the major eflFects in a quantitatively increasing series. But if

other pleiotropic effects are considered, these may follow the same
seriation or they may have a very different order. These facts were

much discussed a generation ago, when the problem was whether or

not multiple alleles are dosage differences of genes. (See, e.g., pro,

Goldschmidt, 1927; contra, Dobzhansky, 1930a; and other material in

Stern, 1930.) They are no longer relevant for this problem, since

multiple alleles are known to be of very different types, with dosages

entering only in the form of potencies of action, as we have seen.

However, even if a series of alleles produces its orderly quantitative

effect by affecting one and the same reaction differently, for example,

by changing the rate and (or) the quantity of the end product, which

is probably the rule, other pleiotropic effects will follow the same

order only ff they are directly controlled by the same reaction. If

this is not so, the effects are secondary or are effects of interference.

The order of the other characters depends upon the developmental

system in which they appear. I once used the following model, which

may be varied in many ways ( Goldschmidt, 1932a ) : let us assume

A, B, C, D to be successive points in development at which. the alleles

mi, mo, ms, m4 act. One action determines the quantity of pigment in

a linear series proportional to the time of onset (A, B, C, D) of the

reaction determined by the alleles. Another consequence (direct, in-

direct, by interference ) of this reaction would be to affect the speed of

growth of another organ in a plus or minus direction. Let us now as-

sume—this is "the developmental system" of the case—that normal

growth of this part (which is independently determined) occurs in

the following seriation at the times A, B, C, D: growth in breadth

—

in length—in length—in breadth. Now the alleles mi-m4 would pro-

duce the seriation of length-breadth index in favor of length:

h H , that is, a seriation different from that of the pigment series.

Similar models may be constructed also for specific biochemical events,

in which a single reaction progressing at a definite rate in different

alleles affects different processes of synthesis in an order not depend-

ing upon that rate, but upon the substrates available or not available

at different times for independent reasons. Thresholds, quantities of

specific enzymes, and so on could also come into play. A model of

this type was used by S. Emerson (1950) to explain the interrelations

of threonin-less mutants in Neurospora. Other possibilities of a simi-

lar type are mentioned by Haldane (1954): each allele might pro-

duce a series of enzymes with different absolute specificities, or hor-

mones stimulating growths in different parts of the body, in different
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amounts, or qualitatively different products, each with a range of

specificity, like esterases or adrenaline-like bases (quoted in III 5 C Z?).

This discussion shows how difficult it is to find a simple explana-

tion for all types of plciotropy including that in multiple alleles,

though, in a general way, we seem to find at work all the different

features of genie action we have always encountered. One more

example will be added in order to show that our problem might

overlap a completely different one, pseudoallelism. I have repeatedly

cited multiple allelic series controlling more or less complicated pat-

tern differences, as in coccinellid beetles and in grasshoppers. I men-
tioned also that in grasshoppers well-known loci, influencing pattern,

are located in a small section of one chromosome (Nabours and

Stebbins, 1950). The suspicion thus arose that multiple alleles con-

trolling patterns belong to the group of pseudoalleles, meaning, in

Lewis' interpretation, different genes, derived by duplication; in our

interpretation, effects of chromosomal sections within which any

change produces an allelic and similar action. If a pattern effect is

involved, we may call it a pleiotropic action upon different parts of

an animal or plant and thus understand the result as a combination of

pleiotropy and pseudoallelism. If, as in the examples quoted, a pigment

pattern is the effect and ff the pigment is always the same, the prob-

lem discussed earlier for the flour moth enters: the competence or

non-competence of different cells for depositing the pigment, the

possibility of which is otherwise genetically present in all cells.

Some examples in plants cover the situation just described, for

example, Stadler's (1946ff. ) R-r series in maize and the R series in

cotton. The latter (following Stephens' review, 1951a) involves antho-

cyanin, which is chemically always the same. This pigment may be

deposited at the base and periphery of the petals and in different

shades at each place; further, at different places on the vegetative

parts of the plant and also upon the anther. In the Asiatic cottons a

large series of multiple alleles is known, each of which controls a

definite pattern of pigmented parts. As in the other cases mentioned,

an orderly arrangement of the effects in one part (e.g., the base of

petals) does not parallel the order of grades for another point of the

pattern. Thus, while we can explain the pattern as such by the com-

petence of cell groups which is determined independently (including

inhibition of synthesis), and the grading of multiple allelic action as

such by features of the kinetics of anthocyanin synthesis, the dis-

orderliness of the different effects when listed simultaneously requires

another, independently determined developmental system for which we
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have just presented a model. This would be a purely physiological

interpretation, leaving out of consideration the nature of the multiple

alleles and considering only their actions and interactions. But a com-

pletely different type of interpretation has been proposed, namely, the

presence of a set of pseudoalleles, of which at least three (probably

more) are needed (Silow and Yu, 1942; Yu and Chang, 1948, quoted

from Stephens ) : one controHing pigment in the vegetative parts; one

for a white ghost spot at the base of the petals; and one which, to-

gether with the last, produces the basal spot on the petals. The differ-

ent effects of the allelic series are then a consequence of crossing over

between the pseudoalleles. We are not interested here in the details of

this explanation ( which is not accepted by Stephens ) , which, after all,

is the product of the tendency to circumvent difficulties in the explana-

tion of genie actions by distributing them among different genes (or

by splitting a gene into subgenes, as Stadler preferred). The point I

wish to make is to emphasize the difficulty of drawing conclusions

concerning genie actions when, in cases like those mentioned here, we
are not even sure whether or not we are dealing with simple events of

a type underlying all genie actions.

In still another way the problem of pleiotropy touches the problem

of pseudoallelism. The eye-color locus vermilion (v) in Drosophila

may be said to be pleiotropic (though not in the usual sense of the

term), so far as v produces vermilion eyes and a condition which may
be reversed by the presence of specific suppressors. Green (1954) has

described pseudoalleles of v which produce the eye color but do not

react to the suppressors. From this he concludes that the two pseudo-

alleles are "different genes" and that my interpretation of pseudo-

alleles does not hold. He forgets that within a multiple allelomorphic

series, individual members may act differently as suppressors, as I

showed for the silver series (1945a). This situation is the reverse of

that in the v alleles, but it shows that suppressor actions as such

(active or passive) may differ among multiple alleles, which vitiates

Green's arguments.

This subject may one day become important for the analysis of the

chromosomal basis of heredity. It is remarkable how many examples

of pseudoallelism as well as of accumulation of loci in a chromosomal

section are known to be connected with a pattern effect of a pleiotropic

type. We find this in the position effect sections of the Drosophila

chromosomes. The yellow position effect of a break within a well-

defined section (as studied above) may affect the entire body, which

is yellow, or it may leave the bristles partially or totally unaffected.
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The scute mutants and position effects remove definite bristles, but

different ones in different alleles, which had led to projecting the

phenotypic pattern into a chromosomal pattern in Serebrovsky's theory

of step-allelism. We do not know whether the unusually large series

of multiple alleles controlling the black patterns on the wings of coc-

cinellid beetles are also based upon a set of pseudoallelic mutants per-

mitting crossing over within their chromosomal section of pigment pat-

tern control. But today we should expect such a condition, also for

Nabours' closely linked pattern genes in the grouse locust. Whether

the same is true for the color spots in cotton we do not know. But for

the parallel case of flower and aleurone color in maize (the a and r

loci as studied by Laughnan and Stadler) the separation of "two

adjacent genes" by crossing over has succeeded. All these are cases

in which non-parallelism of pleiotropic effects among multiple alleles

had been observed. This suggests that within the chromosomal section

of a definite action (e.g., yellow pigment, removal of bristles, deposi-

tion of anthocyanin) the details of the effect (its pattern) do not de-

pend upon independently controlled local competence but are some-

how connected with the location of the disturbance within the pattern

of the chromosomal section. (This would be clearly the element of

truth contained in Serebrovsky and Dubinin's step-allelism; Muller has

repeatedly hinted at his belief that after all there is still something left

of this discarded theory. ) At present it is hardly possible to present a

convincing interpretation of this situation. But one thing I consider as

certain: such facts exclude Lewis' idea of the subsequent biochemical

steps controlled by the seriated parts of the chromosomal section, his

pseudoallelic genes, since the biochemical effect is always the same,

but not the point in space where it takes place.

c. The time dimension

In all discussions of the interplay of genie actions the dimension

of time is of paramount importance. No orderly development is pos-

sible if the individual, genically controlled effects are not properly

timed. Thus the timing played a considerable role in our earlier dis-

cussions of the meaning of genie activation. We met with it in the

discussion of temperature-sensitive periods, of the critical periods for

the production of phenocopies, and of the timed series of actions of

the multiple alleles at the vestigial locus of Drosophila, and in many
other places. The timing of genie effects becomes apparent with

special clarity in the action of lethal deficiencies of Drosophila as

studied by Poulson (1940, 1945) and Hadorn (1948). Poulson studied
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the development of Drosophila with more or less large and different

lethal deficiencies in homozygous condition, in order to find out the

time of action of the loci the absence of which causes death. It turned

out that eggs without an X-chromosome—the extreme—stopped de-

velopment during the first hour. The blastoderm nuclei do not succeed

in reaching the surface in most parts. If only the right half of the X
is missing, death occurs in the second hour and only an incomplete

blastoderm is formed. With the other half of the X missing, a blasto-

derm is formed but no germinal layers, and death occurs in the third

hour. With different Notch deficiencies, the stoppage of development

occurs after six hours when the first organs are formed. The nervous

system hypertrophies; mesodermal organs and entoderm are lacking.

It can be shown that these effects are not simply a result of the missing

quantity of chromatin. As all Notch deficiencies of very different length

give the same result, it is clearly the absence of definite sections which

is responsible. From this it is concluded that individual "genes" con-

trol the major developmental processes from the very beginning and

that each has its definite time of action. Specifically it is concluded

that one such locus (facet-Notch) is indispensable for the formation

of some of the organ primordia. Another such locus with a lethal ac-

tion, if absent, is the white locus; all deficiencies containing it produce

lethality after twelve to sixteen hours.

Hadorn, who made comparable studies involving transplanta-

tions of organs between normal and lethal larvae, proposes the fol-

lowing interpretation. He distinguishes between vital loci, the absence

of which is always lethal, and less vital loci which might fall out with-

out major harm. The deficiency effects found by Poulson are always due

to one such vital locus: the one which has an irreplaceable function at

the earliest time of embryonic development. To each of these a time

is allocated at which the deficiency effects become visible; this, of

course, is not the same as saying that the locus begins action at this

time, but only that the lack of action becomes critical at this time.

(This means to me a threshold type effect, conditioned by the other

simultaneous genic actions.) Hadorn concludes (now extrapolating

upon the normal function) that definite genes are already in specific

control of the first processes of embryogenesis, and that the loci in the

chromosomes of embryonic nuclei act in a set order, one after the

other, upon early differentiation. This is the old problem of "activation

of the genes," which we studied previously. As we have seen, it re-

quires much more than an intrinsic order of genic functionality (see

III 5 B c). Lethality, as analyzed by Poulson, is of course an effect of
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pleiotropic damage. I refer to the discussion of the subject in the

section on pleiotropy, and especially the doubts expressed there that

this specific t\pe of pleiotropy contains much information on genie

action, except that a mutant ( or a deficiency ) acts at a certain time in

a detrimental way upon something, for example, neural fluid pressure

(Bonnevie), differentiation of cartilage ( Griineberg ) , differentiation

of mesoderm (Poulson). What the genie material does in the normal

case, however, remains unknown.

d. Short cuts: inductors, hormones

In my old (1920a) formulation, genie action was explained as the

production or catalysis of chains of reaction leading to the accumula-

tion in quantities up to a threshold of an active substance which was

called, in an enlarged meaning, a hormone {Genwirkstoff, or deter-

mining stuff, including specific enzymes ) . It is a very remarkable fact

that, in the course of phylogenesis, the genie material has developed

some kinds of short cuts. In the system of genie actions as it works in

t)-pical mosaic development, for example, in Drosophila, it is probable

that the genie products are sjTithesized in each competent cell and

either do not diffuse or do so ver\- Little (barring a few exceptions

found by Sturtevant, \\liiting, and Hannah; see Hannah, 1953). It

seems that evolution has led to the establishment of a simplification

of this procedure of determining embryonic parts cell by cell by

delegating the determining power to diffusible substances of different

kinds, inductors and genuine hormones. The first steps have already

been made in some groups of insects other than those containing the

most popular materials for genetic investigation, Diptera and Lepi-

doptera (see Seidel, 1936). In libeUuHds, for example, a formative

center is established in the posterior region of the egg. The seg-

mentation nuclei must be brought in contact with this center in order

to start development. Obviously, some kind of inductor substance is

produced there and diffuses to the sites of embr\'onic development.

This comes very near to the vertebrate inductor, Spemann's organizer

(see III 5 A h), of which nothing is left now but Holtfreter's

X-substance. It turned out that the inductor substance is not a specific

formative substance but a kind of generalized helper in the establish-

ment of the major regions of the embryo. It is exactly what we just

called a short cut in the control of development.

At this point a few words should be added about an exceptional

case which shows a secondary genie action of a strange type. It is

known that spotting in guinea pigs does not behave in a regular way,
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that is, in showing a fixed pattern (details in Wright, 1925). Many
genetic explanations for the action of the spotting factor have been

tried. It seems that Billingham and Medawar (1948, 1950) have found

a very unexpected solution. They observed in the skin a system of

colorless dendritic cells which have a definite arrangement and are in

contact with each other. Grafting experiments involving black and

white skin show that black cells can "infect" the white cells with

what is probably an enz\Tne system, behaving Hke a transferable virus.

The infected cells form pigment and are now able to infect other

white cells. Thus a genie action, production of melanin, is not locaHzed

in individual cells as in Drcsophila; it does not produce a diffusible

substance which acts like an inductor over a large area; but it produces

a cytoplasmic condition which spreads in a way comparable to an

infection. This is so far a unique t)^e of secondary' genie action of the

inductor or hormonic t>'pe, based upon a ver\^ different principle,

though it might be possible to find analogies with Holtfreter's X-sub-

stance (see III 5 A Z?).

There can be no doubt a priori that inductor actions are under

genie control as to time and place of release and, probably, also as to

some kind of specificit}', meaning that a lens inductor is somehow
different from an inductor of mouth parts (see III 5 A b). But, un-

fortunately, a genetic analysis of inductor action is not available, if

possible at all, in view of the interchangeabiHt}' of inductors between

classes of vertebrates. Thus the genie control of inductive processes

can at present be attacked only from the side of the induced features

(e.g., competence of a tissue for induction). This side of the problem

has been analyzed in a former chapter.

The second t>'pe of determinative short cut is by means of the

production of hormones. We know that genuine hormones of the

vertebrates determine some developmental processes; the classic

example is the role of the thyroid (and h\-pophysis) in producing

metamorphosis in Amphibia. In this case also, general genetic differ-

ences are known, though not analyzed by genetic methods, sho\\ing

different genetic reactivity' to the stimulus among different species.

This requires a system of genie action in which the production of the

proper hormones at the proper time enters as one variable with, an

over-aU effect as opposed to the localized effects of the basic genically

controlled reactions. A similar case might be made out for the sex

hormones in amphibian development, though there are diflBculties in

interpretation. The genetic analysis of frog races, different in regard

to their sex-determining mechanism (R. Hertwig, Witschi), has, it
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seems, revealed differences only in the genetic sex determiners; genet-

ically controlled differences in hormonic action have not been ana-

lyzed, though they can be inferred from the work of Gallien (1954).

He showed the existence of a series of different responses to the sex-

inverting effect of female and male hormones upon larvae of frogs and

newts, according to the species used. In some species, male hormones

acted positively, but not the female hormones; in others, no complete

sex reversal occurred, but only intersexuality resulted, and so on.

Comparable facts are available for sex hormones of birds, as discussed

in my book of 1931 and numerous reviews on sex and hormones (e.g.,

Witschi, 1950).

The best material available deals with insects since Wiggles-

worth's ( 1934 ) famous discovery of hormonic glands and their action,

and especially with larval molting. Insects grow by molting (the

instars) and the number of molts is genetically determined. The last

molt in holo- and hemimetabolic insects is the metamorphosis molt.

This molting system is under the control of two types of hormones.

First is the hormone secreted by the corpus allatum, the juvenile

hormone. In its presence a larval molt occurs. After the last larval molt

the corpus allatum ceases to function, and the second hormone,

produced by the prothoracic gland, takes over ( as it does after removal

of the corporata allata), and metamorphosis results. Whether this is

the result of absence of the juvenile hormone or only of a superior

quantity of the metamorphosis hormone is a special question. There

are many detailed facts on the interaction of these hormones (see

Wigglesworth, 1952; Bodenstein, 1953fo ) which do not concern us here.

However, it should be added that both, number of molts and type of

molt, can be influenced and completely changed by external agencies.

Temperature action or asphyxiation may induce precocious total or

partial metamorphosis; other temperatures and hunger may change

the number of molts (literature and details in Goldschmidt, 1938a;

and Wigglesworth, 1952). Whether this is an effect upon the hor-

mones, or upon the gland, or upon the substrate of hormonic action is

not known. However, there is certainly an element of timing con-

tained in the relation of the two types of hormonic action which has

something to do with the independently determined growth processes,

perhaps through some threshold conditions.

The next important point for this hormonic action is, just as for

the parallel direct genie actions, the condition of the substrate, the

larval epidermis, or its competence. There is no reason why this com-

petence should behave identically in different forms. If, for example
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(Piepho, 1942), pieces of skin of just hatched lepidopteran larvae

can pupate in the absence of the juvenile hormone, it seems that here

competence of the substrate is not reached by a progressing condition

during larval life. But if in Drosophila (Bodenstein, 1943) different

discs become competent for reaction to hormones in definite order,

this clearly shows a phenomenon of independently determined com-

petence. The latter case is of special importance for our analysis of

the role of the hormones within the system of genie actions. A very

good case has been made by Bodenstein ( 1953i> ) , who showed that in

Periplaneta the formative material becomes increasingly susceptible

with age to the differentiation promoting prothoracic gland hormone

up to the adult condition. This is shown when the genital apparatus

of an adult female is transplanted into a younger host and actually

molts, while remaining adult; whereas a genital anlage of a not yet

adult female, in the same situation, molts almost like a larval

(nymphal) structure. A number of comparable cases are known, and,

under special experimental conditions, it is even possible that the

opposite happens : under corpus allatum influence, adult skin may molt

into nymphal skin ( Wigglesworth )

.

One more point in the interplay of these hormones is relevant to

our discussion. According to Wigglesworth, the prothoracic gland

hormone (the differentiation-inducing one) is released before the

juvenile hormone in the initiation of molting; consequently the devel-

oping tissues are subjected for a short time to the differentiation

hormone alone, which provides the stimulus for the progress of dif-

ferentiation from stage to stage, while the succeeding juvenile hor-

mone inhibits the process up to the time of metamorphosis, when it is

obviously absent or in too low concentration. Thus a remarkable

interplay of these hormones pulling in different directions is estab-

lished. There is an interesting corollary to this. We mentioned the

extra molt of adult structures (genitalia) under the influence of the

molting hormone, but the resulting structure was the same as before;

that is, no further differentiation was possible. But Bodenstein

(1953fc) also found organs (the sternum of Periplaneta) which molted

into a superadult condition, going in the same direction beyond the

adult stage. Clearly this is an example of different substrates reacting

to the same stimulus.

We come now to what is known on the genetic side. Molting in

Lepidoptera is also controlled genetically, since there are races that

differ according to the number of larval molts. In the silkworm, races

with three to five molts are known (see Tanaka's review, 1953). In
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Lymantria dispar there are races that have four molts in both sexes,

others with lour in the male and five in the female, and others with

five in both sexes. In Lymantria we know (Goldschmidt, 1933a) that

the genie control of growth as such is based upon multiple factor

inheritance and different setups in different races. The genetics of the

molting races has been worked out for the silkworm by Ogura ( 1931 )

.

The details are not very simple, but Ogura accounts for them by a

series of multiple alleles plus modifier systems. In Lynuintria I could

account for the facts satisfactorily by a series of three alleles: Ti

produces four molts in both sexes; T2, four in the male, five in the

female; and T3, five in both sexes. (We might have mentioned this

case when discussing dosage compensation. Here is another example

of a situation in which the same autosomal mutant acts differently in

the developmental systems of the two sexes.) The different develop-

mental systems may be illustrated by the different details of the growth

curves. In this genetic system we are dealing clearly with the same

type discussed before, involving kinetics of genie action, threshold

conditions, and so on; this is demonstrated by the fact that (in the

silkworm) variation into the next higher or lower type exists, and

that the number of molts can be modified by temperature action

(Ogura, 1931; Kiihn and Piepho, 1936) or by hunger (Goldschmidt,

1933a).

In this case we know that the direct cause of the molts is found

in the hormonic system, and therefore its functioning is under genie

control. The number of molts is, of course, determined by the occur-

rence of the last, the metamorphosing molt. This again is the result

either of stoppage of the function of the corpora allata or of decrease

of their hormonic production with increase of that of the thoracic

gland. The role of the mutant loci controlling the number of molts

thus can have any of the following functions : ( 1 ) to time the ending

of corpus allatum secretion; (2) to control the total amount of juvenile

hormone which can be synthesized; (3) to control the threshold condi-

tions for the thoracic gland hormone concentration which overtakes

that of the other hormone, a function which may be related to relative

speeds of two genically controlled processes. ( Wigglesworth has

pointed out the similarity of such an action to the one at work in

the control of intersexuality in Lymantria by two competing reactions

of different speed. ) Whether one of these possibilities, or still another,

obtains, certainly the genically controlled reactions are not simply

the hormone-producing ones but reactions interlinked with others
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which in some completely unknown way finally control the function of

the hormonic glands.

An interesting fact which shows that the substrates for hormonic

action belong somehow to the same genie reaction system is found in

the phenomenon of prothetely. This means that parts of the body may
be in advance of the development of the rest. One example is the

Lymantria dispar caterpillar, in which only the antennae undergo the

pupal molt while the caterpillar itself may live long beyond the normal

span of its life without molting any more. In this case ( Goldschmidt,

1923<i) it was found that the condition was hereditary in a definite

line. How this mutant (not analyzed further) localizes the hormonic

action and prevents it in the rest of the body is difficult to visualize.

Thus far we have discussed the relations between genie actions

and hormones only in animals. Actually one should expect that much

more insight could be gained from plants (see Thimann, 1952; Ward-

law, 1952). It seems that in plants, hormones (phytohormones, auxins,

etc.) play a role in morphogenesis which is incomparably more im-

portant than the corresponding role of hormones in animals. (I am
speaking now only of genuine, diffusible hormones. ) There can be no

doubt that morphogenesis is impossible in plants without such hor-

monic action and that, therefore, phytohormones should constitute a

major subject of physiological genetics in plants. In spite of an im-

mense literature on the subject, it seems that the genetical side of the

problem has hardly been touched; this means the comparison of

hormonic action under known genetic differences. If a mutant of a

snapdragon changes the zygomorph flower into a radiate one, we
should like to know whether a different distribution of a phytohormone

can be located in the flower primordium. Many types of experiments

can be imagined which would link genie differences with phyto-

hormones as morphogenetic substances. Very few are available. For

example, in Hyoscyamus niger there are annual and biennial forms,

differing in a single pair of mutant loci. Melchers (1937; see 1952)

grafted shoots of annual flowering plants on first-year biennial stocks,

with the result that the latter flowered. The reciprocal graft gave

corresponding results. This might mean that the mutant locus was

concerned with production or inhibition of a flowering hormone. How-

ever, since both races will eventually produce flowers, it might also

mean that the always present hormone reaches a threshold level

sooner or later. In neither case can we say that the genie action

produces a morphogenetic substance, a hormone, which forces devel-
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opment into the path of specific processes leading to a flower. It is

more probable that the hormone concentration does not determine a

flower but is one of the chemical conditions for allowing the genically

determined flower formation to take place sooner or later. This situ-

ation may be compared to that of the molting hormones of insect

larvae; in both cases the presence of a hormone is needed for the

initiation of a genically controlled over-all process of development.

Annual and biennial growth would then be comparable to four and

five molts in the insect.

A similar experiment was made by Stein ( 1939 ) . A sterile mutant

of snapdragon, forming a non-flowering axis, was grafted to normal

stock and developed flower buds. The comparison with the insect

case is enhanced by the fact that these "florigens" are not specific, just

as with the molting hormones, in both cases demonstrated by grafting.

We suggest, further, that Melchers' experiments on vernalization (see

II 2 B
)
point in the same direction and that, mutatis mutandis, Ham-

merling's work on Acetabularia (III 2) can be interpreted in the same

way. Another point of comparison between the animal and the plant

is the role of timing. Many botanists more or less accept Lysenko's

phase theory, which, in zoological terms, and stripped of Lysenko's

mystical connotations, means that environmental or genie action can

take place only when the plant has reached the proper level of com-

petence. However, many facts do not agree with this theory, which

interests us here only so far as it means that the time dimension, in the

form of successively developing competence, would play a role also

in the determinative processes of plants.

The facts just mentioned and the extensive body of facts on phyto-

hormones suggest that what we called the short cut via hormonic

action for integrating more complicated developmental processes plays

a superior role in the system of genetic determination of plants, a

view which is held especially by Went (see Went and Thimann,

1937). We expect, therefore, the most important results for our

problem when plant geneticists, following Melchers, will use the

physiology of hormonic action to build up the special type of physio-

logical genetics which is accessible only in plants. Unfortunately, thus

far the attack has been only physiological and has not yielded much

information for the geneticist. Wardlaw (1952) has recently scruti-

nized the available material in order to find links between hormone

physiology, morphogenesis, and genetics. His conclusions are not very

encouraging. To quote: "The data . . . make it clear that the in-

ception and subsequent development of the several organs and the
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diflFerentiation of tissues, are correlated with the presence of growth

regulating substances. But how, in any one instance, the specific sub-

stance acts as an organ-forming, or as a tissue-differentiating, agent

does not emerge from this survey. It may indeed be questioned

whether the relationship is one of cause and effect . . . But what can

equally be said is, that if the specific substance is not present, the

formation of certain organs, or the differentiation of certain tissues,

will not (or may not) take place. Viewed in this more general way,

the activating substance may be said to be morphogenetic. But we
have no definite knowledge of specific leaf-, shoot-, root-, or flower-

forming substances . . . The morphogenetic action, insofar as it can

be so described, of a substance such as indoleacetic acid is very varied

indeed. It is primarily concerned with growth, not with the inception

of particular forms or patterns. Hence, Avery [1940] has said that the

specificity of response resides, not in the substance applied, but in the

tissues of the species being treated [compare with sex hormones in

vertebrates: R.B.G.] and Hammer [1938] has remarked that no

single tissue, or tissue system, responds either quantitatively or quali-

tatively in the same manner in the various species investigated. We
have also seen that, within a single species, some tissues are con-

siderably more sensitive and responsive to stimulation than others. So,

however essential and important it may be, a growth-regulating sub-

stance is only one factor in morphogenetic processes . . .

"Whether we are concerned with organs or tissues, the main con-

clusion from our survey is that biochemical factors must act in

conjunction with other factors to produce the morphogenetic effect.

But it may well be that the biochemical factor is the master factor in

the situation . . . Growth-regulating substances and other important

metabolites are probably gene-controlled. Thus, although the sup-

porting evidence is still far from adequate, and the situation to be

explained seldom of a simple kind, we begin to see that the new

investigations of morphogenesis are likely to be fruitful. This effect

... is essentially a matter of controlled biochemical activity, acti-

vating or growth-regulating substances being specially important in

the inception or inhibition of growth in particular regions of the

organisms. But such actions alone cannot be said to account for the

actual form or pattern which is assumed . .

."

e. Mutational changes of determination; regulation and integration

One of the most interesting chapters of genie interaction relates

to the genically controlled changes in primary determination processes.
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The best information is derived from the so-called homoeotic mutants

in Drosophila, in which one type of segmental organ is changed into

another: an antenna into a tarsus or a whole leg, a wing into a leglike

structure or a haltere-like organ, a haltere into a wing, and so on.

Such mutants have been studied extensively in regard to genetics and

physiological genetics. A large number of experiments have been

performed with aristopedia, a mutant (ss") which transforms the

arista of the antenna into a part of a leg, a tarsus. In some alleles this

transformation is always complete; in others the penetrance is in-

complete and the expressivity highly variable from normal through

many transitions to aristopedia. The earlier experiments, based upon

a simple interpretation which I had proposed, consisting of combining

ss^ with other mutants affecting the legs or with mutants changing

developmental time, showed that timing of developmental features

played a role (Braun, 1940, 1942; Villee, 1943, 1944, 1945, 1946) but

that not all facts could be explained simply (Waddington, 1940a).

M. Vogt (1946, 1947) then showed that a much more compHcated

system was responsible for the results obtained by combining trans-

plantation techniques with genetical and environmental actions. In

development the first visible differentiation (segmentation) of the

antennal disc appears before the corresponding process in the legs,

and this both in + and ss*^ flies. The penetrance and expressivity of

the tarsus character of the antenna are increased with lower temper-

ature, and the transforming effect upon the arista, in different degrees

of expression, increases from the proximal to the distal. The tempera-

ture-effective period lasts from early development into the pupal

period, though the quantity of effect decreases during this period of

labile determination. Though the tarsal segments of both legs and

antenna differentiate late in aristopedia, there is one early difference:

in the antenna which transforms into a tarsus, the tip segment of the

anlage is larger from the beginning.

It was then found that the transformation of the arista segment

into tarsus is linked with an intensive growth of this segment. A proof

for the causal meaning of this was found when an explanted disc of

ss'' was treated with colchicine to stop growth and was reimplanted;

now it formed an arista, no tarsus. The fact that a completely un-

specific interference with growth produces the specific effect suggests

that the action of the mutant ss"* is also an unspecific effect upon

growth of the arista segment. Here it should be mentioned also that

the aristopedia phenotype has been produced as a phenocopy by

different means (Bodenstein and Abdel-Malek, 1949; Rapoport, 1947;
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Goldschmidt, unpublished ) . Differential growth alone would, however,

not explain the specificity of the transformation, and therefore Vogt is

forced to assume the presence of a "leg inductor" which is always

available and comes into action when growth changes. Vogt assumes

that the antennal disc always contains a leg inductor. In the antenna

of the wild-type fly the antennal inductor (for arista) is above the

threshold quantity, while in ss" the leg inductor is made to surpass the

threshold concentration (which could be expressed also in terms of

control of competition for a substrate ) . An alternative interpretation is

that in ss** the mutant locus produces the extra growth of the end

segment, as reported, which in turn results in an earlier or higher

reactivity to the leg inductor.

At this point we should discuss how the different grades of

penetrance and expressivity fit into this scheme. Exposure to cold in

the temperature-effective period increases the higher, tarsus-like classes

of expression, which means that at this time the tissue of the end knob

still has the potency to react at a different rate and (or) strength to

the leg inductor, or to produce or use varying amounts of it. The rate

of growth, slowed by cold, has something to do with the effect, while

stoppage of growth by colchicine has the opposite effect. The later

the action of cold sets in, the lower the expressivity of the tarsus

effect; this must mean that the lability of determination is narrowed

down progressively during the labile period or, expressed positively,

that irreversible determination increases with time (labile determina-

tion), which again means some kind of threshold phenomenon. Since,

with low expressivity, the basal part of the arista shows a tarsus-like

structure for the longest time, while the distal part is arista-like, one

might think of some gradient of determination. But the distal end can

still be made to become tarsus-like at the end of the labile period,

which is not in favor of a simple gradient concept. One might say

there is a gradient of determination (determination stream) but not

of irreversible determination. (This might be considered an example

for Harrison's 1937 contention that there is no real irreversible deter-

mination. ) Finally, the fact that high classes of tarsus formation can-

not be induced after a certain time links the gradient of determination

either with a gradient of growth from base to tip, or with a super-

imposed gradient of more or less irreversible determination in the

same direction.

This analysis shows how a mutant locus may interfere with pri-

mary processes of embryonic determination by changing one variable

in a complicated system, each cog of which is determined inde-
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pendently by genie aetion. The normal result requires the interplay

of at least two determining stuffs with competition for a common
substrate or threshold conditions, with timed processes of growth; or

timed and directed gradients of determination during a labile period;

or timed ending of the labile period and increasing irreversibility. The
mutant might possibly interfere with only one of the integrated

processes (e.g., initial growth of the end segment of the anlage) in

order to produce an orderly upset of the entire determinative system,

which probably contains the typical ingredients of all such systems,

determining stuffs, gradients, exact timing, threshold conditions.

The topic is so important for the theory of genie control of

development that another remarkable example will be discussed: the

mutants of the podoptera and tetraltera group in Drosophila (Gold-

schmidt, Hannah, and Piternick, 1951; Rapoport, 1943; Goldschmidt,

1952a,b). Here the mutant or mutants (multiple factors, major

mutants, and minor modifiers are at the genetic basis) produce com-

plicated structures instead of a wing, leglike appendages, structures

resembling a haltere (tetraltera), and transformation of definite parts

of the wing anlage into thorax. Again these effects show variable

penetrance and expressivity from an almost normal wing through all

transitions to the extremest type with no wing and a duplicated thorax.

It is known that the mesothoracic imaginal disc is determined

very early (probably already in the embryo; Geigy, 1931; Henke et ah,

1941), so that the genie actions to be analyzed occur before any

differentiation is visible. The dorsal mesothoracic disc produces most

of the dorsal and lateral walls of the thorax and the wings. The wing

part of the disc becomes visible first in the pre-pupa, when it separates

from the thoracic part and assumes a kind of segmentation by the

appearance of transverse folds. This condition might be compared

with that of all other appendages so far as the wing starts as a triseg-

mented rudiment and its growth and differentiation into a wing blade

occur mostly in the tip segment.

The series of the expression of mutant action requires the as-

sumption (already anticipated by Berlese on grounds of comparative

morphology for the insect wing in general) that the wing anlage has

four centers of independent determination for, in an anterior-posterior

order, (1) the anterior cubital region of the wing (leaving aside a

still more anterior part not relevant for the present discussion); (2)

and (3) the rest of the wing blade (2 and 3 being the anterior and

posterior halves); (4) the alula, which is rather independent also in

the finished wing. The decisive action of the pod (
podoptera ) and tet
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(tetraltera) loci consists in disturbing the common differentiation of

the four anlagen (centers, fields, territories, in the language of experi-

mental embryology) by forcing them to differentiate separately, with

strange consequences. The amount of the final effect, visible as pene-

trance and expressivity, varies through a series of grades. Clearly there

is, as in the former example, a period of labile determination; the

earlier the pod and tet action produces the separation of the four

embryonic fields, the more extreme are the transformations of the

wing. We consider these now individually.

Fig. 21. Series of thorax structure of mutant tetraltera in D. melanogaster,

including scutellum and wings showing changes of determination in these organs.

Semidiagrammatic. (From Goldschmidt, 1952fo.)

The anterior anlage, the cubital one, may be separated alone

(figs. 21, 22); the rest of the wing may then form more or less normal

wing tissue. The cubital part, however, transforms into a trisegmented

leglike structure, the wing leg of podoptera. The way in which this

happens introduces a new feature into our discussion of genie action.

At the "raw edge," where the anlage is separated from the posterior

end, a mirror-image half of the cubital part with its two rows of

marginal hair is formed, thus transforming the cubital part into a

symmetrical whole, which assumes the leglike structure. This means,
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in terms of embryology, that the genie action separating the cubital

field with the result of a "raw edge" posteriorly sets in motion the

embryonic power of regulation by production of a mirror-image half.

This power of regulation is one of the most mysterious properties of

development, but a much discussed fact. Here we see it coming into

B

Fig. 22. Diagram of wing ( crosshatched ) and thoracic discs (triangles) in a

series of stages, explaining change of determination in development of tetraltera.

(From Goldschmidt, 1952/?.)

play as a consequence of a genie action which is just the same as if

an experimenter had made a cut between the two embryonic fields, a

type of experiment known to set regulative processes into motion in

numerous cases studied by experimental embryologists.

A variant of the preceding features produces the tetraltera type.

If the interruption of the quadripartite anlage separates the cubital
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field plus the following anterior wing field from the rest, again a

mirror-image regulation occurs which now produces a trisegmented

structure, the tip segment of which is inflated. If this structure has

time (depending upon the time of incidence of the split) to con-

solidate, the resulting structure greatly resembles a haltere. There is

reason for the belief that the normal haltere is homologous only to

the anterior half of the wing. The stages of transformation of a haltere

into a wing in the mutant tetraptera (Astauroff, 1929) bear this out.

The next grade of transformation of the wing anlage in pod and

especially tet is produced when one cleft separates the cubital part

( with or without a part of rhe anterior wing blade ) at an early stage,

and another cleft separates the posterior wing and alula anlage. If

this happens, the parts behind the cubital cleft cease to be determined

as wing, but become redetermined as thorax and assume the structure

of one-half scutum in mirror image, from the wing blade, and one-half

mirror-imaged scutellum, from the alula anlage. It is impossible that

material of the thoracic disc takes part in this transformation: the

thorax remains always perfect and unaffected. Either the thoracic disc

acts as an inductor for thoracic structure in the wing anlage or the

wing anlage contains—in strict comparison with aristopedia—both

wing and thorax inductors, the latter of which gains ascendancy in the

mutant. However, the cubital part never is affected by the thoracic

inductor, but always forms its wing leg or a rudimentary segmented

palpus or the haltere-like structure. It seems that the anterior part of

the wing bud contains cubitus inductor, leg inductor, and haltere

inductor; the rest of the disc, wing inductor and thorax inductor. Thus

the discussion of aristopedia applies in its general form also to this

case. A new factor is that the adjacent thoracic disc influences the

redetermination of wing anlage into thorax at least to the extent of

determining its laterality (mirror image). But this may be something

different from induction, belonging, rather, to the phenomenon of

regulation, as mirror imaging is typical for superregeneration (Bate-

son's law).

The series of tetraltera transformations includes a still more

extreme case of embryonic regulation and integration which takes

place after the redetermination of wing anlage into thorax. If this

redetermination takes place very early, the development of the pos-

terior wing part into an appendix (even one with the structure of a

half thorax) ceases. Instead, we find all stages of the incorporation of

the wing anlage into the general structure of the thorax. In the end,

the wing anlage is pushed behind the genuine thorax and incorporated
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into a larger thorax, the anterior half of which is real thorax and the

posterior half a mirror image of it, the wing origin of which could

never be suspected if found alone. In the process both scutella, the

real one and the mirror image from alula anlage, are crowded out

and disappear. This is an extreme example of how embryonic

regulation can make a completely new whole out of two completely

diflFerent structural parts, once the normal alignment and determination

has been changed by a genically controlled action upon one focal

embryological condition.

In detail the processes may be of different order, as far as the

relative roles of induction, redetermination, and regulation come into

play. If we think of the stages in which an appendix of wing type,

a pseudo-wing, is formed—anteriorly the histological differentiation

(all bristles) being that of a half scutum; posteriorly, of a half

scutellum—clearly two things are superimposed upon each other:

primary wing determination and secondary thorax determination in

the same organ. It might be said that gross morphology keeps some of

its original determination, but for stoppage of growth and differenti-

ation. The latter are of the newly determined type. This redeter-

mination might mean the "victory" of an ever present thorax deter-

miner. But it could also mean that the stoppage of wing growth and

the eversion of the wing disc in a wrong position with broad attach-

ment to the thorax produces a situation of the type which we called

a "raw edge," and that embryonic regulation sets in, transforming the

available tissue into a mirror image of the adjacent normal part, the

thorax. The "redetermination" would then combine features of mosaic

and inductive development plus regulatory processes. It presupposes

also something which we called "labile determination." All this fits in

with a discussion by Stern (1940) of mosaic development within

imaginal discs, where he pointed out that the early fixation of pro-

spective significance of different discs, as wholes, is not in contradiction

wdth a less rigid cell lineage of parts within a disc.

I refrain from discussing further details, which concern experi-

mental embryology more than genetics. For our purposes, the study

of integration of genically controlled actions into a unified and orderly

development, the main points are obvious. They are the amazing

interplay of all the different types of genie action (which we have

discussed and which will be enumerated again below) by a rather

rigid system of control of quality, timing, direction, threshold condi-

tions, segregations and movements of material, over-all effects of
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diffusible substances, and so on. To these must be added the setting

in motion of the regulatory processes which seem to be a primary

property of all cells in contact with each other. These processes, if set

in motion in a definite way by genically controlled embryonic situ-

ations, might provide another short cut for genie actions, meaning

unavoidable (pleiotropic) consequences of these actions which extend

and therefore simplify the picture of genie interplay.

Some data relating to the present discussion have been presented

by Waddington (1953fo) in his study of interaction of different

mutants. As far as the facts go, they are in general agreement with

those found in the studies of homoeotic mutants. A special study of

genetics and embryology of some imaginal discs of Drosophila by

Hadorn (see 1948; and Hadorn and Gloor, 1946), comes still nearer

to our discussion, though the details are infinitely more simple. The

experiments dealt with the genital disc, which in the female produces

a number of internal and external sex organs, visible only at meta-

morphosis: uterus, oviduct, the single receptaculum seminis, the two

spermathecae and parovaria, and further, on the surface, the two

vaginal plates and the anal plates. The fields for all these differenti-

ations are finally determined as early as the third larval stage. This

was shown by cutting the disc in pieces and reimplanting them: each

gave only what it would have given within the whole. At one point,

however, a regulation was found possible: when a small exterior

piece was cut off, it could produce more vaginal plates and spines

than it should. The cut produced a "raw edge" which induced some

regulation. The male genital disc, however, is capable of much more

regulation.

There is a mutant called "spermatheca" which affects only the

organ of its name: either the ducts of the two spermathecae unite; or

the paired organs unite in one; or three organs are formed. Each type

can be obtained alone by temperature treatment at definite times. This

shows that number and form of spermathecae in the mutant are

determined finally only in the second half of the third larval instar,

though in the wild form the experiments reported above show that the

disc was already finally determined at this time. Hence it must be

assumed that the mutant spt prolongs the labile state of determination;

that is, it acts directly upon a time or threshold element in the system

of processes called embryonic determination. Thus, in principle, the

system of genie actions is comparable to that described for the pod

and tet mutants, though on a simpler scale.
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E. SYNOPSIS

In view of the mass of details reported and analyzed, and the

variety of genically controlled processes involved, a synopsis of the

whole may be attempted. Many of the authors mentioned with their

specific work have tried to develop a generalized picture of genie

control of development—usually with emphasis on the special group

of facts and ideas with which the author is preoccupied. Many of

these discussions have already been mentioned, like my own pioneer-

ing books of 1920a and 1927, and the numerous general papers of

Sewall Wright. Many embryologists have taken part in such dis-

cussions: Brachet (1950a), De Beer (1951), von Ubisch (1952, 1953),

Dalq (1941), Weiss (1950), Baltzer (1952), F. E. Lehmann (1945),

Holtfreter (1951), and physiological geneticists like Waddington

(1950), Stern (1939, 1954), Hadorn (1948), Serra (1949). In all these

attempts at synopsis, the individual facts and points of view con-

tained in the foregoing chapters are marshaled with preference given

to one or the other aspect. We shall try to apportion the roles of the

different views to whatever proved or imagined genie actions may
enter the total picture.

The general problem is one of pattern formation, a tridimensional

pattern resulting from four-dimensional processes, and this problem is

the same for genetics and experimental embryology. I have tried re-

peatedly to use a simpler, two-dimensional model for the general

processes involved (e.g., the pattern on the insect wing; Goldschmidt,

1920a, 1927, 1938a). The genically controlled actions involved were

order, timing and threshold conditions of the decisive processes,

centers of diffusion (outlets) of determining stuffs, their path (the

determination stream), and relation with growth processes. Many
detailed facts have since been added (especially by Henke and his

students; see 1935, 1948Z7, 1953), but the general picture, that is, the

processes which can be used as a general model for genie interaction,

has not changed much. Henke, who has contributed so much to the

descriptive, experimental, and genetical analysis of the subject, has

drawn the following picture (discussion by Henke in Waddington's

1950 paper ) . Comparative morphology has led to the conclusion that

chains of consecutive processes of diversification occur comparable to

the chains of induction in organ development. The first link, the

primary patterning in an otherwise undifferentiated blastema, requires

definite ideas involving colloid chemistry. ( This is what I called strati-

fication and compared to the production of Liesegang rings, which is
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a colloidal phenomenon. ) The next link in the chain is the use of the

differentiated areas as centers for further substratiflcation. Diffusible

determining stuffs are more or less involved with all-or-none effects

upon cells. (This is what I called the determination stream leading

to final determination directly or by way of a labile period.) There
might be a third link, when the subterritories of the second link work
once more as a center ( I called it points of outlet ) for still another set

of determinations. To this system may be added growth processes of

a different kind. (For a detailed analysis see Goldschmidt, 1938a;

and Henke, 1935.)

This model certainly contains some of, the main elements of any

genie action in control of pattern, and it leaves room for all the

individual types of collaborating processes studied before. If we try to

form a picture of the entire process, we should first emphasize one

important point. The genie control of patterning must not mean that

there is genie interference with every single observable process of

diversification, as is postulated in some of the more naive ideas of

statistically minded geneticists, who introduce particular genes plus a

modifier system for the control of any differentiating action. Actually,

in the process of patterning, a great role is played by what we called

short cuts, meaning over-all consequences of a single genically con-

trolled process, working like an avalanche when started. These short

cuts are found at different levels of development. In most eggs a

stratification of cytoplasmic materials of different prospective potency

occurs even before fertilization under genetic control (see II 2 A).

This predetermination is clearly a self-perpetuating process which

lasts for some time in development without further genie interference,

as experimental embryology, especially of echinoderms, has shown
(e.g., Boveri, Runnstrom, Hoerstadius, von Ubisch, Baltzer). Wad-
dington has called this the epigenetic momentum. It is this type of fact

which led to attributing predetermination to the action of cytoplasmic

genes, a concept which was criticized previously, and which is indeed

not more than a circumscription of our ignorance. There is no doubt

that in later development such self-propelling processes, initiated only

by genie action, take place, thus, I might say, alleviating the burden

of the genie material in controlling developmental processes. Forma-

tion of areas of diversification in the process of organ formation might

repeat such processes of epigenetic momentum. The same role of

short cut is played by inductors ( evocators ) and embryonic hormones,

as we have seen.

Regulation is another short-cut action the role of which in normal
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development is little known, though we found it at work in abnormal

development. It is quite possible that the position of a cell or a group

of cells in the whole necessarily causes (without involving special

genie interference) definite features of orientation, planes of division,

and direction of growth, which are integral for normal development

without being under specific genie control. There is much reason to

assume that such regulatory processes take place also in normal

development, based upon a primary property of cells, thus far little

understood, which exhibits itself beautifully in isolation experiments

( Holtfreter ) . This would be another way of "alleviating the burden

of the genie material."

Taking this for granted, genie control of pattern formation re-

quires the interlocking of a basic group of processes with superimposed

secondary and tertiary ones. The most important of these is, as

embryologists have discussed since the days of His, chemodifferenti-

ation or stratification. Whatever individual opinion one prefers—cyto-

plasmic stratification as a colloidal or diffusion phenomenon, or as a

sorting out of plasmosomes or plasmagenes, or as an orderly sequence

of mutation of plasmagenes, or any of the other theories discussed in

former chapters—one cannot explain genically controlled pattern

formation without localized chemodifferentiation of the cytoplasm,

to which I gave a general term, "cytoplasmic stratification." This

applies to primary and major differentiation of embryonic regions as

well as to such detailed peripheral patterning as the formation of wing

scales in a butterfly or moth. It is unknown how genie action produces

such stratification. One model would be the crystal in a colloidal

solution which initiates the Liesegang phenomenon. Another model

would be the setting of a gradient, for gradients certainly play a great

role in stratification. But how does genie action initiate a gradient? A
more qualitative idea would be that the genie material produces what

is probably a replica or partial replica of itself which, when moved
into the cytoplasm, catalyzes the synthesis of specific enzyme systems

(Spiegelman and others). But why are these sorted out in an orderly

spatial arrangement in the cytoplasm? Again the process of strati-

fication becomes more important than the biochemical nature of the

products of genie action, the latter of which comes into play only at

the next level of pattern formation. I consider this a very important

point in view of the great appeal of biochemical and pseudobio-

chemical interpretations.

The next important genically controlled process is the timing of

determinative steps. Differentiation during development consists of an
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orderly series of determinative steps by which increasingly smaller

embryonic areas are narrowed down to single developmental poten-

cies. As we have seen, the facts require a genie action which produces

some substance with a definite velocity, thus emphasizing the role of

the kinetics of genie action. Furthermore, threshold conditions are

involved which must also be genically controlled, and which control

the amount of the determining material needed for irreversible action.

These basic gene-controlled processes are found to interact with simul-

taneous and independently controlled gradients of production or of

flow of the determining stuffs, and this again is interlocked with growth

processes, again independently determined.

The last basic feature is the so-called "activation of the genes,"

meaning that such parts of the always present total genie material

become active, produce or make reactive its special products, for

which the specific, competent substrate has been made available by

one or the other processes of cytoplasmic diversification (stratifica-

tion).

In the development of tertiary (etc.) patterns, repetitions of the

primary and secondary types of basic genie action may come into

play, as well as the other types of genie action I have mentioned.

Here the simple biochemical actions of the one gene—one synthetic

step type come into play in the control of specific products like pig-

ments or metabolites, actions which are intracellular but allow a

chance of diffusibility or migration of their products. Another such

tertiary action would be the initiation of polyploidy and its conse-

quence, stoppage of genie actions except definite types of syntheses,

probably by a specific cytoplasmic segregant. Here belong also the

specific genie actions on growth, initiation or stoppage of cell division,

allometric growth by directly affecting the partial growth processes,

which are expressed in the constants of the allometric growth formula.

Gradients of growth hormones produced under genie control are a

part of the picture, and so, also, are the known genically controlled

effects upon the place and direction of cell division, cell elongations,

and degenerations.

It seems to be impossible to construct a model that would permit

us to visualize the entirety of these interplaying processes at once.

Such a model would have to contain the features of the Chinese carv-

ings of a set of ivory spheres, one inside the other; each sphere, down
to the smallest, would have to contain a set of next grade spheres;

and all these, again such sets. Further, each sphere and subsphere

would have to contain a tridimensional set of coordinates on which the
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specific rate processes and quantities of products could be marked.

And all this would have to be attached in the proper order to a single

time coordinate. It might be possible, fulfilling Hersh's postulate (see

III 5 C), to derive differential equations that cover this entire setup.

But would such an equation contain any biological understanding of

the processes of genie action? I think tliat an exact knowledge of what

"stratification" signifies in known chemical and physical terms would

mean much more to the geneticist than a differential equation con-

taining all the general features of genie control of development. Here,

perhaps, lies the basic difference between biology and physics, a topic

so much and so differently discussed by theoretical biologists from

Driesch to Bertalanffi, by innumerable philosophers, and more re-

cently also by theoretical physicists like P. Jordan and Schrodinger.

At this point, however, I must draw the line for what, in my opinion,

or better, my intention, belongs to the subject matter of this book.



PART IV GENETICS OF SEX

DETERMINATION



INTRODUCTION

Sex, as a genetic phenomenon, has frequently been discussed in this

book in relation to heterochromatin (see I 2 C d ee), genie balance

(III 5 C a aa), kinetics of genie action (III 5 C a aa), and gene-

controlled variegation (1 S C c dd ddd). I have no intention of re-

viewing and analyzing the various details of the problem of sex deter-

mination in their entirety, which would require a volume. This has

been done by me (Goldschmidt, 1920Z7, 1931, 1932Z?), by Hartmann

(1943), by Witschi (1929), and for plants by Correns (1928) and by

Allen (1940), not to mention more popular treatments by Crew (1927,

2d ed. 1954), and still more popular books like Caullery's (1941).

What we are interested in here is the basic genetic situation as far as

it can be generalized without going into the details of all established

or assumed variants and, further, the relation of the facts and general-

izations of the genetics of sex to those of general genetics. Thus we
shall select specific aspects of the problem of sex determination which

we consider to be of importance for the general theories of genetics.

The study of the genetics of sex begins with the discovery of the

mechanism of the sex chromosomes (McClung, Stevens, Wilson) which

established that one sex is heterogametic, the other, homogametic in

regard to the X-chromosome and that, as a consequence, two types of

fertilization occur, leading to 50 per cent X and 50 per cent XX
individuals, the two sexes. The same fact was established on a purely

formal genetic basis when Bateson and Doncaster showed that sex-

linked heredity is based upon the coupling ( or repulsion ) of sex deter-

miners and sex-linked genes, making sex determination comparable

to a Mendelian backcross. This comparison was further confirmed

when Correns found that sex behaved as a Mendelian backcross in

crosses between monoecious and dioecious plants, though the introduc-

tion of monoecism complicated this example and, therefore, prevented

it from exercising a major influence upon the development of the

subject. The basic notions were finally established when Morgan and

later Bridges proved that sex-linked loci are located in the X-chromo-

some, thus establishing the cytological and the Mendelian descriptions

of sex determination by way of the homogamety-heterogamety and

the homozygosity-heterozygosity scheme as one and the same thing.

The modern study of the genetics of sex begins with the discovery

424
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of the phenomenon of intersexuahty and its separation from gynandro-

morphism, which permitted giving the sex chromosome mechanism

a genetical and a functional meaning expressed in the quantitative or

balance theory of sex determination ( Goldschmidt, 1911-1920). The

basic point was that definite conditions between the sexes, that is, in-

tersexuahty, could be produced at will by proper genetic combinations

(crosses of subspecies of Lymantria dispar) without any change in the

mechanism of the sex chromosomes, and this in a typical quantitative

series from the female through all intergrades to the male, and from

the male through all intergrades to the female, with sex reversal in

both directions at the end points. The consequence was: (1) the old

assumption that each sex contains the potentiality for the other sex

was proved to be the result of the presence of both kinds of genetic

sex determiners in either sex; (2) the existence of a quantitative rela-

tion, later termed "balance" (though it is actually an imbalance),

between the two types of sex determiners decides sexuality, that is

femaleness, maleness, or any grade of intersexuahty; (3) one of the

two types of sex determiners (male ones in female heterogamety,

female ones in male heterogamety) is located within the X-chromo-

somes, the other one, outside of them; (4) as a consequence of this,

the same determiners of one sex are faced by either one or two por-

tions of those of the other sex in the X-chromosomes; (5) the balance

system works so that two doses in the X-chromosomes are epistatic to

the determiners outside the X, but one dose is hypostatic; (6) inter-

mediate dosage (or potency) conditions in favor of one or the other

of the two sets of determiners result, according to their amount, in

females, males, intersexes, or sex-reversal individuals in either direc-

tion; (7) the action of these determiners in the two sexes can be

understood in terms of the kinetics of the reactions controlled by the

sex determiners, namely, by the attainment of a threshold of final

determination by one or the other chain of reaction in early develop-

ment; while in intersexuahty the primary determination, owing to the

1X-2X mechanism, is overtaken sooner or later—meaning in higher or

lower intersexuahty—by the opposite one, so that sexual determination

finishes with the other sex after this turning point. The last point is, of

course, a problem of genie action.

These basic facts, which have since been established in all other

comparable cases, pose a series of problems. Where are the deter-

miners outside the X-chromosomes located? Do diflFerent types of these

locations exist? How is the mechanism of balance influenced by

genetic or external environment? In what way does the balance mech-
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anism affect the control of all the different sexual attributes? Can the

balance mechanism be explained in a different way? Is it possible to

explain the facts without the idea of balance? Is the balance mech-

anism of sex determination widespread or restricted to special organ-

isms? What other t>pes of sex determination have been established?

These and other general questions will be the subject of our discussion.

PRIMARY GENETIC

POSSIBILITIES

If the phenomenon of genetically controlled intersexuality were not

known, the mechanism of the sex chromosomes could be given a very

simple, I might even say naive, if not even primitive, meaning. We
could assume that in the autosomes a number of determiners for all

individual female and male traits were represented, meaning, in ani-

mals, for ovaries and testes, for female and male external and internal

sex organs, for sexual differences in any part of the body (e.g., in

insects, color, segmentation, size and shape, behavior, and almost

every t\pe of structure). The X-chromosomes would not contain any

sex determiners but only something which simultaneously inhibits the

action of one set and enhances that of the other set of determiners.

This something, in terms of genes, would be realizator or trigger genes,

which in one dose can act in favor of only one group of the basic

autosomal sex genes; and in two doses, in favor of the other group. We
could express this differently by saying that in male heterogamety

(vice versa with female one) the male autosomal sex genes are more
frequent or more active than the female genes, and therefore two

doses of the trigger genes are needed in order to suppress this

superiority. It seems that such an idea is still entertained by Wester-

gaard (see 1948, 1953), mutatis mutandis, for the specific features of
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his material where the trigger action is assumed to involve partly the

Y-chromosome. This means that the balance idea is discarded or

used only in explanation of some minor features.

This interpretation, which does not work when applied to indi-

vidual cases and assumes what I would call a naive genetic idea, has

two different aspects. One is the assumption of individual genes for

every possible character, which in the case of sex would mean for

every female and male character, extending in some cases to each

cell of the body ( a naive or even primitive concept ) ; and the other is

the trigger idea. Since the first part of the interpretation enters all

other genetic theories, we may dispose of it first. I myself started with

this assumption when in my early work (1911Z?, 1912) I assumed the

presence of a set of genes for secondary sex characters, which I called

A and G, and assumed that they were linked with the real sex deter-

miners. I gave up this idea when it turned out that in intersexuality

all characters behave in a parallel way to those in the separate sexes

themselves, with definite rules. Thus I concluded that sexual differ-

ences, extending to differences in practically every cell, are not based

upon two sets of genes for male and female development, sometimes

called the sex-promoter genes; but that any genetically controlled

character may have an alternative norm of reaction which is decided

by the real primary sex-determining mechanism. There are many
facts available to prove the correctness of this assumption. Differences

of this type in the two sexes may mutate individually, with the result

that after crossing the mutant with the original form a simple Men-

delian segregation occm-s, but only in the proper sex; that is, mutants

of male characters segregate only in the male. (I called this sex-con-

trolled inheritance; details in my book 1920Z?, and a recent discussion,

1953a. ) The best illustration of the interpretation is found in Lyman-

tria dispar. The male has dark wing color and the female a whitish

one. Mutants of the male color exist which Mendelize simply in the

males but do not affect the females. However, if these females become

intersexual, in specific experiments, they show the same segregation

of wing color as the males. Since these intersexes are of the lowest

grade, being actually fertile females with only male wing color and

partly male antennae, the sex-deciding mechanism is hardly affected.

It is very difficult to imagine that only the wing-color gene and its

mutant of the male type are picked out for enhancement with sup-

pression of its female partner, while everything else remains female.

It is simpler to assume that wing color in both sexes is determined by

the same genetic determiners, which act with an alternative norm of
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reaction according to the presence of the sex-determining stuffs of one

or the other sex.

A powerful support for our interpretation comes from a number of

facts concerning environmental action. The antennae of females and

males are very different in Lymantria, and the development is also

very different from the beginning ( Goldschmidt, 1922). But when
females are treated with temperature shocks in a sensitive period of

the pupa (Kosminsky, 1909; Goldschmidt, 1922), the antenna be-

comes more or less male. Or one part of the genital armature in

Lymantria, the uncus, is a single structure developed from a paired

anlage. It is homologous to a paired structure in the female genitalia,

the labia. In development the first anlagen are paired in both sexes

but concresce later only in the male to form the single uncus. If a

female becomes intersexual through F/M imbalance, the labia con-

cresce into a single unpaired structure of the uncus type. If a male

becomes intersexual, one of the first effects is duplicity of the uncus.

If a normal male pupa is exposed to temperature shock, the same

paired uncus results (Goldschmidt, 1922; Kosminsky, 1927). This

might be called a phenocopy of the intersexual condition. Comparable

phenocopies in wing color and pattern have been produced by Stand-

fuss in pre-Mendelian days and are available also in Lymantria (Gold-

schmidt). These facts clearly require an interpretation in terms of an

alternative norm of reaction, and cannot possibly be reconciled with

the promoting genes and trigger idea, except by rather wild assump-

tions.

Thus the assumption of separate autosomal genes for all individual

female and male characters is disproved by the facts of intersexuality

as well as by those of phenocopies of sexual characters; this disposes

also of the trigger genes and requires a genuine balance system of sex

determination plus an alternative norm of reaction. Nevertheless, Cor-

rens, followed by Wettstein and Hartmann (see Hartmann, 1943),

tried to introduce the "naive" AG system into the balance theory, so

that primary sex determination is based upon the F/M balance which

simultaneously triggers the inhibition of the mass of A genes and

enhances the G group. I think this is an unnecessary complication for

which no genetic facts can be adduced, and leads only to making the

genetic formulations more onerous. Hence I shall leave the AG sys-

tem out of the discussion, under the assumption of an alternative

norm of reaction for some or all genetically controlled processes, as the

case may be. I shall mention the AG idea only in connection with very

specific features of sex determination in plants (where we shall also
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discuss a proposal of a balance between trigger and promoter genes,

which, I think, is based upon a misunderstanding of the facts).

We come to the conclusion that the "naive" theory which requires the

unspecific trigger in the sex chromosomes can be absolutely excluded

in Lymantria, and therefore in other animals and plants which follow

the same scheme. Apart from the basic experiments on production of

intersexes in an orderly way after appropriate crosses, which require

the simple balance theory, three more sets of tests exclude any but the

balance interpretation and establish the fact that normal sexes as well

as all types of intersexuality are exclusively the result of the balances

and imbalances between female determiners in the Y-chromosome

(in Lymantria!) and male ones in the X-chromosomes (not using the

W-Z designation in this case of female heterogamety ) , This, of course,

does not exclude modification by genetic or environmental action.

The first set of experiments consists of multiple crosses. For

example, in the races A B C ( etc, ) female and male determiners have

different strengths or potencies (whatever this means in detail; see

III 5 C tt), as evidenced by the results of crosses in regard to produc-

tion of normal ofi^spring or any definite grade of female or male inter-

sexuality, including both kinds of sex reversal. We might now cross

A X B, and the hybrid from this cross to C, that is, (A X B) X C
(mothers given first). In this way we might finally come, for example,

to the following cross: 9 ( ( (A X B) X C) X ( (D X E) X (F X G)

)

XN))) crossed with 5 ( ( (B X D) X (F X G) ) X N) ) ) X N, In

such crosses all kinds of autosomes are brought together, and the most

varied combinations are expected. If "sex-promoting" genes in the

autosomes were responsible for the effect, unpredictable results would

follow. Actually, at every step of such a buildup and also in the end,

and this in the most varied combinations of races of known potencies,

the result is exactly the same as if a female of race A ( in the example )

,

which supplied the Y-chromosome for all further combinations in-

cluding the last, and a male with one X-chromosome from the mother,

that is, N, and another one from the father, which in the example can

only be N, were crossed. In the example the result is the same as

A X N, without any influence of B, C, and so on. Thus no explanation

of this result other than by the balance of F(Y)/M(X) or F(Y)/
M(X)M(X) is possible.

The second example, which leads to the same conclusion, is the

so-called Hokkaido replacement series, also briefly mentioned above

(details in 1930). The basis of this experiment (fig. 23) is that if a

Y-chromosome = F from a very strong race (e,g,, Tokyo) is combined
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with two X-chromosomes from the very weak race Hokkaido into the

formula F8t(Y)/Mw(X)Mw(X), with st and w representing strong

and weak, the resulting individual is a female by sex reversal in spite

of possessing two X-chromosomes. By appropriate crosses, genetic

males (i.e., with two X's) can be obtained from eggs with the strong

Y and one weak Hokkaido M, if the other M(X) is taken from races

with ascending strength of M up to the very strong Mgt. (We must

keep in mind our discussion on predetermination, in H 2 A, meaning in

this case that the Y of an egg to become a male or male intersex al-

ready has acted before fertilization.) In figure 23, six such combina-

tions are represented. All have the strong F from Tokyo and one very

strong F
from race
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they would have the weak F(Y) from Hokkaido. But actually they

behave like strong females. The only explanation is that a strong F(Y)

transmitted occasionally to a Tokyo male, owing to non-disjunction in

his mother, enters a sperm which, upon union with an X-bearing egg

from the Hokkaido female, gives rise to a strong female, that is, Fst

(Y)Mw(X). It was this analysis which first suggested that F is located

in tlie Y-chromosome (1920c). (Later I thought for some time that F
was a cytoplasmic property, which left the present case unexplained.

I finally returned to the old interpretation; see 1942Z?. ) Here again we
face the same situation for our present problem. Only the F/M
balance agrees with the facts, and the sex-promoter genes-trigger

mechanism is ruled out.

The same conclusion can be derived also from the facts of trip-

loid intersexuality in moths and especially Drosophila (Bridges, 1922).

We have already mentioned the loose way of describing the facts by

saying that sex in these triploids is determined by the relative number

of autosomes and X-chromosomes. This is a confusing way of saying

that in Drosophila the X-chromosomes carry the female determiners,

and one or more autosomes (see I 2 C d ee) the male determiners,

and that the normal balance mechanism M(autosomal)/F(X) or

M/F(X)F(X) can be changed, for example, by multiplying the auto-

some sets and (or) X-chromosomes, with the balance undisturbed or

disturbed, as the case may be. The result, normal sexes or intersexual-

ity, does not follow the multiplication of autosomes, as the trigger

theory requires, but exclusively the balance or imbalance between

autosomal and X-determiners. It follows that only our F/M balance

theory can explain the result, as both Standfuss (1914) and Bridges

(1922) concluded correctly. Thus we may regard the idea of sex

determination without F/M balance, according to what I called the

naive theory, as disproved. This also entails the idea, expressed by

Westergaard (1948), that the balance is between sex-chromosomal

trigger genes and autosomal sex-promoting genes. All the facts are

opposed to this, including those which Westergaard himself estab-

lished. To these we shall return later.
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WITHIN THE BALANCE THEORY

The general facts of genetics make us expect that within the general

features of the F/M balance, variants in detail will be found. Thus

we know that in Drosophila or man, sex-linked loci are numerous,

while they are very rare in rodents. Further, the Y-chromosome in

man and fishes has a considerable pairing segment which can cross

over with the X-chromosome, while Drosophila does not have much
of it. Also, certain traits of similar type may be inherited in one species

as simple Mendelian traits; in another one, on a multifactorial basis.

Thus we cannot be surprised to find variations of the same theme for

sex determination also.

A. VARIANTS IN REGARD TO SEX DETERMINERS

Such variants may first be found in regard to the sex determiners

themselves. I had originally assumed that F and M in Lymantria are

single loci, since no facts were found which could be interpreted as

pointing to a group of Hnked loci. (A few extremely rare exceptional

intersexes where none were expected were interpreted by others as

results of crossing over, but without any proof. ) However, Dobzhansky

and Schultz (1934) showed that the X-chromosome in Drosophila

does not contain a single F locus, but has female action in many
sections of its length, which was interpreted as a set of multiple sex

factors. The details do not concern us here. Actually, Pipkin (1942)

found facts which do not agree with the simple conclusion. There are

modifying actions of small fragments which can be distinguished from

primary sex determination. The latter was established only for sufiS-

ciently large segments at either end of the X, without any intimation

as to what acted in these segments. "Multiple sex factors," in this case,

does not mean much more than a statement that no single "F gene"

was found. As I have already stated {I 2 C d ee), I feel that we
are entitled to assign the F function here to the intercalary hetero-

chromatin. It would, however, be wrong to conclude that, therefore, in

Lymantria also the X must contain multiple sex factors or that all sex

chromosomes must harbor such sets. It is possible that in individual

432
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cases only a single F or M locus exists, or a block of completely

linked loci or a more or less large set of individual loci (locus being

meant either in the classical sense or in the sense of heterochromatic

sections, if our interpretation turns out to be true). Thus the question

of one sex determiner versus many sex determiners, which once

seemed very important, is no longer of theoretical importance so far as

sex determination alone is concerned. We have already discussed an

example of assumed single sex determiners ( III 5 A b; Moewus' work )

,

to which we shall return.

These remarks apply to sex determiners in the X-chromosome;

they may apply to the Y-chromosome also, as we shall see. (Tazima,

1943, found that in Bombyx only a small section of the Y was female-

determining. ) These remarks should apply also to autosomal sex

determiners. A good example is Drosophila, in which Bridges (1922)

first assumed that M determiners were distributed over all autosomes.

Later he found that haplo-, diplo-, triplo-IV did not affect sex or grade

of intersexuality, so that the fourth chromosome fell out. Then S. Bedi-

chek Pipkin showed, with the same method used by Dobzhansky and

Schultz (1934), that none of these are present in the second chromo-

some, as far as the experiments go. Thus only the third chromosome is

left, and nobody has thus far located the M factor or factors there. In

spite of these clear-cut facts, the multiple sex factors over all the

autosomes of Drosophila continue to be presented as a fact in general

discussions and in textbooks; even the presence of both F and M
factors in the autosomes are claimed without any factual basis.

B. VARIANTS WITHIN THE BALANCE SYSTEM

Much more important are the variants in regard to the chromo-

somal setup of the balance system. Basic differences are expected here

between forms with female and those with male heterogamety.

a. Female heterogamety

In female heterogamety, each egg before maturation contains a

Y-chromosome. Genetic properties of the Y can act in the growing

egg via predetermination through the cytoplasm. Thus an egg that

later will develop into a male was exposed to Y action during the

period of predetermination. Therefore, it is possible that the Y con-

tains female determiners which in the male without a Y take part in

the balance system because of their action before fertilization. We have

seen that this is so in Lymantria, where autosomal sex determiners

(but not modifiers!) have been completely excluded. (Winge, 1937,
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once tried to interpret the facts with autosomal determiners of both

sexes, but we have seen that the experimental data disprove such

ideas.) In female hetcrogamety in animals with large eggs, showing

considerable predetermination, the balance mechanism can use F
determiners located solely in the Y-chromosome. This is probably the

case in the silkworm also, though a final conclusion cannot be drawn in

the absence of intersexes. Tazimas' ( 1943-1944 ) results are based upon

the production of different polyploid and aneuploid conditions in the

silkworm egg. Table 4 contains the following important combinations

(as assembled by Kihara, 1953): A, autosomes; X(Z), Y(W), sex chromo-

somes; — L, — M, — R, deficiencies in the left, middle section, or right

arm; X(L) and X(R), only the left or right arm, respectively, present;

X(R)Y, the attachment of X(R) to Y.

TABLE 4

(From H. Kihara, 1953)

Autosomal sets
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later this situation {mutatis mutandis) in Melandriwn. If this were

so, 3A 2X should be an intersex (male intersex), though it is possible

that the F factors in tlie autosomes are so weak that 3A would still

not affect the 2X action. If 4 or 5A with 1 or 2X could be obtained,

the problem could be answered. Regarding the M factors in the

X-chromosomes, we may postulate them, but the data of the table do

not prove their existence. It would be proved if 2A 3X or 4X and Y
turned out to be female intersexes. So far, we know nothing more but

that the Y in Boynbyx has an overwhelming female influence, while

the rest of the genetic system is still unknown.

It would be of great interest to know the genetic situation in

plants with female heterogamety like Fragaria. A cytoplasmic pre-

determination in the plant egg is very improbable in view of the type

of determination in plant development, which is so different from

that in animals. However, thus far (see Staudt, 1952) nothing is

known about localization of F and M.

b. Male heterogamety

Very different are the expectations in male heterogamety. Here

the egg has no Y-chromosome, which is present only in the male line,

and therefore a straight balance system between X- and Y-borne sex

determiners is impossible. This means either that sex determination

works without a balance system or that the balance is between

X-chromosomal female and autosomal male determiners, as in Dro-

sophila. In some dioecious plants, male determiners in the Y seem to

exist. We shall see later that the facts require a very different explana-

tion from that assigned to them and that they fit perfectly into the

point of view which we are developing here. There is also another

possibility, a plasmatic action of the M type, conditioned by auto-

somes or acting like a plasmon. (This will be discussed later for

certain examples in plants.)

These primary conclusions are very different from those which

Correns originally drew for plants. He thought that in male hetero-

gamety, F is located in the X-chromosome and M in the Y-chromo-

some, M being epistatic to F. We have seen that this is impossible when
intersexuality is involved. Hartmann (1943), who tries in his book to

revive Correns' antiquated views in this and other respects, thinks that

they have been proved by the special conditions found in MeJondrium

(which will be discussed later). Actually, otherwise not a single well-

studied case of genetic intersexuality, including those in plants, can be

explained by the formulations of Correns. As the foregoing discussion
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showed, it is a basic error to treat female and male heterogamety

alike, and this applies also to plants. In one of the best analyzed

cases of intersexuality in plants, Rumex acctosa (Ono, 1935), with

male heterogamety, it is completely certain that sex determination is

identical with that of Drosophila. Here, also, combinations with differ-

ent numbers of autosomes and X-chromosomes show that the F factors

are located in the X-chromosomes; the M, in the autosomes; that the

balance F/M decides sex or intersexuality; that the Y-chromosome
here does not take part in the balance mechanism; and that probably

only two autosomes contain the male determiners. If it should turn

out, as will be demonstrated later in detail for Melandrium, that the

Y-chromosome may enhance the F/M balance, based upon X and
autosomes, in favor of M, this would be an additional problem paral-

leling the influence of Y heterochromatin upon other genie actions, as

discussed in detail in the chapter on heterochromatin. Thus it is con-

sidered certain that with female heterozygosity the F determiners may
or may not be located in the Y-chromosome; but this in no way favors

Correns' old formulation (which was made for a case of male hetero-

gamety), since the analysis of intersexuality shows that the F/M
balance is decisive with both F and M present in each sex, and is

not a simple dominance relation, as Correns assumed. It is further

certain that in male heterogamety, M must be located in the autosomes

(or eventually in the cytoplasm), which does not exclude male en-

hancers in the Y, as we shall see.

In discussing the genetics of sex determination in some dioecious

flowering plants, it must be kept in mind ( as also Hartmann and Wes-
tergaard intimated) that we are dealing with a situation which is

basically different from that in Lymantria and Drosophila, and many
other animals. These are real sex-dimorphic species in which each cell

at any stage of life is either completely female or completely male.

Intersexuality therefore means stoppage of female determination dur-

ing the individual development and replacement by a male one, or, as

I have called it, a mosaicism in time. But the plants in question are

basically hermaphrodites in which the anlagen for both types of sex

organs are present in different positions in the flower, and frequently

are even visible as rudiments in the intersexual flower. In a female

the female organs will always occupy the place they would occupy in

a monoecious flower, and vice versa, also the male parts. A somewhat

parallel situation is found in the vertebrates, where both gonads and

ducts are first laid down with the anlagen for both sexes, and one set

or the other is more or less suppressed during development. It is to be
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expected that such a system is much more subject to variation than the

one in Lymantria and Drosopliila. The F/M balances in the two sexes

of such organisms may be very httle different and, therefore, additional

genetic and environmental features may shift the sexes more easily.

Thus indeed in fishes and amphibians, external conditions like tem-

perature and internal ones like age, hormones, and overripeness of

eggs may easily supersede the primary balance system; so also may
genetic modifiers located in autosomes and, in male heterogamety,

even in the Y-chromosome. These facts are probably responsible in

large part for the different, often complicated explanations of genetic

experiments, in which the only slightly different primary balance con-

dition in the two sexes was not or could not be clearly separated from

the additional modifying genetic properties, I may point to the dis-

cussion of sex determination in fishes by Kosswig and Breider (see

Kosswig, 1939) and the very different conclusions of Hammerling,

Goldschmidt, and Hartmann. The Kosswig group thinks that sex de-

termination is dependent upon multiple factors in the autosomes, with

little effect of the X-chromosomes and different types of Y-chromo-

somal action. I agree with Hartmann that the facts can be accommo-

dated in the general F/M scheme together with different modifying

actions, though Hartmann thinks only of the FF-FM scheme of Cor-

rens without clear application of the balance system, which is known

to work in Amphibia and therefore is supposed to work in fishes also.

There is the additional fact that different species of the same fish

genus may be male-heterogametic or female-heterogametic and that

some genera are actual hermaphrodites. A detailed discussion is

beyond the scope of this book, but the basic genetic principles in-

volved are apparent, I think, in this brief discussion.

c. The Melandrium case

This leads finally to the extremest variant known, extreme because

it seems at first glance to deviate farthest from the simple balance

scheme, the facts found by Ono, Blakeslee, Warmke, and Westergaard

in Melandrium (literature in Westergaard, 1948). Sex in Melandrium

involves both Y-chromosomal action and sex dimorphism derived from

hermaphroditism. Melandrium album is dioecious and has the classic

sex-determination scheme of XX = $ , XY = $ , the Y-chromosome

being very large. This plant, as is well known, was one of the first in

which not only the sex-chromosome mechanism but also the first case

of sex-linked heredity was demonstrated in plants. Only Melandrium

album and rubrum are dioecious; other related species are monoecious.
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However, a number of cases are known in which XY individuals be-

come more or less hermaphroditic (subandroecious) and, as it seems,

more rarely, XX individuals may show male characteristics, are sub-

gynoecious. In addition, it was found a long time ago by Strasburger

that females infected with Ustilago will develop male characters,

which is a very important fact to be kept in mind.

The authors mentioned above studied sex determination in this

plant with the aid of polyploid combinations, thus paralleling Bridges'

work in Drosophila. Without going into the genetic technique for

producing the combinations, we give the results in table 5, in which

the corresponding Drosophila combinations are entered (A = set of

autosomes; ^ = intersex in Drosophila, subandroecious in Melan-

drium).

TABLE 5

(From M. Westergaard, 1953)

No.
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the X-chromosomes controls the sex; the Y-chromosome is not in-

volved. In Melandrium, in contrast, the presence of a Y always de-

termines males, and its absence, females, whatever the autosomes and
X-chromosomes (except no. 22). Thus the Y-chromosome is here so

strongly male-determining that it looks as if the autosomes and X-chro-

mosomes do not play any role, and no balance mechanism is present.

But no. 22 (from Warmke) shows that the X-chromosomes do con-

tain female determiners of such weakness that, in the presence of Y,

four of them are needed to make this influence felt. Hence the decisive

fact that was missing in Bombyx is established here.

The presence of female determiners in the X-chromosomes without

a balance mechanism seems queer; we know (see above, Strasburger;

and below, gynomonoecism ) that females (without Y) can develop

male characters. Relevant for the solution of these contradictions are

further data by Westergaard. From crosses between triploids, females

and males were obtained as before, and in addition some hermaphro-

dites (intersexes; see below regarding this nomenclature) having a

Y-chromosome. These, then, are andromonoecious: usually the first

flowers are intersexual (hermaphroditic); the next ones, low inter-

sexual; and the last, male. It was noticed that this result was found

mostly in the presence of three sets of autosomes. Since all these

intersexes could be selfed, analysis of many combinations becamxO

possible. One important point is that by selection of "androhermaphro-

dites" ( or weak male intersexes ) , real hermaphrodites ( or higher grade

intersexes) could be established. Without going into further details,

the conclusion was reached that bisexual plants, that is, subgynoecious

males in the presence of a Y-chromosome, are determined by the num-

ber of X-chromosomes and the combination of the autosomes. Table 6

illustrates this.

The table shows that the percentage of "intersexes" increases from

to 100 per cent when the number of X-chromosomes increases from

1 to 4. Since plants with identical constitution in regard to sex chromo-

somes may develop into males or intersexes, the cause must be sought

in the only variable left, the combination of autosomes. Thus it follows

that the X-chromosome acts in the female direction, and some auto-

somal combinations can enhance the pull in the female direction.

Westergaard thinks that this role of the autosomes means that some

autosomes are female-determining. Further, he assumes that the more

female-determining combinations in the aneuploid types are originated

by a "changed individual equilibrium" between female- and male-

determining autosomes. Such an equihbrium change could occur in
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TABLE 6

(From M. Westergaard, 1948)

Sex chromosomes
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pletely inapplicable to the well-established cases of intersexuality

through genie balance. I wish to raise the question whether we are not

faced here by one peculiar variant of the general balance scheme,

which means, in the presence of male heterogamet)', the same basic

mechanism, X-chromosomes : autosomes = F/M balance as in Dro-

sophila, with the additional unusual feature of specific behavior of the

Y-chromosome. In my opinion all the facts (omitting, for the moment,

the Y-chromosome) point to the presence of the usual balance mech-

anism between autosomal male determiners and X-chromosomal female

determiners. When this mechanism gets a chance to work, as in the

case of accumulation of X-chromosomal female determiners, it works

just as in other cases, producing male intersexuality (subandroecious

flowers). So far, no analysis of the opposite condition is available

—

autosomal male determiners being conditioned to produce female in-

tersexuality (subandroecious flowers). But the fact of Strasburger's

Ustilago case and the perhaps rare occurrence of natural sub-

gynoecists show that this is a possible situation. Thus the only fact in

the Melandriwn case which, in my opinion, requires a new interpre-

tation is the overwhelming male action of the Y-chromosome. I con-

ceive of this as a specific modifying action upon the otherwise normal

balance mechanism, superimposed for unknown reasons in this species

upon the standard type of sex determination, and working in the same

way as known modifiers in Drosophila and Lymantria. (These will be

discussed in the next chapter.) If in Drosophila a mutation in the

Y-chromosome should appear, acting as a strong modifier for maleness,

the same situation would result; and such mutants in autosomes are

well known.

These deliberations lead to further discussion of the Y-chromo-

some of Melandrium. Some interesting facts, not mentioned thus far

in the interest of clarity, are known about it. As in other X-Y pairs of

sex chromosomes, the Y-chromosome contains a segment which is

homologous to a segment of the X-chromosome, with which it pairs

and produces a chiasma. Actually, X-chromosomal loci are known

(Baur, Shull), also Y-chromosomal mutants (Winge), and crossing

over between Y and X loci ( Winge ) in the pairing segment. The rest,

the differentiating segment alone, contains whatever sex determiners

or modifiers there are. Westergaard (also Warmke before him) have

found Y-chromosomes in the polyploid strains in which parts of the

Y are missing: in Y^ a part of the left half is missing; in Y^, a part of

the right half. Y- probably contains only the right half plus a trans-

located piece from X. Plants with Y^ or Y- are always genuine her-
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maphrodites with fertile ovaries and anthers (euhermaphrodites),

as opposed to the intersexes or, more correctly, andromonoecists,

which show all transitions from hermaphrodites to males. The Y^ or Y^

hermaphrodites selfed produce females without Y and hermaphrodites

with Y^ or Y-. From this Westergaard concludes that the missing

left segment normally prevents the formation of female organs and con-

tains no important male determiners. In Y^ the other end of Y is

missing. Plants with Y^ are always rudimentary (sterile) males. From
this it is concluded that the "genes" contained in this segment control

the last stages of pollen formation without an e£Fect upon the female

organs. Thus the differential segment of the Y-chromosome is as-

sumed to have three diflFerent functions. Segment I exclusively has the

function of preventing the normal development of the female organs;

segment III contains the genes needed for complete development of

pollen; segment II, in between, "must" therefore contain the genes

controlling the formation of anthers, since, in the absence of the

entire Y, anthers are "never" formed. But Westergaard himself men-

tions spontaneous 2X hermaphrodites found by Akerlund, but dis-

misses them on the assumption that one X is really a rudimentary Y.

However, he should also have mentioned Strasburger's intersexual

females by Ustilago infection, which cannot be interpreted in such a

way.

Actually, these facts lead to an interpretation which I consider to

be far superior to Westergaard's, because it fits the facts into the

general well-established system of sex determination by F/M balance,

instead of denying the proved method of sex determination in animals

on the basis of a single case, only slightly aberrant, and, in my opin-

ion, misinterpreted. In Drosophila, where the balance system has been

established beyond any doubt, the Y-chromosome also consists of

sections of different functions (Stern, 1929^?); some of them are re-

sponsible for "fertility," since their absence results in male sterility.

Westergaard considers this a proof of the presence of male factors in

the Y-chromosome after all! But Stern and Shen (see Shen, 1932)

showed that this "steriHty" is nothing but the absence of motility of

sperm.

Since in both Drosophila and Melandrium a definite section of the

Y-chromosome is needed for the accomplishment of a comparable last

step in male gamete formation, the explanation is expected to be the

same. In both cases, without Y in Drosophila and without Y'' in

Melandrium, the sex is completely male in every respect. Wliat is
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missing is only a physiological condition of the male gametes enabling

them to function. In insects we have some knowledge what this

means, namely, the need of a hormone-like stimulus for sperm motility.

In Lepidoptera this substance is secreted in the female organs where

sperm is stored and, therefore, is certainly not a part of male sex

determination. Growth of the gonads in insects is also dependent upon

a known hormone. "These physiological features have clearly nothing

to do with sex determination as such, but act in a definite physiological

way upon the genetically determined sex cells. Thus I conclude that

the right section of the Y in Melandriiim does not have a partial

function in sex determination, but controls some physiological action

upon the fully determined male sex cells that is needed for finishing

their cycle. The left end and the middle part of the Y remain alone

for assaying.

According to Westergaard, the left segment of the Y contains only

genes for the suppression of the female organs, because its absence

results in fully developed hermaphrodite flowers. From this the in-

ference is made that the middle segment contains the male deter-

miners for anther development. This conclusion cannot stand close

scrutiny, if all the facts are taken into account: subandroecious and

subgynoecious flowers and the Ustilago effect. I can only conclude that

the left and middle sections of the Y contain powerful suppressors of

the female primordia, so powerful that they win out even in the

presence of as many as three F-carrying X-chromosomes, that is, a

powerful shift of the F/M balance in favor of F. The anthers are

clearly always formed when only one X-chromosome is present, a bal-

ance F(X)/M( autosome) strongly in favor of M. There is absolutely

no need and no proof for assuming male determiners to be in the

Y-chromosome, but the suppressors of the female anlagen may also be

called enhancers of maleness, if we realize that the dioecious plants

are actually monoecious with suppression of the anlagen of one sex.

Thus the problem of monoecism enters. Westergaard himself has

emphasized that it must not be forgotten that the only two dioecious

species of Melandrium must have been derived from monoecious ones.

This is indeed a decisive point. If they are basically monoecious with

a secondary suppression of female organs in the male (and vice versa),

and these organs, as we have seen, can reappear in definite genotypes,

the basis of sex determination is a F/M balance which is very near

equality and is shifted only inadequately by the '1X-2X mechanism.

This means that MM is only a little superior to one F, while MM is
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much inferior to FF, as the greater rarity of subgynoecious plants

shows. In the transition from monoecism to dioecism, the relatively

unstable A(M) A(M)/X(F) condition, alone capable of producing

anthers, but not of suppressing ovaries, is shifted by the appearance

of a modifying action in the Y-chromosome which so strongly sup-

presses the female anlagen that it overrules the F/M balance in all

genotypes possessing X(F), XX (FF), or XXX (FFF) chromosomes,

but not 4X(4F). This alone suffices for the explanation of all the facts,

and no male determiners in the Y are needed.

This simple solution, which takes from the Melandrium case all

the features that seem to require a genetic system different from all

other well-explored ones, is in harmony with important facts known
in regard to the Y-chromosome in Drosophila outside the sphere of sex

determination. We found that the heterochromatin in the Y-chromo-

some has a considerable modifying action (probably proportional to

quantity) upon other genically controlled developmental processes,

which are sometimes enhanced, sometimes inhibited, as the case may
be. We refer especially to the extreme case of podoptera K (see I 2

C d aa), in which a remarkable and extreme mutant action is realized,

not in the normal female but in XXY females. Hence it is in no way
unusual to find that Y heterochromatin has a strong effect upon other

genie actions. In Melandrium this means that in the transition from

monoecism to dioecism via dropping one female-determining X-chromo-

some, an additional modifier has appeared, namely, a mass of hetero-

chromatin suppressing still further female action. Melandrium thus

has the same sex determination as Drosophila plus a powerful anti-

female modifying action of Y heterochromatin.

d. Dioecism derived from monoecism in other coses

We might expect to find a comparable situation in other cases

where dioecism is derived from a monoecious condition. This is indeed

so. The classic example is sex determination in frogs with its great

modifiability and lability from a more or less monoecious basic condi-

tion. Witschi ( 1914 ff
.
) showed in classic papers that the basic condi-

tion is the F/M balance system, but, in addition, some action of the

Y-chromosome must be introduced in order to explain all the detailed

facts. (See full discussion in Goldschmidt, 1931; and Witschi, 1939a.)

This condition is assumed to be a weak female factor in the Y-chromo-
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some. We might well describe it as a modifier acting in the opposite

direction from that in Melandriwn, namely, enhancing femaleness,

with the result of producing a very labile, almost monoecious condition

in the IX males. The many races of frogs, in regard to more or less

labile sex determination, extending to complete dioecism, represent

different valencies of the F and M factors, just as in Lymantria, and,

in addition, different conditions of the Y-chromosome modifier. It is

remarkable that P. and G. Hertwig (1922) were led to adopt Witschi's

formulation in their study of crosses involving natural subandroecious-

ness (male intersexes) in Melandrium. They used different valencies

of the F factors in the X-chromosomes and the Y-chromosomal factor

( or modifier in my terminology, a weak F in Witschi's = fif i ) to

explain all the individual results. The decisive point is that they needed

the F/M balance, different F valencies in different strains, and a

special modifier in the Y-chromosome. Another problem enters all

these discussions: the relation between andro- or gynodioecism and

intersexuality, terms which were used indiscriminately in the discus-

sion of Melandrium. This is actually a problem of great theoretical

significance when it comes to finding a general solution of the problem

of sex determination which fits all the different cases already analyzed

and still to be analyzed. (A separate chapter will be devoted to these

questions.

)

We discussed the more complicated developments in Melandrium
without much reference to the simpler genetic facts, because

Westergaard has used the results to cast doubt upon the basic

tenets of genetics of sex in animals, which made it imperative to

show that the facts actually fall in line with others. We should now
add a few words on simpler cases, for they show the relations of

monoecism and dioecism at a less complicated level. As is well known,

Correns (1907) made the first crosses between monoecious and

dioecious species, which led to the formulation FF = $ , FM = $ ,

plus something additional for an explanation of monoecism; he could

not analyze the latter because of Fi sterility. Galan (1946; see 1951)

has since finished this analysis in another form, Ecballium elaterium,

which occurs in monoecious and dioecious races that cross freely. The
crosses in Fi and Fo (together with interesting changes occurring in

the same plants flowering the second year) lead to a simple genetic

interpretation which is borne out by all experiments. Decisive are

three "genes" of a multiple allelomorphic series, a, a^, a'', and the

effect of their combination is tabulated (see overleaf).
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1. Pure races 2. Fi and F2 combinationa

a"*" a"*" = monoicum a*^ a^ = c?"

aP a"* = dioicum <f a"*" a° = c?*

a"* a"* = dioicum 9 a+ a+ = 5^

a+ a^ = ^
a"* a° = 9

It is easy to fit these facts into our former discussion. (Bridges,

1939, tried to explain the analogous results of Correns on the basis of

his views on sex in Drosophila, assuming that females are XX AA; A =
autosomes with a male tendency. The details of Galan's crosses do
not agree with this interpretation.) It is obvious that in the formula

M(A)M(A)F(X)F(X) = 9 , M(A)M(A)F(X)Y = S , with the Y-chromo-

some acting as a modifier, as shown in Melandrium, the a of Galan is

a condition of F with the potency F = M (a+ = F) in the dioecious

plant. Galan's a*^ is then the F in the dioecious form, which has a

higher potency than the one (a+) in the monoecious form, say F^, so

that F^F^MM or a'^a'' = 9 ; a^ then becomes the Y-chromosome, absent

of course in the monoecious form and always present in males. Since

a+a** = F(X)FHX)MM is monoecious, just as a+a+ = F(X)F(X)MM,
the F^ of the dioecious form (= a'') has a potency (pull in the

female direction) which is not far above that of F = a+. Thus, in

Galan's terminology, what looks like a completely different story is in

fact identical with the Melandrium case as we expounded it. But we
cannot say whether the Y in the male acts as a male enhancer as in

Melandrium, or only as the absence of one F^ as in the standard

case. Only polyploidy experiments hke those made with Melandrium

could decide this point.

e. Once more the Y-chromosome

All these facts and interpretations lead us to consider the problem

of the modifiability of the sex balance system. Before doing this, one

more point should be made in relation to the present discussion. I

emphasized above that in male heterogamety no room is left for

genuine sex determiners in the Y-chromosome, whereas in female

heterogamety the Y(Z) can carry a female determiner, at least in

animals where predeterminative action of the Y(Z) in the immature

egg permits the production of intersexuality in the XX sex. There are

now available some interesting facts concerning sex determination in

the silkworm (Tazima, 1943 ff.), in which the female is XY(WZ),
which we have already presented (IV 3 B a). A brief repetition at

this point will serve as the basis for further discussion. Tazima found

that the female determiners are located in the Y-chromosome, as in
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Lymantria, but they are so strong that any egg with a Y will be

female, whatever the number of X, which contain the male deter-

miners. As XX individuals are males, the strong Y which is present in

all eggs before fertilization cannot have a predeterminative influence,

for otherwise all males would be intersexual. Thus the old Correns

formula (changed for female heterogamety), MM = $, MF = 9,

F > M, could be employed here so long as no male intersexuahty is

known. This problem awaits further clarification.

We might attempt to explain both the Lymantria and the Bombyx
situation in the same way we tried to understand that of Melandrium,

forgetting for the moment the potential monoecism of this plant. This

means the assumption that F is an autosomal property; M is located

in the X-chromosomes; and a strong enhancer for femaleness, in the

Y-chromosome. In favor of such an assumption could be cited the fact

that triploid intersexuahty in moths possibly follows the Drosophila.

scheme (of course, with the changes due to female heterogamety).

I said "possibly" because we do not know much about the Y-chromo-

some in most cases. But where no Y is present (the XO type in

Solenobia) , the Drosophila type must obtain. The facts regarding the

silkworm may be expressed in the same terms as in Melandrium, that

is, with a strong Y-chromosomal enhancer. In this case, the assumption

of a predetermining action of the Y in the eggs destined to become
males is superfluous, because autosomal F (female determiners) are

present, though they have not yet been demonstrated. However, in

Lymantria such a theory would be very difficult. In order to explain

the experiments on the production of male and female intersexuahty,

we need both male and female determiners of different valency. If F
were located in the autosomes, and the Y carried an enhancer for

femaleness, the autosomes would have to carry F's of different potency

in order to explain male intersexuahty in the absence of a Y. But the

facts of female intersexuahty require different potencies of the female

"enhancers" in the Y. Finally, the facts of the complex crosses and the

Hokkaido replacement experiments (discussed in IV 2) exclude a

participation of autosomal female determiners (although autosomal

modifiers have been demonstrated). Thus the genetics of sex deter-

mination is probably of the Lymantria type, as described, wherever

female heterogamety exists with the presence of a Y-chromosome; of

the Drosophila type, in male heterogamety and in female XO hetero-

gamety; and of the Drosophila type plus Y-chromosome enhancers, in

special cases like Melandrium. There is, of course, no reason to expect

that the details are the same in all organisms, in view of the fact that
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many features of general genetics, like dominance, maternal inherit-

ance, heredity within the Y-chromosome, and crossing over in one or

both sexes show specific features from case to case. But the underlying

principle, the F/M balance, is always the same.

BALANCE AND

MODIFICATION

It is obvious that a genetic system of the F/M balance type must be

rather easily modifiable by environmental and genetic actions, since

time relations and similar features of the kinetics of the genetic

systems and also threshold conditions are involved. If the balance is

eflFected by a 2X-1X system, it is to be expected that it is more easily

upset by modifying action in the homogametic sex. If we use arbitrary

measures for the genetic actions, for examples, for Lynwntria

F(Y) = 10, M(X) = 6, the female imbalance is in favor of F 10/6;

the male one, in favor of M 12/10. That is, in the homogametic sex,

maleness outbalances femaleness by only one-fifth; in the hetero-

gametic sex femaleness outbalances maleness by two-thirds. Modi-

fiers acting upon the thresholds will therefore more easily affect the

homogametic sex, especially in intersexes with already impaired

balance. However, this does not mean that the homogametic sex more
easily becomes intersexual. Haldane's rule that the opposite is true

applies to many cases, for a special reason. If we take Lymantria as

an example, with the balance F(Y)/M(X) = $ , the facts prove that

an increase in the potency of M ( as found in different races
)
produces

female intersexes in Fi of a cross of a weak race with the male of a

strong one. But for the males F(Y)/M(X)M(X) the reciprocal cross

transmits only one weak M to the Fi males, which then become inter-
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sexual only when strong F and weak M are very different. Otherwise

two weak M's will be needed to produce intersexual males which will

occur only in F2 or RF2. Thus we may say that in this sense females

become intersexual more easily. Of course, this, derivation is not a

theory but a description of an extensive set of experimental facts

involving all possible combinations.

When in such combinations the males of the formula Fst/MstMw

are normal, and those Fgt/MwMw just a little intersexual, the proper

setting for the action of the modifiers is given, which may act in either

direction. Actually, two pairs of such dominant autosomal modifiers

were found, both acting in favor of M; as a result, only the homo-

zygous recessive segregants for one or both of these modifiers showed

low male intersexuality (details in Goldschmidt, 1923a). In the

triploid intersexes of Drosophila it was shown by Bridges ( 1925 ) and

Dobzhansky (1930) that modifiers for the degree of intersexuality

can be selected, though the case is not as clear-cut as in Lymantria,

where individual Mendelizing loci were demonstrated. Pipkin (1942)

found also in Drosophila dominant intersex modifiers in the X-chro-

mosomes of wild-type stocks of different geographic provenience.

The latter fact strongly suggests the parallelism with Lijmantria, as

does also the repleta case to be discussed later. We meet frequently

with the statement that these modifiers are autosomal sex genes, an

interpretation which has led to much confusion and the assumption

of multiple sex factors located all over the chromosomes. This would,

indeed, be a strange mechanism for accomplishing a simple genetic

alternative in the absence of complete linkage of all these autosomal

loci. The production of the two sexes in equal numbers would be a

very rare and improbable event, and if autosomal multiple sex deter-

miners for both sexes are assumed, as has been done, only a miracle

could lead to the regular production of the two sexes. From the point

of view of genie action, such theories are even worse than from the

purely statistical aspect. The serious error in this confusion of the

sex-determining mechanism and the possibility of modifying effects

upon the action of the primary F/M balance can be made most

obvious by comparison with facts outside the realm of sex deter-

mination.

In a former section I mentioned dominance modification. Among
innumerable examples (all the inhibitors, suppressors, enhancers in

genetic literature) are the accurately studied dominance modifiers for

vestigial wings in Drosophila (see III 5 C b). One of them, which

shifts all combinations and compounds in the direction of more wing
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destruction, is the mutant locus purple, so called for its effect on eye

color. Shall we now say that purple is one of the wing-determining loci,

or is it not rather true that the action of purple collides at some point

with one of the processes or reaction chains which take place in wing
determination? This collision may mean a common substrate or pre-

cursor substance or condition for the kinetics of the reaction. Exactly

the same situation is known from the realm of sex determination. Thus
Winge and his successors showed that certain mutant loci for pig-

mentation act as modifiers of sex expression in fishes. Such cases are

bound to be found whenever there is a labile balance which can be

pushed out of gear by effects of loci and the genetic background,

within which the balance system works, but works differently when
one or more of the variables of the developmental system are changed.

It is therefore to be expected that environmental actions like extreme

temperatures, hunger, and parasitism may have the same effects,

producing intersexuality. We have mentioned (in III 3 B) the pheno-

copies of intersexual features in Lijmantria. Examples, some very

remarkable, of similar action of other environmental factors (e.g.,

parasitism) can be found in my book on sex intergrades (1931).

With these facts as a background we shall have no difficulty in

assigning the proper place to genetic modifiers producing, if mutated,

intersexuality in the presence of the normal F/M mechanism. We
meet here with the same error of interpretation as the one mentioned

above. We remember, for example, that in Drosophila sex determiners

in the second and fourth chromosome were ruled out (see I 2 C d ee).

If a mutant locus which makes one sex intersexual is found in the

second chromosome, it is said that this shows that sex determiners are

nevertheless present in the second chromosome and that a multiple

factor sex determination is demonstrated. Actually, a mutant has been

found which changes the genetic system of development so that the

usual F/M balance works in a different system of coordinates and

therefore has a different effect. Thus it is not surprising that in Droso-

phila species a number of mutant loci which alone produce inter-

sexuality have been found; further, that combinations of ordinary

mutants exist which make the carriers intersexual, for example, the

low-grade intersexual males produced by the Beaded-Minute com-

bination (Goldschmidt, 1949a, 1951Z?). New cases of one or the other

type are being found continually. Whatever their specific features

—

and these are expected, since they probably act through different co-
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ordinates of the developmental system—their interpretation is always

the same in principle. All these facts may, in addition, be used as

material to support the correctness of our interpretation of sex in

Melandrium.

MONOECISM AND

INTERSEXUALITY

a. Introduction

In our discussion of Melandrium we used the terms "subandroe-

cious," "subgynoecious," and "intersexual" in the same sense without

much explanation. When we analyze sex determination in animals and

flowering plants in terms of identical genetic ideas, we must, however,

realize the differences. Correns used the term "euhermaphrodites,"

for example, for a Melandrium species or race or experimental product

in which both female and male organs are functional. When we
considered before such conditions, produced by the presence of four

X-chromosomes, it could be described as one step in the change from

maleness to femaleness, that is, intersexuality. But if we use such a

term, we must realize that it means something different from inter-

sexuality, say, in Lymantria or Drosophila. In the monoecious flower,

whether it is primarily monoecious or secondarily by a sexual shift

away from a male (or a female, if found), there are two spatially

separated anlagen for complete male and female organs, both of

which can be evoked alone or simultaneously and become functional

together. This situation is then comparable in animals to a genuine

hermaphrodite like a trematode with two complete functional and

spatially separated sex organs. The trematode parallels Melandrium

so far as all members of the order are hermaphrodites except one

genus, Schistosomum. My student, Lindner (1914), could show that

this exception involves the establishment of a 2X-1X mechanism. This
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shows, as do the facts in Mckindriiim, that hermaphroditism (monoe-

cism) is based also on the sex-determining mechanism of F/M balance

with F = M. However, there must be an additional genetic system

which causes the spatially separate anlagen, that is, a definite primary

developmental pattern. Needless to say, such a genetic system also

permits shifts by genetic or environmental means, which then could

be called intersexuality, just as in frogs or in Melandriiim. Actually,

Buttner (1950) found that in a host containing only male Schisio-

sotnum mansoni their testes may degenerate and rudimentary ovaries

appear.

We spoke of a primary determinative pattern controlling the

spatial arrangement of the female and male parts in a hermaphrodite.

In animals this patterning part of the determinative process can show
many variations: separate gonads or a single gonad with separation of

sex cells, consecutive functioning of the female and male parts of the

gonad with and without much modifiability. (See all the variants in

mollusks, especially studied by Coe.) In plants it is probably the

specific aspect of differentiation at a vegetative point which causes the

always more or less identical spatial relationships.

b. Shift of sex expression in maize

This situation, and simultaneously the correctness of the inter-

pretation used, comes out best in the well-known work of Emerson
and especially Jones (1934) in maize. Maize is monoecious, with the

additional feature—based on a genetic condition, which is inde-

pendent of sex determination itself—that the apical flowers (the

tassel) have normal anthers and a rudimentary gynoecium, thus being

male functionally. This means that something suppresses female dif-

ferentiation, though all flowers are genetically monoecious, in the

language of balance, F/M, F = M. The lateral flowers (where the cob

develops) are functionally female, while the anthers are rudimentary,

the interpretation being the opposite from that of the tassel flowers.

Emerson and Jones found and analyzed modifying mutants which

specifically counteract the local suppressor action upon the anlagen of

one sex in the genetically monoecious flower and enhance the other

sex. (I present only the interpretation of the facts which I favor and

which fits into the entire genetic picture of sex determination in

monoecists.) One recessive locus, tassel seed, affects the terminal

flowers in which anther development is suppressed and gynoecium

development enhanced so that real seed can be formed. Such a tS2 tS2
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plant might be called a female, because it has no functional male

organs, but this would be an incorrect name, because there is still a

tassel, only it is modified in the female direction. This means that the

plant is a female as much as a normal plant after cutting away the

tassel. The plant is actually a monoecious plant with a shift of expres-

sivity in one group of flowers by a homozygous modifier. It can, of

course, breed true to this condition, being homozygous for the

modifier, thus mimicking a dioecious female condition (of a type un-

known in nature) without really being a female.

A second mutant in another chromosome, silkless (sk), specifi-

cally suppresses the gynoecium in the lateral flowers without affecting

the tassel. Thus it produces what functionally is a male plant but

genetically still a monoecious one with sterilization of the gynoecium

in the female flowers. It would be comparable to a normal monoecious

plant which has been castrated for all ovaries in the lateral flowers.

This is certainly only an imitation female, though with both modifiers

combined a line can be established with "female" and "male" plants,

but only in regard to function, not to sex determination. This is due

to the fact that tS2 homozygous is epistatic to sk sk, and therefore in

both locations "female" flowers are formed. As tso does not act so in

heterozygous condition, Ts2 tS2 sk sk is male, like sk sk alone. Thus a

true breeding dioecious line is established when Ts2/tS2 sk/sk is crossed

with tS2/tS2 sk/sk. It is not surprising that these facts, which are easily

understood when put in their proper place in the general theory of sex

determination, have led to the most confusing interpretations when the

general setting has been disregarded: confusing functional sex with

genetic sex, sex determiners and modifiers of expressivity, monoecic

F/M balance (where F = M) with epistatic effects of modifiers. This,

then, is clearly something completely different genetically from real

intersexuality.

c. Monoecism and intersexuality in Streptocarpus

In view of this, special importance is attached to flowering plants

in which androecia in situ are transformed into gynoecia (or vice

versa) in a series of real intersexual transformation. The fact that such

cases seem to result frequently from species crosses, like diploid

intersexuality in Lymantria and a few cases in Drosophila (see II 2

A; discussion of crosses in the repleta group), suggests that a similar

method of sex determination is working within the setting of monoe-

cism. This might permit us to assign each mechanism to its proper
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place, the sex-determining and the monoecism-controlHng mechanism,

the latter of which we described as a patterning of primordia within

a flower bud.

The Streptocarpus crosses ( Gesneriaceae ) of Oehlkers (1938-

1952) represent the best analyzed case. The species are monoecious,

with two functioning and three rudimentary anthers ( staminodia )

.

Of the six species investigated, four species behave alike and the

other two form a separate group. As examples, the crosses between

Rexii and Wendlandii are presented (W = Wendlandii; R = Rexii;

2 always given first place).

Fi R X W dioecious, like parents

Fi W X R anthers reduced to staminodia

RF2 (W X R) X R half like Fi, half normal gynoecia, but, instead of anthers,

all transitions from anthers to carpels

RF2 (R X W) X W half normal monoecious, half externally the same, but with

rudimentary ovaries

To this group were added later crosses with another monoecious

species, polyanthus (P). The results are as follows:

Fi P X W like parents

Fi W X P like parents

F2 (W X P)2 3 like Fi : 1 without anthers, i.e., like Fi W X R
RF2 (W X P) X P 1 like Fi : 1 without anthers

F2 (P X W)2 all like Fi

The following formal explanations have been proposed for the

first group of facts ( the second group to be considered later ) . Oehlkers

follows Correns in assuming that the genome contains a general AG
complex of female and male sex determiners. In Rexii the G factors

are superior to the A factors and vice versa in Wendlandii. The

plasmon in either case must pull in the opposite direction, because

both forms are monoecious. Thus R plasmon pulls in the male direc-

tion; W plasmon, in the female direction. In the backcross (W X R)

X R, the W plasmon, pulling in the female direction, becomes com-

bined with genomes working in the same direction; therefore, female

intersexuality occurs in half of the offspring. This requires, of course,

that the assumed AG complexes segregate like single loci. If we try to

visualize this in detail, insurmountable difficulties arise. However,

discarding this unworkable AG hypothesis, we may postulate a single

pair of Mendelizing alleles and a modifier, present in the R genome,

which pulls, if homozygous, in the female direction, but only in a

proper plasmon, which is found in W. One could mention in favor of

such a modifier that Oehlkers found in the same crosses a modifier for
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flower form which acts in exactly this way; and, further, that the

second group of facts (W X P, etc. ) fits into such a scheme, assuming

a lower action of this modifier. Thus, while the AG explanation is

unworkable, a single Mendehan modifier, comparable to those found

in Drosophila (e.g., Sturtevant's repleta crosses), could account in a

general way for the results, together with a plasmonic difference and

an action within the system of independently determined monoecism,

that is, a pattern of development of the flower primordia. This modifier

would, then, act upon sexual differentiation, independently of the

primordia, shifting any development toward femaleness. We could

describe this as a case of intersexuality superimposed upon monoecism.

In view of the great confusion found in the discussions of sex deter-

mination, monoecism, and intersexuality in plants, I consider the

present discussion to be of major importance.

Monoecism, then, would be here, as everywhere, a genetic condi-

tion of equal F/M balance, F = M, in the absence of an X-Y mecha-

nism. All individuals are FF MM, and the FF chromosomes have not

yet reached the status of X-chromosomes which they accomplish only

when one F drops out (XO or XY) or changes into a weaker F, as

discussed before for Melandrium, Ecballium, and frogs. The com-

pletely independent genetic condition which controls the pattern

formation of the flower primordia supplies in different places pri-

mordia for androecia and gynoecia, which, with the balance F = M,

differentiate independently. The estabhshment of an X-chromosome

mechanism could make the flowers andromonoecious and gyno-

monoecious by enhancer-suppressor action, and the estabhshment of

modifying Y material could affect the balance effect in a still more

extreme way. But the flowers would still be morphologically potential

monoecists with more or less extreme suppression of one t>'pe of organ.

Monoecism is thus a floral developmental pattern in the presence of

F/M equally balanced and dioecism developed from it as the result

of a shift in only one of the two components, the F/M balance via

production of a sex chromosome mechanism and (or) a change in the

potency of F or F and M.

Intersexuahty, in which an androecium transforms into a gynoe-

cium (male intersexuality) or vice versa (female intersexuality),

could be superimposed upon monoecism-dioecism either by intro-

duction of a modifier which enhances F or M in both types of

primordia, which means intersexual transformation for one and

reduction for the other, and vice versa; or by the development of a

plasmon condition which has the same modifying effect; or by a
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combination of both; or by the existence of weak and strong races,

meaning different potencies of F and M which may be recombined

in an abnormal way after crossing. I had formerly assumed that the

Streptocarpus case follows the last alternative (Goldschmidt, 1938fo).

But the new results of Oehlkers with polyanthus, giving a 3:1 Fo

segregation, requires an autosomal action, a modifier of the type found

in the Drosophila cases mentioned. However, this alone does not

suflBce for the explanation of the R X W crosses; an additional inter-

action between a plasmon and the autosomal modifiers is required.

This puts the modifier system on the same plane as that discussed

above for male sterility, which then might be a beginning intersexu-

ality superimposed on monoecism (though this is improbable, as

discussed in IV 3 B c). The modifier in Drosophila repleta worked

by means of the cytoplasm as did also the Bd M intersexuality (see

II 2 A), though no separate plasmon existed. However, there still

remains this riddle: Why does the change in F(X) (plus the Y-chro-

mosome modifying action) in Melandrmm produce only a shift in

the development of the flower anlagen in the way of suppression-

enhancement, while the modifier in Streptocarpus affects both anlagen

in their actual sex differentiation, in the presence of the proper

plasmon? The nature of monoecism cannot be involved in this dif-

ference. It must therefore be the presence of different plasmons

interacting with the genetic modifiers of F/M balance which is

responsible for the genuine intersexual effect in Streptocarpus. A
more specific meaning will be given at once to this conclusion.

Facts resembling those in Streptocarpus have been described in

other plants after species crosses, though they could not be analyzed

genetically as well as in Streptocarpus. In these cases even the Fi

showed the intersexuality, as in Ltjmantria. This might suggest that

the genetic basis is different, more as in Lynmntria. But it is of no

use to speculate on this, in view of the meager information. Good
examples are the Salix crosses of Rainio (1927) with complete series

of female and male genuine intersexuality, and the comparable

Solarium crosses of Koopmans (1952). It is remarkable that in the

latter, also, similar anomalies of the flowers themselves (petals) were

found, like those studied by Oehlkers in Streptocarpus, and explained

by a recessive mutant collaborating with a definite plasmon. In view

of the fact that certain color mutants in fishes act as modifiers of sex

determination, one could expect the intersexuality modifier in Strepto-

carpus (and also in Solarium) to be identical with the flower modifier

for choripetaly. If this were so, an explanation of the dilemma
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mentioned above would suggest itself: the sex modifier in Strepto-

carpus and Solarium acts upon the flower bud before the determina-

tion of the pattern of a monoecious flower; while in Melandrium and

EcbaUium the X-Y system works only after the anlagen of the flower

parts have been determined. In favor of this solution is my work

(see II 2 C a) on the cytoplasmic effect upon the pigment-forming

process in Lijnuintria, where it was shown by a study of the pigmenta-

tion process in development that the cytoplasmic interaction with a

pair of alleles affects the speed of the process.

d. The embryological side of the problem

At this point we must return again to intersexuality in animals,

in order to show that complications exist, which make a kind of bridge

between monoecism and intersexuaHty by combining some features of

each in the same individual. The facts relate both to the genetic basis

and to developmental control of sexual differences. I have emphasized

repeatedly that the genie control of sexual differentiation works with

an alternative norm of reaction, meaning that a group of cells, which

may be so large as to include all cells, are able to develop in the

female or male way, according to the genetic situation. This includes

also the "short cut" of hormonic actions, which are genically con-

trolled. It includes also the corollary that the decision of the alterna-

tive norm of reaction may be brought about or superseded by genetic,

environmental, or hormonal action in proper experiments.

To this basic solution we must now add that the morphological

basis for the developmental alternative is not simply a cell or group

of cells with the potency for alternative differentiation. Actually, in

animals we meet with two primary types. Some sexually different

organs are homologous in both sexes, which, in this instance means

development from the same primordia. Other sexually different organs

develop from different primordia. Examples of the first type are the

gonads and parts of the ducts in insects. Examples of the second type

are some parts of the ducts and external genitalia in insects which

are formed by different imaginal discs; the ducts in vertebrates,

developed from different anlagen (Miiller's and Woff's ducts); and

the vertebrate gonads developed from different parts of a primary

anlage (cortex and medulla).

The results expected from this situation, in intersexuality, are

different accordingly. Intersexuality results in development first with

the chromosomal sex and later, after the turning point, with the

opposite sex, as proved for Lymantria ( Goldschmidt, 1916 ff.), Dro-
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saphila (Dobzhansky and Bridges, 1928; Dobzhansky, l9S0b; LebedefiF,

1939), Amphibia (Witschi, 1914 fF.), and, of course, all cases of the

freemartin type. This means for homologous anlagen that the anlage

changes its developmental path during development with the result

tliat the features laid down early are those of the primary sex, and

the later features are those of the new sex. The result is the

"mosaicism in time" of which so many beautiful examples have been

shown for the gonads and genital armature of Lymantria. The
developmental situation is, however, different for non-homologous

anlagen. In the normal sexes only one of the cell groups (male or

female) may develop at all (e.g., the imaginal disc for definite female

or male parts), while the cells at the other location do not form a

disc at all. After the turning point in intersexuality, the primarily

absent disc of the other sex begins to differentiate. The result would

be a rudiment of the organs of the primary sex and more or less

development of the organs of the other sex after the turning point;

the details depend upon the time of incidence of the turning point,

that is, the degree of intersexuality. In this case, however, the turning

point may occur at a time when the determination of the primary

disc is already final, which means that it continues differentiating in

spite of the turning point. The result is that more or less complete

organs of both sexes are present. Minor examples of this are found

in Lymantria; more extreme ones, in Drosophila diploid intersexes

(Lebedeff), and in the triploid intersexes of Solenobia.

Finally, if the alternative is based upon primarily different an-

lagen, both present in either sex, as in Amphibia, different conditions

of development of both anlagen and different types of suppression of

the other result, as Witschi's work on frogs demonstrates. But in

vertebrates (see the work on birds and mammals reviewed by C. R.

Moore, 1944; Witschi, 1950; Ponse, 1949), the complicated interfer-

ence of hormones makes the details much more variable than in

insects. These, then, are the basic features of the morphological con-

sequences of genetic or induced intersexuality.

The most elaborate work on the morphology of intersexes (apart

from Baltzer's work on Bonellia, which is not strictly comparable with

the material of the present discussion as analyzed in detail in Gold-

schmidt, 1931, 1938a, 1946fl, 1949Z?) is the work of Seiler and his

students (full literature in Seiler, 1949; and Ammann, 1954) with the

triploid intersexes of the moth Solenobia. It is unfortunate, in my
opinion, that this very elaborate and devoted work has led to inter-

pretations which cannot stand a critical scrutiny. For a long time
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Seller insisted that the development of these intersexes did not follow

the time law but was an intersexual development, that is, intermediate

between the sexes. Only for the gonads the time law was accepted

more or less reluctantly. But recently Seiler (1949, 1951) has con-

vinced himself that there is no such thing as intersexual development

but that differentiation is exclusively male or female for each cell or

group of cells or organ. In view of the existence of a graduated series

of intersexes, also in Solenobia, this new solution demands the ac-

ceptance of the time law. But Seiler still thinks that the facts do not

agree with this. His first objection is that there is a greater tendency

for a mosaic type of organization in the Solenobia intersexes than in

Lymantria: organs which are homologous in both sexes (i.e., based

upon an alternative norm of reaction of the same anlage ) do not show

a structure of the type described for Lymantria (and also Drosophila)

as a mosaic in time but an actual mosaic of female and male parts.

This is even now assumed for the gonads, though these show, just as in

Lymantria, only a tendency in one or the other of the eight compart-

ments not to undergo the intersexual change. The mosaic condition is

most conspicuous in the ducts developed from homologous anlagen.

We have already discussed the details in a different context, namely,

variegation (see 1 2 C d ee). For the present discussion the important

point is that in such organs the mosaic of low-grade intersexes means

the addition of small cell groups of the other sex; with increasing

intersexuality, these patches increase in number and size up to final

prevalence. When we discussed the proper embryological interpreta-

tion of this fact and compared it with the situation in Lymantria (see

I 2 C d ee), we saw that this is clearly a consequence of the working

of the time law in the presence of a definite type of embryonic deter-

mination. Seiler, however, proposes a very difiFerent explanation, which

to my way of thinking is very unfortunate: in the intersexes that he

himself had proved to be 3A 2X (no Y), he assumes that the F and M
factors are equally balanced and that the local environment decides

the alternative. Apart from the fact that such a view is genetically

unfounded and irreconcilable with all other knowledge on intersexu-

ality, it does not account for the graduated series of intersexuality.

The second point in the morphology of the Solenobia intersexes

is that, just as the gonad does, the products of the so-called Herold's

organ behave exactly as the time law requires, as Seiler's student

Nuesch has shown (detailed discussion in Goldschmidt, 1949). But

Seiler regards this as less important than the fact that sexual charac-

ters which are developed from different anlagen may both be present
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in a mosaic way within the same individual. I have already presented

what I consider to be the proper explanation of this fact. Thus I can-

not help concluding that the triploid intersexes of Solenobia are to

be explained in the same way as all others; though a certain variabil-

ity in detail, based probably upon the unbalanced triploid condition

as such, may lead one to overlook the orderly background of main

events behind the sometimes disturbing details.

In dioecious animals the sexual alternative based upon difiFerent

anlagen may be called a transition between monoecism and inter-

sexuality as far as the spatial separation in the anlage pattern is con-

cerned. The condition in insects and in Amphibia would be different

grades of such approximation to the monoecic pattern—approxima-

tion only because in these dioecious animals both sexes are never

functional in the same individual. This condition of approximation to

monoecism is itself genetically controlled by modifiers in control of

developmental patterns which affect sexual development without being

sex factors. This can be demonstrated best in Lymantria. Kosminsky

(1930, 1935) found a local race of this moth in Russia which, crossed

to other races, produces male intersexuality of a completely different

type from the usual one. Even organs developed from the same anlage

wdth alternative norm of reaction, like gonads and antennae, show a

spatial mosaic instead of the typical mosaic in time. I could show

(Goldschmidt, 1938c) that these special features are due to the

presence of some simple Mendelizing modifiers, which somehow

affect threshold levels in the development of these organs in the inter-

sexes, a close parallel to the (genetically unanalyzed) situation in

Solenobia.



DIFFERENT TYPES

OF SEX DETERMINATION

A. SO-CALLED PHENOTYPIC SEX DETERMINATION

In the work of Hartmann (see 1943) and his students, the term

"phenotypic sex determination" plays a considerable role. The idea is

that internal or external environment alone decides whether a female

or a male is formed. However, this deciding action is supposed to

work upon the complicated genetic setup which Hartmann assumes

under the influence of Correns. An animal or plant with phenotypic

sex determination is supposed to have all the female and male deter-

miners A and G and, in addition, the female and male realizators or

trigger genes MMFF, these in equal potencies so that none of them

controls sex. The environment determines the suppression of either

A or G, with the result that either females or males are produced. In

other words, we need a complicated genetic mechanism of sex deter-

mination, which, however, cannot function unless the environment

gives one of the component genetic entities a lift. I prefer to say that

the norm of reaction of the genetic determiners is such that they pro-

duce their effect only in a definite environment, which is nothing but

an application of the classic definition of genie action. The term

"phenotypic sex determination" is thus not only unnecessary but

completely confusing. It is still more so when we realize that the true

sex determiners F/M are completely balanced but that the A and G
factors alone are affected by the environment. I showed above that

the A and G factors are a complicated assumption completely unwar-

ranted by the facts. Thus we have the old story of an equally bal-

anced F/M action in the absence of the 2X-1X mechanism, and a

norm of reaction for the action of F and M that allows a shift in the

amount of their activity which can be brought about by factors of the

environment. This is, as far as the effect is concerned, the same as

such a shift by the presence of specific modifiers, or by a change of

potency of F and M, or by the interaction with different plasmons,

examples of all of which we have discussed. We have ( 1 )
genetic sex

determination without a 2X-1X mechanism to shift the balance; (2)

a norm of reaction of F and M which is more than usually sensitive to

461
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definite external conditions, for example, position of sex cells in gonads,

age Qf the individual, metal ions (BoncUia), hormone-like secretion

(proboscis secretion in BonelUa, etc.); and (3) any one of the pos-

sible variants that can influence the genie action of F and M. The
sooner the term "phenogenetic sex determination" disappears from

genetic literature, together with the superfluous A and G factors, the

better for the clarity of our understanding.

The correctness of the conclusion can be illustrated by the realiza-

tion that all imaginable conditions of transition exist within the phe-

nomenon of monoecism or hermaphroditism, which is the genetic basis

of Hartmann's group of phenotypic sex determination. Let us take a

monoecious plant, that is, a plant in which F/M is in sufficient balance

to make the plant as a whole a hermaphrodite. However, within the

flower anlage the local internal conditions (probably of genically con-

trolled hormonic type) are such that the inner circle of anlagen pro-

duces only gynoecia; the outer one, androecia. In another such her-

maphrodite, only a few of the outer circle anlagen produce androecia;

the rest, staminodia. Again, in another hermaphrodite the internal

environment (hormone titer?) in some flowers is such that the outer

circle anlagen are more or less suppressed in their differentiation, while

in other flowers it is the inner circle which is suppressed. Now we
know genetic monoecists in which comparable suppressions are pro-

duced by modifiers, that is, by the genetic environment, or under the

influence of a definite plasmon, or by the interaction of modifiers and

plasmon (as discussed in the foregoing chapter). Finally, the sex of

the anlagen can be shifted independent of their position when such

modifying genetic conditions produce intersexuality superimposed

upon monoecism. Where does phenotypic sex determination belong

in this series? Why is a modification of genie action by, say, a hormonic

titer or another gradient and the same efifect by the action of a genetic

modifier, possibly by way of the same chemical channel, different in

principle? The only clear-cut difference is between genetic monoecism,

that is, F = M, and genetic dioecism by development of the 2X-1X

mechanism, that is, MM F(X) or MM F(X) F(X). However, even

here transitional conditions are found.

The same argument applies to animals. There are true hermaphro-

dites which we can understand only as based upon a F/M balance,

where F = M. The differentiation of the male and female apparatus

is a problem of embryonic differentiation through diversification of

areas, just like any other differentiation. Thus we would have to

speak of two types of phenotypic sex determination within the same
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individual. This again may show any number of variants. I drew at-

tention in my books (1920/?, 1931) to such cases as the trematode

Wedlia, where, according to Odhner, one egg divides and the two

daughter cells of the same genetic, hermaphroditic constitution be-

come encysted. One develops into a small functional male with rudi-

mentary female organs; the other, into a large female with rudimen-

tary male organs. The internal environment (e.g., growth substances,

oxidation systems, and the like) thus affect developmental features

within the same genetic system. Mutatis mutandis, this is exactly the

same as if in a hermaphrodite maize plant lateral shoots had female

flowers; and terminal ones, male flowers, that is, hermaphroditic

flowers with suppression of one set of anlagen. In plants we know
genetic modifiers which can affect primary differentiation, producing

superimposed intersexuality. In trematodes no intermediate steps are

known; only the final one, development of a 2X-1X mechanism {Schis-

tosomum: Lindner, 1914).

In view of these facts it is not surprising that in animal monoecists

also, all types and grades of modification, on the same genetic basis,

are found, produced not only by all kinds of norms of reaction but

also by genetic modifiers in cases where only one definite effect oc-

curs (e.g., obligatory protandric hermaphroditism). Certainly no

borderline can be established between simple norm of reaction and

genetic modifiers. The details of these modifying conditions in differ-

ent monoecists (e.g., control by position in body, by age of individual,

by chemicals and hormone-like substances, and by genetically con-

trolled cycles) are very interesting. Many types are discussed and

classified in my books (1920Z?, 1931), and new ones have been added

especially by Coe for mollusks and Hartmann and students for worms.

But nothing has changed the fact that we can differentiate only be-

tween monoecists with F/M in equilibrium and dioecists with a 2X-1X

mechanism for controlling two equilibria, though transitions between

the two (Amphibia) are not missing. All this shows that the idea of

phenotypic sex determination is not only vague but actually harmful,

because confusing.

The correctness of this conclusion may be witnessed even by work

from the Hartmann school. C. Hauenschild (1953) studied sex in a

polychaete annelid, Grubea clavata. The main facts (which may be

taken as a model for many more or less similar ones) are these. In

different cultures of the worm 0-69 per cent of females are found, but

never hermaphrodites. The males always remain males, but 37 per cent

of the females, after laying eggs, transform into males and remain so.
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Crosses of females with such secondary males give no different result

from ordinary matings. But in one case males could be transformed

into females by amputation of the sex segments and regeneration.

Females can easily be changed into males by amputation of the pos-

terior end or the head. In younger stages they even change sex as a

consequence of hunger or high temperature. Isolation of females

(prevention of copulation) also makes them change into males. This,

then, is considered a typical example of phenotypic sex determination.

In discussing the facts the author states first that the finding that

the monoecist never forms egg and sperm cells simultaneously re-

quires a special genetic condition, in addition to the F/M balance

which controls sex. However, he thinlcs that in other worms or mol-

lusks, where both sexual products are formed simultaneously or con-

secutively, real phenogenetic sex determination occurs. In Bonellia or

Gnibea, where only one sex functions in one individual, we are near

to the situation in Amphibia with a little F/M imbalance and second-

ary modifiability, that is, a transition between genotypic and pheno-

typic sex determination. It seems to me obvious that in all the exam-

ples here discussed (Bonellia, with two alternative sexes decided by

the presence or absence of a chemical action upon young larvae;

Sagitta, with both sex cells present simultaneously; Ophryotroclia

and mollusks, with a more or less complicated consecutive change

from suppression of one sex to that of the other by external conditions,

age, or an inherited order; Grubea, with the mentioned limitations of

sex change) specific genetic determiners control the special t^'pe of

internal environment in space and time which sets the norm of reac-

tion of the F and M determiners. To call this phenotypic sex deter-

mination is rather absurd and can only lead to confusion. Hauenschild,

after breaking a lance for phenotypic sex determination, tells us fur-

ther on that the different reactions of females and males in individual

cases are based upon a whole complex of factors which enhance

female or male determination and the equilibrium of which can be

shifted by external conditions. Finally it is admitted that it could also

be possible that not all individuals are real monoecists but are genet-

ically weak males. Or the possibility exists that certain genie com-

binations shift (by some physiological process) the equilibrium of

non-hereditary factors. Again we see the lack of usefulness of the

idea of phenotypic sex determination when nothing is visible (and

discussed) but a monoecic, hermaphroditic genetic constitution with

all kinds of genetic and non-genetic influences upon the internal en-

vironment which is the partner of genie action in a norm of reaction;
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a system which often works just as well in dioecism as in Amphibia

and Melandriu7n-\ike types.

One word should be added about the most aberrant case known
in animals, the classic case of Dinophilus (Korschelt), which Hart-

mann also terms "phenogenetic sex determination." The female of

the primitive worm Dinophilus apatris lays egg capsules containing

large and small eggs. The large ones develop into females; the small

ones, into males. Thus fertilization (i.e., the nature of the sperm) has

nothing to do with sex determination, which is already fixed in the

eggs before meiosis. The two types of eggs develop somewhat differ-

ently. Both are formed by union of a number of oocytes with resorp-

tion of all but one nucleus (the details are a little different for male

and female eggs ) . The future female eggs add a growth period, which

the future male eggs do not have. If females are prevented from being

fertilized (which is possible in some species by using a trick invented

by Beauchamp, 1910), the two types of eggs develop parthenogenet-

ically and again into females from large eggs and males from small

eggs.

Though there can be hardly any doubt that here the two pure

sexes are not determined by a chromosomal mechanism, it does not

help much to call this "phenotypic sex determination." It cannot be

excluded that the female is XXY with a strong female determiner in

the Y, and that in oogenesis the Y is removed in future male eggs,

since the orderly removal of definite chromosomes ( heterochromatic

in Sciara, sex chromosomes in aphids, etc.) is a known phenomenon.

It could also be possible that in an XY female the small eggs have a.

directed first maturation division, always removing the Y, just as

Seiler (1920) was able to do in Talaeporia by temperature action;

while the unknown different chemical condition of the large eggs is re-

sponsible for always pushing the X into the first polar body. Also in

aphids we know of definite cytoplasmic influences upon the maturation

division in the sexuparous females (directed meiosis in aphids not yet

found). Parthenogenesis may or may not affect such a mechanism,

depending upon the type of parthenogenesis (e.g., diploid, haploid,

with and without autogamy, etc.). Before accepting the pseudo-

explanation of phenotypic sex determination, I am willing to wait for

a detailed cytological study.

The best case known to me which could be claimed for phenotypic

sex determination is Buchner's (1954) work on the symbionts of a

coccid. Here the amazing fact was found that embryos which are

invaded by the typical fungoid symbionts of the species develop into
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females; without symbionts, into males. Schrader's work in related

species shows there is no 2X-1X mechanism present, and thus a F/M
balance of the monoecic type may be expected. The change of metab-

olism by presence or absence of the symbionts provides the interior

milieu for the change of F or M action according to its inherited norm
of reaction with the two different environments. All former discussions

of this situation apply also to this extreme case.

B. MULTIFACTORIAL SEX DETERMINATION?

Another unconventional type of sex determination (we call the

standard F/M balance mechanism the conventional one) has been

claimed for isopods. In diploid species, Vandel (1938-1947) found

the existence of females which produce both sexes among their off-

spring, others with only daughters, and still others with only sons. As

the father does not seem to affect this result, Vandel concludes that

the females are XY and that directed maturation divisions occur, just

as we discussed above as a possibility for Dinophilus. In addition, a

cytoplasmic factor controlling the directed meiosis is assumed, since

the monogenic behavior (only sons or daughters) is inherited without

participation of the father. Actually, an XY or WZ group was never

found cytologically. A tendency to hermaphroditism is also present in

the isopod groups. A priori, one would expect Vandel's explanation or

a similar one to be correct, because neither total nor partial monoecists

or intersexes occur in the crosses, but only the pure sexes in ratios

from more or less normal up to extreme (100:0), and because some
constitution of the mother is responsible. Since we know that all these

conditions occur in aphids with a proved X-chromosome mechanism

plus cytoplasmic controlling factors, we need not look for another type

of explanation. But de Lattin (1952) has studied some other genera of

oniscoids and asserts that he has disproved Vandel's explanation and

substitutes for it a system of "multifactorial sex determination," de-

rived from Kosswig's interpretation in fishes. Since I consider the entire

idea of multifactorial sex determination a fallacy (see IV 2), except

when it is only an unfortunate term for describing modifiers of the

action of the F/M balance, more details must be discussed.

Vandel called Trichoniscus females with ordinary offspring in the

ratio 1 9 : 1 (J the "amphogenes," and different types of females with

offspring either wholly or partially of one sex, the monogenes. The
latter fell into six groups: (1) complete arrhenogenes, producing only

sons; (2) incomplete arrhenogenes, with a few exceptional daughters;

(3) complete thelygenes, giving only daughters; (4) incomplete thely-
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genes, producing only a few sons; (5) allelogenes, meaning females

which produce sometimes only daughters, sometimes (in different

egg batches) only sons; (6) mixed females, meaning amphogene off-

spring, though the mother is derived from a monogene 9 ; their grand-

daughters may again be monogene. De Lattin finds in Cyclisticus the

same classes, except for no. 5. While Vandel's incomplete monogenes

contain relatively high percentages of exceptions, de Lattin uses the

term only when few exceptions are found.

The main facts on heredity in Vandel's experiments are as follows.

Amphogene females with males of amphogene origin produce half

daughters, half sons. Females of thelygene origin crossed with any

kind of male produce only monogene daughters. Thelygene females

produce either only thelygene females, or arrhenogene females, or

both. Exceptional females, daughters of an arrhenogene mother, have

preponderantly arrhenogene daughters, but occasionally also thely-

gene or mixed (no. 6) daughters. Allelogenes (no. 5) sometimes have

only arrhenogene daughters, sometimes both arrhenogene and thely-

gene ones. "Mixed" females (no. 6) may have arrhenogene, or

preponderantly thelygene, or both types of daughters. All these facts

agree with Vandel's explanation of directed meiotic division in female

heterogamety (the possibility of which had been proved by Seiler in

Talaeporia) and a cytoplasmic control of this (known to exist in

aphids )

.

De Lattin's main objections to Vandel's theory are as follows. ( 1

)

No female heterogamety is proved cytologically or genetically, that is,

by sex-linked inheritance. This means very little. In Lymantria dispar

the XY group is cytologically not discernible, and no sex-linked mu-

tants are known. But its cousin L. monacha has cytological differences

of the sexes (Seiler and Haniel, 1921) and also the correct case of

sex-hnked heredity ( Goldschmidt, 1921a). (2) In the offspring of

monogenic females, amphogenic females occasionally appear. How-
ever, there is no reason why the cytoplasmic control mechanism

should not be susceptible to occasional genetic or environmental modi-

fication. Actually we would be surprised if the directive mechanism

always acted like clockwork. (3) Arrhenogenic females are derived

frequently from thelygenic mothers, actually as half or more of the

daughters. Thus the cytoplasmic feature which is assumed to con-

trol directed meiosis cannot control the alternative, thelygene-arrheno-

gene. This difficulty would not be hard to overcome. If the cytoplasmic

factor decides that all eggs of a given female are monogene (i.e.,

have a directed meiosis), other environmental or genetic modifiers
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could decide which alternative happens on the basis of threshold

conditions.

De Lattin finds in his own material other difficulties for Vandel's

hypothesis. Monogene females may appear among the daughters of

an amphogene mother, also amphogene females among the daughters

of thelygene mothers; further, nearly 50 per cent of monogene females

appear among the offspring of females from amphogene mothers, and
fathers of arrhenogene descent. The conclusion which we could draw
from such special facts is that within the system of directed meiosis of

an XY egg, which accounts for monogenesis, other modifying features

must be present affecting the completeness of control of Y movement
in one direction, the threshold for working or not working of the

control, and other imaginable interferences with the basic mechanism

of meiotic control. But de Lattin concludes that we must renounce all

explanations on the basis of an XY mechanism, and that only two

possibilities remain: either phenotypic or multifactorial sex determina-

tion. This is proposed without realizing that the existence of an XY
mechanism and its control is not at stake but only the variability of

the control mechanism, whatever it is.

The "polyfactorial" scheme proposed is this. There are realizator

complexes F and M which are spread over all the autosomes and are

in an approximate equilibrium. But because some of them are still

heterozygous, the equilibrium is only relative and thus works only for

the average, not for the individual that may digress considerably from

equilibrium conditions. (We would have to call this a somewhat

labile monoecism.) To explain the monogenic animals, two other pairs

of alleles are added: a dominant F^ which is one of the realizators of

the F complex and has a predetermining action, assumed to be via

a stuff phi which may come from the mother in F^ and f^f ^ individuals.

Then the author adds another gene, I, that does not belong to the

realizator complex. It is supposed to increase the feminizing action of

F^. When its products are carried over to the next generation, absolute

feminization results. Thus animals containing I and F^ (or phi) will

"almost always" be females, independent of other realizators over

which F^ is epistatic in the presence of I. The gene I may act in the

mother with the result that all offspring receiving the intensified phi

become females, even if they are themselves f^ f ^ i i. But the I may act

only in the zygote if a maternal phi is combined with a paternal I.

The constitution of thelygene females is then F^ f^ I I. The pairing of

two such individuals will produce only daughters, which are half F^ f\

half f ^ f^ The first will propagate like their mothers; the second, which
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become females only by the combined action of phi and I, will pro-

duce with males from arrhenogene mothers an arrhenogene offspring,

since these males have the same constitution as the second type of

females except for the absence of phi. But this complicated system still

does not suffice to explain amphogenic offspring of monogenic mothers.

The proposed explanation is that the penetrance of I is less than 100

per cent, and in the absence of penetrance the other realizators again

act alone. Even this does not suffice: in addition a monogenic line

must have a weak F and a strong M complex and, in order to explain

all details, still other assumptions have to be made.

There is no need to enlarge on the utter artificiality of this "poly-

factorial theory" of sex determination, which in the end must go back

to the F/M balance plus all kinds of modifying actions. I have no

doubt that Vandel's explanation covers the facts in principle, though

some modifying actions will have to be explained in terms of plasmon,

predetermination, and modifiers. But this is nothing unusual, and is

within the facts known for both the sex determination via a 2X-1X
mechanism and for many other known genetic actions. It would, in

addition, be very odd to assume that nature had invented (i.e., built

up by selection or fortuitous drift) such an unmanageable, unreliable,

and queer system of producing sexual dimorphism when the simple

mechanism of F/M balance through the 2X-1X mechanism is available.

Such considerations will excuse me from reporting and analyzing other

cases which have been claimed for—to be frank—the monstrosity of

so-called polyfactorial sex determination. This must, of course, not be

confused with the already discussed problem of whether F and M are

single loci or linked groups of such or what else. Even the AG idea

—

the sex-promoting genes—which we discarded above, is a completely

different problem.

C. SEX IN HAPLOIDS

We have discussed thus far only the theory of sex determination

in diploid organisms, and have found that no types could be estab-

lished different from the standard type of F/M balance, regulated by
the 2X-1X mechanism, including its variants and, from case to case,

special modifier actions. The same is also true for the haploid lower

plants or the haplophase of others, as I tried to show a long time ago

(1929a). The work of the Hartmann school (see 1943), especially, has

established that the same genetic setup as in diploids is at work in

principle. The difference in detail between the explanations based

upon Correns' scheme, used by Hartmann, and my point of view is
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more or less the same as for diploid sex determination. Hartmann
insists upon the need of the AG factors. I think they are superfluous,

and the argument is the same as discussed above. Also in haploids a

F/M balance must be present, and both F and M can occur in different

potencies or valencies, as shown in what Hartmann termed "relative

sexuality;" this, in unicellular haplonts, which are simultaneously

sexual organisms and gametes, is the condition parallel to strong and
weak races in Lymantria, producing intersexuality in crosses. Corre-

spondingly, the explanation of relative sexuality is derived from the

Lymantria case, of course wath the difference that the haploid cells

are both gametes and sexual organisms. The chemical mechanism
which Moewus and Kuhn claimed for the action of F and M of

different valency has already been discussed (see III 5 C a aa). The
"valency" was a definite mixture—variable with different valencies

—

of two sex-controlling stuffs (if this is true). Thus far, then, the

genetic theory is identical for the higher diploid organisms and the

haplonts. This includes also what Hartmann called "phenotypic sex

determination," since my criticism of this concept is directly applicable

to the haploid organism. The same applies also to the modifier actions

studied in haploids as mutant effects. Therefore there is no need to

go into the many details assembled in Hartmann's book, which is not

easily read on account of the cumbersome terminology, derived from

Correns' ideas and the failure to draw a clear line between sex deter-

mination and sex attraction (mating type).

However, at one important point Hartmann's theoretical inter-

pretation, based upon the AG and realizator concept, is basically

different from what I believe to be the correct solution in harmony
with the theory of sex in diploid organisms. If Hartmann's interpreta-

tion is correct, the lower plants use a different mode of sex determina-

tion from that of the higher plants and animals. In order to under-

stand this, let us try first to derive the consequences for haploids (or

haploid phases) from the previous discussion (see Goldschmidt,

1929a). Assuming that the F/M balance mechanism works in the

same way as in diploids and that male heterogamety is present, we
see that the X-chromosomes can contain only F factors; and the auto-

somes, M factors. If the diploid condition were female, MMFF, the

haploid would be MF, just as in the post-meiotic eggs; that is, the

same balance makes this haploid a female. (This has been proved for

Drosophila by Bridges, 1925.) From the diploid male MMFf (f = O
or Y-chromosome ) two haploids would be derived (like gametes of a

diploid), MF = $ and Mi = $ . Here the male haploid would have
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no female determiners, could not show relative sexuality or inter-

sexuality'. But haploids may show intersexuality: the male haploid

must be derived from a more or less hermaphroditic diploid of the

t)-pe Witschi has estabHshed for frogs, MMFF\ F^ meaning an

X-chromosome with a weak F factor. Haploids, then, would be either

MF with F > M = 9 , or MF^ with M > F^ = 5 . In both cases,

shifts (relative sexuality) would be possible by means of modifiers or

different valencies of F and M. The diploid phase would be hermaph-

roditic or almost so, and liable to easy genetic shift, just as in frogs.

Both sexes of the haploid would contain both F and M factors with

the F/M balance deciding the sex.

Hartmann derived (many papers and reviews quoted in 1943) a

different interpretation from strict adherence to Correns' formulation.

I once called this naive and primitive, meaning that it tries to explain

everything within the limits of elementary Mendelism. Correns first

found (1907) that in crosses between monoecious and dioecious

forms of Melandrium, sex behaves like a Mendelian backcross, which

had been known before to zoologists from the work on sex-Hnked

heredity and the X-chromosome mechanism. At that time the cytologi-

cal meaning of sex-linked heredity was not yet knowni; so the back-

cross explanation could not be brought in line with the chromosomal

mechanism. Thus the formula FF = 9 and FM vdth M epistatic = S

was developed. However, since it was known that females could de-

velop male characters, another set of genes had to be invented, the

A and G groups of genes, for every character which could be sexually

dimorphic; the role of F and M came to be decisive in determining

whether A or G became more active and the other group inhibited.

Wettstein later called this the realizator function. Later, when the

location of the sex determiners in the sex chromosomes became known,

F had to be located in the X, and M in the Y-chromosome, which

of course left all cases of XO in the air, as well as Drosophila without

a sex determiner in the Y. Then came intersexuality and the balance

theory, which required only F (M with female heterogamety) in the

X-chromosome and M outside, which in male heterogamety could

only be the autosomes, but in female heterogamety, also the Y-chromo-

some, as we have seen. Thus AG became a superfluous notion, FF =
9 , FM = 6 did not work; and, in order to explain intersexuality, the

different valencies of F and M, the balance idea, and the epistatic

minimum had to be introduced. All this means that the formulation

of Correns which was good in 1907 (though even at that time it

neglected the sex chromosomes) ceased to be useful after 1910-1912.
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Nevertheless, Hartmann derives from it the mechanism in the

haploids. According to him, there are no autosomal sex determiners

(reahzators) but only both A and G genes distributed all over the

autosomes in equilibrium (but when the facts make this equilibrium

improbable, he has no hesitation in assuming that there are more G
than A genes). The sex chromosome of the haploid contains the

"realizator" either F or M, haploids with F being females, or + forms,

with M being males, or — forms. The diploid phase will be hermaph-

roditic. But now the female haploid may show male characteristics and

vice versa. Since only one realizator is present, the relative number or

activity of A or G genes must be variable. Then relative sexuality is

found which now requires different valencies of F and M but without

a F/M balance.

Apart from the a priori improbability of this scheme (on which

different minds may have different opinions), we must ask whether

the existing facts permit a decision. Most of the facts and variants

found in Hartmann's book and discovered since may be formally

explained in both ways, with more or less additional assumptions. But

there are a few facts which may be considered decisive and are also

recognized as such by Hartmann. The decisive experiments in favor of

my view have been made by Knapp (1936) and Knapp and Hofmann

( 1939 ) . By X-raying of spores and vegetation points of female thalli

of Sphaerocarpus, a certain number of male gametophytes were

obtained. According to Hartmann's theory, the chromosomes should

be 7A + IX, and the X should contain only the female determiner F
(realizator). Knapp proved in an excellent genetic and cytological

analysis that the X rays had knocked out a piece of the X-chromosome

and that maleness resulted even when a small piece was removed, and

the number of male plants increased with increase in the size of the

deficiency. This deficiency must have contained the F factor or factors,

and therefore the M in the autosomes took over. It should be added

that these mosses (Allen, 1917) have a visible XY group of chromo-

somes.

A still more powerful proof for the correctness of my conclusions

is the following (discovered by Bizet, 1952). In the mold Podospora

the haploid plant can be made diploid by so-called heterokarya

(union of two plants) or by homokarya (diploidization of the same

plant). In the latter, if Hartmann were right, the homokaryon should

be of one or the other sex containing only FF or MM. Actually, the

homokarya are hermaphrodites producing both sex organs. This is

possible only if my interpretation of the genetic constitution is cor-
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rect. It is important that the mating type is either — or + , as expected

in a homokaryon, if mating type is independent of the F/M mecha-

nism. We do not intend to discuss here the latter problem, which is

one of physiology of fertilization and self-sterility. However, I may
point out again that the inclusion of this problem in that of genetic

sex determination by Hartmann and his school has led to much ob-

scuring of the genuine genetics of sex and will necessitate one day a

critical analysis and an unraveling of the separate problems. But let

us return to the localization of F and M in haploids.

In favor of Hartmann's hypothesis are the claims that the assumed

F and M realizators in the sex chromosome of female and male hap-

loids are located at different loci and can be brought into one chromo-

some by crossing over, with the result of a hermaphrodite FM. This

would be a proof if the other hypothesis led to a different expectation,

which it does, as MF + F should not be a hermaphrodite but a hyper-

female. But Moewus says (see III 5 C a aa) that with F and M in

one chromosome, the haploid is a hermaphrodite. If we could accept

this as proved, Hartmann would be right in assuming a different

sex-determining mechanism for at least this haploid organism. Un-

fortunately, the crossover experiments of Moewus have evoked much
criticism, and, for the time being, I am not inclined to base such a

far-reaching decision upon them. Recently the Hartmann school itself

repeated Moewus' experiments, and in a suflBciently large sample no

such crossovers could be found (Forster and Wiese, 1954a). A few

other such examples have been claimed. Among them is a case (see

Hartmann, p. 142) in which both haplonts, one with FM in one

chromosome and the other without any "realizators," developed into

monoecious plants. This makes me very skeptical in regard to the

explanation as well as the experiments, though markers of the chromo-

somes were involved here. The crossing over is clearly not proved but

is assumed on the basis of the general theory. Thus, on the whole, I

do not think that it has been proved that haplonts have a radically

different mechanism of sex determination from that of diplonts.

D. THE HYMENOPTERA TYPE

This leads to what is probably the most complicated situation.

In a number of animals, especially all the Hymenoptera, males are

developed from haploid parthenogenetic eggs. Females may be pro-

duced from fertilized eggs, but also sometimes from parthenogenetic

ones, and thus are always diploid. In special cases, males may be

derived from fertilized eggs. There is an immense variation in detail in
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individual cases, and the cytological mechanisms may be of many
different kinds. (See the reviews by Vandel, 1931; and Whiting, 1945.)

But it is not necessary to go into details, since the result is always

controlled in these diploid females and males of whatever origin ( e.g.,

parthenogenesis with subsequent autogamy or with doubling of the

chromosomes, etc.) by the standard 2X-1X mechanism and the F/M
balance. Only the haploid parthenogenetic males in Hymenoptera and

other groups (haploid arrhenotoky) seem to be unexplainable on the

basis of the general theory: their balance F/M must be the same, for

example, as in parthenogenetic females produced by whatever kind

of doubling of the chromosome set, developed possibly from the same

unfertilized egg, which could have developed into a parthenogenetic

male. The fertilized eggs are the same eggs which would have pro-

duced males if unfertilized.

A remarkable experimental attack upon this problem has been

made by Whiting and his school (quotations in Whiting, 1945). He
worked with the ichneumonid wasp, Habrobracon fuglandis, in which

all eggs are facultatively parthenogenetic, and, as a rule, unfertilized

(and haploid) eggs produce males in the classic way, as one can also

make certain by the use of genetic markers. But, if the parents come
from the same parental stock, some diploid biparental males (as the

markers prove) are also produced. They are of low viabiHty, almost

sterile, and not intersexual. Their viable sperm are diploid and, with

normal eggs, may produce triploid daughters. The crosses show that a

number of X-chromosome types act as multiple alleles in regard to

sex determination, though sex-linked traits cross over. One might

compare this series of multiple allelic X-chromosomes to the X- and

Y-chromosomes of different potency in Lymantria. Whiting found nine

such types Xa, Xb, Xc, and so on which, then, may exist as hemizygous

(haploid) — ..., or as compounds in diploid condition, — ...,

or as diploid homozygotes — .... The hemizygotes are always
Xa

males, the homozygotes are diploid males, and the diploid compounds
are females. This is explained by the assumption that the so-called

multiple alleles, Xa, Xb, . . . , are in fact chromosomal sections in

which no crossing over occurs and in which a dominant female sex

determiner is always present. Fa Fb, . . . , and a number of recessive

male determiners ma, mt, mc, . . . , or their normal alleles +. Thus

a diploid heterozygote (compound) always has two dominant F,

which are epistatic to the homo- or heterozygous m. A haploid has
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only one F and possibly many hemizygous m, which then are epistatic

to the F. The same is true for the homozygote: an FF is not acting

diflFerently from one dominant F, and a number of homozygous m are

present. Whiting calls this "complementary sex determination." If we
would express this scheme in terms of the former discussion, we would

have to say that here a unique condition obtains: the M and F
determiners are not located in different chromosomes, but both within

the X-chromosome; further, they are completely linked here; and the

F/M balance is such that F has a high potency which is additive in

compounds but not in homozygotes; the M potency is such that it has

no action in the heterozygous condition ( recessiveness of m) but an

additive one in hemizygotes and homozygotes, so that MM ( = m o,

or mm, or ma ma mb mb) is epistatic over F or FF. If this remarkable

scheme turns out to be correct, we could conclude that here also the

F/M balance system is at work, but, by changing place so as to be

confined in an X-chromosome, it permits the variant of sex deter-

mination by haploidy. This might be called a new type of sex deter-

mination, but I prefer to consider it only an extreme variant of the

general scheme. Thus the general genetic theory of sex determination

is, in spite of all variants, unified and rather simple.





PART V GENETIC THEORY AND

EVOLUTION



INTRODUCTION

The title of this short chapter is not "Genetical Theory of Evolution"

or "Genetics and Evolution" but "Genetic Theory and Evolution."

The title indicates that I do not intend to discuss the genetic basis of

evolution or evolution as such. In this book we are concerned only

w^ith the question whether the theory of genetics leads to ideas on the

theory of evolution, or demands certain basic assumptions in regard

to evolution. I have previously treated theoretical genetics under the

headings of (1) the nature of the genie material, and (2) the action

of the genie material. Thus the present problem is whether the views

on the nature of the genie material and its action, as developed here,

lead to definite conclusions regarding the theory of evolution.

In order to see at which points theoretical genetics affects our

views on evolution, let us review briefly the elements involved, with-

out details. The classic theory of the gene from Mendel, De Vries,

Correns, Bateson, and Johannsen to Morgan gave a definite meaning

to what Darwin had called variation. Genie mutation became the

cause of hereditary variation; and genie recombination, in the widest

sense, the manner in which variation was effected. Selection became

the isolation of definite genie combinations. The continuous variation

with which Darwin worked (though his proofs for selection taken

from domestication were based largely upon discontinuous variation)

became a matter of phenotype, while genetic variation was dis-

continuous. Such a system makes it rather difficult to lead evolution

beyond the reshuffling of the mutated genes, that is, limited per-

mutation or variations on the same theme. The early Mendelians felt

this rather keenly and assumed a skeptical attitude toward evolution-

ary speculations, which found its extremest expression in Bateson's

Austrahan address ( 1914 ) with the embarrassing idea of evolution by

loss of inhibitors.

At this time a genetic attack upon the problem had already been

attempted. Punnett (see 1915) and his student Fryer analyzed genet-

ically a case of major evolutionary adaptation, mimetic polymorphism,

which they found to be based upon Mendelian differences (as de

Meijere had done before). This led Punnett to ask how such differ-

ences would be distributed in interbreeding populations and how
selection could -"^rk on them. The mathematician Hardy worked out
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for him what is now known as the Hardy-Weinberg law, the basic

fact of population genetics. At the same time I analyzed the genetics

of industrial melanism in the nun moth ( Goldschmidt, 1921a; see

also 1948fo), in which a melanic mutant form had replaced a white

one in industrial areas within a known number of decades. After

analyzing the genetic differences between the two types (three pairs

of alleles, one sex-linked) I made a calculation of the mutation

pressure needed to replace one form by the other in the known time.

As the required mutation rate was too high to be possible, I concluded

that the dark form must have a selective advantage. This, then, was

a simple case of population genetics at the lowest level of micro-

evolution.

At the same time it was realized that the first attack upon the

genetic solution of evolutionary problems should be made by ana-

lyzing what Darwin had called "incipient species," the subspecies,

which contemporary taxonomy had again pushed into the foreground

in the Rassenkreis concept of the species ( Kleinschmidt, Jordan,

Rensch ) , a fact which most geneticists realized only decades later ( the

"new" systematics ) . Sumner started the genetic and ecological analysis

of the subspecies of Peromyscus (final review, 1932), and I did the

same simultaneously for Lymantria dispar (final review, 1934c). Both

found that the subspecies differed from each other in definite Men-

delian combinations. It was further established that some if not all of

these genetic differences were of an adaptational nature, directly or

indirectly. In 1917 and up to the early 20's I had already come to the

conclusion—shared by Baur and East—that genetics leads back to

Darwin and that especially numerous small mutants, accumulated by

selection for the sake of adaptation, will account for speciation,

exactly as Darwin saw it. (One non-technical article of mine had the

title "Return to Darwin.")

A new period of genetical analysis of evolution below the level of

the species—the only part accessible to genetic experimentation, not

counting a few exceptions—began when Fisher (1919) and Wright

(1921) worked out the statistical consequences of Mendelian breed-

ing within populations under all types of mating; while Haldane

( 1924 ) added all the consequences for selection. Subsequently, Hal-

dane, Fisher, and Wright explored in detail what happens in inter-

breeding populations from the point of view of distribution, isolation,

selection or discarding of genie combinations, with and without selec-

tion. The general result was that shifts in genetic constitution and

isolation of new recombinants leading to adaptation to diverse environ-
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ments could be understood as statistical consequences of the classic

theory of the gene and its mutation, together with the work of

selection or drift upon the genotypes in interbreeding populations,

especially by selection of modifier systems. There is no doubt that

population genetics can explain all evolutionary happenings within

a species, its diversification, fluctuation, adaptation to local environ-

ment. From the point of view of theoretical genetics, discussed in

this book, population genetics and its results do not require further

consideration. The actual problems (e.g., the relative importance of

drift in S. Wright's sense) are evolutionary problems, frequently

more or less problems of ecology and not problems of genetic theory.

Genetic results and points of view enter the picture in special cases:

the role of heterochromatin, the theory of polygenes, the consequences

of chromatin rearrangements, the role of cytoplasmic diversification.

We have already referred to these special problems in their proper

places. As far as genetic theory is concerned, population genetics

deals only with elementary Mendelian genetics based upon the classic

theory of the gene and its mutation.

However, problems of genetic theory are bound to enter the

picture when the question is raised whether or not the genie per-

mutations of all kinds, together with selection and drift, suffice to

explain evolution beyond the level of adaptive or non-adaptive

diversification within the species in interbreeding populations. Neo-

Darwinian evolutionists take it for granted that the findings on the

intraspecific level can be simply extended to cover all evolution. This

means that the diversification by selection of small mutant deviations

and their accumulation slowly builds up species from subspecies,

genera from species, and so up to phyla. I have repeatedly discussed

this conclusion and tried to show the numerous difficulties with which

it meets (see Goldschmidt, 1940, 1945Z7,c, 1948c, 195 la). We are not

concerned here with most of these objections. If we look at the

problem purely from the point of view of theoretical genetics, we
realize that the classic theory of the gene in itself, that is, without

additional assumptions, would limit possible genie permutations by

reshuffling of mutant loci within the confines of the species. The

maximum that could be accomplished would be the reproductive

isolation of one or the other permutation, which then might be called

a difiFerent species. However, this new species could only supply more

of the same permutations and certainly nothing really new. It was the

realization of this situation which made me renounce my former Neo-

Darwinian ideas, when the analysis of the adaptive subspecies of
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Lymantria showed that they varied within a blind alley so far as the

origin of genuinely new traits is concerned. Thus I had to deny that

subspecies are incipient species, which does not mean that sometimes

a subspecies may reach the taxonomic value of a species, but rather

that evolution does not, as a rule, use the subspecies as the first step.

It is gratifying to see that this much criticized conclusion is now in

large part accepted by so prominent a Neo-Darwinian as Mayr (1951),

who finds that most subspecies, especially those arranged in clines,

are not incipient species and may become such only when isolated

(e.g., on islands at the periphery of the range).

It has been claimed only once that a permutation in the segre-

gants of species crosses actually produces a completely new form.

This was thought to be true in Baur and Lotsy's Antirrhinum crosses.

But Stubbe and Wettstein (1941) and Stubbe (1952) have since

shown that these authors were deceived by the presence of a re-

markable but not rare macromutation. Thus it must be taken for

granted that something really new in evolution cannot be produced

by the permutations of small mutants with which population genetics

deals so successfully. This may mean that evolution requires such

profound changes of the genie material as the origination of new
genes, if we stay within the classical theory, and (or) a type of

mutant change which is different from the small variants of genie

effects with which Neo-Darwinian theory deals. The solution of the

problem of the origin of new genes is clearly dependent upon insight

into the nature of the genie material; while the type of mutational

action is a part of the problem of genie action. It is thus within these

two spheres that the problems of evolution come in contact with

theoretical genetics.



EVOLUTION OF THE GENIC

MATERIAL

Most of the facts pertaining to this chapter have akeady been

mentioned in connection with the theory of the gene. The first group

we shall consider here deals with the evolution of the chromosome

set. It is one of the surprising features of cytogenetics that the

chromosomal cycle and the karyotype have not changed much in the

phylogenetic tree. Some chromosomes of Protozoa have the same size,

form, number, and finer structure as those of the highest organisms,

for example, Monocystis (
gregarines ) and the large symbiontic flagel-

lates. If we accept Moewus' work on the linkage groups in Chlamy-

domonas, the genetic structure of chromosomes in Protista—not to

mention bacteria—closely parallels that of higher animals and plants.

If we assume that the chromosome has been "invented" to make
possible the exact duplication of the genie material (Roux, 1883), the

lack of visible evolutionary changes in this mechanism indicates that

whatever evolutionary changes took place within the chromosome,

they were changes that did not affect the visible features of the

chromosome.

Within this constancy of the general features of the chromosomal

apparatus, some diversification has taken place for which it is very

difficult to find an explanation. If we say, as has been done, that the

chromosomal configuration (the karyotype) is just a morphological

character like all others, we do not gain much insight. Other morpho-

logical characters are the result of mutation and selection in some

way. But how selection could produce the characteristic karyotype of

sauropsids or of most Lepidoptera is a question which seems un-

answerable. A number of larger or smaller taxonomic groups have

karyotypes so characteristic that the group could be diagnosed from

a metaphase plate. All birds and reptiles have a circle of large chromo-

somes with a number of small ones in the center; and it is most

suggestive that the Monotremata have the same karyotype (see

Matthey, 1949). The majority of Lepidoptera have a group of about

60 dotlike chromosomes arranged in a very characteristic way. Many
urodeles have about 24 very long, looplike chromosomes. Many Or-
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thoptera have very large and typically arranged chromosome sets,

frequently around 2n = 24 individual ones. Crabs tend to possess very

high numbers (over 100) of small, dotlike chromosomes; and Diptera,

a few (down to 6) chromosomes arranged in pairs. I cannot think of

any reasonable explanation of this, since all types certainly work

equally well from the point of view of the mechanism of meiosis and

heredity; and since the organizational differences, say between

Diptera, Orthoptera, and Lepidoptera, are not of a magnitude that

requires different cellular mechanisms.

Not less enigmatic are the much studied (see White, 1945, 1951

for animals; and Babcock and students' extensive work on Crepis,

19470,^) relations between karyotypes of species of the same genus

or nearly related genera. Sometimes a large number of species have

the same or almost the same karyotype (e.g., shorthorn grasshoppers).

Even nearly related species sometimes have difiFerent karyotypes (e.g.,

some grasshoppers), and there are even subspecies with different

karyotypes (e.g., domestic and wild silkworms, some Peromyscus)

.

Much work has been done to find out whether these different karyo-

types can be derived from an ancestral one, and this is frequently so.

The methods of change seem to be, in most cases, division of the

centromere with breaking apart of two arms, union of terminal centro-

meres with the opposite effect, all kinds of translocations, and peri-

central inversions. We have already mentioned the well-worked-out

example of the Drosophila species (see I 3 C d bb), in which many
different karyotypes can be derived in this way from a basic con-

figuration. Numerous examples for all this can be found in the books

by White (1945), Matthey (1949), Patterson and Stone (1952), and

Stebbins (1950) for plants, and almost daily in current cytological

literature.

With the exception of polyploid plants, all species and genera of a

group may have different karyotypes, and the karyotypes may be used

as a taxonomic criterion of value. To a certain extent this is true also

for the subgenera of Drosophila. However, such differences are not

general and are not sufficiently orderly to give them a definite phylo-

genetic meaning in terms of chromosomal evolution. This means that

in special cases we might well conclude that, say, a group with six

chromosomes is derived from one with eight chromosomes by one or

the other known or supposed processes; but no rule obtains which
would permit endowing such processes with a genetic meaning, fitted

to serve as a basis for evolutionary speculation. (Good examples in

Babcock's 1947 Crepis monograph.) It is just this point which makes
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Babcock and others embrace the Neo-Darwinian doctrine as the only

way out, as they see it.

It is possible that all these facts on the evolution of the karyotype

have no meaning at all, and are just chance happenings. When the

sauropsids originated (not considering such details as the aberrant

type of Crocodilia) the karyotype was there by chance and, not

having any significance, persisted even to the almost mammalian

Monotremata. But why did it change when the marsupials originated?

In the same way the different configurations in the drosophilids may
be the product of the chance alone that the first ancestor of each

species carried an otherwise meaningless translocation, and so on. It is

certainly possible to defend such a negative point of view, though it

will not appeal to many geneticists. The alternative is that these

features have a definite genetic meaning. What could this be?

Within the classic theory of the gene a chromosome is a linkage

group, and a change in the karyotype means establishment of different

linkage groups. This might have an evolutionary meaning if by this

change groups of genes are kept together which for some reason are

needed as an intact group. In this case, however, inhibition of crossing

over would be needed. In addition, such an interpretation would have

a meaning only if genes concerned with similar or related functions

had an orderly distribution on the chromosome, which cannot be

asserted as a general fact. There is another possibility apparent. If

genes produce their primary products in loco and the first reactions

between them take place on the chromosomal surface, and if, further,

the reaction products diffuse along the surface of the chromosome to

enter into new reactions, all of which has been claimed, as we saw

before, the conclusion could be drawn that the establishment of new
linkage groups allows new primary reactions along the chromosome.

If such were the case, we should expect to find definite laws for the

change of the karyotype from species to genus to family, and so on,

and not the complete irregularity actually found. While it might be

very difficult to prove or even to make plausible such an interpretation,

it is equally difficult to disprove it, except by showing that the basic

assumptions regarding primary reactions are wrong. We discussed this

point previously and mentioned the obstacles to the acceptance of

this theory of genie action.

If we renounce the classic gene and accept the theory of the

hierarchical pattern of the genie material, the changes in the karyo-

type would mean the introduction or removal of some of the cate-

gories of concerted action, especially the higher ones. But up to the
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point of discussion reached so far, not much is gained by this inter-

pretation, because it would also lead to the postulate of some order in

the observed facts of phylogeny of the karyotype. However, the

situation is different when we proceed from the karyotype to the

structural pattern of the chromosome itself. Here the salivary chromo-

somes of Drosophila give very pertinent information, most of it owing

to Dobzhansky and students (see Dobzhansky's book, 1952) and the

Patterson group (see Patterson and Stone, 1952). In species crosses, as

far as they succeed, it appears that more or less extensive parts of the

salivary chromosomes are normally synapsed and therefore are struc-

turally and genetically identical. In other regions smaller or larger

inversions and sometimes translocations can be traced; still other

regions do not synapse at all and seem structurally completely dif-

ferent. Though only a few species can be crossed successfully (see

Patterson and Stone, 1952), it is probable that the dissimilarity of the

structural pattern increases with decreasing taxonomic relation. The

patterns of these chromosomes between (uncrossable) species are so

different that they cannot be compared directly, and if we take

different genera, or even families of Diptera, the comparability of

pattern ceases to exist (e.g., Drosophila—> Sciara-^ Chironomus).

Whatever the details, at least one definite fact is visible, namely,

that the intimate structural pattern of the chromosomes changes,

diversifies with taxonomic distance. There is no reason to deny that

this is a general feature, though only the giant salivary chromosomes

of Diptera permit observing it.

How can this structural diversification, which must have taken

place with evolution, be understood? I cannot see how the classic

theory of the gene could answer this question. The only answer it has

for the evolution of the genie material in the chromosomes is found in

the explanation of the origin of new genes : if a protozoan chromosome

is organized like any other one, this is only a matter of externa. The
decisive difference is that it has fewer genes, which, then, means that

evolution, beyond the reshuffling of mutant genes, consists of the

addition of new genes at each step. As a spontaneous generation of

genes is improbable, the new genes must be derived from old ones.

Bridges introduced the idea that a duplicated gene, first in tandem

duplication, later located anywhere else by translocation, may in time

transform into a completely new gene. The presence of the old one

permits such a development of a new one without harm to the

organism.

I have always felt that this idea is very crude and, in addition,
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contrary to all we know about the action of the gene, if we argue now
within the classic theory of the gene. Genes change only by mutation

into one or more types of alleles, which all have the same general

t\'pe of action. All alleles at the scute locus change the bristle pattern;

and all at the white locus, the eye color. Nobody has ever found a

scute allele affecting eye color. If we accept the explanation of

pseudoalleles as duplicated genes, the theory would require that they

become diversified. In all cases known, the assumed duplicate has

generally the same action, and is different only in detail, but different

only to the same extent as another allele. Actually, the pseudoalleles

were always described first as ordinary multiple alleles and, in ad-

dition, as producing their own alleles of similar action. What dis-

similarities there are, occur within the limits of multiple allelic action.

For example, one group of the white alleles (see I S C c ee ccc)

affects eye color with different expression in the female and in the

male; the other group affects eye color with identical expression in the

two sexes. The believers in new genes via duplication could say that

in pseudoallelism we are witnessing only the beginning of an origi-

nation of new genes, and in a million years one of them will become

a gene for the production of a new structure, not yet known today.

I cannot be satisfied with such an argument, which sounds like

Haeckel's type of phylogeny.

Another argument in favor of the theory could be derived from

Lewis' views regarding the functioning of pseudoalleles (see III 4 A).

As we have seen, Lewis assumed (as Pontecorvo had done tentatively

with great caution ) that in a series of pseudoalleles the new duplicate

gene takes over the next synthetic step in a series of synthetic actions

of which the original gene produced one step. The idea behind this

assumption is, it seems, that an observed orderliness in the action of

multiple alleles should be laid down in a similar orderliness in chro-

mosomal structure. Previously Serebrovsky and Dubinin had used this

approach when they concluded that the step arrangement of scute

phenotypes (see I 3 C a) requires a stepwise arrangement of subunits

of a gene. Both conclusions are rather unconvincing, actually a revival

of the preformist error in chemical guise. But even accepting Lewis'

ideas for argument's sake, we still face the general difficulty just

discussed: How can the new gene get out of its connection with

consecutive steps of a synthetic reaction to catalyze a completely new
chain of reactions, as we must expect when a new gene for com-

pletely new evolutionary steps originates? Such an event seems to me
to be much more miraculous than a repatterning within supermole-
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cules for which we have known chemical models and, in addition,

actually see the result in the known chromosomal patterns. Thus the

classic theory of the gene seems to lead into a blind alley in regard

to the possibihties of explaining evolution.

Though these difficulties have been realized occasionally by

others (e.g., Mather, 1953fl), I am aware of only one proposal that

was intended to overcome them within the classical theory of the

gene. Weir (1953) notes that there is a lack of correlation between

chromatin content of the nucleus and complexity of the species, which

is the same point given in our former ( 1940 ) and present discussions.

Thus evolutionary progress apparently does not depend on an increase

in gene number. Hence the question arises, How can an organism

acquire new functions without an increase in gene number? Ordinary

mutation and recombination do not create new variations, and there

is no knowledge of an essential gene mutating to new functions. For

these and other reasons, a species is faced with the problem either

of acquiring additional gene loci, which are not restricted from the

standpoint of their immediate usefulness, or of sparing existing genes

from their essential roles. According to Weir, "neutral genes" bridge

this gap. The action of such "neutral genes" is not necessary, because,

for example, their products are already supplied from outside (hke

vitamins contributed by food). A neutral gene is a spare gene, avail-

able as potential material for future evolution. Genes for bristle

pattern are mentioned as examples of such "frivolous" genes, which

can be present because the yeast supplies important gene products in

the food. Neutral genes, then, can acquire new essential functions,

perhaps working in a completely new reaction chain.

I am unable to see that these ideas help us to understand the

origin of new genes within the classic concept of the gene (with the

addition of the one gene—one action idea). The neutral genes in this

concept play the same role as the duplicated genes in the one dis-

cussed before, and we still do not know why a gene, contrary to all

knowledge, starts doing something quite new.

All these diflBculties disappear when we accept the theory of the

genie material which dispenses with the corpuscular gene and re-

places it by the hierarchy of organizational (molecular) patterns in

the chromosome. If small changes of pattern underlie the origin of the

typical mutations, any degree of repatterning of the chromosomal

material on the level of any of the segments of the hierarchy is

possible, leading to different grades of change of the hierarchical

pattern, which may increase in complication in numerous different
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ways. In a crude way, this is what is actually visible when the salivary

chromosomes of Drosophila species of different taxonomic diversity

are compared, and there is no reason why the crude visible diversity

of pattern should not reflect the intimate diversity of the chemical

pattern of the genie material. Evolution, in this case, would not

require the origin of new genes, but only shifts in the hierarchy of

patterns and sub- or super-patterns, which may be small and affect

only minor characters, or may be large and affect major parts of the

organization. In this picture the chromosomes of Protozoa do not

have fewer genes but a simpler, less diversified and less hierarchical

pattern of the genie material, which may be essentially the same as in

all higher organisms. Evolution of the genie material, then, is internal

diversification, not addition of new atomistic units.

Considerations like these have led me to postulate ( 1940 ) , as a

hypothesis, that scrambling and repatterning of the polarized se-

quences of chromosomal sections may occur occasionally in a single

event, which I called "systemic mutations." Such repatternings in all

grades, from small inversions or transpositions in one chromosome to

a complete repatterning of all chromosomes, may lead, if viable, to a

large over-all effect changing major features of development and

producing in one step ( or a few successive ones ) a major evolutionary

deviation. If the centromere region remains unchanged, synaptic

pairing in the heterozygote is still possible; and a homozygote can be

produced in time. As I said, this is a hypothesis only, and such a

happening may never be observable. But it is good to keep in mind,

when criticizing this hypothesis, that nobody has ever succeeded in

producing a new species, not to mention the higher categories, by

selection of micromutations. The critics of our hypothesis overlook

that it is derived directly from the undeniable facts of increasing

differences of intrachromosomal pattern with taxonomic distance,

where it can be observed, namely, in the salivary gland chromosomes

of Drosophila species. Either this is a product of chance and without

any meaning, or it has an evolutionary meaning. If the latter, it leads

logically to a hypothesis like that of systemic mutation (see Gold-

schmidt, 1940), This hypothesis involves, of course, the idea that

evolution, except on the lowest intraspecific level, proceeds by salta-

tions rather than by slow accumulation of small differences. The

reasons that compel me to give preference to this view have been

repeatedly given and do not belong to the present discussion. But

one aspect of the hypothesis of evolution by saltation is linked to the

theory of genie action and will therefore be discussed briefly.



EVOLUTION AND

GENIC ACTION

I have been reproached for not having made it clear in my book

The Material Basis of Evolution whether I was speaking of systemic

mutation (scrambhng of the chromosomal pattern) or of ordinary

mutations of a macroevolutionary type, and of being confused myself

on what I meant. Such criticism is based upon misunderstanding of

the logic of the argument. We just derived the meaning of systemic

mutation and its origin. In the extremest case, it would mean a

complete repatterning of the genome in one or a few steps. In a less

extreme case, it might mean a partial repatterning of one or two

chromosomes of the type found in the differences between two still

crossable species of Drosophila. But there is no clear delimitation of

such a lower grade of repatterning from still lower ones. The lowest

grade is an ordinary "genie mutation" which I consider to be a tiny

repatterning on a submicroscopic level. From the point of view of

action of the genie material there is so far no possibility of studying

the differences brought about by a hypothetical systemic mutation;

but we can study the difference at the lower end of the series, the

simple mutation. Such a study can give us a model for the action of a

systemic mutation, if we find mutants, macromutants, which produce

such a large deviation from normal that they show in their limited

action upon a part of the body (but sometimes also the entire

organism, e.g., corn grass) what can be accomplished within the

framework of viable development in regard to huge deviations, ac-

complishing in one step a real saltation of the kind we would expect

to be produced by a systemic mutation. The argument is to show,

with the model of the macromutant, that big saltatory deviations

from normal are possible within the normal potentialities of develop-

ment. If this can be shown, the facts not only serve as a model of

macroevolutionary changes but demonstrate the possibility, in princi-

ple, of saltations in evolution, which might be due to systemic

mutations, leading, in rare cases, to a viable whole. It is regrettable

that many evolutionists forget that the developmental potencies are

489
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a necessary partner of genetic change in the understanding of evolu-

tion.

Demonstrating the possibihty of saltations in principle means, of

course, to show that developmental processes can be shifted by one

mutant to such an extent that a structural departure appears which is

of the order of magnitude of macroevolutionary differences. This must

mean, in terms of development, that the mutant action affects one of

the early determinative processes which decide the fate of a develop-

ing organism. We discussed such processes earlier (III 5 D e). A good

example which may serve as a model (see figs. 21, 22) for any others

is the Drosophila mutant tetraltera (one of the podoptera types).

Here it can be seen that definite sections of the wing anlage are

redetermined: one part into a leg or haltere-like structure by sepa-

rating it from the rest and transforming it into a whole by adding a

mirror image half; other parts of the wing anlage being redetermined

into dorsum and scutellum, with their typical bristles, and incorpo-

rated into the thorax. In the same example we have seen the very

important fact (figs. 21, 22) that the redetermined part subsequently

becomes subjected to the power of integrating new and old structures

in an appropriate way into a whole; this is one of the least under-

stood properties of animal development, but it is an undeniable fact

which is of the greatest importance for evolution. In the present

example the transformed wing anlage was fitted in a perfect way into

a completely reconstructed dorsal mesothorax, while the transformed

scutellum with the normal one was crowded out and disappeared in

the new architecture. This is a perfect example of how a macromutant

(or a few successive ones) can produce in one step a major structural

change, in itself perfect, integrated into the organism and changing

it in general order of magnitude at least (of course for the one

structure only in the observed example) to the extent of a generic

difference or even more.

The number of such macromutants in animals and plants which

could serve as similar models is steadily increasing. Stubbe and

Wettstein (1941) and Stubbe (1952) described a number of them in

Antirrhinum flowers, all reminiscent of the type of different genera.

Stubbe showed also how they can easily acquire the necessary modifiers

(meaning readjustment of the genetic system) for normal vitality.

Burgeff (1943) found similar macromutants in liverworts; Andersson-

Kotto and Gairdner (1936) in ferns; Gustafsson (1947, 1951a) in

wheats; Lamprecht (1948) in peas; the most extreme case in plants

is probably that of corn grass (Singleton, 1951), in which not only a
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part but the entire plant is affected extremely. An especially good

example in plants has been studied by Gustafsson (1954) and D. von

Wettstein (1954). In golden barley erectoides, a single mutant step,

led to drastic change in morphology and anatomy, an altered ecolog-

ical response, the origin of a sterility barrier, and (in one case) a

new karyotype distinguishable cytologically. Further, these mutants

form a basis for a new polymorphy, since secondary mutants appear

rather frequently in outcrosses (Hagberg, 1954). Though Gustafsson

is not yet ready to follow me completely in my conclusions upon
macroevolution, he meets me at least halfway. In Drosophila the

homoeotic mutants are examples; in the guinea pig, the polydactyl

monsters (Wright, 1934); and in the mouse, mutants like luxated (see

Griineberg, 1952), in which early embryonic determination is shifted

in regard to the location of some processes, with effects, such as

change of vertebral number, which can be considered as models for

known macroevolutionary features ( see Forsthoefel, 1953 ) . Thus there

can be no doubt that single mutants can produce new effects upon
embryonic determinative processes, leading to great departures in a

direction which under proper conditions would lead to macro-

evolutionary divergence, especially so when the embryonic power of

regulative integration fits the new structure harmoniously into the

whole without need for special selective modification. If simple mu-
tants can have an avalanche of consequences, a major repatterning of

the genie material, as contemplated in the hypothesis of systemic

mutation, could produce immense changes in one or a few steps.

There is nothing in this idea which cannot be derived in an orderly

way from the known facts of chromosomal evolution and the newer

theory of the constitution and action of the genie material. It is there-

fore to be regretted that Dobzhansky called this point of view a

cataclysmic theory, a designation which Stebbins even used for the

title of a paper. There is nothing cataclysmic in a postulated process

that occurs or is assumed to occur in a way that requires only known
basic processes of chromosomal and genetic behavior. If cataclysms

enter this theorizing at all, it is the cataclysm of the orthodox and

extreme Neo-Darwinism.

We have not discussed evolution as such, but only its relation to

genetic theory. As a matter of fact, evolution should again be ap-

praised in the way I see it on the basis of all the material that has

been added since my book of 1940 was written. It would then be seen

that the number of evolutionists is increasing who take these views

seriously and try to combine them with their own ideas (e.g., S.
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Wright, 1950). It would also be seen that leading taxonomists in their

respective fields, like Petninkewitsch for spiders and scorpions (1952)

and Zimmcrmann (Insects of Hawaii, 1948, see 1:151 ff., 2:342 fiF,),

find facts which force them to consider seriously my point of view.

The same is true of the paleontologist Schindewolf (1950) in his re-

markable volume. Perhaps some day an objective appraisal of all this

will be made, together with a critical consideration of the failure of

Neo-Darwinism to explain evolution beyond the level of mixed inter-

breeding populations.
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